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?BS7i:;.CT

"his thesis is conoerne" wi'h the ihcrnulaticn of ritish policies towards

the tnditm rinccs, r.ith special reference t<: the period 1918-1939 when the

rincely Order achieve ' en unprecedented roranenoe in "ritish eyes#

Chapter one investigates the ohanging relationships between successive

British administrations and the "ndian totes# ~'n 'cussing the emergence

of on official policy of trust, several of its manifestations are considered:

the initiation of a Chamber of rinces; the transfer of Indian totes to

8 direct relationship with the overnment of India; the provision of legal

safeguards for rinccs; the modernisation of Tnd5on trtes' orces; the

policy of recognition through honours which also sav the nomination of rinoes

as indie's representatives at international conferences. Chapter two takes

as its main focus the exercise of control over the affairs of the "rincely

Itates. "he character and function of the oreign and oliticnl department

of the Government of Indie are examined. The scope of arnmountoy together

with differing rationales for intervention are investigated in respect of

various c'rcunutsnces pertaining to criminality, maladministrati on, the

enforcement of humanitarian edicts, disputes concer ing territorial readjustment

and successions, the conflict of economic interest between ''.ritish "rovinces

and 'ndian "ndin. The origins of the "arcourt Butler Committee of 1928,

together with an account of its progress through India and the content of

its '• eoort, constitute the material discu sed in chapter three. Chapter

four traces the emergence of the federal ideal with particular emnhasis on the

proceedings of the irst Round "able onference and the unexpected arrival of

the 'rinces in the arena of ll-'ndie politics. Chapter five is concerned

to establish the central role of the rinccs in the framing of the 1935 India

'ct. Certain irregular connections made between "ritish diehard interests

and prominent rinees are uncovered. In conclusion, sore explanations ere

advanced f r the despatch of the Indian federation to a constitutional limbo



ill

and the eolipse of the Indian Princes as a political force* none general

oomraent is made on the unimpressive nature of the allegiances struok up

between successive British administrators and politicians and the Indian

Princes*
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n the morning of 25th Torch, 1946, the three d'stinguished members of

the Cabinet ' ission were ushered into the Viceroy's private conference

room in his elhi residence. The olitical 'divisor to the Crown

Representative had arranged for the display of a large nap of India in which

the territory of the Indian 'totes wes clearly distinguished from British
(1)

India. "ethwick-Tnwrence and Alexander were astonished, and even

Cripps was surprise! by the sheer magnitude of the territorial possessions

of the Tndian rinces, sane two-fifths of the whole sub-continent. hile

the team was 'fully briefed' about British ndlan problems, only Cripps

appeared to have anything but the most elementary knowledge of the
(2)

Indian tates.

The astonishment of the majority of the Cabinet Mission is hardly to

be wondered at. rincel; rndia had for Ion; been imperfeotly understood

on the British side. The single historian of major standing to tackle

the subject of the Tndian "rinces, confronted with

'an apparently multitudinous fiel of princes and princelings, chieftans
and satraps and functionaries in the various secretariats',

conceived that he might be suspected of

'leanings to the Euritanian 30hool of history, a pleasant region
halfway between history proper and the historical novel'.

• dvard Thompson felt his task to be justified since, in the imperfect record

of Indian History,

•Native India and its lenders have mrde only incidental appearances,
their motives rarely understood or even regarded, their personalities
left shadowy'. (3)

Thompson's outstanding study of the evolution of the Tndian rinces in the

early nineteenth century has found no successor, in terms of imaginative

scholarship, to document the decline of the Tndian rinces in the twentieth

1. "he striking extent of the Tndian tates is well defined in the map
used to illustrate the eport of the "ndian tates Committee, 1928-9,
see map facing.

2. ".'ekefield, "ir ., est Imperative, (1966", pp. 210,1.
3. Thompson, ., '.'he n>in,' of the Tndinn rinces, (1943 » P* vi.
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century. The format adopted in discussing Princely India has all too
(1)

often been that of the travelogue and anecdotal miscellany, supplemented

by the often affectionate reminiscences of retired British Political

Officers of the Foreign and Political Department of the Government of
(2)

India.

While several scholars have taken up themes associated with the
(3)

Indian Princes in the modern era, no systematic investigation has

appeared of the most intriguing feature of their recent history, the

emergence of the Princely Order from relative obscurity to play a central

role in the making of the Indian constitution in the period between the

two World Wars- Little attention has been given to the circumstances

behind the promotion of the Indian Princes as a welcome counterweight

to the gathering strength of Indian nationalism; to the discrete policies

which aimed at establishing the Princes and their nominees as a

stabilising element at the centre of an All Indian polity; to the

1. Leading exemplars of this type are Rousselet, L., L'Inde des Rajas,
(Paris, 1875); Diver, M., Royal India, (1942); Forbes, R., India of
the Princes, (1939); Keyserling, Count H., Travel Diary of a
Philosopher, (1925)J Pellenc, Baron J., Diamonds and Dust: India
through French Byes, (1936); Tottenham. E. L., Highnesses of Hindustan,
(1934); Lord, J., The Maharajas, (1972;

2. Prominent in this genre are Lothian, Sir A., Kingdoms of Yesterday,
(l95l); Fitze, Sir K., Twilight of the Maharajas! (195671 Lawrence,
Sir W. R., The India We Served,Tl928); Barton, Sir W., The Princes^of
India, (193471 Coeia, Sir T. C., The Indian Poli tical Service, (1971);'
Corfield, Sir C., The Princely India I Knew: Frcro Reading to
Mountbatten, (Madras, 197571 Trevelvan, H., The India We Left, (1972);
Wakefield, Sir E., on. cit.

3- Phadnis, U.. Towards the Integration of Indian States 1919-1947, (New
Delhi, 1968), is a chronological and severely legalistic account of
the processes which resulted in the absorption of the Indian States
into the Indian Uaion. Ramusack, B. N., The Indian Princes as
Imperial. Politicians 1914-1939. Ph.D. (Partial)*! (Michigan, "'1969)
was completed while major sources, Viceregal and Secretary of State

i correspondence were,still closed. Wood, H. D., The Relationship
between the Indian Princely States and the Indian Central Government
1921-1936, A.M., (Chi cago, 195l)» is a slight work; culled from,
secondary sources. A scholarly, if rather narrowly focussed, study
of' the emergence of the Indian States is set out in Sinh, Maharaj-
kumar R., Indian States and the New Regime, (Bombay, 1938)
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aspirations of the Princes themselves in n climate of accelerating

political change. These were considerations of the most sensitive

character for ritish agencies of government in both elhi and hitehall.

As its principal source, this thesis draws upon the 'private and

personal' correspondence bet* ren ecretary of tate and Viceroy, the

channel which controlled policy towards the Indian tntes 'from the
(1)

utiny to nrtition'. Tt would be difficult to overestimate the

influence of this correspondence. "ontagu, congratulated ceding on

the quality of his letters, remarked 'they are like lenps in a London
(2) " (3)

fog'. The comparative isolation of the Viceroy in elhi gave,

on occasion, r ."•or.; 1 mi intimate cV.wcter to hi r. correspondence

with the ecretary of tate. As Leading wrote to Birkenhead;

'I shall particularly welcome the friendly and informal discussions
in our private letters, for, as you can veil imagine, the Viceroy
lives in isolation and cannot indulge in intricacies with officials,
however high, even if he had more temptations than are actually
presented'. 0+)

■"he confident'ality of thir supreme channel of communication was stressed

by enn when he wrote to the Viceroy:

'of course we correspond in the strictest confidence and a good deal
goes into these letters which, were you here, would never be put
on paper'. (5)

^his confidentiality was jealously guarded. hen a nrlianentary Under-

Secretary requested access to the private correspondence between ecretary

of 'tate and Viceroy, Linlithgow woul only agree that ' selected paragraphs'

should be made available.(6)

1. Coen, ir T. C., on. cit., p. 50.
2. ' onta u to I ending, 3rd oveniber, 1921, . . . 3» p» 29.
3« ' ontagu to Rea ing, 1st February, 1922, I.. ".. 4, p. 21.
4» Reading to irkenhead, lBth December, 1924, '■'» .. 7, pp. 235» 6.
5. Benn to Irwin, 27th ebruary, 1930, ;x. .. 6, p. 46.
6. Linlithgow to etland, 13th ecenber, 193'> i» 12, p. 300.
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'"'he ''ormotten Tndja; Tip 'ndinn tntes

'it is really astonishing how these feudal old-world enclaves have

carried, on with s little change right into the middle of the twentieth

century. ""he air is heavy and still t ere, and the waters move sluggishly,

and the ne comer, used to change and movement and a little wary of them

perhaps, feels o drowsiness, and a faint charm steals over him. It all

seems unreal, like a picture where time stands still and an unchanging scene

meets the eye. ' Imost unconsciously he drifts back to the oast and to his

childhood's dreams, and visions of belted and armoured knights and brave

and fair maidens come to him, and turrete castles and chivalry and

quixotic ideas of honour and pride and matchless courage and scorn of death.

specially if he happens to be in Rajputana, that home of romance and of

vain and impossible deeds.

But soon the visions fade arc! a sense of oppression comesj it is

stifling an difficult to breathe, and below the still or slowly moving

waters there is stagnation and putrefaction. 'ne feels hedged,

circumscribed, bound down in mind end body. nd one sees the utter

backwardness and misery of the people, contrasting vividly with the glaring

ostentation of the rince':. since. rov much o; the wealth of the State

flows into that palace for the personal needs and luxuries of the prince,

how little goes back to the people in any form of service *> veil

of mystery surrounds these tates.

'They are the dark places of the earth, full of unimaginable cruelty,

touching the railway and the telegrenh on one side, and on the other the
,(2)

days of Harun-ol-fnsch d.

1. Nehru, .., -n 'utbb' On.ranhy. .1936 , pp. 93r> !•

2. ipling, ., ' he 'an ho ould 'e ing', In 'renty no 'ales. (l%6'
P* 43«
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'The Princes themselves, and their whole position in the country, are

very imperfectly understood. iror many people realise that ndian India

is not, and never has been, "ritish territory; that thousands of bankers,

merchants and financiers in Bombay and Calcutta are subjects of Tndian

Jtatea; that the ubiquitous moneylender is usually a 'armor; from Jaipur;

that one-third of Tndia and r ouarter of her neonles belong to ulrrs, who
,(1)

are allies by treaty with the Br'tish Crown.

1. Diver, ., ryel ndi.n, (l%2 , pp. 2, 3
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The existence of a unity of interest between imperialism end Indian

rincos stretches back, in the strict sense, to the drafting of a treaty
(1)

in 17^5 between the British and the '"nvnb "azir of Oudh. "hereafter,

a policy of intervention was pursued in the internal affairs of

'protect?I' tot o, nartioularly in the err; of 'ellesley and 'L stings,
(2)

this was subsumed within a system of 'alliances of perpetual friendship'.

In establishing the nol oy of 'subsidiary alliances', ellesley intended

'to place the tntcs in such a degree of dependence on the British
lower as may deprive them of the means of prosecuting any measure
hazardous to the security of the ritish "npire'. (3)

From Thompson's scholarly investigation, it is clear that India's

political framework was constructed in the twenty years between 1789 and

1819, which saw the destruction of the uslim dynasty of Tysore and the

successful British oompaip a-sinst the arathas. Thompson put it:

'the Indian '"V'nce' emerged in 1906, arising like the uranic
rvasi, (4 from the churning of the ocean by the hods and Bewans,
and received his position in India's polity in 1819'. (5)

For from being an impressive survival from antiquity, the Tndirn ri nee was

'the creation of Lord ellesley in his half dozen yeor3 of
daemonic activity*. (6

in a graphio passage, Thompson went on the argue that the representatives

of the ast India Company,

'set the rinces in their position, liftin • them out of the chaos
in which they were submer-ed. hen thus nicked up and re-
esteblisher , 'the rinces' were as completely helpless and derelict
os any power since the beginning of the world. ad the British
Government not intervened, nothing but extinction la.y before the
Rajput totes, and disintegration before the Taratha '-tates. As
for such tates as udh and the Tizam's dominions, their very
existence was bogus; they were kept in a semblance of life, only by
means of the breath blown through them by toe rotecting ower'. (7

1. r,he terms of the treaty required the awab to maintain forces for the
common defence of Cudh and the ritish possessions in Bengal. Tee
Sinh, ., on. oit., pp. 7, 8.

2. Ibid., p. 12.
•5* bi « , p. lif.
4. The renowne courtesan and dancing nymph of Tndrn's heaven. ee

Thompson, ., op. cit., p. .

5. Ibid.

Ibid., p. 140.
7. Fbi d.. p. 270.
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Published in 1943* this was a damaging interpretation to the

aspirations of those '"rinoes and their British supporters who planned

for an independent status with the approaching transfer of power. nne

reviewer felt that "hcmpson's governing motive had been to discredit, on

a historical basis, the conte-porsry claims of "ndian rinces to virtual
(1)

independence. Another reviewer, and former oliticol Officer, urged

readers to disregard the origins ol the "rinces and remember, rather, the
(2)

loyalty of present-day ''rinces to the British Crown. A long-standing

adviser to the rinces, in hi.3 review, held that many of the Ruling rinces
(3)

were indeed of ancient origin. Representative of the school of thought

sympathetic to the rinces, was the review which conceded that their

pedigrees had now been shown to be less august than had been imagined; but

'I had rather we altered our treaties with them by negotiation than by
(4)

fracture*.
(5)

Thompson's analysis also attracted a good deal of favourable oconvent.

An organ of the popular press assumed that since it had now been

convincingly demonstrated that the soi-disant 'native states' were

creations of the British and that the Princes owed their continued

existence to ritish protection, there should be no difficulty in adapting

their artificial status to bring them within the framework of a dominion
(6)

India, 'whether the "rinces like it or not*. An especially enthusiastic

Indian reviewer recorded of Thompson's analysis, 'he has flung a brick into
(7)

the hot-house of the Princes'.

1. oe Great Britain and the East. 11th entember, 1943.
2. Barton, Sir "•, The Fortnightly Review. October, 1943* p. 280.
3» Rushbrook " illioms, I. F., The Spectator. 27th August, 1943* P« 197.

4. Squire, Sir J., ,T,he "llustrated T ondon Fews. 16th October, 1943* pp. 426, 7.
5. See Professor A'erriedale Keith in The Observer. 15th August, 1943;

The ! istener. 26th August, 1943; "the Glasgow eraId. 3rd September, 1943*
6. Reynolds Mews. 5th September, 1943*

7» Phahani, R. <• Tomorrow. October, 1943* P» 132.
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'bile the 'Thompson thesis was correct in identifying Indian States

in general as creation of the v'ritish, there did remain a small number

which dated back to ore- ogul times; "ehru himself conceded the existence
(1)

of a thousand year old historical continuity in "mvaneore.

Commentators favourable to the rinces had a tendency to use the
(2)

'thousand-year-old' label in a very general sense. ' uch was made of

Tod's researc ies into Rajput origins which purported to reveal an
(3)

antiquity of descent unmatched by the more famed European dynasties.

European observers were very ready to enlerge upon the romance attached

to the dynastic ori ins of Tndian rinces. . ~. ussell on tour with

the 'rinoe of ales in 1°75 was struck by the celestial descent accorded

to Udaipur,

'a dynasty which outlived eight centuries of foreign domination ...
the oldest pedigree in the world'. (f

A similar thought struck a ' renoh traveller in 1925:

'how paltry do the bearers of our oldest names, the oldest of which
only date from yesterday compared with those of India, appear by
the side of any RrjputJ ' e are here concerned with the greatest
triumph of human breeding that I know of. (5':

Rousselet reasoned that the Rajputs were the representatives of the last

Indo- uropeon invasion of 7ndia, their customs and morals were moire
(6)

Ecythiar nd • rt ti an than akin to the Vedas. r scribing her vi 3it

to Rajputana in the early 1920s, the Vicereine recorded that

'the atmosphere recalled the ong of Roland and pages from Valory's
'

orte d' rthur*. (7)

Cn occasion, travellers in Tndia would extend the romantic ethos of

Rajputane t cava the "niian "tatea generally# hus a rench visitor,

1« Mehru, J., 'he iscevery of Tndia. (194' , p.

2. See Barton, ir ., op. cit.. p. 78.
3* Ted, t.-Col. James, 'rrnnls and ntiouities of ajnsthnn or the Central

and cstcrn njpoot tates of India. '(1829-32;. vol. T, p'.""l3b* ""kid knew
Rajputanr having served as olitical 'gent there between lnl' and 1°17»

4. Russell, . ., "he rinoc of ales 'our in India, (1877)> P* 136.
5. Keyserling, Count, ?'., op. pit.. p. 187.
6. Rousselet, I., op. cit.. p. 182.
7* Butler, I., ''he Viceroy's 'fe« (1969), p. 45«
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in 1936, rejoiced to be leaving 'the grey monotony of British India':

on entori.; ftiala, he 'plunged into the seething many coloured life
(1

of an Indian tate'.

The rationale behind the retention of euasi independent Indian

totes, hel- in the firm grasp of 'subsidiary alliances', pas not concerned

merely to make permanent a mosaic of romantic and medieval character for

the edification of eri.atetic 'uropeans. he case for maintaining the

stive "tates as a form of safety val*e was urged forcibly before the

Commons Committee on "ndisn flairs by the enlightened administrator and

scholar '"ountstuart lphinstone in 193?:

'their territories afford a refuge to all those whose habits of
var, intrigue, or denredation make thorn incapable of remaining
quiet in ours'.

"'lphinstonc felt that the "tates ight serve as a style of cesspit:

'we must have sore sink to receive a .J the corrupt matter that
abounds in India'. (2)

Tome sixty years on, the overnor of ombay put up the argument in more

or less identical terms: while Indian 'tates existed, potential agitators

'may resort to native courts and capitals, where, though not
innocuous, they arc not so noxious as they might otherwise have
been. hus, as it were, many acrid humours of the imperial body
are drawn off from its vital parts to its remoter members'. (3'

unro argued that the retention of the "ndien tates on the grounds that,

'among all the disorders of the stive 'tates, the flel is open
for every man to raise himself; and hence anon them there is a
spirit of emulation, of restless enterprise and independence, far
preferable to the servility of our Indian subjects'. (4

1* Tellenc, Barm, J«, on. cit.. p. 1 ' . "hat inveterate socialite, Sir
enry Channon, made much the same iistinction, in the twilight days of
the ' ritish 0j, between 'te ious olhi days in that cheerless Tutyens
alace' and his ex eriences In the tates, 'gay visits to dark
rinses ... heat - luxury - taleidosc ic colour'. Jom.es, . • (ed.)
ihipg: the larics of ir onry Chcnnon. 1970 , p. 505«

2. Cited in hompson, ., on. cit.. p. 271, 4*

3. Temple, ir ., hifllr ;n lfiQQ, (1030), p. 63.
4» Cited in ' hompson, ., on. cit., p. ?74»
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The preservationist school of thought did piny a part in staying the

hand of expansionist Governor Generals, but the dominant influence

appears to have been the attitude of the "orae Government which stipulated

a policy of non-intervention follo' ir. the financial shock of ellesley's
(l;

conquests.

•"owever, in the -period which immediately followed Bentinek's term

of office, substantial motives appeare for annexationist policies. The

evils of irresponsible autocracy, supported by unconditional British

guarantees, became more and more apparent. Tn the view of an Indian

historian, himself of rincely stock,

'the oourts of these rinces became the theatre of the most
degraded debauchery and the most horrible miogovernment

the revenues of the tate were dissipated between the
mercenaries of the earn and the minnions of the Court'.

It was in lalhousie's time that ellesley's system of unconditionally
W)

guaranteed protectorates, 'was bearing its oast and worst fruits',

nlhousie was thus led t<. regard otive Chi fs as 'mischevious anomalies,
(3)

to be abolished by every fair means'.

The convulsions of 157 required that a re—definition of policy

towards the Indian tates take place. "he essence of multifarious

anomaly lay in the rinces' status as de facto dependents though in

possession of treaties many of which recognised de .jure sovereigns. But

since the great majority of rinces had shown up well as imperial allies
(4)

during the emergency, this was hardly the time to codify political

practice as opposed to formal recognition. The mood of the day was

1. ! osselli, ., 'ord illia: - Bentinck, (1974 , p« 226.
2. Ginh, *nharaj-kumar, R* (Hair-Apparent to "itarau tate', op. clt.. p.27
3. iunter, ir . ., Brief "istory. of the "nn' • n -eople. 1907 , p. 217.
4. "o authority was more enthusiastic than Temple: 'the Native states

were watched with anxiety, thad they come in, the revolt would have
swept the mpire. But only some ' tatrs, as distinguished from
sovei-r: • ns, move! out oi line .... he; rendered a priceless serxice
to the :ritiah cause, at the moment of its extreme depression. They
deserved then, as they will ever deserve, 60 be esteemed as bulwarks
of imperial stability, and as a conservative element in a country
where subversion and explosive forces may at any time break forth'.
Temple, ir k., op. cit.. p. 60.
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accurately conveyed by the Cambridge :ristory of Tndia:

'at the moment when it was the fashion to describe the Indian
tates as breakwaters on which the utiny hod dashed in vain,
it woul have seemed perhaps unwise, certainly ungracious, to
insist on the rinces' formal recognition of" the changes that
had taken place after the earlier treaties had been mode and to
def'ne precisely their position and obligations', (l)

"he post- uvlny transfer of Indie to the Crown offered the opportunity

to re- ard Icyal rinces and alley their anxieties. 'he ueen's

proclamation of 1 announced that,

'
e shell respect the rights, dignity and honours of r;tive
rinces as our own'. (2

Tt f .llowe ' tint Cannin would mderwrite t e w nle of Tndinn India with
(3)

adoption sonads which guaranteed the rinces' ancestral possessions.

This was • suggestion initiated by the three hulkisn "rinces, atiale,
(4)

•Thind and "atha. Tn the aftermath oI t ie utiny, both tanning end

t;e 'ecretary b "tote were convinved of the nolitical advantages of

securing the co-operation of the ! uln-s of ndinn totes. hough

ir Charles ood favoured the appropriation of some pleasant hill

territories, in the end he agreed with Cannin, that

'to attach the Chiefs permanently to us ("as of far more
importance than c ;y possession of small districts fitted for
uropeon c lonisst ons'. (5)

ith the rendition of ysore in 10°1, the patchwork division of

ndia iato ritish administered provinces and "ndion tates was altered for

the last time, in any substantial way, until the transfer of mower in
(6)

1947. The extent of the rinces* territories was captured in the

U Tod",veil, H. H., "he Cambridge Mi story of Tndin. (l53<°', V* 179.
2. Cited in inh, ., op. cit.. p. 32.
3. Canning gave an assurance to every ruling "rince that on failure 6f

natural he'rs, the adoption of a successor would be recognised. ee
•-.ore, . , 'i r "hrrle3 cod's Tndio "olicy. (1966 , p. 16J+.

4» The rinces gene roily were delighted, none more so than the T'sharojs
of ewr, a leuer with no son. ee oberts, 'ield-'arshall I.ord,
. orty- nc eras in "nufn. (1'9" , P. 260.

5» oorr, . .T., o- . c t. , p. 16' .
6. "isputed territories were contested! in the twentieth century, see

chapter 2 pp. 210-21 o large scale renditions were arranged. In
1936, the -overament of India refused to carve out a principality for
the A. fi Khan from ! ritish Indie. See r etland to '"illinrdon,
5th July, 1935, 6, p. 58.
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picturesque prose of Sir "illiam Barton:

'From the huge mountain mass of the amirs and erakorara in the
north, where political Tndia impinges on Central Asia, to Cape
Conor!n in the south, a distance of nearly two thousand miles,
one might travel almost entirely through territory of the Tndinn
rinces without touching British India similarly one may
pass from west to east, from the Indus nearly to Caloutta, through
country that & es not owe direct allegiance to the British Crown*, (l)

Tn area, the Indian States were admittedly enormous, but in population

they were 'rastly inferior' to British Tndia. Pressures of invasion

and conquest had relegated many tates to inhospitable and unproductive
(2)

regions.

hile territorial guarantees represented a practical and effective

device for the strengthening of ties between the British and the 'rinces,

Canning felt that the entry of the Crown into the governance of Tndia,

symbolised by the I85P loyal Proclamation, could also bind rinces to the

British cause. Following emersion's forecast which spoke of a

•tenfold increase' in rinces' allegiance should the Crown replace the
(3)

Company, Canning impressed on the rcretary of tate that the Crown:

'is nor? for the first time brought face to face w th Its feudatories.
There is a reality in the suzerainty of the overeign of nglsnd
which has never existed before, which is not only felt, but
eagerly acknowledged by the Chiefs'. (4)

Thus was evinced a theory of paramountry and feudal overlordship which

required visible raanifestation. To this end the r&er of the "tar of

India was instituted which it was supposed would fulfil a dual function

1. Barton, ir T., op. cit.. p. 3, 4.
2. Tn 1907, the area of the Indian 'tate3 stood at °24»00C sc. miles)

their collective populations at around 6P,000,000. Tie arid tracts
of Rajputana and Baluchistan were more representative of the "tates
as a whole but 30®e of the fairer portions of Tndia also lay within
the States, notably the fertile lands of "ysore with its valuable
mineral resources, Hyderabad with its iron and coal, aroda, the
'Garden of Gujarat', Kashmir of outstanding scenic beauty. :'ee
Lee- arner, Bir ., Tmperiol Gazeteer of Tndia: the Tndian Tmpire.
vol. TV, (1907,!, p. 61. I full statement of the distribution of
Indian Btates together with particulars as to area, ponulction,
revenue and status appears as Appendix 1.

3» Sinh, R., on. cit.. p. 33

4. Roberts, Field-Marshall Lord, op. oit.. p. 260.
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in cementing relations with the British Crown end associating rinees

with ''ritish functionaries' as members of the seme order in r fraternity
(1:

of honour'. The ueen's interest was not in doubt:

'seriou-. urst'ons with "'stive rinces these are the sort of
things or cjesty likes to hear about'. (2)

To giv formal express!on to the status of allegiance required of

Indian r nces, Canning instituted a practice of holding ceremonial

durbars, occasions redolent of pam • nd splendour. This was an example

of the sort of miscalculation which marred the relationship with t5te

.rinces in the years to come. Tt had been assumed that the rinces

would find it 'r source of satisfaction' to pay homage to the ueen of
(3)

the 'aramount ov/er. toberts, however, noticed that some of the

highest of the Rajput Chiefs declined to attend the '~rn Turbar:

'they considered it would be derogatory to their dignity to obey
the summon", of the representative of n sovereign, of whom they
considered themselves the allies and not the feudatories'. (4;

Closely associated w'th the Durbar policy, was the formalisation of a

personal relationship between the Indian Rulers and the "ueen -"mpress.

The visit of the rdnce of ales to India in 1"75, its attendant
(5

ceremonials and its uccess with the xince3 was obvious stimulus

to the institution of a new oyal Title which, as rrby explained to the

Lords,

'will mark more clearly the relation which she holds to the
Native rincos of India'. (6)

But there was good reason to suppose that the proposed Royal Title was

not popular vdth the rinces, a view jtrengly put to the Home overnment
(7)

by Lyall, an administrator, vastly experienced in "tates' affairs.
1. Ten pie-j ir ., op. cit.. p.

2. "night J... ., '"he ' oyal "itles "ct and ' ndia', "istoricrl -Tournal,
xi, 3, (I968j, p. 490.

3» ioebnor, . and ' chraidt, TT, . Tmneri rli."". (l "65 , pp. 117, 8.
4« loberts, ield- ■ rshrll lord, cr. cit., p. 262.
5» Russell, • ., on. cit.. pnssitn.
6. night, T. ., cp. cit.. p. 492.
7* Ibid.. p. 493* d-ir " Ifred yall was a Commissioner at 33, Heme

'"ecretery to the Government of India at 3n, "gent to the Governor
General in iiajputana at 41. ee "oodruff, ., The on ho Ruled 1nd'- ,
vol. 2, pp. 64-74.
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The interests which promoted and passed the Rcyal Titled *ct were

bound up with the military and political advantages that would accrue
(1)

from closer relations with the rinces. Lytton took up the policy,
(2)

after some initial hesitation, and wrote with confidence to the

Cueen:

'if we have with us the rinces, we shall have with us the people'.

One of the more curious features of this grand design was Lytton's concept

of an Indian feudal nobility: by registering the titles of all '"'ranees,

the Viceroy hoped to create an Indian peerage. Central to Lytton*s

policy was the calculation that by treating with the ' rinces, he might

consolidate the Finpire at its frontiers:

'why not make Cashmere, for instance, a orden of the nrohes"
The moral effect of employing him and his forces for the
permanent defence of the Frontier would be considerable'.(3)

Salisbury was not especially enthusiastic* he correctly saw that the

self-interest of the rinces would incline them on the British side
(4)

anyway.

Lytton's famed "reclamation Hurbar, the arrangements for which had

been cloaked in secrecy, lytton being afraid that ' nglish ridicule would
(5)

burst the bubble', took place on Lew Year's "ay, lp77» It captivated

Lord Roberts:

'the magnificence of the '-stive 'rinoes' retinues can hardly be
described •••• never before had rinces and Chiefs of every roc®
and creed come from all parts of Hindustan, vying with each other as
to the magnificence of their entourage, and met together with the
same object - that of acknowledging, and doing homage to one supreme
Ruler'• (6)

1. The leading protagonist of this policy appears to have been n« T. Burne,
lytton's ravote decretory. ' ee ! night, L. A., op. oit.. p. 494,

2. ''either "ayo nor Korthbrook, his predecessors, had drabbled muoh in a
rinces' policy.

3. Cited in Gopel, L., ritish clicv in Tndia lp5-p-19Fr. (1965), p. 114.
4« Ibid.. p. 115«

5. Knight, •, op. cit.. p. 499.
6. Field-'ors .nil, Lord Roberts, op. cit.. p. 332.
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a a key or. nniser of the pageant, :oberts was not a disinterested observer

and he took away on overblown impression of "rinoos* loyalty. "Tie

attitude 01 the rore astute Rulers remained ambiguous; not all were

dazzled b; the tinsel of the urbnr policy. *• a olkrr stiffly informed

Lord Derby,

'I am no rigadier or Commander-ire-Chiof or Governor General, they
are paid servants and consequently such honours and titles become
them but not to on independent native prince like myself*, (l)

"ln the British side, the loyal Titles "ct had been pushed through

largely because alisbury thought that it night remove an irritating field

of parliamentary interference. rinoelv India had become the main
(2'

campaigning round of the Indian r.efon ooiety. Closely linked

to the parliamentary agitators were the "rincely agents. al'sbury

hoped that inconvenient appeals from the rinces to arliaraent and
(3)

informed public opinion would be ohecked by the Title "reclamation.

In fact rinoes continued to employ representatives of varying integrity

in London end to engage, particularly in the first three decades if the

twentieth century, expensive British legal counsel several of whom were"

(4)
also parliamentarians.

1. Cited in ni -ht, h. ., op. cit., p. 5r7«
2. "ts founder - Tin ' ickenson argue ; that t was in the ' htive tates

that 'through nr. e~ - ire of influence, the incalculable ritish interest,
which made real ithdroval unthinkable, could best be developed*.

., . 1.
3« *eso t<- regulations to the contrary, the ' vernor "eneral rs

regularly circumvented. 'Golkar corresponded with Derby and the
rince ol ales; the ,'nroda cause found n dupe in the Duke of
Gut! erlend; tire former erode ..esident, ir George Yule, was the
channel of ocmmunication between ueen Victoria and the Nlsett* Ibid..
. 502. arlier, ir Charles ood hod been disturbed by a petition

bearing 7,100 signatures presain for the rendition of ysore.
Commons select committee had found that a similar petition for the
revival of the 'n-abship of the Carnatic had been put to,-ether at a
cost f one ■ onny per si nature. ood deplored the fasi on 'for
nglishnen to nut themselves at the disposition of Indian "'rinoes etc
at high pay to brin pressure on the orae Government*. core, R. .1.,
op. cit., p. 175•

4* The activities of ir Leslie cott, in particular, are discussed in
chapter 3» passim.
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nhe volution of the Chamber of rinces
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The moat politically significant aanect of Lvtton's rinces policy

was his wish to make 12 of the loading Indian "'rinces members of en
(1)

Indian rivy Council. Lytton extolled the m-'-rlts of his scheme

as follows:

'the proposed Council will enable the Viceroy, while making
parade of consulting native opinion, to swamp the native members
and still secure the prestige of their presence and asseni; far
the biggest natives in such a consultation (properly briefed
beforehand) would always acquiesce in the decision of the
Viceroy'. (2)

The proposal was knocked on the head by Salisbury who did not wi3h to see

the "'rinces given internal functions of this sort, a concession which

could lead to similar demands from Anglo-Indian interests, and elisbury
(3)

had little regard for the 'bragging fatuity' of resident white populations.

The compromise which followed from the rejection of the Privy Council

cheme conferred the title of 'Councillor of the ispress' on ° rinces,

together with an undertaking bv Lytton to summon rinces regularly for
(4)

collective deliberation. "'his promise was never honoured, the

Counsellors were never summoned, and no further appointments were made
(5)

to the order after 1"77«

The era of hufferin saw an interlude in which the rinces were

treated with consideration; the fort of Gwalior was returned to Pcindia.

Dufferin assured the ecretary of tate, with some perspicacity, that as

time passed the winces would lean increasingly on the British as their
(6)

sole protection against the fT od of advancing democracy. Closer

personal relations with Indian Rulers followed from hufferin*s introduction

1. G-opsl, op. cit.. p. 114.

2. Butt, I. A., Cui'zon and The Tndian tales, Unpublished "h.B., (London
1963-4) ?•277.

3» ; .Ight, L« ., op. cit., p. 500.

4* In all 17 notables were honoured with the title ©t Tytton*s great durbar:
the rinces were respectively Bundi, Cashmere, Gwalior, Tndore, Jaipur,
Jind, Lampur and "'ravancore. "he balance was composed of Governors
of Trevinccs, and high officials. "ee Tapers Connected with Reports
of the Councils Committee*, art II, (1906), "3 12611, p. 418*

5. 'Report of the Committee appointed to oonsider informs in the Indian
Councils', (1906), "s 12610, p. 119.

6. Cited in Gopal, A., op. oit.. p. 156.
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(1)
of regular- visits to the totes, a custom followed by succeeding

Viceroys. In ritain, the importance of the rincely bloc continued

to be recognised. In a statement of lr-93> imberley designated the

loyalty end goodwill oi the Indian rinces as the first of Ms three
(2)

essential bases for the continuance of British supremacy in India.

Dufferin had c nsidrred a scheme for the representation of r:inces in
(3)

a Legislative Council, which hid not et i • r. The rinces' Council

scheme, ho- ever, was kept alive by on influential protagonist in
(4:

Britain, the rinces of ales himself.

more thoroughgoing revival of jetton's scheme had to await the

Viceroyalty oi ' ord Curaon: it core to be considered in connection with

the Coronation urbar of 1903* Curaon was set against the 'incongruous

and theatrical' style of the 1877 assemblage:

'I do not think aharajas or njas w^-Il be the better or happier
for being converted into Lukes, nrouesses, "arls and ; rons*. (5)

The scheme for a rincea' Council merited more careful consi"oration*

Curson's initial ^ejection was based on strong practical grounds:

'such a body would have nothing to do and could only acquire
authority and Influence at the expense of the legislature or the
xeoutive Council; geographical difficulties would prevent it
from even meeting; and it would be impotent for purposes of
consultation since the members could not conduct business in
the sane language'. (6)

Curzon's administration was driven to reconsider its position following

p. fruitful conference at ' jraer in - rch 1904, devoted to reform in

Chiefs' Colleges and attended by leading rinces and 'olitical fficers.

The ioveronent "i India sni'nisel thai the idea of c onference and co-operation

was no longer distasteful to leading rinces and that certain roups of

•tates were already in private consultation. Tt behoved the overraaent

1. inh, ., op. c;t.. p. 43*
2. The "irnes. 13th dune, 1893* cited in ingh, "•!. I., r-.-blrms and

Policies of the British in 'ndle. 1857-97, (1963), p. 208.
3. lutt, I. ., op. olt.. p. 274*
4» ee ps, . ., India 'ndr-r orley and into. (1964 4 P»

5# Ronaldshay, the arl of, The Life of lord Curzon. vol. 2, (1928), pp.228,9*
6. 'Report of the Committee appointed to consider Reforms in the Indian

Counoil3*, (1906), . .. Is 12610, p. 119*
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of India to recognise these tendencies 'end to direct them into a channel
(1)

that would be honourable, 3afe ad useful'. ' further "Council of

rinces' scheme emerged to be laid before the ecretary of tete which

proposed the convocation of a smell body, its members to be selected by

Curzon from among those rinces who contributed Tndinn tntes' troops for

imperial purposes. This was open to the ready objection that such

limitations would themselves be regarded with suspicion by the rinces:

'the Council would fall into desuetude and perish of inanition as
certainly, if not as speedily, as the scheme of titular Counsellors
introduced in 1877'• (2)

Curz n handed over office with ris - nasty's Government still undecided

but the Coverriment of India had come to recognise the spontaneous impulse

to association in evidence in rincely India, and warned that

'it is as well to direct it into the right channels before it
becomes uncontrollable. Not only this but it nrobably also
contains the germ that will solve the problem- of government of
India by Indians, in which the British Tndian attempts at self-
government, based on estem models seemed so conspicuously
to have failed'. (3)

mhe 'rinces oould anticipate the fullest consideration from Curzon's
(4)

successor, the 4th varl of "''into. ' s the great-grandson of the

previous Governor General of Tndxa who had established the first formal

connections with the tcte3 in the Napoleonic era, it was entirely

appropriate that rinto should wi.'h to establish a forum for discussing

grievances in the main associated with the diminished dignity and status
(5)

of I rinces. It was no coincidence that "into should have appointed

as his : rivote ecretary, perhaps the outstanding T,olitical Officer of

1. ': enort of the Committee appointed to consider • efcrrs in the Tndian
Councils', (1906), ".V.. VS 12610, p. 120.

2. Ibid.

3« * uromary of roceedings of the Government of India in the Foreign
Department during the Vlceroyalty of lord Curzon', (Calcutta 19081,
Confidential, P.P.. V 824, p. 17.

4» lliot, filbert, Gov.-Den. of Canada, 1894-1904; Viceroy of Indie,
1905-10. Pinto fought in the if ban ar of 1879 and in the gyptian
Campaign of 1882. !!e rode in the *rand Optional 5 times.

5» Bikaner to into, 29th December, .. " IO85, p. 27.
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(1)
his day. Tunlop : raith was keen to talk about the new standing of

the ulirt xinces; he 'described ho. thev had abandoned their old feelings
(2)

of somewhat sullen sunpicion and vera now a powerful asset'.

The into err ushered in a relaxed, atrosnhere; for the first time rinces
(3)

(and indeed Indians were invited to dine with the "icoroy.

The eforms Committee, established in I'jOC, was briefed to consider,

among other items, the thorny question of a Council of rinces. 'into

himself was quite explicit about his role for the projected Council as
(4)

'a possible counterpoise to Congress aims'. The Committee produced

a very cautious recommendation which envisaged n body of rincrs to include

a leavening of Indian nobles from ritish India. '"'he proposed Council

was hedged with restrict'ons leaving powers of agenda and dec" sion to

publish wit . the Government of India. Tt was attended to apneas©

'a novel and impressive style of Indian rince now emerged from a
former condition of isolation shrewd and active-rinded men

of '.ju.tines: tost valuable advisors if t eir advice could b*
obtn ned under conditions which would enable it to be freely and
frankly given'. (5

(6)
It was left to o prominent dissenter within the Committee, Tbbetson,

to pinpoint the real purpose behind the proposed Council;

'the importance of organising and enlisting on the side of the
overnraent, the conservative element of native society, as a
counterpoise to the advanced party'.

1. Bunion nith, ir James . obert; ~.C. . 1 "nine Cotnri ssioner
ajputann, lT'99-19rO; olitical . ont to the hulkian tates, 1901-4#
rivate ecretnry to the Viceroy, 1905-10. ' unlop mith*a outstanding
success as r fir and vise uide to the ajputana lulers in the famine
of 1899 had brought him to the attention of Ourzon. ee Gilbert, ,
'

ex vfi :t of rdi -. (l". , pp. 10, 11.

2. Ibid.. o. 210.

5. lady "into*s recollection, ibid., p. 2.31. "ee too ' into, rry
"euRtese oi , n-'lr, into rr " oxirv. r-1 , 1-934 , p. 73»

4« as, . ., on. cit.. n. 123.

5. 'Report of the Committee appointed to consider reforms in the Tndian
Councils, (1906 , , s 12010, p. 121, 2.

C. Tbbetson, ir "cnsil; :.C. . I87O; "ecretery to the p- rnment of
India in the 'evnrtnent of , evenue and Agriculture, 1896-8; Chief
Commissioner Central rovinees 1"98-1902; ember of the ioeroy's
Council 1902-5; - 5eut» Governor unjab, 1905-8.
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Ibbetson we3 solidly against the possibility of a general combination

of rincea. He urged fehat s'nce administrative arrangements with

Native Gtates depended very largely on local conditions, they required

individual discussion. It would not do to bring into prominence the

character of British relations with the tates with an enormous variation

in the relative degrees of subordination and measure of insi3tei.ee with
(1)

which the Government was prepared to enforce its view.

Fvidently Tbbetson*s reservations attracted a good deal of support.

In one analysis, 'into had. veered away from the Princes towards the

T oslem interest 3ince it seemed to represent a more effective counter to
(2)

Congress. But the Council of rinces scheme found a powerful
(3)

advocate in a rising Government of India administrator, Harcourt Butler.

Reviewing the case for the institution of a Counoil, in 1908, Butler

consulted a number of frinoes with positive results] it was on the
(4)

British side that the project had come in for 'a good deal of criticism*•

Such an experienced Political Officer as YounghOahsnd had drawn attention

to certain traits in the rinces which 'into and his advisers had been

inclined to gloss over:

•their intense vanity, their intense respeot for power .... if
the latter is weakened, the former will assert itself. ""e must
not snoil the Chiefs. They should not be encouraged to think
themselves the advisers of the Viceroy*. (5)

1. '".P., s. 12610, p. 122.
2. Has, v. ?•'., op. cit., p. 123.
3. Butler, Fir pencer HarcourtJ Beputy Commissioner lucknowj future

Foreign ecretary to the Government of India] Idkwut.-Gov. of Burma
1915-17] Governor of the United rovinces, 1917-23] Governor of
Burma 1923-7] Butler's activities as Chairman of the Indian "tates
Committee, 1928, are discussed in chapter 3, passim.

4* note by 3. H» Butler, 25th April, 1908, 'Reports of 1909 regarding
Council Reforms', "»''». !'s 12612, p. 265. The ctates which Butler
owned to consultating personally were Baroda, Jodhpur, ikaner,
Jaipur, 'lvar, ■ ichengar, Udsipur and Kashmir.

5. View of ir Francis Ycunghusbandj explorer in Central sia, 1886-92}
Political Agent, Chitral, 1893-4] esident Tndore, 1902-3] Resident
in Kashmir, 1906-9. Ibid.
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ven more to the point wes the bluff caveat issued by an anonymous

Political ificer 'of great experience':

'we all know what "stive tntes rule is and why we should invite
Rtllers, whose misgoverament has kept the 1 oreign Office and Political
fficc pretty busy for years, to advise us on our own internal
administration, really don't know', pi

rn balance, utler felt he had to reject the negative stance of the

Younghusbnnd school which ignored.

'the soli Parity of interest that 5a -rowing up between the overnment,
end all holders of power resting on property and privilege, against
a class which is more and ncre clearly directing its attacks against
power, property and privilege. There 's already a question of
authority in Vysore and the aekwar told me in private conversation
that he sees chan os in his own people'. (2;

Butler no'nov.'le ged that there would be su pic ions of Government intentions

in instituting n r;nces' Council, the ' rinces might be seen as imperial

stooges, they might be held up to ridicule by the Indian ' re r.j but he

concluded that

'there seems a demnsid and scope for a Council of Chiefs'

and recommended that a start be made 'with as few rules a3 possible •••

(3)
and let the thin grow*.

into* successor was not dispose ' to initiate a rinces' 'ouncil,

though, on a oersonal level, hrdinge enjoyed affectionate relations with
(4.

a number oi prominent rinces. Cardin e' ultimate accolade was

reserved for the eersonification of ajout chivalry, ir ertab ingh
(5)

of .Todhpur, 'truly a -vMLte man among Tndiens'. Tn the terms of a

visiting ritish dignitary and future eoretary of tate, 'nrdinge
(6)

pursued 'an inscrutable and intangible' 'rinces policjr.

1. . ♦. s. 1;612, p. 365.
2. Ibid.

3. 'bid.

4* Bikaner, Ccindia end Tndore ' were moved to streaming t- ars' when
Ilardinge embarqued from the 'polio Sunder at the end of his term,
ee heed, ir ., "'he Tndia I new 1'"'97-1947. (1952', p. 157.

5. lardiiyc to enshurst, Lord, ; ""ndlr-n "errs, 1910-16. ( 1948, p. 51.
6. ontapu's diary entry at Bikaner, 7th January, 1913, cited in aley,

. ., . , . : *u, . n.d. , v. 321.
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K. . 'ontapu'.s 1913 tour was notable for the hostility which it
(r-

engendered in the brei tts of .Anglo-Indian administrators* 11 also

produced a lengthy memorandum on suggestions for reforming relations

with the nd-' • "totes in the course of vhich onto (pi argued strongly for

*a system of Conferences, triennial, biennial, or even annual,
of " stive Chiefs at J clhi, under the residency of the "iceroy, for
the d:' scuss ion of busi neos relating t> the stive Ctate . This
will bring them into personal touch with the Viceroy, access to
whom should T consider be as free as possible'. (2)

'ierdiiv " received very different advice from an experienced author

and foreign correspondent, ir Valentine Chi'ol, who confessed that

'"ontagu has rather frightonc me'. nving agreed with the ' iceroy

about th great importance of retainin the loyal support of the rinces,

Chirol moved off on a different tnck:

'I am afraid I have not got quite so much confidence in them as
you have, end just no there seems to be a somewhat dangerous
tendency amongst them to exaggerate gneir status and. to tare
then oe Ives too seriously., a 3 rwi.y in; rincrs, orepared to yield
a sort of personal allegiance to the ding > neror, but reluctant
to remember that they are not whet they are sometimes called
Feudatory rinces at all, but in most cases by "rent; and i
all cases de fncto subordinate to the Government of Tndin*. (3)

In the event, it ens Chirol1 • vie- -.vhich enrrie" the day. n his second

tour of India in 1917, ontagu noted that his suggestions for rinces
(4"

Conferences had not been taken up in the way that he had wished.

'•lardinge had convene two gatherings of rinces in ' arch 1913 end arch
(5)

1914 ostensibly to discus3 the question of higher education for rincea.

1. ' er in ticuler t c .-.cathi.i remnr s oi the overnor of 'ombay in
ydonlir , ord, ». in/; life. (IS •, pp. 77, ' •

2. onte.u t urdinge, l?th ""arch, 19135 and enclosure, "emorondum by
. . on : u on "'ndian tates, hr. •, 70 f. 3^0, pp. 379-37'9.

3» Chirol t ard ngn, lfth arch, 1913, ibid., p. 39'•

4. on! <• u, . ., "n "ndi-en -inry. 3-930 , p. 17.

5. 'inh, ., cvt., .
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These low key affairs excited little comment. The Political

Secretary of the day confined himself to remarking that 3roe of the
(i /

Princely participants might have had their 'corners rubbed off'.

The Princes' hand was greatly strengthened by the advent of war

which presided them with a spectacular opportunity to demonstrate a

personal loyalty of the highest order to the British mpire.

striking proof of the Crinces standing in the highest quarter was the

vehement reaction of the Ping-hmperor to 'cruel slanders', perpetrated

by senior Government of India Officials, oncoming the loyalty of

Rajput PrincesJ

'the ing is indignant that effusions of this character should
be made about rincea of whose loyalty he hes no doubts. Ver
since H." • first went to India he has been impressed with the
feeling that upon the loyalty of the Ruling 'rinces and Chiefs
our rule must greatly depend, and that they would be our great
standby in case of any formidable internal troubles in Tndia*. (2)

George V took the lead in pressing for the closer association of rinces

with the "''iceroy and the Government of Tndia, and it was in response to

royal representations that Chelmsford ,.iade concessions, though of show

rather than substnnoe:

'I have laid down that Chiefs with salutes of 1? guns take
precedence over ordinary members of Counoil at all social
functions; Polkar has just been my guest; the ' aharajas of
Bikaner, atiale, cindia, Jodhpur and tne Para ahib follow in
close succession; at the end of October T have an informal
Conference of Ruling rinces and Chiefs at Delhi to consider
oertain matters concerning the "stive Ctates'. (3'

This last arrangement of Chelmsford's, however, came to be
(4)

recognised as 'the first regular Conference of rinces*. '"his was not

1. Memorandum by ir ohn ood, enclosed with Chelmsford to Chamberlain,
10th November, 1916, Ch.r.. 2, p. 416.

2. Stamfordhom to Chelmsford, 22nd "ugust, 191^, Ch. ., 1, p. 5» The
King had a Ion standing interest in the fortunes of the rinces dating
bec,. to his winter visits to "ndia in 1905,6. 1 hy not a Council
of Chiefs/ wrote the then rince on his return, 'presided over by
the "iceroy which would bring them together and enable them to know-
each others view'. ic iolaon, ., in;: eorro V.. (1967 , p. 228»

3. Chelmsford to ,Tis "ajesty, 17th July, 1916, "h.".. 1, pp. 5, 6.
4. Sinh, !!., or. cit.. p. -'6.
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an interpretation which would have appealed to Chelmsford, who was
(1)

not keen to set a precedent. But in Chamberlain, the Viceroy was

dealing with a eeretary of tate fully alive to the political

possibilities presented by the rinoes:

'I wish T saw my way to a somewhat closer permanent association of
the Ruling Chiefs with the Government of India. If that were
possible they might be a great conservative force and afford a
valuable oountcrpoi.3e to the pseudo democratic movement'. (2

Chamberlain awaited an assessment of the 1916 Conference with interest

and the /iceroy, while noting that it had turned out well in a general

sense, found that the noble participants had not been uniformly

impressive:

'some of them found the work very arduous; T doubt whether many
of them have ever put in 3uch continuous hard work in their lives.
Tt is a wierd assembly ranging in ideas from the twentieth to the
sixteenth oentury. I have seen each one of the Chiefs personally
and shall not be sorry when my entertainment of them is at an end',(3

The guarded nature of the Viceroy's response was taken a good deal further
(4)

in a olitical Department memorandum and, in transmitting this

document to the ecretary of tate, "helmsford gloomily concluded that

'I am afraid your pundits may say - these ore tJie consequences of having

a Chief's Conference. It raises difficult questions which might other-
(5)

wise have 3lept'.

1. Chelmsford to Chamberlain, 2nd "overtber, 1916, Ch.' .. 2, r>.

2. Chamberlain to Chelmsford, 24th ove ber, 1916, ibid.. p. 515*

3. Chelmsford to Chamberlain, 2nd ove"ber, 1916, ibid., p. 3^3*

4. The memorandum appeared under the signature of the Conference
Chairman, the olitical decretory, ir John ood. "hile it did
not expressly rule out the future development of the Conference into
a Council of rinccs, at the moment this would be 'premature ....
official guidance i3 necessary in order to maintain and improve
the tone of the assemblage'. See the enclosure with Chelmsford to
Chamberlain, 10th ovember, 1916, Ch." .. 2, p. 416.

3* Ibid.. p. 408.
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s the war progressed, with the rinces staunchly heading the

imperial van, the auesti.on of their eventual reward placed Chelmsford
(1)

and his icvernment 'in a great qijandaxy* • " ne gesture, which had

a definite bearing on the question of a rinces' Council, ws3 the

nomination by 'he1msford in 1517 of Bilcrner to consultations in Tondon
(2)

with the ar "rbinet and to participate in the 'rial or Conference.

iven the ' 'isr , normally aloof, was impressed b tJiis public tribute to'

(3)
the consultat ve capacity in the r'neely order. nco in ondon,

Bikeno i- np-ror.c d : - ccrotcrj of to to ' * bh a request that Chiefs

Conferences became a regular pert of the system. Chamberlain's

sympathy was tempered by the potential of a collective body of rinces

to interfere in British Indian affairs and he pressed the ic roy, in the

event of future rinces Conferences, to retain absolute power over
(V

agendas. Chelmsford, with no rest enthusiasm, undertook the

arrangement of a rinces' Conference for ovember 1917 influenced, in

the main, by t e consideration that failure to repeat the Conference
(5)

would cause great disappointment. In guarded vein, the icercy

appraise;: the new ccretrry of 'State, ' ontagu, of his feelings about

the Conferences,

'-e cannot think yet fors^e what rany evolve .... but they do,
to rty mind, serve a useful purpose and offer an opportunity of
discussing matters with the Chiefs'. (6,

In fact nothing of any particular moment emerged from the 1917 Conference

beyond two proceedural advances: the Viceroy presided over all sittings,
(7)

and rules for the conduct of business were drafted.

1. Chelmsford to Chamberlain, 1st ' arch, 1917» Ch.. 3» P* 5®*
2. inh, ., op. cit., p. 7«

3« i snm to ardin.c, 25th ecc bar, 1917, • r. .. 35 f. 266.
4. Chamberlain to Chelmsford, 8th "ay, 1917, Ch.'".. 3» P?« 105, 6.
5. Chelmsford to Chamberlain, 31st ny, 1917, ibid., p. 164.
6. Chelmsford to "ontagu, 19th July, 1917, ibid., p. 227.
7« inh, ., om. cit.. p. 67.
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The protagonists of the Council of rincos scheme could take great

heart from ontngu's support. The conclusion of the 1917 Conference

coincided with the arrival of the peripatetic ecrotory of State at

'iombay; in a remarkably short space of time, "ontagu was convinced of

his role as tribune for the rinccss

*! have only been here two days; all the Indian Chief* have
called on me and talked to me as a friend and T have got far more
out of them than the Viceroy got in ten days of Conference ... they
talk to me as they never dare talk to any one else1, (l

A major obstacle to the establishment of a Council remained the antipathy

of several major rinces, headed by the isam, who feared for the lifting

of that discretionary veil which traditionally shrouded totes' affairs.

is the Nizam reminded "ardinge, the Government of India had decided that

no question should be put in the Legislative "ssemblies of British India

about the Indian tates. "he "izem wanted no nubile discussion of any
(2)

question affecting his tote by Ruling r? ices or anyone else. The

Nizam was satisfied that he had free access to the Viceroy. In a

flight of fancy, the isam supposed that

'T can approach him through the esident, who corresponds
generally with the ing's Embassador at the Court of a
uropcan overeign'. (3)

7 ontagu, never lacking in determination, persisted in his plan3 to

establish a regular forum of rincely opinion. In the course of a very

hostile critique of a lukewarm Political Department memorandum on the

subjeot, ' ontagu pressed for the adoption of a

'Chamber of rinces ..... every objection that has been used to the
word 'Council' on the grounds that it denotes subordination in
comparison with the Viceroy's other Councils would be justified, by
ood's drafting ..... it ought to be put that the rinces may ask
the Viceroy to summon it when they woul like it to meet, and that
they should have po er to suggest on agenda and to suggest
alterations in the Rules of Business'• (4)

The da innnee which the rinces' case had assumed in ontagu's planning

was reflected in his final exhortation to the Viceroy:

1. " ontogu, . ., on. pit.. p. N7»
2. Niearn to Ir rdinge, 29th "ecember, 1917, Bar. .. 35 f« 266.
3* Nizam to Harding*, 1st December, 1917, ib 1.
4. "ontagu to Chelmsford, Note on ood'3 emorandum, paras. 7, 8.,

3rd arch, 1918, Ch. .. 4, pp. 13, 14.
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"I need not remind you that, after all, we owe a greater - or
at any rote as great - a debt to the rinces than to "ritish
India, and it is equally incumbent upon us to try and satisfy
them', (l

Added to ontagu's ex rtions wore the initiatives of the rinces

themselves. '"no consequence of the 1917 "'hi ofa' Conference was the

appointment of a select oomedttee, oonprl sing ikaner, 'lrnr, Fawanagar

and atialr, to draw uo a scheme of improved relations between the
(2)

Government and the Indian totes. -iven t e notorious rivalries known

to exist within the drincely order, it is not surprising that atiala

found it

'a very difficult and delicate task for the committee to flrame
its proposals in consonance with tie view, and opinions expressed*
by the individual rinces'. (3)

In essence, the atin la chome called for the establishment of a * Chamber

of Ruling rinces' as a permanent body reoognise" by the Crown; the

institution of 'Judicial tribunals' to sit in disputes between "rinces

and the iov- mmont of India and the establishment of 'Commissions of

Enquiry' to investigate allegations ag.iinst T' nessj it called for the

placing ox" all ' ndi n tate3 in direct relations ith the overnntent of

India and the representation of the rinces on the Imperial Cabinet and
(V

on Imperial Conferences'.

It :l3 an index of the raised status of the rinoes that the

ontford eport, published in ay 1918, inc rporated several of tiale's

leading proposals. "he enort recommended the estnblishrent of a
(5)

'Chamber of "rinces*; it supported the institution of 'Commissions

of Inquiry' into disputes and 'Judicial ribunaIs' into cases of misconduct:

1. Tbic., p. 140.
2. ti 1 t ■ " , K'tii uril, 1918, - r. .. 37 f. pp. 114, 5.

3* Ibid.

4« eti; i- , • *».• jo of, ' rent; dgdts, dignities and 'JonOurs,
rivile - and rero.-stives of the 'riling 'rinces and Chiefs of India,'
liar.. ., 37 f•, pp. 121-5*

5. ?ppt India jjonstitutiopal deforms', rportonjpdian ^-^itutionpl
Reforms. Cmd. 9109, Chap. X, p. 244.
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it recommended

'as a general principal that all important tntcs 3hould be
placed in direct relations with the Central Government'• (l)

Fontogu felt that the Report had been well received in influential
(2)

British quarters. In a very explicit sense, the 5 eport reinforoed

the concept of the '"wo Tndias', a vital demarcation if the "tates were

to be effectively maintained as a counterpoise to Indian nationalism.

The doctrine of 'mutual abstention' was stressed, which ruled out

British Indian interference in the ative tates and vice versa:

'on either hand, we believe, there is no desire to cross the
frontier. Rulers and politicians alike recognise that they
are best employed in attending to their own progress'. (3)

Such sentiments were prominent on the floor of the douse of Commons on
X)

the very few occasions when the 'tatea -ere mentioned, during; the

debates on Indian Reforms. Tn the lords, a good deal more was made of
(5)

the Princes' alleged opposition to constitutionr.l reforms.

ith a major constitutional hurdle overcome, there remained

difficulties ©f a severely practioal nature, before a Chamber of rinces

could be launched with promise of succes. . "1o Conferences of rinces

were summoned in January and ' ovomber, 191®. "n the January session,

discussions centred on the " ontford deport proposals and at once criteria

for membership of the proposed Chamber emerged as a sticking point;

Chelmsford determined 'that the smaller Gtatea should not be oppressed

by the Greater'. "he Conference appointed a com' ittee to resolve this

sensitive area under the chairmanship of the olitical ecretary; it made
(O

little progress. The limitations of the Chiefs' Conference made

1. Ibid.. pp. 245, 6, 7, c'.
2. ontagu to Chelmsford, 3l3t "ay, 1918, Ch« .. 4, p» 39.
3. Cmd. 9109. p. 240.

4. Speech by ir J. . ees, (Lib. Bamstnnle iv;i si on 1918-22) . . ..

6th u ust, 1918, vol. 109, col. 1177. Tn the major iebntea on
Indian eforms, only pes out of 16 speakers, including ontngu,
referred directly to the Indian tates.

5» See speeches by Tord ydenham, V*. ., 6th "ugust, 1918, vol. 31,
col. 559; by iddleton, ibid.. cols. 7 9, 3> "by lord Tandsdowne,
ibid.. col. 738.

6. Chelmsford to Montagu, 22nd January, 1919, Ch. .. pp. 13, 1R-* Typical
of the difficulties was oindia'3 refusal to sit at the same Cotinc.il
with his feudatories, Citanau and Cailarou Tbid.
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themselves very apparent to Chelmsford:

'we are not yet dealing with a body, who are all interested, in,
or in fact in favour of, the Conference. hen you have Hyderabad,
"'ysc-re, "arodn, Tdcipur and T?olkar, five not inconsiderable
f'tates, holding aloof end only 37 attending the Conference, it
is necessary to move cautiously'.

On a person-. 1 and social level, the "ioerojr found the Conference a 'very

tiring experience ..... big dinners every night for the Chiefs'. For

his part, 'ontagu resolved to keep the issue of the hrinces' Chamber to
(2)

the forefront. He pressed elhi for action oven to the extent of

suggesting that viotory in the war had tempered the Government of India's

attitude to the eforms connected with the ndian tates, an insinuation

vehemently denied by Chelmsford. mhe Viceroy put the delays down to

disagreement among the hrinces on criteria for representation in the
(3)

Chamber.

The ovember 1919# Chiefs' Conference made ouch more tangible

progress. Chelmsford appeared more optimistic:

'we arc then really in a position to go for, ard with the actual
setting up of a Chamber of rinces'.

He felt that the inauguration of the new Chamber ought t be made an
(4>

affair of "tate granted prestige by a royal proclamation, n
(5)

proposition which "ontagu wnrrly supported. "he two outstanding

features of the Conference had been 'the very genuine satisfaction' which

1. Chelmsford to 'ontagu, 29th January, 1919» ibid.. p. 17. Chelmsford's
animus focussed on lwar in particular, a house guest and rincely
confidant of the decretory of State: 'your friend "lwar who was
the moving spirit at the conference throughout disgusted me'.
Ibid.

2. onto u appointed his own informal committee on "tates affairs drawn
from the rndia Council. "'ontagu to Chelmsford, 29th June, 1919,
ibid., p. 78.

5. Chelmsford to ontagu, l"th June, 1919, ibid.. pp. 175,

4* Chelmsford to ''ontagu, 5th November, 1919» ibid., p. 3<j4«

5. "ontagu to Chelmsford, 2:th "ovember, 1919» ibid.. p. 162.
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greeted the proclamation that the Chamber would be established as a

matter of policy; and the interim report of e joint committee of

Trinoes and officials,

'a proof that when we discuss over a table with the "Tinces
their grievances, we are able to meet then without any
sacrifice of principle', (l'

This was ?v ever-sanguine appreciation. "hit of the list of 23

grievances submitted by the Tineas for the consideration of the
(2)

committee, only four had been dealt with by the end of the year.

Chelmsford was on firmer ground when he hesitated to take the post

Conference rinocly backslappings at face value:

•T never build too much on these expressions which may be
dictated by their wish to please*. (3

hile r measure of Ti ncely approbation lied been secured for the

establishment of the Chamber, there remained considerable and influential

pockets of resistance to the policy. "ho determined stance of the

Governor of ■embay baffled Chelmsford:

'he is most emphatic in his denunciation of the Chamber of Inces,
I cannot think where he ha 3 got his ideas from, because he really
does not know very much about rinces nor about the very strong
desire which many of the most influential of then expressed to have
a Chamber which might fit into the encrel constitutional reform
in Tndia'. (4)

The Lieutenant :ovomor of the Punjab together with certain senior

Political ffleers held thai an

•assemblage of the '"rinoes was not the proper machinery for
co-operation between the "iceroy and the Ruling '""rinces'. (5)

1. Chelmsford to ontngu, 13th ovenbr-r, 191 , ibid., pp. 371, 2.
?• Kinh, ., on. cat., pp. 73, 4«

3. Chelmsford to -' ontagu, 13th " ovember, 1919, Th.' ». 5, P* 372«
4« Chelmsford to 1 ontngu, 31st arch,' 1920, Ch. .. 6, p. 74»

Ghelsis-ord took Lloyd's opposition to the Chamber very seriously
and ruled him out as the next Viceroy on the strength of it. See
: umbold, ir etershed in " -die 1914-22. (1979N, p» 240.

'hadnis, !., on. cit.. p. 25.
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Perhaps the most sustained ottaok on the Chamber policy came from a

curious cuai ter, ardin.e's personal doctor in India, ir Jolin oberts,

a witness, ? oco dine to the ex-'riceroy, 'in the confidence of a large
(1)

number of the ulin. Chiefs'. Roberts charged that the Chamber was

the promotion ol the ' njput art ' fuellr-1 by the political influence

built up by Ik nor in ritain supported by the canvassing of 'lwar and
(2)

the Jam nhib. iturftlly, the prospect of a ajput majority was

resente bv t! - ' ahrattn and "uslim tntes. ''hi is echoed Chirol's remarks
(3)

about ri.noely fears of schemes for promoting ajput ascendency.

Roberts' last shot referred to the coercion implicit in having a royal

personage at lhi to inaururate the "hi her; a refusal to attend might
(4)

be interpret' ns an act of disloyalty to the throne.

Roberts' testimony alarmed both ecretnry of tate and Viceroy.

Montagu observed to "rr&in-o, with some asnerity, that 'the Civ ber of
(5/

rinces "u:;.t nov be tn en as n settle fact'. Tn his re Iv, "Chelmsford

felt bound t< concede t ot oberts' -la- • *in assertions wr , ■ not without

foundation especially with regard to the very serious gaps in rincely

support sm.on,. the bi ger rinces:

'the io.r", "ysore, iaipur, olkar, these regard the Ihsmber from
the point of view of their iszat, end they ere afraid lest they
will sacrifice some of their position vls-p-vis tlie other rinces
b" rubbing shoulders with them, in the Chamber*. (6)

Chelmsford sought to explain away the contradiction between tl» two

versions of the rinces' political aspirations by reference to the 'rinces'

notorious inconsistency:

'one ust rorcmber that all these rinces will say one thing to you
and another to a non-Cffacial like obrts'.

!• Harding© to ontngu, 20th April, 1320, Ch. .. 6, p. 33*
2. Roberts to Hording©, 4th April, 1920, Ch. . 6, p. 34.

3. Chirol, V., Tndio Id and "ew. (1921), p. 242.
4. Robert; to ' hrdinge, 4th 'pril, 12", Ch._., C, t>. 3^»
5. Montagu to Harding** 4th ay, 1920, ibid., p. 37*

Chelmsford to ontngu, 3rd . une, 19?' , ibid.. p. 120.
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Chelmsford rooom- ended t sat only very radual development of the Chamber

be contemplate : trie isolation of the Mr rincc3 Sill be corrected by
(1)

the flux of time'. 1 ontagu, outraged by the tenor of oberts'

criticism, accepted the explanation founded in the rinoes' talent for

dissimulation:

' --crimps it is just as ell for us to See what they say to people
outside ourselves'. (•

The formal inauguration of the Chamber of rincea was arranged for

Pt! " ebrua . , 1 21; in tlie internretat ion of a leading ndian journalist,

s new status was thus accorded to the rincos 'as trie third side of the

Indian now r triangle*. "he scene for the inauguration and future

annual convocations of rincos vns the rincely "nil of "abate in the
{l+

Council louse at e«.v elhi. Chelmsford felt that the opening ceremony

'was exceedingly effective. "he settle of the old i rt and
pelrce gave a wonderful back, round the proceedings'.

The Cuke of Connaught had been specifically deputed to attend and in an
(5

'admirably delivered' speech, he relayed the proclamation of the

Fin:- mperor desi -ned to inflate the prestige of the new institution:

'my iccroy will tn -e-its counsel freely in matters relating to
the territories of the Indian 'tates generally, and in matters
which affect those territories jointly with ritish India, or
with the rest of my mpim'. (C

' hus the Chamber was established as an advisory and consultative

body with no executive -overs. Tts membership, to sr.- tlie least, was

incomplete consisting of 108 uling rinces as permanent members together
(7)

with 12 representatives eleoted by the ulors of 127 lesser tates.

"he remoinin, 327 tates were not represented and they were by no means all

minor estates or dagirs: the key tates, *"yderabad, ysore, "aroda and

Tndore vcr- to ta e no art in the deliberations of the Chamber. The

1. Chelmsford to onte u, 3rd dune, 192'*, ibid.. n. 126.
2. "onto u to Chelmsford, ' rd une, 1'; 20, :ibld., p. 47.
3« as, ., India frcm: ui ron to ' ehru. ("ew York, 1978*, ?• 59«
4. arton, ? ., cr. cit.. . 2°2. 'ce too "itze, ir ., on. cit.. p. 26.
5» Chelmsford to ' onta ;u, 9th ebrunry, 1921, Ch. .. 6, pp. 312, 3*
6. Cited in hadnis, U., op. cit., p. 28.
7» Ibid., pp. 27, 8; see too inh, k., op. cit.. p. 75*
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absence of the foremost rinces had the natural effect of lower!.ng
(1)

greatly the prestige and influence of such a Council# on-ever

much the Chamber was spoken of as n prestigious body, the sole organisation

of the Primes and platform for their interests, it will be clear that

it was not representative of the tate3 at large. obert3! suspicions

about the prominence of Bikaner and his ' a,5put party' together ?ith

3ome of the "ikh Princes were given substance by the election and

consistent re-election of Bikaner to the office of Chancell r of the

Chamber. !is supercession in 1926 by Patialn came as a relief to

Reading who had expressed concern at the lack of opportunity for other
(2)

Princes to stand. atiala subsequently gave way to the Jam ahib from

1931 to 1933. Tt has been nletisibly su. :este that trie hir^i office of
(3)

Chancellor itself became tne golden apple of di scord among the Trinces.

The function of the Clumber was severely constrained by restrictive

provisions later described by a rinces' spokesmen as 'conditions which
(4)

deprived it of initiative and rendere'"1 it merely the shadow of r name'.

The oval reclamation ruled out discussions of the affairs of individual

States. Very considerable powers were vested in the Viceroy as

-residing ficer of the Chamber. :e decider! all points of order, the

agenda itself which fast assumed a very stereotyped character, timing of
(5)

adjournment, membership of select committees. The landing Committee,

instituted b; the Chamber to function no its ad inistrative organ, suffered

fro© the same marked degree of dissension which characterised the

proceedings of the whole Chamber, perpetual difference between middle-sized
(6)

States and smaller tates.

1. Abhynnkar, rcf. 1. ., "roblens of Tndian tates. ( oona, 1928), p.259*
2. Il ading to Birkenhead, 28th January, 1926, R. ., 8, p. 211.
3» 'inh, ., op. cit.. p. 82.
4. liushbrook illia s, I • ., 'Joint 'ction among the Indian rinces',

siatic evicw. (1928;, p. 393*
5. Chadrds, ., op. cit.. pp. 29, 3^*
6. In 1933 Trnvanoore and eshmir withdrew frcr the tending Committee:

other prestigious tates declined to be represented on it preserving
an attitude of 'watchful neutrality'. See rhadnis, U*, op. cit.. p. 33*
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The proceedings of the Chamber wore hclt" in camera until 1929.

Thereafter the mallei :; 03 mere opened: however, business of r sensitive

nature coul1 t on be conducted through tho meetings of the tending
(1)

Ccrvsittee. von oropngandists for the " rinces conceded that it was
(2)

in the ftending Committee that the 'real work* as done. 'Undoubtedly

this insi ee on secrecy drew dorn suspicion on the institution: after

1921, the -root' ce of publishing the oocr&n.- speech by the Viceroy was
(3)

abandoned. hen r rince moved a resolution in 1924 to permit the

publication, in excerpts, of proceedings, <ndinr nuashed tho proposal

'by drawing r harrowing picture of the consequences of publication
to the frightened and over-sensitive minds of the Indian rinces*. (4)

"'he Chamber sessions were onerslly admitted to be 'ineffective, there were
(5)

few livel- debates'. Inn tic c difficulties -—v - ell have inldbited
(6)

the Chamber's capacity to join issue.

On the rinces' side it was urged thet the unimpressive style of

Chamber sroceedings was in meet mart due to h'-s ot'c 7ioere.nl attitudes,
(7)

notably on the rrt of .ending. In fact Viceroys generally were

consistent in their criticism of these littering assemblies which caught

the eye for spectacle rather than for content. 's the session of

hovember, 1921, ending, 'though very busy and could ill afford, the time*,

himself pr-:ndo.i throughout the deliberations. ' 'here was nothing of

1. Gaubn, ., cr the "atholory of rincea. (Lahore, 1930}, p. 44.
2. lushbrook Lilians, . ., on. cat.. m. 393, 4. Reading too

confirm this. ee endin,:* to Birkenhead, 2"th *ovomb<r, 1924,
, 7, pp. 233, 4.

3. Luring the Fifth ession in 1926, the ir. lustnn incs complained that
the p.amber still sat in darkness: 'a few approved members of the
public can nl ne attend under an implied promise of silence. '"'he
world mu.it ! ernr.1 n unernre- even to toe advice tendered to the rinces
of "n by t e :enresentfitlve of nglrnd's ing in this country*.
Citf in bhyanknr, . ., on. nit., p. 255*

4. bhyanlcar, C. ., op. cit., p. d95«
5. inh, on. cit.. p. 77»
6. tie 1924 i nference 'n distinguished Indian rince' was rumoured to

have appealed to the Viceroy to let the proposition be put to the
Chamber in Hindi. See Idbhyanknr, G. P., op. cit.. pp. 280, 1.

7. inh, ., op. cit., pp. 79, 90, 4.
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moment to record; like Chelmsford before him, Reading was wary of
(1)

volulable expressions of satisfaction from the 'rinces. There is

no indication that Reading considered his constant presence to have been

inhibiting. t the 1923 session, Reading, though hard pressed in

other Quarters, again chose to preside throughout. r'here was no
(2)

evidence of 'wor: of real importance*. Reviewing the proceedings,

Reading noted 1 some slight danger of the meetings developing into a

debating society where the principal and more competent speakers spread

themselves to the admiration and sometimes the envy of the others'.

The implication in Reading's report was that the unproductive nature

of the proceedings was not necessarily a bad thing. ""he sin le item

of Importance to be considered, a resolution on the iscol Commission, had
(3)

produced 'a re-nort innocuous for the time using'•

"ith the passage of time, Reading became even more alive to the

limitations of the Chamber. "e advised Birkenhead to cancel the session

scheduled for ovember 1923 cm the grounds that 'there is already ouite
<4>

enough difficulty in finding sufficiently important subjects for discussion*.

In introducing 'Irkenhead to the work of the Chamber, Reading bewailed

the absence of the biggest rinces, especially Hyderabad and "ysore:

'the chief danger that threatens it is that most of the speeches
are mode by Rikanor and the others T have mentioned ('lr/ar,
atialn, Gwnlior and the Jam ' ehib who speak nglish remarkably
well and have a capacity for affairs'. (55

Reading's most consistent complaint concerned the inordinate social demands

made on hi- during the Chamber week. omc changes in the structure of
(6)

the Chamber followed from the election of ntinla as Chancellor in 1926.

1. R-acting to vontagu, 11th "ovembcr, 1921, 3» P» 1' 3»
2. Reading to eel, Bth obruary, 1923» » ». 6, pp. 17,1".
3. Reading to eel, l'th kebrunry, 1923, ibid.. pp. 22, 3*
4« Reading to eel, 30th August, 1923, "bid.. p. 192.

5• Reading to Birkenhead, 20th November, 1924, R. -'». 7» pp. 233» 4*
6. 'stioln was elected by an overwhelming majority with *lvmr second end

the Jam ahib third. ee eading to Birkenhead, 20th January, 1926,
-■ .« 8, p. 211.
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Funds were now voted for a secretariat to be attached to the

Chancellorship and atials, Reading noted with satisfaction, could now

fall back on the services of his uropean '"oreign ' inister, ushbrook

illiems,

'as otherwise it would be difficult indeed for ^tinlr-, who is
not disposed to overwork himself, and who certainly is not
capable of framing the resolutions and generally supervising the
business cf the Chamber without expert assistance', (l

The rince3 expected to enjoy a more relaxed relationship with

IrwinJ thus, at his first Chamber session, Trvin encountered

'a record attendance of something like 57 and I an glad to say that
I have been successful in etting 4 or 5 of the young ones to make
their maiden speeches'.

Irwin was initially buoyed up with some enthusiasm for the Chamber:

'I hope to sucoeed in getting the debates a little more lively and
in getting them a little bit out of the small clique that ha3
hitherto, through the modesty of the rinoes, rather raononolised
them'. (2)

Irwin's first speech, to the Chamber attempted to strike a reassuring

and personal tone in stressing the determination of the Government of

India to uphold a non-interference policy in internal tates' affairs

and in reminding the assembly that it was the new Viceroy's grandfather
(3)

who had approved Canning's sansds* But by 1928, Irwin's confidence

that he could do something to resuscitate the Chamber had ebbed. The
(4)

Viceroy's opening speech much regretted the 'fnlling-off in attendance'.

4s Irwin reviewed the 192p session for Birkenhead:

'I spent a good part of each day lest week presiding over the rincea
in their Chamber and wasted an inordinate amount of time doin it.
They are the worst offenders in the matter of Ion speeches T have
ever met and are wholly devoid of any capacity for comuression'. (5)

1. Reading to Birkenhead, 2"th January, 1926, , 8, p. 211.
2. Irwin to Birkenhead, 24th '"ovember, 1926, Ux. ., 2, pp. 162, 3.

rtioln had done his best to insinuate himself into the Irwin*3 good
graces and had endeared himself to Lady Irwin through his possession
of 83 dogs, and by breeding elk hounds, one of which he presented to
her; it was named "ehra "km. c- Tirkenherlord, 'nlifax.l' ,
p. 1S3.

3» Irwin, oxd, Tndian "roblema: ^ec!.es. pp. 137, 8.
4. Ibid., p. 149.

5. Irwin to Birkenhead, 29th February, VIx. ., pp. 31, 2.
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The Chamber'a reputation in this respect was widely known. That sane

year Raropur assured "ir Hnrcourt Butler that he himself avoided the
(1)

Chamber of Princes lest he be classed as 'one with wind in his head'.

lor Irwin, the Chamber had Its occasional uses. It served as a

vehicle in 1929 for e stage-managed warring, insrdred by the iceroy,

ostensibly from Indian Wncea to British "rdinn politicians de loring
(2)

the tendency towards complete independence. owever, the rinees

were constant in their consnlaints about the restrictions on the functions
(3)

of the Chamber, notably Viceregal control of the agenda. disenchanted

Irwin, by the end of his terra, wac ready to believe that the tedium

of the Chamber was in -rent part due to the character of the participants

rather than the governing ruble. Attendance hero was

'the worst of all Viceregal chores. They prepare all the business
beforehand, selected orators deliver set speeches, everything down
to the voting moves recording to a pre-arranged plan, and of the
uncertainties of debate there is no trace. I often speculate
whet nay be the future of the Chamber if and when federation
comes'. (4

Irwin and to acme extent Reading had considered initially that

something might be made of the Chamber. o illingdon, the institution

had appeared as a spent force from very early on. In 193?# he

confirmed the distaste for the Chamber among

'the greater marker of rinces owing to the fact that the tending
Committee has for Ion years been a very olose corporation, largely
controlled by hikaner, Bhopal and atiala. This was certainly
shown at our Conference'. (5

1. Harccurt Putler's Private Fiary, 22nd January, 1920, ??.3. .. 1O0, p. 3.
2. re c r - tcr^" , .

3. ntialr,, ihupinder ingh, ' lie vidian rirons and the Pritish mpire',
"'ineteenth Century. February, 1929# p. 180. Some advances had been
made in 192 when the 'tending dom: ittee had been given power to frame
r. err"- , but the *Ticeregal boto re-nine''. ee Coen, ' ir '. C., on. cit.,
p. 86.

4* Irwin to 3enn, 15th arch, 1931# '>•» •» Ct . 421*

5. Ibid., pp. 11, 2.



Willingdon was nuite explicit in Ms own condemnation of the assembly:

'I should lilce to say to you quite definitely that to my mind the
Chamber of rinces is a most useless and ineffective institution*
It i s rv rely on exaggerated debating sooiety, which gives opportunity
for Bikaner, Bhopal and others to blow off steam in long speeohee and
pass res lutions which no tate need ratify, for the whole of their
discussions, as you know, are advisory. nd it is most unfortunate
that the v-hole of the Chamber of rinces and its procedures has been
dominate by these few rinces, for this has created a very bad
feeling among the rinces as a whole*, (l

Ullingdon's experiences at the 1933 session of the Chamber seemed to hist

to confirm Ms strictures:

•they asked me to adjourn it after T had opened it ••*.« they really
are a hopeless lot to try to got down to business ••••• we must
always reeo nise and remember that what happens in the Chamber
doesn't by apy means represent the wholr body of the rlnocs, for
there is a vary stronr foelin against the Chamber at the moment**(2)

i"hen in 193k r> scheduled meeting of the Chamber was cancelled, illingdon

believed that t is was due to a recognition by the tending Committee that

it had little hope of securing a ouorun; he attributed this to the
(3,

steady decline of the Chamber over the years. One or two of the more

realistic rincos were, considering a reconstitution of the Chnrcbcv but,
(4)

predictably, 'there is as yet no agreement as to what form it should take*.

In London, the ecretrry of tate was fully aware that

'the Chamber has now in effect oeasod to be the sounding-board of
rincely opinion, if it ever was'.

'cere undertook to acquaint confidentially the .Toint Celect Committee,

currently considering the India Bill, with the unfitness of the Chamber

to pronounce on constitutional issues. Che rcr tary of tatc

realistically defined an effective Chamber as one in whioh the even# and

greater- rinces would be represented and given weightage against minor
(5) *

Princes of eleven guns.

1* "illin don to ''Oarc, 26th September, 1932, T.P.(i). 6, p. 191# 2.

2. "illin don to Moore, 2 th "arch, 1933* ibid.. pp. 206, 7*
3* "'illingdon to Moare, 30th January, 1934, 1.?.(l). 7# p* 453* See

too illingdon to Tlonre, 9th March, 1934# ibid.. p. 479.
4* "illin don to Hoere, 3°th January, 1934* ibid.. p. 453*

5» Hoare to 'illingdon, 23rd February, 1934# 1. P. (l), 4# p* 993*
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Early in 1935, illingdon felt that the Chamber was on the verge of

extinction. He had the greatest difficulty in whipping up the necessary

quorum of 30 rinees. ' nder the chairmanship of attain,

'the Chamber is fast becoming a derelict organisation .... as a
debating assembly it will disappear before very long'.

The real necessity for the future lay in 'sona form of Council of Ministers'.

At most, illingdon was prepared to stage

'occasional durbars and gather the r'noes together and hear their
particular wants but really this Chamber business is a most
unsatisfactory affair', (l

In the event, the move to establish a 'Council of Ministers' was

hamstrung by an allied proposal, emanating from Bhopal and dinner, for

a 'Council of rimes' limited to 26 "embers. 's a despairing Viceroy

stated, this would nullify the unifying intention of the 'Council of
(2)

Ministers'.

Rather surprisingly, the Chamber limped on through Linlithgow's

term, the last of the Viceroys to preside in the interwar years. Shortly

after his arrival, Linlithgow had an opportunity to view the Chamber in

session. e found it to be in such 'miserable shape' that he
(3)

contemplate convoking his own urbar. In anticipation of a meeting

with the tanding Committee, now leavened with inisters more competent

to discuss the constitutional proposals in the air, Linlithgow steeled
(4'

himself to e>. oct 'a certain amount oi obduracy and attempted blackmail*.

The Viceroy readily scoepte 1 the 13yderabod Dewaii's observation on the

unfortunate role of the 'bomber in grossly inflating the importance of

certain middle-sized tates in relation to the affairs of the rincely

order, since the major tates had not co-operate5 with the Chamber in the
(5)

past. " further manifestation of the unreality which characterised

1. illin ion to oare, 21st January, 1935, r". »(i . 8, p. (2(;
illingdon to 'orre, 2Pth January, 1935, ibid.. p. 635*

2. illingf n to ' oere, 10th February, 1935, ibid.. p. 647.
3. Linlithgow to etland, 1st June, 193^, » «., 13, P* 61.
4. Linlithgow to etland, 17th August, 1936, ibid., p. 153*
5« Confidential Vote of an interview between Linlithgow and Hydari,

3rd epteirber, 1936, ibid.. p. 164.
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the Chamber, was its persistence in thinkin about itself 03 n

representative body end it .ell to inlith o- , at the 1937 session, to

fling out n res lution which assumec that 'the iherrber as at ore sent
(1)

constitute ' u 1'ficd to spea for the ol of the rinces'•

: rem the r: \c : 1 re.seIves Linlithgow hoard t at the Chamber ws racked

by dissen.;:' on, • nd that the iceroy would bo reouired to give a definite
(2

lead. ' heir convocation is '''embay in the summer of 1939*» the

establishe 'ven. nlis of the Chamber, Bikaner and (hopol, ran true to

form in collaring the liscuasion and runnin." it as a demonstration to
(3

suit their ' 3 'ticol aim 0i the day. ith the urgency behind the

oonstitution.nl -st ■ on removed b the outbrea of or, Linli thgor- took

the opportu it- to reflect on the perplexities v.hicli hanperc ' ne ;otiations

wi th the rinee s:

'the -her of 1 neoc, spli t by >oracnnl jealousies, is r broken
reed, though we must use it, in the absence of anything better,
to such xtent a:; condition;; render possible .... in the to tea
we hove no one with whom we can do business on any real scale*• (4)

Thus the absence of a representat v© 0 1 --restigious body to stand

out for the 'rinoes' interest was as apparent in li'.O as in 192'". "ome

surprisin. claims have been made for the Chamber S3 the vehicle for

'en at-os'herc. 01 solidarity and unit: among the rincely order*, as

'a fore t ir the ritish 'overrront ra roll as Indian - nteaman had

to rec on1. "here are not assessme t3 corroborated by confidential

Viceregal 0 is ondonce over two decades. ''hose rinces ho orsisted

with the 'hrh ->r ii so, in many cases, in order to make something of a

splash in - littorin * c • ny. very rince r tien^ing the dir-nber at

helM was entitled, by Government of directive, to his gun salute.

In th reoollectior. of former 'oliticcl ificor,

1. inli to ctlr; , 9th. ebruery, 1 37, » », 14, . 47.
2. Enquiries from Linlithgow foiled to elicit precisely what form this

i dt' oul t: he. e inlith,-;o-, to "otlond, 5th uly, 1937,
. . . r, T). 117.

3. Clendov n, "'he 'hionroy nt -yy, (1.-71-. . p. 129*
4. Linlithgow to otland, 24th January, 1%C, ' . ., 19, pp. ■' 2, 3.
5« hadnis, ., op. oit.. pp. 36, 7«
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'at the beginning fine! en-' of Chamber sessions, elhi resounded to
the incessant bo ming of cannon of an intensity which can hardly
have been surpassed during the famous storming of the city by the
heroic ' icholson'. (l

The Chamber, in the view of a hostile though not unfair critic,

'afforder" to nil its '••embers the opportunit' t- display their
diamonds and ride their pole ponies in the ' otropolis of India •••
when t o •"iambor of rinces is in so: sion, tV display of rcyal
cars ' hich emits their owners rivals t' • t - t the er vork
'Utor oi le 'how'. (2,

The Ihrrber had fe: friends inside the :o 'ernment of India. The

Political " e*nrtment had little liking lor this gaudy affair which

maintained in olhi, at enormous expense and under the personal direction

of its elf etc ' dinncell r', a ecrutariat by which grievances of all

s rts and a suspected encroachments upon the rig'its and privileges of

the to to a ec eagerly sea mod and forwarded for the consideration of the
(3

'olitical outhority. T'.iia agency 'was not universally trusted' by

the Govern! nt . f ndia. in r irritants, such as having to turn

out at Delhi station in 'undress' uniform to meet a uler on ihrmber
(5)

business, ere note .

"'n ' lor er otters of policy, touching on the place of the Indian

States in <'o 11 "ndia polity of the future, the contribution of thf

Chamber t.us sadly deficient, a far cry from the productive and vibrant

assembly 1; nne i by 1 yiton, nroourt utlor and ontaru. he supporters

of the V ber 'lie; had fr lied t re su that t e 'rinces* interestswere

far too dir. r, t. ~r it the sort ,-f fruitful c r-.bination nnv: :r

The essenc a r no*!?. til vf si on -n; el? or ■ turc-" by a sonotirr. oliticll

Officer, rn' later diplomat, ord revelyan:

'there oa no -link between r. prosperous tract with a harbour on the
, e , vi lieges

n t ; 1; iiills, the te erring illions oi '"ravancore. ' 'he
p. ; r rover oaro alive'.

!• Fit re, . oit.. . >C,
2. There were cars h be seen of every conceivable design and colour,

u" , i , velvets and bi--c: 'one has mounted on its roof
"*■ -!

• ?'r ' ?;■ uscr: en destroyers; ?r nt'or i fitted with
steel : utters, res rv ,d.y to save its e-, ncr fro es$fnation, r. third lias
on its runnin,-board a small pipe organ on which an attendsnt played
his roster's fever rite airs. auba, ., pp. pit., p. 45.

3* I'itse, :'ir ., op. cit.. p. 26.
4« Coen, ir T, G., op. cit., p. 07.
5. Trevelyon, lord, on. pit., p. 158.
6. Ibid. • p. 233.
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"Mle the most publicised provision of the vontford Report had been

the recommendation for the establishment of a Chamber of "rinces, the

joint authors had also endorsed the introduction of direct political
(1)

relations between the Government of India and all important tates.

This could be seen as a further manifestation of the policy of trust;

it appeared to meet the demands of the middle-sized f'tstes which had been

so active in pressing for a Chamber and who stood to gain in terms of

prestige from a direct relationship with the Viceroy. As the position

stood in 1918, only four of the largest States, 7Fyderebad, Baroda,

Mysore and Kashmir, together with one other, were in direct connection
(2)

with the Government through their Residents. The remaining tates
(3)

had to communicate with relhi through intermediaries, or to deal
(4)

with a Provincial Government.

It had been plausibly represented to vontagu, by his rincely

confidants, that some streamlining of the procedures which governed

relations between the Indian .' tates and central Government was Ion - overdue;

certainly, on the British side, the manifest benefits of political

centralisation had been very apparent to Curzcn who stated, at an early

stage in his Viceroyslty:

'decentralisation is all very veil, but it anpears to me in the case
of Bombay and Madras to have been carried to a point in which the
supreme Government is nowhere and in which the petty kings of these
dominions are even unconscious that responsibility attaches to
anyone but themselves*. (5)

Cmd. 9109. pp. 246, 7»
2. Ibid.

3. The three Agencies under Agents to the Governor General were respectively
the Central tates Agency with responsibility for 190 Gtatos, the
Rajputsna Agency for around 20 f!tates and the Baluchistan Agency
for 2 T'tates. Ibid.

4» ?'adras looked after 5 states; Bombay supervised over 250; Bengal was
in relations with 2; the United rovinces with 3i the "unjab with
34; Burma with 52; Bihar and Orlssa w/ith 26; the Central "rovinces
with 15; and Assam with 6. Ibid.

5. Cited in Ronaldshay, the srl of, on. cit.. p. 57*
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hen the level of degeneracy evident in a substantial number of States

in the oare of rovincial Governments became apparent to Curzon, he did

not mince words. He denlored the misconduct so apparent in the ' sdras
(1)

States, the hopeless Rulers in Bengal. He was particularly alarmed

about conditions in leading "unjab States where the rinces, with the

exception of aged Nabha, were uniformly unimpressive: Potialn, he felt
(2)

to be 'prey of nglish jockeys and limps'. Inevitably such

depressing spectacles led Curzon to question the capacity of rovincial
Governments to guide their States. Of the Bombay Political Department,

Curzon caustically remarked:

'a small and narrow ' olitical ervice, almost entirely recruited
from young and stnpid Subalterns in the Army'. (4)

On account of the marked degree of maladministration that had been manifest

in the Phulkian States, Curzon pressed for their incorporation under a

ne-vv Political Agency. "uch mis the fierce opposition of the Lieutenant
(5)

Governor of the unjab, whose jurisdiction was affected, that Curzon

had to reluctantly agree to the placing of the new 'gent under the
(6)

Provincial Government pro tera. That a Viceroy of Curson's mettle

should have been deflected in his purpose, is a striking instance of the

determination of Provincial Governments to retain responsibility for their

States.

1. Butt, I. A., op. oit.. pp. 114, 7«
2. Ibid.. p. 120. Kapurthala, andi, iiket, Pataudi, Bashahr, "eonthal

and Bawawalpur, all Ttunjab supervised Rulers, all showed signs of
going down the drain. Ibid., p. 116.

3» Arora, A. 3., British Policy Towards the un.inb ' tates lo5r-l?'"'5.
Ph.D., 'tinjab University (1975)» P» £7.

4. Butt, I. A#, pp. oit.. p. 1?6.
5» Sir "ackworth Young, later estranged from Curzon following the letter's

establishment of the NV' .TV'. See Ronaldshny, arl of, op. oit.,
chapter viii, passim.

6. Aurora, A. B., op. oit.. p. 67.
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"hen Nontagu and Chelmsford in their turn 3trove to detach

States from their Provinces, they encountered a similar degree of rooted

opposition# Nontagu's intentions were clear:

*1 think it essential that we consult oufcselves to removing any
political concerns from the Provinces, even though some "rinces
may not like it, or even though some straws may not like it.
It is of the essence of our scheme1. (1)

Chelmsford was inclined to be more circumspect being that much more

exposed to the wrath of the Provincial Governors. He saw real

difficulties of a practical nature as in the hinjab where the

administration of irrigation problems of both the Province and the
(2)

States was very alosely connected. Chelmsford was also concerned

that the rinoes were not consistent in their demands for direct
(3)

relations. Nevertheless, Chapter X of the '"ontford Report clearly

obliged the Government of India to implement the transfer of the 'tates.

The Governor of the Punjab, Sir Nichael O'Pwyer, was later to argue that

the Provincial Governments in Bombay, 'adras and the "unjab had not been

consulted and that their subsequent protests had been disregarded.

His allegations ignored the important point of political expediency which

lay behind the proposed adjustment. Idle much prominence was given

to administrative convenience as the reason for transfer, the joint

authors were also quietly explicit in referring to the need to remove

control of the tates from Provincial Governments which sight become
(4)

popularly elected in the future.

The incoming Viceroy, Reading, of sterner stuff than Chelmsford,

determined to force through the transfer of Dtates against the most

bitter opposition, ftjom Governor Lloyd in Bombay:

'I pointed out that it had all been settled by my predecessor in
Council and that I must follow the decision*. (5)

1. ontogu to Chelmsford, 3rd "arch, 1918, Ch."». k, p. 14.
2. Chelmsford to "ontngu, 2nd January, 1919, Ch.?.. 5, P» 13*
3. Chelmsford to "ontagu, 19th February, 1919, ibid.. p. 27.
4. O'Dwyer, Sir?'., India as T Knew It 1885-1923. (1925), p. 155-
5» Crod. 9108, p. 247.
6. Rending to "ontngu, 20th July, 1921, R."'», 3, P» 75*
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Reading was stiffened in his resolve through both the representations

of the Jam ahib and the Bombay rinces 'pressing upon me their desire

to be taken under the Government of India', and gathering doubts about

the competence of the Bombay Political Department, following his perusal

of a virtual diktat to the Bombay rinces written by the Political
(1)

Agenfc at Bombay. Progress with the implementation of transfer

arrangements in the Madras residency and in the Punjab added weight to

Reading's determination to act in Bombay and honour the pledge that
(2)

Chelmsford had aarlier given to a deputation of Bombay Prinoe3.

By August 1923, Reading could emphasise the isolation of Bombay:

'in the Punjab there is now a separate * rent to the Governor General
who deals with all the salute States in the Trovince .... in Bengal,
Assam, Bihar and Orissa, the 1 nited rovinces and the Central
Provinces, the Governors had accepted the position of 'gent; in
Madras the 5 states formerly in political relations with the local
Government will shortly be taken over by a separate Agent to the
Governor General'• (3)

Given that the position in Bombay was especially complicated, with

the looal Government 'in political contact with approximately 350 tates

many of which ere very small', Reading proposed a solution which envi saged

transfer by stages} the immediate transfer of the three whole agencies of

Cutch, Kathiawar and alanpur, leaving with Bombay for the moment the
(4)

more scattered units.
(5)

Lloyd's obstruction took the form of delaying tactics. TTe

c&nitalised on the Princes' natural tendency towards vacillation declaring

that very few of his rrinces really desired a transfer. Reading had. to

1. Reading to Montagu, 11th "ovenbor, 1921, R. .« 4, P* 25.
2. Reading to Peel, 18th January, 1923, P-»r»« 6, pp. 7, 8.
3. Reading to Peel, l6th August, 1923, ibid.. pp. 175-83.
4- Ibid.

5. Ait a time when the Bombay ''rinces were pressing Reading strongly for
implementation, the Governor departed for a holiday in ashmir.
Reading to "ontagu, 23rd February, 1922, R.'G, 4, P« 25*
Lloyd's visit to Kashmir took place in the teeth of opposition from
the old Maharaja, whose State had had to finance two previous
gubernatorial sojourns. Unsuccessful attempts to put Lloyd off left
to a confusion over cypher codes and an unpleasant wire from the
Viceroy to the Resident. See Lothian, Air A., op. cit.. op. 62-4*
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confess that

'it was true that it is not easy to find out what a particular
Prince really want3, as they do not express identical views to all
authorities', (l)

Lloyd's final shot took the form of a memorandum which set out to prove

that the "ontford policy on transfer was

'historically incorrect, administratively inconvenient and
reactionazy in tendency'. (2)

-ehind Lloyd's manoeuvres was his wish to be in a position to insist

that while he has Governor he orevented the transfer of the Bombay
(3)

States. Peel, as Secretary of State, objected strongly to this

calculation which would ensure that the loss of prestige would fall on
(4;

Lloyd's suocessor;

' ilson's weakness vould be contrasted with Lloyd's vigour
and personality*. (5}

The implications of the struggle over the Bombay "totes went beyond

the sphere of States' affairs. These were grasped by Beading when he

argued that:

'a most unfortunate feature of the case has been that an impression
has been created that the Governor has been successful in delaying,
by one means or another, the execution of a polioy which was
determined by H.V.Cr. and accepted by the Government of " ndia and
the fulfillMrtt of which is eagerly awaited by a considerable
section of the Ruling Princes'. (5.<

Reading's scheme ultimately took effect in 1924; the Government of

India began its progressive take-over of Bombay 'tates with the obstnole

of an intransigent Governor removed. Tn the other two sensitive areas

involving transfer, the "sdras Government's formal superintendence

ceased in 1923; the uniab States were ultimately brought under the
(6)

Indian Political ervioe in 192?.

1. Reading to eel, 16th August, 1923, R*. 6, pp. 175-°3«
2. Beading to Peel, 17th !ugust, 1923, 17, Telegram No. 329. The

burden of Lloyd's argument elaborated on the instances of dislocation
likely tc ensue in police, excise, irrigation, famine relief,
miscellaneous revenue and other activities of the Bombay 'overnment.
Ibid.

3. Reading to Peel, 2nd August, 1923, K». 6, p. I63.
4. Peel to Reading, 17th October, 1923, ibid.. p. 162.
5. Reading to > el, 1st *ugust, 19?3» '»» 17, Telegram ?To. 309.
6. Coen, Sir T. C., op. pit.. pp. 26, 8.
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The Nontford Report's undertaking to implement direct relations

between the States and the Central Government also ran into heavy weather

on the proposed abolition of the 'gent to the Governor General, Rajputana,

a pledge allegedly given by Chelmsford. Reading found the -rinces

'equally divided on the question'; there were also certain practical

difficulties to be met in retaining the A.G.G. and eliminating local
(1)

Residents, or vice versa. Bikaner and *Iwar were the prime movers
(2)

behind this scheme which would ensure direct relations with ""elhi.

In attempting to find a solution, Reading was confronted by two opposed

viewpoints. Both Bikaner and Alwar strongly pressed for the establishment

of direct relations with Pelhi, and while Reading assured them that he had

yet to uncover a definitive promise in Chelmsford's papers, privately,

the Viceroy admitted to Birkenhead that *T was much impressed by the

Princes' representations'. The Political Secretary, no doubt with his

eye on the possible loss of a prestigious appointment to his service, had

taken up a strong contrary line. Holland wo3 opposed even to the

Viceroy's proposal of 'limited change', an experimental grouping of
(3)

several astern totes to bring them into direct relations. This was

a solution agreed to by Bikaner who would become a member of the proposed
(4)

Eastern States Agency. Birkenhead shrewdley suspected the existence

of divisions within the rincely Order:

'it seems essential to consult all rince3 concerned before we

initiate the experimental measure proposed*. (5)

The Secretary of State's misgivings were justified when the Saharajn of

Bharatpur raised strong objections to the siting of the Resident's

headquarters for the new tates Agency in Bheratpur. In the absence of

1. Reading to Peel, 18th June, 1924, R.P.. 18, '"elegram To. 216.
2. Reading to Peel, 8th July, 1924, ibid.. Telegram No, 2R5«
3« Reading to Birkenhead, 1st February, 1925, R.. 8, p. 3*
4. Reading to Birkenhead, 17th September, 1925, ibid.. p. 120. For

fuller details of the proposed Rajputana States Agency see Reading
to Birkenhead, 18th eptember, 1925, R.P.. 19, Telegram No. 208.

5. Birkenhead to Reading, 25th September, 1925, R.P.. Telegram No. 197.
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(1)
Princely unanimity, leading was prepared to drop the scheme. "Te

duly informed the rinces concerned that their dissensions had scuttled
(2)

the scheme, existing arrangements would remain In force. Birkenhead
(5)

agreed.

The squabble over the transfer of the Bombay States and the attempted

abolition of the A.G.G. Rajputana post highlighted a major difficulty

which permanently frustrated negotiations with "rinces, the near

impossibility of eliciting a consensus of opinion from the Rulers to whic

they would adhere. Viewed in retrospect, the transfer policy had In

general appeased some of the more vocal rinces associated with the

Chamber movement. It ia much less certain that the more scrupulous

supervision of States, which Curson had anticipated would follow from

centralisation, ever materialised. There are strong indications that

the reverse took place. Sir Terence eyes, who ultimately held the

highest post in the Political Department, argued that the Bombay Government

was generally far more interventionist in 'totes' affairs than was the
(4)

Political Department later on. A specialist study of the Bombay

Political Department in its hey day has depicted the service functioning

as a positive and parallel oentre of authority alongside that of the
(5)

Rulers.

TArovinciel Governors were strong in their belief that transfer had

led directly to deterioration in States' administration. ^'Dwyer felt

that a bad Ruler could now carry tyranny to almost arry lengths and he
(6)

instanced the scandals exposed by the Nahha case, a State fonnerly
(7)

within the purview of the Ihmjab Government. Lord Sydenham conceded

1. Reading to Birkenhead, 3rd January, 1926, R.. 19, Telegram *'o» 3%*
2. Reading to Birkenhead, 13th February, 1926, ibid.. Telegram No. 432.
3. Birkenhead to Reading, 18th February, 1326, ibid.. Telegram " o« 404.
4. Cited in Coen, Sir T. C., op. cit.. p. 23»
5. Copland, I. !'• S., The Bombay Political ervicc 1863-1924. (1969),

D. Phil., Oxford, p. 375.
6. The Nebha case is discussed in chapter 2,
7» O'B-.vyer, Sir "., op. oit., p. 156.
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that an added prestige had acorned to some ' rinoes as a result of

transfer,

'but the effect roust be that their affairs will fall into the
hands of roinor officials of the ecretariat, as the Viceroy
cannot give them the individual care which Governors of Bombay
delighted in bestowing upon them', (l)

Another Governor to argue in the same vein was fir Frederick ykes, the

end of Vihose term in Bombay, in 1933* coincided with the final stage of

transfer of the Bombay rinces. fykes supposed that the Political

Department could never deal satisfactorily with the individual problems

of 562 tates and he deplored the ending of the Governor's power

'to ameliorate the lot of a considerable proportion of the
inhabitants of the "residenoy of the exercise of his powers
of persuasion social oontact with the Chiefs was
sensibly diminished'. (2)

This last tendency was endorsed by fykes' successor at Bombay and

he wrote directly to the fecretary of State about the dangers which

followed where the degree of contact between rince and. Governor carae to

be regulated by the Agent to the Governor General, especially where the

attitude of the Political Officer was 'very definitely to keep the Princes

away from here'. Brabourne maintained that A.G.G.a should be instructed

'to make every possible effort to prevent a permanent wedge being driven
between the States and the local Governments'. (3)

This growing remoteness between urbar and rovincial Government was

also observable in the unjab from where the Lieutenant-Governor commented

to the Viceroy that

'although I am personally acquainted with nearly all the Rulers of
the Punjab States, they now very seldom visit Lahore, and T naturally
have fewer opportunities of coming to personal contact with them
than my predecessors in the past have had. This i3, I think, a
somewhat unfortunate effect of the recent changes under which all
States have censed to have any direct political relations with the
head of the Provincial Government'. (4)

1. Sydenham, Lord, ' v orking Life. (1927', p. 245• See too ydenharo's
remarks on the evil effects of centralisation and 'the withdrawal of
timely advice', in ydenham, lord, 'The Future of the Indian ' ative
States', ' ineteenth Century. June 1927» P* 1834.

2. Sykes, SirF., Trorn J'anv Ingles, (1942), p. 3^9.
3. Brabourne to Hoare, 19th arch, 1934» T.?.(0). vii: 4» pp. 68, 9*
4. Craik to Brabourne, 17th October, 1938, Secret P.O. * 0. 98, C.R.R..

H/l/29A734, p. 70.
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There was little enthusiasm within the Political Department itself

for the centralisation of relations with the States. An apparent increase

in the responsibilities of the Department was more than balanced by

the general scaling down of Political appointments. As a senior member

of the Political Service put it:

'many Political Officers question the wisdom of the policy of
direct relations, as it is very doubtful if it is wanted by the
Ruling Princes in general, or will be to the interests of the
States, and it will undoubtedly make the Political Department
much more difficult to work by eliminating almost all the posts
in which they receive adequate training for the high ranks', (l

As maladministration in the Indian States came to attract increasing

publioity, notably with direct Congress intervention in some of the

blacker spots in the later 1930s, Linlithgow wa3 left to reflect ruefully

on the embarrassments produoed by the relaxation of supervision over

individual rinces since Curzon's day,

'a tendency inevitably encouraged by the transfer of control from
Provinces to the Centre*• (2)

No doubt Patiala and his associates in the Cheater would rejoice in the

institution of direct political relations with Delhi, a Clear

manifestation of the policy of trust. Their subjects could take no

comfort in a development which had weakened the ourb on misrule.

1. Resident Baroda to It.-Col. ilberforce Bell, 7th December, 1932,
File Do. 59-"., C.R.R.. EA/29A689, p. 3.

2. Linlithgow to Petland, 21st February, 1939, •"* 17, pp« A, 2.
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In one of Kipling's best sKort stories, the reeder is introduced to

two bogus correspondents of The Bnolcswoodsman who have been talcing

through the Central Indian States for scandals. r,he narrator reflects on

'men personating correspondents of newspapers and bleeding small
Native 'tates with threats of exposures ..... they lead a hard life,
and generally die with great suddenness. The Native States have
a wholesome horror of English newspapers which may throw light on
their peculiar methods of government, and do their best to choke
correspondents with champaign, or drive them out of their mind
with four-in-hand barouches'• (l)

It was entirely in the spirit of trust towards Princes, so evident in the

provisions of the "ontford Reforms, that steps should be taken to protect,

by statute, Their highnesses from published attack whether well-founded

or not.

Relations between rinces and the "ndian Press were of an ambivalent

character. hen Pinto chose to consult "rinees on the subject of

appropriate measures to deal with sedition in 1910, the Amrita 'agar "atrika

expressed alarm about the proposed suppression of 'seditious newspapers':

'the Indian Ruler cannot take a more suicidal step than leading an
indiscriminate crusade against Indian newspapers, many of which are
their best friends'. (2)

Some, of course, were not and the Governor of Bombay recalled, before the

first world war, that blackmailing of "'rinces by papers published in

British India

'was a notorious evil in my time, and some of them complained
bitterly to mej but it was the most difficult thing to prevent'. (3)

Chirol, too, noted that the " rinces were frequently denounced in the
(4)

'extremist press' an an obstacle to the democratic evolution of Pwaraj.

1. Kipling, R., 'The "an ho ould be King', in Twenty '"he f1ales, (l%6
p. 43*

2. fmrita Basar Patrika. 25th January, 1910, P., Vs I263O.
3. Sydenham, Lord, on. pit.. p. }B0,
4. Chirol, V., Tndia f-ld and ' ew, (1921), p. 240.
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Censures did exist to block the importation of literature hostile to the
(1)

Princes# ithin their own States, the rinees had little to fear

from the press:

'there is not a single newspaper worth the name (except the
Karnetak of Bangalore' ventilating the grievances of the people
in any State'. (2)
The opportunity to institute protective legislation, which would

eliminate the blackmailing of rinces, came in 1921 with the mooted repeal

of the Indian reas 'ct, a device whioh "ontagu classed as 'regressive'
(3)

and Reading opposed on doctrinal grounds. As Ifceading delineated the

position for the benefit of the Secretary of State, the protection which

had been hitherto afforded to the rt*inces by the outgoing 1 ress ' ct

would have to be maintained by the enactment of a new section to the

Indian Penal Code. In late "ay 1921, a res3 Laws Committee met to

consider this proposal. To the discomforture of Reading, its proceedings

did not work out well for the Princes' interest:

'the position of the Princes was not well handled by my olitical
eoretary who gave evidence before it. delected 'ri rices of
importance and likely to carry weight had been consulted; but
they were extraordinarily supine in the matter and did not exert
themselves to give specific instances or to set forth their case
in a convincing manner*, (4)

Mews of this leaked and it was popularly alleged that not only had the

Indian Princes declined to place evidence before the Committee but that

Sir John ood demanded that his examination before the Committee extending
(5)

to 20 pages of foolscap be suppressed from publication. Reading had

to communicate to the Secretary of State the Committee's decision to

reject the introduction into the ordinary Penal Code of a measure for
(6)

protecting Princes.

1. "Orders to Prohibit Importation of 'Choose 0 Indian "rinces'," 1910,
r. P. . -rs 12609.

2. Abhyankor, G. R., op» clt.. p. 293*
3. Rianbold, Cir A., op. cit.. (1979), p. 250.
4. Reading to 'eel, 26th April, 1922, R.P., 16, Telegram ro. 174.
5» Abhyankar, G. i ., on. cit.. p. 434.
6. Reading to "eel, 26th April, 1922, R. .. 16, Telegram Mo. 174.
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A possible way forward lay in Montagu's proposal that a diluted

clause providing protection might find favour with the Legislative

Assembly and Reading undertook to discuss the question of protection

with the Chamber. 1!ontogu waxed insistent that discontent and suspicion
(1)

in the minds of the finces should be allayed. He pressed Reading

strongly!

'I do sincerely hope that you have been able to find a way of
helping the Princes on the T"ress Act. It is going to be a very
urgent problem*• (2)

Urgency was not the leit-motif of the Chamber of rTinoes. hile it

passed the required resolution on protection during the November session,

1921, Reading noted that

'a considerable time elapsed as it usual in the case of this body,
before they confirmed their proceedings'.

Not till the end of February, 1922, could Agents to the Governor General,

Residents, Local Governments, be sent the proceedings and consult Purbars

on the advisability of taking action to protect the Princes against 'ress
(3)

attacks. The replies were still incomplete by April.

By July, 1922, Reading was resolved to press an enactment for the

Protection of 'rinces on a Legislature none too friendly to the Ruling

Princes. The situation required 'delicate handling'; Reading planned

to advocate the measure

'on the ground that it is too late to discuss the polioy of giving
this protection for we ore in honour bound to the Princes to effect
the similar protection to that enjoyed under the Press Act*. (4)

Not without some difficulty, especially from Papru, Reading pushed the

proposal through his Executive Council. The enactment safeguarded -rinces

from attacks in the press providing for a maximum penalty of imprisonment

of 5 years. The Vioeroy was prepared to face the impleesant revelations

1. Fontagu to Reading, 27th September, 1921, R.P., 10, Telegram No. 836.
2. Fontagu to Reading, 30th November, 1921, R.P., 3» P« 273.
3. Reading to Peel, 26th April, 1922, R.P.. 16, Telegram No. 174.
4. Reading to " eel, 5th February, 1922, R.P.. 16, Telegram ?"o. 253*
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about alleged oppression in the States, certain to emerge in the debate,
(1)

and undertook to oertify the Bill if necessary. Peel 'entirely
(2)

approved' of the action proposed.

The Legislative Assembly duly refused leave to introduce the Bill

by a margin of 45 votes to 41. Government spokesmen hod set out an

elaborate case based on considerations of honour, the terms of the

King's Proclamation, hallowed treaties and documents of constitutional

importance, all of which enjoined the maintenance of Princely prot?ction.

Beading felt that the reason for rejection was,

'the strong democratic sentiment against autocratic rule assisted
by various stories circulated accusing several rinces of oppression
and of particularly despotic dealings with women'. (3)

The obduracy of the Legislative Asserrbly was not wholly unwelcome to

Reading. The "rinces Protection issue could be used to remind the

recalcitrant Assemblymen of the formidable powers vested in the Viceroy

under the ReformsJ

'the L.A. has forced the position upon me of using the special
powers of the Viceroy •••• we are in a stron position and the
lesson will not be unsalutory to a Legislature in which the
Government has no majority*. (4}

The Viceroy having certified the Princes Protection 'et in the legislative

Assembly, it duly passed through the Council of State on 26th July, 1922,
(5)

only one "ember voting against.

This first use of the Viceroy's special powers of certification was

bound to provoke interest in London and Peel acknowledged that the *ct

would have to be laid before Parliament and subsequently before the
(6)

Privy Council. The Secretary of State was as enthusiastic as Seeding

1. Reading to Peel, 12th August, 1922, ibid.. Telegram No. 3^1.
2. Peel to Reading, 2?th September, 1922, ibid.. Telegram "0. 311*
3* Reading to Peel, 24th September, 1922, ibid., Telegram "o. 345*
4. Reading to eel, 26th September, 1922, ibid.. Telegram To. 348.
5. Reading to Peel, 26th September, 1922, ibid.. Telegram " o. 349*
6. "eel to Reading, 3Tth September, 1922, ibid.. Telegram "o. 318*
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about the positive merits of the certification device:

'the efiects have been very wholesome. The Assembly seer to have
realised the folly of their proceedings and the exercise of your
powers may have a very useful deterrent action in the future', (l

hulling over the affair, Reading remained puzzled by what he took to be

a tactical error on the part of the L.A. in refusing leave to introduce

the Bill; they might have urged with profit comprehensive amendments

later on:

•from the explanation given there was no doubt that they quite
hurriedly determined to oppose the Bill being largely iniTLuenced
thereto by stories against the Prlnees and by the prejudice
the house felt against them*.

"here Reading had erred was in not anticipating the volume of

'considerable criticism' in the Indian press, 'not onlv extremist but
(2)

also liberal'. Indeed feeling against the .Act ran very high through-
(3)

out India. Reading was little troubled by such criticism even when

mounted on a national soale. Tie had been presented with what he took

to be powerful ammunition against the prestige of the L.A. with the

appearance of a petition on behalf of the 'aharaja of Parbhanga which
(4)

coincided with the Act. Reading, on comparing the list of

signatories with the Division List relating to the finces' "rotection

Bill, found that

'ten days before we asked for leave to introduce the Bill, two
thirds of those who refused to give us leave to do 30 voted for
the conversion of a considerable area of British territory, which
now enjoys the benefits of Reforms, into on Indian ftate'.

Peel was invited to use these figures if pressed hard in Parliament thoug

the Viceroy preferred that this card be left with him to be played
(5)

'with more telling effect' in India. "eel despatched a cynical

1. Peel to Reading, 3rd October, 1922, R.P.. 5, p. CB.
2. Reading to "'eel, 28th September, 1922, ibid.. pp. 143-5.
3. Barns, P., The Indian Press. (1940), p. 349.
4. The petition called for this wealthy ' amindar in Bihar to be given the

powers of a Ruling "rince. Tt was signed by 5n 'embers of the
legislative Assembly. Pee Reading to ""eel, 2nd "ovember, 1922,
R*'".. 5, pp. 159, 60.

5. Ibid.
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rejoinder:

'the contrast in the attitude of these gentlemen regarding the
P.P.A. is most entertaining'• (l)

The Parliamentary debate on the P. ■.■*., however, was a source of

seme anxiety to Pending. He disliked the rr1me '"inister's decision to

postpone the debate, a move which could be contrasted with

'the rapidity of my action ns compared with that of 3!.". "overnment ....
it may be suggested tliat T acted from pique or anger at the L.'.
refusing leave to introduce'. (2)

In the course of his briefing to Peel, the Viceroy revealed the tinder-

lying circumstances which necessitated formal protection of rinces:

'for dialectical purposes it is often urged against the Bill that
a rince was not prevented from bringing in a libel suit, but it
is not an honest argument, for no Ruling T'rince would care to
submit himself to the kind of cross-examination that would take
place especially in this country if he sought to put the personal
law in force ..••• the truth is that the Bill will act as a

deterrent against the blackmailers and extreme agitators who
misrepresent for their own purposes'. (3)

Peel thought that the Parliamentary abate on the 'V. *., in which

the Government had secured the largest majority of the 'ession, had

'passed off successfully, though I very much regret that there
should, have been a division at all'. (4)

The ground had been well prepared} the speaker had agreed in advance

to rule out personal attacks on the Viceroy and two former Indian Civil

Servants had been briefed to sunpox"t the Government from the I iberal side.
(5)

Apart from Haklatavala's 'usual rodomontades against imperialism' the

only particularly disagreeable speech had emanated from Colonel edgewood:

'he even went so far as to suggest that the Ruling "rinces had shown
a lack of courage during the war by complaining t at none of them
had ever been wounded'.

1. Peel to Reading, 22nd "ovember, 19 2, &.P.. 5, p. 121.
2. Reading to eel, 14th December, 1922, ibid.. p. 207.
3« Reading to -eel, 14th December, 1922, ibid., pp. 207, 8.
4« Peel to Reading, 23th February, 1923* H« ♦» 6, p. 23.

5« Saklatavala, "hapurje, (Communist, "tettersoa orth division).
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Predictably, this opened the door to a torrent of testimony, on the

other side, to the wartime services of the rinces. On balance, ' eel

supposed that

'the debate has certainly done us good on the Government side of
the House where the impression prevails that you end T are far
too ready to accept the desires of the Assembly'. (l)

hile a number of 'extremist' Indian papers had taken up passages of

edgdjpod's speech, the Viceroy pronounced himself to be satisfied
(2)

especially with the size of the Government majority.

Thus the rinces rotection "ct passed onto the Statute Book in

the teeth of public opposition and resentment in India. In nationalist

circles, the Act was viewed as a manifestation of the new 'unholy

alliance' between the British and the Indian ^rincos which had germinated

during the rince of "ales' tour and ts en more detailed shape with the
(3)

subsequent tour of the Under Secretary of State, '''interton. interton

had figured as a prominent sneaker for the "rinces during the erliamentary
(4)

Debate on the P.IP.A. It was argued that this certified measure

would remain a dead letter:

'it has been universally considered that it was discreditable to
the Indian Princes •••* Soindia openly stated in the Chamber that
he considered it derogatory to his honour to seek such protection'.(5

On the British side there followed the gloomy recognition that, as

one experienced rolitionl fficer put it, the Act had not been 'alto-ether

effective'. Princes were afinrid to use it for fear of attracting
(6)

further oalumny'. That the Act became a dead letter is confirmed
(7)

by a survey, prepared a decade later, of action taken under the IV .'.

1. reel to leading, 2Bth February, 1923, R.r.. 6, p. 23.
2. Heading to eel, 1st ,rarch, 1923, ibid.. pp. 36, 40.
3» Rose, 3. C., op. cit.. p. 92.
4. Peel to Heading, 28th February, 1923, R.r'.. 6, p. 23.
5. Abhysnkar, G. ., op. cit.. p. 297*
6. Barton, Air ., op. cit., p. 281.
7. 'ction taken under the Indian tates (rotection against disaffection

Act, 1922, C.H.H.. R/1/29A355. Of the 16 coses cited, the "tates
'maligned' were respectively "^ntiale (6 times), ashmir (5., Bhopa.1 (3 ,

Gwalior (2), Fundi, Jaipur, alerkotla, Jind, (l).
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°nly 11 oases for prosecution were considered end in only 2 cases did

the Government undertake to prosecute. This was exceptional as the

Act required the durbar to initiate proceedings. In 5 other cases

sanction to prosecute was given; but in 3 the Durbar either took no

action or preferred to administer a warning. Tn only one case was the
(1)

Durbar known to have prosecuted. It was tacitly acknowledged within

the Government of India that the TV.'., 1922, had been condemned as

useless. 'Prosecutions .... give a gratuitous advertisement to the

offensive article and owing to the practice of having dummy editors, they
(2)

dr not attack the right person*.

The manifest failure of the P.P.A. drove the Trinees* spokesmen

to pres3 for effective governmental action. . W. Haksar, senior

' inister fei >walior, deplored the fact that, "the still-bom Princes

'Protection "of apart", the Government of India had failed to take

'any measure to prevent the gutter-5ress of India from adopting e
very vituperative tone towards the Trincea. The abuse that
used to be heaped upon the rinoes and the language that was
employed was an outrage to decency'. (3)

In an interview with the secretary of tate in 1927, Haksar bewailed

the fact that

'the Press of India, doubtless irresponsible, denounced the
"tatos daily; and not a word of comfort was forthcoming from
ai\y quarter'. (4)

In these circumstances, the general policy followed by the rinoes was to

subsidise heavily newspapers and journals in British India. This did

bring some relief to ' rinoes: as Jawaharlal Nehru put it, 'they see
(5)

to it that thej' get their moneys worth'. Tndia offered opportunities

1. This last was the oase of the attack on Bhopal by the Divasat of Delhi
in 1929* The ditor was sentenced to 3 years rigorous imprisonment
but this was not enforced pending appeal. Ibid.

2. Note by G. Hallet, Secretary to the Government of India ("dome
Department), 7th December, 1932, C.R.H.. RA/29A355.

3« Haksar to ' dwerd Thompson, 20th November, 1934, ~"«
4« Haksar, Note of an Interview with Lord Birkenhead, 21st dune, 1927,

Hx.'P.. 21, p. 400.

5. Nehru, J., op. clt., p. 49.
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aplenty for this sort of investment. O'Dwyer testified to the effect

that

'there is no country in the world where the Press can be so
easily bought as in India', (l)

Critics of the Princes deplored the practice:

'lakhs of rupees are paid every year to maintain the reputation
of moral delinquents and medieval autocrats'. (2)

The circumstances which inclined the Government of India to consider

new protective legislation for ""ririces were not directly linked to the

shortcomings of the 1922 Act but rather to the incidence of agitation,
(3)

originating in British India, against States' administrations. In

I932# the Political Secretary, B, J. Glnnoy, argued that since the Tlnces

acted promptly to suppress within their own territories agitation directed
(4

against the Government of India, a measure of reciprocity was due to them.

In November 1932, 5 members of the rinoes' Standing Committee, Alwar,

Bhopnl, -atiala, Dholpur and Jhalawar, met at Viceroy's House to air their

anxieties about British Indian based agitation visiting their '"tates and
(5)

to press for 'some permanent method of controlling such nefarious activities.'

This request placed the Government of Tndia in some difficulty. hen the

possibility of such legislation had been raised in 1908, the powerful

objection had been raised that

'it would undoubtedly be interpreted, and the case could be stated
in such a way as to create a deep impression on popular opinion
as indicating a hostile disposition on our part towards the desire
of subjects of Indian States to participate in the -eneral political
progress of the oountry'. (6)

1. O'Dwyer, Sir op. oit.. p. 439*
2. Gauba, ..., op. oit.. p. 50.
3. File No. 395-P (: ecret) 1932, C.R.R.. R/1/29/1355. There had been

demonstrations of unrest in both flwar and "nshmir.

4. Note by B. J. Glancy, 16th April, 1932, ibid.
5. Note by C. C. atson, 25th November, 1932, ibid.
6. ~"ote by ?'• G. Ballet, (Home Department" , 7th December, 1932, ibid.
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In 1932, the Heme Department wee still ©gainst such legislation which

'would he very difficult to defend*• The cose of the recent disturbance

in lwer was cited where the agitation had originated in British India,

'but it is based on a genuine grievance which the tenants of the
State have difficulty in voicing by other means'. (l)

These sensible reservations were disregarded and, with the Political

Department taking the lead, the Government of India moved towards the

composition of protective legislation. Following an interview with the

I)ewan of Hyderabad and Bikaner, the ecretary of State lent his support

for legal wroteotion: *T feel we ought to go as far as we can to meet
(2)

the olaim'. At the next meeting of the Standing Committee, at which

successive members petitioned for permanent protection under the evolving

Federal constitution, the Political ""ecretary disclosed that a rotection
(3)

Bill 'of an extrmely confidential nature' was being drafted'.

By June, 1933* 0 text of the draft Tndlsn tates ("rotection 'ct

had been circulated to Political ;floors and local Governments for
(4)

observations. The responses were generally favourable ranging from
(5)

'adequate' (Gwalior) to 'welcome relief' (A.G.G. Central India .

The Bill did not set out to eradicate ©11 public criticism of Indian

States. In 'strongly supporting' the draft Bill, the A.G.G. Hajputsna

pointed out that

'the Indian Press frequently publish criticisms against totes which
though they nay be distasteful to the Princes ooncerned, nevertheless
are time in the main. uch criticism is a healthy check on certain
States and there is nothing to be said against it. 'Tie ress
clause of the Bill will not stifle fair criticism'. (6)

1. Ibid. The Alwsr disorders are discussed in chapter 2, pp. 158-63.
2. Hoare to illingdon, 2nd June, 1933* T.P.(l). 3* P» 720.
3. 'Summary of Proceedings of the '.'tending Committee of the Chamber of

Princes', C.R.B.. R/l/29/1355* 27th February, 1933« Clancy was later
to condemn the action of the Chamber in publicising the intention of
the Government regaling the Bill, after the necessity for secrecy had
been so strictly enjoined. Gee Confidential Note by B. J. Clancy,
31st January, 1933, ibid.

4. Hoare to 'illingdon, 2nd June, 1933, C.R.R.. R/1/29/L355.
5. 'Residents' Comments on Proposed egislation', ibid.. p. 11.
6. Ibid., p. 12.
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/'• s the Bill took shape in the "■ieoroy' s Council one or two teeth were

drawn. The Political ecretary fought tooth and nail against an

amendment which excluded from the Bill attacks on the personal character

of a 3>ince on the ground that it would be difficult to discriminate
(1)

between the Ruler and his administration. However Clancy had to bow

to 'the unanimous feeling of the Council' which held that

'no such protection was given to the heads of" administrations and
Governments in British India and to discriminate in favour of the
iinoea in this respect would evoke a storm of criticism which it
would be difficult to meet successfully'. (2

As had been anticipated, the Princes rotection Bill provoked some

lively exchanges in the Assembly Chamber. uoh pointed criticism was

levelled at tates* administrations; perhaps the most unlikely comment

emanated from B. ^as;

*it Is Hitler!3m minus the democratic spirit that controls
Hitler'. (3)

Many of the contributions followed along similar lines. n the ratter

of Princes and reciprocity, N, M. Joshi reckoned that

'the only matter in which they are willin; to have reciprocity
is to tighten the ropes round the necks of Indian citizens'. (V

But the Princes had a number of vocal supporters in the Chamber and their

case was aided by the intemperance of many of the attacks published against

them. N. P. Dumasi, sub-editor of The Times of India, quoted fron the

notorious divasat;

'a majority of the Ruling Hrinces of the present generation are by
blood descended of low and mean persons such as washerwomen, water-
carriers, barbers etc., and they have either been purchased from their
real parents on account of childlessness or have been brought forth
by the * nharenis and Begums by means of Neog (adultery', owing to the
impotence of Ruling Princes'. (5)

1. B. J. lancy, 'Confidential Bote', 3rd <Tuly, 1933» ibid.
2. Clancy reluctantly came to aocept the view of the Council that unless

the Bill was thus modified it would be difficult to keep discussion in
the * ssembly within bounds; 'All id.nl 01" aspirations are likel; to be
cast in the oourse of the debate on the character of the rinces, and
in this way there is reason to fear that the remedy proposed may be
worse than the disease'. Ibid.

3» 'Extracts from the Legislative Assembly debates*, vol. vi, "o. 4,
ibid.. p. 1.
Ibid., p. 12.

5. Legislative Assembly "Debates, vol. i, Ho. 8, 5th February, 1934» ibid.
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Sir "uhammed Yakub protested against the

'many newspapers in British India who live entirely upon black¬
mailing the Indian tates, and large sums of money are passed on
to them from Indian States to stop the mouths of these barking
dogs whose business is blackmail and nothing else*, (l)

In his central speech calling for the adoption of the Bill, Glancy

was careful to emphasise the pernicious activities of the blackmailers

and to relegate to the end of an impressive address one or two references

to the repercussions of the Bill in British India. Glaney coupled with

the rather large admission, that

'from time to time many Indian States have fallen sadly short of
the ideal*,

some reflections on conditions in a well-Conducted Indian tate:

*a good Indian Ruler excites in the mind of his subjects a degree of
affection or devotion which is difficult sometimes for a esterner
to realise*•

The Political Secretary took care to differentiate between the responsible

Press and the sensational section whose editors

'are not always interested in whether the State subject can afford
to feed himself} what really matters is whether he can afford to
feed the editor, (laughter)'• (2)

Clancy's most serious allegation charged the irresponsible 'ress ?dth

imparting a communal tinge to tate controversies:

'the truth is that Indie can no longer afford to support this
particular form of piracy. The price to be paid is too high.
The price involves the peace of India'. (3

Of the second part of the Bill, which empowered British Indian authorities

to suppress organisations intent on demonstrating in the Indian States,

Clancy explained that the desire of the Government of India was simply to

ensure fair play. The Governments of States had always been ready to
(4)

reciprocate.

1. Legislative Assembly Berates, vol, 1, No. 6, 31st January, 1934, ibid.,
p. 7.

2. Legislative Assembly Rebates, vol. 1, No. 8, 5th February, 1934» ibid..
p. 25.

3. Tbid., p. 26.
4* Ibid.. p. 27.
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The ;ill we3 passed by the Legislative Assembly and received the

assent of the Governor General on 20th April, 1934 under the full title

'an Act to protect the Administrations of Siates in India which ore under

the suzerainty of His Fejesty from activities which tend to subvert, or to
(1)

excite disaffection towards, or to obstruct such administration'.

Thus the Indian Princes could take comfort from the legislative protection

instituted on their behalf by the Government of India. In the following

year, His 'sjeaty's Government made a related contribution when the

Solioitor General, during the Third Reading of the India Bill, inserted

a clause to safeguard 'the rights and dignities of the Rulers' in addition

to 'the rights of the States*. The House agreed despite an isolated

flurry from "ttlee who demanded to know:

'are the Princes all going to be hedged about with some sanctity
as if they are all kings?' (2)

"hat seemed to be a final loophole was sealed in 1937 with the passing of

an amendment to Legislative Assembly Rules: from 1st of April,

'no question shall be asked of any matter conneoted with any
Indian tate save with the consent of the Governor General in
his discretion'. (3)

The most elaborate protective legislation could not eradicate the

blackmailing of 'rlnces. "hile it was no longer possible to publicise

maladministration in the Indian tates on the floor of the Legislative

Assembly, ether channels remained open. Dlwan : ingh Maftoon, the editor

of the notorious Riyasat which had continued to function, became

associated with a project to set up an information bureau in London

1. Act "0. :c of 1934, ibid.
2» H.C.P., 23rd ay, 1935, vol. 302, cols. 629-631.
3* fee inlithgov to "etland, 11th February, 1937, r". *'». lit-, p. 33*
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ostensibly to expose malndministration in Indian °totes. He published

an article in Riyosat inviting contributions. It was assumed in

the Intelligence Service that

'the bureau, if started, will prove a paying concern .... there are
certain Ranis who would like questions being asked about the
conduct of their husbands'. (2)

The Assistant uperintendent of - olice, appreciating i'aftoon's considerable

reputation as a blackmailer of Princes, correctly saw the scheme as
(3)

'preparatory to further efforts in that direction*. It was beyond

the capaoity of the more disreputable Princes to reform and, as Glnncy

pointed out,

'the Princes' practice of espousing and attempting to espouse the
cause of those who bring discredit on their Order has unfortunately
hardened feeling in British India against them'. (4)

It was beyond the legislative powers either of the Government of India or

His "ajesty's Government to buttress the collective reputation of Princes

against this slide.

1. C.I.D. Tunjab to Intelligence Bureau, Government of India, 12th
September, 1936, Pile No. 56O-P (Secret), C.R.R.. R/1/&9/151B.

2. Note by N. Masher, 17th September, 1936, ibid.
3. Note by F. ■ • Hamilton (Home r cpartront , 16th September, 1936, ibid.
4. Confidential Note by B. J. Glanoy, 31st July, 1933, C.R.K., H/1/29A355.
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The • odeyniaation of Tnfonn tptes' oyccs
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In a rrcently published survey of Anglo-Indian fiction, it is

suggested that one of the most striking developments following the

Hertford Reforms was the emergence in literature of 'the loyal Indian
(1)

Prince*. For ulers basking in the glow of literary approbation,

a most satisfying manifestation of the official policy of trust would

be Government of India permission to modernise ^ndian tates Forces.

This topic made an early appearance in the deliberations of the Chamber
(2)

of Princes. The rinces' inquest had to contend with long-

established prejudice on the British side. The surprisingly protracted

nature of the negotiations stand as an interesting proof of the discreet

limitations of the policy of trust.

Reviewing the condition of Indian States forces in lS80, -ir

Richard Temple expressed himself as uneasy regarding tire "rinces' policy

on military expenditure:

•they sometimes maintain forces at a strength which might, under
some conceivable circumstances, prove embarrassing to their own
tates as well as to the paramount power •••• the armament of the
Native States is a matter needing watchfulness, but i3 a very
delicate subject for the paramount power to approach'. (3)

Fears of this sort were exaggerated. A sensible survey of the r'needy

armies in the post Mutiny era acknowledged that such forces were nominally

considerable, amounting in all to nearly 40,000 infantry, 13,000 cavalry

and no less than 539 guns but,

'except in Gwalior, the troops were ill armed and miserably
drilled, and the guns were more or less unserviceable'. (4)

Nevertheless, the prevailing view followed Temple. 'Hie import of arms

into the tates and the existence of the capacity to manufacture guns and

powder, notably at Tndore, disturbed Salisbury and he warned orthbrook

1. Greehberger, . P., The British Image of India: A. Study in the Literature
2. p- 220•
3* Temple, Sir R., on. cit., p. CC,
4. Thornton, E. A History of India, (1886), p. 174«
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to keep

'a careful watch over Golkar's gun manufactury ••••• the supply of
guns through Cashmire is an awkward matter and I cannot help
thinking that a good deal of that sort of work is going on', (l)

Both Salisbury and the rueen are concerned about the military power of
(2)

the Nizam. Scindia, too, was seen as a threat. ':1he birth of a

son came as 'a disappointment' to Salisbury who had hoped to arrange the
(3

succession and in doing so divide the State.

The policy of utilising the armies of the "ntive States as an

auxiliary force for the service of the ^hnpire had sensitive political

and military implications. Lytton, as the major architect of conciliation

towards the rrinoes, set up a committee to consider the question.

However the majority of its members, like Lord Roberts, doubted

'the wisdom of encouraging a high state of efficiency amongst the
troops of independent States'. (k)

Salisbury was not averse tc the devel praent of small effective units in
(5)

the Indian States if it led to the diminution of rtafes' armies.

But he intended to move in this matter with the utmost caution. it was

to be expected that following the advent of conciliation, the 'rinces

might begin to indulge in vain dreams,

'it happens almost invariably, when after treating people badly,
you begin to treat them properly'.

1. Salisbury to Northbrook, 26th August, 19,7k, el.'"., C/2-k.
2. 'alisbury to Northbrook, 13th November, 187k, ibid.
3. ' aliabury to lytton, 37th August, 1Q77, ibid.

k. Roberts, Field Marshall Lord, op. clt.. p. 5?3«

5» Knight, L. '., op. cit.. p. k96. Salisbury, in his dry way, looked
kindly upon Imperial Assemblages as occasions for marches past and
friendly rivalry between forces from ritish India end the Indian
States. rinces might thus be detached from domestic interference
in the Tapirs: 'better a meeting of 'ton schoolboys convened to
decide how to beat Harrow at cricket than to frame new flogging
regulations'.
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But the absolute test of conciliation ooncerned the Aiming of States'

troops and here alisbury was adamant:

'I doubt whether arms of precision ought to be given in any case,
excfipt if, and while, the native force is brigaded, end is being
manoeuvred with a iritish force. The manoeuvres over, the arms
of precision ought to be left behind in a British arsenal'• (l)

Lytton's vision was not taken up and the era of suspicion lingered on.

According to the Commission of 1R79> the Indian Array had three main duties:

the maintenance of internal security, protection from external danger, and

the watching and overawing of the armies of the Indian Princes, particularly
(2)

of Scindia and the Nizam. In 1384 an alarming, though in the event

spurious, communication from Kabul reached the Secretary of the oreign

Departmentj the Amir of Afghanistan asserted that most Indian ajaa were

corresponding with the Russian Government and that Kashmir tod reached a
(3)

secret understanding with the Russians.

The move to disinter Lytton's plans for the Trinces' forces came in

the final year of Dufferin's Viccroyalty. As lord Roberts recalled,

the partial otonge of heart was prompted by

'the unraistakeable spirit of loyalty displayed by the Nptive
Rulers when war with Russia was imminent in 1885'. (4)

Accordingly, the Imperial Service Troops were formed in 1889, an army

maintained by the Indian rincea and placed at the disposal of the

Government. This 'delicate and complex' development tod been treated
(5)

'with the greatest caution'. Roberts was well satisfied 'to find how

cordially the Chiefs responded to Lord Dufferin's proposals', and to note

'the steady inproveraent in their armies under the guidance of carefully
(6)

selected British officers'. In the first decade of their existence,

1. ralisbury to Lytton, 21st September, 1877, "al. ., C/2-4.
2. cingh H. .., > P* 207.
3» See Go-al, S., op. cit., p. 212.
4. Roberts, Field Marshall Lord, op» cit.. pp. 523» 4.

5« Singh, H. I., op. cit.. p. 207.
6. Roberts, Field " arshall Lord, op. cit.. p. 524.
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the Princes' troops had achieved substantial results:

'valuable help having been afforded to the Chltral expedition by
the transport trains organised by the ''aharajas of Gwalior
and Jaipur, and by the gallantry of the Tndian States "Troops
belonging to His Highness the Maharaja of Kashmir at Hunza Naga'. (l)

Other British Officers endorsed Roberts' comments and spoke warmly of
(2)

their associations with Indian tates' troops.

Yet the overnment of India retained an ambivalent attitude to

Indian States' forces. Publically much was said about gallantry,

loyalty and the will to cooperate. "rivately, the requests of the

Durbars for -weapons were dealt with in summary fashion according to

principles laid down by the British Government in 1091, limiting

'the supply of smooth-bore guns in numbers not exceeding
reasonable requirements for saluting purposes'. (3)

Some relaxation in this policy took place in 19% when it was decided

that bored-out Martini Henry rifles might in future be allowed, and rifles

lent to tates where, ovdng to the prevalence of organised crime, this

was considered to be necessary for the restoration of order. revious

policy had debarred the local forces of the States from the use of any
(4)

but the most obsolete muzzle-loading firearms.

A concummitant to military contributions by 'rinces was military

ambition and the desire of rinces to achieve substantive military rank

in the forces of the Crown. uch requests were a source of embarrassment

to the British. A long-standing paliative was the practice of granting

honorary commissions to "rinces, often on material grounds, as in the case

1. Roberts, Field Marshall Lord, op. pit., p. 524. Bee too the generous
appreciation of the BahamaIpur contribution, ""'he Times, 14th December,
1891; nlaudits for the atiala contingent, The Tines, 8th June, lq95j
congratulations to the Kashmir Indian tntes r'roop3, The Times.
8th June, 1895.

2. Birdwood, a future Cormnnnder-in-Chief »f the Tndian Array, 'thoroughly
enjoyed* his command of the Jindh and Nabha lancers in lp93* Be©
Iirdwood, Lord, Khaki and Gown. (1941,» P« 67.

3. Lord Cross, Hoi. Despatch Ho. 28, 30th «pril, 1889, Cab. .. 24/340.
An exception was made in the case of the nshndr mountain batteries
which were authorised to guarantee the frontier.

4. Summary of Curzon's Viceroyalty, . " 824, p. 70.
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of the appointment of Kashmir as Honorary Colonel, 37th Bogres, to
(1)

ensure more recruits. The more astute 'rincos, maintaining

Imperial Service Troops, pressed for substantive rank. Cooch Behar

wanted his son to compete for Sandhurst in 1897. "1th the Government

of Tndia lukewarm, the initiative was blocked by the nr ffice.

widespread belief circulated that British soldiers would not obey Indian
(2)

officers in a crisis. Salisbury regretted this conservatism, and

warned of the dangers

'in not paying sufficient attention to the feelings of Tndiens
and especially of Indian princes*. (3)

Curzon devised a solution of sorts in the shape of his Imperial
(if)

Cadet Corps, a small body of 20 to 3° scions of princely houses.

But this institution did not represent a pathway to full commissions.

It was open to the young graduates to become officers in the "mperial

Service Forces. Tn 1905* a speoial form of King's Commission was

instituted for graduates of the I.C.C. but its holders 'had no effeotive
(5)

military career open to them*. An enthusiast felt that the Corps
(6)

had not received the attention it deserved. But a more penetrating

observation noted that Curzon had laid down rules which would not

appeal to masterful Raj hrnarsj 'strict discipline was against the
(7)

popularity of the scheme'• In pert, it ws3 this relatively 3partan

style which ensured the rapid demise of the Corps. Tt was 'common talk'

1. Singh, H. L., op. cit., p. 171.
2. Dilks, B.# Curzon in India, vol. 1 (1970^, p. 239.
3« Ibid.. p. 202.

4. Singh, II. I ., op. ci t., p. 175.
5» Report of n Sandhurst Committee (1929), cited in ingh, ". I.,

op. cit., p. 176. ^he Cadets were only eligible, on leaving the
Corps, for staff or other extra-regimental military appointments.
See onaldshay, Lord, op. cit.. p. 127.

6. Fraser, ., op. cit.. p. 222.

7. Strachey, Sir India, its Administration and T>rop,ress. (1911', p. 536.
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in 1910, ns the Commander-in-Chief of the day recalled,

'that the Traperial Cadet Corps was used by the Political department
as a penal settlement1.

Creagh disliked

'an expensive and showy uniform and the praetioe of taking the
cadets to be a species of Viceregal bodyguard further emphasised
the idea that it was a 'look 3ee' affair worked by the Political
ne])artment for soma reason of their own and unconnected with the
.Array', (l)

The major reason for the short life of the I.C.C. remained the absence
(2)

of suitable openings for alumni. s Creagh put it,

'there is no doubt that Curson's promise of a military career
being available to a certain number of Cadets can scarcely be
said to have been kept'. (3)

The decline of the Imperial Cadet Corps did worry Hardinge and

he put it to the Secretary of State that if,

'we were to give openings to young rinoes to obtain King's
Commissions in the Native 'rray, we should remove a slur on our
good faith, we should give immense satisfaction to the failing
Chiefs, and the risk we run would be infinitesimal'.

Hardinge could not envisage many kajkumars going beyond captain,

'it is not in the nature of young rinces to put up for an
indefinite period with stern discipline they will want
to return to their homes and to spend a life of indulgence such
as they have seen their fathers and relations spend before them*. (4)

Against the wishes of the Viceroy, the issue wa3 dropped following a

Conference convened, in Calcutta in January 1912. mith Porrlen of the

"or Offloe insisted on a "andhurst training. Colonel vaxwell, the

Military Pecretary of the Government of India, disputed whether the demand

for commissions was from ■ rinces, 'and even if it is, it can, with

political safety, be ignored'. The case of Bikrmer's 3on had been

1. General ir 'teoore Creagh to ardinge, 30th ovember, 1910, "ar. ..
85/1/7*.

2. The view of the Principal of the Ajmere ' rinces College. The
Indian ilitsry 'cadeny at ehra Pun did not open till 193' • "oe
aldington, C. ., Tndian "nila. (193? » P» 165»

3« Creagh to Hardinge, 30th November, 1910, op. cit.

4» ardinge to Crewe, 1st January, 1911, ibid.
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mentioned most but "oxwell questioned whether it mattered:

'will his loyalty diminish in any degree through the refuse! of
what is to him and his class n sentimental concession .... it is
not the military career that the mehrraja desires for his son,
but merely the social kudos and distinction it may confer', (l)

Just as there was a reluctance to accept the a^kumars as the

right men for full-blooded King's Commissions, so doubts circulated

about the standards of Tndinn 'tates' troops. Curson had despatched

Imperial ervice troops to help quell the Boxers in China and to

campaign in omaliland in the wars of 1902,3* These exploits attracted
(2)

a good deal of favourable publicity but shrewder commentators noted

that Dufferin's provisions for Imperial ervice troops, still in service,

laid down that each unit remained a purely tnte force preventing the

necessary concentration in larger garrioons essential to a full preparation
(3)

for the requirements of modern war. There were conspicuous omissions

in the ranks of the important States which maintained Imperial 'ervice

troop3, notably Baroda. There was good reason to suppose that the

Prinoes were not uniformly enthusiastic about the provision of Imperial
(4)

Service contingents.

In 1905, the authorised strength of the Imperial Service troops
(5*

stood at a little over 11,000. This was not an impressive figure

1. I.t. Col. F. ' • axwell to Hnrdinge, n.d., ibid.
2. Imperial Gaaeteer, vol. iv, chapter XI, (Simla, 1905)» . pp* 49, 50.
3* Fraser, I., op. cit.. p. 219.
4. 'Tie "ga "hon had suggested at the Legislative Council in 1903 that

Imperial ervj.ee troops should be placed under the control of the
Commander-in-Chief with a system of recruiting in proportion to the
population and size of states. ' considerable number of 1rincea
privately urged that this was subversive of the basis of trie original
scheme. They wanted to contribute on a voluntary basis and to see
their troops in their own capitals. The *ga han's proposal was
dropped. Tbid., p. 221.

5. This broke down into cavalry 7,000, subscribed by Swellor, Hyderabad,
Jodhpur, ysore, natiala and lwar; artillery 431» Kashmir two
mountain batteries; sappers 520, furnished by Sliaur, Paridkot, and
"aler otla; infantry 9,3<% from ashmir, the unjab tates, *lwar,
Bharatpur end Gwalior; Camel Corps from Bikaner together with six
transport corps and two signalling units. Tmperial Gaseteor,
op. cit.. pp. 49, 50.
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(1)
given the resources of the larger Ctates. Reports to the Government

of Indie were made annually on the Imperial Service troops with a watchful

eye on their commend: three 'unsatisfactory* Commanding Officers noted
(2)

in 1908 were rapidly replaced. British 'ndvieers' did not always

have the most promising material with which to work. hen Colonel

Seville Chamberlain took command of Kashmir forces, they had not been
(3)

paid for three years. The ftates also maintained other military

forces numbering some 93*000 men but these were troops kept for purposes
2f.)

of internal order or ceremony and had 'little military value',

sharp eyed visitor noted how symbolic of mistrust the antediluvian

armaments were:

'it i3 in the spirit of interested trustees for idiot children
that the paternal government allows the Ruler of a T'ative "tote
toy artillery to play with, and arms his handful of troops with
muzzle-loaders which I had desoaired of ever seeing again*. (5

Little in the way of hard evidence emerged to point to the "rinces as a

seourity ri3k, though speculation did take plaoe. It may hove been a

mischevious ploy of the German Consul-General to relay to 'into information

tram a 'thoroughly reliable' source to the effect that the 'stive Chiefs

were disloyal. '/into considered them loyal friends

'but that there is a dangerous movement going on T have not the
shadow of a doubt*• (6)

.Another straw in the wind was the request received by Hardinge in 1912 from

Count etternich, one time German ambassador in London,

'to provide him with every sort of facility for travelling about Indie
and visiting native princes with a view to ascertaining their
attitude and loyalty towards the British Government'. [7)

1. A hint of Princely parsimony is conveyed, by the arrangement which saw
the cost of the Imperial ervice troops bourne by the tates but the
charge for the British inspecting staff fell on British Indian
revenues. Ibid.

2. Annual . oport on Indian tates "'roops 1930-10, ".T*., Ms 12677, p. 119.
3. Tyndale-Bisooe, Canon C. 7. An 'utobiography. (n.d.pp. 125, 6.
2m Lee- arner, ir The Tmoerial G-azoteer of India, vol. iv. (1907), P* 59
5. Kevinson, H. ., More Changes, More Chances, (1975), p. 28l.
6. Pas, • N., op. cit.. p. 106.
7. Hardinge, lord, Id Blplcmaov. (1922), P» 146.
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The outbreak of' the first world war offered an unprecedented

opportunity for the rinces to vie with one another in affirmations of

loyaltv and statements of readiness to render personal service at the
(1)

front. ne of the more romantic accounts of the rinces' response

runs,

'spontaneously they flung themselves, their troops, their money,
into the war against Germany. Ho effort, no cost seemed too
great. Contingents of "mperial tate troops, serving with the
British Array, helped to hold the Hues Canal, to keep watch on
Sinai, and proved their mettle in General 'llenby's campaigns*• (?'

Much was written about the exploits of the Jodhnur lancers who took
(3)

Haifa at the gallop. erhees the most notable single gesture made by

a Prince was Scindia's gift of the hospital ship 'loyalty' which carried
(4)

over 15,000 patients. ' hile public appreciations of the rinces'

contributions abounded, behind the scenes in the Government of Tndia

speculation about their trsUlworthines3 was not eradicate "'. Given that

'a fine soun web of German intrigue' functioned within Tndia during the
(5) '

war, it was not surprising that some German efforts were directed

towards the rinces; these took the form of inflnmtory letters from
(6)

Berlin. The Government of India intercepted communications from

Bethmann iiollweg and decided against their publication, partly because of

the annoyance which the rinces would show if the interception were

revealed to them, and partly since

'all would undoubtedly be flattered by the receipt of so magnificent
a communication from the German Chancellor in the kaiser's name.

Their sense of self-importance would be increased in s me cases to
a dangerous extent. Tt is not impossible that some, carried away
by vanity, might seek secretly to send a courteous answer to the
Chancellor's letter ... if the war was seriously prolonged and our
fortunes for a time were on the wane, it is not impossible that
these letters might suggest to some the desirability of 'hedging*. (7)

1. Sinh, Rm, op. cit., p. 65.
2. Diver, ., op. cit.. p. 15.
5. They were under the command of the legendary "Regent of Jodhpur, fir

'

ertap Singh, who was alleged to have expostulated to the surviving
Lancers in 1918, ' hy ore you not dead'. See Forbes, ! •, op. cit..
pp. 115, 6.

4. See The Times. 18th January, 1919*
5« Rushbrook illinms, F. F. ., India and the "ar, ( , p. 427.
6. O'Bvyer, ir ' ., op. oit.. p. ln7»
7» Chelmsford to Chamberlain, 14th June, 1917, Ch.F.. 5, P« !%•
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ith the war successfully concluded, the -overnraent of India had

less need to question any waverings of 1-yalty on the part of the rinces.

Rather, Chelmsford's staff cane forward with proposals for developing

Imperial Service troops into a fighting adjunct to the Indian Array in

accordance with the new/ standards enforced by the Great ar. ' ontagu

pessimistically assumed that

'the ulers are not likely to face this principle and its application
with any degree of alacrity', (l)

However Chelmsford was close to the sentiments of the Chamber rinces on

(2)
this matter and he argued that the rince recognised that

* if their Imperial ervice troops are to be of any value, their
military efficiency must be improved'. (3)

In response to the stated desires of certain Princes, notably Blkaner,

Fatiala, 1 adore, Gwelior and Bharatpur, for modern artillery, with

ilyderebed, * ysore and Rampur waiting in the wings, the Government of India

drew up a despatch supporting the Princes' aspirations. It was not

supposed that the scheme to reorganise Indian tates* troops was without

risk;

'it is clear that by increasing the efficiency of the tctes*
Forces re increase their potentialities for evil as well as good'. (4

The despatch disoussed the risks involved under three heads: as to the

disturbance of the ratio, the proposed increased strength of Indian 0tatea'

Troops from 23,000 to an estimated 30,000 would still leave the proportion

of British to Tndian personnel at a healthy 1 : 2.60 j as to 'creeping

Bolshevism.', the despatch countered fears here on the sensible grounds that

the Princes were

'bound to the British Government by self-interest if by nothing else,
while Bolshevism is radically opposed to the autocracy for which
they stand'.

1. . ontagu to Chelmsford, 17th October, 1919* Oh. ., 5, p. 112.
2. aniklcar, "• " • "lie Tndian 'rinces in Council. (1936" , pp. 36, 41*
3. Chelmsford to ontagu, 26th Fovenber, 1.919, Ch.P.. 5, P* 377*

4« 'etter from the Government of India, To. 54, Foreign and Political,
to the ecretary of Ftate, ltth duly, 1921, Cab."'.. 24/140, p. 3.
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"nly under the lest head, the grant of artillery to Indian tates, did

the desnatch concede that

'risks must be faced. e shall have Ao give artillery to the
Indian \rmy before long, and we cannot refuse it to the totes'.

The advantages to the overnment were assumed t be three-fold;

financial in that with the tstes supplyin • efficient troops for imperiel

defence, the numbers of British troops could be correspondingly reduced;

of a military nature, 'as we obtain a valuable reserve of strength for

emergencies'; political, in that strong tates could suppress internal

agitation without British assistance, and 'we avoM the odium of having
(1)

to interfere'.

Reading, havfeng consulted the ommander-i -Chief, aligned himself

very firmly with the import of the despatch,

'disappointment would be caused should the proposals not be
sanctioned'.

The roost elaborate safeguards related to the grant of artillery were
(2)

set out and Reading stressed that

'we have definitely cornroited ourselves to a policy of trust and a
blank refusal to nllov artillery would be regarded as a sign that
we ore going brck on our word'. (3)

Initially, Cabinet discissions seemed to take a favourable turn when

Churchill described ftates' Forces as

'loyal and efficient and it was significant that the "stive
States has at the present time a more encouraging aspect than
the rovinces'.

Churchill conclude! that 'totes forces were more likely to be loyal to
(4)

their aharajr than ritish Tndian troops to their legislative "sserobly.

1. Ibid. . pp. 4, 5, '' •
2. Only certified units would be eligible which would reduce the initial

commitment to 10 batteries; the sunply of ammunition would be kept
in British hands. 'ee Readln to "ontagu, 1st "arch, 1922, R.F«. 16,
Telegram Ko. B4-»

3. Ibid.

4. Cabinet inutes, 5th February, 1922, Cab. .. 23/29, 21/2, p. 161.



Yet when the proposal to grant artillery to the tate3 came before the

Defence Committee, Churchill was one of several members very hostile to

the idea. eel himself showed a curious inconsistency in his objections.

At first he wondered if

'we are ssowing too great a preference for those who are either
reactionary or not sympathetic to constitutional reforms', (l)

Later, the ecretsry of "tatefe' objections took on a more strategic
(2)

colouring with doubts about the wisdom of supplying machine guns.

Reading was at a loss to understand the ^fenoe Committee's opposition

since the grant of artillery would in no sense raise the Ctates to a
(3)

position of equality should hostilities occur.

In arch 1923, the Cabinet unequivocally rejected the artillery

proposal:

'in particular they were influenced by the consideration that the
grant of this privilege to the ative "rinces - ould be followed
by a claim for the Bquipment of the Indian Army (consisting of
Indian troops; with similar artillery - a claim which ft would
be difficult to resist'. (4!

Reading continued to oress the matter and in June the Cabinet gave
(5)

permission for discussions to reopen on a more limited range of weaponry.
(6)

The limited grant was approved but not before all the old objections

had been aired about issuing arms not included in the Indian my to
(7)

States. Feel suggested that the Viceroy might use the qualified

Cabinet permission for the grant of 2.75 inch guns as a palliative for
(8)

disappointed rinces.

1. eel to Reading, 11th vey, 1922, R.F.. 5, p. 11.
2. eel to Reading, 8th June, 1922, ibid., p. 21.
3. Reading to eel, 1st June, 1922, ibid., p. 57.
4« Cabinet Conclusions, 7th "arch, 1923, Cob.' .. 23/45, p. 110*
5. Detailed as 'a limited number of (i machine-gun sections transported

in lord Cars, and (ii) of pack batteries of 2.75 inch mountain guns.
Hee Cabinet 21/23, 13th June, 1923, Cab. .. 23/46, p. 35.

6. Cabinet 32/23), 20th June, 1923, ibid.
7. eel to Reading, 19th June, 1923, • .. 17, Telegram *'o. 260.
8. Peel to Reading, 9th July, 1933, ibid., Telegram *To. 291.
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In e manner of speaking, fading struck to his guns and refused to

let the matter drop:

'the rinces are very quick to discern doubts of their loyalty
and are very sensitive about it ...•• in present conditions, T
cannot but think that it is important to keen the rinces,
particularly the big 'rinces, and those whose loyalty is ouite
beyond disoussion, satisfied with their relations with
Government'. (1)

The iceroy's view had received welcome reinforcement from the ing's

interest. His ' ajesty proposed that a way round the apparent anomaly,

where Indian rinces had efficient guns whilst no Indian artillery was

permitted, would be to emphasise the inflexibility of the ar 1'fice
(3)

'acting Jorkins to our penlovr'.

Pressure from heading and the Vin.- brought the issue back before the

Cabinet in rcomber, 1924. The recommendation of the Committee of

Imperial Defence to allov Icindia and Bikaner 15-?ounder guns ran into a

tremendous storm. Churchill drew an alarming picture of the certain

consequences: the demand that the "rtillery ervices in the Indian "rmy

should be Indianised; the concession of aeroplanes, without the U3C of

which for 'spotting' purposes, the guns would be useless. urzon and

iplisbury followed, less frantically, in the same vein and, 'in the

circumstances, the ecretnry of tate for India, Birkenhead, felt obliged
U,s

to refer the matter back. To Reading, the intransigence of the Cab'net

seemed bizarre in the extreme; old recollections of the 'hitiny were playing

'a ridiculously large part in the discussions'. '"he Viceroy warned

Birkenhead that

'the rinces are undoubtedly hurt at our want of confidence in them
... the vast majority of them cither have no inclination or have
not the means to run artillery. But, they will all be affected
by the refusal. It cannot be our policy to chill the rinces'.

1. Reading to Olivier, 3rd duly, 1924, I. .. 7, p. 139.
2. eel to leading, 16th duly, 1923, K."., 17, Telegram o. 30P«
3. f'livier to i ceding, 9th rctober, 192/<, . ♦, 7, p. 162.
4« Birkenhead to Reading, 11th December, 1924, D» «» 7, pp* 195> 6.
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Reeding ridiculed the suggestions at here that the tetes would maintain

batteries and regiments of artillery and organi e air forces as if they

were a foreign power. o such danger existed:

'when ask the military authorities the:r opinion as to possible
consequences, even envisa ting the worst, thev only laugh'. (1

(2)
Reading; pressed Birkenhead Ixard to persist with the artillery issue.

At this point the intervention of the Kin' proved decisive. '-is

Majesty made the case privately to the ecretnry of State for the

granting of 15 pounders to rinces 'with a degree of vigour and insistence
(3)

unusual in him'. The ting's eight tipped the scales in Cabinet

where, despite another rodomontade from Churchill, Curzon the resident

of the Com ittee of Tmperial " fence, having made an alarmist speech

himself, d* slined to hold out against the *'1ng, the "ecretary of tate,

the Viceroy and the Commander-in-Chief.

"ith the decision in favour of the Trinces there ended a protracted

and at times fantastical debate which graphically illustrated the

ambivalent attitudes held towards Indian "rinces on the art of the Tome

Government. Birkenhead, in particular, continued to keen a watchful

eye on tates' armaments. In 1927 he affected great surprise and

discomfort on learning through a Kabul agency that ilwar possessed

'military photographing aeroplanes'. The Viceroy was asked to

ascertain

'how he came by them and whether it is your Government's policy
to permit the tates to possess aeroplanes for other than military
purposes*. (5

1. Reading to Birkenhead, 15th January, 1525, . ., 19, Teleyre- o. 13«
2. Reading to irkenhend, 15th January, 1925, . .. 8, p-. 11-13.
3* Birkenhead to Reading, 5th ebruary, 1:25, p, p. 15•
It., Birkenhead to needing, 12th ebruary, 152' , ibid.. n. 15.
5* Birkenhead to Irwin, 9th June, 1927, Hx. .. 3» PP* 62, 3* This

sensitivity is explained to some degree by the meagre resources of
the R. .7. in India: they never had more than R squadrons of 12 planes
each. ee Coen, ir r". ., op. cit., p. 218.
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Cnce again this proved to be a case o; exaggerated fear in London

without Justification. The aircraft in question were three old

De Havillnnds, presented to the Alwar Durbar by the Government in 1921,

no?; in a dilapidated condition and disposed of by public auction.

Irwin made it quite clear

'that the Government of India is opposed to permitting tates to
maintain military aircraft1, (l"

"he runoure: purchase by Afghanistan had not taken place, the *fghan agent

declined to purchase, and the Vloeroy gave an assurance that the "lwar

Durbar would not sell the remaining parts of the aircraft to a foreign
(2)

power without the prior sanction of the Government of India.

The level of armaments and general efficiency of States' forces did

not become a contentious issue again until the eve of war in 1939.

An isolated request from Bhopel, made in 1)31, for the now more or less

obsolete 15 pounders to replace the muzale-loaders presented to his

ancestors for utiny service, was viewed sympathetically by 'opre: but he

3tood onposed to demands for the Government of India to subsidise Bhopal's
(3)

military establishment. hen a general review of India's military

preparedness in 1939 took place, it became apparent that the tates, far

from being a source of strength, had become a positive burden in respect

of their vulnerability to internal disorder with Congress inspired'

(4)
agitation in evidence. "he Commander-in-Chief, General Cn3sels,

warned the Viceroy of the important military implications of a breakdown
(5)

in the tates. Cesser's recommendations to the investigating,

1. Irwin to Birkenhead, 24th August, 1927, ibid., p* 180.
2. Irwin to irkenhead, 28th June, 192p, ., 4, p. 145• Civil

aviation in the .''tates was oleared as legitimate. Jodhpur aerodrome
ha the largest lending ground in India nt one time. " holpur, too,
boasted oh en airstrip. 'ec aldington, C. op. cit.. pp. 80, 115.

3. I'oere to lllingdon, 3rd ecember, 1931» ♦ (i » 1, pp. "~8, %
4. General ir . . Casselsj commanded eshaver District 1923-';

Adjutant-General in Tndia, 1928-30; 0. .G.-in-C. " orthern Gonsnand
India, 1930-4; Commander-in-Chief of the rmy in "ndin, 1939-41.

5. Cassels to Linlithgow, 4th pril, 1939, ♦ .. 17, P» 1' 7>



Chatfield Committee called for only two Tndian tates "orces infantry
(1)

battalions. The Chatfield Report itself made no reference to the
(2)

aspirations of rinoes for their forces. Chetfield, hoe,ever, in

Cabinet referred to the grievances of the rinces that they were not

allowed to have sufficient arms to equip their troops. *• ready response

from the ecretsry of tate declared that it was not right to sunply

anas to the rinces if their forces were not canrble of makin proper
(3)

use of them. etland pronounced the ' rinces' complaints in this
Cfc)

connection to be 'a question of less importance'.

The indifference towards rincely military ambitions in 193

contrasts strongly ?dth the policy of warm association which had

summoned ikmer to the Imperial nr Cabinet in 1917. * constitutional

advisor t, the Viceroy later noted how

'the absence, indeed the highest improbability of such a gesture
in the econd orld ar was r sign of how much attitudes tc-ards
the tates had changed in the intervening years'. (5

"ith the outbreak of war, both the Commander-in-Chief and the "olitical

ecretary agreed that in the absence of spy suitable cunsi military or
(6 /

military roles, the be3t place for the rinces was in their tntes.

"hen Zetland asked if some military niche could be found for keen ulers,

Linlithgow held out no hone. nly hshrair was instanced as a rince
(7)

who had hitherto been 'generous (and efficient with his troops'.

In an attempt to secure a place for rinces as liaison officers, Cassels
(8)

consulted . . C. iddle ast but nothing materialised. n the

1. Ca sels t Chatfield Committee ( ecret , 31st .-rch, 1939» ijj «> P* 17.
2. Admiral o: the leet . • . Chatfield, hvptain 1909; Jutland 191 J

4th 'en lord 1919; Vice Admiral 1926; 'dmiral 1930; Admiral of the
Fleet 1935? Chairman of the 'xpert Committee cm Indian '"efenoe, 1938,9*

3. Cab,not 43 (3S'. 3, 2' th June, 1939, --b. .. 23 100, pp. 49, 50.
4* ketlend to inlithgow, 2 th -Tune, 1939, 11, P* 160*
5* ocison, . . The ;reat "ivide, (1. 69), « 26.
6* inlit igov to etland, 2 nd ctob r, 1939, . ., 18, p. 192.
7. Linli thgow to etlnnd, 29th •ctober, 1939, ibid., p. 198.
8. Linlithgow to Zetland, lnth November, 1939, ibid*, p* 300.
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populai% level, the stock of '"rinces had sunk lew. ■ peripatetic

journalist with an ear for gossip was informc1 that the Political

Department had to know

'everythin about every aharaja. everal might well be ifth
Columnists In the event of a Japanese invasion of Indie*, (l)

Despite the ambitions of Curson and the ood offices of eeding,

States troops generally had failed to make t e grade. '-evierring their

status in 1932, the Hyderabad Resident found that

'however good single units might become, they would never make a
force which could keep the field for more than one month's
campaigning and could never be free from speculation and intrigue
unless they had a regular organisation and a regular staff'. (2)

This confirmed the forebodings of Creogh, who noted n number of

shortcoming in the Imperial ervice Corps of his day; poor payment for

offioers, ror.otion by favouritism, were features of the Corps which

induced able ;tates' subjects to prefer service in the British ndian
(3)

/ rmy.

British soldiers generally held contrasting attitudes to rinces.

The imperial adventurer, ' einertshagen, had a confused recollection of a
(4)

stout Tommy who refused to abase himself before a rince. ore

tangible evidence is supplied by the statement of a British private taken
(5)

at Cecunderabad which referred to the izam as n 'coolie'. enior

commissioned! ranks were more drawn to ndian aristocracy as was case with
(6:

Arnold Bennett's confidant ncountered in a 'iss hotel in 190 .

1. Gunther, J., Inside .la. (1942.', p. 31".
2. 'eyes to lanoy, lCt 'uly, 1932, ....., 31, p. 55*
3. Creagh, enernl ir 'm., on. cit.. p. 28-0. reagh's view is

substantiated by the outstanding career in the ritish Indian 'rmy of
a totes' subject and nephew to the Jam nhib, Captain "imat3inhji,
whom eel hoped might return to work in his own tote. 'ee eel to
Irwin, 2#,fch January, 1929, 'x. .. 9, pp. 1 , 9* iimatainhji stayed
in the Indian "rray and held the rank of Colonel at the outbreak of
war. wee Yeats-Brown, ?., op. cit.. p. 133«

4« Lord, J., "uty. honour and npire. 1971 , p. 160. The origin of
r1nertzhagen*s half- remembered anecdote is likely to have been
ir Trances Hasting Doyle's poem 'The rivate of the huffs' in
Riles, '. H., ' 'ennyson to Clouwh. (n.d. , pp. 318, 3.

5. ollcck, ., utiny for the Cause. (1971 , p. 22.
6. Flower, ., (ed.) Journals of 'mold Bennett, (1932^, 302.
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In an impressive study ox race relations it is revealed that '30130
(1)

ritish orficers were slightly obsequious to aharajns'. Certainly

where senior British officers were accustometo take their leave in
(2)

: tates, feelings of rutual respect and friends dv were nor uncommon.

But the value of Indian tates trooos was assume tc be for the -ost nnrt
(3)

ceremonial: 'they looked grand'. hould a aharaja attempt to change

his status from host to brother officer, there was much less receptivity#

Jaipur, 'genuinely keen to be a real soldier', was given a emission in

the Life uards and attached to the cot3 Grays at asa in 133'. • dheir

inclination to regard him as a playboy mortified Jaipur. 'Ie returned to
\K

command trite troops. It might have been suppose! that the dlitnry

ambitions of 7ndian rinces would have acted to the benefit of all

Indians in forcing the barriers of prejudice and opening up the wry to

the highest substantive ranks in the Indian rmy. But it remine- true

that no Indian rose above the rank of rigsdier until the transfer of
(5)

power in 1 \V7«

1. Bason, ., rntterns of "'ordnance, ( , p. 96.
2. Testimony of in, ornander J. •>. oden, • ., late bth ' ajputane

Rifles, interviewed 10th 'urust, 197 •

3. I ecoll ctionr of ock' olio, late of the lack etc!; with service
in ajputnnr and Central India, interviewed 2nd "ugust, 197'.

4. Lothian, ir ., op. c.'t., p. 171.

5. infix, . ., on. cit., p. 209.
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ne mark of trust which would be bestowed on rinces by the ritish

Government wit hout undue c use for concern was the foi-nsl admission of

aharajas to a share in the Councils of npire and their nomination as

representatives of India ot the internal gatherings of the inter-war years*

From the d. itish viewpoint, the gesture vrs not an unqualified success{

its comparatively short duration was due to the limitations of the

rinoely candidates and the general decline in the stnndin. of their

Order in the later 'thirties.

In April, 1917» Bikaner became the first nclinn * rinoe to be summoned

to the Imperial ar Conference where he cut something of a figure:

'a magnificant specimen of the manhood of his great country', recalled
(1)

Lloyd Geor e. ft the luncheon given by the ing to the delegates,

together with members of the Government, Bikaner was given the highest

rank and sot on the ueen's right. The ing's ecretary pointed out

the irony in Aikener's distinction to the Viceroy:

'he and inha have been mode honorary embers of all the best clubs
and yet in India they would not be admitted to n white mans' club'. (2'

A Princely representative of Tndia was also invite1, to the 191'

Imperial Conference. inha continued to represent British ~ndia but

the gamble of putting up another rinoe failed drastically with the

substitution of atiala for Bikaner. In the ecretary of tote's highly

critical view, .0 tin la kid

'contributed nothing. He has not • ■ -ened his mouth at any Conference,
and inhs just trots him around and refers to him as his colleague
who represents the .-refit fig .tin - tradition of the ikhs .... I did
not hesitate even to the extent of violence in expressing to you
my regret at atiala's selection*. (3

1. Iloyd George, '., ar "emoirs. vol. 1, (193^)$ P» 103k« Bikansr hod
built up some credentials through service on the staff of "ir Tohn
"ranch rb en C.-'n-C. The iikoner Camel Corps was talked about as one
of the most famed martial spectacles of India. bee ^iver, ., on. cit..
p. 77.

2. •tacfordham to 'hel- sford, 4th fpril, 1917, bh» .. 1, p. 13*

3» ' ontagu to Chelmsford, 26th July, 1913, bh. .. 4, p. 64.
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Bikanei was, far and away, the safest and most respectable of the

rincely candidates and, in the move to represent 'India through

mahsrajas at international gatherings beyond the specifically imperial

context, the invitation went t< Bikaner to join the mpirr ^legation

at t.iC 1919 nee Conference. ere, the "ahoraja made a positive

contribution in vigorously sunnorting ,:onta;~j and inhr in denouncing
(1

tin- proposals for the partition of Turkey. n his return to India,

ikaner stressed the symbolism of his participation at the Peace

Conference: 'it placed India on the seme footing as the otninions and
(2)

other Countries'. "is enthusiasm for Indie's inclusion in the league

of Pations could be taken as an indication that rinoes would attend at

Geneva. This vas borne out by the appointment of the dam "ahib to

represent India at the League Assembly in 1920. Given the jealousy

endemic in the rincely Order, ontagu should not have been surprise-! to

receive a letter of complaint from Ranji professing 'disappointment' when

not reappointed in 1921. ontagu's reply implied thnt talent in a

nharajs was not a first essential for selection: 'we must give every
(3)

rince a turn'.

t the 1921 Imperial Conference, a minor Ruler, hitch, represented

the rinces and, in "ontagu's recollection, made no impact as opposed

to r.stri'3 'impressive periormnnce' in a debate which held much

importance for Indians generally being concerned wit hut's unsavoury
(4)

treat <~nt of Indians in Couth Africa. An acute poverty of choice

1* _.eisoi*te--oi the ga him, (1954), n. 153. In fir illiara "rpen's
great cenva3, 'Versailles, 22th June, 1919', dkaner's martial
presence assumes a central position immediately behind Lloyd George.

2. The "imes, 29th July, 1919.

3. onte.. u to ending, rth June, 1921, R... 3, p. -37.
4* ontr gu to : ending, 14th July, 1921, ibid., pp. 1/+2, 3, 159. f ee too

ontagu to Reeding, 3rd 'ugust, 1921, ibid., p. 164.
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appeared to constrain both reading and the ecretnry of tate when

deciding upon a rince for the league of ations in 1921. onta u was
(1)

clear that 'Cutch is of very little good i** any Conference'. Yet
(2)

Gutch was agreed to, nresuraably since tial was the alternative#

Reading concurred since a deoiaion for atiala might be taken as 'an
(3)

appearance of dissatisfaction with dutch'. Tt is an index of the

unreality of the selection proceedings, that the wretched previous

reoord of both rinoes at international conferences did not enter the

final deliberations.

"or the 1923 Conferences, tie ecretary of tate preferred the
(4)

Jam "ahib for the League of Rations and lwar for the Imperial Conference.
(5)

Reading confirmed these suggestions. Tt was lwar's conduct which

come to attract much unfavourable comment in both urope end "hidia.

his behaviour in hondon became a nightmax*e for Ml« Jnitially, eel
C6)

was annoyed by Iwer's premature announcement of his selection.

Cnoo in ondon, "Iwor's absorbing preoccupation was with precedence, in

particular the demand that he should be given precedence over the rime

Ministers of the rapire. In some embarrassment, eel had to recognise

that,

'it has hitherto been the rule at Court that a rince of his status
should be given recedance next to ambassadors';

in consequence, Alwar was ;eated above the 'ominion rime 'inisters at one

dinner, thou::h the King himself ruled that the rime '"inisters should
(7)

come first at the Royal "inner. "lwar's not*on3 of self-importance

%m ontagu to 1 ending, 21st July, 1921, 'I. P.« 10, Telegram T*o. 517.
2. Montagu to Reading, 26th July, 1921, ibid., "elegram "o. 553*
3. i-enJing to * ontagu, "th July, 1921, 'bid., elogram "o. 537.
4* eel to , eading, 13th June, 1923* R»,/'«$ 17» ,r,elegrora vo. 246. "ee

too eel to i.eading, 15th June, 1923» ibid.. Telegram, o. 253*
5. Reading to eel, 14th June, 1923* ibid., Telegram No. 233.
6. Peel to Reeding, lBth July, 1923, R«p«. 6, p, 123.
7. reel to heading, 10th ctobor, 1923, ibid.. p. 15p. 'nother

outrageous manifestation of Iwar's inflated sense of precedence was
his c nplaint in connection with the official Conference photograph,
he maintained that he should have been seated beside either the
foreign ecretary or the Prime Minister. ;"ee "'eel to Reading,
21st etober, 1923, ibid., p. I67.
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kneir no bounds and he missed no opportunity to present himself as an
(1)

independent sovereign. Vven when set in the purely social snhere,
(2)

Alwar was a disturbing companion. Rut eel's major basis for

condemnation referred to Alwor's capacity for political intrigue:

'I trust 'lwar will not represent us again at the Imperial
Conference. He has mode some excellent speeches and his
choice of nglish and delivery are very good. further, his
picturescue appearance and costume ho e mole a considerable
impression on the public here .... in spite of oil this, he
is a double-dealer and o consulate liar. In his speeches
and also in his conversation with me he has always expressed
his strong imperialist sentiments. 11 tire time T kno from
other information that he was posing as a strong notionalist and
anti imperialist with many of the Indians in London'• (3)

In the face of this blanket condemnation of Alwar's conduct, Reading
(4)

initially urged consideration for the Hrinces' sensitivity to protocol.

As the Viceroy became conversant with the full import of Alwor's high

flown speeches, he acknowledged that certain ill-oonsidered observations,

notably the rash praise for "muts, would turn Indian popular sentiment
(5)

against Mwar and possibly the Hrinces generally. Reading was also

disturbed by an unusual emend from lwar for a formal reception at

Bombay on his return, red carpets, Guard of Honour and "alutes, but it
(6)

was a privilege which had to be granted. In casting around for

suitable rincely representatives, it seemed that the British were faced

1. 'eel to Heading, 17th October, 1923, ibid.. p. 164.
2. '"hile weekending in Hampshire, Alwar disputed the order of entry

and exit at dinner, hid mah-jong bricks in a pot-pourri basin, and
almost shot eel when a hare ran between them. "e© eel to Reading,
6th November, 1923, R.»r'». 6, p. 174.

3. Ibid. 'lwar was quite capable of putting up a scheme to eel for
the placing cf British India under the rule of rinces, and later
reproducing the conversation for the benefit of the *Tnder ecretary
with the important difference that the scheme was attributed to """eel.

4. Reading to "eel, 31st October, 1933, ibid., pp. 219, 220; Bee too
Reading to eel, Bth 'ovember, 1923, ibid.. t>. 227.

5. Reading to "eel, 22nd ovember, 1923, ibid.. p. 249.

6. Reading to eel, 29th ' ovember, 1923, ibid.. p. 254
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with two extremes, non-contributors in the style of *ntiale ~nd Hutch,

or a chronic 3elf-advrrtiser in the shape of T,\ar.

For t ;e representative r'nce at the 1924 session of the TPrague,

the select rs ret Ji-nc" to perhaps their only safe an, Biknner.

Despite the relnti ely poor showing of rinces, a suggestion originated

within the Council of tate likely to further enhance the status of

Trinces, o rroposnl for an all "ndian delegation of three which eating
(1

through Rikoner could lead as 'cuite a good nan of affairs'. "his

proposal ran into solid opposition from the ahour "ecretary of tate,

the first to raise what was a glaring absurdity in the representative

status of rinces. Initially, livier only objected to the leadership
of a rincc on the grounds of establishing an i: convenient pre;cedent.

On further thought, the ecretary of trte was truck by disturbing

anomalies:

'we -ust mnenber that the 'rt've "tates do not consider themselves
bound by any action taken by India as a ember of the oe. "n
fact it is an anomaly (however harmless that a rince should be
inclu led in the ' olegation as a embrr. Tt would be ouch more
than an anomaly t. select a rince as leader who was under no
obli ation to carry out commitments of the league in his own tate
and could not even if he wished enforce them in other totes'. (3

Reading had little alternative but to fall in with these patently
(4)

sensible objectons, and the Viceroy reverted to the formula for selocti on

hitherto employed: selection of one delegate from each of three classes:

ex-Viceroys or high officials: the order of Tndinn rinces: Indian
(5)

politicians end public men. Bikaner duly carried out his duties at

Geneva in 1924 to the Viceroy's satisfaction and reinforced Ms position:

'he nl ays strikes me as a very ood specimen of the Rajput
rince',

reflect' -.in ,

'he looks a warrior as he 13 by caste, but he is better educated
a i more subtle-minde ' than most ajput aristocrats'. (6

1* Rending to Olivier, 2?nd "aril, 1924, . 7, p. 39i see too
Reading to "livier, 7th ay, 1924, R.„., 1 » "elegram o. lr3«

2. livier to : ending, 13th ' ay, 1924, . • , 1 , elegrom o. 174.
3. livier to Reading, 20th ay, 1924, ibid., Telegram Hc» lp5.
4« Reading to livier, 21st "ay, 1924, ibid.. Telegram Ho. lp2.
5. Reading to "livier, 2nd eptember, 1921, ibid.. "'elegrnm "o. 3H»
6. Reading to Olivier, 9th October, 1924, R« «, 7» p« 193«
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ith the installation of Birkenhead's essentially legalistic

mind at the India ffico, a further examination of the anomalous position

of rinces at the league took place.

,Tt is not air-ays easy to convince either the Chief concerned, or
the representatives of other nations',

commented Birkenhead,

'that he 1 os not c st: tutionally represent the tetes, end indeed
cannot since they have no internal status'.

hirkenhend was also concerned about the difficulty of finding suitable

rinces outside 'a verj^ narrow circle' and the 'enormous' expense

incurred through their employment. Birkenhead felt that the presence

of a rince might add to Indian prestige but he thought it better not to

stereotype the practice too deeply,

'7 should, be inclined to welcome an occasional departure from it'.(l)

In 1926 the inflated aspirations of rinces were evident in the

resurrection of the ilea, by ntiala, that the ague of ' ations delegation

should be headed by an Indian Ru3 r. rr-din firmly explained that the

practice of sending a "rince

'was out of compliment to them and the assistance they had given
during the nr'.

rince was not the representative of his order but a 'ember of the

Indian ' elegation. ntialn's last throw suggested separate represe tation

for the rinces at honevn citing the example of Luxembourg, inferior in

population and resources to many Indian tates. heading 'disposed
(2)

very quickly of this idea'.

By the end of his term, eading rnd come to entertain serious

doubts about the suitability of rinces to be Tndia's representatives, a

condition of mind brought on by an application from lv7 to serve again:

1. Leadin,. to Birkenhead, 2( th ebruary, 19 L- , • », ', p. 22.
2. ..eadin to irkenhead, 25th arch, 1926, ibid.. . 235*
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'it is for consideration whether we really mnt a r-nee at all'. Given

that much economic deliberation ras anticipated at the Imperial Conference,
(1)

'no ri.nce v'll be of much value'. "he choice for the league lay

between "apurthale * nd "erode. respite^ or beoause of, "V-roda's

'undoubted ability', ending hesitated:

'! an not quite certain whether he would be steady enough end
whether he could be trusted not to take an inconvenient line'.

anurths le'cenditure corrie " no such dp.n;'orj hi - strengths were in
(2)

the required department, 'ho will csrrn out the social side well'.

In his turn, Trrin v.as subjected to the embarrassment which followed

from Indian aspirations tr lead "ndian dele ations. "ore sympathetic

than ending, 1r-'n thought that the difficulty might be got round by

varying the practice,

'one year having an Indian leader, the following year someone of
the i onsldshny type'. (3'

irkenhead shrewdly sa- that the rinces' sensitivity might be used to

delay Indian leadership:

'until a 'ling 'rince is prepared to serve under ?t "k-itish Indian,
it seem; to me clear that the leader must be an n lishnan, for
T do not think that it could seriously be su.-gestae that he should
be a ulin rince'. (4)

apurthala's selection for the league gave n welcome opportunity to

irkenhead to redefine for the "share jr the constitutional position of the

rinces at Geneva:

'the Indian 'totes, being precluded from foreign relations, have nd
status at the T ea.- ue of 'ations sepernte from that of the Indian
delegation'.

It followed that a rince

'cannot formally express on behalf of the tntes an opinion differing
from that of the elogation as a whole'.

1. o rince a invited to the 1926 Imperial Conference. Irwin explained
to the .".ember of rinces that the. agenda had been dominated by
Questions of cor: ro . See Halifi X, erd, "Tndl n n " roblers: . peeches.
(1932), p. 145.

2. re ting, to irk-nhead, 31st "arch, 1926, . ., 19, "elegrera No. 496.
lso cited in Kapurthnla's favour was his cosmopolitan background;

he owned one of the few houses in the Bois de Boulogne. ~ee lord, J.,
Vhf siiaia.k s. (1972 , p. 156.

3* Irwin to Irkenhead, 5th ''ay, 1926, x. ., 2, pp. 19, 1-'.
4. Birkenhead to Irwin, 12th Vay,1926, ibid.. p. 7«
5. Birkenhead to Kapurthala, 28th August, 1926, ibid.. p. 86.
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Predictably, apurthala went on to raise ifficulties of a social

rather than a political natur* . e encounterc at .r-.ncvc

'a failure to recognise in social entei :ainmcnts his peculiar
position as a ulin. rince'. (l)

Birkenhead was manifestly unimpressed:

•ther- can be no question of agreeing to accord a special position
to Chiefs at nevn .... I do not think t r' anyone - except
perhaps the rinces themselves - would be the losers if the
ultimate result was their exclusion from, future Tndian
">lr ations'. (2

Irwin felt more inclined towards conciliation:

em not sure, however, that the very peculiar position of
Indian rinces might not justify concessions in their favour -
not 01 course in offacial precedence as dele-ates, but sinrnly
for the purpose of social functions'. (3

The inflated social pretensions of the rinces and their indifferent

contributions to political idscussions at enevo, were bound to lead

towards the consideration of able totes' ministers as 'ndia's representa¬

tives, Birkenhead's suggestion. 's a stepping-stone towards this,

Irwin thou ht about approaching the Tuvarsj of ' vsoro, brother of the
(W

I-aharaja and outside t e charmed circle of Chamber rinces. "his

sensible move came to n thing and the choice fell again on the
(5)

precedence-obsessed aharajn of Kapurthale 'as he is on the spot'.

1. To sore extent Mwer ws behind this rince le had written privately to
Kapurthala insisting that service on the elegntion was incompatible
with the dignity of r ulin- "rince. Tt vas pointed out to
anurthnla, without success, that three quarters of the 'ssembly were
republicans and many noblemen with social pretensions at heme wore
serving below the rank of First delegates. "'atrick ( ecretary to
the Tndian "aleration to :irtzel (India i'fice , 10th !> etember,
1926, ibid., pp. 90-?.

2. Birkenhead to ""rwin, 23rd ortenber, 1926, ibid.. p.

3. "rwin tc irkenhead, 2rth 'ctober, 19?6, ibid., p. 125*
Irwin to Birkenhead, 31st "arch, 1927, 8, p. }0J*

5. Birkenhead to Trvdn, 3rd dune, 1927, ;Tx. ., n, p. 176. In view of
Bapurthala's chronic record of absenteeism!, it was with more than a
touch of irony that Irwin reminded Birkenhead of the inconsi tency
in condemning Kapurthala for leaving his tate 'when two years in
succession we have invited him to be c delegate to the engue'.
re Trwin to Birkenhead, 31st \ugust, 1927, "Tx.".. 3, PP* 1%, 5»



The scarcity of talent became core acute; as a candidate for the 1928

session of the l eague, nvin fell back on ashr,ir, a rince ith a past,

who had beer, the central figure, as ' r. ', in v. scandal attracting
(1)

international publicity in 192-'+. Birkenhead opposed this proposal:

'Geneva i a hotbed of gossip and he would be at the mercy of
caricaturists for suppression of whose productions he would
probably have to pay considerable sums as even atialr did.
'his in of thing would do no good to the Indian rlention'. (2

Birkenhead pressed for the appointment of a minor ' uslim rince,
(3

olanpur, rwin capitulate: , and alanpur was uccessfully approached,

ith the passage of time, the social prece ence issue at eneva

diminished in importance and in 1929» on India 'ffice official could

report that no real difficulty had emerged in the last three years. Tt

is not su* rising that .apurthaln pronounced himself satisfie' since he

sat above everyone at •eneva excoot the resident of the 'wisa epublic#

The successful formula required that the lenders of Indian half rations,

as an act of grace, made way for the winces at entertainments and parties.

The financial arran ;ements for "rinces were more than enerous:

'the rinces get a hrndsome allowance; out of thi3 they give
entertainments on a considerably larger 3Cole than the rl' ntion
can give officially. 't these quasi private entertainment.;, they
are of course the principal figures, and they get a great deal of
social eclat out of them at the expense of British India'. (5

In 192., nvin sounded tie Chamber rinces about the possibility

of a iritis 'ndinn leader at eneva. ny hopes that such an arrangement

might induce 'rinces to delegate league duties to their ministers were

dashed when the rinces turned, out to be reoeptive, provided their social

precedcr.ee was safeguard- . 1 the Princes cor;suite ' thought they

1. The ' r ' or 30 is di sou sed in c r-pter 2 7)[>[
"

ir!:cnhead to Trrin, 26th -re':, 1998, ' x. ., 9, p. 21.
3# Irwin to Birkenhead, 27th "Y.rch, 192", ibid.. p. %•
U* Trrin to - el, 12th "arch, 192 , ~x. ., 12, Telegram ro, 9<c.
5« rel to Irwin, 11th ' prll, 12; , Tfx. ., 5» p. 76.
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(i)
should continue to serve. Thus in 192 an Tndinn lender,

•ir " uhammad abibullah was appointed. or "main, the interesting

side of the Council oi tate debate rs the aim rent re<• dine3a of Tndian
(2

members to see n rince as leader. Tn accepting the invitation to

serve es 0 "elrgnte in 1329 at Oeneva, urthel- mode 't very plain

t .at he wished to be considered for the leadership in 1930 in the

expectation that n alternating arran, -c-ent vould operate between a
(3)

British Tndian and a "rince. >el would not be drawn on this supposition.

hen a decision was reached in consultation between Trwin and eel that a

(4)
in nee should lead at eneva, naturally the choice fell on the safe

and relatively respectable hi leaner, for whose oanditure Trv in had

pressed verv stronrjlv. Tnvinr led at Oeneve, Trwin hoped that
(5)

Bileaner would 'take on' the 193r Imperial Conference. "'his arrangement

worked out very well and "enn reported favourably on the performance of

the Tndian 'legation at the Imperial Conference:

'we have adjusted eveiything so that the "aharaja is our
cer-raonial figure'. (0

"he elevation o ikoner as formal leader of n delegation representing

1 nclie was something of a hollow triumph involving only a narro- circle

of inces of the Chamber set. ot till 1536 did a rince of the first

rank, erode, accent an invitation to represent Tr.din, on this occasion
(7'

at the 1937 Imperial Conference. Baroda had refused a nomination in 1927,
(8)

cindie in 19'-4. In accordance- with the rinces' declining status,

1. rvin to eel, 12th arch, 1929, . .. 1'", eleyram "o. 99.
2. r.in to ^el, ?lst "arch, 1929, _x. ., 5, p. 57*
3» el to Trwin, 23rd ay, 1929, ibid.. p. 111.
4. Cee "r in to enn, 26th rcember, 19.' , ibid.. n. 12.
5* Trwin t otm, 9th January, 1530, x. ., , p. •

6. -rim to "rin, l'th ctober, 1 3"> ibi-'.. . 219.
7« etlancl to ' inli thgow, 26th ctober, 1936, 7, P* 101.
8. fee Birker.hend .0 Irwin, 3rd June, 1927, Hx.'".. 8, p. 176; Reading to

• livier, 1 th pril, 1924, •« .. 18, Telegram 0. 122.
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the oliticnl ecretary in 193 > sifting t rou-'h possible candidates
1)

for the League el© ntion, did not consider an ndian rince.

minister from Jodhpur was suggested for Geneva in 1939; once again,
(2

no consideration we given to n rince. hrn the ultimate "node of

fame nt ;rnevn was surmounted br an Tndian, it fell to the " a hh-n who
(3)

was electe ' to the residency of the League in 1937, not t ■> a

territorial rince.

In retrospect, the iritish policy which staffed Indian delegations to

international conferences with ndian rinces through the 'twenties and

well into the 'thirties, may have had n positive effect in reminding the

international community of rite in* s cordial ^n" intimate relationship

with 'Indian "ndia'. rinces well pmotiaed in the social races,

Bikaner, apurthnln, Mwar, would make their mark though the largely

republican gathering at 'eneva may have wondered at times at their

pretensions. But "ndian critios of the rinces were as all 'o to the

artificiality of their situation at ;eneva as were livie and "irkenhead:

'hot grotesque and incongruous is the sight of an Indian autocrat
who is only a feudatory of the British Government and who is
permitted there by the sufferance of the "mperial Government to
sit along with the chosen representatives of the self-governing
countries of the world*. (4

In the strctly legal sons' the '"rinces had no locus standi at Geneva and

there is little indication that the narrow circle of Chamber rinces from

whom the international representatives were regularly drawn ever profited

from direct experience of the Assembly devoted to the highest ideals of

morel an'. tcri- l u- lift. ?t ' s .-one 5 r''ication of the Indifference

with vhich the Chamber viewed humanitarian initiatives from '-neva that

1.

2.

3.

4.

"

inlithgo to etlr nu, 30th erch, 1 3 » „■_*, 15» P« 190.
rhis was • han ahadur 'ohemmad Bin: see inlithgow to etland,
2 rd June, 193' , _jl_- , 17, p. 275-
'

cnoirs of the ,.gr hnn, p. 2<". inllth -or viewed the *gn hen's
elevation in very cynical light; it did not strike him as'entirely
desirable .... T am sure that his lavish hospitality at the ssembly
he. s not been without its object'. re I inlithgow to etland,
27th "ovembcr, 193&, , 13, P* 231.
.■Vbhynnkar, G. ., cn. ci t., p. 2°7«



it was only in 193$ that its members expressed a theoretical readiness

to cooperate with Celhi in implementing the obligations undertaken by

the iovernment of India under the International Convention of 1921 for
(1)

the suppression of traffic in women and children.

1. See Irwin's spoeoh to the Chamber of "rinces, "February 193$» cited in
allfax, ' ord, op. cit., p. 167.
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The presence of "rinces at international conferences publicised in

an external sense the allegedly strengthening bond between their order

and the 'British npire. variant of this policy sou.- t to strengthen

the standing of the rinccs insi'h India t rough n policy of public

recognition. '"t v.as ant ici-ato • that the bestornl of honours and the

raising of formal salutes woul cement the closest relations with Princes,

o closely as the polity of or Indian 'tote bound up with ceremonial

urbnrs, thr the Indian populace at large hr d ar.pl" opportunity to

appreciate the rising stock of 'rinces as demonstrate: by a growing

accumulation of decorations and solutes. "ot all the "rinces • ere

deceived by such a transparent policy, as instance oUkor's resistance

to "ytton's schemes for the promotion of a native aristocracy with

armourial bearings. 'u in a general sense, an experienced ' olitical

Officer whose career spanned the last decades of the Trt lan trtes felt

able to testify to the astonishing love of the Indian rinces for titles,
(1)

honours and ceremonials.

The ranting of titles direct by the hritlsh, rather than through the

pageant court at elhi, began under w"3t:'ngs in the early part of the

nineteenth century and continue" under "mherst and ontinek. Canning
(2)

ensure.1 in 135'. that all grants of titles should be mode by the Viceroy.

The honours policy struck that shrewd observer of the rinces and their

ambitions, lord alisbury, as well worth pursuing and he advised the

Viceroy accordingly:

'these rtive rinces must submit in the inevitable course of things
to constant retrenchments of power at our hands and therefore T
should be inclined t> be t e more cautious not to diminish the
ceremonial observances to which they have been accustomed. They
care most about the show: we onre most about t a power*• (3

1. Trcvelvan, on. cit., p. 1561 see too i'itze, Sir on. cit.,
p. 71.

2. iitec, ir ., on. cit., p. 71.

3» Salisbury to T'orthcliffe, 24th April, 187V, Cal. .. C/2-4.
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The honours policy elso had its strategic merits es rrovidinr
(1)

opportunity to fan inbred enmity between rincely houses by its

selective perntion end thus undermine eny potentAlly dangerous

combination. "Tie standnrd reference work on titles end salutes, drawn

up in 1"95, stressed that

'car-* should be token to avo'd too much system. "uch is left
to toe unfettered discretion of the '• epresentative of the "ueen'. (2)

"hough Cxirzon sar through the artificiality of the policy 'Ach

sought to dress up rinces as a quasi uropean aristocracy, he could do

little to diminish the obsession which ' r inces enerally he] about

px-ecedencc. cenes bordering on the farcical took place on t: •- arrival

of the huke of Connau$it for t ie 1'03 nurber. ith the great 'rinces

drawn up in ord'r of precedence to meet the "uecn's son, "olkar plunged

forward out of sequence. The situation was saved by the lightning
intervention oi the Tndore esident who seize" "olknr's coat- ails.

On the on ;and a traditional seniority did -xi st a ong "rinces which

acted as a . uide to placings at, say, the Co* naught reception. ut

Viceroys x'oilowe no consistent policy in honouring individual rfcuces.

"he most outspoken critic of the ei-ratic aonduct of the honours policy

was 0""ooro Creagh who t: noght it *deelorable' an " the cause of

•••uch '11 feeling when the Governor General selects one or two
Chiefs as his special friends and accents them as the exponents
of the views of 'mv brother Chiefs' and showers honours on

them'. (4}

1. " ex-recred by 0 sometime '""Ornmander-in-Chief, 'ago long --ears of war
carrie ' on it the greatest treachery hove left their mark,.... most
ruling dynasties have hereditary feuds with one another'. ee
Crcnyh, ir , 0 . c t.. . 217.

2. Tupper, C. T., Indian Politioal Practice, vol. 1., (1895)» ?• O.
Cite in it re, ir '., op. cit.. p. 7'". Tor a full list of salutes
due to individual t'-les, see Appendix 1.

3* eav-r, •, 7 renets lyj^j;busbjnd, (1752 , p. 199.
4» Creagh, ir ' ., op. cit.. . 220.
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In Creagh's strongly expressed view, the Government's honours system,

through its careless distribution, had kept old emnitie3 alive.

Traditionally, only the heads of great Rajput clans had held the title

of "aharaja: when it r;a.: officially bcstoi ci on lmr and Biknner,

'deeo offence', was to en, a condition intensified by Bikaner'a
(1)

selection for the Imperial Conference in 1917*

The rinces' much publicise' show of itmerinl solidarity during

the Great rr brought into prominence the prospect of enhanced honours.

But 'ir "ichael 'hwyer, with the experience of 1" years service in

the Indian tntes, urged rfiinpe in 1915 not to ra'se the status of the

rincely or^r any further since he felt thai their rights and privileges

had already received much fuller recognition than in the previous
2)

decade: their services to the ' mire, after all, hod varied enormously.

C'Dwyer's sensible observations were discounted with the issue of a

Victory honours Tist which bestowe ' a gratuitous number of titles end

adjusted salutes. It marked, according to Trevelyan,

'n period of inflation .... a3 result of which euite unimportant
ulers had grand tiilea and a liberal allowance of guns'. (3)

' t tiie head of the List stood the izarr. in his ne-- title, '*ri s xhaulted

Gighness', a style which caused,

'enormous discontent and bitter jealousy anon the other rinces
which hod ontagu forseen, he would never have agreed to the title'.(4)

1. Cree rh, ir ' ., op. cat., p. 220.
2. C'Qwyer to hardinge, 13th "eptember, 1915, '»P» . 2?/'2»

3« 'he awards were the wort of a ' nr awards Committee' whose recommen¬

dations wore monitors' by mta u. "of all were accepted'. "ontagu
intervened to stop the -rant of a 19 gun permanent dynastic salute to
etial on the sensible rounds that r.inilai- increase would hove to

be given to Jr.:* our, "odhour, and possibly to Likener and "undi which
would in turn have necessitated raising iaipur to 21 guns, a
manifestly undeserved reward. "eo Reading to T'ontagu, 2.5th rctober,
1921, 3, P. 153-

4» TTillingdon to Hoare, 29th January, 1933# T.P« (l). 6, p. 238.
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no iranc liate consequence of the honours inflation was to further

confuse the situation regardin rinces' order of precedence.

Chelmsford felt thst the situation should b^ left fluid. ' very real

difficulty vat that in some cases, the thirst for honours was unquenchable.

This was certainly true of atialr and the clad which he thrust upon

(1)
Chelmsford. Tn refusing him, the Viceroy could point to the very

considerable rewards that had already come 'atinla's way:

'Your -"igliness has been gazetted as a "onoraiy "ajor "er rsl, the
.C. the G-. C.T. . and the C. . . have been conferre on vour
"lighnc s. Your "i. hness has also received the high honour of a
personal salute of 19 guns'. (2)

For his port, ontogu became increasingly critical of the operation of

the discretionary honours system nr. a -cans oi control. «ferring to

the Prince'-' endless demands, he advise' the incoming Viceroy

'that you will never satisfy them as regards honours, until y. u have
given them all a maximum of possible salutes instead oi grading
salutes as a method of' reward ..... the in of ontem r gets
the same salute as the ing of Italy, why not equalise all the
rinces and get rid of the question of relative salutes'. (3

Reading, however, dre- back from such n radical proposition which would

deny to hi.. "overnment a •• cans to steer rinces:

'the whole -uestion of salutes is one of extreme difficulty and
delicacy'.

3ut he stood firm on the salute list of 1921 as representing the final
(k)

recognition of war services.

The relentless quest for titles continue notwithstanding. manor

expressed severe disappoint! ont that his heir had secured only a

for services as • • '. to tie r:' nee of ales on tour; the heir to ashmir

had netted a . ".V. . eerlinr 'eclined to intervene and argue' that the
(5%

bestowal of the Victoria Order wan personal to the ing. Tn theory,

1. or t "tie! ' claim for nrther honours made direct to ondon:
atinla to ontr u, 20th ay, 1991, • . . 3» • 99« Tndoe , rtiala

made an appearance a- the Tndia ffice in a disturbed condition about
his status and presented ontagu v.ith 'ti horrible spectacle of s-"e'ng
a man oi his age dissolve into tears'. ee ontagu to ending,
22th y: 1, 1921, R.-, . , ., . 13.

2. Chelmsford to eel, 26th arch, 15 1, ibid., p. 103.
3. ontagu to :leading, 20th April, 1921, ibid.. p. 13.
4. Reading to ' ontagu, 25th etober, 1921, ibid.. p. 153*
5. Reading to Peel, 11th "ay, 1922, R.' .. 5» P* 4S.
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the manipulation of the precedence issue could be expected to keep

avaricious rinces up to the mark. In practice, a price had to be

paid in terra of incessant demands made on the Viceroy. leading

complained,

'I rarely get p. visit from n Xuling rince who doesn't either
suggest addition1.! uns or some chin es in the salute he gets
to aid his prestige'. (!)

heading was conscious, too, of the ever-present risk of offering some

social affront:

'the question of social precedence among the rinccs is a terribly
difficult one, m involves constant trouble. " do not believe
that any dinner at Viceregal lodge ever tn ;os place at which a
number of rinces are present without aero difficulty being
raised'. (2)

eel shrank fro? offerine positive help on concurred with the 'insolubility'
(3)

of deciding precedence particularly between rinces with the 3ame salute.

Hoare, to whom it fell as ecretary of tnte to guide the progress

of the mammoth India Bill, gave some thought to the grant of honours

es s means to secure rincely cooperation in the framing of the new

constitution. re considered

'a . I. . for t o "j ..air if he is inclined t- uloy over e oration*.(4)

n the "rinces' side, t;< " isar in particular regarded the official drive

to secure the rinces' adherence to the India "ill as providing a useful
(5)

opportunity to bargain over titles and honours. *t one point

illin don proposed that the salute list might be revised as an incentive

for rinces tc accent the ofoitns, but core arc- beck from this hornet's
(6)

nest. he ecretary of tate did countenance the grant of a title

for the -izerr.' second son: *ij it r ill reall- bring the "iznr. into
(7;

Federation'. "'his could not be absolutely guaranteed and iydari,

1. cadin/, to eel, 3rd "u ;uat, 1922, . . , 5, p. 113.
2. ileadin, 1- rel, I"!th euter.ber, 1 ' , ibid., p. 150.
3. eel to ending, "nd "ovember, 1922, ibid., p. 117*
4. oare to illiir-dor., 9th ' ce her, 193 » • > 2, p. 55^.
3. "illingdon to 'cere, lith ecerber, 1933» ' . (i ', 6, p. 245*
6. "-are to illin -don, 3rd "arch, l'-33» "»(i , 6, pp. 624, 5»
7. Ion re to illin don, 3rd November, 1933» T. . (i '. 3> p» 860.
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the Trine iniater of Hyde,rabed, wo a till pressing for the award in

1937* The ecretnry of 'tote wao assured,

'we ooulf obtrJ n onythin we wanted ov» oj the ' leorn if we were
willin.. to grant the title of is Highness to his second son', (l)

The honours carrot. ens used to keep Tydari steady during the final stages

of the India '11; he received n rivy .'ouncellorship in the "ear's
, (2)

Honours list of 1936.

hile nost rinoes were enthusiast!o about honours and ecorations,

none surpassed the vigour with which the * aharejr. of 'apurtheir canvassed

for forei gn decorations. This practice disturbed Birkenhead who

thought the ' n.harajr shown himself to bo 'both pertinacious and entirely

devoid of scruple'. Tn 1927 the " oreign ; fice stepped in to bloc'

t' e award ■ ■ • omraninn decoration, said to have the backing of the in..'

of Rounanin ' nself• nly three weeks before, the Greek 'ovoor^nt had

a plied to the ' oreign .fice to confer a high reek decoration on the
"

sharejn. Lrkenhead com- ented sourly:

'seeing that in eptenber last, the Forei -n Gffice issued a
circular to all their representatives abroad discouraging the
bosto- el oi' such things on Indian ulerr, the matter is
assuming the form of a trisl of strength between the British

it wad >o ' *'- it-.'.
(3)

Birkenhead c ncluded that to date the "share ja was ahead. Irwin

took an altogether more sympathetic view of apurthaln's obsession and

felt initially t int since the "tote waa 3aid to be well administered, a

G.C.V. . ' ' be in order. aourt! n.la desired a G.G.B. to celebrate
(4)

his jubilee edict was 'out of the cuest-on'. 'irkenhcr d' re300ns®

1. -'etlrn to Tinlithgow, 25th Viy, lc'37> . .. q, p. q2.
2. ?r c or > P» 537«

3. Birkenhead to Irwin, 1th "a-, 1927, "Tx» •, p. 5°.
4* Irwin to Birkenhead, lCth June, 1927, Hx.P.. 3, ?• 137.
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was illuminetin,: in that it indicate " vr at woul pass for permisseble

in the funding of foreign tours:

1
aup: cciote that his tate is better administered than most,

and thnt it is at the cost of his est .tes in ritish India and
not of hi s own subjects that ho is able to pay these expensive
annual visits to urope'.

Nevertheless, the honour v:ns onr-.oscd bv the in - who had been offended
(1)

by Kepurthale at scot. Tn the event, -urthal still secured a

G.B. . which eve him 'quite inordinate r>lea sure' and was added to a

large stock of decorations and nersonel presents 'received from every
(2:

Crowned "ead and cosmopolitan celebrity'. In the matter of honours,

Kapurthalr was a di/ficult man to best, as the nrotocol-ohsessed esident
(3)

of the Bunjab tstes found to his cost. apurth.nl' did not relinquish

the trail of the G.G.7. . 7e laid siepp to the ne acrotar;, of tate,

enn, and eventually secured both hi., sympathy and tire inp's approval,

''his time the s ard was vetoed by rv in who had woken up to the ahrraja's

pretensions:

'really, the nan has been 30 shameless that it offends my sense of
decency that all the ells of Jor? oho shoul fall flat at the blast
of his trumpet'. (4

"t is an indication of the fnllin - stool: of the "idnoes that, in the

era of inlith -o~ , the Government of Tnclif came to exercise a more rigorous

check on not only the distribution of ritish and foreign orders among

the rinces, but also the rinces' establishment of their own orders.

Mysore conferred the decoration of the Ganda iherunda, or double-headed

eagle; the isn- had permission to ive t ie title of 1'awab nharaja or
(5)

nja. hen rovancore institute;;, in 193^, two nev orders, the
(6)

"oliticnl ecretory was instructed to intervene forthwith. Linlithgow

1. Birkenhead to Trwin, 9th tigust, 1927, Ibu".. 3* P» 99»
2. Irwin to irkenheod, 1st December, 1927, ibid.. p. ?53»
3* ilberi'or-ce- "11 sought to castigate t ,c aharajo for his use of an

arc " crow: Which 'impinged on the loyal prerogative'. <nurthala
sent 0 cou teous reply from the heor e v Totel in -ids; at the top
of the hotel notepaper wa3 a gigantic arched crown. fee akefield,

•» °P» 0' t. , p. 157.
4» "rwin to Bir enhend, 2nd 'ugust, 193r, x. ., C, p. 20r.
5* barton, hir ., on. c't.. p. 52.
6. Linlithgow to Zetland, 4th "ecenber, 1936, *r«. 13, p* 237*
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was u - et by the spectacle of atial< , who care near to "apurthala as a

decoration collector, ecked out with no fewer than Is' star3 on his

breast, not unlike on old-fashione s-.vinrnin • instructor when he had the®
(1)

all on. The Viceroy foun" it difficult to keep track of otiala's

decorations from Foreign tntes:

'I orn sure that when he got his Greek rder of the Redeemer he was
given onT restricts® permission to -.••oar it'. (2

The ecretary of tats was not been to approach the since with

Linlithgow's sugg stion: that the in,; should moke it clear that rinces

required his permission. both for the acceptance and wearing of foreign

decorations. etlnnd took refuge behind the rinoes' allegation that
(3:

hitherto no objection hod been tc en. Linlithgow was unin resse" by

the reluctance at the Tndia r fice and the "alace to face the issue which

'is one of importance'. ''ydari had been awarded the erion or "onour,

'no doubt in recognition of some donation or the presentation of
some ss';

the Viceroy felt that he could not very well bar 'ydari from, wearing his
(4}

sash end turn e blind eye to the 'hangers on of •ticla and court 3In'.

nder pressure, the in agreed to act though his ecretary jibbed at the

suggestion oi" a general direotive from the a lace on the somewhat

specious ground

'that it would be rather hard to ask him so early in his reign to
take a ste which was likely to be highly unpopular with rinces'. (5)

1. Trevelyc n, ., o . cit., . 15C. 'n order to fit ther. nil on his
chest, ntial- had his decorations specially reproduced in three-
quart ri sise.

2. 'inl't ov to etlnnd, 5th '-re', 1537, . ., 14, PP» fl, • " inli.thgow
was distresse not only by atiala's parade of medals but by the
presence of his Yuvnraj, at a large Viceregal dinner for rinces,
'decorate; with two stars, the broad riband of a Roumanian order and
some six 07 eight oreign ecoretions'.

5« el] - • i inl't': cv, 5th oil, 1 57, .... ., pp. '*0, 1.
4* Linlithgow to 'ctland, 21st duly, 1937, »"«. 14, p. 17%

5« Zetland to Linlithgow, 27th July, 1937, « ■, 8, p. 12".
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however, a alace command was isaued whic- 'whollv rot* Mnlit'. ow's
(1)

point.

red! ctably, ' inlithgor's final embarrassment in the matter of

honours concerned the irrepressible 1 nharaja of Kapurthala who in 1937

pressed for promotion to honorary ajor- eneral. Linlithgow's

investigations into the background of the case revealed that the once

vaunted administrative excellence of the apurthaln tate was a

transient condition if it ever existed. "ne original proposal in

1934 to promote aparthale end Jind (des -ite the fact that Jind was stone

deaf) had been objected to by 'oare on the rounds that internal
(2)

conditions in n urthnlr were far from srti si nctory. Linlithgow

remained vigorously opposed to the promotion recommendations t ough

illingdon ad favoured then in l$y• etland reflected whimsically on

•'illingdon';: capacity to make pror-i ses 'which are apt to prove embarrassing

to others - e. . to you end me!',

nder the firm Vicereyolty of Linlithgow, the honours rollcy ran

out of stcn-. 'hnt it had hitherto enjoyed r degree of prominence was

in part due to the rinoes' notorious absorption in questions of protocol.

owev r such petty ambition and obsession with precedence dovetailed well

with like-minded inclinations vithin the C overtiment of Tndir, in particular

the onthusiasns of oil ties 1 fficers of a certain stamp.. symbolic

figure here v;c the preposterous .esident of the unjab t-tes, ir Fordid

ilborforcc-.' ell, who frequently studied "rinoes' coats of arms with a

magnifying .lass to see whether they transgressed his strictly enforced
(4)

rule. For a Political fficer who, however momentarily, lost his
(5)

sense of ocoasion, the result coul be fatal in ever; sense.

., 1/ , p. 203.1. inlithyov. to ntland, l"tk u ust, 1937,
2. Ibid., . 195, POO.
3» etlrm-' to inlith -ow, '"3rd Hi ust, 1937, h .,, °, 155*
4. 1lberforce-" ell's eccentricities are amusingly discussed in

akefieId, ir ., pn. cit., ru. 196-9.
5. Crump, the ctin, esident at ysore, confidently tipped for the top

appointment at yderabad, danced too energetically on the rear platform
of his train following a bibulous send-off. 'ydernbod was assigned to
another officer and Crump, at home on leave, did not survive the blow.
See Lothian, Sir ?., on. cit.. pp. 89, 90.
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~cane general conclusions may be drawn frcm these several manifestations

of the policy of trust; the institution of a Chamber of rinces, the

transfer of tates to direct relationship w.th the Government of 'ndin,

the provision of legal safeguards, the modernisation of Indian totea

Forces, the appointment of rinces as representatives of India, the

bestowal f salutes and honours on uling houses. For the rost pert,

they were associated with the aftermath of the "rent ar and the more

enlightene atmosnhere which brought forth the " ontfard Reforms. In no

particular- case, were the expectations of either the rinces concerned

or the rt'sh architects of the policies met. '"he Chamber of rinoes,

flawed from the beginning with critical gaps in its membership, -as

con: gneci to failure at an earl;, str 'he or itrrli sat ion o nolitical

relations v.ith tates resuite ' in increased scope for misrule and to that

extent shortened the probability of survival. The provision of legal

safeguards did not halt blackmailing or ultimately preserve tates from

Congress intervention. "he niggardly concessions on tates' orces

armaments only exacerbate the "rinces' instinct that their status was of

necessity decorative whatever was said in public about their mtentially

dominant role in an all lie policy. nly 'n the spheres of

international conferences and Requisition of honours had the r:"nc*~s seemed

to hove tv V any tangible gains, and these were shows of tinsel rather

than substance. '"he rinccs were not secured to the ritish aj by

impressive links of positive and unambiguous mutual trust. Rather, the

rinccs v.e c preserved as 'allies' of the rremount Tower through the

unilateral ex-re's se Oi an ci-borate r.eohonis of control .-hie': functioned

as the ioreign and clitical -• nrtnent of the ovemment of India.
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In 1375, 1 rd alisbury intimated to the iceroy the future path

of the Indian tntcs:

'The I'ative rinces can only in the Ion.; run, co-exiot with us in
Indie, on the terns of 4 heir becomin. - preduelly end almost
insensibly if you will - our deputies for the Government of the
people as much as 1 ieutenant Governors ore, in avowedly 3ritish
territory: working in forms and surrounded with dignities, more
suitable to the traditions of the role: but in rubstance governing
according to our sense of right', (l

The task of guiding the rinces towards 'ali sbury' a goal fell to the

Foreign and olitical department of the overnment of India; in India

the term 'foliti eel* being a synonym for ,Tiplomatic' a3 acaulay

spotted in 1~41. 't various t'mes this division of the ovornrcent of

India, which was responsible for relations with foreign territories

adjacent to India as well as relations with ulers of Indian tates,

changed its designation. rorc 17%-1"42, the "apartment operated under

three distinct headings, 'secret', 'political', and 'foreign'; from

1843 to 1914 it stood as the ' oreign apartment'; from 1914 to 1937

it acted ns the 1 'ore' n and olitical department with the creation of a

olitical ecretary to supervise the tates. ram 1' 37 the Viceroy

assumed 0 new designation for his relations ith the urbors, the'Crown

epresentative' and a fresh most of ' olitical dvisor' was create' with

the right to attend the Viceroy's xecutive Council. '"Ids was in

belated recognition of a Ion standing and legitimate ricvanc of rincos;

that their interests hod not been represented at the highest level when

oriticr.l decisions were 5 ade v.ith political or etunomic implications
(2)

for the tntes.

Tn the rinroaring early days of the Company, the post of 0sident

was prise by those best at snaking t ie ayoda tree. hen dickey's

friend Bob T'ott was appointed lesident at the Vurbar of the ':nvab of Bengal,

1. alisbury to 'or!, .oilfie, 25th uyuat, 1-75, al. .. C '8-4.
2. akefield, ir '., on. pit., p. ix.
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ho rejoiced since
>

•the rholc stipend allowed by Government to the Nawab -.asses through
the -aidant's hands, in which channe'' a considerable portion of
it always sticks to his fingers', (l

In Mickey's day the anxious and meticulous hos itality of Indian rinces
(2)

was tf! en for granted by the uropenns. it'- the passage of time

the tendency wrs for esidents t become more everbearing. study of

the Rajputnna esidents of the early nineteenth century reveals that they

'were often guided by personal prejudice and predilection end mostly
betrayed gross ignore:nee of the local customs, armors and
traditions. eover many oi then held exaggerated notions about
the duties, rights, and obligations o- the ritish "-ov-rnrr nt in
its newly acquire ' role as the paramount power of India and
consequently tried to interpose their authority and influence on
matt rs of internal administration'. (3

(4)
The enrrg"'ic and uncompromising style of ir "avid Pchterlony, the

first ' ent to the overnor General in ajputan- , was cited as r clr. ric
(5)

example of this tendency.

"oliticrl fficers in the early days could and did distinguish
(6)

themselves, notably ir John "alcol , c legendary linguist and Tsion
(7)

scholar, nd "ir Charles ' etoalfe for his sense of justice and general

probity. uch men had to contend with colleagues in the direct

tradition of dob otts. hen Metcalfe was offered the residency at

yderabed in 1°20, he found the tate sunk in corruption, the "izam a

puppet, and the urasinn b' nkin. house of 3Ilia- " aimer, the source of

corruption, operatin from the grounds of the esidency, with the esident

1. Kincaid, ., ritish ocinl ife in India, 16QG-1937. (1973 » P* 114*
2* "bid•, pp. llr, .

3. anilkar, "• "'ir nav'd "chtarlony in faiour*, Journal of Indian
'

. ; , ' c bej- 1 "7«
4* The colourful lifestyle of ! chterlony i3 discussed in "dwerdes, ,

dlorious a'nibs. (1968 , ?• 224* dee too Lothian, ir ., on. cit.«n.106.
5» onikknr, :• N«, op. cit.. p. 92'. or a study of the I elhi Residency

in the first half of the nineteenth century 3ee "anikkar, .

ritish inlornacy in orth rndin. .1969 .

6, gee Thompson, on. c it.. -. 39, 41; kdwardes, op. cit.. p. 43«
7• ec ' "nompson, ., o >. cit., passim; udford, •, Tirds of a

"'

iffr rent luirn r :e. (15747, pp. 125, •
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(1)
on its board. negations of corruption in Hyderabad, at 'uropean

instigation, were difficult to eradicate. In 1188 the isan offered

3 lakhs to satisfy the 60 year old claim ol "e-srs aimer and dumbold;

The vernacular press set the hidden hand o. the si doner here. ven

the ecretsry of tate was drawn to the conclusion that the ur&peans
(2)

were 'the worst spoilers in ydernbnd'.

hile thr .-ft.-math of the ut&ny ostensibly ushere ' in enlightened

attitudes t rinces, t ere is good reason to believe that chterl-ny's

style persiste . ort cote wrote to - v-rence in 167 on the subject of

the Viceroy's correspondence with the " izam:

'I sometimes wonder how he takes your plain speaking; but T
suppose v/hat would hardly do with a uropean potentate answers
with an static'. (3)

rn the testimony of a youn. n. 1 • sh administrator bound for bengal, the

new Haileybury generation had learned nothing in advance about India

or its customs. '"hose who passed into the ""critical ervice foiled,

for the most part, to imnress one of its most senior officers:

'with the exception of a few of t'e highest in the calling, the
British oliticel ents who spend their days and NIGH"" at
native courts, cut off from the association of their countrymen,
have not been types of which we can be proud'. (/+}

In a collection of satirical essays of the 1'80s on the nglo Indian

community, by on author who knew the rinces ell, perhaps the most

ordant u ose is re s< rv< : oi ; e ■ »1 t' c 1

'cannot be taken home. The purple bio n fades in the scornful
climate of n -Land; the paralytic swagger passes into sheer
imbecility; the nineteen-,gun tall talk reverberates in jeering
ec oes'. (5'

1. dwarOcs, •, <£;••. ckt., . 210-17. i-unbold, the outge in» esident
subseruently made trouble for Vetoalfe at rndin "ouse. "etcnlfe

, H .g thetio t the
uncovering of layers of corruption.

2. "arain, o » cit., pn. , r •

3» -1 tec in night, . ,, o-. cit.. . 4fl.
4» ely» ' njor H., ' emoirs of ir Henry "V-rmot '"sly, (1905), p. 264*
5» ackoy, . oerich, (sometime unci pal oi the o,hirer College

Indore;, Twenty "ne leys in India. (1910), p. 57.
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Kipling, too, had his doubts about the stock of the oliticol arvice.

rs. :'av;ksbee, scenninr the hivil :i .:t 1th r. favour to do "nrrion,
(1)

thought him 'too good' lor the oliticnl -pa:tncnt.

In the popular mind, ' Politicals' had becomn associated with an
(2)

arrogant a overbearing style. 5 sturi-i t.-\ c r ->laint; along these

lines readied ore olisbury who was ndvd rof r protest by the rince

of ales, following his visit to India, which brought out

'in . tr ee ' terms the noinful 'nnre. si on tu educe" upon him by what
he saw of the manners of the esidents of the * ative rinces at
Bombay'.

Salisbury found this disheartening, the rince being a singularly good

judge of manners:

'the esidents are picked men - and if their conduct, on a 3tate
ocens on, excited such strong feelings in a fresh observer, what
must the subordinates be like'. (3;

The reputation of the oliticnl "'conrtment in the later nineteenth century

was not r :hnnce by a fondness in the Tndinn nress for ubl'shing tales
(k)

of oppression perpetrated by Residents. Tn 1886 the 'mrlta Baser

atrika published 'incriminating letters', secret ~>inutes purporting to

expose an offioial plot engineered by the ashnir esi dent, ir T eoel
(5)

G-riffin, to dnnose the ahnrnja. erhans the roost celebrate affair

was the ' anipur ising of 1°91» when it was widely allege in the Indian

press that through n whim of Grir-'ood, the esi dent, r palace revolution

had been instigated to remove a high official of the tate who had

demonstrate independence of judgment• van the Anglo-Indian ' i oneer
(6)

condc ned -rimwood for his ex rcise of arbitrary authority. The

1» inling, , lain 7-lc3 from the "ills. '1937 , p* 103.*
2m el; , hoi ., Qv. cit.. p. J>2r),
3. Kalisbury to "orthbrook, 17th <comber, 1175, al. », Z/2-k»
km sr- in, ., o- . cit., . .

5. ibid., . :i
6. lb; d., . Kit -9.
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Kajputanr ezette published the following code of conduct for a politic

Frince:

*n n,ia. to ct on pr perly with hi3 'olitical "gent should go to his
house every day to 'spleen' him, on occasions he ahoul drink 2 or
3 botoles ol brandy with him. "'e should give him two days 'shikar'
a week end niece a good riding horse at his disposal'• 1}

Numerous ■ esidents had their names coupled with enormities, the redoubtable

Griffin more than most. In tine Bhopol case of 1' Q9 he was accused by

Annie resent amon others of 'shameless interference' end immoral
(2)

conduct with the 3egum's daughter.

"ith the advent of the twentieth century," and the evolution of a

general policy which sought to elevate the prestige of the rinces while

binding then closer to the imperial interest, clearly it was a nr'ter of

high importance that the "oliticnl "apartment should be overhaul"!. "urzon

gave hi3 special attention to recruitment,

'never making any first appointment until he had personally satisfied
himself of the suitability of the officer chosen'.

is Simla s-eec of 1905 was intended to boost Departmental morale:

'there, is no more varied and responsible n service in the world than
the olitical Department of the Government of India .... and * hope
the tin may never arise when it will cease to draw to .itself the
best abilities and the finest characters that the services in Tndia
can produce'. (3)

A logical first step was to improve the pay and prospects for the olitical

Department and bring them more into line with other Civil ervice

Departments. ir alter Lawrence recalled how he lost pay by entering
(4)

the 'olitical e artment. "he compliesting factor was the traditional

recruiting, 'attorn of the Political Department which drew two thirds of it s

cadre from the Indian 'rmy, a less remunerative brnnch of the services than

1. Parein, ., o^» oit., p. 220.
2. Ibid., p. 221. "In ;>rin's refusal to allow riffin to orosecute the

native press was gleefully ta'-en by native journals to be a
substantiation of trw charges.

3« Confidential uranory of Curzon's Viceroyelty, .".« p. 4-9 •
4« Lavrence, "ir •, on. cit.. p. 57*
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(1)
the civilian. ven with 'urzon's adjustments, the differential in

pay between the Political department and their T.I.". colleagues persisted.

rn 1921, ontn u had been mrticulnrly k< n to raise the nay of the
(2;

military "oliticals to that of Civ:linns and el, too, entirely egreed*

• ut the d' scrennncv lin.-ered on till it:-, 'b-l't'on by the T~e "omission
(3)

on the Indian orvice3 in 1925.

It is difficult to eradicate the impression t -.at the status of the

oil t' ca 1 emrtnent was lower than that of the T. . ,:e orally; that
CO

the Derartment attracted more than its share of 'bad bargains'.

Humphrey "Tevelyan, n veteran 1 olitical', conceded that some feeling

existed between the T.C. . proper and the ol'tical department:

"the 'civilians' in the Govfrnment of India considere that the
future of government depended on them, that the 'politicals'
consisted of 'civilians' who shirked hard work and soldiers who
d:i 1 n- •' -t or in .koi 1 i.-r [['

Unquestionably, influence plryed a art in recruitment: as the olitical

Department's owr historian stated, 'a modern to dose of neootism never
(6)

did 0 cadre any harm'. Tighter entrants to the T. . . nl lit hesitate

before optin for the 'olitioal 'eyirtnont. no of the most impressive

of the last generation of ndinr. oliticals, ir oleolm rliny, thought

his invitation to transfer to the ol'tlcnl, 'a doubtful bait'. "e was

swoye '• by the advice of a likeable "i.trict Commissioner who t-ourhtit
(7

'n good thing t1 yet out of the rue' as . on 1 possible'. itze's

1. : ■ t 1f r r* - t< " I - -:;
un x- ten 'ably hr .'It that n nilitrr; bac round- -a: net especially
well suite to "-'ar ely diplomatic -hities; but hit rec er.->tions were
not ir-rlc-e: . ee locn, ir . ., op. eft., p.

2. "eel to eacin. , 2nd ' v- -k-r, 1922, ., r, . 117.
3. Coen, ir . ., or. cit., . 37.
U» The " :nion ' "le. rml.--r '.rebrvr, d'rn r-rvice of nyineers,

interview: ' 4t' >'■ wiry, 197 •

5« TTevelynn, ., o;r. c 1., p. lf>.f .
6. Coen, i.r . ., . c' f., . 36. ?,e too • ton, ir J, on. cit.,

p. 27 .

7* Darling, ir ' •, 'pprentice to ower. India 19r<k-B. (IS* 6), p. 132.
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Deputy Com iss oner may have been more than half serious when, to the

information that itze hod been appointed robotionor in the olitical

Department, ho added:

'it appears that you will nev-r again do a hard day's ; ork or
endu r n hot weather in the plains'. (1

robot'oners in the 'olitical apartment wor«~ required to nass an

examination das gnei to test their fa iliarity with

'a singularly uninspiring publication entitled the ol.it oal muni
and , ilh certain archaic works describing the chaotic condition of
Central ndin end V.ajputane when those areas began to cone under
the atnbilising influence ol the nst "ndir Company'.

These texts were not especially germane to contemporary problo a and Barton

confessed that
i

'the training of the recruit locks thorou liness having regard to
the ee sonsible nature of t. e work for which he is destine (3

No effective measures to improve this weakness in the structure of the

Department n near to hove been taken. "he Vim totes input xy

Committee, in 13?r, made e number of recommendations to inor vr training
W)

procedures for olit'onl . . 'cars. at in 1,3 , in their :•« view of

the deficiencies of the olitical apartment, both the olit'eal ivisor

to the '.'ic roy and inlit .row himself , concurred sin their ju lrcrent

'that a go -d deal f the trouble is that both the Civilians and
ol>:: -rs lack proper training*. (5,

he authoritative cods of action, drown up in 'into's tine under the

signature of '-'arcourt Butler, the celebrated olitical • nual of 1909»

laid down a number of clear wiMipllI for the guidance of "olitical Vfioers.

1. itse, ir ., op. clt.. a. : 3«
2. "Taid., p. 25« These standard texts v.crr respectively: Lyall's

ise and . m.pansion of the ritlsh dominions in Tndia, myall's *slatlc
tuck r.;, V Fa.iasthon. alcolm's Central •• " a. leeman's

I;ambles and ec llectlons. or Renort of th< n tates Committee.
1928, Cmd." 33"rh p. 39.

3. - rton, r-. ci ., . 27( • r"' to "- ' k' n, 'r op. clt..
p. 29.

i. a - a jj'-'c x

5. inlitlp ow to etlend, 21st arch, 193 » » «. 17, p. 32.
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There is much in the text which su tests a wish to curb the arrogance for

which some nineteenth century esident3 had been noted:

'the first duty of a oliticol - fier is to cultivate direct,
friendly end personal rel tions with the uliny thief with whom
he v,orks'.

11 the olitiicnl ificcr's letters to trio urbar, except on routine

subjects,

'should be drafted by himself in a punctiously courteous style.
rhoul always e.ndeev.'.ui to 'J- cc himself in 1 he position of the

ux-br r and endeavour to 5 online thr urbar';; oint of vie? '. (l>;

in theory, th rol . , the officers ol the olitical "apartment were

provide ' v.ith ••• set of guidelines . hich woul e able them t act in an

enlighte o 7 • sensitive '■ inner. "n prootic , shou] . they contravene

the principles lnyed do n in the 'vonual',(owing to the extraordinary

powers possessed by the 'olitical Department)there was little recourse

against their c nduct • ''his was reco, -eiseri by the :e-art.-rnt itself

in r very remarkable espetch drawn up in 193^'

'the apartment is strictly speaking responsible to no body of
opinion in TndinJ its decisions are liable to review by no
authority in Tndia but itself, and these facts have not
unnaturally given rise to the feeling that the virtuelly autocratic
powers, • rhops, amount to a constitutional anachronism .... the
extraordi nary concentration of exclusive pover described above
give a the olitical ---•ox-tment r :tgrec of rut' .it; hich is not
enj yr b any other "e art cnt ol t' e ".overnment of "ndie. The
totes have learned from experience that any attempt t:i bring the
activities of its officers before the public would be fraught with
serious consequences to themselves'.

'.'he os ate e -h-that the rertr.ent was i rcluded in the portfolio

of the ' iceroy f 1 who- , s the reuiesentr live f the i - peror, the
*

totes hod o profound regard which in turn made it dilficult to question

the decisions taken. The Department was 'completely immune from scrutiny'

not only at the hands ol the antral egislnturo oi ritish "ndis:

1. >n ;] n :.r oh on to . iicors ol the ol'tical ' enrp pent of the
Government of td-h f , ., 112 , 2f, clauses (i , (iii •
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(1)
'in effect It is not responsible even to the British hrliament'«

"he cspatch did concede the rincea' contention thot policy had

fluctuate with individuals an accepted that sue reconstitution of

the e artment ystis neoessary. The 'iceroy
' ild r . qi '.V.t t! in duties of 1'ticnl -crtc r- •• sident8
are in future brought more into conformity with accented diplomatic
usage*. \2

"or all i :-t, the . ■15 tier. 1 ervic live n . c! r.r, before. mctice

and political necessity dictated thot the mannin • and style of operation

of the Political Department should be kept from the investigatory eye.

ri or { the v.' sit tf t.e .linton Committee on to "ublic rrviees

with its brici on "'diorisation, a devel oment abhorrent to the rinces
(3)

in the context oi the "oliticol err -tment, The ecretary of tote

explained to the Viceroy:

'p.to the olitical ervice, we cannot of course give actual
instructions to n eyal Com-ission not t touch on any subject
within the scone of its reference. ut think it con be made
ouite clear to Islington and most of his colleagues that they
will be vise to leave this service out of their nquiry'. (/+■

Through an ingenious 3ecuenee of expo ients, all moves to either

reconstitute or ndianise, to any degree, the olitical e-nr! m.ent were
(5)

deflected. ' or or less no progress had been made by 193 when

Linlithgow grasped, the 'real difficulty':

*th- totes arc relucter-.t to accent ~vdip- -rmbers n. trie olitieel
'■ a.:trnervt, the extent to which they can be employe in the oreign
side is ver- limite ; our recruitment in consequence has to be
entirely uropean'• (f

Government of India foreign and :olltical "epartment, ecret- pecial
• 7, lyth cpterbr.r, 93' > • ■ ■, 1 ; ■'lr [a . he spatch

Cited ■ 11®ugh.*: ov -nt of an adjournment 01" the louse f Commons
on i -v question i i ■vlrrv- -.tl or. in "r shr Ir, cz the solitary occasion
on which the activities of the olitical * -.rt-ont had formed the
subject for debate in the hritis' rrlinment.
::bi'-.

:oen, ir . », op. sit., p. 37*
Crewe to ardlnge, 29th I "vc ber, 1912, ' ar. .. vol. 113, No. 48.
This essay in successful evasion is discussed in Coen, "ir T, C.,
on. cit., chapt sir .

inlithrow to ' etl-nd, '7th tc':, 193' • » •, 19, o. 166.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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In one of hi; final com curiications as ecretary of tote, retland

acknowledged the wish of !ulers to deal with 1 uropeans only, but he pressed

for the reconstitution of the Political Be artr.ent as

'a natter of real polit• cnl ir.of tr r.cc en which re cannot afford to
be accused of showing arr racial bios'. V1

.'11 . Oj.'".1 moni tcring ' ; i or t trier: t end "nrcourt

Butler's olitlcal nnuol were expressly designed to enhance the oharaoter

and conduct of the Political ervice, there are stron indications that

the im'v-ri.ous trrdi 1 ion of chterlcny r- rhbfin live ' . n. n astute

ritish journalist and critic, based in ravanoore in 1925» recorded

of the csident:

'Cotton is the focus of all snobi3hnc3s as far as the local
'

n. 1.': sh ccpiRiuniti are concerned. n invitation from him "s

equivalent to one from the alace. hen he drives to the
Capital, rivandrum, the river ferries are hel up in case he
should be delayed even for a few 'invites'. (2

Forste.v , to-' , rr.; unii by the li 'icrl ?' ont vhor he encountered

at ev.r.s in IP!, ' ' ii:i( , i i shy-faoc , and obviously e bully'. "is

superior, the ent to the Governor .enerel at ndore,

'is even his inferior in deportment. t is strange that the
olitical e-r;rt ;ent, v ich has had to deal with the rinces,
shoul ; rci'lise in bad manners. ~t was just the sane ten
years ago'. (3

"ho calibre of the olitical gents di cause concern to successive

:,y. . - , o r ; - r.t^c- ncr :e ; that
(4.

'
m sorer-,- .-t worried bv the 'oliticol rvicc*, though ho did "efend

(5)
the Pepartment from '"rincely attack by pointing to its inconsistency.

1. rtlm to inlithgow, 1st ay, 1 , . . , 12, pp. 1:1, .

2. "uygeridge, V., ' u goridge through the icrophone. (1969)» P* 90#
3. orstcr, . . "hp ill of r-yj, l'Xr. , f'rj, 72.
4. " elnafcr- tc. ont? , 1st \ il, 11 , .. ., 5, . 54, 5.
5« This was well illustrated in the case of "tinla's petition to the

eoretr-ry i tote t hr-ve irump, his .< esident, transferred, a rove
which coincided with "tiale's request to the "i.eeroy to ensure Crump's
••••:' -1, ' - r nal r- vour'. lr fc wryly reflected, 'I am

left in "cub 1; as to whether t' tr'-e t»is r- • re ore instance of the
inconsistency o, the human rind, or as p. reflnotion of the rest of my
oliticals, on the assumption that no change of Resident could possibly

be for the better'. Bee Chelmsford to "ontagu, 19th February, 19?9f
ibid., p. 27.
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ending, too, bed his doubts about the excellence of the Department:

'"
am seriously disturbed by the nr.ucity oi recruits and their

lac: of runlit; . need r.ot em-br si sc. the ir ter.ce of
maintaining a good standard in the olitical cpartmast particularly
in viev v J.he <■' ficult' es ir; adjusting the rr]-t is between
the Indian tntes and Irltish ndia consequent on the ohanging
conditions of today'. 1

Haroourt hitler on his invpsti stive tour of the Indian tntes in 1928,

heard evidence from the old Begun of ii pel, for whom he had 'a great

irnt' on rr ''"r> roe', >• ut ■ 1 ..1 a or r >111 ic 1 gent' and a

general deterioration in the 3tvle of oliticnl from that of the old
/ v* *(2,

days. 'utlcr's eport stressed the need for olitioal "ffioera to

take up a

'special study of the Inn unge and customs of the people and all
those graceful courtesies of manner and conduct to which Indiana
attach extreme importance'.

Tn on implicit criticism of the Deportment, the Report continued,

'the mischief done by one unsuitable officeris : o great that no
effort should be spared to get the best men possible*•

The difficulty lay in finding the 'best men*. The olitical

"epnrtment Despatch of 1930 revealed the extent of recruiting diffioultlas:

'it is not very Ion,; since recxnitrrrnt for the Dolitioal ' apartment
u ; 1 by ...election re-- lor c ut . e11- ualified
candidates both civil and military. But in recent years the
supply of qualified candidates has been barely equal to the number
of vacant'e '. .4"

•oor ' c " t: or." oi •- earl ' 1'n rtien 1 - starkly

ill! ustrata 1 lev st- I 'n - criti :1 " !•? ,r « both -thin and

'

t;i ut. o; v., V. ■ h :b , ut 'the rottenness'
(5 '■

of the Political cpartment. 3• C. "ovidson, Chairman of the

investigating tatcs Committee of 193'-, was staggered by the mediocrity

of the Political personnel which he found 'almost incomprehensible'•
1. Reading to ^el, 14th r tenber, 1922, ., 5j P» 113*
2. 'rnrcourt u.tlrr ivntc ir.ry, • •__•» 10?, p. 3 •

3- fed. 33??, . 39.
4. Govrnr.ent of India Foreign and olitioal Department, "ecret-Bpeolal

No. 7, ljth Ceptember, 1930, C.R.R. R/l/3?/10 (o •

5« Keyea to ir "aurice Gwyer, 6th November, IS'3 , s. «, 131//31* Seo
too chc in- 5, p. 409.
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The senior van were 'completely worked out' and avidson was driven

to conclude that 'a very serious deterioration' had ta en place in the
(1)

oliticnl eanrtnent in recent years.

ot surprisingly, inlithgor, at an earl; moment in his Vicerqyolty,

chose to invest- . etc the ualibre of his 'olitical apartment. He

invited all first end second class os'HVntr to meet hi- individually

at 7icore gal H e, n an effort to gauge th.eir ouality whioh on
(2)

information t- hand, 'appears to vary v ry cev : rnbly'. "'he level

of competence v.as bound to fall as civilian recruits of the ' critical'

dried in. Linlithgow was compelled to issue a c•rcular to the

Governors f all eleven rov'nees exhorting then to release officers.

Tt pointer1 to the notable decrease in the number of orplications to serve

in the ' olitier. 1 • apartment from the 7.C. . proper:

'you will, T nr sure, recognise the rent importance of maintaining
the efficient manning of the Indian oliticnl ervioe'• (3)

The eoretary of tate shared 'inlithrow's conc rn. 'e favoured the

depressing explanation that 'uncertainty regarding their future * prevented
(4; '

desirable recruits fror c min. forward. Increasingly, ' .inlithgow wee

concerned about tf oor,pete nee of the oliticol e-nrtrent to handle the

disruptions in the tatcs, consequent upon the agitations of 1-3" and 1939s

'7 nr. disturbed lest the personnel at my disposal should, with their
very different treinin and (shining exceptions apart their very
avera r • n lity, prove not up to the work v/hich lies beftjre them'. (5)

ince the suworvision of the olit-cal ennrtment fell so uniouely

w'thin the "••rovinoe of the "icroy, a -ood deal )r>->-o on the relationship

of the Viceroy to Ms ~e-o twont. 'ordinge did not hesitate to over-rule

!• "•nviiiscn tc "oara, 2"th obrurir , 1 . i , 14; ' nvidson to
'oarc, 6th arch, 193 , ibid.; s-a too c'wtrr p. 434*

2. '.inlith ov to etlrnd, 2nd dune, 113', . ., 13, p. 77•

3. 7 •• nlit: .:••••• to to r incinl ovo-ot;,, 1st -re , 113 , »,'», 15, P» 172.
4« otlruf to inlithr.c- , lfth arch, If3' , •, 9, p. 55.

5. Unlit-, ov to etlnnd, 13th >• comber, 13", ♦ .. 15, p. 566.
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his oliticnl advisers, a celebrated case in point being his appointment

of General Gir ertap Singh as egent of Godhpur a -sinst stiff opposition

from the deportment:

'this we. an v.. v: vie of the. c vcs ' or- the ' rci •- nrtront
almost :: nvariably endeavcore to b • ' the cotml f the tate
through t: •• r side >;t durin ; the minority of the rinoc-c, 0 system
to r ic , ( .c t in c t- ■- c' • 'i cm*::, ~ to- s ri ous objection^
since it met w«*ith general disapproval by Indians in the f-tntes'» (X)

The- relationship between the VicTqy and the Politioal - int-ient was

n t always of the cl oseat. 'hen in 1 ?7 " r*. in sunn ste calling together

r ccr.i r \cr oi cl'ticel .icrs to pro aero the ground for the forthcoming

tntes neuiiy onnittee, irkenhesd warmly npnroved:

'T have hoard complaints in the past that sore icoroys have
neither known not appeared to care hat the 'olitlcal -enta
were doing*• (?'

In the case of ill in don, the litic.-l -entrant found itself in
(3

harness with a nailer-Vie icror who Inner' to its tune. ut with

t .o a 1vent of -inlitho* , the oliti cnl • t* encountered a Viceroy

fully alive to it:: .'h'—tconinrs. ' t one noint, Inlith of contemplated"

(4)
f 'tune up' of the Department* "he passage of events, ho-.-emr, seemed

to call for r more radical course of net':on. 'n r frank disclosure to

thr ecrctar; of toto, inlit now reveale ' that he was moving towards

*o stage at v ich " feel we would have to consider a radical
re0-. ■ ri -ation in rock'nary f r doalin with tates, possibly the
abolition of the Political Department as such and the disposal of
ntates' work by the posting of officers from the ordinary I*C«S«
cadres 5.1th experience of revenue work in 'Titis' Tndia ••••• T
sot-'-lines ; eel thrl not: in : short of - shrke-u- of this hind will
purge tk- oliti crl Trvice of t'.oir rrd'evnlir , the consequence
of e orations of ev ri> ace in the Tndinn tate;-'. (5)

1. nrdin ', r , op. c;t.. p. 34.
2* Birkenhead to Trw,in, 28th July, 19?7, 7y.. ., 3, p* 92«
3. ee ci.nptr r 5, "(■ ssiru

4* T inlithgo* t ' etland, th Gnnuer* , 1. 31, • *, 17, p» 17.
3. i inlit..go to ' etla.nd, 7th hbruary, 1 3 , ibid., a. 55»
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The partisens of the 'olitlcal 'enprtnent frit that sentiments both

genuine nnd valid had shared the essential consTvnt" •" of the service:

'Political fficers had noticed that the peasants in the tates,
though they mi ght be poorer, v. urll — to be }\-> spier then in
Gritisfc Tndin. "est ol'Tic '! : f ice; s had c n to fir.-1 in the
tntes nuch that they liked and admired# any renuinely did not

want the totes changed end for reasons admirably altruistio'. (l)

Given the remoteness of many 'olitical ' i'floors frctn conditions in the

rovinoes end the unimpressive character of most tates' ndrainistrations,

their observations of 'hftpnier* peasantry do not carry conviction. There

ran ■ uch 'n : V: d hie c. n li t 'c- 1 t ci t >- virion a- i instil a

certain lassitude in the SUpsrvlsing officer. nson, himself, recalled

that there v.ere oiltier 1 nanointments 'in which it would have been
(2)

eccentric to work after lunch'. t idrst gla nee, th.c ol:) ti cal ervice

might sec ■ vo offer ' •• n exciting, romantic range of nosts', but on

longer accusintance initial enthusiasms v/ore like]; to ebb. 'itse was

depressed by t e oners 1 Inc of opportunity t accomplish something

worthwhile:

'in smite of the clamour of rincel; Courts and the kindness and
consideration which T had experienced at the hands of so many who
frequented t' , found myself . r n b rin. whether, after oil, the
administrative v rk which ' hr ad'bred no rue'; in the Central
rovinces, nnd in which one enjoyed a -ensure of authority for
gettin things done, rs not preferable t r 'ore in hich one

persua¬
sion which, • o, - it •• ' i g o iiT-!-' n.tly b-filed or
frustrated*, (4

'

T.rcourt hitler ' s - i:,io m in exv re;.;sinr n strori • oref renco for 'fat and
(5}

rood-nature ' wen to staff the ' olitical "apartment. "t became

inert in 1' cl r in the two cr d< . folio in; the rent , r/iiich saw

the kites ,-tr • to rouutin critic is- , that rather more than bonhomie

was re- -iron in -lib* eel > liicrs td tlie ' nccs ere to overhaul their

administrat'ons and retain an influentia1 -lnce in 11 Tndia politios.
1. bvu ., c.-.« c't., . :?71.
2. _b_. • yr" " trvck by the style trie ." r t esid nt with whom

he serve : 'hi.-- rdn ireoccupation in life r".nearer to be the
elimination of Hies'. Ssa "itze, ir "., op. cit.. up. e4, 5»

3. Trevelyan, on. cit., . 19,.
4. bitr.e, ir ., o . pit.. pp. 64, 5*
5. Coen, ir ". '., 0 . c't., p. 37*
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,*• dminlstratlve tandards in the Indian tates*

British attitudes tc responsibility and styles of supervision
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erhm: t nost discussed passages in i e 1909 ■-li; leal ' ^ nual

related to the position of the esidc t vis « vis - di ' nistrntive

standards:

'he s oul be Cf roful to uphol t d' ;nity of tl urbar; he
should net intcrf between t ■ 1 urbr• • d its objects, nor
encoure :e petitions fro: t e letter against the former J nor
shoul ' o r.n !r tour: ■' ect t! r ' -trict -'cm and 'resti¬
tutions of the "urbor . . . •. he should leave well alone; the best
WOr cJ ■ iliIleal ■kficer .is very often what he has left undone*•

Only vague guidenee was offered os to the appropriate moment for

intervention:

'"Jnles misrule reaches a pitch which violates tho elementary
laws of civilisation, the peria1 Government will enrmlly
prefer to take no overt rensures for enforcin rofor .... the
vernor eneral in Council is o -oae to anything like pressure

on "urbers to introduce British methods of administration', (l;

The import of the blitlcal ' enunl in this respect was not confidential,

t - br denst t< the inc's and i r uitci crld into, si the

s- ti or- oi urd • ' t esc notes 1 r t' c. tho 1 i.oorov adhered
(2)

to, r.t c t'to br--.: not ir the -est ore3tigious t 'put "tale, 'daipur

in 1909. In essence, into argued that

*' t : or sy tc owj stimr t* t o vrlu-- . ■ " i nl J - t.ive efficiency
- it is not the only object to aim at'.

'

ntc cr ti or/ li: cnl . i ' cer , e:' lip w' ere t « c~rc stances of

a minority gave them temporary charge,

'to, r.cc t t .••: enerrl syste- oj ndrinintx.-tior: t< ic' the Chief
and Ms eople have been accustomed'• (y

'he contort 01 the olltical snual en the ' vh pur -ech' swung

the pendulum dramatically away from the interventionist stance of Cursan

who hod indulge in sane ^lr- 'n >or. in fr - ■ tf oongo rial platform

1. * muni of "struct: on. of t- n . ic r.- : the optical enartment
of the Government of India', . », . 1129 •

2. Gilbert, ., on. cit.« p • If- -IOC.

3. lord into's ; oply to the ! ahnrana of dolour's Toast, 3rd November,
1909. ' * .. 's. 12631.
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provided by the banqueting hell at 0wellor in 1899:

'the Native Chief has become, by our policy, an integral factor
in the imperial organisation of India# He is concerned no leas
than the "iceroy and the lieutenant Governor in the administration
of the country# T claim him ns ray colleague and partner# He
cannot remain vis-a-vis of the Umpire a loyal subject of Her
"ajesty the ueen-" repress, and vi3-s-vis of his own people, a
frivolous and irresponsible despot'# (l)

In pronouncing these strictures, Curaon was svinrlng against the tide#

Lady Curzon was more representative of Anglo-Indian opinion in viewing

free-spending Indian 'rinces as an unremarkable and enduring feature of

Indian life:

'the Rajas were richer than most crowned heads, and their subjects
poorer and more adoring# 'rincely extravagance was unreaentedj
there was no politioel protest'. (2V

There were few territories outside Baroda and ' ysore under the rule

of rinces which would have passed muster in 1900 as administratively sound#

General Daly, who knew the tates well in the most Mutiny era, reoorded in

his Confident!el eport for 1067-8:

•you invite me to discuss 'ntive tates and their Government ••••
T could not do so without giving offence for the truth is ten
times worse than anything fancy could devise'.

Paly concluded:

'at is a pretty thing to talk of u well-governed etive tate#
"here is this to be found?' (3)

* directive to 'rinces appears in one of -ipling's ""'ales',

'telling, them to put their houses in order, to refrain from
kidnapping women, or filling offenders with pounded red pepper,
and eccentricities of that kind'.

But the narrative continues:

'of course t esc tilings could never be ^ade public, because '"stive
Princes never err officially and their tntes are officially as
well administered as our territories'# (4)

1. Curzon's Gwalior peech, cited in onaldshay, Tord, op# oit.. vol# 11,
p. 09#

2# Cited in ' ic lson, * #, "arv Curzon. ;'1977 , p# 136#

3# Daly, ' ajor H., on. cit., pp. 273» 4#

4. Kipling, R., op# cit.. p. 102.
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Indeed instances of official intervention were few and far

between in tie later nineteenth century, the most cclebretc.-l affair

being the tr: 1 r.n-l subj-.e-"-sent ■ 't!on o. the ■ e - r of iarcda in
(1)

l°7r, not ostensibly for the c< 'net . f n - -■ f nisrrle, but for

the site- otf- • i i- : the cs-': , t r donation of

the Government or India announcing the re-ov 1 '1* the •' nekvar d'd

sc.. nowledge the t

'incorrigible misrule is of itself a sufficient diseualification
for severe:' yn ■-■.■r. 'is o >- at; ' ever-rent hove willin ly
acceote- the opportunity of recognising in a conspicious case the
paramount obli ntion which lies upon then of protecting the
pe*~*plc of ndi r fror oppression'.

The case agitated alisbury who r;r te to "orthbrook:

've are r .xious that ' ntever c"n e y to e at "redo it should
be sufficiently penal to d-t«n x~: nccs fr : sc sirale a "Inn for
ohanging their esi dents and that it a mil1 provide for the
unluc'-- rynt;. an interval of respectable ovemrent'. 3

"on-' ntervention hel ' the fl r frofe the tirv- of into onward,

err re 1 ir M re Crengh snotte- the drift of thin s when h< observed

that the chief duty of "olitical 'gents had been to establish that the

subjects of feudatory ulers were not unjustly treated:

'of late this duty had been rendered difficult* T know feudatory
; ulers who are allowed to commit grave tyranny -'th impunity'• (O

In retrospect, olitical ' ' icers were found to say

'let tire "r.-*ir : fi.ee f • r ally cancel the dni pur peach end we
shall be found very ready t go ahead', i.5

1. ?be blood-curdling excesses of oekvr-.r 'ulhar no are detailed in
lord, o. c't., pp. 13r, 9.

2. he tr: r-.l ci the re's rr brought out to irdir t first ritish advocate
in a long line to ncce t a lucrative brief from an Indian !rince,
ergeant hellantiat who negotiated a very sizeable fee for his time,
7,00 . sli si-.ury i t;' "ho d sard- nicrlly, a ro nos of the disappearance
of ej ; •soduo t tr t' . y agenet t o ■ ehcr, t-\nt nllantine
viev.-ch .amde. ns '? place o: edi r val ; s c ct indeed but of pristine
innocence'. ' ee all;,bury to -rthbroo;:, 7th ay, 1 79, "si.. C/2-4.

3. alisbuxy to 1 orthbro , 14th •"'f.nurry, I 7, ibid.
4. Oreegh, eneir-.l ir ' ., op. c t., r. 220,
5. Goen, Ir . ., on. cit., . h.
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In fact, with or without the Hdaipur pcech, en essentially conservative

oedre was equipped by neither inclinotion nor ter.perar.ent to press for

administrative reforr: in the tates end indeed it3 recoomendations wore,

on occas ons, openly hostile to the notion of refer -merrily. ontagu

got wind of this early in 191,! and Ihelmsf rd was obli e& to admit that,

'sore of our 'Vliticnl gents had been wr:;tin..- foolish letters on
the subject of our eforrs in relation to the -fve tstes*.

(1
Only a very gentle reoiramnnd wa:•>. forthcomin Chelmsford did rake a

gesture of sorts towards steering the r'nees in the direction of progress

at the Share tour rnvest-; ture shortly after the publication of the ontford

i. cport:

'in Indie itself the ritish -ovrrnrent lies decided to rant a

substantial mensure of power to the people in the administration
of th- lr own affairs. utoorotic rule anywhere will in future
be on exception and an anomaly'. (2V

It was widely understood that this sentiment was not well received in the

olitical ' e-ortment. There, opinion was trongly in favour of retaining

the status quo} the mood of complace nc;. prevailing was well illustrated

in a confidential note drawn up by the olitical ecretary in 1924.

ir Robert Holland explained that in a good many tates

'there is not much efficiency, as ve know it, and .in others there is
actual oppression owing to the failure to c ntrol rapacious officials,
ut even in the most backward tates, the subjects rarely reeoh th®
stage of rebellious discontent and t ey would always prefer to be
ruled by their own ' shareja rat er then that the tnte should be
converted into a pert of ritish 'ndia'. (3

"dm.inistrati- e standards in tates' were of some concern to Trwin and

he took the unprecedented ste- of calling a conference of optical Officers

at "imla in duly, 19?7'

1. In vicv of the 'confidential nature' o: hi: information, Chelmsford
declined to net directly: '" let it bo known, however, to one or two
of the ;e::ts in private conversetion that " had heard of scan© such
action ns described, and that ' strongly disapproved of it'.
Chelmsford to ' ontagu, 1st - ril, 1913, ih. ., 5» ; P» 94, 5.

2. C te . in bhyar nr, H. ., op. cit.. p. 24'•
3. "ir obcrt Holland, Confidential ' ote for rivnte Circulation,

29th dpril, 1924, T / /10A214.
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'the principal point which T sought to rub into them was that
the doctrine of non-interference, excet in cases of gross
malrdrinistrati on, -lid not imply, and -.as not meant to imply,
that they should not ex rcise nil th<- arts of influence and
suasion at much earlier stn. es. T had been surprised to find
among some of the more junior officers an impression that the
Government of '-.din wished them to interfere even in this way
as little na nossiblr(1

To bnc up his verb.-1 directives, 'r i: circulated -liticnl 'ificers

with r. otr or th' essential:.; oi >o<~: rd • ini strati on, point, in out

'the nece sity of sore machinery by which the r, o"s and esires
of the subjects could be made known'. (2

In substance, the note3 recommon V the estnblishr.ent of n ' oi n of

Lev' vit'i r vision foi an uncorru-t ad-in! stmt' m, realistic taxation,
(3:

and © fix 1 civil list. ""he extent oi' the document*3 circulation

to rincen 1; vcrv uncertain since "r-in stinulnted that it should be
(4'

given only to rinccs who aske : for it. "ho culmination oi Irwin's

efforts ca- c with the 19?'" Chamber session vrher. the rinces

'succc- " in csrr "n;- 0 motion, which have foreshadowed from
tine to time during the lost year, i- favour of a fixed Civil
ist and incle endent judiciary and the like'.

*

note of rer.lis: ten-are' the Viceroy's satisiaction:

'with a good nan;: it will never be likely to be more than a
pious sentiment on paper ..... there will be plenty of opportunities
for cooking account:- and budgets'.

nut lie felt it was a useful stem in the ri. ht direction to have secured
(5(

unanimous area t/nce for the notion.

The genera 1 run of ecretarys of trie Vied net been over-concerned

with the vr.ee of rcfor- 5n -lian trtrs. 'cover, with the f-stablishment

of s -hour d--v rnncnt, enn at the "r.din ice naked for some tangible

1. "ruin t - rlxnh^r % 7th July, 1??7, 3, pp. 151, P.

. i'rwi n to ' rkenhcr-.I, 1" th •" anunr; , 193 , . ., 3, r -. 13, h.
3» "otes on himinir <rati on and ov rnvent, ibl d., . 15-17.
h. Jruin to "'.irkenhrad, 1th January, 193' , ibid.. p. 13»
5. Trwi t ii" ouh • :, th 'ohruary, 12, 'x. .. !■ , pr. 31, 2.
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record of progress in the rincoly torr' tor' r o. '"his reouest placed

Trwin in some difficulty:

'the matter has bee- continuously bcf-.-re me oral my predecessors
since 1919'•

With nothing of substance t report, r in parndenies 11y urJsed the rorits

of leisser: fa ire. "he rinceo were

'well av ere of our v:' ens cf trie ner for progressive reforms end
T do not t in; that v.r can safely do more at ere sent than we have
been and are doing 'he nly large totes which hove
representative bodies exercising a read popular influence on the
administration ore ysore, 'renin, ""re vaneore and poss;bly "■erode* •

Irwin ochno, 1: . r that this ight s' or Ao be an unsatisfactory state of

affairs but he a vised 0 ainst a second sto e-rniin-ei declaration in

the Chamber of rinces:

'it mi ...it even do harm if they suspected us of trying to stanae"^
them towards responsible representative institutions'.

Irwin settled for tlx: comfortable assumption that oooular minion, within
(Is

and without the totes, would force reform.

"ithin the clitics! apartment, one of the few frr-sighte" minds

could see on tlie eve of the lound ' able nforences that stormy times

lay ahead:

'as democracy becomes more fully established in 'ritish 'r.dla, it
is highly probable that strong criticism will bo directed against
these autocratic Governments. uch critici3" vail not be
satisfied by the rinces' own enunciation cf their pious intentions
or by the offer of the tending Committee to exert their influence
over the less admirable members of 1 heir r" r'.

The memorandum not' that the 'tactful' 1S£° ' osolution made no reference

to the punctual publication by 'totes of full rn" accurate budgets and

administrative resorts, 'possibly it mas considered t be one in res ect

of which non-com lime - Id be too easily detected.'. r'he solution
(2)

lay in genuine . form-.

1. Irwin to ' ri euhrao, l'-'th .Tanuary, 1530, *x. ., 6, p. 14.
2. Government of indie reign and olitioal 'ennrtment, r-cret pedal

to. 7, 13th e tembrr, 1930, d. . . , /I 952/10 (o).
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Two major difficulties were likely to frustrate the implementation

of material measures of reform in the States; the conservatism to be

found in the Political Department and the disposition of Maharajas to preserve

the old ways. Mvice about good government induced in Kipling's Yince
(1)

a wish to go to bed. Many of his factual counterparts in the twentieth

century evinced similar sentiments. There were sound reasons why States'

affairs were generally shrouded in darkness. The senior Political, in

the final generation of the service, noted that 'there was usually something
(2)

wrong in every State*. v"rior to the first "orId or, some attempt was

made to throw dust in the eyes of the observer through the institution
(3)

of sham 'Assemblies'. There seemed less need for this in the period

following the Montford Reforms when the r'rinces were imagined to have

achieved 'a new lease of life accompanied by greater freed cms from supir-
(4)

visory arrangements'. Conditions might border on the ludicrous and

many anecdotes centred round the 'comic opera' atmosphere to be

encountered particularly in the smaller States. In one case, the most

highly paid State's functionary was 'the Inspector deneral of Dancing

Girls', who received a small additional fee for acting as Lord Chief
(5)

•Tustioe.

It was generally conceded that in the majority of "tntes, the higher

grades of the Civil Service were

'underpaid and proportionately unreliable. Appointments were not
always made with due regard to merit and suitability; a highly
trained electrical engineer, for example, may find himself posted
to the Palace "lausements department'. (6)

Justioe in the Indian rtates was often spoken of as 'rough and ready* in
(7)

character. This was very apparent to Jawahorlal Nehru, put on 'trial'

1. Kipling, R., The T-'aulakha. (1950), p. 152.
2. Corfield, Sir C., op. pit., p. 111.
3. Freser, L., op. oit.. p. 231.
4* Fitze, Sir K., pp. oit.. p. 37.
5. Ibid., p. 27; see too Barton, Sir T., op. oit.. p. 67.
6. Barton, Sir 1., op. clt., p. 67.
7. Burton, R. G.,'The Nizam's Lost rovince', National review. 192?,

vol. 79» passim.
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in Habha in 1924, 8"t 0 time when a British Politioal "gent was directing

the administration of the State. ehru noted that the presiding
(1)

magistrate was illiterate. Some officials in British Tndia were

versed in the inadequacies of what passed for legal proceedings in the

States. Barton complained of the refusal of Pistrict ""agistrates in the

United rovinces to surrender their subjects for trial in the "tates even
(2)

when they received warrants signed by the Political "gent. Pot only

the smaller tates were badly run. In Kashmir, corruption existed at

all levels in tate administration, police, revenue, even forestry.

This depressing state of affairs threatened to frustrate the noteworthy

achievements of that remarkable missionary and teacher, Tyndale Biscoe,

who fought institutionalised villainy in Kashmir over a span of some
(3)

fifty years between IB96 and 1947»

There were important exoentions to the generally bleak record of

maladministration. In two major tates where the "rinces devolved many

key powers to able Pewans, notably enlightened administrations were

functioning. Tn ysore where the Saharaja spent his time in religious

stxjdy and devotion, the impressive 'Viae "inister, "irza Ismail, could

boast of the highest literacy rate in Tndia, and in ''ysore City and
(4)

Bangalore, two of the most beautiful towns in the 7®st. In Baroda,

a very free hand was given by the Kuler to his Pewan, Sir V. T. rishnaraachari,

who presided over a well-run and progressive r tate which instituted
(5)

'the best library system in the Past'.

Pne device which Princes did use to give an appearance of modernity

to their Itates was to incorporate British administrators in their regimes.

1. Nehru recorded a full an- vivid socount of the 'Gilbertian'
proceedings in the Kabha Courthouse before a wholly uneducated judge,
in terror of his police. See Kehru, J., op. cit.. pp. 111-113*
See too Ramusack, P. 'Incident at '■ ebha', Journal of ' sian tudies.
vol. xxviii, No. 3, Nay 1969*

2. Lothian, Sir A., op. cit.. p. 128.
3* Tyndale Biscoe, Canon, op. cit.. passim.
4» Lothian, Sir A., op. pit., p. p7»
5* Ibid., p. 121.
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In 193R* "illingdon was pleased to inform the ecretary of tete that

'more and wore Princes are asking for uropean Political Officers
to assist them in the administration of their States, and T must
confess that I am anxious not to discourage them to do so'. (1

In this instance, as in ninny others, illingdon showed himself to be out

of 3tep with shrewder Viceroys, alert to the dangers of permitting

senior Political Officers to return to tates' employment. fls heading

warned Birkenhead;

'if the practice were allowed, it would be difficult for officers
towards the end of their servioe to maintoin complete independence
in dealing with matters from States in which they might hope to
obtain employment'• (2)

3oth Linlithgow and etland were also in agreement about the grave

disadvantages which would follow from senior Politicals obtaining high
(3)

office in the tates.

With the advent in 193$* for the first time on a substantial scale,

of Congress-inspired agitation in the Indian tates, much public attention

case to be focussed on the surviving autocracies. "'he Viceroy was

seriously pertwrbed by the suggestion that political medievalism was the

direct product of British policy. This was the implication which might

be taken from the statement published in The talesmen furnished by the

wily Bewan of Trevancore, -ir C. P. Ilamaswomi Aiyer, a politician with

an unparalled experience of participation in Tndian constitutional
deliberations. Aiyer argued that:

'legally it Is not possible for the Ruler without the concurrence
of the British Government, to divest himself of his individual
authority and jurisdiction over the governance of the State in
favour of any other authority'• (5)

1. illiru-don to Hoars, 5th "ctober, 1934» T.P.(i). 7, p. 570.
2. Reading to Birkenhead, R.' ., 19, Telegram o. 254.
3. Linlithgow to Netland, 30th November, 1938, ' «r». 15» P» 542.
4* By his own reckoning, Aiyer had been a non-official elected member of

every Legislature in India and later on the official lender of every
Legislature. He had served on every committee appointed either by
the rinces or by the Government of India to discuss questions of
constitutional reform since 1918. See Aiyer to Skrine, 2nd February,
1930, C.I1.R., R/L/29A689, p. 9.

5« The tntesman. Rth February, 1938, ibid.
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Linlithgow pressed for immediate action through a arliementery uestlon

to clear the air:

'•we are likely to hear more of thi3 theory if it is not exploded
as soon as possible'• (1/

A formula for a Cuestion was duly decided, Linlithgow's version being

the one accepted, which established the benevolent interest of the
(2)

Government of India in constitutional progress in the states.

Aiyer's tactics were designed to secure a British guarantee for the

status quo in Travancore. In a highly disingenuous letter, the

Trovancore Dewan set out the rlnces' purported difficulties in the

matter of constitutional reform before the nedras esident:

'the States are on the horns of a dilemma. If they resist the
demand for Responsible Government, they will be styled reactionaries
in their own tates, they will encounter the antagonism of Congress,
ami they are not certain of the help they will be given by the
British Government'•

Aiyer went on to foreoast that with the grant of responsible government

the Rulers would become pensioners and that the Government of India could

not possibly accede to such a position if it desired the maintenance

of the historic links between His ' ajesty and the tates:

'in view of these inevitable postulates, the time has come when
the Government of India and the British Cabinet should make up
their minds as to their policy and guide the afitions of the
Indian tntes'. (3)

The dualism in the British position was very evident in the transmission

of the "adras Resident to the Political ecretary:

'the British Government i3 unlikely to approve of a Ruler putting
forward his treaty obligations to the Paramount Power as an excuse
for not satisfying a legitimate demand on the part of his people fo;
constitutional reforms. If, on the other hand, a Ruler is
honestly convinced that a 'totalitarian' form of Government is the
best suited to the particular n> eds and mentality of his subjects, he
should make his policy clear to then and take full responsibility
for it, in which case he need not fcsr that pressure will be brought
to bear on him by the Paramount Power to act otherwise'. (V

1. Linlithgow to Zetland, Cecret File No. 9L-"' (Sec', 1938, ibid.
2. Linlithgow to Zetland, 17th February, 1938, Telegram Mo. 237- , ibid.
3. Aiyer to Resident "adras, 3rd February, 1938, ibid.
L. Skrine to Glency, 7th February, 1939, Confidential P.0'. C 'll/3n, 'bid.
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Faithful to the tradition of the Political Department, the Resident

flung his support behind the retention of autocracy. ere a 'strong

case' to be made against responsible government for Trevancore, then

moral support from the British Government would not be refused. "krine,

himself, had few doubts about the unsuitebility of Travnncoreans to
(1)

responsible government. It was rumoured inside ""revaneore that r'krine
(2)

had been 'sauared* by the Pewan.

Myer'3 efforts to attribute slow constitutional progress in the

States to the application of a nritish veto were not fevourably received
(3)

by editorial comment generally throughout India. As a final fling,

Aiyer, in the course of on interview with Linlith ow, attempted to secure

the Viceroy's approval for a statement indicating that the point of

maximum constitutional advance had been reached in Trevancore.

Linlithgow avoide 1 the trap by refusing to commit himself to the

acceptance, in any individual State, of a final point of advance. 's

he sensibly remarked to Zetland;

'Congress would immediately take the point that the Crown
Representative's judgement on this matter of advance was
represented by the point reached in Travancore ..... my
strength ley in manoeuvre and freedom'. (4)

In the wake of Aiyer'a ensnorements and increasingly strident

nationalist publicity about suspect States' administrations, a 'Very

Confidential' letter wa3 issued on Linlithgow'3 instructions to all

Residents (first and second class) in June, 1938. Having referred to the

1. In the Resident's version: 'it is easy in such a polity to imagine
what would be the result of entrusting the government to a Chief
7inister whose authority would depend upon the unstable and
kalddosoopio grouping of communally organised political parties in
the legislature*. See Skrine's Strictly Confidential Fortnightly
Review Ho. F.R. 4/3", 4th "arch, 193", Ibid.

2. Zetland to Linlithgow, 1st November, 193", • *. 9, p. 121.
3. Linlithgow to Z etland, 4th Hay, 193", F. -n». 15, p. 310.
4. Linlithgow to Zetland, 20th roember, 1930, ibid.. p. 579*
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increasing volume of unfavourable criticism, legitimate and otherwise,

the letter continued:

'defects which a few years ago might have passed unnoticed are
likely to be widely advertised to the detriment of the states in
general. It is all the more necessary therefore that every effort
should be made to induce all States, where the administration is
indifferent, to remedy these shortcomings'#

Linlithgow pressed for freouent. visits to black3nots backed up by reports
(1)

to his Office on progress made# There is little indication that the

Viceroy's promptings in this connection bore fruit. The Political

Department fought shy of working towards the overhaul of : tates'

administrations or of regrouping less viable concentrations of smaller

States. hen Linlithgow canvassed the Governors and the Peoretary of

State for suggestions towards the regeneration of States, the Political

Secretary thought the resnonse to be 'of little practical value'.

??hile Glanoy claimed that pressure was being brought to bear on all

States to redress legitimate grievances,

'it is hardly possible to attempt any oodification of the point
at which the Paramount ' ower should normally intervene to improve
the Government of a State'.

Glancy was markedly hostile to the idea that Toliticnl Officers should

go through an administrative course; the knowledge gained would be

'superficial'; replacements could not be arranged due to the stretched

condition of the Pervice. Clancy's final comment on the Governor's

suggestions struck a defiant note:

'one is apt to glorify unduly the administrative techniques of
British Indian Provinces'• (2)

In this Clancy mirrored the conservatism of his Department and the

confidence of his lieutenants, Corfield and Lothian for whom, during

the current trials, it seemed to be

'a Question of holding firm for a short time and of then reverting
to the good old days'# (j)

1. C. J. Herbert to all Residents, 17th June, 193% No. 166 ?(c)/38,
C.R.R.. RA/29/1734.

2. Glancy to Laithwaite (Private ecretary to the Viceroy), Confidential,
13th February, 1939, ibid.

3. Linlithgow to Zetland, 28th February, 1939, , 17, p. 88.
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The leek of progress in achieving noteworthy reforms within the

States resulted in more frequent enquiries to the Secretary of State.
'

etland was fully conscious of the thin ground on which he stood and it

was only with the greatest reluctance that he agreed to speak publically

on thi3 sensitive topic at the Liverpool Chamber of Commerce in ''arch

1939* His circumlocution on this occasion was equal to Gladstone:

'I was chiefly concerned while speaking to make clear the distinction
which T drew between administrative reform in the i'tates and
constitutional reform, and T said that, while in the circumstances
of today I thought that the Paramount ower without in any way
derogating from the sovereignty of the ^rinees should be rather more
active than in the past in tendering advice where it seemed desirable
that an attempt should be made to raise the standard of administration,
this did not mean that the Paramount Power would be justified in
bringing pressure to bear upon a Ruler to introduce drastic changes
in the existing form of Government'• (l)

The real weakness in the British oase was put with admirable clarity

by Linlithgow in 1939* Given that so many States v.ere thoroughly

badly run:

'we are confronted by the dilemma of backing up with bayonets
administrative conditions which we cannot possibly justify, or
of making administrative improvements to all appearance at the
bidding of Congress*. (2)

As the last months of peace slipped by, it seemed to Linlithgow that

Pinto's chickens, released at T,daipur in 1909, had come to roost.

Linlithgow confided to "etland:

'I cannot help feeling that we have ourselves to thank to no small
degree for the pitch whioh matters have reached in oertain
circumstances. The great mistake, I am now disposed to think,
lay in the change of policy after Curzon's retirement which led
us to relax our control over individual Princes and over happenings
inside their ^tates to the extent whioh we have ..... wo and the
tates have now, and will T suspect continue, to pay for 30 years
of laisces faire'. (3)

1. Retland to Linlithgow, 5th "arch, 1939, ?*P». 11, p. 57.
2. Linlithgow to etlnnd, 28th Tobruary, 1939, - 17, p. 98.
3« Linlithgow to ' etland, 21st February, 1939, '« », 1?, p. 72.
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(1)
'

etlend concurred, 'there is a great deal of truth in what you say',

but subsequently declined to support Linlithgow in pushing the "rinces

towards oonst tutional reform. The Secretary of r'tates' hesitations

3tood as a reminder of a third interest, operating behind the soenes,

which together with Princely reaction and the conservatism of the Political

Department, strove to guarantee that the status quo would obtain in the

Indian tates. On the right of the British Conservative r'arty, a

constant watch was maintained over the rights and prerogatives of the

Indian Princes. Hence Zetland's anxiety:

'I am not quite sure how far you would be prepared to press the
Princes to go? T should myself hesitate a good deal before
deciding to depart from our published polioy, namely, that the
form of government in their ::tatea is a matter for the ' ri noes
themselves. Any suspicions that we were intending to go
beyond whet we have announced would, I an afraid, create grave
misgivings in the mind of the Conservative "arty here'. (2}

Viewed from the pernpeotive of British politics, 'etland's calculations

were perfeotly rational. They made little sense in an Indian setting

where an intensification of tates-Congres3 agitation was confidently

expected. Only the fortuitous outbreak of war removed, temporarily,

one of the most intractable dilemmas with which any Viceroy was faced.

1. etland to Linlithgow, 5th "arch, 1939, "»P«. 11, p. 57*
2. Zetland to Linlithgow, 9th ''ay, 1939* ibid., pp. 107, 8.
3. Linlithgow to Zetland,28th T?ebrueiry, 1939, , 17, p. 89,
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Grora&i for Iatamnrntloni otwi of tooaaitlon or »abdication'



1to.

The Nabha Case.

However complacent the supervisory style of the Political

Department had become in the relaxed period following the Hdaipur Speech,

widely publicised instances of chronic misrule could not be ignored.

The first such case emerged during the Viceroyaliy of Reeding, in the

Punjab State of Nebhn. lor forty years, from 1871 to 1911, this

State had enjoyed something of a golden age during the beneficent rule
(1)

of Nahsraja Sir Hira Singh. However, a very disturbing deterioration

set in under his son and successor, Saharaja Ripudaman Singh. The

handling of the Nabhn affair by Reading, provides an interesting

illustration of the very generous latitude accorded Indien Rulers in

the conduct of their affairs and the degree of sensitivity of the

Government of India to publicity touching States' matters.

The incident which precipitated high-level enquiries into the

Nabha administration was the incarceration of a British Indian subject,

one Nahomed Din Valak, in a Sabhe Jail on a trumped-up charge of

stealing confidential papers. Ralak was well connected in Pngland and

pressure was exerted on his behalf by the eminent jurist and future

Princes' Counsel, Sir Leslie 'cott. Reading declined to intervene,

acting on the precedent set by the Chelmsford Government which had

refused the representation of the Punjab Government in 1918 that the

1. The relationship between Sir Hira ringh and Punlop Smith was held
up as an ideal example of 'the goodwill and comradeship whioh could
exist between Ruler and Adviser'. Fabha had served with the Indian
Army in the Afghan War of 1879. He was described by Dunlop Smith
es 'an autocrat in excelsis, who runs his State admirably'. See
Gilbert, 1 ., op. oit., p. 13.
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general subordination of the Indian States to the British Government

gave the Government of India power to demand the extradition of any

person as en act of State# Readinr claimed that this might be
(1)

construed as an infraction of th© Nabha sened.

The affair developed into something of a trial of strength between

"ontagu and ending. The "ecretary of " tate pressed for 'alak'3

release citin the 'monstrous' treatment meted out to 'alak and his
(2)

alleged proximity to death. Heeding had heard that ' alak was
(3)

'no living skeleton'. Montagu subsequently took up a strong line:

'no doubt there are great difficulties involved In intorferenee,
but if the facts be that a British subject is in jail unjustly and
is in danger of dying there as a result of his imprisonment,
these difficulties must surely b? overcome ..... I cannot get over
the simple faot that he is and had always been innocent of the
offence'• (4)

Heading's consistent reluctance to intervene is an interesting proof of

the sensitivity with which States' rights were regarded. He expressed
(5)

a vague hope that olak would be rescued 'by some means or other'.

Having secured a minimal concession from Nsbha, that a Government of Tndia

agent should be granted access to 'alak in prison, Reading solemnly

warned the ecretary of "tate that:

'we have already gone further in this oase than we have ever
before attempted, and are perilously near whet might be regarded
by other rinces as an encroaohment upon their rights end
liberties ••••• you and I have travelled almost beyond the verge
of traditional nraotice'. (6)

(7)
Walak was released in "arch 19"?, his term hod expired, and the

(8)
Government of India was left to deal with questions of his compensation.

1. Reading to ' ontngu, 15th September, 1921, R.P.. 3, p. 109.
2. ' ontagu to Reading, 3rd " overaber, 1921, ibid., p. 210; see too, "eott

to ontagu, 26th October, 1921, ibid.. p. 220; P. Fazil Din to
Sir John ood (" oliticel . ccretnryT ibid.. p. 221.

3« Reading to 'ontagu, 16th ecember, 1921, R» «. 10, Telegram No. 1362.
4» Montagu to Reading, '2nd December, 1921, R.P«. 3» p. 308# see too,

Montagu to Reading, 24th November, 1921, R.N.. 10, Telegram No. 1061.
5. Reading to ontagu, 1st ''arch, 1922, R.P.. 4, p. 3-8•
6. Reading to Montagu, 9th February, 1922, Ibid.. p. 13.
7. Reading to ontagu, 26th aroh, 1922, R.P.. 16, Telegram No. 137*
8. See eel to Reading, 6th November, 1923, R. .. 6, p. 173J Reading to

Peel, 29th ' overaber, 1923, ibid.. p. 253*
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The more dangerous aspect of mismanagement in I'nbhn centred upon

the dispute with the neighbouring '.tate of petiala. The feud had

rainifioetiori3 in the politics of the unjsb, "atialn oersonnlly pressed

his grievances upon "ontngu: two ntiala police had boen arrested by

Nabha. ontagu surmised that "abha,

'besides bein,; cruel to people in his power and a bed neighbour
to hi3 fellow- r3noes is, to soy the least of it, suspected of
complicity with the . ikh ngitntors in the unjab'. (l)

Reading, too, hod an inkling about ■ abha's political connections in the

Punjab but initially did not take the " nhnrajn too seriously:

'I believe the view that he was not readily sane was accepted
in Chelmsford's time'. (2)

In view of the delicacy surrounding an inter-rtate dispute, it was

decided, to establish o Committee of nouiry to begin its sittings in early

1323* \ Court of *rbitration was refused lest too much of an unsavoury
(3)

nature emerged about T'abha. But even the Enquiry proved to be far fro®

satisfactory from I ending's point of view:

'nothing can be worse for the Princes ..... than thi3 investigation
into the doings of the Rulers of the totes and of their officers.
ven if the results were fairly satisfactory, there ore many
enemies of the Ruling Princes who would find material for attack;
but when as T fear in this case, the results may be very
unsatisfactory - and indeed worse - it will be almost inevitable
that the public disclosure be injurious to the prestige of Ruling
Princes'. (4)

The revelations about the ? abhe administration shook eoding.

Immediate action would be required in the case of otialo subjects

languishing in I'abha Jails on bogus charges. The case brought into

question the doctrine of non-interference:

1. ontngu to Reading, 27th "ctober, 1921, R.P.. 10, Telegram Ho. 954«
2. Reading to ' ontagu, 8th November, 1921, ibid.. Telegram *'o» 1109.

3» Reading to Peel, 28th November, 1922, R."., 16, Telegram " o. 446;
see too ending to eel, 16th December, 1922, ibid.. Telegram **o. 445;
Peel to Reading, 11th December, 1922, ibid., Telegram No. 436.

4* Reading to eel, 10th Pay, 1923, R.P.. 6, pp. 100, 1.
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'I have iryaclf thought trtat we have in the recent pest pushed the
principle too far, and that as we are bound to help the rince3
with force of arias in case of difficulties in their tates, we
must be entitled to prevent mal-adnlnistrati on which threatens to
become, or has become, a source of danger to the neaec of the
State'• (1)

Reading foresaw that the Enquiry Judge would be able to establish

'grave mal-administrntion in Nabhs', and decided to engineer s 'voluntary

submission' by "sbhn, which would prevent other Rulers from rallying

round, in exobango for a generous settlement:

'in the circumstances I think the price of his retaining titles
and salutes and an allowance of three lakhs annually worth paying
in order to rid the 'tate of his rule without delay'. (2)

This undercover operation did not commend itself to Peel who questioned

the propriety of Reading's move in intimating the proposal to Kabhn,

without consulting London. This seemed an offer 'whioh was going to

get him off uncommonly easily'. ' further worry held that Nabha in
(3)

Europe or America might be a dangerous focua of anti-'ritish intrigue.

In the event, abha fell back on frustrating prevarication: 'I an

seriously in doubt about the condition of his mind*, fumed Heading. The

Viceroy issued a short deadline for acceptance after which a British

military escort would enter 'abha, suspend the aharaja from office, and

order him from the State. The Government of India would take over

(4)
immediately the administration of the State. Following the

implementation of the de facto deposition, a few protests from Sikh

societies followed but Reading took comfort from the faot that the Tress

generally approved the decision, though

•naturally the liberal and extremist paners tout the moral and urge
that such incidents nay always happen under an autocratic regime of
a Ruling I rince'• (5)

1. Reading to ' eel, 2nd June, 1923, R«r.. 6, p. 120.
2. Readirv to Peel, 13th June, 1923, M'» *7. Telegram No. 230.
3» eel to ending, 19th June, 1923, ibid.. Telegram No. 25^.
4. Reading to peel, 5th July, 1923, R.n.. 6, p. 133.
5. Reading to eel, 19th July, 1923, ibid.. p. 139.
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Unfortunately for Heading, the removal of the "aha.raja was no

seven day wonder since ikh agitation persisted on the '"aharaja's

behalf. This was surprising since "abha wos no orthodox filch; he was

known to have dined and danced in a gurdwara at celebrations on the birth
(1)

of an heir. Additional troops were despatched to 'abha and

statements procured from prominent Uabha citizens denouncing in measured
(2)

language the 'evil machinations' of the ahnraja. Reading determined

to play down the ' alarmist * reports no?.- circulating in Britain through

The Times which dwelt on the continued interest of the volatile ikh

political movement, the Akalis, in Webbs's removal. Beading nut this
(3)

down to the absence of special grievances to play on. Congress itself

held back beyond passing a sympathetic resolution protesting against the
(4-

'abdication'. It proposed no action nor did it contribute to funds.

The Viceroy determined on a policy of silences

'the Government of India's view all along has been that this is a
matter relating to the Princes, there was no oall to esplain our
action as would have been required in a case affecting British
Tndia there is a very distinct inclination of a desire even
in the extremist newspapers outside the \>njab to give the go by
to the I'abha affair which they feel is very dangerous rand delicate
for them to handle. The ex-' aharaja's reputation is well known'. (5)

The now labour ecretary of ftate, "livier, might have been excused

his 'slip', for which he apologised to ending, in referring to the
(6)

'deposition' of the 'aharaja of Nabha. In regard to his speech in

1. j.amusack, B. ., op. cit.. p. 5^4*
2. Reading to eel, 9th August, 1923» jlbid.. p. 1%.
3* Heading to -eel, 23rd .'uguat, 1923, ibid.. p. I84.
4» Reading to "eel, 13th feptember, 1923, B»"». 6, p. 205; see too,

Reading to Peel, 11th October, 1923, ibid.. p. 209.

5» Reading to eel, 25th Tiovember, 1923, ibid.. p. 213»
6. livier to Reading, 2rth February, 1924, -'«. 7, p» 34#
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the ..ords covering the Nabha affair, Olivier stiffly observed that he

had not anticipated that the Government of India 'might consider it was

expedient to attempt to dissemble'. Reeding took strong objection
(2)

to the fecretary of "tates' terminology. Reeding felt that the

position of his overnment required further elucidations

'there is no question of hiding the fact that Government con
suspend or restrict the powers of a uling rince or remove him
from his tate on account of gross misrule ••••• our point is
that " ikh agitators are inflaming I'ikh sentiment regarding an
event, the unjo&t and ooervive deposition of a -ikh rince, which
never occured'. (3

Nevertheless the Government of Tndie strove with might and main to

persuade nbha to admit that he had resigned voluntarily. Olivier,

poring over the Nabhe files, thought it a very open question

'whether or not I was justified in saying that it had been
intimated to him that he should resign his position'. (4)

-Administrative standards in Kabha, particularly those pertaining

to justice, received further unwelcome publicity with the arrest by the
(5)

Nabha police of Jewahnrlal Nehru, and the farcical 'trial* which followed.

Olivier thought it to b® particularly unfortunate that the British

Administrator should have barred an unconditional visit to Nehru in Jail

by his father, ,fotllalj

'such an attitude towards a Swarajist politician is, however,
regarded as perfectly natural and proper by public officials in
India, but it is not surprising that it is not so regarded by
those who are subjected to it, and that irritation end hatred
are provoked by it'.

Olivier further deplored the recommendation of the Administrator in

Nebhs tat outside counsel should not be allowed to appear for ehru's

1. Olivier to Reading, 5th ' arch, 1924, K» ■'». IB, Telegram To. 8%
2. Reading to rlivier, 4th ' arch, 1924, ibid.. Telegram No.

3. Reading to livier, 7th arch, 1934, ibid., Telegram No. 87.
4. rlivier to Reeding, 10t'n April, 1924, . ., 7, p. 50.
5. ;ee chapter 2 } \3 ?
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(1)
two companions. In the event, Tehru escaped from Nabha Gaol with a

suspended sentence; he took with him an fcnploeaant souvenir in the
(2)

shape of n typhus germ which resulted in a dangerous illness.

The Government of India were left with the problem of replacing the

"aha raja; the new Governor of the Punjab, lr Malcolm Mailey, favoured

the placement of fabha's youthful son on the gadi. Beading doubted very

much whether "ebho himself, now lodge! in ehra Hun and not replying to

letters, would a sent. Heading's se: sitivity to Ruler's rights was very

evident in his refusal

'to take the view that he (Nabha) had committed such breaches of
the agreement whereby he abandoned his ruling powers as to afford
justification for treating the agreement at at an end*.

(5)
In time, the "ahsrani might persuade him to accept his son on the gadi.

However, the displaced "aharajn declined to bow out from the scene. By

keeping the heir, " ratep ingh, in residence with hire at "ehra Dun, it

was possible to fen I off the dminlstretor from the heir. In 1926,

Irwin reported in consternation: 'the boy, eight or nine, is reported
(k.

to be running wild'. Birkenhead, ever alert to rincely scandals,

pressed the Government of India to take action:

*1 do appreciate that it nay be difficult to take him away from hi3
father and still more frc© his mother an' agitators will no doubt
make cardial out of such ruthlessness. But I'm sure that you
?dll not be deterred by that consideration. "hree Rulers with
young or youngish sons have just come badly to grief - Rabha,
Holkar and "hairpur - and T think we ou^ht to do all we can to
save the next generation'. (5)

The ex-'aharaja persisted in funding a network of intrigue, one

branch of which was conducted in London. Birkenhead was 'amused' to

discover that

'the eminent patriot I.ajpat Rai, while over hern was in the pay
of Nabha, but has apparently done nothing for his money, as the
afaaraja complained that he had had nothing from hira except a
pioture post card'.

1. Olivier to Reading, 23rd Tune, 192k, R». 7, PP* 6.
2. hehru, J., op. olt., p. 115.
3. Reading to Olivier, 26th June, 192k, H» .. 7, pp. 120, 1.
k« Irwin to Birkenhead, 8th July, 1926, Ix. ., 2, pp. k7, S.
5. Birkenhead to Irwin, 8th July, 1926, Ibid., pp. 52, 3»
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Kabha's finances ran to the hire, 3n Rei's place, of the eminent

Indian Liberal lawyer, : etalvad, at tx fee of three lakhs. Birkenhead

remarked frostily to the Viceroy:

*T cnn herdly think that yon were aware of this when you recommended
etalvad t me as a substitute delegate to Geneva*, (l)

The inevitable consequence of these activities was that the formal

, (2) (3)
deposition,which Irwin had contemplated in 1926, was enforced in 1928.

The heir was rent to ngland with his mother where he attended R.T.A*

Sandhurst and underwent a course of administrative training before

assuming control of the State in 1939. It seamed to the Political

Officer then posted to I'abha that the intervening Council of Regency,

on the surface, had now established 'a model State*• On further

examination there was much to concern, notably the very substantial
(4)

numbers of 'political' prisoners.

Life still hel a good deal of interest for the ex--'ahara«}n who
(5)

continued to employ agents on his behalf, both Tndicn and ' uropean,

to petition for his release from internment and the restoration of his

full allowances on rounds of failing health. The ex-' aharaja had the

misfortune to commission the former Labour . . and mountebank,
(6)

'P. !• hardy Jones, whose correspondence with the ex-Raharaja, inter¬

cepted at odniknnnl in 1939, revealed a far-fetched scheme whereby ' ardy

Jones would present "abhs's case to the 8 overratent of 'ndia backed by a

supporting letter from the T'uke of indsor to the Viceroy. To the last,

the ex-Tshareja continued to be a source of anxiety to the Government of

India: the intercepted tele,prams indicated that he held strongly pro
(7)

German views#

1. Birkenhead to Irwin, 2nd epte ber, 1926, ibid., p# 79«
2. Irwin to Birkenhead, 23rd eptember, 1926, ibid.. p. 113#
3. The ex- abaraja was arrested under the Bengal Regulation III of 1818 and

interned at f odaikanal in the ''adrns ^residency: his allowance wfas
reduced from Rs 25,000/- to Rs 10,000/- per mensem. File Wo# 331 -
L'(S)/38. C.R. R/1/29/L739.

4# 'akefield, r E., op. clt., p# 16>9#
5# Pee ' "ctivities on Behalf of the x-LaheraJa of Kabha' ,'I.R.R.. RA/29A739*
6. lardy Jones' nefarious activities ai*e documented in Brnsted, H# V# and

Douds, G., 'Vasseges to India: eripatetlo •"•a on the -rand India
Tour 1880-1940', {fortheoming)*

7# Intercepted Telegrams received by the ex- aharajn of Tabha, 4th
September. 1939. G.R.R., RA/29/1834-
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The Tndorc V se.

To a greater extent than with the t'abhe line, it was commonly

believed that the Holkar dynasty was infected by a strain of

madness. '"'he ahsraja of Curzcn'3 day, "ivaji 3ao, was knowto

position himself at a high window and order the abduction of passers-by
(1)

wearing black coats. Curzon made much of Holksr's eccentricities in

• eaves iron a Viceroy's ' ote-book. end hastened to accent Holkar's abdication

when it was rashly offered, :rolkar enjoyed the last laugh when,

following Curzon's failure to enlist Cabinet support in the dispute with

Kitohener, the shareja wired to the outgoing Viceroy: 'T deposed greet
(2)

you deposed'. The tate itself was regarded as a pleasant posting:

Fitze remembered with affection a superlative cook and the dispensation

of cocktails known as 'residency pecials*.

On the eve of the great soandal of 1925, Fitze had described its

central figure, ivaji ao's son and heir, as 'a thin, green-eyed man of 34
(3)

who had betrayed no eccentricities'. Yet Holkar was not easy to sum

up; Montagu, too, hod mode little of 'that curious fellow' during a long
(4)

discussion in 1921. varital difficulties were the clue to the

Maharaja's tfotmfsllj it followed from the gist of identical petitions

addressed to both Viceroy and ecretary of "tate that all was not well

within the harem. Reading explained that much friction was due to the

marriage of Holkar to 'a dancin, girl or something of the kind' who

subsequently came to exercise great influence over the "aharaja. Feeding

was clear that:

'into this holy of holies we cannot penetrate, for after all the
matrimonial relations of the Ruling "rince with his ladies are not
the concern of the aramount ower'. (5

1. Trevelyan, H., op. cit., p. 166.
2. Coen, Sir V. C., op. cit., p. 75«
3. Fitze, sir K., op. cit.. p. 110.
4. ontagu to Reading, 6th June, 1921, R.F». 3* P» 134.
5. Reading to Olivier, 21st iugust, 1924, R.F.. 7, P» 139.
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The spectacular affair which precipitated the removal of Holkar was

the abduction of the dancing girl, "uratez Begvsn the beauty from Lahore,

who had previously fled Tndore by ruse, from t!i© home of her wealthy

protector in the 'airbar Hills, Bombay. The abduction was witnessed by

two British ' r-y officers end conducted by agents of the tate

led by the Chief of rolice. Tn the fracas, "umtaz Begun*s current host
(1)

was shot dead. The newla murder esse, takinr its designation frora

the place of the orirae, excited considerable interest in Britain and

Birkenhead was quick to pose t e leading question:

•are there any reasons for apprehending that the potentate himself
ite directly involved .... the repercussions in such an event seem
likely to be considerable*. (2)

heading thought it 'very unfortunate' that a scandal should have eriaen

'connecting the ' aharaja of Tndore, whether justly or unjustly,
with the Bombay murder and conspiracy to abduct'.

Reading surmised that some who knew of Holkcr'a disappointment following

the lady's exit from Tndore had conspired to return her 'with the object

of giving hira a pleasant surprise'. But as to public reaction,

'many have already beccrae convinced that the Maharaja is the
fountsinhead of the evil doings ..... feeling runs high in Bombay
and elsewhere and really one cannot wonder.

Reading was on his guard against any suggestion that either his Government

or the Government of Bombay were seeking to protect Tndore. The nurbar

had raised no difficulty about arrests and extradition: the T'rirae Minister

in giving every facility had inspired the uncharitable explanation that

he was settling scores: Leading felt that 'here we are stabbing into the
(3)

region of the "rsbian Mights'.

A recommendation of the "ontfcrd Report clearly laid down that when¬

ever the question arose of depriving a rince of any part of his privileges

1. These spicy events are recounted in some detail in Lord, J., op. pit..
pp. 68, 9.

2. Birkenhead to Reading, 22nd January, 1925, R.r.. 8, p. 3*

3» Reading to Birkenhead, 12th February, 1925, ibid.. p. }?•
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or powers, an appropriate Court of Enquiry should be convened. A number

of difficulties beset this arrangement. rincs would have to be represented

on it, but the major Rulers including Tndore would have nothim to do

with the Chamber set. i.ceding anticipated the difficulties which might

confront his uccessors:

'I feel convinced that the tendency of the future will be to look mere,
and not less closely into the affairs of the rinces. ''"'his polioy
has been developed to some extent in my own time. I found myself
unable to accept the full extent to which Government had applied
the doctrine of non-interference in the internal affairs of a rtate
unless there wa3 gross maladministration. T thought myself that
we had washed our hands too much of affairs in the ::uling tates,
especially when we were giving mere extended rights in British
India'• (l)

For all that, Reading moved with the greatest of circumspection in arguing

against the suspension of the '"aharaje. '"he evidence brought out

against the Tndore Agent in court did not incriminate Holkar. Reading

was impressed by the

'desirability of not causing discontent among a body of rinoes who
are cxtrmely ouick to detect what is regarded by them as an infringement
of their powers'. (2)

Reading's caution was reinforce) by news that "olkar had taken opinion of

some of the most exaulte * Counsel in nglandj ir John imon, ir E.

Marshall Rail, ir Austin Bennet. "one found evidence to emerge at the
(3)

trial pointing to the Maharaja's complicity. Tn addition to his

canvas of prestigious British legal opinion, " olkar engaged top Indian

minds} both Capru and Bir ivaawand 'iyer were called in for consultation.

Reading now assumed that there would be no further talk of abdication,
(4)

that both ould advise Holkar to submit to an nnuiry.

The Tndore affair inspired much eornrct•on in the 'rinces' camp.

Patiale attempted, unsuccessfully, to put official representations to
(5)

reading. ' meeting of the Chamber of rinces was hurriedly convened

to discuss the implications of the Tndore affair but, as might have been

1. Reading to Birkenhead, 2nd December, 1925, ft»T». 8, pp. 185» 7*
2. Reeding to Birkenhead, 4th December, 1925, R*]», 1", Telegram No. 258.
3. Readin tc Birkenhead, 6th December, 1925, ibid., Telegram No. 239*
4. Reading to Birkenhead, 14th February, 1926, R.r., 8, p. 216.
5. Reading to Birkenhead, 14th January, 1926, ibid., pp. 207, 8.
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anticipated, the move to form a deputation fell flat: as leading

recorde' "Tieir Highnesses' habitual inconelusiveness,

'there was a great desire among a large majority to do something,
as it was felt that the holding of an ncuiry would be prejudicial
to the general status of the "rinces, but no one could suggest any
legitimate ground for waiting on me', (l'

Reading pressed on with arrangements for forming s Commission; Bikaner

accepted an invitation to sei*ve; "ysora who commanded the respect and

confidence of both rinces and public, declined. ; ending had to fall
(2)

back on a minor . rince, another of the Chamber set, slanjmr.

The unexpected ex-rived with Tndore's sudden decision to abdicate.

A baffled Viceroy found it difficult to believe that

'unless ahoraja Folkar's conscience pricks him, His Tighnes3 would
prefer abdication to a Commission of nquiry'.

Reading assumed that Folksr's 'exaulted' pride, which would not contemplate

a humiliating nquiry, had dictated this action. "!f course "olknr had

not realised that the Government of India had gathered no clinching

evidence against him. Indeed the " oliticnl f'eoretary was 'extremely

nervous' lest the result of the "nquiry should be in favour of the

Nshareja. Heading declined to suggest to the aharaja

'any action by way of punishment which would not be so drastic
ad abdication. This extreme course is his own choice in
preference to any form, of enquiry*.

An official insistence upon on inquiry held fears for Rending:

'it would be tantamount to asserting that we hold prima facie
evidence of his complicity in occurrences the result of which are
that several persons have been hanged and others transported for
life'. (3

On reflection, ending thought the voluntary abdication to be

'perhaps the best settlement of the case, although r fear it may
cause some discontent among some of the rinces, who dislike the
impression created upon the public that a Ruling rince can be
called to account by the Ruling nower'•

1. Readin to irkenhead, 14th February, 1926, ... ., 8, p. 217.
2. Ibid., p. 218.

3. Reading to Birkenhead, 24th February, 1926, R., 19, Telegram No. 444.
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"very care was taken in the matter of liberal all Trances to ensure that

Holknr's future circumstances tvould be comfortable. o restrictive

conditions were imposed

'except in so fer as they will be necessary to prevent interference
by the ex-'nharaja in the administration of the tate'. (l

Birkenhead, v.ho had backed Reading's judgement throughout this delicate

affair expressed himself as well satisfied with the outcome, 'this was a
(2)

considerable relief to me'. "here had been awkward enquiries made

about dkar in ritain, and at one point, irkenhead had to dam-pen down
(5)

erliamentary curiosity through the 'discrete cooperation' of the "peaker.

A leader in '"'he Times entirely justified the Government of Tndia's notion

'pointing out t!iat the Government both claims and exercises right
of intervention in gross cases and that public opinion in ndia
is now loss tolerant to misbehaviour'. (4)

Unlike the Nabhc affair, the seaual to the Tndore scandal worked out

reasonably well for the Government of India. The ex-; aharajs departed
(5)

to his villa in Switzerland; his i:on, now the young aharaja, to Oxford#

The ex-'aharaja staged a return to India late in 1927 in company with s

N'iss Nancy * iller of eattle and her grandmother. Holksr entered Tndia

vie Colombo, ' iss iller vie . araohi. Birkenhead acidly observed of this

curious arrangement that it might indicate

*b repercussion of the publication of the second part of the
league of "ations Report on a certain traffic'. (6)

The ex-' aharoje subsequently married the 'merienn lady and the application

of the happy couple to be present at Golkar's daughter's marriage in 1930
(7)

was a source of grave embarrassment to the Political department.

1. Reading to Birkenhead, 4th ''arch, 1926, R. ., 8, p. 223#
2. Birkenhead to Reading, 4th "'arch, 1926, ibid., p. 113#
3# Birkenhead to Reading, 28th P cenber, 1925, ibid.« p. 97#
4# Birkenhead to Reeding, 4th * arch, 1926, R. P., 19, "'elegram *'o. 429»
5# Reading to Birkenhead, 25th February, 1926, ]\. 8, p. 234# The ex-

"aharaja was well provided with uropenn properties J e chateau at
3t. Germain and a villa at Cap Fer rat. ae 1ord, J., op. pit., p. 65.
The rxford arrangement followed from, a scheme, now scrapped, for
'two young speoimens of ton' to 3pend a year in Tndcre with the
heir 'on very favourable terms' and then return with him to Oxford#
See Birkenhead to Reading, 4th March, 1926, R.n., 8, p. 113#

6. Birkenhead to Irwin, °th ^rcember, 1927, Ux. «. 3» P» 136.
7# Birkenhead to Irwin, 24th October, 1929, Mx.P.. 5» P« 140.
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In the shadow of the Bewla murder scandal, both Viceroy and ecretary

of tete felt a sense of duty to young Tolkar end the tate of Indore.

Irwin found him

'& difficult young san, inclined to suspicion and with no greet
stability of character to enable him to resist undesirable influences'.

Irwin decide that it was imperative to rush the young "ahrraja away from

Indore

'and give Mm the chance of mixing on equ-1 terms with some decent
nglishmen*• (l.

Birkenhead kept a watchful eye on the behaviour of young "ndore once in

-ngland. he Secretary of tate spotted the discrepancy between on the

one hand o training in the value of money: on the other the lavish

dispensation of hospitality to shootin - parties in a large country house.

Holkar's personal tutor was suspect: his ma,far concern was alleged to be
(2)

the securing of a future lucrative post in Tndore. Birkenhead was not

unimpressed with the aharaja:

'a sensible lad with a nersomlitv of his own;'
(3)

and he favoured the rinces' notion of round the world travel. However,

it had to be conceded that the xford experience was not a particular success,

eel, while he formed a favourable impression of "olkar's intellect and

character, noted that the rinoe did not mix with r.glish students or even
(4)

Ms eighty or so fellow countrymen who themselves kept to their own devices.

In the event, the unorthodoxy and wilful spirit in the holkar blood

triumphed over the specifically nglish training in self-discipline. In

tfullness of time, 'olkar married two merican ladies in succession.

The first of these alliances scandalised Linlithgow, coming as it did in

early 1939 when general public attention was so much focussed on the
(5)

irinoes and their doings, due to intern'-1 disturbances in Ptates.

1. Irwin to Birkenhead, 5th ''ay, 1926, Hx. ., 2, p. 17.
2. Birkenhead to Irwin, 17th "ebruary, 1927, ''-<■» ». 3» PP« 14, 5»
3« Birkenhead to Irwin, 3rd * arch, 1927, ibid.. p. 21.
4. Peel to Irwin, 3rd "- comber} 1928, ;x« ., 4, P» 205; see too ""eel to

Irwin, 5th '"ecember, 192R, ibid.. p. 200.
5. Linlithgow to "etland, 28th arch, 1939, »"», 17, p. 146;

Linlithgow to Zetland, 4th April, 1939* 'ibid., p. 150.
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As for dedication to tates' affairs, dolkar spent the cheater pert

of every year in the "'nited totes and Europea Indeed at one time

it looked as though the "rince would remain permanently abroad and this

inspired the resident>who enjoyed cordial relations with Holkar when he

sow him, to suggest a change in the official Tndore anthem to '"ome hay
(1)

my prince will ecrae* •

The ilwar -ase

Perhaps the most surprising aspect of the 'Iwsr deposition was the

fact that this sinister and perverted Kuler, ir Jni "ingh, had been

permitted to rule the State for almost 40 years. 7?is insensate vices

ranged from the use of babies as tiger bait to the incineration of a
(2)

pony whose performance displeased him. Corfield scorned "lwar'a
(3)

homosexuality. Lothian acknowledged that

'it had been a matter of common repute for many years thnt he was
perhaps the worst man among the ulers'.

Alwar's survival was attributed by I.othian to his shrewdness in cultivating

Secretaries of . tate and Prime inisters for whom he nosed as a philosopher-
(4)

Prince. Alwar was also adept at ingratiating himself with the well-

connected through invitations to supremely sophisticated shikar arrangements

where the beaters were disciplined infantry. ' duchess had only to cast
(5)

a line into an Alwar pool to hook a large fish. Tady heeding was

representative of the many uropean dignatories who were puzzled by 'lwar
(6)

when she confessed to enjoying his company but still found him 'uncanny*•

1« Fitze, :r Ka, op. cit.. p. 10B.
2. / catalogue of "lwar's vices is provided in lord, J., op. cit..

pp. 2C4-7*
3. Corfield, ir C., o. cit., p. 108.
4. Lothian, ir A., op. cit.. p. 125.
5. Fitze, Air K., op. oit.. p. 1A4#
6. Butler, I., op. cit.. p. 45a
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Alwar's immunity distressed other P.ulers vulnerable to intervention end
(1)

cast doubt on the olltical Department's instructions vis a vis misrule.

It was not onerally known in India that it was 'lwar's extravagance
(2)

rather than his notorious vices which led to his removal. Irte in

1932, only a lev. days after a csident 'not known for his perspicacity'

had described lwar as his brother in 0 sentimental speech at a tate

banquet, the "sharaja's outraged subjects rose against him, 'a very rare
(3)

occurrence in the tates of those clays'. hilc the immediate cause

of the rebellion was the grossly excessive taxation currently levelled

on Alwar's ''osiers T'eo cultivators, the root cause was Alwar's personal

extravagance and his determination to ape the style of Bikaner, C-walior
0*)

and ashmir who ruled far wealthier States.

The troubles in Iwar erupted at the end of 1932. "illinydon, who

earlier in the year had taken the "ah^raja to task after his arrival at a

Princes' garden party given by the Vicereine fifteen minutes before it
(5)

ended, at first attempted to exonerate Alwnr on the grounds that the

disturbances were 'a purely political effort' on the cart of fractious
(6)

Moslems. As the situation worsened, illingdon had to take a closer

look at Alwar's activities:

'he is so clever and such an astute manoeuvrer that the only thing
to do is go straight at him'.

illingdon issued an ultimatum:

'I am inclined to think that he is perfectly terrified of the
thought of an "ngliah officer coming into his ' tate and finding
out facts'. (7>

1. Forster, • v.. op. oit.. p. 167.
2. Coen, ii- ?• C., op. pit., p. 93*
3. Trevelyan, II., ot>« cit., p. 172.
4. The "eos were taxed at a prohibitive rate some 40-50# higher than

the high assessment fi ed by ir " ichael ' '"wyer in 1900. There is
an interesting account of the 'lwar disturbancea at first hand in
Lothian, ir ., op. cit., pp. 123-7.

5. illingdon to Jtoara, 3th *pril, 193'', ".Mi). 5, p. 110.
6. illin don to Hoare, 27th November, 1932, ibid.. p. 216.
7. illingdon to Hoare, l?th 'arch, 1933, .(i\ 6, p. 245.
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Tn a misleadingly optimistic vein, very characteristic of him,

illinrdon announced the withdrrival of most of hi3 troops from 'Iwcrj
(1)

the !•'ahr-rajo had anparently 'toed the line'. Two months followed

before illingdon became aware of the extremely precarious financial

position of the tate and only then did the Viceroy contemplate 'clearing

Alwar out of the tate for a while'. 'lwer attempt?;1 to evade

responsibility by aping the Gandhi style, dressing up in a rough white

dhoti and thus honinr to pass himself off to his Hindu subjects as their
(2)

spiritual rather than their administrative head. By ''ay, 1S33»

"illingdon had. grasped that t!ie tnte ma3 bankrupt and that Alwar was

attenuating to raise his Hindu subjects against the A.G.G.; 'it really
(3)

is an impossible situation'. illingdon subsequently authorised a

second 'ultimatum' claiming, with some justice, that he had shown 'the
(4)

utmost patience' with Alwar.

ith his bluff called at last, 'Iwar elected to go to Benares,

become a holy man, and take up residence there until allowed to return to

his tate. illingdon was not reassured, knowing that Alwnr was 'as
(5)

cute as Gandhi in trying to escape from the inevitable'. From

London, oare watched with anxiety:

'there lias been a great deal of interest here in "Iwar. lis
crimes and vices seem to have impressed public opinion and he
seems to be universally detested. This i3 all to the good.
If, however, we can persuade him not to come to T'ngland, so much
the better. The ing is very anxious that he should not cane
here and seemed surprised when T told him that no one had any
legal powers to prevent him entering the United T'.ingdcn if he
wished'. (6)

But for illingdon ever anxious to transfer resnonsibility, packing "lwar

off to urone annealed as a neat solution and he seized upon a proposal

1. illingdon to Hoare, 26th February, 1933» "* «(i . 6, p. 254.
2. illingdon to Hoare, JTth pril, 1935» ibid.. p. 238.
3. illingdon to ""oere, ~th ' ay, 1933, ibid.. p. 292.
4» illingdon to Honre, lpth "ay, 1933, ibid.. p. 296.
5. '"illingdon to Hoare, 22nd ay, 1933, ibid., p. 3^5*
6. Iioare to "illingdon, 26th " ay, 1933, T.". (i) . 3, p. 713.
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(1)
by the ahnraja to this effect. vhe Viceroy pleaded for the "ing to

give Alwar a 5 minute interview since the ' ahornja was not after all

deposed:

•you may of course tell me that I em shirking- my own difficulties,
and that to some extent is true, but it really has been extra¬
ordinarily difficult to deal with the fellov who is extremely
able ant quite unscrupulous'• (2)

(3^
For the time being, the King dug in against seeing 'Iwar, but this did

(4)
not delay the departure of the I aharaja for urope. The reading of a

full report on conditions in lwnr, drawn up by ylie, the olitical

Agent most closely concerned, convinced 'illingdon, ratoer belatedly, that

the King might be justified in refusing to grant lv.ar an interview.

This rebuff

'might have satisfactory reactions on the "Iwar citizens, who are
still in a state of abjeot terror at the thought of hi3 return'.

Indeed in the light of some personal revelations from ylie about 'Iwar

and his doings, 'illingdon questioned whether the '"aharaja ever ought
'(5)

to come back.

To the frantic relief of the ecretary of tate, lv?ar stopped off

on his journey at dome, to 'sit on the doorstep of the "etican demanding

an interview with the ope*. Hoare wrote,

'thank Kod 'lwar has not yet appeared, T am praying that he will
not reach London until most of us, including the 1 ing, have gone
away'. (6)

?illingdon'5 change of heart about the desirability of a Boyal interview

for AIwar understandably annoyed the ecretary of "tate who had by now

prevailed upon a reluctant King to invite the sharejn to a garden warty.

The invitation was speedilv withdrawn when a further list of Alwar's
(7)

mittdeeds reached the ing.

1. illingdon to "oare, 2Pth ' ay, 1933, T. .(f . 6, p. 508.
2. illin don to Hoar®, 5th June, 1933, ibid.. p. 310.
3. Hoare to illingdon, 9th une, 1933, T.".(i). 3, p. 722.
4» ■*illingdon to Hoare, 12th dune, 1933, "*(i) . 6, p. }12,
5» illingdon to Hoare, 2nd duly, 1933, ibid.. p. 326.
6. Roar® to ''illingdon, 7th July, 1933, T.r. (l). 3, p. 749.
7» Hoare to illingdon, 14th July, 1933, ibid.« pp. 751, 2.
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Alvar now faded, from a scene in which he had been

'surrounded, by all sorts of ghouls, whose on- anxiety must be to
fawn upon him, flatter him, and if possible rob him', (l)

his de facto deposition did little to curb Ms effrontery or mellow his

sitanic disposition# Before long he petitioned unsuccessfully for an
(2)

increase of from 3 to b lakhs per annum in an already generous allowance#

Though fully versed in lv.ar's shady record, :oare remained surprisingly

sensitive to further interventions in the 1 ah.'raja's affairs# hen

the oliticol ent administering *lwar refused to send Alwar's daughter

to Hie- " ighneos, 'oare suggested that such interference in a Toiler's
(3)

family affairs was 'outside our province'. For once, "illingdon }iad

the complete answer in 'lwar's documented cruelty to a cMld in need of
(4)

special care through a condition of congenital syphilis.

From his oloce of exile in Bombay, ' Iwar fomented intrigue in his
(5)

hid :tate. The overnment of Tndia served Mm with a ban, for a

period of 15 years, on his return to the state. "oliticnl Vents were

glad to cease dealings with a character of ungovernable temper who kept
(*)

a revolver in both drawers of his desk# Too late in the day,

illingdon recognised Ms error:

'the intrigues which are going on in *lwar at the present time are
making the position extremely difficult, and the reports T get
about 'lvp.r himself in Bombay are really too deplorable for words#
T ought, in the first instance, to hove turned Mm out of the
"tate altogether'. (^)

Fortunately for the preservation of stability in Iwar, the ahoraje

died at Ms oris heme in 1937 of apoplexy believed to have been brought

on by a fall in a squash court# it an early stage in the bizarre

1# T"olak to opru, 4th V ust, 1933» np. .. 2191, p# 99#
2. Willing.don to (oore, 21st August, 1933, T» «(i). 6, p# 347*
3# oore to illingdcn, 13th fpril, 1934, T. .(i , 4, p# 1941#
4* ' illin; don to ionre, 7th ' ay, 1934, T. »(i , 7» P« 5H«
5# Trevelyan, IT#, op. cit#, p. 172.
6. Tothian, ir i#, op# cit., p. 125#
7# V illinydon to ' etland, 9th ejjtember, 1935, ''#P#. 6, pp. 266, 7#
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funeral proceed-5 rvs, held in lwnr, an attending rinoe adorned the

sightless face of the corpse with his own. sun/dosses. ^his created such

a lifelike effect that the crowds lining the route gasped with

'mingled amazement and fear. '"he rumour was spread that his
cremation had been the only way of bringing his evil influence
to nr. end', (l

There was no more weighty indictment to be made against the non-intervention

policy of the Government of India, than a recital of the career of the

Maharaja of 'Iwor.

The ""ewas Gn se•

By comparison with the oases of "abha, Tndore and "lwar, the

abdication of Dewas enior occupied little space in Viceregal. ">cretary

of tate correspondence. dewns was neither a paranoiac, not a libertine,

nor a pervert. The circumstances surrounding the exit of the uler are

instructive in that they throw light on the insensitivity of the '"olitical

Department, to the problems of an unstable Guler who had sore c rmenda'&le

qualities. nlike the principals in other 'abdications', newe3 enior

became relatively well known as the major subject in two largely sympathetic

books; the work of his one-time tutor, "ir nlcolm Darling, -prentice to

ower. and the narration of his secretary, • "• rorster, "he ill of "evi.

The setting for this human tragedy was, in itself, curious: as a result

of g historic accident arising from a quarrel between two brothers 100 years

before, the Central Indian tate of ""ewes had been divided into two, Senior

on one side of the road, junior on the other, each "aharaja having a salute
(2)

of 15 Guns: 'it was a comic absurdity'.

Mthough arling hod Ms difficulties in conveying to Tukoji Rao

1. Corfield, ir G., op. oit., p. 100.
2. Trevelyon, "., pp. c;t». p. l69«
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iHr.utsble principles from T'ill and Be eot, he drew very close to the young

aharaja. ?he ' eras metch with the daughter of olahapur, dynasticnlly

the premier nhratta tnte, occasioned a wedding which, in the spectaoles

that it produced, transported Darling:

'as we moved along, fountains of tiny gold flakes spirited upwards
from earthenware pots set across our path, and from above hissing
rockets showered stars of many colours upon us, and from the crowd
Cfi'-e an uneMing runner of excited chatter. Tt was another example
of the advantage the Chiefs had over us in popularising their
rule', (l;

*

ore mundar.r sentiments cv rtook ' arlin when in 190'", he took up new-

duties as dviser and Tivate ecretory:

'the whole machinery of the tete needs overhauling .... the "istrict
Sgistrate woul take six months over a case and was so incompetent
that the upcrintendent of the ''tnte would often have to dictate
a judgement for him. 'early all the officials, too, were corrunt*•

(2)
I-ewas, himself, thought his tate no worse than most small totes.

Tn the interval between Darling's departure ami '"orster's 1921 visit,

the tates' affairs had drifted towards crisis. Forster reported:

'I found T ewas an untidy ant-hill, T leave it equally untidy but a
desert. 11 the works have been stopped for lack of funds and
the hideous unfinished palace jags out of the landscape like a
mausoleum or a lunatic asylum. Tt is an appalling tragedy*. (J

This was most certainly v case where the 'olitical Department should have

exercised a firm yet diplomatic rein on the ' rince's ambition; it did

not materialise. arling l»d an uneasy premonition before leaving

'eras in 1908 that should the ' aharaja be allocated

*a * olitical--gent who misunderstands him and pricks Ms pride with
tongue oi- pen, there will be trouble. Pe will never shallow
even the suggestion of an affront and there are so many unimaginative
* olitiosls' that T sometimes fear for him*, (4;

The intervention of the Government of India in the case of Dewas

Senior was provoked not so much by maladministration but by a family tragedy.

1. Darling, ir "., 'parent!oc to ower: "--.dia 1904-8. (1966 , p. 245.
2. Ibid.. p. 250.

3» Forster, • v., op. cit.. p. 134«

4* Darling, ir V.., op. cit. . p. 234.
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In 1916, against a background of intrigue of vochiovel3ian proportions,

Dewas sent his wife back to her home 'tate of Kolhapur, this affronting

a powerful fr-nily who lost no time in niacin.- a-tents provocateurs within
(1)

Devas. ' ie Product of the union, the Yuvraj, flee to Tndore in

Lecernber 1 27 to seek the nrotection of the and to issue the far-
(2)

fetched clair that he was being poisoned, by his father. ""here was

no recover- for Tukoji Lao. hat sums he coul ' raise were spent on

secret agents to combat the olnhapur conspirators; the added impact of

the general slunro in agricultural prices ensured that the 'tate went
(3)

bankrupt in 1S'33* Tn reply to an enquiry from the eoretary of tate,

'llingdon felt he had a strong case for instituting an enquiry into

the affairs of "eras enior:

'he is v thorough-going wrong 'un, who married the sister of the
present ' ahcraje of olahapur. he found it impossible to live
in t e tate and has for the past year been living at olahapur
with her brother. he has a son whon the ' e.hara ja dislikes intensely,
and his one effort seems to be to ruin the tate so that he should
have nothing to succeed to'. (4

illingdon's version of events is more notable for what it leaves out than

for what it says. It is an indication of the success of the agents of

Kolhapur, strong in racing circles and generally veil connectc in Bombay,
(5)

in poisoning the official mind against Dewas. hen the Government

of India pressed Dewas to accept an accounts officer or ohief minister

nominated by the Government of Tnd:k-, the aha rn ,1a first prevaricated and

then absconded to the French enclave of ondicherry which he refused to

leave. n a visit there to intercede with 'ewas, Darling found him

1. Lord, ., o r. cit.. p. lip.
2. Forster believed the Yuvrn,1 *s mind to have been warned by emissaries

from olahapur whose devices included a stage-managed 'attack'
on the vuvraj. e<? "orster, • ' • op. cit., pp. 162, 16/+.

3. ""revelyan, '., op. cit.. p. 169.
4* lllingdon to Hoe re, 19th " overaber, 1 33» - * » 7» p. 418*
5« forstcr, . "., op. cit., p. 165.
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destitute# "eras died in t'ondioherrv in 1937 and his body was cremated
(1)

aecordin to ancestral rights#

> orster roiled against the injustices meted out to 'awes enior.

Certainly by comparison with the latitude acoorded •' lwar, terras appeared

to have been harshly dealt with. The downfall of ewas was in great

part due to the unsatisfactory nature of his relationship with the

olitical * apartment. 's "orster explained:

'unfo tunctely most ox the . . .s and 'olitical 'gents he had to
deal with were net the sort of people whom he wanted as fr'ends or
negotiators; nor can T feci surprised; T have experience'! them
myself. They were insensitive and if they were sensitive, they
weie clever-clever and trie- to beat him at his own tricks, and one
or t c of them were ends *•• '''here were exceptions but on
the whole they constituted an unattractive body of men'. (2

Trevelyan is scathing of orstar's judgement and there is substance in

the argument that Towns enior, -iven his record for improvidence, could
(3)

hardly be left in unfettered control of the destinies of his subjects#

Yet the derree of trust established between an outstanding officer like

Darling and the ' shoreja throws into sharp relief the limitations of the

'-'olitical ' partnont generally and its signal failure to take into

account the major contribution which intri,-ue made to instability in the

State. he manner of the fall of Tukoji ao suggests that scant

attention had been paid by the oliticals involved to the utler Committee

recommendations hich called for the schooiln. of olitical ;ents in

'oil those graceful courtesies of manner and conduct to which
Indians attract supreme importance'. (4

1. orster, . "., on. cit.. pp. 170-3#
2* Ibid.. pp. 167, 8.
3. '"revelyan, '., or. cit.. pp. 170, 1.

4* >'d. 3302, pare. 75*
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Ground? for Intervention! oasea pf administrative and flnanoial breakdown
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The "dsipur Case

Alongside the few much publicise cases of intervention connected

with scandalous crimes and chronic maledministration, there ox:; sted a

much larger category where the ulc-r was not neoe3sarily unhinged or

contemplating rurder, but rather had no gift for administration, being

unfitted bp lifestyle and background. n such circumstances, the

Government of Tndia could be roused to action.

Reading had to face a difficult s'tuotion in daipur in 1921.

This rinco represented the senior branch of the ajput dynasty, was
(1)

of celestial descent, and sat behind a ring fence of immemorial tradition.

Sir Fateh ingh assumed the gadi in 1"85 and steadfastly refused to

countenance the comin. of the twentieth century. r"he railway ended

three miles from tldnipur city; no 'fire carriage' was per- it ted to

enter. aharana chose to use t ie waters of dairur for adornment

rather than irrigation,

'preferring, no doubt, that its people 3hould die of no drains,
rather than of too uch efficiency'. (2)

hrl interton, the 'nder ecretary of tste, noted on tour in the early

'twenties a stark contrast between British Tndia end Udaipur where he

found

'badly metalled roads .... apathetic constables a nedley of
dirt, squalor, poverty, wealth and colour which even T, with ray
experience of the "est, have never seen equalled'. (3'

Udsipur struck Lothian as an impressive rince:

'he was tie quintessence of courtesy and an excellent . uler
according to old-fashioned lights'. (4

1. ellertc, ieron »T., p. cit., p. .

2. .dver, ., on. cit., rp. 31, 2.
3» interton, arl, iftp himultuous Years, 199" » ?• 57*
L, Lothian, ir ., or. cit., n. IO3.
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"he embarrassment for the Government of India lay in the "aharsna's

insistence on "ersonsl control of the administration of his big tete in
(1)

every detail; this hopelessly clogged its administration.

fficial ati ontion vas dreon to this unsatisfactory- state of affairs
(2)

when disorders broke out in 1921. heading's solution was to push the

"aherana towards devolving power on his son, but this policy ran up

against the sympathies of the rinces generally; rho favoured the cause
(3)

of the old ' ahoram • "'he affair caused concern to ontagu since

U aipur's cose was taken up in arliarent by on excitable Conservative
(4

. ., Joynson-"icks. Tn the event, ending's transfer of effective

control to the heir seemed to work out remarkably well. Tn the view of

'"revelyan, it was curious that it should have been in klaipur, 'a ' tote

which had ot left two centuries behind', that some of the most effective

steps ware taken to secure survival. "he young aharana was

sui orisingly liberal in his approach, engaged an able rime " inister and

energetic education mi.ni.ster and, at o later stage, shrewdly decided that

the Congress art; shoul be registered not outlawed. a 'revelyan put it:

'in a remote corner of . ajosthnn took place one of the few promising
exercises in the combination of modern adrf •••".stration and traditional
rule'. (6

1. othinn noted one case where prisoners in the tnte "ail under sentence
of death remained there 12 years, their papers mislaid in a file waiting
attention. " bid., p. 1C4. 'interton was shaken to discover that an
action between farmers over o disputed fiel took 0 years to settle.
interton, arl, op. oit.. a. 62.

2. ord, *., on. c't., p. 195.

3. "ot all of this support was spontaneous: a substantial bill for
propaganda conducted on his be nlf, was later unearthed among fir Fateh
inch's "fleers, following his death. Iothian, ir op« olt., p. ICHm

4. Joynson- "cks, illiar, Conservative . . 1906-29; 'inister of Health
192J-4; "ome ecretarv 1924-9* ee ' ontagu to eading, , 3»
p. 262.

5* "revclyan, ., or. pit.. : . 215. revclyan further described "daipur
03 'en asification of old traditions, where it was still a criminal
olfence to kill a monkey or a peacock'.
'bid., pp. 215, 6.
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"hese premising developments did not catch the eye of either Viceroys

or secretaries of tote. The continuing baleful presence of old

Sir Fatah ingh monopolise! their attention. Birkenhead even contemplated

a restoration:

•the vitality of to ' aharair is extraordinary, • " the position in
which ho finds himself today commands sympathy; but having regard
to his age (77) and previous record, I think that we should be very
cautious in dealing with any suggestions, if made, that the
arrangement under which, more than 5 years ago, the ahnrana
delegated admin:; strative powers to his son, should be modified.
But t do not exclude this topic if the "ahnranr should continue to
rejuvenate and his son to senesce'. (l

Irwin, too, was uncertain as to hor to proceed in dnipur. '" don't

know whether or not you have ever had time to look into daipur affairs'

Irwin wrote to Tienn,

'but ever since I have been here they have been round my neck, and
T cannot resist the conclusion that the arrangement ord oading
made was not well advised. 7 have always been at a los; to vary
it vdthout blacking the face of the son v.ho now sucoeds, end long
ago formed the conclusion that the death of the old ran was the
only possible solvent of the difficulty'. (2

The death of Sir Foteh Bingh in 193o did resolve the immediate problem.
'

disturbing feature of the case remains the evidence of considerable

support for an admittedly picturesque but lethally incompetent

administration in "(Jaipur, and the apparent suspicion in high nusrtors

of its more enlightened successor.

1. Birkei heed to Irwin, 2nd December, 1921, Vjc. ., 2, p. 139»
2. Irwin to Bonn, 2? th "ay, 193"» x. .. 6, p. 10 .
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The Hyderabad 'a se

hen nosted to Hyderabad, the premier Indian tate, "ir 'rthur
(1)

Lothian foun : it to be 'an extraordinary riixt re of the old and the new'.

In truth, in the matter of administration, there was a good deal more

of the old then the new. ' :"tate population almost entirely lindu was

ruled by e, uslim elite. 'lie 1:rnitles; passion for intrigue in Hyderabad

is well captured in a novel which details the scale of the espionage

network in existence, the hhe.n Hazrat (K.i zan' with his snies among the
(2)

British i esident*s employees and vice versa. Curson had intervened

to avert bankruptcy in 1902 end some improvement followed from the
(3)

appointment of a British finance minister. In 1919 a tate xecutlve

Council had .been instituted to ex- raise control over the running of the

State. n practice, the " izom interfered in even routine administration

and it was left to the esident to hold the balance. ith the appointment

of a esident in the early 'twenties temperamentally inclined towards the
(4;

non-interference nolioy, tindeed in the Secretary of tetes* view,
, (5)

'unequal to his task', the hiznm was ouick to step into the riving
(6)

seat and provoke aecelerating discontent through the extortion of nazars

on n large soale. by " arch 1925, whe Lothian left, ' thers&serable state'

of Hyderabad had reduced three members of the tate xecutive Council to
(7)

tears.

The report drawn up by the inccrain esident, ir illinn Barton,

dated December 1925, seriously alarmed Birkenhead:

'it would hardly be possible to frame a blacker indictment against
any Ruler'.

1. Lothian, ir ., op. cit.. p. 77»
2. Ahmad, ., f"he here and the eve. (1971 , p. ?4.
3. Barton, ir ., op. cit.. p. 199.
4. Lothian, ir A., op. cit.. p. 50. lis as ir Tennox ussell of an

eminent nglo Indian family. .ether ominously, Russell's ancestor had
been esident at yd^rabad at the time of the notorious aimer Bank
scandal. ir ennox ussell had previously occupied the Residencies
at Indore, Ldaipur and Raroda.

5. Birkenhead to Irwin, 22nd April, 1926, Hx."., 2, p. 3.
6. Compulsory offerings on certain formal occasions: the frequency of

these and trie decision to remit or otherwise were at the discretion of
the Ruler.

7. Lothian. ?ir A.. on. cit.. n. 81.
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Birkenhead was struck by Barton's conclusion

'that r state of gross misrule prevails in the ominions, that the
constitutional machinery has broken down and that the people hove
almost reached the limits of endurance'.

As Birkenhead reviewed 1 yderabad affairs, the "izar hod previously received

e number of 'serious warnings' ab ut the probable consenuenoes of mal¬

administration: in 1918 'in the plainest possible language' by Chelmsford;

in 192" again by Chelmsford; again in 1925 through a belote : latter from

the unimpressive Resident, ussell, which warned that British assistance

against disaffection could be accompanied by an investigation into the

causes of the discontent. hat principally worried Birkenhead was

'that the state of isrule in Hyderabad today reflects grave
discontent not only u>on the uler but up n the British Government
which maintains him upon the ' asnod'.

Birkenhead called for prompt and decisive action which woul ' go well

beyond Barton's suggestion of a series of interviews with the "'izan:

' the a-' would only give him further opportuniti es for the crafty
bamboozlement of which he is a master, and there would bo a new
strear of firmans and promises, fulfilment of which would be
evaded as soon as the crisis seemed to have subsided'.

The ecretary of tate proposed that the "izem be asked to stand aside

from, the administration and he was prepared to ask the Cabinet to agree

to an inane late Committee of nquiry. Birkenhead did acknowledge that

certain considerations might trim the overnront's course,

'the probable actions upon "ahomedan feelin in India end uncn our
relations with the other rinces who are already disquieted by the
action taken in the case of d&ipur, Tabho and Tndore*.

This 3aid, Birkenhead insisted on the presentation of on ultimatum

specifying uropean control of the main kerartments otherwise no under-
(1)

taking to abolish nazars would be effective.

1. Birkenhead to Irwin, 22nd 'pril, 192 , >'■. 2, pp. 1-5-
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Irwin wns much lcs keen to act, anxious to wait two or three months
(1)

'in view of the inevitable nnxiety engendered in the minds of other ' rinces'.

The Viceroy saw snags about a public nquiry, confirmed by "lane:' who had

previous experience in Hyderabad as inance ember# ost of barton's

information

'rests on what ministers, nobles and sufferers have told him and we
cannot expect the latter to substantiate their statements if there
is n regular enquiry', (f)

hot till fuly, 1926, did Irwin, in confident mood, send a minatory letter

to the 'izam:

'if he realises that the Government of ~ndin are in earnest in the
matter, he Trill follow the path of prudence'. ;3

The Viceroy strove to give an encouraging impression of progress in "Hyderabad.

Barton was 'to be congratulated' on his handling of the case. Irwin

thought the f.ict thet the Nizam was trying to re caura 0 the belief 'that

we blame his officials and not him personally for the misrule' was an
(4i

indication that he intended to surrender.

Home progress was in evidence with the submission of a 'communique'

from the Nizam that acknowledged though severely understated the
(5)

administrative defects. Irwin oontinued to threaten publicity on
(6)

the supposition that the iznn woul' climb down rather than face it.

"lthough the "izam made frequent attempts to get behind Barton's back, Irwin

felt that 'affairs in Hyderabad seen to be going es we desire'.
(?)

memorandum from the "izam 'accents our advice on all essential points'.

hile the iceroy pronounced results in '"yderabod to date to be 'pretty

satisfactory' and dismissed the 'iza-r as 'at -present in e funk', there were

stron indications that is xaulted Highness was fightin bacc, notably
(8(

his nomination of a very safe man for the residency of the ouncil.

1. Irwin to >irkenhead, 13th April, 1926, Hx. ., 2, pp. 3, 4.
2. Irwin to Birkenhead, 12th "ay, 1926, ibid., p. 18.
3* Irwin to Birkenhead, Qth July, 1926, ibid.. p. 47.
4» ' rvln to Birkenhead, 5th ugust, 1926, ibid.. p. 64.
5* Irwin to Birkenhead, l.?th August, 1926, Hx. .. 7, Telegram No. 141.
6. Irwin to Birkenhead, 12th 'ugust, 1926, ibid., pp. 73, 9.
7« Irwin to Birkenhead, 19th Au-yist, 1926, ibid. , pp. 78, 9»
8. This was Sir Kishan ershad, on Irwin's admission, 'not a very strong

man'. Gee Irwin to Birkenhead, 15th September, 1926, ibid., pp. 104, 5»
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Birkenhead shrewdly spotted that the "iceroy's reports might be over-

sanguine. ' 3 the ecretary of tate interpreted 'erton's most recent

report,

•It seems to indicate that whatever promises the "isam might make
in hi letters - the old abuses are goin.- on I am sure that
you will agree with me that having once begun we must see the thing
through, and insist on prompt and genuine compliance and no eyewash*•(l)

Costing around for evidence of 'progress', Trwin claimed that the

Nizam had now agreed to Government of India clearance for appointment and

dismissal on his Council. However, he di fall in with Birkenhead's

observations on the continued capacity of the "'izam to nullify ritish
(2)

efforts. Birkenhead had by now lost patience and he ruthlessly

exposed the Viceroy's ahow of misplaced personal optimism:

'it is almost four months since our demands were presented yet
Barton's report indicates 'that very little progress has been
made of any kind whatever'. f the iznm, -arton noted 'he has
not in the least changed his methods and has done nothing whatever
to shov that he intended to do so'. '

At heart Birkenhead was concerned with the prestige of the Government of

India:

'I do not want to hustle you but the position must be known all
over "ndia .... th other rinces l~ok on and wonder nuousque
tandem .... I do most sincerely trust that you will address
yourself energetically and resolutely to this matter. As
"rthur nlfour once said, it is better to be odious that
ridiculous'. (3

It is instructive to note that the one consideration which inclined

Birkenhead against demanding a purge on the "yderebad ruling elite was the

need to a ease ' uslim opinion in India. t had been put, in convincing

fashion, to the ecratary of tate by a prominent uslim, ir uhommed

iuafique, that yderabad

1. Birkenhead to rwin, 23rd 'rptewber, 1926, Hx."., 2, pp. HS, 30,
Birkenhead evidently read the Hyderabad Resident's reports with
circumspection. '7e fastened on one paragraph which referred to the
T1za:•'s retainers at the theatre 'leering at inadequately dressed
nrl'ch dancin girls ..... it is notorious that few things are more

damaging to our prestige as a people than the exposure of the bodies
of white women before Indians'.

2. Irwin to irkenhead, 25th ctober, 1926, ibid.. pp. 127,
3. Birkenhead to Trwin, 5th November, 1926, ibid., p. 134.
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'is the refuse of those members of noble British Tndinn "osier
families who - whether from pride, ignorenee, or want of adaptability
- are unable to get a living in British India. They drift into
the Kizar's service and earn a livelihood, but they aire etiite
inefficient. Rofirue fears that British officials placed at the
head of the "iear's departments may make a clean sweep of these
gentry, and he thinks it would be a mistake. °o long, he says, 83
this refuge is open, there will be no serious criticism of our
policy among reasonable Indian osiers', (l,

Indian ;uslims were watching developments in Hyderabad with close

interest end Trwin noted that

'the less respectable ' uslim papers are trying to make as much
trouble as they can'.

In the absence of any positive progress to report, Trwin fell back on a

personal attach on the character of the Vizcm:

' arton continues to write letters which shov/ that this incredibly
contemptible man, lost to all sense of self-respect and immersed in
depravity, is by no means abandoning his minor malpractices of
administration'•

Trwin felt that it was better to get the big things settled f^.rst in order

that a stiffened administration could crash down on the Nizam's more

(2)
reprehensible practices.

y the end of the year "rwin could renort that the T'izam, after a
(3)

final protect, had accented the British ertberh portfolios. Tt

seemed an appropriate moment to the Viceroy to defend his policy in this

astonishing situation where,

'the overnnent of Tndia hove known all about "yderabnd administration
for yearc, and everybody has known that they know. Yet as regards
administration, nothing has been done beyrnd warnings that were not
foil wed up'.

Irwin felt that given this setting, steady pressure would now have to be

applied but v ith an appearance of courtesy and consideration. liven the

fizam's place in the uslim world:

'any other course would have predispesed the eneral body of rinces
to feel for him a certain amount of sympathy where they now feel none'.

1. Birkenhead to Trv.in, 5th "ovember, 1926, ibid., p. 134.

2. Trwin to irkenherd, 17th ''ovember, 1926, ibid., p. 152.
3. Irwin to irkenhead, 29th "ovember, 1929, r.x» ., 7, Telegram T o. 232.
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osier; agitation 'had been eble to cut very little ice*. Although the

izer he] cut to the end against a ritish VInance ember, he had accepted

British officers as avenue ember, Eirector-henoral of T-.evenue and

Director-General of olice. Trwin stood by the belief that such

gradualism ras 'the right way to eel generally with such cases in Indian
(1)

tates'.

The izam did not take readily to the stiffened Council; after the

passage ol a few months, a row blew up over the inclusion of the City

'olice- in the olice portfolio now held by a :,r*tish Officer. "s Barton

construed this development,

'the 'izam'a eagerness to keep City olice away from Trench is
duo to the fact that these police are his most efficient instrument
of tyranny*.

Trwin depl yed his usual sanction by warning the :izam that

'hitherto we have protected him from publicity, but that if we are
compelled to publish a full statement of reasons for the advice we
have iven, public opinion in England and here will demand strong
action'. {2)

(3)
Bir enhead confirmed his 'fullest support'.

Irwin's state visit to Hyderabad in November, 1929, revealed that

though administrative reforms had taken some effect, the Nizam had not

reformed. '"he Viceroy, anxious to supervise the provision made for the
(4)

education of the Nizom's sons, found him 'slippery as an eel'. Irwin

was struck by the manifest friendliness of the crowds lining the "yderabad

streets:

'the enthusiasm is significant of the feelin entertained in the
baza- rs that the ovc-rnment of Tndia has rescued them from the
Nizan* s tyranny'.

It becar.o clear to the Viceroy that orton's picture had not been overdrawn:

1. 'rain to ir enhead, 30th ? ocember, 1926, Tlx. ., 2, p. 176.
2. Train to drkenherd, l?th 'nril, 1927, "'x« . 8, "elegran No. 110.
3. Birkenher to "radii, 26th 'nril, 1927, ibid., Telegram o. 135.
4. Trwin to onn, •' th ovo-ber, 1 29, "x. ., 5, pp. 159, 160. n an

issue of protocol, it v-ns only as a result of much pressure that the
Nizam agreed to see Trwin off, 'as an act of private courtesy'.
Irwin to onn, 2'th " ovem.ber, 1929, ibid., pp. 173» k.
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'I have nt times been tempted to think that the Pimm's wickedness
had become an obsession with Barton and that he was falling into
exaggerate on in re, ard to it, but my stay here had convinced me that
he was faithfully representing the feelings of all classes in Hyderabad
with the exception of a limited circle who stood to gain by a
continuation of the previous regime'.

Cn returning to the izam, the Viceroy had nothing encouraging to say:

'he really is an impossible man and ~'tr. afraid T don't think there is
any chance c' the leopard changing his spots'.

Unrelenting pressure was required to checkmate 'constant attempts at

evasion'.

The Government of India kept its word ab ut maintaining n suitable

discretion concerning Hyderabad affairs. "ir illinm arton, in many

ways the central figure in the drama, published in 193k a lore work on

the Princes which included an interesting chapter on !yd-"rnbad: it
(2)

contained no reference to the crisis o: the mid 'twenties. ""'he

circumspection with which the Hyderabad affair was handled is an indication

of the growing sensitivity on the British side to ' oslem interests,

potentially a more formidable counterpoise to Congress than the Hncely

bloc. Gir "uhammed afioue need not have feared too much for the immediate

future of the uslim nobility in Hyderabad. Tt was there that 'hilip

Hason found himself transported by those elegant buffet suppers, set out

between fl r.erin bushes in the scented dusk, so much enjoyed by the grandma

of Hyderabad, a mere five months before the transfer of power: 'it was
(3)

like the spring of 17^9 at Versailles'.

The "haratour Case.

The aharajp of Hhnratpur's life was short and tragic. He sprang

from a fated line; Bhatatpur senior, of unsound ind, had been deposed

for killing a man in a fit of mania. In the recollection of an old Political,

1* Irwin to Benn, 19th December, 1929, Hx»~'». 5, PP* l&3t V
2. Barton, ir ., op. ext.. s'-e chapter I : the only reference to the

political standpoint of the HiBam runs 'temperamentally he is not
inclined to democracy'.

3. Hason, P., " h-ft cf Sunlight. (19T) > p. 200.
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Bharatpur v.v.s strikingly handsome; he had been educated at ellington

and return' to hrx-ntnur in astern ajputane in 191 • "'he full ocffers

accumulate by the previous minority administration were at the aheraja's

disposal an" • ithin the sear of a decode, iharetpur was dead and the tate
(1)

was bankrupt.

Tn the ore of ; eading, haratuur was justly fa ei for its -.port with

duck; and even a very nvera e shot like i eadin - enthused about a weekend

spent on one of Bharatpur's 'great wild-duck shoots. 'it was good fun and
(2)

very enjoyable, and we got 881 ducks and some wild geese with 24 guns'#

Extravagance ••■nr. the keynote in all Bharatpur's activities on' the

danger signals began flashing in 1926. gloomy memorandum from the

Politioal «cretnry, hiolland, and the sudden retirel of the uropean

State Engineer pointed to an approaching financial crisis. Trwin, too,

had enjoyed Bharatpur's spectacular hospitality but .nrtours disseminated

about the tntes' finances and the Viceroy oersuaded 'hie ratour to abandon

his enormous nolo gymkhana-tea for the 'inln season. ,rihe trage% is

that he has the best duck-sh voting in India*, remarked Trwin in semi-

serious vein. ,r,he 'aharojfi himself struck Irwin as

'a very pleasant fellow and T think really hood hearted, but I
think he is weak'. (3;

Following a familiar pattern, the "aharaja circumvented the official

advice to put his house in order. In consequence Trv;in's attitude

hardened:

'we have been having a let of trouble with T haratpur ~ think
the youn man is really ofx his head ns a result of some hereditary
disease'•

However, it did 1- ok no though Bharatpur would accent *rfl adviser with very
(4)

wide powers'. "3 was usually the case, Birkenhead, even at a distance,

1. .othian, ir ., op. c:t.. pp. 96, 7.
2. Heading to eel, 36th kovetaber, 1922, . .. 5» P« 204. Ml the great

pro-consuls had taken their stand at sore time on Bharatpur's famous
'Viceroy's bund'; t ose who shot straight counted their victims in
hundred*'. : ce Fitse, ;ir ., op. pit., p. 13°.
Trwin to Birkenhead, 23rd .'une, 1926, "x. .. 2, p. 39*

4» Irwin to Birkenhead, 9th arch, 1927, Fx. .. 3» P* 41.
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had t r shrewder grasn and he saw emerging an intolerable situation in

Bharatpur

'if his dilatory tactics are not checbed, and if in conseeuenoe
not ing i3 done to restore the financial stability of the tate'. (l)

But by rcember 1927, -lea ite Irwin's normal tactics in such situations,

the threat of a Commission of Inquiry mado in 'arch, nothing had been done.

Irwin now took the unusual step of calling in ' Iwar and «tir>l> informally

'to tell 3haratpur that it was in his own interests and those of
his rder to accept Government advice without prevarication'. [2

Sane or not, iharatnur night have been excused for blinking at the choice

of intermediaries; Alvar was to be deposed in 193.3* fatielo to be

officially investigated in 1930. Trwin felt that "haratpur affairs were

now working out well. In withdrawing an earlier request for an T nouiry,

the "aharaja had

'left himself unreservedly in my hands it will no longer be
necessary to out much of the dirty linen of the past'. (3

for had '.baretour gathered much sympathy anywhere amon the other rinces,
(4)

'who indee regard him as a very dang-' rous black sheep'.

Birkenhead could no longer restrain his choler:

'the Maharaja seems to have been treated with extraordinary leniency
and patience, and T see no evidence in the fragmentary papers which
T have received that he is going to react, as he decently should'.

Birkenhead -..a: iurther upset by the spectacle of ' rinces appearing to act

as interrobir.ries find tnkin. the credit for any Ifeniency which the Government

might accord a peccant uler. Birkenhead urged that if hnratour failed

'to play straight' with the Officer administering the tnte,

'our position will be a very strong one for dealing with him very
firmly indeed*. (5)

Irwin defended his apparent apieasement by arguing that the ahrraja had

now unreservedly accepted the conditions laid down without 'the trouble,

expense and scandal of a Commission'. r"he intervention of rinces was

1. Birkenhead to Irwin, 7th \pril, 1927, ibid..
2. Irwin to Birkenhead, 29th Tecernber, 1927, ibid., p. 249.

3. Trwin to Birkenhead, 5th January, 192°, Hx»" .. 4, pp. 2, 3*
4» Irwin to Birkenhead, 18th January, 1928, ibid., p. 8.
5. Birkenhead to Irwin, 1st karch, 1928, llx. . 4, p« 30.
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a natural conseauence of the existence of a Chamber of rincos. In an

unguarded moment Irwin su gested that

• I think it true to say that any Tndian, provided that he has had
a hearing, will accept almost any decision without demur'.

Implicit in Irwin's defence was the unmansgeability of haratpur,

'slippery and cunning, ut he will ot no sy ' thy nor; when the
crash comes'.

.'is misdemeanours could be summed ur as conrd rting 'mainly of personal
(1)

extravagances, deflating the treasury and paralysing the administration'•

s irkenhead had forecast, hamtpur obstructed the 1 riti sh
'

dninistrntor at every turn. • G. nc "enzie had to submit a special

application to see every file. "t last Tr-- in hardened his line. ithar

Ehrratnur would have to play the game

'in fact ns well as on paper or else he will have to go and live
outside the tote'. (2;

The aharaja's evasions reinforced Birkenhead's earlier assessment:

'it is easy to be wise after the event, and it was certainly
desirable to try and avoid a cause celebre .... but seeing the
response the sharaja has made to your endeavours to spare his
face and preserve his izzat, it dors seem e pity now that you
took all that trouble'. (3)

Bhr.ratpur had compounded his folly by engaging the prominent counsel,
(fc)

ir Leslie Scott, at 10,000 guineas, a hefty fee for a bankrupt "~tate.

■ittle alternative remained to Irwin except expulsion:

'I have been compelled to tell the ah^rnja to disinterest
himself in the affairs of his tete till further notice and
keep at a reasonable distanoe from its borders'. (5

o public announcement was made of the ioeroy's instructions to the
' olitioal ."gent to take over entirely the administration of the -tate.

1. .'t one point, he ratpur had misappropriated the .-renter nart of a
rtate loan of IS lakhs raised for reconstruction after a flood. See
Irwin to Birkenhead, 21st March, 1926, "?y.r.. 4, pp. 49, 50*

2. rwin to lrkenhcnd, 29th arch, 192°, ibid.. . 53«
3« .irkenhead to "rwin, 3rd ay, 192", ibid., p. 59*
4. cott's enormous fees generally attracted unfavourable official commentj

see chapter 3» PP# 300, 1.
5. Irwin to Birkenhead, 6th eptember, 192H, Hx.r., 4, pp. 194, 5»
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Birkenhead, of course, felt that Irwin was in a very strong position:

'the ''aheraja has been treated from the start with the utmost
patience by the Political Department, you yourself have accorded
him every consideration, and I am emphatically of the opinion that
he has entirely failed to play the game', (l)

The Bharatpur affair stopped short of a deposition through the

precipitate illness and demise of the ' aharsjn. Irwin, called in to the
(2)

death-bed by the ubiquitous Alwar, saw 'a pitiful sight'. ith the

administration now fully in the hands of "ewan *' acKenzie, a "oliticnl

Officer whom Irwin found to be 'a little bit stiff and inelastic', the

finances of the State appeared to have moved onto a more stable basis.

Presumably so,since less than two years later, the Viceroy felt able to
(3)

return to Bharatpur to indulge in the renouned duck shoot. The

meteoric rise and fall of the 'aha raja of Bharatpur suggest that onoe

more the Political Department was at fault in the timing of its inter¬

vention. It also seems dear that, by itself, an I'nglish education was

not proof against the pitfalls associated with profligacy and intrigue

which awaited the Ruler of a Rajput °tate.

The Bahawalnur Case

A more successful case of intervention was in the small I'oslem State

of Bahawalpur on the frontiers of Northern Rajputana and the "Xinjab.

Here, similar problems to those afflicting Bharatpur, looked like emerging.

Ostensibly, there was every reason to suppose that Bahawalpur should

exhibit a degree of financial stability. The Hawab had been groomed by

English tutors, made an Honorary A.D.C. to the rince of ales in 1922 and

an honorary captain in the Tndian Army. However, hi 3 frequent London

1. Birkenhead to Irwin, 13th "eptember, 1928, Hx.P.. A., pp. 13&» 7*
2. Irwin to Benn, 21st "eroh, 1929, Hx. '., 5, pp» 58, 9»
3. Irwin to Benn, 13th December, 193°» Hx.-.. 6, p. 351*

Bai'ton, Sir T., op. cit., p. 222.
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visits and lavish entertainment schedules were making heavy demands on

the State. Tt came to Irwin's notice that

'Bahawalpur, ar» far as T can discover, light-heartedly dismissed
the I-'irst "inister that he had taken with our approval* The
tate is, T fear, riddled with intrigue, r.t the bottom of' most
of v.hioh is c aulvi who enjoys all the "r-vr ' c oiidence, and
who.-re sanctimonious exterior conceals r rent mount of rascality
and vice'.

"s with Bharatpur, initially, Irwin found Baharalpur

'a nice boy by himself, but is weak and lets himself drift
hopelessly into the wrong hands'.

• rv.in calculated that a neraonal interview with the "f ab would settle the
(1)

matter without further trouble.

or once, Irwin's formula appeared to have succeeded in that no

public scandal broke out and ritish administrators discretely took over

the levers of power. The tate limped along though arton was careful

to suggest that its uninspiring progress was not immediately connected to

any deficiencies in the Tawfib: 'the -enoral ooinion is that the meople
(?)

lac' drive and energy'. After eleven years of running on a "ritish

leadin,; rein, tho then eoretar; of tnte felt it a little premature to

transfer power though ho recognise-1 'the considerable progress' made in the

rehabilitation of the administration under a succession of "ritish Officers.

But .given the huler's 'unstable temperament and poor heredity', Zetland

agreed with Linlithgow that it would be wise to leave a ritish officer
(3)

in charge of administration.

1. Irwin to irkcnhcsd, 13th "eptrmber, 1928, >. ., 4, p. 202.
2. Barton, ir ., op. cit., p. 222.
5. etlond to Linlithgow, 20th arch, 154' , 12, p. 95«
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The 31 la3pur Cpse

Gross maladministration was not in every case due to the incapacity

of the "rince. Tn 1930, a of!eld was ccnr issioned to deal with civil

disturbances in the smell Himalayan tate of Bilnspur, Insurgents had

attacked the Central Ceol and released the prisoners. "he Ruler, is

Highness Anand Chand, was still a minor and since 1927, the "tote had beer.

run by s Council of Administration under the supervision of the A.G.G.

Wakefield soon discovered that the unequivocal cause of the revolt was

the tyranny practised by the Council:

'I was 3orry for th^ men we arrested. Tf I had been a 3ubject of
the Raja of Bilespur in 1930 I would have certainly been one of
the rebels'.

"hen the young Raja assumed full ruling powers in 1932» he granted a
(1)

general amnesty. "he BiInspur disorders stand as a further instance

of a lack of vigilance in the Political nepartrarnt and an undue delay

in intervention.

The Khairpur Case

Khairpur was a relic of the independent confederacy of Gindh overrun

by Napier in 1845* Pir All anad khan had supported the British and in
(2)

return he retained his territory which became known as Phairpur 'tate.

Pir All Nawaz 'l»n who ruled from 1921 presented the Political Department
(3)

with problems, not in themselves unusual, but certainly weighty. "any

Punjab Princes were extravagant, but none matched the "ir in sheer irrespon-
(4;

aibility. "1th Government of India intervention and the placing of a

1. Pakefield, ir P., on. cit.. pp. 84-6.
2. Barton, Sir ., op. cit.. p. 224, nkefield, "'ir E., op. oit.. p. 160.
3. A man of massive proportions, the "ir had constructed a Polls Rcyce

with custom-built body and doors to accommodate his outsize frame.
See nkefield, ""ir ., op. cit.. p. 160.

4» Tilth the tnte sunk deep in debt, the ir spent tens of thousands of
pounds on jewelry in Delhi and Karachi. A British Finance "inister
habitually followed the "ir, one shop behind, cancelling the orders.
Ibid.
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Political fficer in the rtate, some improvement might have been anticipated.

The ir shrewdly accepted this supervision since he saw how it c uli be

evaded and indee requcste that the officer's tcrr of office be extended

'by a ■•■.other three years in view of his exceptional popularity,
and deep syrette towards cur ' rder'. 1

j'n suppc rtin '' re-nest, -in found the uler 'full of assure noes

of good intentions to me'. ""he ir hod been
' -1 1 c' for a ire as a result of 3lis maladministration,
but the reports of his doings are more satisfactory nor; end he
see s to have v r od Council'• (i

Put, as r? . so often the case, rinces* assurances could not be relied

upon. .*• .-fir 1'" s ie ' the ir at t: e uetta races in 1' 3U, he

had just returned from n lavish pilgrim,a :o, the xnense of vhich had plunged
(3

the tate rv- r deeper into lebt. was nor -1, the olitical epartment

sought to shield the ''ir from publicity. .'V.rtcn merely rcted in his

publication that Mi Kawaz han

'has had some difficulty in administering his tate and has of
late years employed British officers to assist him', h ,

ith the death of the ir in 1935* a fresh set of problems presented

themselves in hoi pur sin-e the mind of the twenty-two year-old heir

'was not so deranged as to justify his formal exclusion from the
succession yet he was manifestly incapable of exercising ruling
powers'. 5)

'"'he administration o: the tnte was vested in a minister responsible to the

Resident and the ir with his family was removed to a private house

outside the >■ ital. '"he delicacy of the situation, and the adverse

publicity which it mi ht invoke, cane to ->• rcise the minds of both Viceroy

and "ecretary :f tate. n 193-» after seme careful thought, etlond

approved the suggestion that since the ir had now been reported by a

"edical ■ 1 be lncu:-nblj insane, the c nsidrrations in favour of his

1. hhcipur to j-. in, 14th 'ovenber, 1927, "'V .. 3» P* 2?%
2. Irwin to Birkenhead, 24th November, 192?» ibid., p. 229.
3* akefiold, ir '., p. cit.. p. 16P.
4. Barton, ;hir ., op. cit., p. 224.

5. akefield, ir op. cit., p. lfl.
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deposition should be weighed. Tt appeared that insanity in itself might

not prove grounds for deposition:

'I can quite see that it might be embarrassing to have to justify
such drastic action as deposition when the " ir exercises no
authority and is therefore politically harmless: I fanoy when in
1900 end 1902 respectively the ; aharajas of Bharatpur and anna were
deposed as insane, each had been found to be conoorned in aone
criminal act. Cn the other hand, the maintenance in the titular
position of Ruler of an insane p?rson, who might conceivably break
out and do himself and others a mischief, strikes me as an anomalous
proceeding and one that might cause us worse embarrassment in the
future'» (l)

Linlithgow, having consulted the local Resident on the "hairpur case,

felt that there was little need to alter the status quo: 'the position is

causing us no immediate anxiety'. The proposal mooted, the abdication

of the "ir in favour of his infant son, had to reokon T/ith the possibility

that the bey had inherited his father's disability, a condition which
(2)

might not become apparent until adolesoence. Lot till 20th July, 1947

was the Mir officially declared Insane by the Grown Representative; he
(3)

was succeeded by his minor son, who had been educated in urope. ''"he

Khairpur case is a further demonstration of the remarkable limits of

tolerance extended by the Government of India to Rulers unfitted to rule.

The ; oshmir Gsse.

In view of its previous bleak record for maladministration, the tate

of Kashmir right have been expected to be the scene of frequent British

intervention in the twentieth century. The origins of the ruling Hindu

regime were, to say the least, curious:

'the Kashmir valley with its ' uslim inhabitants had been handed
over to the Raja of Jamwu for a cash payment after the first
Sikh ar*. (4)

1. Zetland to Linlithgow, 12th April, 193$, , 9, p» 77*
2. Linlithgow to Zetland, 4th May, 1938, 15, p. 310.
3. Coen, ir T. G., on. cit.. p. 145«

4« Corfield, Sir C., op. cit.. p. 55*
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The oliticals who served in Kashmir were unanimous about its scenic

splendour:

'as for so natural surroun'in, 3 f/', r, :nir is in truth the nearest
thin to orsdi se on earth'.

Its uslim inhabitants, for the most o'-rt, had little time to reflect on

the Crarden ol 'reeze3 or the exnuisite nl eke, being the victims of
(1)

centuries of oppression. It as not unknown i r taxes to be extracted

by thumbscrews.

n occasions, the visitations to ashr.ir were natural, the cholera

epidemic of T; ••", the rent floods of 1893. ut ns " awrence recalled,

the great famine of 1871 left its mark on

'the inds ox t ie people, for they are clever enough to --now that
with good administration a real famine should be impossible'. (3)

Tn the 1"71 fer ine p-fhaps three-fifths of the people died: the heavy

mortality was mainly due to the revenue systr-' of the governing nndits
(4)

which left no reserve of -rain with the peasantry. , temporary

intervention by the Government of India was followed in Ter.dsowne's

tine by the restoration cf powers of administration to the young aharaja,

a step 'veil '-cant, but it is previa; most unfortunate to the always
(5)

misgoverned c le'. The Government of India was required to send

in perhaps its- most able oliticnl ' l'Ticnr, ir avid harr:

'if he is as industrious as he is tron , iashralr, ma; , on the present
system, b~ extricated from the slough in which its politics have
always lain'. (6

1. Lothian, ir ., on. pit., p. 74* "er too 'awrence, ir ., on. pit..
pp. 142, 3.

2. lord, ., op. c:i t.. p. 172.

3» "awreuoe, ir ., oy. cit., p. 154»
4» ' arton, ir ., pp. cit.. n. 182.
'

. ' hy. , ' „'r n\u r , 1893.
6. Ibid. ' 'vyer took Bnrr, together with ir Charles Bayley, as the

most distinguished ~oliticnl Officers of their generation. lee
''
"7'or, :'r ., op. cit. , p. 137*
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'

ith an improvement in administration, "eharaja Sir r artap ingh was

given sciae administrative responsibilities in 1905 though financial

control remained in the hands of the Resident. Very much under the

influence of his audit Eiinisters, the ahara.ja did not cut an impressive

figure in the eyes of visiting uropeans. Two cottish ladies, having

been introduced at a tate banquet in 19C4, recorded of ir 'artap:

'he was about four feet nothing, half swallowed up in an enormous
white turban, had roving eyes and was said to be under the influence
of opium after 2 p.m.'• (l)

Fitze, who took up a olitical anpointnent in Kashmir in 1915, notioed that

the "ashmir Government had a strong compliment of uropeans. !e found

the "aharaja difficult to place:

'after a somewhat chequered career, in the course of which his
ruling power* had been subjected to considerable limitations, his
four main and curiously assorted obsessions wer^ religion, opium,
cricket, and staunch devotion to the King 'mperor'. (2;

The spectre of famine returned in 1921 with the failure of the rice
(3)

crop. The tate now paid the penalty for isolationist policies which

had left the capital, Srinagar, separated from the railway by 200 miles o:

difficult road. Rending was in no doubt that the 'lamentable' condition

of the Kashmiris was due to

'the machinations of grain-dealers and money-lenders, who exploit
the .".amindar and also the consumers, and there seems to be be no
compunction in extracting the utmost farthing'.

In their attempts to alleviate the hardship, the Resident and the British

officials met with

'all sorts of intrigue ..... bribery and corruption which make it
very difficult to ensure that a law will be obeyed'. (4

1. Stewart, C. and K., A T,on;- look at :gfe by 'Vo Victorians, (n.d.), p.380.
2. Fitze, Sir op. cit.. p. 45* The Kaharaja's prolific run rate as

a batsmen was not due to an aptitude for cricket; 'his arrival at
the wicket was invariably the signal for an orgy of buffoonery.
Bowlers sent down the most tempting of long hops and umpires were
alert to call 'no balls' in the event of any careless delivery
appearing likely to hit the stumps'. Ibid.. p. 46. rothian guessed
that the Kaharajn was privately conscious of the farce but felt that
it generated enjoyment all round. "ee Lothian, "ir '», op. cit..
p. 76.

3. Lothian, fir *op. cit.. p. 61.
4* Reading to "ontagu, 8th October, 1921, R.P.. 3, P» 149.
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Tyndale ' scoe r/as convinced t!»t behind the obvious profiteers were
(1)

'certain hi • ficinls of the trte'. or-din- , who was on the spot
(2)

and had to contend with nil sorts ol 'eyewash', wide took to convince

the "aharaja,

'that he rust net consistently and persistently in order to check
a condition of thin s which, accordin to all renorts to me, may
very easily culminate in very serious trouble'. (3)

"n heading's suggestion, tire "ahnrnjo agreed o appoint a 'onrd of Control'

with very full -covers to include ir hartrand -lancy of the olitical
(u:

''apartment.

It die nc help tc ensure stability in nshnir that the ah-raja

sus-ecte t existo ce of a let to depose him in favour oi his nephew,

Cir -lori '.in, h, and was ultimately induced by interested andit ministers

to adopt the son of the Raj® of "oonch, a feudatory of Kashmir. This

move was bl eked by the .rovemment of rndin and "eri ingh succeeded to
(5)

the di in 1925. Reading ns concerned that 1 e inauguration should

go off well, even to the extent oi watering down the terms of the proclamation
(6"

which o,r: in -h considered to be derogatory to his rosition.

These di lomstic concessions were in no 3mall measure due to Hari Singh's

misfortunes in London as * 'r. M, the blackmail victim, in the notorious
(7)

' idlonfi "r.nk 'ase'. "esc'to ucL "uroper- sympathy, inside and

outside ash ir, rri ingh had shunned society alto.-ether on his return
(5)

from urope.

1. Tyndnle "'scoe, 'nnon, o . c-1., • • 17' •

2. Tyndale 'dscoe had witnessed "any of these shows including an
elaborate deception arranged for Chelmsford when sWres of barges full
of grain were lined all along his route through the City. Ibid.,
P. 17 • '

3. . cr <c t u, 1 th ctober, 1LC1, . ., 3» ?• 149*
4* f: onto go, :'5t., ctober, 19?1, ibid., p. 152.
5. barton, •, cr, pit., o. 125•
6. Reading to " irkenhead, 5th ctober, 1925, k. .. 19, Telegram TCo. 231*
7» This eausecelebre is discussed in chapter 2 , pp. 243-7*
0. lotliia , ir ., on. cit., p. 73*
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Irwin, early on, formed a favourable inoressi on of :'rri ingh when

visiting ioashmir: 'a good host and we -owe in the utmost comfort'• Trvin
(1)

felt thnt the new ' aharaja might have progressive tendencies.

Birkenhead, characteristically more wary of the 'rinces, noticed that

ashmir had not hit it of: with his esident. "or was the ecretary of

State enamoured of the "aharajo' s peremptory dismissal of a uropean in

ash'd 's serv ce, Colonel ard: ' "■ don't like the idea of throwing a
(2)

British subject to the dogs'. Trwin, called upon to revier the

eharaja's c ameter, elicited p mixed response from Howell, the esident

who found r.ri ingh both alert and recentive,

'but he can hardly be called a good administrator ••••• on the whole,
though surrounded by every sort of temptation to indolence and vice,
he in general lives simply and works hard if somewhat intermittently

'Howell's major reservation held that 'nri ingh was obsessed bv a nassion
(3)

for divest'n himself of esidency control.

The nharaja's determination to assert a for' of independence, was

well illustrated in the intransigence with which he refused to reinstate

Colonel p.rd. "'he Viceroy surmised that had ard approache nri ingh

directly, 3 mething migh+ have been done nor any concession would be
(4)

seen as a result of Government pressure. distorted version of the
(5'

case was sent direct to the "ecretary of 'tate bv the "ah raja; a
(6)

document assessed by eel as 'a typically disingenuous letter'. hen

eel raised the matter with "era ingh at a : endon luncheon partv, the
(7'

I nharnja claimed that he had no knowledge of the subject. "hen the

1. Irwin to Birkenhead, 3rd April, 1927, Ha.V.. 3, p. 53: see too "rwin
to ir nhro ', rth ay, 1927, ibid., p. Pi.

2. Birkenhead to "rwin, 19th January, 192°, "x."., 4, p. 9. "here were
;rcu cL. -■ r ? ri in. Hi' . dislike of 'olorel nrd, a cattle and sheep
brec iny e>: ort, r ' close friends of t'r< "ate * ahara ja. ard had
beer. 'If x I; 0.: - ens' H3o ' for introdweir. "ari ingh t the villainous
. .C. who had engineered his bleckma'l in urope. "ee """rwin to

Birkenhcm , Hist nrcl , 192°, ibid. » p. 501.
3. _bij .
4« Irwir: to eel, 21st "ebruary, 1929, Vx._ ., 5, on. 40, 1.
5. 'ari ingh to eel, Jgth arch, 1 , ibid.. op. 83, 4.
C, el to Irwin, 17th nril, 1929, ibid.. p. PI.
7. eel to rwin, 14th arch, 1929, ibi d., pp. 59, P-0.
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Secretary of tote reopened the matter in November 1929 end 'remonstrated

gently' with the "sheraja, he met with the seme unhelpful response find

I-eel was left to conclude that things 1 oked black for Colonel ard.

It was unfortunate for ard that irkenhead was no -ore. "e would

almost ccrtsi ily -.eve fought crd' r. c ar, sensing the bully in "ori ^ingh

whatever his manner at the hnraber of rincns or in Vic royal lodge.

Birkenhee had delayed the award of n . . to ashmir, trading upon a

dramatic ... anet; of rri in :h's disrespect for the esidmcy, namely his
(1

demolition of the esidency flaystaffi

t would have been surprising, given the hypersensitive character of

Mari in.-M '.do aversion to advice from the *sidency, ii the tote

had survive without internal disorders. wave of disaffection swept

Kashmir in l'ril. "arton thought a number of influences wore at work.

In addition tc a vague reference to Bolshevism, he instanced more

realistically the unpopularity of the Vindu ondit administration in
(2)

itself connected v.dth "indu- uslim tension in • a.:.hnir» Tn the ner

Viceroy, rd illin den, ori ingh found a useful supporter. hen

trouble broke out in the tote, illingdon wrote reassurin; ly to the

Secretary of tnte:

'I assure you that you needn't worip about what 'hopal and i'-nner
tell you over nsh-.ir. know ari ingh the shore, jo very well.
He is n .;r-«t frien of mine. e are doing nothin to impair his
authority in any way, for T have every sympathy with him in his
troubles'. (3

having misread the situation in r way which so characterised his

Viceroyalty, Hingdon had swiftly to recognise the serious nature of the
(u-

disturbances which hod occasions • much destruction, end r.r ange for an

investi -»tory s-v-missi on. r'n t i. , i llinydm found his ' great friend'

to be markedly unhelpful:

1. ri rdenho-f : to . in, 2ft pril, 1:2', 4, ' 94, r. Irwin*8
somewiiot lame response doubted whether ar' ingh 'fully realised the
enormity of what he was doing'. Irwin to ^irkenhend, 24th ,fay, 1928,
ibid., p. 114.

2. Barton, ' r ., or. cit. , pp. 126, 7»
3« illingd' n to Moore, 12th October, 1931, '»(!'» 5, p. 16.
4» See Tyndale iscoe, Canon, op. cit., pp. 231, 2.
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'the 'shareja is very slow in his action with regard to the
Appointment of the Commission with Clancy es its Chairman to
enquire into uhamredan grievances', (l)

Illingdon attempted to deflect attention from the "eharajn by

depicting the Brahmin rime ' inister, Hari Flshan aul, as 1 the villain

of the piece', and the central figure obstructing British efforts to

work with the ' aharajp.. legislation was passed in consultation with

the Government of the Funjob to stop Punjabi Moslems moving into Kashmir

to support their co-religionists: in illingdon's phrase, 'to prevent

our people invading a friendly State'* It seems clear that the day was

saved for Hari Singh by the 'steadying effect' of the presence of British
(2)

troops in the tate which the Maharaja had requested. One week later,

illingdon reported that 'things had settled down' under the direction

oi the two .urcpean-choired Commissions set up. This optimistic

impression was tempered by doubts about the stability cf the ' uharamadan

community, which had kept up agitation against the '"ahpraje. other than

attribute the continuing uprest to genuine internal grievances, illingdon

chose to interpret it as a means of influencing the current Round "able
(4)

Conference in Bondon.

ith the eruption of more disorder in eshnir in.-ide three months,

illingdon was forced to revise ids impression of the Maharaja:

'alas the situation in .ashmir had boiled over again and we have
again to send troops to help the ''aharaja. e are doing as little
as we can, but I very much fear that, before he can settle matters,
it will mean a considerable extension of our authority.'

'illingdon had found that it was very difficult 'to make the raharaja see

reason'. e had been delighted when British troops brought peace and

quiet; he then complained of their prosenoe; once removed his troubles

recommenced and the troops returned. "he Viceroy ruefully concluded:

'you may be sure that I shall do everything I can to try and pull
him through his present difficulties; but I honestly think that
we shall have to put strong pressure, if not to insist, on his
altering the personnel of his 'inistry'. (5)

1. Tillingdon to Hoare, 2nd "ovember, 1931, ?.r.(i). 5, p. 23.
2. 'illingdon to Hoare, 9'th "'ovember, 1931, ibid., p. 25.
3. illingdon to Hoare, 15th November, 1931» ibid.. p. 31*
4» T'illingdon to Hoare, 22nd "ovember, 1931* ibid.. p. 34.
5. Willingdon to Hoare, 1st February, 1932, ibid.. p. 68.
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"he troubl es "r ' own with the Peport of the Commission which remedied

minor grievances and pledged itself to give Hosiers a reasonable share in
(1)

administrat: ■ -osts.

;nder the insensitive regime of "nri ir.gh, the proseect of communal

disturbance^ was ever present. t an early stage in hi3 'Iceroyalty,

Linlithgow took the onncrtunity to visit nshr'r where he found the "tuler
(2)

'in good fox: and heart her excellency bn rr a good panther* •

Behind the shikar and show, Linlith ow sense ' the presence of communal

tension. o felt far fror easy about the -reposed appointment of a

"adres indu, lopalasv;ar.i Iyyangor, ns the ehnrnjo's rime 'inister:

'we kno to our cost that no one but a uropean appears to command
complete confidence where a tense communal situation exists : nd if
things te c a turn i'or the worse, we may, T fear, have to advise
the •• hr-rcro to accent a uropean ;ime inister'. 3

(4)
Zetland concurred, moving ryysnger's reputation for orthodoxy. hile

immediate icrrs about the stability of the tote were still e" by r. chow of
f cvv5/

'firmness and effectiveness1 from "yynnger, with the emergence of

Con ress-. ire a ;itation in 193- in the tates, oshrair not surprisingly

figured prominently. I" common with most tates, the oshnir ' urbar

had institute ' punitive le :1slation rgainst political association. Tn

eptember, 1. 3?, inlithgow was disturbed to note tire formation of a

'national' party aimed at combining ir. hr and rslem, a development which

had given r'so to 'fiirl; rr' les-read disturbanoes'. "hi s, of course,

was a more difficult form of disorder to explain thnn the communal variety.

Linlithgow hopefully surmised that the union would be short-lived and

noted with sat:' sfaction that a number of arrrsts had been made, including

that of 'the chief or aniser of trouble in tire tate for the last seven

(6
years', hei bdullah.

1. art n, ir ■ v. cit., p. 127.

2. Linlithgow to ' etland, 20th October, 153&, ■"« »« 13, P* 206.
3« 1 inlith,;o*v t- etland, 2ot 'u, ust, 1 37, , 14, p. 225.
4. 'etland to Linlithgow, 12th eptember, 1937, » «. B, p. 167*
5« Linlithgow to etland, 21st October, 1937, . ■. 14, p. 254.
6. Linlithgow to Zetland, 9th epteniber, 193^, ' • '♦ . 16, P« 71.
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As may be noted from Tyndale Bisooe's memoirs, the record of the

Kashmir Durbar had been far from impressive, yet British intervention was

minimal and more or less confined to those occasions when it looked as

though the " aharaja would be overthrown. Notoriously punitive punishment

was exacted for cow-killing by a Hindu dynasty in a tate overwhelmingly
(1)

1 uslim in population. As Tyndale Biscoe and his flock discovered,

self-help was the only recourse against State tyranny. "ithout tho

British guarantee, physically manifest on occasion through the presence

of British troops, the State wa3 likely to lapse into at best chaos:

a conclusion underlined by the events of 1%7»

1. Tyndale Biacoe visited a 'ashrair prison containing 117 inmates, 97 of
whom were ,fuslims being punished for killing cows. A sentence of
21 years was later modified to 7. ee Tyndale Biscoe, 'lanon,
On. cjt.. p. 18P.
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Depravity: the "attain Ces'\

The survival of "lrar till 1933 seened to indicate that a career of

unbridled depravity in itself would not attract the intervention of the

Government of India. But should such considerations have weighed with

the Political Tepartraent then, apart from lwar, the outstanding oandirlate

for scrutiny was the ^aharaja of atiula. dowever, a number of

circumstances oon3pired to keep stialo on the gadi. In making a notable

contribution to the war effort, the "attain Contingent had served in "'gypt,

Gallipoli and "esopotnmiaj "atiala'3 energetic participation in the
Chamber of rinces had resulted in his Chancellorship in 1926; British

approval seemed innlicit in his selection as ""ndia's representative at
(1)

international conferences and his breastful of me'alsj his generous

sporting patronage was widely recognised in connection with cricket and
(2)

polo; there were his close connections established with lord "alisbury

and an influential diehard Conservative group in the 'thirties.

Indisputably, ntialn looked the part of a rince. Barton published an

impressive description:

'a splendid figure, with a striking and forceful personality,
delightful host and a great conversationalist, with a sense of
humour'. (3)

r?hese apparent accomplishments could not change the fact that "atiala

was descended from bad stock. Tn the troubled times of the first lord

*'into, "atiala and his Rani were something of a laughing stock having

maintained for years, a squabble 'of lyric intensity'. "olkar observed

1. These were respectively, G.C.C.I., G.C.T.I., G.C.V.r., G.B. • •, L.I..D.,
1. D.C.

2. T'atialo's crsok polo team, the'1 attain Tigers' were the talk of India
for a time. lee Gorfield, ir C,, op. cit.. p. 73.

3. Barton, "ir ' ., op. cit., p. ljt-.
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(1)
of ther : ' d has assuredly sent us those two chicks to pluck'.

Following the uttny, there were frequent interventions in "rtialn to
(2)

prevent , r \ isco-. ri *-ges ci justice. t certainly the bed blood

came out in 'is 1 i. lines3 5 r bhupindar ingh who assumed the radi in 1909.

For some tin- rumours cf - is rovernment end enma 2 practices circulated,
(3)

fostered, rt L-oli/ve , b; n v ;rl re.;.., . i. content sur. aocd with

a series of petitions to the Government of Tndir., one of which in the

summer ol 1 . , had attracted the notice of the ocretary of tatc. Irwin

explainr that these were net taken seriously bv the Government of Indiav

>X •\K)
'which had. not acted on any of these memorials'.

however, ' n 1930, an event took place which forced the r-lhi

ad Inistration to interest itself in the affairs of attain. 'his was

the publication in elhi of a book entitle-* Indictment of ntialr , copies

of which were rent to . .s. t contained what purported to be the
(5)

results of an unofficial enouiry, h-Id by five ritish 'ndinn politicians,

into grievneos of ntiale tnte subjects against the ' aharaj and his

• dministration. "he book conta!ned a number of serious allegations

made by witnesses examined by the Committee, it concluded that there was

a prima facie case against the ' nharaja which must be investigated by
(6)

the Government of "ndia. '"he ' Indictment' r--de alarming reading for

Irwin: the twelve individual counts numbeaivariously, instigation to

murder, establishment of a bomb factor- , torture, forced labour, abduction,

1. "hrmpson, op. cit.. p. l?>r.
2. "n at'«1- in 1 76, after the death of the "rince, it as found that

there were substantial numbers languishing in jail without trial
havin - been charged with the most trivial offences. See 'rorn, K» C.,
o .*_.ihxt., p. 3 •

3. Frrt- n, :r or. pit., . 1 .

4* Irwin to derm, 2nd ,'pril, 193^» -hu''.. 11, Telegram ho. 113.

5» The best known of these was the Chairman, C. Y. Chintamani who later,
for .-en sons which arc difficult to estab lis' , rot cold feet and
disc::soci-- ted himself from the book.

6. Irwin to enn, 2nd prll, 193^, ;x» ., 11, Telegram ' o. 113«
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illegal arrests, confinements and confisections, misanproprintion of
(1)

funds raised for public purposes. Irwin viewed this weighty fusillade

as 'at first sight very damaging to the "ahnrajn'j but he was inclined

to dismiss the book as the outcome of intensive propaganda financed by
(2)

the enemies of atiala.

In a personal interview with ntiala, Trwin's first advice was to

prosecute under the "b"incesr'rctection ct. But bearing in mind the

publicity which would be in the interests of the accused, Trwin settled for

an in camera enquiry by Fitzpetrick, '.V. for the punjab totes, which

would 'avoid the scnndBl of publicity that "atinla's enemies principally

desire'. mhis form of enquiry would avoid the subjection of the "ehnrajn

to the

"scandal of open cross-examinetion .... end does not prejudice the
"shnraja by assuming his guilt as mi -ht be the public result of
appointing a special officer or commission'. ($'

The Labour ' ecretary of tate, Benn, backed up Trwin in his moves to

protect "'atiala. 'nticipating, correctly, that Fitzpatrick would find

the charges not sustained, Benn felt that the Government of India should

protect Princes' honour by officially proscribing the bode, without asking
(4;

Petlain to prosecute. Naturally, the device of a secret enquiry and

the appointment of a olitical, Fitzpatridk, to chair it, drew strong

protest. Benn had to deal with much critical correspondence from leading

Indian liberal* and others:

*T have replied that it would not be in accordance with precedent
to offer a Commission of "inquiry or other enquiry of a judicial
character merely on allegations of maladministration made by third
parties'. (5)

Fitxpatriok*s 'eport lived up to the expectations of the Viceroy.

The 'Indictment' had been produced by bodies

1. See Trwin to Benn, 2nd April, 1530, x. ., 11, Telegram * 0. 320.
2. Trwin to enn, 2nd April, 1930, ibid.. Tele;-ram No. 113.
3. Ibid.

4. Benn to Irwin, 10th April, 1930, ibid.. melegram No. li».8.
5» Benn to Trwin, 24th June, 1930> |bid.. Telegram "o. 256.
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'supported financially by the ex~"nhfiraja of Fabha with the object
of accomplishing nstiale's downfall and llsgrace, « further motive
being His Highnesses' loyalty and hi3 refusal to show sympathy for
I kali agitations and disloyal activities both in "ritish India and
Patiala tete'.

th respect to the individual counts, the allegations generally were not

bourne out. In the case of abductions, Titspatrick did permit himself

s slight hesitation:

'whatever view nay be taken of morality, no criminality may be
attached to the Maharaja'•

Nor could the Report be considered comprehensive in the sense tiiat the authors

of the 'Indictment* together with their witnesses had refused to appear

before Fitzpetrlck. nevertheless, as a result of the Report:

'the Government of India have satisfied themselves that the charges
made against 'is "ighness the Maharaja in the publication Indictment
of i-frtialp. are unproved, and were the outcome of a conspiracy between
certain individuals and public bodies with the object of vilifying
His Highness and disgracing him in the eyes of his subjects and
the Government of Tndia'. (l)

The affair was still not defused. "rvin declined to prosecute the

authors of the publication in case an appeal was made to the uigh Gourt

which might in turn demand the production of the ri tzratrick Resort, thus
(2)

nullifying its in cam«m status and opening the door to public mudslinging.

Neither at this nor any other time did Patiala take steps to confront his

accusers. Given his scandalous reputation as

'a womeniser with one of the most rapacious sexual appetites ever
satisfied', (})

there was widespread dissatisfaction with the protective stance taken up

by the Government of India. Few impartial observers could take the

comfortable view of an •'•merienn lady, later to exploit the commercial
(4:

possibilities attached to rinces' hospitality:

1. Irwin to Birkenhead, 29th duly, 193C, Hx.r». 11, Telegram "o. 320.
2. Ibid.

3« l ord, «T», op. cit.. p. 164. lord discusses in some detail the
considerable number of supporting agencies deployed in Petiole palaces
to fuel the 'aharaja's erotic obsessions: any woman in the "tote or
neighbouring territories was at risk. The indulgences of "rinces
in erotic enterprises are revealed in Chudgar, P. L., on. cit.. pp.
18, 22j Gauba, ., on# cit.. pp. 184-190.

4» Hiss osita Forbes who beoame closely associated with the semi-fraudulent
' rientourist' organisation in 1937* Gee correspondence pertaining to
•Orientourist', C.R.S.. R/1/29/1&U-.
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'the villagers night grumble. "heir emotions might momentarily
be ermuse by the insecurity of their dr. ghters who, if sufficiently
beautiful, ,/ht be forcibly taken tc the royal zenana. ut
com-en:.- t; on fl-v.-ed into the pocket:: of tv e bereaved'. (l

it ' r. t ;r clitics! e artment itself, t r outspoken and indfscreet

Be si dent in y" rnbsd was fully alive *o the damaging implications of

the itzm trie oquiry and ntiall 's "sca-e. e wrote accordingly to

the rlvate -^cretary to the Viceroy:

'you would hardly credit the keeness of the interest taken in
the atir.lr. c: se. adras ladies in "oty, uhemmaden ladies in
Bombay, all classes here and in "estern "ndian tates arc
indi nant at toe way in . hich he is bein. v:'dtewashed. hundred
coats r. n't. stick on him; and confidence ;n the Viceroy, as
standing for something which all narties respect, has been shaken'• (2)

"at'al- ' light was not unduly diminished. e remained active in

Chamber circles and as n focus for ritish diehard attentions during the
(3<

framing of the ndin ill. ut hi3 spcrr.atogenic obsessions ted long

since robbed him of any will to preserve financial stability in his tate.
U

Dy 'pril 1 y , it was clear that 'ntiala ves approaching bankruptcy.

For all that, attain continued to thrust hhnself forward as the

represented k/e rinc , certainly of the hulidan 'tntes. 'inlithgow,

much sharper in these thine3 than illinrdon, had 'little doubt that
(5)

Patinlo's sole motive i3 to manoeuvre himself into the lime-light again'.

To the last, • t: ?:!• promote hir.self as the loyal ri nee or excellence.

Tn 1937, he announce his intention to rove in the Chamber resolution

express in.- ■ ■' readiness of the rinces to give all possible assistance

in event of v.ar. Linlithgow, shrewdly wishing tc be undT no obligation,
(6)

'thought it best to herd hir off olitely'.

1. korbes, «, or. cit., . 52.

2. eyes to 'un in :a: , 5th ' ugust, 1 3°, -■.« .,

3« "ce ck- -tor '' -ers'n.

4* illin den to "oare, 13th "pril, 1935, « »(i , p. 711.

5» Linlithgow to Zetland, 27th ove-ber, 193^, •"». 13, pp. 230, 1.
6. 1 i nlitkgo". to etlr... , 16th :'comber, 1 37, ♦ ». 14, p. 472.
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atiels's disreputable career wrs crowned, in the year of his

demise, by the issue of a manifesto from his 'ufcbar purporting to favour

administrative and constitutional reform within the tate. 's with

the Faharaja, the manifesto was not what it seemed and Linlithgow

dismissed it as 'a carefully guerded document* containing 'very little,
v1)

if any, substance'• On his death, in "arch, 193n» "ir Bhunindar ingh
(2)

left the fortunes of "'atiala at a very low ebb. Linlithgow recorded of

an lnterviev, with etialn's heir: 'he fully realises, poor man, the

financial difficulties of the tate'. ^hough the new ,Jaha raja would

have preferred a free hnr.d, the Viceroy impressed upon him that the budget

must continue to be submitted to the Resident. Linlithgow thought

young rstiale to be 'optimistic' in supposing that he could remedy the
(a)

sorry state of affairs which he had inherited, in five years. "he

vast progeny of Bhupindar ingh was never exactly calculated. It

later had its uses when, during the elections of 1977, the Congress

nominee in ratialn, a descendant of Bhupindor ingh, campaigned as a

'peoples' ' aharaja' and effectively pressed into service enormous numbers

of 'uncles'.

1. Linlithgow to ' etland, 4th February, 1937, . 15, p. f>9»
2. ' ccordin. to that enthusiastic observer, iss 'orbes, the death of

the Faharaja was a notable occasion: 'some hundreds of women,
oraaeci with grief, hurled themselves into his anpartments, rent
their clothes, tore off their jewels, beat their heads against floors
and walls and gave every appearance of an anguish which they probably
felt. See Forbes, F., op. cit.. p. 52.

3» Linlithgow to Fetland, 19th "ay, 193-7, r'.P.. 15> P« 372.
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r-niun and the Indian tat'-3

The su" oression of the opium trade res a matter thrust upon the

Government of India through the deliberations of T'-gue of Nations

administrators at encva in the early 'twenties. ' suppression policy

had far reachin- implications for the Rajputasa and antral Tndian states.
(1)

Traditionally| opiHB had been known as 'the stirrup cup' of the Rajput;

in the later dnetecnth century both ch, h • :> ' 'clkoi md profited from

the boar, in opium. The C-overonf :t of "ndir- r]:--.o 3tood to gain:

u v.wards of hs. , ~C , )C0 per annum was col] ccto- at ndore for the
(3)

"imperial Government in the shftpe of export or transit dues on the drug,

n itze'o time, opium still figure; prominently amon the Central

Government's sources of revenue, the most sought-after variety being that

grown in the alwn •rincipolities. Ti did not entirely please ■ itze

and his fellows that 'international busybodies' came to exert Irresistable
(O

pressure on the iovernment of Tndia to suppress its opium trade.

'."he bier., new uertaininto opium, es-ecicll: disagreeoble to the

.•er.trnl Indian rinces for whom the trade vas on important contribution

to economic stability, was broken to the Chamber of rinces by Chelmsford.
'

oves were made to scale down consumption. hit , towards the end

of his term, strongly opposed external pressure to enforce prohibition:
' io']i:'C tlio erba rass"r nt thai ■ " be crunch is a josty' s
Government if merienn views have to be met with abrupt refusal;
but the question of opium is of first importance in India .... if

search lor a parallel, the cane that occurs t me is the feeling
which would be -oduced rrnon r or-"in denser • Ifml by the
sudden order of prohibition of use of beer'.

: ceding was irnpj-csse above all by the probable 1 w rou; sions in the tates:

1. raly, p jor c__t., p. 3c
>■ -9 bio.. J • 3." p.

3. 'horntcn, •*. > ■ . c '., . lip.
U» 'it.ee, :.r ., o-. cit., . ljh • itrc hr;.he view, as did

ir ich; 1 ' yer, h ; < ' w ' in - opium in pill form
was riot only harmless but on occasion brnef:' oial.
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13ome States already complain that adherence to our opium
policy had involved them in loss of revenue and unpopularity among
their subjects# Further attempts to reduce consumption with a
view to stop non-medicinal use would be strongly opposed. Tt
would be practically impossible to secure agreement; and if we
insisted on enforcing our policy on the tates we should be
accused of the infringement of rights of internal sovereignty*•

Reading's clinching point was that given the number of totes involved

and the extent of their frontiers, prohibition could not bo implemented
(1)

in practice.

However, pressure directed towards suppression built up at the Geneva

Conferences of 1924 and 1925: Sir obert Cecil was required to exercise
(2)

'great discretion' on behalf of the Government of India. Trwin,

inheriting an awkward problem at once put the ' rinces fully in possession

of the facts relating to opium in his speech to the Chamber in 1926.
^

He argued that the Geneva Conventions could be applicable to the States.

At Geneva it had been agreed that within five years steps were to be

taken to prevent the illicit traffic in raw opium. " Commission of

the league was due to visit the producing countries 8t the end of that

time to decide whether the obligation had been fulfilled. The

two features causing the Government of India most concern in certain

tates were the very high rate of consumption and the enormous stocks of

old opium held. Irwin referred to the existence of 'extensive smuggling'

from Central India and ajputana and the need for 'radical improvement'
(5)

before the visit of League Qommissioners.

1. Reading to Birkenh ad, 5th January, 1925, «. 19» Telegram To. 2.
2. Reading to Birkenhead, 15th "ay, 1925, ibid.. melegram ' o. 47.
3. Irwin amplified this position at the 1227 npium Conference when he

reasoned that since Biknner had signed the Versailles Treaty by
which the league of "ntions was brought into being, this automatically
involved ratification of the Hague Opium Convention and thereby India
and not merely British "ndia became a party to the "invention. See
Halifax, Lord, go. cit., op. 123-5.

4* * R* 41.

5« Ibid. Ir in calculated that in Central India the consumption of
opium was eight times and in lajputana sixteen times the standard
rate laid dorm by the league.
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irkenhead welcome" the nrovisionnl decision made by the elhi

adr.inistretion to announce a terminal data for opium exnorts:

'it v;ik; :to mnk" a : ;reat imprison internati cam11y but I
a? afraid t ,■ t efiect will 1; • I imini she 1 considerably if the period
of extinction is as Ion,; as 11 years'. (l

Birkenhead argued for a period of ten years and his advioe was followed.

It was announced at the nium Conference of ay 1930 that the last Indian
(2)

exports would take place in 1935* In hi: reflections on the problem,

Trwin came to nuch the same conclusion as had eading:

'we are simply faced with the fact that certain communities or
races, e.g. the ikh and the nj ut, ere especially addicted to
th use of the nru • ..... one o, the tates hold enor ous stocks
of opium at present and without a ensure of voluntary self-
sacrifice on their nart it is difficult to see how to get rid
of this leaky reservoir'.

The Viceroy proposed that the way forward lay in persuading the rinces

to close down their cultivation and sell opium from British rndia at
(3)

British den rices. Birkenhead agree ' and fully endors* 'rvdn's

circular to the rinces concerned. '"he ecretary of "tate acknowledged

that where tates held stocks of opium sufficient for the legitimate

needs of thirty years,

'it is evident that, if production goes on uncontrolled, the
situation will 30on become highly dangerous'. (4)

It'jnately, something of a compromise was worked out. "s "rvdn

revealed in his 1929 Chamber speech, enough was done to ensure that the

Opium peoinl Commission found evidence of progress on its tour. In

thanking the urbars concerned for their readiness to cooperate, Trwin

gave an undertaking that

'the minimum degree of financial 1 ss shall be occasioned to the
tates concnrne'*. (5)

1. Birkenhead to Trwin, 5th February, 19? > k» .. 19, Telegram ho. 379*
2. clii, O". cr . r/ ■. ., . 127,
3. Trwin to hirkenhefid, fifth ' ovember, 1926, :!x.'''.. 2, p. 103.
4» ir: he; h to r 1a, 1th :.rch, 1927» • , 3, P* 26.
5. alifax, 'lord, on. oit., p. 160.
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Fitze rejoiced that in his later days of service in Central India,

'the beauty of a field of flowering poppies was not altogether a
rarity in the Yalwa scene'.

The Government of India set ut> an opium factory alldting to the States

concerned a shsx-e in the provision of raw material. Yet, a3 Fitze

himself concluded, the opium question had displayed all too clearly the

basically insoluble problems and frictions arising from the eoexistenoe
(1)

of British India and Indian India.

Sipvery in thp ,Tpdian tates.

Yhile enforcement of the international r'piuw Convention in relation

to the .tates had raised difficulties for the Paramount "ower, a second

Geneva Convention, that on slavery, proved to be more problematic and

certainly more embarrassing. ls calculated in the Census Seoort of

1921, there were in Rajputans and Central India alone, 160,735 slaves:

'these communities, Yindu and Yoslem alike, rives and children,
were owned body and soul by the rinces'. (2)

Closely associated with slavery was the system of begar, unpaid and
(3)

forced labour, which wa3 'prevalent in all the Indian tates in some form'.

The position of the "olitical department vis a vis slavery and begar was

far from clear. A speech by the A.G.G., Rajputana, delivered in r'otah

in 1923» attracted a good deal of attention:

'beger in itself is not a curse or a form of slavery. It is not
an institution that reduces people to the level of serfs. It is
on the contrary an evidence that the right kind of relations exist
between the rince and his nobles and their royats (subjects).
It i3 a service of affection rendered with spontaneity and willingness
and received with kindness and benevolence ...... I for one should be
very sorry if it were completely abolished even in British India
and T hope that it will long survive in the tates'. (4;

1. Fitze, • ir K., op. pit., pp. 132, 3.
2. Chudgar, P. I., op. cit., p. 33*

3. r'athik, ., hat Are 'ndian 'tates. (Ajmer, 1929), p. 76.
4. Ibid.. pp. 7% 9.
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':'his nronouncr.mt rns cite;! with effect in thr aimti ve s.tc-bly debates

of 195?+» nrel'rninar- to the ■ a :aing oi the rincea rotretion ct, as
(1)

'a clear incitement for the continuance of serfdom in the Tndien tatea'#

s th the cose of op;um, activities at eneve brought slavery

within the tv ere of international confederation# Comprehensive

questionnaires were issued by the international labour flee to elicit

views on the re ulntion of forced labour with a view to its ultimate

abolition. tf ••• rnr-- 1-very :rv-mi ssion of the • engue reoow-ended that

an International 'lavrry "onvention was desirable. ''his was adopted

by the eventh ' ssembly of' the " mgue in 192C and ratifie" b; ndia:

'th-- i dontr* ctin rrtieo reeogni se that recourse to core - ulsion,
or forced labour nay have rnvr consenuenccs end undertake, eaoh
in res act of the territories placed under its sovereignty,
jurisdiction, protection, suzerainty or tutelage, to ta a all
necessary measures to prevent forced labour from develerj ng into
conditions analogous to slavery;'. (2

The Convention drew a circuitous statement from a ritish Delegate:

'tin ovr rent of r iin were satisfied that slavery in the ordinary
sense did not exist in the Tndian totes, but tver" preparer! to
urge the Rulers of the tates tc institute reforms where necessary'•(3)

err yea: later '11 in. n recall' ' the c >>- a: the xtrer.o discomfiture

of the participating ndian rince:

'T remember very well having atialr as my ally when ' led the
Indian Delegation at Ceneva in 1926, and he end T sat on the
Cor' ssion that had to do with 'ntexnational slavery. 7e was
then, own, like a cat on hot bricks, but fortunately we couldn't
finish our hi cuss.ions, so nothin • serious eventuate '. ,J

etirl-': statement to the Chamber of rinces on his return argued

for the exclusion of the Tndian tates from the Convention:

'ru: l rt from the euestion as tc whether or not institutions akin
to force! labour and predial servitude exist in certnin of the remoter
orors thr ju; •-diction of Your "hghnesses, it woul have been
quite ' : ss-'hl' cm ; ' i '■>: the relations between the ■■•■linn tates
'■ ■ it . ment of 'ritish ' ''' fcr t'-:e latter authority to take
iron 1 he ''.-elves the respor.s'bili ty fcr enforcing the provisions of

Convention upon v r o; •• domestic
cone- rns they hr . r no control'.

1. r. the s cf b; ; y; rasf.d ingh, t ebruary, 195?-» legislative
ssembly abates, 1. •. ., '1 '29/1555*

2. htc in euba, ., or. oit., r. 12r.
3» iited in Chudgar, . ., on. pit., v, 33*
4» illin^don to or re, 1st fpril, 193V, '. . (i , 7# P» 500.
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Irwin was inclined to acquiesce. He acknowledged that conditions

approximating to those described in rticle I of the Convention did

exist in the totes but supposed then to bo disappearing. t was more

politic to let them 'die a natural death' rather than

'make n serious divergence from our policy of non-interference in
the internal affairs of Indian "totes', (l)

Irwin took a mora positive line at the 1929 Chamber of 'Yinoes' session

in warning the Rulers against the accommodation of capitalists keen to

evade British Indian factory regulations bv establishing their mills
(2)

in the states.

The more backward rinces could take comfort from the fact that the

tates had slipped through the net of the lavnry Convention. "he

Chamber publicists boldly broadcast the eradication of slavery and bagsr,

an unlikely claim which inspired a spirited correspondence in
(3)

The r.ectator in the summer of 1931* I further Forced labour

Convention of 1929 was ratified by the Indian legislative Assembly with

some modifications; it could not be made binding on the "ndinn tctes.

This exclusion annoyed a number of 1ssemblynan, notably B. Has who had

served on the Geneva Forced Labour Committee and who declared on the

floor of the Assembly that 'forced labour is the usual thing in the
(4)

Indian tates'.

°ne of the more ironic aspects of the slavery issue concerned the

proposal made by an energetic committee in Britain to bring a illiara

iliiberlorce e oriel ■ppeal to the notice of the Indian rinces. After

1. Irwin to Birkenhead, 12th #pril, 1926, rrx. . t 7, Telegram ' o. 9.
2. Halifax, Lord, op. cit.. pp. 162, 3. "his had been a clearly observable

trend and allfax noted the absence of control over length of shift and
provision of accommodation once the factories were cited in States'
territory.

3» The principal protagonists were "drard ""honpson and RusHbrook '"illiams.
astri's reaction a.: representative cf the general incredulity with
whioh the 'eradication of slaver:/' claim was received. Bee '"astri
to Thompson, 19th June, 1931» •

4. Has had heard a outh Tricon representative state that the maximum
forced labour taken from the adult population in 'fries wes 40 days;
it was exacted from those unable to pay tax. ^os recalled the plight
of tax-paying 'ndien tates' subjects besting for endless shikar.
Elephant kheddas usually took piece when harvests were in full swing.
See speech of B. Has in Legislative Assembly Debates, 8th entember,
1933, C.K.R.. RA/29A355.
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same hesitation Hoare acquiesced^ the appeal had influential support,

though he acknowledged that

'the case is one of 3orae delicacy. You will remember that the
States had to be excluded from the application of the Geneva
Slavery Convention*, (l)

'"illingdon damned the suggestion:

'I don't think that you or I should have anything to do with the
business. fter all the rrinoes know little about ilberforce
and they will feel bound to give if you and T both urge this on
then, which I don't think quite fair'. (2)

"ilberforce appeals apart, the exclusion of the States from the lavery

Convention worried Hoare with the : rinces increasingly being di scussed

as central figures in the evolving structure of Tndian aonstitutional

reform:

'in the eyes of the reformers we appear to be refusing to tackle
the ftates ourselves fmd refusing to let other people tackle them.
Inevitably they get suspicious as to the amount of slavery or
conditions akin to slavery actually existing In the rtates.
The position is embarrassing for us and likely to become more so'.

Hoere suggested that one or two of the more respectable tates be
(3)

prompted to initiate a desire to be brought under the Convention.

"illingdon expressed a formal acceptance of this proposal but he did
(4)

nothing about it.

Opinion at Geneva and in Britain itself persisted in pursuing the

tates* exclusion from the Slavery Convention. Hoare's successor at

the India Office was sufficiently impressed by the weight of criticism to

draft an unusually stiff letter to illingdon:

'it seems to me that our attitude and record in this matter will be
increasingly difficult to defend. Tndeed apart from the circular
sent to "'clitical "gencies in 1927* I do not know that we have done
anything to bring home to Rulers the necessity of setting their house
in order in this respect and of speedily eliminating conditions of
human servitude which civilised public opinion properly condemns.
I am not blind to the constitutional and other difficulties, but we
have to face an active body of criticism at Geneva ond here and we
cannot entirely disclaim responsibility'.

1. Hoare to illingdon, 5th "ctober, 1933, (j). 3, p. "30.
2. ' illingdon to Hoare, 15th nctober, 1933, TV. 1 P- 37^.
3. Hoare to illingdon, 23rd "arch, 1934, ?.4, p. 1014.

4« 'illingdon to 'oarc, 1st April, 193^+, »(i , , p. 500.
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It port:culcrly concerned 'Toare that at a time when conditions in

"byssinia weic likely to come under dlsou3s*on,
* unless we can show a cleaner sheet in India, the hands of
"?riti :;h j enresontatives are boun to be tie.:1*. (1

respite the pressure from Tondon, reforms in respect of the eradication

Of sieve 17; ii' not folio- on swiftly 'n rndian tales. By 1/39, it

seemed that 1 V 'evil* had been /!<~alt with in vdersbad, but a good deal
i>2

more rem'new to be done in '"adras and rissr tntes*

"houestionnbly, tve speedy impleventation of the eradication of begsr

ran up r r' not the conservatism of the "ol? tical ""nnrtment. '"his

sensitivi.ty to the -os'ti e nsnects 1 fore-" ; labour together with a defence

of grnduali sr informed a confidential not' to the rivet' ecrotnry to the

Viceroy, drawn up by the old tical ocrctery in 1939: correntin • on the

prevalence of began in the * stern 'tntes and > ntral rov 'nees, laney

argued that begar had been legislate ' for in the regular settlements

conducted by ritish Tndia- experts# similrr situatio~• ' ;te 1 in the

unjnb Hill tetes. ".lancy conceded that the be.-rar system had been

criticised as inhuman but he argued that

'on practical grounds there 's much to be said for its continuance
to a limited extent'•

(3
It was, however, 'being made to disanpear'• '.'he "iceroy himself, of

an old cottish landed family, was not unsympathetic to such conservatism

and reluctance to take up the subject of debt bondage:

'knovdng as ! do the zeal and enthusiasm (too frequently unrelated
to errctical consideration! with which the leneva Commissions of
the 'eague are disposed t press these matters, T am not in the
present circumstances very anxious to brin strong pressure to
bear', 4

1. : etlnn-d 1 illingdon, th o ember, 193r, •" •. 6, p. 121, 2.
2* etlr-nl to linl thgov, 9th rbruary, 193°» * •» 1?> P« 12#
3. lancy to '..aithwaite, 13th 'arch, 193 , l* « *» '-/l'29/1734*
4* 1.1 nl i thgow to - tie nd, 21st ebrunr; , l.?3'd, »' « , 17, ?• 7"*
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■pdgar no? touring the Indian tates in the 'forties still
(1)

found peasant comunities bound body and soul to the rinces. The

policy of e: eluding the rincely totes fror the Geneva 'lavery

Conventions tends in contrast to the wore cooperative attitude shown

on the opium issue. In their failure to taclcle the slavery issue

in the "nd'an tetes head on, Trwin, illingdon and Tinlithgow in turn

had opened the door to well-founded criticisms which would suggest that

the charge of 'medievalism*, attributed by Linlithgow to his olitical

department, could with justice be levelled at a succession of Viceroys#

1. now, Glory and bondage. (1.945 > P* 14•
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The Berars Case*

The surprising restraint exercised by the Government of Tndia in

respect of the "lavnry Convention emphasised one face of raramountcy.

But where occasion demanded, the Delhi administration could move with

unambiguous intent against the presumption of an Tndian State. Perhaps

the most celebrated issue which put the dootrine of Nsramountcy to the

test, was located in the area of disputed territories: the Berar3 case,

which involved the adpirations of India's premier State, Hyderabad.

The origins of this dispute were to be discovered in the condition

of hopeless chaos which gripped the Nizam*3 dominions for the first three

decades of the nineteenth century. On British instructions, a large

irregular force , the Hyderabad Contingent, had to be raised and financed

by the Nizam's near bankrupt administration. Arrears mounted to the

extent that the Indian Government insisted on an assignment of territory

as security for payment, and the Berars, richest of the Nizam's provinces,
(1)

were taken over for this purpose in 1353*

This twilight arrangement, which saw tlie Province nominally

administered on behalf of the Nizain by a British Resident not surprisingly

caused considerable friction between the Durbar and the Government of India.

Salisbury felt that the British did not stand on firm ground in the matter.

He feared for Parliamentary interest in the Berars' case, and earnestly

hoped that the !1hayre scandal in Baroda

'will push the Berar question out of the way: and that, with the
contempt of logic habitual to an "nglish Assembly, they will be
so disgusted with the doings of the Gaekwar that they will give
nothing to the Nizam'. (2)

1. Barton, Sir k.f op. cit., p. 194»

2. Salisbury to Northbrook, 29th January, 1975» Sal.P., C/2-4*
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In similar vein, Salisbury poured scorn in 1"76 on a proposal of lord

Napier and 'ttrick

'to give back Berars on conditions which shall make us safe from
the rowing military strength of the Hyderabad 'tate'.

Salisbury remarked caustically that

' nglishmen in dealing with India will not be at the trouble even
of so tnu/ch thought as is required to remember that there is a
differ"nee between conveying lands and conveying populations'. (l

In 1902, Curzon induced the izam of the day to lease the Eerars in

perpetuity on payment of a quit rent of twenty-five lakhs. nly with

the utmost reluctance did the Nizam agree; the Hyderabad Contingent
(2)

was absorbed into the Indian Army.

The reemergence of the Berars ruestion, an extremely unwelcome

development for the British, came in 1920 with the publication of a

suggested restoration in The Times. In the interpretation which a

Lahore journalist put to Curzon, the article was alleged to have made

'a profound impression' in Tndia where the notion of restoration was
(3)

'exceedingly popular'. Commenting on Curzon's 'horror' at the

pxospect of the subject being reopened, Chelmsford noted of the 1902

settlement:

'a splendid bargain for him and indeed for both parties, and it
would be both a novel and deplorable precedent if a solem1" "ct
of tate thus accomplished by one Viceroy were, except for
overwhelming reasons - to be revoked by another', (4;

In taking up a similar stance, eading had to endure the heated protestations

of the Hyderabad rime - inister, whose attitude in advancing the

Hyderabad claim was 'distinctly objectionable'. Imam alleged that

the late Nizam had granted the concession

's3 the victim of ooercion and misrepresentation at the hands of
Lord Curzon. I gave him the opportunity of withdrawing his
inexcusable language, and when he did not take it, T abruptly
terminated the interview*. (5)

1. Salisbury to Lytton, 7th April, I876, ibid.
2. Barton, ir ., op. cit.. p. 195*
3. Rajpoot, N. P. to Curzon, 8th April, 1921, R.N.. 3» P» 89.
4. Chelmsford to Nontagu, (n.d.), R. ., 3» P» 92.
5» Reading to "eel, 4th April, 1922, R. .. 16, Telegram No. 149*
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A. ourious aspect of the Hyderabad claim was the Nizam's proposal to

give complete self-government to a restored Berar

'which would be a strange feature of his administration in as much
as nothing of the kind is suggested for Hyderabad itself'. (1)

In October, 1923* Reading received a formal reouest from the Nizam for the
(2)

reopening of the Berar Ouestion.

The Nizam carried the fight to London by sending the Berars'

correspondence to the fecretary of tate and most of the Cabinet together

with a petition for their support} a newspaper was began on the Berars

issue. The Labour Secretary of ^tate expressed himself to be unimpressed:

Olivier put down Sir Mi Imam as 'a wind bag', but found it impossible

to block the Hyderabad 'campaign of luncheons and friendly talks .... Curzon
(U!

is quite agitated about it'. Reinforcement for the Government of India

position ome with Reading's enquiries made to the Governor of the Central

Provinces and his Council. They were unanimous and emphatic in stating

that there was no desire in Berars for a return to Hyderabad. This was

quite in accordance with what Reading expected in as much as at least

90% of the population of Berars was Hindu and most unlikely to favour
(5)

transfer to the sovereignty of the "ahoraedan. Reading himself was

strongly against the restoration of British administrated territory to

a Ruling Prince for fear of creating an unfortunate precedent. The

news of the opposition of the population of Berar to transfer was welcome

to the ' ecretary of *tate, currently conducting a difficult correspondence

with Sir \li Imam who urged that the retrocession was a matter for His

Majesty's Government. Olivier contented himself with warning Tmam off

1. Reading to Peel, 5th April, 1922, R.. 5, p. 2.
2. Reading to Peel, 3rd October, 1923, R.P.. 6, p. 222.
3. Olivier to Reading, 24th July, 1924. R.".. 7, P* Ills see too

Olivier to Reading, 14th February, 1924, R.n., 18, telegram No. 47*
4« Olivier to Reeding, 10th April, 1924, R« «, 7» pp. 49» 50.
5. Reading to Mivier, 24th April, 1924, ibid.. p. 80.
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(1)
such energetic canvassing and press campaigning.

"ith the f isnm pressing for a reply, Pending detailed the ditical

Hecretary to research into the Berars files. By and large this was

wasted effort: as the Viceroy stated, the controversy'centred around the
(2)

interview of the late ' izam with Curzon.' The investigation was

pursued with urgency sinoe Beading was concerned to put at rest the minds
(3)

of the Berar population. In October, 1924, Heading felt able to

pronounce the case complete,

'and our answer is inevitable ..... the only new wing in the whole
superstructure which lir Hi Imam has laboriously built up upon
the basis of a claim more than 100 years old is the claim founded
upon the alleged duress, coercion, oppression, tyranny, or whatever
word you xnny choose to employ, of Curzon in his interview with the
present 'izam* s father. ' close examination of records has not
only failed to disclose sufficient evidence to justify these
allegations, but has convinced me that there is no ground whatever
for them'. (4)

ith Birkenhead at the India Office, a hard line on the Borers case

could be anticipated: he instanced the uncompromising despatches of

Salisbury from 1975 to 1878 as 'the only really secure foothold for our
(5)

relations with the tates'. Heading proposed that since both he and

the Viceroy had held the highest judioial office in Britain, they should

announce that they had jointly perused the arguments, and'found ourselves

in complete agreement with the conclusion previously arrived at by 'is
(6)

ajesty's Government'. Birkenhead, however, took up an implacable

stance:

'I feel so strongly the desirability of maintaining the chose jugee
in these matters that T should prefer not to suggest that we have
reexamined the case at all'. (7)

1. Imam to Olivier, (n.d.), R«P., 7> pp. 66, 7s Olivier to Imam, (n.d. ,

ibid., p. 68.
2. Reading to Olivier, 26th June, 1924, R.T». 7, p* 121.
3» Reading to Olivier, 19th September, 1924, ibid.. p. 187*
4« Reading to Olivier, 9th October, 1924, ibid.. p. 196.
5» Birkenhead to Reading, 2nd December, 1924, R. ., 18, Telegram ' o. 389.
6. Reading to Birkenhead, 9th January, 1925, 19» Telegram ~ o. 5«
7. Birkenhead to Reading, 13th February, 1925, Ibid.. r,elegram * o, 45 s

see too Birkenhead to Reading, 13th February, 1925, ibid., Telegram No.46.
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The last shot in the Nizam's locker was hi3 offer to submit to a

commission, to bear the whole cost, and to repeat his promise of autonomy

to Berars. Reading stood emphatically for rejection:

'his demand for a Commission challenges the authority and
jurisdiction of the Government of Tndia and his ajeaty's
Government and would lead us eventually into serious
difficulties with the States'.

Reading now proposed that the correspondence with the "izam should be
(1)

published. Uppermost in his raind was the conviction that the Nizam

had mounted a challenge to "aramountcy itself. Publication would be

desirable

'not only for the purpose of publicelly refuting the Nizam's
claim, but also because there is an underlying current of thought
among the Princes - and not for the first time as the reoords
of conversations preliminary to the formation of the Chamber of
rinces will show - to claim that under their engagements and
treaties they, or most of them, are allies of is "ajesty and
conseouently should be in a position of complete internal
independence whatever may happen regarding foreign relations'. (2'

Birkenhead approved of the Viceregal draft pronouncement on Berars with

the proviso that the -principle of the supremacy of the nramount ower
(3)

was built up with an insistence on it as standard outside all "'reaties.

The Viceregal letter to the "izam, torether with the relevant background

correscondence on the Berars' issue, was duly published as s Command
(4)

aper. Tn the key passage, Reading bluntly stated that

'the overeignty of the British Crown is supreme in India, and
therefore no Ruler of an Indian State can justifiably claim to
negotiate with the British Government on an equal footing'. (r)

The letter stressed that the ecretary of rtata was at one with the Viceroy

and that there was no precedent for a court of arbitration in any case
(6)

Tfhich had been decided by His "ajesty's Gov-rnraent.

1. Reeding to Birkenhead, 6th Vctcber, 1925» £•]_•» 19, Telegram ' 0. 23B.
2. Reading to Birkenhead, lipth January, 1926, R.P., 8, pp. 206, 7.
3* Birkenhead to Reading, 1st "arch, 1926, R.P.. 19, Telegram Ho. 457.
4. Hyderabad: Agreement Respecting the Assigned districts, Cmd. 1321,

1902. Correspondence xegarding the Nizam's Claim for the Restoration
of Berar, Cad. 2A-39. 1924,5* Further Correspondence, Cmd. "621. 1926.

5* Cmd. 2621. para. 4.

Ibid.. para. 8.
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In the wake of this uncompromising document, the Borers' issue

disappeared temporarily. It surfaced in 1932 when senior advisers to

the Seorotary of tate, interested in baiting the Federal hook for the

Kisam, considered reopening the case. Hoare thought it safer to

cajole by way of some new honour or title rather than

'some arrangement under which Berar would obtain an appearanoe
of autonomy which would, on the one hand, break up the Central
Provinces, and on the other, lead in a short time to the complete
retrocession of the district to Hyderabad*, (l)

The Nisam only become reconciled to the loss of Berar late in the day

when his astute legal adviser, Fonckton, pointed out that its inhabitants

were predominantly Hindu and Con.•re3s-minded: should the ' izam recover
(2)

the province,'he would be nourishing a serpent in his bosom*.

As to the morality of the initial seisure of Berers, Barton
(3)

echoed some generally felt doubts. But no trace of ambiguity

attached itself to Heading's much publicised letter of 1926 to the

Kizam. For those ! rinces of overblown pretensions in the permissive

atmosphere which followed frcxn - into* s Hfiaipur Speech and the patronage
(4)

of ' ontagu, Reading's missive served as 'a tremendous rap on the knuckles'.

It resulted in a tide of Princely anxiety directed towards a reinvestigation

of the nature of British relations with the Tndian "tates.

The Ihalawer Cage.

"Thile there was no parallel in scale to the Berars case, other

Princes expressed grievances related to the loss of territories. The

most successful in converting an alleged territorial injustice into hard

1. Hoare to Pillingdon, 9th September, 1932, T.P.(i . 2, pp. 413» 4.
2. Birkenhead, lord, alter '"onokton; the life of Viscount onckton.

(1969), p. 118.
3* Barton, Sir ., op. cit.. p. 196.
4« The view of ir Alexander Brebner, interviewed 24th January, 1970.
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cash was the 13 Sun aharajrana of Jhalawar, a small state in ajputane.

The case came to 'ontagu's eye in 1921, largely through Jhalawar's

action in petitioning P. s. The Secretary of f'tate asked eading to

expedite a decision on compensation for Jhalewer'e lost territories,
(1)

'he is a good fellow'. "ontngu had convinced himself of the 'harsh

nature' of the territorial settlement imposed on Jhalawar by the Rlgin

administration and feared for the effect of 'extremist' influences on

(2)
the Taharajrana. All in all, "ontagu was struck by a 'nice, kindly,

loyal fellow' who was 'carrying on s most hurtful nronaganda amongst
(3)

Reviewing Jhalawar affairs in June 1921, Reading concluded that

the State was certainly in need of financial support, indeed no funds
(4)

were left to pay state officials. Rut he remained wary of

Jhalawar and Ms claims for the restoration of districts given to the

neighbouring ftate of ;rotah some 25 years before on the deposition of

his predecessor. Both Crewe and "ontagu had previously rejected this
(5)

request. Reading was prepared to remit, for five yeers initially,
(6j

the annual tribute of Rs 30,000 payable to Jhalawar. The political

difficulties implicit in helping Jhalawar weighed heavily with the

Viceroy:

'I regret to state that to give a subsidy out of the pocket of the
Indian taxpayer to make up the deficiencies of this Ruling rince
is impossible in my judgement'.

This said, Reading confessed to a modicum of sympathy for Jhalawar's

position:

'it is difficult to be a "aharaja without spending like a Naharaja'•(7)

1. ontagu to eadlng, 6th April, 1921, R.r.. 10, Telegram No. 17*
2. Vontagu to Reading, 11th April, 1921, ibid.. Telegram No. 39.
3. Nontagu to Reading, 12th April, 1921, R. .. 3, p* 7»
4« Reading to "ontagu, 16th June, 1921, R.P.. 10, "elegrara " o. 33^.
5. Reading to * ontagu, 24th June, 1921, ibid., "elegram "o. 391.
6. Reading to 'ontagu, 27th July, 1921, ibid., Telegram o. 567.
7. Reading to "ontagu, 11th JuljT, 1921, ibid., Telegram ?;o. 4"'5»
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Jhile investigating Jhalawer's finances, Reading found that payments to

State offioials were extremely exiguous. Tn Jhalawar' s disingenuous
(1)

explanation, 'they served out of devotion to him*.
"

ontagu received the news of the Viceroy's misgivings with 'deep

regret'. 'ontagu thought it appropriate to grant a

'non-votsble payment .... an assessment of land revenue squally
divided, capital value 0100,000, should, T think, be the right
way to compensate him'. (2)

(3)
The £100,000 suggestion was flatly turned down by Heading. ' ontagu

persisted in hi3 plea that remission of tribute by itself was not enough:
(4.i

*1 can't help thinking that he has a grievance'. Montagu's next

move was to suggest that " ea cling appoint a '"omniasion:

'if it didn't approve compensation, Jhalawar could not complain;
if it did then the Legislative Assembly could not ooraplain'. (5)

This simplistic equation did not impress Reading now firmly convinced

that the T aharajrana should cut his cloth to suit his style. If the

transfer of territory 20 years before was legal,

'I find it diffioult to understand why the taxpayer should now
compensate him I think it hard to be e "aharsja without
sufficient income to keep up the prestige and dignity. Is it
however too muoh to ask that when a man a rives at this position,
he must think of his Itote and if necessary cut down on his own
■personal expenditure'. (6)

The Vloeroy would not countenance arbitration and it seemed to him that

ontagu hod little inkling of the intensity of feeling within the

Legislative Assembly:

'I think that you possibly do not realise how strongly our
politicians feel in regard to the Stotes'. (7)

1. Reading to ''ontagu, 14th July, 1921, R»"». 3, P* 63.
2. ontagu to Reading, 16th July, 1921, R. -.. 10, "elegram "o. 500.
3« Reading to ''ontagu, 21st July, 1921, R. P.. 3, p. 69.
4» * ontagu to Reading, 7th August, 1921, ibid.. p. 170.
5. ontagu to Reading, 26th August, 1921, R.P., 10, Telegram * 0. 701.
6. Reading to "ontagu, 1st September, 1921, R.P.. 3, P« 101.
7» At this point ending cited the example of a number of tates, less

well favoured than Jhalawar, but apparently balancing their books.
See Reading to "ontagu, 12th September, 1921, R.P., 10, "elegram ''0. 859.
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In ecember 1921, Leading announoed that Jhalawar "tote was on the

verge of bankruptcy and enjoined that the Prince should be required to
(1)

live within his means while in ''ngland. Jhalawar consented to the

appointment of o British "dministrator in his 'tate and accented a*»

allowance of Rs 7,000 p.ra. (to be found out of British 'ndian revenues.

Montagu now developed the line of argument that "halawar should be

appeased as a mean3 of soothing the sensibilities of the "rincos generally.

He referred to Government of India intervention in 'da'pur a d forecast,

correctly, forthcoming interference in N&bha:

'these actions must lead to a feeling of insecurity in the Indian
Princes which is excessively dangerous in times like these, and
it is highly important for the good relations between the Tndian
Government and the "stive "tates that Jhalawar should not have a

financial grievance we must keep the affairs of the ative
tatcs from the floor of the legislature at all costs'. (2)

Following a considerable dispute between Fecretarv of "tate and Viceroy,
(3)

the allowance of i>s 7,000 p.m. was settled. ' ending capitulated ?dth

great reluctance, word having reached him that Jhalawar had already taken
(4)

two houses, one in xford, one in London. mhe generosity of spirit

with which ""ontogu had disputed the case for I ha Inwar, was not rewarded by

a display of self-discipline on the part of the prodigal rince in the

management of his affairs. By dune 1922, Jhalawar was petitioning for

remittance in excess of his allowance to meet a number of claims, one in

favour of arrods for £2,000, "hese requests were made at a time when
(5)

the State was forced to borrow to meet the salaries of tate officials.

The Jhalawar case is instructive in drawing attention to several key

features in the evolving relationship between ritiah interests and the

Tndian 0tatea: the gullibility of ' ontagu regarding rinces' claims;

Reading's confirmation of the Princes' lor stock in the Assembly; the

apparent interest of some arlinmentarians in rinces' grievances,

1. Reading to "ontagu, 8th "ovem-ber, 1921, , 10, Telegram "o. 1108.
2. Montagu to Reading, 22nd November, 192, ibid.. '"elegram o. 1074.
3. Montagu to heading, 11th January, 192.0, R." ., 16, Telegram Mo. 11.
4. Reading to "ontegu, 14th January, 192.2, ibid.. Telegram Ho. 12.
5* Reading to eel, Tth June, 1922, ibid., Telegram T*o« 221.
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a portent here for the connections to be struck up betv.een the

Conservative diehard lobby and some "aharajns in the early 'thirties.

The liabdi Case.

In general, the Government of India in the twentieth century set its

face against retrocession of territories. here retransfers did take
(1)

place, the Camp Bazar area of Tndore, the -'owgong tract in Central India,

they did not relate to any substantial acreage. mhe retrocession of

Bangalore to ' ysore, involving very small numbers, was fiercely attaoked
(2)

in the Commons, in 1935- Retrocession had to reckon with hostility

within the territories concerned; opinion would oppose transfer to the

rule of a "nharoja. uch sentiment was "ell illustrated in the case of

the iiffibdi villages.

The 9 Gun Thskor ahib of Linbdi, in the '"estern ""tstes *gency, had

placed himself in the good graces of the Government of India through

his unoompromising stance against Civil disobedience. Liabdl had also

surpassed other tates in the ruthlessness with which "tates' "Copies
(3)

movements were supressed. rver a Ion, period, the Lirabdi Durbar had

pressed for the return of the Barwala villages. rwin'a Government

had declined to reopen the case in 1931 "but illingdon, ever amenable to

"rincely protestations, care to feel that Limbdi's efforts'in assisting

Government officers' during the Civil Disobedience campaigns deserved

recognition. The case would have to go before the highest court of

appeal in Britain, hioh alone oould reverse an action taken by the Court
(4A

of Directors in 1814. Although illingdon continued to make muoh of

1. Sinh, R., on. cit., p. IdO.
2. See chapter 5 , p. 4% •

3. The limbdi Durbar did not hesitate to employ 'organised violence and
gangsterism' in the suppression of nolitical movements. ee
Phadnis, 'J., op. cit.. p. 119*

4. Willingdon to Hobre, 29th 'entenber, 1933, (i). 6, p. 368.
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the Thakore ahib' a considerable contribution to the suppression of

agitation in Gujerst and Kathiawer, Hoere drew back from compliance

with his request:

'the case for handing over to the State villages which for more
than a century have been part of British India has seemed to rae
here to present big difficulties'# (l)

Tirobdi himself lobbied the Government of Indie incessantly about

his 'wretched villages'# "lllingdon's response was redolent of the

paternalism with which he regarded many rinces. '"he Viceroy had

consulted Brabourne, the Governor of Bombay, on the I.imbdi question and

found him unenthusiastic:

'I would personal!}' ftuch like to see the old boy given the chance
of a referendum as to whether the people would want to come into
hi3 State or not •#•• T am inclined to think that if there was a

secret ballot, the verdict would go against him# "f course,
T am really biased in the matter, for I hove known the old bey for
many years, am very fond of him •••• intensely loyal to the British
Raj all through and a great help to us at the worst times of
non-cooperation'* (2)

Thus, on Willingdon's own admission, there is confirmation that however

much the Vioeroy himself might be drawn to the Thakore Sahib of Limbdi,

the reputation of Bative State's administration ensured that the Barwala

villagers were not.

1# Koare to "illingdon, 25th January, 1954, "#r.(i), 4, p# 960.
2. Willingdon to Hoere, 27th "ay, 1935, T.P#(l). 8, p. 760.
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The xeroise of araraountov; disputed successions
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The Bhopr.l Case*

In his enumeration of the duties of the "oramount "owcr, T'itse

gave a prominent place to the settlement of succession disputes. These

were occasions which might be used to broadcast and reinforce the

doctrine of supremacy; a basic principle stated that 'no succession is
(1)

valid until it hn3 been confirmed by the proper British authority'.

Succession disputes represented an opportunity to demonstrate those

qualities of justice, diplomacy and concern for effective administration,

which in theory resided in the \ olitical repartment. But in its

handling of the most discussed succession controversy of the twentieth

century, the Bhcpal case, the 1 olitical apartment s'nowed up as, at best,

leas than thorough.

The Bhopal succession became a matter for serious concern through

the submission of 'n long and reasoned request' from er highness

Sultan Jehan Begum of Bhopal, in the vie?,' of a touring Parliamentary

notable,

'the most famous woman Ruler in India, with almost as much
prestige there as een Victoria had in this country*. (lN

The Begum petitioned for the recognition of her youngest 3on 'amidulleh as

heir, an able and forceful administrator currently making his mark in

Bhopal, in olace of Habibullah, her senior grandson, whose eventual
(2)

succession had hitherto been universally regarded as a matter of course.

The Begum threw herself upon Heading's 'merciful kindness' but threatened

to abdicate if the decision went against her. The case excited much

interest among the ■ rinces generally, most of whom favoured strict adherence

1. Clark, A., (ed.), *' 'k od '"nninRs*; the rivote arers of Viscount
lee of -areham, (197£T» p. 262. 'n a less reverent account, the
Begum in full veil is described as 'a dumpy white truncated cone'.
See Lord, J», op. cit.. p. 93.

2. Reading to Birkenhead, 26th "arch, 1925, R." «. 8, pp. 63, L-.
See too Fitze, Sir P., cp. oit., p. 117.
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to the lor of primogeniture, a view supported by the Political Department.

For the moment eading hedged:

'the inclination of my Political Department is undoubtedly against
the Begum's view? but I reserve mine until after T have made full
examination'• (l'1

Birkenhead, with his legalistic background, took a keen interest and his

researches led him to an I860 desoetoh of Sir Charles ood which
(2)

mentioned primogeniture.

Reading's views, initially hostile to the Begum's petition, were

'rudelv shaken' by evidence which he scrutinised in ■ ondon, while on
(3)

leave. He ordered the "oliticel rapartment to reexamine the oa3e.

Birkenhead, also, had now concluded that 'the old lady is right', and pressed
(4 ;

for a decision in favour of the Begum, who now had the King's upport.

This became p matter of some urgenoy when it was revealed that the Begum,
(5)

currently in London, was suffering from serious heart trouble. For

Birkenhead, it was essential that the esse be used to establish clearly

the discretionary powers of Paramountoy, and enforce the principle that

questions of this kind werp decided 'on .-rounds of policy and not of
(6)

law*. till the matter was not finalised and early in 1926, Birkenhead

alerted the Viceroy to a case in 1873 when the British Government forced

primogeniture on the :"'orte in connection with the succession in Fgypt on

the grounds that "ohamredan law had always been a fertile cause of
(7)

intrigue.

1. Reading to Barkenhead, 26th arch, 1925, R.T.. 8, p. 66.
2. Birkenhead to Reading, 30th July, 1925, ibid.. pp. 39, 2f0.
3. Reading to Birkenhead, 20th 'ugust, 1925, ibid.. pp. 100, 1.
4* Birkenhead to .eading, 8th October, 1925, ibid.. p. 2*4* Ostensibly,

the Begum had visited Britain to lay her case before the ■ ing ^mperor.
See Birkenhead to Reading, 2nd December, 1925, H«0.. 19, Telegram "o.
289. But in the course of her stay, she never let slip an opportunity
to put her case. Highly placed ladies in particular were deluged
with details. See interton to Heading, 28th December, 1925, R.T.. 8,
P» 9.7.

5* Birkenhead to Reeding, 5th November, 1925, H». 19, melegrar No. 22^2.
6. Birkenhead to Reading, 19th November, 1925, ibid.. melegram vo. 262.
7. Birkenhead to Reading, 11th January, 1926, ibid.. ^elegrnm No. 356.
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The delay built up in India and drew the admission from Reading

that the Political department was seriously undermanned and could not deal

with the disputes pertaining to Hyderabad, Bhoonl and Tndore
(1)

contemporaneously. In the end, Reading himself had to draft the

greater part of the despatches on the Bhopal case especially since

'my Department had come definitely to s conclusion which T could
not accept'•

The Viceroy was staggered to find that the Dolitlcal Department investi¬

gation had not gone beyond the "utiny in searoh of precedents:

'it was very fortunate that the India Office brought Oir Henry
ayne's note on the Oudh and Delhi successions to my notice'. (2;

Agreement was eventually reached in "arch 1926. Birkenhead

summarised his decision thus:

'the point on which my own opinion was really determined was that
there was no vestige of evidence that the "nglish system of
primogeniture had ever been applied or accepted in Bhcpal. In
these circumstances, it seemed to me hardly defensible to apply it
for the first time in the teeth of many precedents and against the
vehemently expressed desires of a popular Ruler'. (3)

(4)
Reading endorsed these findings. In reviewing the case, the Secretary

of Btate was severely critical of the Government of Tndia's approach and

in particular of 'the unaccountable and certainly most inconvenient delay'

in reaching a decision:

'the second re-examination involved as many months as r should
have thought weeks were necessary, for most of the historic work
had already been done*.

The last straw for Birkenhead was the appearance of a 'well-informed'

leak in The r'imes and almost all of the British "resa, correctly anticipating

the decision,

'an unfortunate development which aould have been av ided by a
prompt official statement from Delhi. *. (5)

1. Reading to Birkenhead, 2nd December, 1925, R.. R, p. 188.
2. Reading to 3irkenhead, 14th January, 1926, ibid., pp. 205, 6.

Published accounts of the case erroneously declare that the Government
of India files did not go back further than the Mutiny. "ee lord, J.,
on. cit.. p. 99j Hyde, H. ' ontgornery, 1 ord leading (1967 , p. 3P5»

3« Birkenhead to Reading, 4th ''arch, 1926, ibid.. p. 112, 3•
4« Rending to Birkenhead, 18th "arch, 1926, ibid.. p. 231.
5* Birkenhead to Reading, 11th ' nrch, 1926, ibid., p. 115.
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Thus the esse of the Bhopal succession ended, as it had be un,

in controversy. Rending was left to contemplate the mishandling of

the research by the olitical department whose Arnft despatch purported

to represent an examination ' 'from the rise of British aranountcy' ....
(1)

a most deplorable misuse of expression1, commented Reading. "Tie

Government of India's decision in her favour had been confidently

anticipated by er "ighness and her staff since February. In ay, 1926,

Shah Jehan Begum abdicated and Hamidullah han became the first Kawab
(2)

of Bhopal for a century. Though Hamidullah ruled, by Indian tates'

standards, reasonably efficiently, the oase had its tragic aspect which

gave some substance to the Delhi view that primogeniture is always

preferable, owing to its certainty, to Islamic rule; primogeniture

ensured that long-cheri3hed expectations were unlikely to be disappointed

at the eleventh hour. The superseded grandson left Bhopal, consumed by

resentment, for a life of unstinted dissipation which killed him at the
(3)

age of 27.

"he Bi.jawar Case, the 'lwnr T-ase.

is a general rule, both "ecretnries of tote end Viceroys were

concerned to uphold Birkenhead's belief that policy and not lav: should

dictate successions. 'ven in a minor 'tate, a succession controversy

could attract awkward publicity in Britain Q3 well as in India. Between

1935 and 1937, the leading Conservative diehard and editor of the

' orning "ost. H. .1. Gwynne, petitioned numerous public figures including

the incoming Viceroy, Linlithgow, vdth the intention of reversing the

succession in Bijawar, an 11 Gun tate. Gwynne claimed to have been

1. Reading to Birkenhead, 30th arch, 1926, B.r'., 8, pp. 24.O, 1.
2. lord, J., op. cit.. p. 99.

3» Fitse, Sir K., op. cit.. p. 119.
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fcjlefed by e senior Political: his most serious allegation held that

illinrdon had forced the previous ulrr to adopt sn heir, in a spirit

of revenge against Patiala whose daughter stood to gain by the original
(1)

succession arrangement. Gwynne's agitation served to remind the

Government of India of a lingering interest in 'rinces1 affairs manifest

on Conservative back benches.

The Alwar succession was a case in which not external interference

but the rash undertakings of a previous Viceroy jeopardised the discretion

of the "arainount ower. In reviewing the arrangements for the accession

of the new aharaja, ' etland was shaken to note that illingdon had

promised to support the late ''aharaja' a candidate who was far from the

obvious choice:

'I was more surprised in view of the strength of the precedents which
have been oited in favour of selecting a successor from the liana
house*•

letland proposed for the future that any reply given to a 1 uler 'should
(2)

not go beyond a promise to consider the nominee*. Linlithgow was

similarly surprised when his investigation of succession policy turned up

a number of disturbing communications: a document from Vdaipur to the A.G.G.,

'the contents of which are unknown', pertainin : tc the matter of his

successor; a similar missive from Travancore. Linlithgow was strongly

of the opinion that it had been unwise to accept and place on record

such documentation and determined to plug the loophole:

'I felt that undertakings of this nature were objectionable in
principle as tending to limit the freedom of the nararaount
7 ower, and possibly seriously to embarrass an incoming Viceroy
and decretory of State'. (3)

1.

2.

3.
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To the lest, the Government of India and His vajesty's Government

were determined to exercise those very considerable powers over the

'rlnces which were vested in Helhi through control over succession,

whatever freedoms were imagined to have been granted by Canning's

sanad3. thwarted heir might engage the services of the most eminent

and expensive battery of lawyers, but they would not be granted full

access to the material since 'political practice' decreed that

'the ruminations of the ^arnnount nower in this delicate sphere
were all to be carried on in an atmosphere of secrecy', (l)

1. Fitse, Sir K., op. oit.. p. 125.
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It did not escape the notice of the more astute "Princes that in

the economic, as distinct from the political, spheres there were certain

to be areas in which the interests of the 0overnment of India and of

the States, either individually or severally, clashed. In such circumstances,

the role of the Political Department was, to say the least, invidious.

In this connection, the growth and administration of States' railways

furnish an interesting example. Initially, Dalhousie had pushed

railways through tates suoh as Gwnlior with largely strategic interests
(1)

in mind. An enlightened "olitioal, Colonel Paly, did much to
(2)

encourage Prinoes themselves to promote railways, and for those 'tates

of !- athiawar and Rajputana wher<= the terrain was largely desert and flat

in charaoter, tunnels end embankments were few and consequently capital
(3)

expenditure extraordinarily small.
(4)

Ptates* railways could produoe a handsome revenue, but sooner

or later a clash of interest with the British Indian lines wa3 inevitable.

In 1912 Hardinge refused permission to Vtiala to construct a railway

connecting his State with Jodhpur and Bikaner: the Vioeroy was motivated

by 'the antagonistic attitude of the -.3. and C.I., and 3.?. Railway

Companies'. He had previously rejected similar requests from ; ysore and

Baroda. Hardinge reasoned that existing British Indian interests

deserved consideration though he load carefully weighed

'the disadvantages of taking any action which might in any way lead
investors in 'Indian' railways in ngland to think that their
interests would not be conserved'.

Hardinge did experience some qualms:

'I do not think that this is a policy we can pursue indefinitely
and thus restrict the natural growth development of the Native
tntes and their own lines'. (5)

1. 'The Success of Indian Kailwfiys', The Times. 15th August, 1892.
2. Paly, "ajor H., on. cit., p. 297*
3. Fitze, Sir ., on. cit.. p. 129*
If. addington, C. ., on. pit., p. PC).
5« Hardinge to Crewe, 15th "ay, 1912«Har»f'». vol. 118, No. 21,
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In his reply, the ecretary of Btate acknowledged the inequitable

situation in existenoe: 'we have to act more or less B3 judge in our
(1)

own case'#

Given the scattered distribution of the brinces' territories it

was inevitable that the major trunk routes shoul i cross their domains;

the .Bombay Beroda Delhi line crossed tntes' frontiers thirty-eight
(2)

times. The Government of Tndio insisted that British Indian

administered laws should operate throughout the railway system; railway

lands were administered by the Political Department. Despite repeated

representations from the tates, neither the hitler Committee in 192B,

nor the Davidson Committee in 1932 would restore jurisdiction to the
(3)

States in respect of their railways. mhe most that could be wrung

from the aramount "ower was provision for an independent "ederal
(4)

Railway /uthority under the terms of Ihe 1935 Government of Tndia "ct.

Of oourse, this section of the new constitution was never implemented.

^he major bone of contention between the r'tntes and the ">.ramount

Power did not concern railways directly; it lay rather in the sphere

of customs and excise. Following the establishment of British supremacy

in Tndia, the rinces had been persuaded to abolish their traditional

duties levied on merchandise in transit through their "tates. But with

the growth of taxation at British Indian ports of goods consigned to

their territories, the Prinoes argued with some justice that they were
(5)

now the victims of an imposition from which they had formerly benefitted.

Kashmir al< no enjoyed the privilege of importing sea-borne merchandise in
(6)

bond.

1. Crewe to Hardinge, 5th June, 1912.Har»".. vol. 118, No. 20.
2. Cmd. 3302. para. 90.
3. °ec ibid.. paras. 91, 2.; Cmd. 4103. oaras. 175-9*
4» ■ inh, R., op. cit., pp. 365-9*
5« Fitze, 2ir K., op. clt.. p. 128.
6. This was accorded in exchange for an agreement on Kashmir's part to

permit free trade with Central "sia across her frontiers. 'ee
Barton, Hir ., op. cit., p. 129.
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The essence of the dispute lay in the aritime tates' claim that

they possessed by virtue of their sovereignty the right of levying and

retaining see customs duties at their own ports. The (Government of India

argued that it was entitled to take stens to ensure that British Indian
CO

revenues were not thereby prejudiced. "he problem centred on the

peninsula of sthiawsr, wholly Tndian "tates territory, with a number of

excellent ports in rail connection with wide areas and populous centres.

The route from athiawar to Delhi was shorter than that from any other
(2)

port to India's capital. Following the establishment of the rail

link-ups, the Government of India suggested that it should take over the

administration of the kathiawar ports and pay out revenues to the "totes

concerned. On the rejection of their proposal by the "aritime rinces,

the Delhi administration imposed in 1905 a customs barrier, the Viraragar.

line, along the British Indian frontier of the 'athlowar "tates. "his

drastic measure, highly unpopular in the tates, was set aside in 1917,

on the strict proviso that the athiawar ports would levy customs duties

not lower than those enforced simultaneously in British Tndian ports;

and that should, through the creation of a large scale port,

'the fiscal interests involved become very important, the Government
of India would reserve the right to reconsider the position
generally'. (3)

"

o rince was more interested in the commercial possibilities now-

offered, through the prospect of luring trade away from the British Indian

ports, than the -Tarn ahib of Gawanagar. hen he applied to officialdom

for elucidation as to the limits of permitted expansion, anji was not given
(k)

a precise definition, an oversight which ;nve the ample ' ahai'aja much

1. Cmd. 4103. paras. 2^0, 1.
2* Bblcl.. para. 2%.
3» Ibid.. para3. 280, 290.
■k* Cmd. ,^103. para. 291. "he vague terms of the 1917 agree- ent stipulated

that the overnment would not impede a 'healthy development' of a port
to the extent of 'its natural capacity'. °ee Irwin to Birkenhead,
5th June, 1927, "x.'.. 8, "elegram Go. 158. Birkenhead thought that
the vague assurances given to the Jam "ahib in 1917 were 'most
unfortunately worded'. ee irkenhead to Irwin, 26th Bay, 1927>
ibid.. Telegram No. 160.
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room for ■manoeuvre. "he Jam ahib became the pioneering Prince in

developing attractive port facilities; other athiawar I'.ulcrs followed

suit offering such lure3 to shippers as cheap rarehousing and low labour

dues. Irwin, alarmed by the massive increase notably in Jamnagar's

trade, put it to Birkenhead that

'states developing transit traffic should be content with the
increased general prosperity that results', (l)

"hile Irwin conoeded the absence of

'complete proof of malpractice and we recognise the difficultyof
drawing the line between fair and unfair methods of encouraging
trade, it cannot be denied that remarkable expansion of Jamnagar
trade ha. been aided by grant of easy finance to merchants and
reduotion of frsight on Jamnagar railwey3 to minimum level'. (2)

"ith other Kathiawar ports notably Bedi and Okha now equipped, for

ocean-going trade, the Government of India decided on a Conference with

the ''sritime States at ' ount Abu. Birkenhead, normally quick to prick

Tincely pretension, on this occasion showed concern about the official

position:

'may it not be urged that natural development of T'athiawar Ports
is being unfairly stifled, and that the attitude of the Government
of India is one of subordinating all equitable consideration to
their own purely financial interests'.

As irkenhead saw it, the Government was in a cleft stiok if it were

emphasised that the consuming public was in British India,

'you will be using the same argument against the Paritime tate3
as was urged by the Inland States against the Government of India'.(j)

Anxiety mounted in Delhi where, by ay 1927, Irwin had in his

possession 'astonishing figures' which appeared to show massive diversion

of sugar imports from Bombay to athiawar:

'I cannot doubt myself that the Jam ahib is, by one means or another,
giving a very elastic interpretation to what might be reasonably
considered the healthy development of his port*. (I*)

1. Irwin to Birkenhead, 24th April, 1927, ibid.. Telegram No. 117•
2. Irwin to Birkenhead, 5th June, 1927, ibid.. ^elegram No. 158.
3« Birkenhead to Irwin, 14th April, 1927, ibid.. "elegram No. 129«
4* Irwin to Birkenhead, 26th * ay, 1927, Hx... 3, P« 125.
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But Birkenhead was concerned about the ambitalent role of the Political

Department, central to the Princes* grievances. *~"as it consistent

with the A.G.G.'s duties as a Political Officer', wondered Birkenhead,

reviewing progress at the 'ount Abu Conference, 'that he should day the
(1)

role of the Government spokesman9* The Secretary of State made his

point. Watson, the A.G.G., was withdrawn as Government spokesman and
(2)

appointed as Chairman. The more cynical Princes would question

whether this amounted to a change of role in practice. Birkenhead

felt realistically pessimistic about the outcome of the Conference: he
(3)

did not find the official arguments 'very convincing'.

The Pount Abu Conference duly foundered. The States rejected out

of hand the proposal that customs administration should be handed over to
(4)

Government of India officers in return for a guaranteed annual payment.

The failure of the negotiations was 'a great disappointment' to Trwin.

The sticking point had been allocation of customs revenue. Other ctates

had been unwilling to accept a financial settlement which would have given

the Jam Sahib a permanent advantage over themj his port of Nnwanagsr was

already on the way to absorbing the whole of the Pathiawar trade. Ranjl

had made it clear that the liberality of the settlement would have swayed

him. Othnr States were opnosed to cash compensation offered, regarding
(5)

this as tantamount to the sale of sovereign rights.

The Maritime States persisted in their representations against

the reimposition of the Viramgam Line. Late in 1928 Irwin had reached

some tentative conclusions

'as to the extent to which the States could be allowed exemption
from customs duties on goods Imported at their harbours and passing
thence ecros3 the customs barrier into British India'.

1. Birkenhead to Irwin, 20th June, 1927* Hx.P.. 8, Telegram No. 190.
2. Irwin to Birkenhead, 23rd June, 1927* ibid.. Telegram No. 174»
3. Birkenhead to Irwin, 27th June, 1927* ibid.. Telegram No. 198#
4* Crod. it-105. para. 295«
5* Irwin to Birkenhead, 7th July, 1927, Hx«".. 3» PP» 150, 1.
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He declined to make these public in advance of the recommendations of
(1)

the Indian States nquiry Committee. In its Report, Butler considered

that the States had'a strong claim to some relief* given the tremendous

jump in maritime customs since 1921, a policy deoision on which the states

were not consulted. However, this finding was balanced by the assertion

that the degree of relief would require careful examination since Htates

admitted to a share of British Indian oustoms revenue, would have to
(2)

shoulder 'their full share of imperial burdens*.

The Jam Fahib continued to finance the preparation of lengthy legal

representations, drawn up by the prominent Indian jurist who had acted

for the ■ tate at vount Abu, Sir Chimanlal Setalvad. These were voluminous

doouments, difficult to pereue, and the Secretary of tate experienced a

sense of relief on hearing, in late 1930, that Fetalvad required another
(3)

six months to present his case. 'hen the specialist Indian States

(Financial Committee toured in 1952, it was presented with a very

formidably dossier by the Jam Sahibj 'an exceptionally strong case',
(4)

commented one member of the Committee to the Secretary of State. The

Committee made a most exhaustive study of the many baffling and contra¬

dictory elements within the sea customs controversy. It concluded by

recording a dislike of the retention of the Viramgam Line, but declined
(6)

to put forward any clear alternatives. The Davidson Report fell back

on the possibilities offered by an All-India Federation:

1. Irwin to Birkenhead, 11th October, 1928, Hx.r.. 4, P» 224.
2* Cmd. 3302. para. 82.
3» Benn to Irwin, 23rd '""ctober, 19}0, TIx.. 11, Telegram ''o. 530.
4. Lord Hastings to Hoare, 29th February, 1932, T.r~.(i), 14.
5. Ho less than 52 pages of the Report were devoted to this issue. 'e

Cmd. 4105. pp. 91-143*

Ibid., para. 354. Given the impossibility of forecasting future
patterns of trade or fiscal policy, the Davidson Report was strongly
against British offers for the acquisition of the customs rights of
the Ftates generally. Ibid., para. 381.
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'an arrangement whereby the 'aritime States were at least enabled
to retain in their own hands the value of duty on goods imported
through their ports for consumption by their own subjects, even
though it might involve same diminution of federal revenues, might
well be accepted in a Federal scheme embracing so many diverse
elements', (l)

The Jam ahlb's case dragged on to the ohagrin of 7illingdon. The

Viceroy confessed himself to be 'awfully distressed' and urged the

ecretary of State to authorise the Tribunal requested by Ranji,

'and get the case settled for good. "ith my knowledge of the
case, I think he was badly treated in the past'. (2)

Fillingdon's characteristic response to the Fathiawar Ports dispute was

to blame it on past Vioeroys,* his solution, to call in outside help.

The Viceroy claimed to be confronted by

'what I must call very sloppy and piecemeal legislative action
in regard to these Ports matters in the past ••••• T'ra not sure
that it would not be better to put the whole matter to arbitration
by two or three really big men from home ••••. T do think that it
is very hard for you and me that we should have to sweep up the
faults of our predecessors, particularly as the financial effects
must be pretty heavy for the Government of India, and, politically,
it would go very hard on us if the nationalist politicians vrere to
start a campaign which laid open to the public our considerable
mismanagement of this matter in the past'. (3)

Not till the end of 1934, did "illingdon feel that at last a settlement

was near on the Ports question. damnsgar and Baroda were settled and

agreement had been reached with ^orbunder, Junagadh and Morvi. ' ith

Cochin and Travanoore coming into line, 'the problem of the Ports is
(4;

rapidly clearing out of the way'. "illingdon arranged for his

Finance ,rember to produce all the Kathiawar agreements together, rather
(5)

than piecemeal. Under the terms of the compromise settlements, the

States agreed to limit their appropriations to a reasonable figure based
(«)

on populations and looal circumstances. Tt was an unusually thoughtful
1. Cmd. 2J.03. para. 382.
2. Fillingdon to Hoere, 10th July, 1932, T.P.(l). 5, p. 166.
3. Fillingdon to Hoare, 26th March, 1934, T.P.fil. 7, p. 496.
$• Fillingdon to Hoar®, 31st Pecember, 1934, T.P»(l). 8, p. 6l8.
5. Pillingdon to Zetland, 5th January, 1935» Z.P.. 6, p. 35$. Hither the

fearful complexities of the Ports controversy made little impression on
the Finance Member or they tried him to the extent that he sought to
expunge them from hi3 reoord: there are no references to the Kathiawar
Ports in his memoirs. See Grigg, P. J., 'rejudlce and Judgement. (1948)

6. Fitse, Sir K., on. clt«. p. 132.
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move on -illingd.cn* 3 part to finalise the protracted negotiations over

the Ports dispute before the end of his term. He thus spared his

successor the experience of dealing with a controversy on which, in

Fitze's recollection, 'the expenditure of time, paper and ink in the
(1)

secretaries of Delhi and Simla was unparalleled'.

The Ports controversy provided a graphic illustration of the

conflicting economic interests of Ttates and Central Government. The

Politioal Department was plainly unauited by origin and nature to

arbitrate and the Princes affected would be conscious of the dark hand of

Paramountcy at work. Tf Birkenhead was unconvinced by the official

position, the complaints of the Jam Sahib are scarcely to be wondered

at. This said, in view of the documented dramatic expansion of trade

at Nawanagar in the 'twenties, the doyen of Ranji's spokesmen was hardly
(2)

juatified in referring to it as *a fleabite'. In theory, the
(3)

Sollverein proposed by the Butler Report may have seemed a promising

way forward but the notorious rivalries existing between Their 'ighnesses

and their obsessions regarding 'sovereignty', so much in evidence during

the Fount -'bu proceedings, ruled this out.

1. Fitze, Sir K., op. clt.. p. 128.
2. The observation of Professor L« F# Rushbrook "illiams, interviewed 1 ^

'arch, 1972.
3» Cad. 3302. para. 80.
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The xerclse of ' ararnountcy; the inculcation of educational standards|

restrictions on foreign leave
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The Inculcation of - educational tandards

It was central to the concept of Imperial partnership that the

Winces should enjoy a reputation for at best statesmanship and at worst

a capacity for adeouate administration. Curiously enough, the education

of Princes was much more the concern of later nineteenth century

officialdom that its twentieth century counterpart. There is a singular

ebaenoe of reference to educational policy and the "rince3, after Curzon'3

time, in the correspondence of the respective Viceroys and 'ecretaries

of State. It was in the era of "ayo that Colleges were established

specifically for Princes at various centres; -ajkot for Kathiawar, Tndore

for Central India, Ajaere for Rajputsna, Lahore for the "unjab: 'the
(X)

right education for Princes beoame a matter for imperial oonoern'•

A keen official interest in the level of Princely education was

especially evident during Curzon's Vioeroyalty. He was quiok to notice

the relative paucity of students on the rolls of the Princes' Colleges,
(2)

and the general indifference of 'ririces to these institutions. In the

oourse of two Conferences on Chiefs' Colleges, at Calcutta in 1902 and

Ajmere in 1904, Curzon sought to invigorate the College system through
(3)

the introduction of a number of reforms. The Viceroy even undertook

to subsidize the Colleges with Government of India funds, the Colleges

being an essential part of his major polioy whioh aimed to build up the

1. Sinh, R., op. olt.. p. 37; see too Barton, Sir op. cit.. p. 283;
Butt, I. A., op. cit.. p. 139. The Colleges were known by the following
designations: Rajkumar College, Rajkot; Holy College, Jndore;
Aitchiaon College, Lahore; "ayo College, - jmer. A fifth College
was later established at Paipur.

2. Butt, I. A., op. pit., p. 146.
3. Curzon stipulated that Europeans should be in charge of boarding houses;

that a common diet of examinations should be adopted; that an
Inspector of Colleges be appointed. Curzon also encouraged closer
integration among the alumni of the institutions. Bee ibid.. pp. 149,
154.
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(1)
character and importance of the traditional Indian Rulers.

The improvements enacted did not substantially alter the vaews of

those numerous Trinces who entertained reservations about the suitability

of the Colleges. The criticisms levelled ranged from lack of grounding

in economics and administration, to compulsory enlistment in the Scouts.

Barton attributed much of the hostility to a general dislike of aramountcy,

but he confessed that 'the College system' reouired remodelling in order
(2)

to bring it more into touch with modern conditions. One practioe

which particularly hampered the inculoation of self-discipline was the

granting of permission to Rajkumars to live outwith college and maintain

their own establishments. Fitze knew the Indore College well and it

was only through the efforts of two outstanding "rincipels that the

institution was transformed

•from what had tended to bee erne an outmoded nursery in which
pampered young aristocrats were provided with a veneer of good
manners before embarking on a career of dignified indolence'. (3)

Barton acknowledged that the question of reforming the Colleges was

one of 'pressing urgency'• The matter was taken up by a Chamber of
(4)

Rrinces' committeej predictably, nothing happened in consequence.

Irwin's speech to the Chamber session of 1926 recognised that the Colleges

hod declined in the Princes* esteem. is call for a revival of interest

was coupled with the warning that the Government grant now subject bo

vote in a popularly elected assembly was no longer secure. "he fact that

the Viceroy had to make more or less the same speech to the 1930 Chamber

Ibid.. pp. 167, 160.
2. Some tutors did touch upon administration. °ne Rajkumar when

asked how he would clear his State from debt replied: 'I should
gain the confidence of my Minister, and 7/hen T had all the information
that he could give me, I should imprison him till he disgorged the
plunder accumulated during ray minority*. See Fitse, ir F., on. oit..
p. 284. Sir later Lawrence recalled the case of another imaginative
Rajkumar at College who wrote in Ms essay: 'the horse is a noble
animal, but when irritated he will not do so'. Pee Lawrence,
Sir w», pp. cit.. p. 46.

3« Fitae, Sir K«, op. cit.. p. 110,
4» Barton, Sir op. oit.. p. 286.
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is an indication of the studied indifference shown by the Chamber rinces
(1)

to the Ea$cumar Colleges. In their original form, the Colleges did

not survive much beyond 193^» Thereafter, the entry policy based on

inclusion in the Indian Febrett was abolished and the Colleges expanded
(2)

with a non-exclusive roll.

Since the establishment of Chiefs' Colleges was not a policy whioh

had met with the anticipated success, it was important that an alternative

expedient designed to ensure that Rulers cane up to the mark* the

provision of British tutors resident in the State, achieved some degree

of success. British tutors had been appointed during the minorities in

Baroda and Hyderabad in the later nineteenth century, and in "ysore in
(3) Ok

the early twentieth. Particular care was taken in selecting Tutors

and some outstanding Politicals acted in this capacity: ir tuart Eraser, •

(5)
tutor to both Kolhapur and vysore, caught Tyndale Biscoe's eye.

But even the most dedicated tutor might find that his student was beyond
/

his reach as was 'sleolm Barling's experience at Fewea. A very

representative set of difficulties were those encountered by the novelist

Edmund Candler when acting as a tutor in 1905: the ~rince

'was generous according to his lights, but the wrong signals were
up} and no sermon or moralising oould substitute red for green'.

It was in the course of a discussion on The Prisoner of enda that the
—

Prince's entirely alien conception of morality emerged. Granted that

1. Halifax, lord, on. cit.. pp. 165, 6.
2. Coen, ir T# C., op. cit.. p» 58.
3» Barton, 3ir ., on. cit.. p. 233»
4. Coen, Fir T. C., op. cit.. p. 68.
5* Tyndale Biscoe, Canon, op. cit.» p. 146.
6. Darling, Fir v», op. cit.. p. 193*
7. The Rajkumar's interest had been captured by the scene in which

Rupert had laid down his revolver as the prelude to a duel: 'the
lad excitedly suggested that this was an opportune moment for
Rassendyll to shoot his adversary ••••• the lad's difficulty in
understanding the estem code of honour and his evasive attitude to
the truth left Candler melancholy'. Cited in 'arry, B.,
Delusions and r'lsco?erlea. Ftudies on India in the British Tma/rnation.
1880-1930. (1972). pp. 137, 8.
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some Rejkumars might be more receptive to uropean tutelage, with

mounting pressure on manpower within the Politioal Department in the

inter-war years, it became increasingly difficult to 3pare officers for
(1)

such work. Thus, at the time when it ma of critical importance

for the Government of India to produce resectable "rinces, its capacity

to achieve this had markedly declined.

Restrictions on Foreign Leave.

Just S3 Curzon had taken the lead in attempting to reanimate the

Chiefs* Colleges, a corollary of his concern for Their Highnesses'

respectability »3 Rulers was his issue of the much discussed Tbreign

Leave Circular. In the course of his speech at Gwalior in oveaber

1899, Curzon had referred with some distaste to the presence of rinces

at European race-courses and hotels. His strictures were the outcome

of a conviction that the too freouent absences of these potentates was
(2)

good neither for them nor their a bjects. Jodhpur, Kapurthala,

Puddukota and Cooch Rehar were among the worst offenders, habitues
(3)

of the demi-monde of the Boulevards and Leioester fquare. "Tiere was

a good deal of antipathy in high quarters regarding the Princes' taste far

white women and a general official uneasiness about the custom of

feting even minor Princes in urope,

•where an individual who is looked at askance at a seoond-rate
British entertainment in India, hob-nobs and jollifies at the
Courts of Emperors and Kings'. (4)
In August of 190C, Curzon circulated looal governments with a formal

document which stipulated for the future that permission to Ruling rrinces

to visit countries outside India would be granted by the Government of

1. Coen, ir 1. C,, op. cit.« p. 68.
2. Ronaldshay, lord, on. cit.. p. 91.
J. Butt, I. A., op. cit.. pp. 76, 92.
4. Ibid.. pp. 96, 100.
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India alone. The letter was published in the Government osette and

widely regarded es a manifesto directed at the "rinces themselves. The

directive concluded:

•the Government of India desire, therefore, to lay down the initial
proposition that repeated absences from India of Native Chiefs
should be regarded as a dereliction, and not as a discharge, of
public duty*, (l)

The circular was well received in general by the Indian ress; however

criticism, particularly of the hectoring tone of the document, emanated

from the India "ffice. Tt was observed that the ' ucen and the Home
(2)

Authorities 'had a soft corner* for rinces.

It was entirely consistent with the enhanoed prestige accorded to

Prinoes at the behest of ? ontagu, that n Resolution was passed in 1921 which

required

'little more than full information from the "rinces regarding the
tours proposed and the arrangements for the administration of the
State during their absence'. (3)

This relaxation of control, in the outspoken view of a leading Indian

Liberal, had a most unfortunate effect. Gpeeking at Cochin in 1926,

Sastri concluded}

'a great many of the rinces are not to be seen in their palanes ...
they are^to be seen anywhere where enjoyment can be bought with
their peoples' money. You go to London, you go to Paris, you go
to all fashionable oities and you meet some Indian Rajah or other,
dazzling the people of Turope and corrupting those who go near
them', (4)

The relatively unrestricted flow of rinoes to urope following the

end of the Great " ar might not have excited such a volume of unfavourable

and indeed scurrilous comment had it not been for the tremendous

publicity attaching itself to the 'Mr. A. Case' which broke upon the

British end Indian public in 1922,. Briefly put, the heir to the gadi in

1. Ronaldshay, L rd, on. clt., p. 91.
2. Butt, T. A., op. pit., p. 97*
3. Irwin to 'eel, 2>d l ay, 1929, Hx.P.. 5, p. 12,3.
4. Cited in Chudgar, P. L., op. pit.. p. 17»
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Kashmir, Sir Hari Singh, had. been the victim of a blaolcmail conspiracy,

arranged in all probability by his own A.B.C., one Captain Arthur, an

appointment of the Government of India. Arthur's accomplices had

extracted 1125,000 from the "rinee as the price of their silence following

his exposure in flagrante with the wife of on English bookmaker in a

Faris hotel in 1919* The sordid affair come to light when the bookmaker

sued the "idland Bank which had paid out pert of the proceeds on a forged
(1)

endorsement upon a cheque drawn by one of the conspirators.

The case attracted unusual interest in the British Press and the

consequent publicity shook the Tndio Office to its foundations.

Birkenhead was beside himself:

•the fl25,000 cose had caused extraordinary soandal as you can
imagine in this country and, indeed, in almost the whole of the
civilised world. From our point of view the case seems to rae
in every way deplorable'.

On the Viceroy's insistence, Birkenhead had arranged anonymity for !ari

Singh with an extremely reluctant presiding Justice, Barling. The

soubriquet *"r. A.' was adopted but

'secrecy in such a natter is hardly permanently attainable}
far too many people know the facts. The name haa already
appeared in the American ress*.

Birkenhead was most exercised about the appointment of Captain rthur whom

the judge had spoken of as

'the greatest scoundrel in the whole case ..... we do after all
assume ourselves a direct selective responsibility by giving
assent to such an appointment'. (2)

Birkenhead pressed for the names of the Political Officers concerned in

the selection of Captain Arthurs

'the effect of their action ha3 been to seriously impair British
prestige'* (3)

1. For a succinct account of this fascinating case see Jenkins, •,

'The Blackmailing of ' r. A.', The Aundav "iaes agazine. 11th 'ctcber,
1970. A fuller version appears in Roberts, B., The ' r. / . Case. (1950)

2. Birkenhead to Irwin, 27th T"ovember, 1924, R.' .. 7, p* 1B9»
3. Birkenhead to Irwin, 27th November, 1924, R«.. 18, Telegram "o. 382.
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ith o criminal prosecution imminent, Birkenhead withdrew his objection

to the publication of the identity of *Hr. A', plagued as he was by

complaints from the Aga . hen and others that they were being oublicolly
(1)

cited as '"r. A'.

To his further discomfiture, the case did not end as Birkenhead

predicted but with the jury exculpating the bookmaker and his wife:

'I am extremely sorry for the young man, who, when little more
than 8 boy, was vilely abused by a gang of English swindlers.
It is ironical enough that the very vastness of the sum which
he payed to atroid publicity is the very element in the matter
which has produced it'.

The Fecretary of State pressed for results from the investigation to

locate the origin of Arthur's disastrous appointment'. He had heard

from Colonel Bennerman, a Political Agent who had served in nshmir,
(2)

that Arthur had taken up residence there to shirk military service.
(3)

Reading thought that the A.B.C. had turned up 'as a casual visitor',

'"ith muoh trepidation the Viceroy anticipated that 'this most deplorable

affair' would be used to the full by the critics of the Government:

'the most unfortunate part of the whole wretched business from our
point of view is the part that Captain Arthur played'.

Reading's ire was not softened by the information that 1 rthur was now

secure in ranee, protected by a quirk in the extradition laws.

Reading confessed that British prestige in India had been shaken

in the last five years by 'several very bad affairs' which had drawn in

Princes. oindia had lost a crore of rupees in taking up the investments

of a shady financial consortium, the Boulton Brothers. This train of

thought lead Heading to reflect upon:

•the danger of sending the young wealthy Indian TYince and noblemen
tc Furope under the guidance of a British officer. Leaving aiide
altogether such horrible cases as 'rthurs, there are so many pitfalls,
he young Indian is translated into another world, is usually
pas donate and wilful, and has little idea of self-discipline. I
oonfess that T am inclined to the view that these rinces should not
go to -ngland till late in life when they hove a bettor knowledge
of the world'. (4)

1. Birkenhead to Irwin, 3rd December, 1924» R. .. IB, Telegram *'o. 390.
2. Birkenhead to Reading, 4th December, 19?4, R., 7, p. 192.
3» Reading to Birkenhead, 21st December, 1924, R« . IP, "elegram vo. 432.
4. Reading to Irwin, 18th December, 1924, R.P.. 7, pp. 230, 9.
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In discussing the reaction in India to the *I'r. (■' scandal, ending

found to his surprise that the case had ettracted loss notice than in

Britain:

'my impression is that the main interest is in the magnitude of
the sum paid and the exposure of the many traps that are laid
for the unwary young Indian of wealth and position in nglnnd*.

Rending had sent a sympathetic letter to Hari ingh end pursued

investigations into the appointment of Arthur# The Military authorities

had "been against it but in the end the "olitical Department and the

Government of "ndla were influenced by 'ari ingh's wish for Arthur and
(1)

honoured his request.

In Britain anxiety about the cose in the highest quarters was

undiminished: the i'lng-' raparor liimself complained to the Viceroy of

'the disastrous effect such en expose of estern vioe and crime
must have had on the Indian mind'. (2)

Reading could offer little comfort beyond the production of n scapegoat

for the Arthur appointment, Sir John ood, the " olitical ' ecretary who
(3)

had obtained Chelmsford's assent despite the ' ilitary report. The
(4;

Viceroy thought 'ood to be 'a very tired man when I arrived'. The

more embarrassing features of the case were reviewed by Birkenhead in

caustic vein:

'personally T am extremely sorry for the young fellow. I ike
another he fell among thieves and worse and there was no better
Samaritan available than lr John ood's protege, Captain rthur.
Sir Hari ingh paid 30 much and got so little for it - not even
privacy for a squalid amour'.

The lasting notoriety of the *'r. A' case may be gathered from the

hostility with which the Secretary of State received the suggestion

that Hari Singh should return to urope within the year:

1. Reading to Birkenhead, 25th December, 1924, R.P#. 7, PP# 240-2.
2. Stamfor&ham to leading, 39th December, 1924, R.".. 1, p. 35*
3. In his defence, ood claimed that Chelmsford was personally acquainted

with Arthur# ee Reading to Birkenhead, 22nd January, 1925,
R.?., 8, p. 19#

4# Reading to Birkenhead, 1st December, 1925, ibid.. p. 2.
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'if he were to visit this country within the next 12 months,
every placard in "ngland - sacrificing for the purpose even
a test match - would display the simple announcement "Mr. >"
arrives".*

Birkenhead reserved his full scorn for the Political Department which

'should have felt a tfeep responsibility when sanctioning the
appointment of a protector to a ! rince so young, so inexperienced,
so wealthy. To have sanctioned the appointment at such a
moment of s nan with a bad military record and disapproved by
the Military Authorities, seems to me itself to have been a
soandalous error of judgement •••• at such a time of all others,
they should have selected for the position an officer of field
rank who had played his part and exhausted his usefulness in
the trenches', (l

Pari ingh indeed found it difficult to shake off the label of

'"r. A*. Tn 1927, Birkenhead pronounced that 'his exploits as "r. '*
(2)

had ruled out Kashmir as a representative of Tndia at Geneva. ~ven

a rumoured visit of Kashmir to Britain in 1928, inspired a revival of
(3)

'Mr. A' stories. Birkenhead stoutly opposed continued pressure

from the Viceroy to send T'a3hmir to Geneva:

'it would not be possible for m to induce the press not to rake
up scandal for Mr. has become a household word'. (4

However the ' ecretary of State did not feel able to block the visit of

Hari Singh to Britain as a private citisen in 1928; on hearing of
(5)

this development the sensational press sprang into action. At the

instigation of the Viceroy, Birkenhead wrote round the leading press

proprietors and the 'useful suggestion' emerged that a wartime ordinance
(O

for the control of confidential material might be revived.

It seems surprising that in the wake of these enduring embarrassments

nothing practical was done through the exercise of hramountcy to

restrict foreign tours. ,T,he problem engaged the attention of Birkenhead:

1. Birkenhead to Reading, 2nd January, 1925, R.P.. 8, p. 2.
2. Birkenhead to Irwin, 12th "ay, 1927, TTx« r'«. 3» PP» 52, 3«
3. Birkenhead to Irwin, 2nd "arch, 1929, Hx.".. 9» "'elegram Mo. 61.
4* Birkenhead to Irwin, 26th "arch, 1929, ibid.. Telegram "0. 91*
5» Birkenhead to Trvdn, 3rd "ay, 1929, "jt.D., 4, p* 61.
6. Birkenhead circulated Riddell, '''eaverbrook, Rothermere and Berry,

lee T'irkenhead to Irwin, 17th ' ay, 1928, ibid.. p. 65.
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'is it possible do you think, to do anything to check the frequent
visits of some of these I'ulers' T knov, thst Curzon tried to do it
and xms pulled up at home. But since then the pendulum seems to
have sr-rnng rather too far in the other di rection'.

Birkenhead speculated that the King might be indtuoed to operate some

appropriate sanotion; receptions at Court functions end 'scot only for

those Princes with an interval of three or four years between their
(1)

visits. Irwin woul not support formal restrictions and would only

agree to circulate a private note to the effect that regular visits

were not viewed with favour. The Viceroy took up a protective stance:

'there are not many Rulers who regularly visit ' urope every year -
Baroda, the Jam Sahib, Kapurthale and possibly Rajpipla are the
only ones which occur to me at present - and most of them rank
pretty high as administrators'. (2)

Irwin was driven to rethink his position following the bitter

representations of the 'aharani of Baroda, the probable authoress of a
(3)

violent expose of Princes' 'animal passions' in Turope, which

protested against

'what she called our failure to discourage regular annual visits
to ; urope on the part of some of the Princes. Her own husband,
Kapurthala, Rajpipla and the dam 'ahib were the examples quoted and
these four have each been the most prominent exponents of absentee
landlordism during the last fen years*.

The durations of the absences cited were very considerable. Baroda and

Kapurthale had both spent in urope eight months in each year since 1939;

the Jam Sahib and Rajpinla had each averaged between five and six months

per year away from their tatea. There was an obvious logic in the

Kaharan&'s contention that frequent absences from rtates injured the

position of Princes generally since,

'if the States function well during the Rulers' absence, it gives
reasonable grounds for the question whether they are required at
all', (it)

1. Birkenhead to Irwin, 9th .'ugust, 1927, Ha.1*.« 3, p. 99*
2. Irwin to Birkenhead, 1st 'ugust, 1927, Ha. P.. 3» P» 1~4.
3. This melodramatic document entitled 'The Ptstus of Indian -rincesses:

a Tale of oe', was published in the Bombay Chronicle. "Tie text is
cited in full in Chudgar, P. L«, op. oit., pp. 22-6.

4. Irwin to Birkenhead, 23rd ay, 1929, Ha.P., 5» PP* 14?, 3»
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The coterie of "uropean "ahoranis gathered by Kapurthala gave point to

the fears of Indian consorts that "uropeon visits rere hunting trips for
(1)

white women. The Government of India hesitated to Obstruct Irregular

ellianoes. In 1928, Birkenhead advised Trwin not to undertake 'the

very invidious responsibility' of refusing the Osekwar permission to ship
(2)

out a French 'secretary' to Baroda.

Despite the very powerful oase for positive action, the Viceroy

persisted in his refusal to revive Curzon's formal controls over "rinces'

foreign tours. :!e had spoken out at the 1926 Chamber session on the

dangers which they represented to States' finances, but neither aroda,

hajpipla nor the Jam Sahib had shown enough evidence of maladministration

end crippled economies for Trwin to feel able to offer definite advice.

The Viceroy concluded:

'I an afraid too that in all these cases the habit has become chronic
and the Princes concerned are really past redemption. "'here are
signs, however, that the infection may spreed to others and before
it does I propose, if you agree, to advise the '"rinces in personal
conversation very definitely that once in three years is often
enoufjh to leave their States for protected tours of urope'.

Irwin proposed that the sanction of denial of further honours be employed

against transgressors:

'in these day3 when ''tates are so much in the public eye, the Rulera
cannot afford to supply texts to those who accuse them of squandering
their revenues on prolonged pleasure trips in Furope, and I think
the time ha3 oome to tell them so clearly'. (3)

Birkenhead fully concurred: the "rinces were not adding to personal
(4)

prestige by making frequent visitsj the King viewed these with disfavour.

1. Kapurthala had constructed in his State houses of the appropriate
style for the panish aharani, the rreoh ' ahnrani and the Georgian
"'sharani. See Tenon, K. P. '., "any "orlds, (1965)» P» 168.

2. The lady concerned was one MadaarGrenier. The happy couple sailed
for India in the Tecenber of 1528. See Birkenhead to Trwin,
7th eoember, 1928, T?x.V.. 9» Telegram "o. 455} Birkenhead to Trwin,
lpth ' ecember, 1923, ibid., rfelegratn No. 495»

3* Irwin to Birkenhead, 23rd Kay, 1929» Hpt., 5» PP« 14?» 3*
4* Peel "to Irwin, 19th dune, 1929> :,x.. 10, Telegram No. 296.
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There is no clear indication that 'rein's proposed private strictures

to profligate rinces had the desired effect. Granted that no scandals

of the magnitude of the 'Mr. A' case rejourned, various members of

Princely dynasties continued to attract unwelcome publicity through their

conduct while in "urope. Tn 1928, Birkenhead wrote in some anxiety

about the behaviour of the ''aharani of Cooch Behar, currently engaged in

running up considerable debts at elton Vovrbrsy: 'her relations with

the opposite sex are attracting unfav ursble notice'# ^he ing, greatly
(1)

disturbed, was pressing for her recall. This plain request found

Trvdn, once more, unwilling to act. He explained that the ' nhrrani had
(2)

complete control over her son's allowances. Ostensibly, the 'aharani'a

reason for her residence in Britain was her wish to protect the Yuvraj

from the deferential atmosnhfere of Cooch Beharj she had placed Mm at
(3)

an : astbourne prep school where the roll included Irwin's own sons.

Having hunted with the ruorn and Cottesmore, the Paharani moved to

Le Toucuet where she cut a radiant and exotic figure at the Casino, in the

description of a breathless friend, 'the rinccsc of nne Thousand and One
(4)

Nights'. The spell did not last and the Secretary of State was left

to add up a very considerable list of debts. By the end of 1929, the
(5)

Maharani was penniless. Her Highness continued to press the esident

to release funds, in the expectation, it seems, that the good times were

ending. She spoke to Barm,

'in a very depressing way of the "rinces. Che said none of them
were good hulers. They all spent the money on themselves'•

Pith considerable prescience the "aharani added that 'she could not see
(6)

more than a generation of continued life for the Indian States'.

1. Birkenhead to Trwin, 3rd July, 192p, ?Ix.. 10, "elegra-* No. ?13»
2. Irvdn to Birkenhead, 19th September, 1928, Hx. ., 9, Telegram T o, Jll,
3. Pevi, G-., and P,au, . ., A. rinoess remembers. (1976), p. 83.
4» Ibid., p. "5.
5» Heel to Irwin, 30th Peoember, 1929, Hx. .. 10, "elegram T'o. 98.
6. Benn to Irwin, 20th January, 1931* Hx. .. 6, p. 328.
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Despite her formidable record for unrestrained extravagance, Irwin

raised no objection to the Vaharani's visit to "witzerland at the end
(1)

cf 1930} the mitigating circumstances were lung trouble in a daughter.

By contrast to the relatively passive attitudes adopted by Irwin

and the general run of Viceroys who followed Curzon, the "ing emerged

as a most active official critic of Prinoely prodigality in urope. rin

hearing of the poor state of finances in ftlwar and * etiala in 1952, His

Majesty instructed both Secretary of tate and Viceroy to use

'all our influence to deter them from involving themselves still
further in wasteful expenditure and vi3it3 to this country'. (2)

The King was upset by the spending capacity of young Jaipur who visited

England with a complete polo entourage in 1933* Hosre had to assert
(3)

that 'no undue extravagance* was in evidence. Though the 'ing

eventually came round to this view, there were difficulties for "oare in

the attitude of British opinion and press,

'rather on the look out fast now for opportunities to denounce
extravagance especially where Indian rinces are concerned'. (4)

"ith his fondness for rinces' style, illingdon was notdisposed to

curb the visits of ulers to urope. Indeed he was upset that the

Palace should question Jaipur's expenditure:

'I really can't see why a young Kuler should not be allowed to go
over if he is in a perfectly sound financial poiition .... after
all his arrival with ell these ponies won't do any harm to business
in ngland, and at the sane time he is showing our people that
his Indian team can pley pretty well'. (5)

Thus, nothing was don® in 0 practical sense under the umbrella of

Peramountcy to restrict Princes' foreign tours. A frisson of anxiety did

run round the India Office in 1935 when :it wa3 reported that )'epurthai® and

his son were present at Italian Array manoeuvres and that the "sheraja

1. Irwin to Benn, 26th c'ertember, 1930, Hau '». 6, p. 265.
2. Toare to illingdon, 3rd June, 193?, 2, p. 334.
3. :,ocre to '"illingdon, 5th "ay, 1933, T. .(i , 3, p. 696.
4. Hocre to 'illingdon, 9th June, 1933, ibid., p. 725.
5. illingdon to Hoare, 26th June, 1933, ibid.. p. 321.
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had been received by ?'us3olini. Zetland addressed himself to the

problem of ""rinces' connections particularly with Fascist States:

'according to Press Reports, several "Princes have recently sought
and obtained interviews with • ussolini. The Jam Sahib and
Penas Junior have been officially reported as having been received
by the Fuhrer in Germany. .* tendency on the part of Indian rrinces
to seek interviews with Heads of Governments with which our

relations are not normal seems to call for discouragement, though
it is difficult to deal with here in oases where a Foreign
Government is prepared to receive distinguished visitors from
India without introductions from His "ajesty's representatives'.

Zetland dropped a heavy hint that the^Viceroy should caution Kapurthaln
against 'fishing in troubled waters'. It further emerged that

Kapurthala had attended a Nasi Parteitag at Nurnberg ignored by most

members of the Berlin Diplomatic Corps. Zetland readily accepted, as

did "illingdon, that the motive behind these "rincely appearances was

one of self-advertisement. fhould the Rulers as a body be instructed

to report themselves to His "njesty's Representatives when abroad, it

might lead to the supposition by "heir Highnesses that they did possess

real political importance. This line of reasoning resulted in yet

another low key approach. Zetland asked that the Princes be circulated

to the effect that Kapurthala's conduct was regarded as 'undignified and
(2)

foolish'. "illingdon merely undertook to consider this expedient
(3)

without agreeing to do anything. On his return, Kapurthala was in

top form when "illingdon attempted to take him to taskj 'T don't hold

out much hope that we shall get him to change his ways', confessed the
(4)

Vioeroy.

Viewed in retrospect, it was a lapse of judgement on the part of

the Government of India not to make fuller use of the ample discretionary

powers afforded by Paramountoy to limit the regular excursions abroad of

1. Zetland to illingdon, 2?th September, 1935* Z*P.. 6, p. 104.
2. Zetland to "illingdon, 29th fctober, 1935* ibid.. p. HP.
3« "illingdon to Zetland, 10th November, 1935» ibid.. p. 3^7.
4. The ebullient Fahsraja had a battery of excuses to hand; the most

extravagant that his presence in Italy was at the personal invitation
of the "ing of Italy, 'a very old friend'. Pee ibid.
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at least the less reputable 1 ulers. There were difficult.!©3 to be

overcome. one rinces, who were more popular in Europe than in

India, would not be easily dissuaded from touring. But 30 often, the

wrong sort of publicity attached itself to visiting "rinces. The Under

Secretary of State complained to the Vioeroy in 1925

'that the way in which the press make a "stunt" to use a hateful phrase,
of the visits of certain Indian " rincrs to this country is a growing
•rabarrassment; they have done it this year in the case of Jodhpur,
Petiole and the Begum of Bhopal'.

having taken Patisla to s "est End theatre, 'interton was annoyed by the

aharaja's exposure to constant stares from ell porta of the House;

'the way in which his 3tyle of living while here wa3 exaggerated
by the cheap prea3 ras very unfair'. (2)

It may be assumed that ""intorton had not attended a performance of a play

entitled 'The Green Goddess' produced on the London tage later in the

decade end subsequently filmed. The central character ws3 0 composite

figure made up of several reoognisable Indian rinces, immaculate in turban

and dinner jacket, who successfully abducted an nglish girl; ultimately,
(3)

retribution arrived in the shape of R.". bombers over the enana.

Given the 3ort of publicity which the visits of Indian rinces often

attracted, theatre-goers might hove been excused from wondering just how

overdrawn were the play's scenarios.

From the narrow viewpoint of the -^rinces themselves, it would be

strongly urged that only in respect of Foreign leave had ' ararrountcy not

been exercised to their disadvantage. In every other sphere, from opium

cultivation to harbour development and from the selection of a financial

minister to the choice of an heir, it seemed to the overheated minds of

1. Thompson, 'The ' eoonstruotion of Tndin. (1930p. 205. the Jam
Sahib in particular was universally pfipular: 'he of the great black
beard who first oartured our idolatry in the far off days when the
Three Graces arose in the est'. ee Gardner, &., 'The Jem ahib
of Nawnnagar', in d liars of ooiety. (1927. , p. 1C3« r'f Jaipur,
The "'lines obituary noted that 'he made a host of friends during his
glittering career and was certainly the most resneoted and popular
figure in the nolo world of India and nglnnd of the last 40 years'.
See -he -"linea. 25th June, 1970.

2. interton to Reading, 28th ©ceiiber, 1925, It.0.. 8, p. 97.
3» "he play was written by illian iroher; a brief resume of the plot

appears in Gauba, X., op, oit.. p. 15.
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some : ahnrajas that they were subject to inequitable intervention at

the hands of the Delhi Government. Tn reality, a surprising degree of

latitude had been shown by the Government of Tndio, especially in regard

to standards of administration obtaining within the tates. This laxity,

so opposed to ' ox-d alisbury's despatch of 1B75, di i not serve well the

long term interests of either the rinces or the olitical Department.
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The T'rinoea t:resa "heir Case

From the standpoint of the Indian '-'rinoes, the arrival of Edward

"ood, Lord Irwin, to succeed Lord Reading as Viceroy in April 1226,

appeared to open up all sorts of possibilities. The relationship with

ending hod never been an entirely oomfortablo one; 'it was curious
1

how few of the rinces seemed to have liked Reading*• Gossip had it
2

that the Viceroy v.as most remiss socially, a failing to which rinces

would be particularly sensitive, and . orator's Haharaja found him
3

'clever, but shifty and ouite without charm*. At best, the rinces
4

seem to have regarded leading as 'difficult to place'.

knongst some Tndian Civilians, Leading was known not to shrink from
5

the use of 'the big stick1 in the conduct of tates' affairs,

hypersensitive rinces, ever fearful of their izzat es internally
6

autonomous rulers, and ever mindful of recent events at Wabha and Tndore,
7

had came to regard coding's viceroyelty as 'an age of veiled despotisms,'

lurther alarm followed from heeding's interpretation of Paramountcy as
8

defined in his published correspondence with the Bisam.

dditional discontent stemmed from the dilatory approach adopted

by the Political epnrtaent to the rinces' demands. Of the twenty

three cases of alleged interference in "tates' affairs presented by the

General Conference of "rinces in January 1919, only ten had been

1. Carl of Birkenhead, Halifax. (196?), p. 186.
2. K. J.# iorster, The Hill or evi (1965), > 121.

3. Ibid.

4. Iris Butler, iceroy's "ife, j.nttry.- of .'lice. Countess of
Heeding, ir-v. T?idla 1921-25 (1969). p. u4.

5. Interview with ir Mexander Brebner, Indian ervice of ' ngineers,
24th January, 1970.

6. See Chapter 2 pp.

7. Sinh, R., op. cit.. p. 80.
8. See Chapter 2 ppfli,>158, 171-177.
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(1)
satisfactorily Battled by the end of Reading's term in '"arch 1926.

Important questions regarding extradition, exise offences, boundary

settlements and riparian rights still awaited decision. Reading's

administration chose to 3ide-track requests for the codification of

Political hepartment procedure, the convening of an informal round table

confcron.es in 1522, and the appointment of an Indian ftatea Committee
(2)

one an advisory committee of the Princes in 1924*

To add to c substeutlnl list of irritations, the rinoea had to

face the nrosnect, rith the passage of time, of »•- statutory re-examination
(3)

of the ror'rir. of ' reforms in ritish rndin. s a logical first

step towards nippin.: in tV bud any tynothrti or 1 handover of the Indian

.tctes to British Tnd±an politicians, it became a matter of increasing

urgency for the rinces to elicit, in concrete form, an official

definition of their treaty rights and a legalistic pronouncement of
.(*)

cnst-lron British ;uarontces.

To this en!, no progress had been made by the last month of

Reading's viceroyalty. The Under-Beoretary of Ctate for India,

"'arl ' interton, when questioned in th® Commons regarding the " rinces'

proposals and the possibility of a conference between the Government of

India and th© "rinces with a view to the system!ant±on of treaties

'in the light of mod'-rn retmirecents', tersely explained that no such.
(5)

action was contemplated by the Government of n is.

1. 1'hndnis, U., or* cit.. pp. 42, 5

2. .inh, ., op. cit.. pp. 78,9
3. CH. 101, Govt, of India lot. 1919, 9 and 12, Geo. 5» Section rL *.

4. The Chenoelloi of the Chamber of rinces ha-" approached "s hr in
1922 and 4 'with a definite request f- r the appointee ut of n
oommittee to anruire into the position of the Indian 'tctes
vis-R-vis reforms in British India'. 'ee anikkar, K.
The Indian ! rinces in Council (1936) pp. 7-8; Birkenhead, to Irwin,
PPrid duly, 1926. Bx.r,. 2. p. 62.

5« . vol. 192, 1 "arch, 1926, col. 1001.
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In view of the stonewalling tactics preferred by Reading, the

indications were that his successor would require to deal with some very

feat bowling in the shape of Princely grievances# Irwin proved, to

be more approachable; 'the affairs of the Princes assumed a changed
1

outlook as in him they found a sympathetic friend*. Sympathetic

to the extent of lending a readier ear than Reading, but Irwin's

impressions of the Rulers remained privately critical? he seemed

'by temperament attracted by the grandeur and the panache that surrounded

the Indian "rinses, but he was in no way dazzled by their glitter or
2

unduly influenced by their protestations of loyalty'. By the

penultimate year of Ms term, Irwin could write confidentially to

Karoourt Butler of the Prince of Kotah as 'one of the two or three
3

Princes who really think of their subjects first and themselves second',

hen speaking publicly, and especially for the benefit of an American
4

audience, Irwin inclined to a much more generous view of their Highnesses.

In any event, within two months of his arrival in India, Irwin felt

sufficiently moved by the Princes' fears to sound out the Secretary of

State on the possible means of ventilation of their grievances:

'Several of the Prinoes have dropped hints about the position
if constitutional developments go through in British Xndia ....
I think there might be some advantage in giving them an
opportunity of expressing their views on the matter, but I as
quite clear that if anything of the sort was done it must be
through the Standing Committee of the Chamber of rincea, and
not through any outside body such as they suggested, I think,
to Reading*. 5

1. Sinh, R., op. cit.. p. %,
2. Birkenhead, Earl of, Halifax (1965), p. 229.
3. Irwin to Harcourt Sutler, 21st Esrch 1929, Hareourt Butler "apers,

T. .L. Has. EUR. FII6/85, p. 109. "
4. See Lord Halifax, The Indian 'roblem. based on the Jonathan Aeterson

Lecture, delivered at Town Hall, New York City, 7th April, 1342,
pp. 23,4.

5. Irwin to Birkenhead, 26th Hay, 1926, Hx.P.. 2, p. 27.
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After a further month's consideration, Irwin wrote again in

str nger terms regarding the institution of informal conversations

with the T,rinces and the clarification of treaties:

*1 think myself it is quite vital that we should all seek to
clear our minds on the problem in advanoe of the statutory
Commission.* 1

Irwin further referred to the Princes' enthusiasm for action of

this sort, no doubt conveyed to him by their leading spokesmen Bikaner,

currently in residence at Viceregal lodge. The "'olltical Department

had already undertaken some groundwork and Irwin considered enlisting
2

the services of a sub-committee of his Council.

The Viceroy*s su gestions and preliminary measures elicited a most

guarded response from Birkenhead at the India Office. "vidently, in

terms of temperament and philosophy, the two had little in common.
3

Irwin later recalled 'how bloody it was serving under F. E. * For
4

perhaps was Birkenhead's heart aver in his "ndia Office appointment.

Certainly Birkenhead confessed to deliberately making dull

Parliamentary speeches on Tndian affairs ostensibly to 'lower the

temperature'. He had taken the post against the advice of "usttn

Chamberlain who thought it 'dangerous', but had been offered it by

Baldwin expressly for that reason in the hope that it would thereby
5

prove attractive. Recent evidence suggests that the appointment was
6

not at all what Birkenhead wanted.

Virulent ocoounts of Birkenhead's hostility to thing3 Indian

circulated in India. According to an anonymous observer it seemed

1. Irwin to Birkenhead, Ibid, p. 45
2. Ibid.

3. Lord Butler, The Art of the Possible. (1971) p. 36.
4. Opinion of Dr. J. R. Peddle, Decretory of Glasgow University during

Birkenhead's rectorship* interviewed 6th January, 1971.
5. Birkenhead to Irwin, 29th July, 1926, Hx.P.. 4, p* 68
6. A. J. . Taylor, Bcaverbrook, (1972), p. 224*
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that the death of Birkenhead'3 father might be traced to weakness

resulting from Ms service in the tropical heat of India. It followed

that 'the dutiful son out of sheer filial piety, no doubt, has never
1

forgiven India'.

Birkenhead's reputation, then, did little to ease Irwin's path

in India. The Viceroy subsequently wrote to Baldwin of the damage done

by Birkenhead's unfortunate attitude of mind 'one out of sympathy and
2

rather ilaposed to despise'. Irwin frankly warned Birkenhead's

successor that

'the Birkenhead tone is what we principally have to exorcise.
But anyone with his temperament is of course congenitally
incapable of appreciating the human problem at all, and every
time he touches it he is bound to touch it wrong.' 3

In the summer of 1926 it is not clear how far Trwin was aware of

Birkenhead's fundamental unsuitability for his office: but the

ultracautious nature of Birkenhead's response to the proposed discussions

of Princes' grievances gave every indication of a blinkered intellect

at work which would resolutely refuse to see beyond the legalistic

implication of e course of policy.

Birkenhead's reply stressed the delicacy with which such

negotiations would have to be conducted and the unfortunate results

which might follow from even informal conversations. He had discussed

the position with Beading in the previous year, but no subsequent

1. 'His lordship's Boon Companion', Lord Birkenhead in different Roles:
A Critical Appreciation, Hindustan Review. Vol. 53, 1929, p. 4-2$.
This source also contains a string of anecdotes, attributed to the
'Pioneer' correspondent, illustrating the consistent humiliation
of the India Council at the hands of Birkenhead. It was alleged
that during his period of office, meetings lasted only a few minutes,
n© Indian member was said Ilo have assured Birkenhead's successor
in office, edgewood Bonn, that his longest conversation with the
former Secretary of State had lasted ten seoonds. On another
occasion Birkenhead was said to have mistakenly introduced to the
India Council as a new ?"ember, an Indian of several years* standing
on the Council. See Ibid.. p. A26.

2. Irwin to Baldwin, 28th arch, 1929, tanlev Baldwin Miners (hereinafter
•>• B. .), Vol. 103, p. 21.

3. Irwin to edgewood Benn, 10th duly, 193°, Hx.".. 6, p. 190.
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formula had been produced. As to the value of discussions with the

Princes:

'I feel at present somewhat doubtful. It is always a danger in
discussion with the Princes that even the most informal remarks
may be brought up again subsequently as 'pledges', and in a
matter of this importance to the Princes we should have to be
specially conscious o£ this point I quite agree that all
conversations must be informal and on the basis of committing
no one.' 1

Irwin met Birkenhead's misgivings with an undertaking to handle
2

the subject 'with great caution*. By mid ?November the Secretary of

State had advanced to a hesitant recognition that 'an entirely informal
3

exchange of ideas at this stage may be useful'.

Txvdn duly proposed to the Assembled Chamber of Princes in

November 1926

'that the Chamber should authorise the Standing Committee to
hold informal talks with me and my advisors, whenever T think
this might most advantageously be done .... they would be
merely exploratory in character and would pledge none of those
taking part in them to any conclusion.* 4

One difficulty, which the buttressing of the -rinces behind a

legalistic wall of redefined treaty rights might bring in consequence,

would be in a rash of enquiries into the administrations of the newly

guaranteed Rulers. ' ossibly the Viceroy foresaw this development when

he hopefully assured Birkenhead that

'the great reform, if we could get it, would be to induce the
•"rinces to make an advanoe towards the principle of having a
regulated Civil List for th*lr private expenditure.' 5

It was not anticipated that this would be easy:

'We are not likely to get them all to adopt this principle very
quickly and accounts could always be wangled.' 6

1. Birkenhead to Irwin, 22nd July, 1926, Hx.r.. 2, pp. 62,3*
2. Irwin to Birkenhead, 17th November, 1926, Hx.P.. 2, p. 153»

Irwin to Birkenhead, 13th November, 1926, Tbld., 7, Telegram No. 218
3» Birkenhead to Irwin, 11th *ovember, 1926, Ibid.. 7» Telegram No. 223
4* Lord Halifax, Indian Problems - peeches V, Lord Irwin. (1932), p. 140
5. Irvdn to Birkenhead, 17th November, 1926, Hx."». 2, pp. 62, 3»
6. Ibid.

I
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Still Irwin reported 'a very frank talk' with ''atials and it was

forcibly suggested to the Maharaja that two "rinces of position should

move the appropriate resolution at the next year's meeting of the
1

Chamber. But at no point was it suggested to the -rinces that

concessions might be conditional on their accepting internal reforms.

Concurrently with policy-making in rlhi end London, a number of

determined attempts were made to promote the Princes' case in both

Britain and India in the latter part of 1926. At Parliamentary level,
2

Colonel edgewood took up the cudgels in pointing out

'a growing interest in the position of the native states .....
the Indian Princes - certainly it is true of those whom T have
met - can easily be made the most powerful agencies for the
uplift of India. They represent something very deep-seated
and fundamental in the Indian population. It is foolish to
treat them as ornamental nuisances whose one function it Is to
provide shikar.... We must treat the ''rinces like men and not
like schoolboys; respect their treaties, and not whittle their
rights away because those rights may be inconvenient.* 3

Less comforting, from the Princes' viewpoint, was "engewood's reference

to States' subjects 'deprived of all rights and back in the medieval
4

age of Purope'j but, implied edgewood, such stains on "Tincely

escutcheons could be removed consequent on a change of attitudes in the
5

Political department. He was not specific on how the Political

department should go about setting things to right.

ublicists were active in current British Joiaaaals to promote

knowledge of the extent of the Prinoes' sovereign powers and their

general incompatibility with swaraJlst ambitions in British India.

1. Irwin to Birkenhead, 17th November, 1926, on. clt.
2. Labour (Mewcastle-under-Lyme) 1919-42. edgewood had toured India

in the early 'twenties: see edgewood, C. V., The last of the
Radicals; Josiah Ted^ewood. (1951), pp. 140-6

3. H.C.D.. vol. 198, 20th July, 1926, cols. 1097-1100
4. Ibid., col. 1098

5» Ibid.. coU.1099, 1100.

I
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It was emphasised that *a fugitive offender can take sanctuary in
1

a Native State as securely as in Foreign territory* • Nor were

ri rices likely to treat with British Indian politicians when hitherto

they had dealt with European administrators representing the prestige

of the British Government:

'the position will not be wholly unlike that of the Cavaliers
to the Roundhead Government, or that of the Ancien Regime to
the lawyer of Arras*• 2

3
K. 5 • onikkar, in a more mundane analysis, stressed 'the

undisturbed social harmopy' which marked village life in Indian States#

He did concede, however, that

'this is obviously not due to efficient administration - for in
many states such a thing is unknown - or as a result of a
purposive pdlioy for the rulers in many cases unfortunately
have only their pleasures or their aport at heart*# 4

As Panikkar saw it, 'new cur-rents of life' with their oapacity for
5

disorganisation had simply passed the Indian States by, undisturbed#

Specific grievances of Indian r'rinces were more precisely defined

at Caxton Hall, again for the benefit of the Fast Indian Association,

by Lieut. Col# C# F. Luard# Representing the views of the late

Maharaja Scindia, luard spoke of the unrest caused by look of consultation
6

with Princes in the Nebho case, the extravagance of British administered

minorities, the inadequacies of Chiefs' Colleges and the practice of

delivering formal and official complements to worthless rulers, thereby

1# Rice, P. P.# P# 'Indian ' varaJ and the Native States' Nortnirhtly
Review, Vol. 119, 1926, p. 6%.

2. Ibid., p. 678.
3# Subject of Travancore State; he distinguished himself at Christ

Church Oxford by landing 'the best history first of his year' and
by being whitewashed by recruits in uniform having previously
insulted them. (lee John Murray to Baldwin, s.B."., Vol# 104,
pp. 67,8)} editor of "ally Bwara.1. Madras

4* Panikker, K. V. 'The oaition of the Indian states', 'aletio " evicw.
1926, p. 226; b paper delivered to the hat Indian Association at
Caxton Hall on 2nd February, 1926.

5. Ibid.

6. See Chapter 2-, pp.l43-lf>l.
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1

disheai-tenirig their more progressive fellows. Hrlnces*

propagandists were also in evidence in the pages of Indian

periodicals. One particularly fulsome panegyric told of 'the

personal sympathy, generous and kindly attitude of the Ruling
2

Princes * J there followed the confident declaration that 'an Indian

Prince would conws&tt suicide rather than tolerate any bloody scenes,
3

arbitrary proceedings or oppressions'.
4

Such optimism was roundly attacked by several Indian commentators

and drew a measure of scathing comment from the veteran British
5

correspondent, ir Valentine Chirol, for whom the oalibre of Ruler

described by Ahmed 'surely represented his own ideals of what they
6

should be rather than present-day realities*. Ahmed's defence rested

on representing the scandals cited by Sir Valentine at Nabha, Tndore
7

and Hyderabad as

'unfortunate and are exceptions to an otherwise magnificent
standard •••• ''hile British India may go on evolving its
democratic form, the Indian "totes, indissolubly bound up
with each other in the affectionate bonds of a strong and
healthy federation and loyalty and devotion to the British
Crown, may seek the realisation of their destiny along the
well-tried paths of Oriental Government*. 8

In the wake of the exertions of Ahmed and his fellows, more positive

moves developed in the Princes' oamp in February 1927 with the convening

of an informal meeting at T'atiala. Its object was the formation

1. Lieut. Col# C. E. Luard, 'Borne Views of an Indian Ruler on the
Administration of an Indian tate', Asiatic Review. 1926, pp. 281-4.

2. i azl sisuddin Ahmed, C.E., O.3.F., 1.3.0., K.B., Pewan of Patie,
'Indian States and Ruling Princes', Indian Review. Vol. 27,
July 1926, p. 417.

3« Ibid., p. 418.
4. See Aaghavan, 'British Government and Indian States' Indian Review.

vol. 27, September, 1926.
Venkatasubbaiya, V. 'Indian States and Ruling Princes', Indian Review.
Vol. 27, October, 1926.

5. Sir Valentine Chirol, Diplomat, Traveller, former Director of the
Foreign Dept. of The Times. ember of loyal Commission in Indian
Publio Services, 1912.

6. Chirol, Sir Valentine, 'The Indian States and British Indie'
Indian . eview. Vol. 27, December 1926, pp. 769,70.

7. see Chapter 2 , pp. 11,3-156, 171-17
8. :hmed, K. A. 'Indian States and Ruling "li noes', Indian Review.

Vol. 28, February 1927* p. 83.
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of an Indian ,Itates association 'for providing machinery for

ventilating in a loyal and. temperate spirit important questions
1

affecting the States'» The proposed association would control the

form of its agendas unlike the Chamber of rinces. A request nay have

been made for direct representation in London, apart from the High

Ccmm±®sioner, and the establishment of a publicity department in n land
2

was considered. Following a close consideration of certain aspects

of the relationship with Delhi, it '.yes decided to despatch Colonel
3 4

s ailss N. Ilsksar and Mr. L. F. Lushbrook " illieros to nglnnd to
5

consult Counsel. Arrangements were probably settled during the Simla
6

conference of Princes in early Fay.

hat appeared to offend the Secretary of State were tire stated

objectives of the Haksar-'TLlliams mission as conveyed by the Daily

Telegraph'3 Calcutta correspondent:

•gauging opinion (in London), consulting proper authorities,
seeking expert advioe on the penal lew position, and oth rwise
advancing the point of view of the Indian States and urging a
full hearing of it before the statutory Commission'. 7

'There two gentlemen will not help their masters' cause' Lirkenhead

wired testily: 'it seems to roe of doubtful propriety that the "rinces
3

should try to go behind the Government of India in this matter'.

1. O'Pwyer, sir ?'* Y. 'The Relations of the Indian "tates to *ritiah
India', Fortnightlv eview. Vol. 121, June 1927, p. ?65«

2* Ibid., curiously enough this final proposal had been suggested thirty
yeers before by B. G. Tilak. Pee Feraln, "rem, ' resa and " oiltica
in India 1885-1905. (1970) p. 209.

3. resident of the Council of Regency, Cwalior; ' oiltics1 member of
Gwalior Durban since 1912.

4. Foreign minister of Petialaj formerly "Yof. of modern Indian History,
'llahirbad University, 1914-19; director of the Central Bureau of
Information, Govt, of India 1919; Private Secretary to the "aharaja
of atlalfi at the Imperial Conference of 1923.

5. Sinh, R. op.cit.. p. 85.
6. The "limes. 9th June, 1927, 11, e.

7* Birkenhead to Irwin, 27th "arch, 1927, Hx.T"!.. 8, Telegram Fo. 137.
8. Ibid.

I
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In so far as the motive behind the mission was the consulting of a

high legal authority on constitutional relations between the Government

and Indian tates, Irwin felt that there were no reasonable ^rounds fa
1

complaint. The Viceroy further stressed the innocuous nature of the

venture, its exclusive concern with legal enquiry, and urged Birkenhead

to grant an interview to the Princes* agents in question as 'an act of
2

courtesy which would not be abused'.

A soothing statement by Col. Naksar on the arrival of the :rinoes*

deputation in London attempted to disarm suspicion:

'the mission was not a formal one, entrusted with the duty of
discerning definite proposals, or concerned in any sense with
propaganda on behalf of the Indian States, but in the interests
of the " mpire, as well as of Indie as a whole, a fresh
ventilation of the problems presented by the Tndian States
was s neoessity*. 3

4 5
To this end, the services of Sir John Simon and Sir Leslie Scott were

6
retained.

hile Birkenhead deigned to grant Ifaksar an interview on 21at June,

the atmosphere was hardly relaxed. Tn Kaksar's account:

'he spoke with some annoyance and remarked -*1 can't think what the
States are about, asking for a commission of enquiry, proposing
terms of referenoe and taking legal advice as to their constitutional
position, when everything is so obvious and needs no elucidation.
They will only raise opposition and put ideas into people's heads
which were not there *. 7

1. Irwin to Birkenhead, 2nd ''ay, 1927, ibid.
2. Irwin to Birkenhead, 8th May, 1927, ibid.
3. "he Times. 9th June, 1927-
4. Liberal ( althamstow) 1906-18, (Span Valley) 1922-31; Fellow of

All oulsj former Attorney-General and Deputy Leader of liberal
Party. Simon was not approached out of the blue. Though the
episode is not recorded in his published memoirs he had, in 1929,
defended the agents of the Maharaja of Indore on a charge of murder
and attempted abduction of the dancing-girl ! urates Begum. Bee
/bhyanker, G. li», , robicms of ' nclian States. (Poona, 1928) p. ^7$.

5. Unionist (Liverpool, Exchange Division) 1910-29; former '"olicitor-
Gonrrol 1922, end representative of the British Government at
International Conferences on Maritime Law, 1909,10,13,22 end 1923*
Perhaps in anticipation of enterprises in India, Scott had already
struck a warm acquaintance with the outgoing Viceroy. See Beading
to Scott, 28th April 1926, Leslie °oott PapersVSB 119/3/sAN/2
(hereafter L.S.P.)

6* The Times. 9th June, 1927-
7» Strictly confidential note by Haksar of his interview, , 21, No. 338.
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Ilaksar, however, saw little hazard in publicising States' affairs and

complained about the inadequacy of the Political Deportment in its

advocacy of tates' causes where thev were opposed to the policies of
1

the siiecialised departments of the Government of India. In response

to the request for 'an authoritative assurance' regarding States' nights,

Birkenhead frigidly remarked that 'one can't issue weekly bulletins in
2

regard to these matters'. Finally, as a result of further prodding,

Haksar was empowered 'discreetly* to inform Mhaner and the Chancellor

of the Chamber, (the joint authority for the mission) that 'the States
3

need have no care:' hardly a watertight guarantee.

It seems clear that in the rarifled air of Simla, exposed to the

representations of restless rajas in a way that Birkenhead wa3 not,

Irwin was moving towards a decision on an off'cial enquiry. '-lie informal

conference of "rincos which met at Simla on 1st Pay was reported as

favouring

'an early and authoritative investigation to define the
constitutional rights and privileges of the States'. 4

The leading Prinoos attending were those associated with the Chamber of
5

rincas, Bikcmer, Patiala, Kashmir, Jamnagar and various chief ministers.

'Informal' conversations were due to take place with the Viceroy on
6 * 7

4th lay, while Bikanor and Jam Sahib, as house guests at Viceregal lodge,

were in a position to prepare the way.

1. Confidential note by Heksar of his interview, Hx.P.. 21, Ko. 333.
2. Ibid.

3. Ibid.

4. The 'imes. 3rd ay, 1927-

5. The Tinea. 3rd ay, 1927.

6. Ibid., 4th Pay, 1927-
7. Irwin to Birkenhead, 5th "ay, 1927, Bx.r., 3, P» 31.
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1
:'s r-.in report it, the ranees began, by putting in a paper

of which the gist was that:

they wanted an early inquiry into the whole problem. "hey wish
this to be a speoial enquiry, and the principal questions that they
would wish it to expose are, firstly, ways in which the ,'totes con
be enabled more effectively to safeguard their fiscal and other
administrative interests as things are today, and secondly, to
examine the position as it would be in the hypothetical case of
the Secretary of States' functions being curtailed vis-a-vis the
Government of Tndia, and the Government of India itself being made
more responsible to an Indian electorate. 2

Fruitful discussions were hamoered by the * rinses' 1temperamental
3

incapacity to agree among themselves', the only point on which they were
4

unanimous, one uler let slip to Irwin, being 'cordial dislike of Alwar'.

Nor was the position clarified in Irwin's mind by the apparently contra¬

dictory nature of the "ririces' ambitions, consultation on administrative

matters of common concern, isolation from a British India advancing
5

towards responsible government. Still, the Viceroy felt inclined to

support the proposed enquiry: there was always the attendant possibility

that the 'idea of a 'oliverein ...» might be very useful as an educative
6

influence'•

In London, official policy played down the Simla conferences.
7

Sari interton, questioned in the Commons first by ardlaw-'ilne , flatly

denied that any representation had been received from the Chamber of
8

Princes regarding constitutional safeguards. "hen further pressed by
9

B. V. Gardner , "interton conceded that certain 'informal conferences' had

1. For full text of the rimes' Aide-memoire, see Phadnls, U», on. clt.
p. 44.

2. Irwin to Birkenhead, 5th " ay, 1927, v'x>"., 3» P« 81.
3. Ibid.

2^. Irwin to Birkenhead, 11th "ay, 1927, Fx.P.. 3» ?• 93*
5. Ibid.

6. Tbid.

7. Unionist ( oroestershire, Kidderminster Division; 1922-45; former
Fast Tndia merchant and banker; member of Governor of Bombay's Council
and Additional ember of Viceroy of India's Council.

8. H.C.P., vol. 206, l6th ay, 1927, col. 380,
9. Labour (Upton Division} 1923-24, 1929-31.



taken piece but declined either to reveal their outcome, or to comment

op the competence of the forthcoming Statutory Commission to investigate
1

the position regarding Indian States.

By late ay Irwin, fortified through discussions with Sir Alexander
2 3 4

"uddiman, Sir Basil Blackett and Sir J. Thompson , came out strongly

for an enquiry. Significantly, his motives were not solely concerned

Kith the reassurance of nervous Princes, but to a substantial extent

uith British Indian fears lest the Princes be decked out as constitutional

deadweights:

'there is no question that they (Princes) are afraid and it would
be a good thing to allay their fears .... but .... their fears
have their counterpart in British India where the politicians are
always suggesting that we shall use the States and the feelings of
the Rulers as arguments to retard the political progress of
British India. Even among people more reasonable than a good
many of the politicians, there is anxiety lest we should drift into
a position in which the States would in effect set the pace of
progress in British India. It is desirable to do what we can to
dispel this idea, while meeting the legitimate desires of the
Princes. ' 5

Irwin further suggested, as possible terms of reference for a

Committee, a brief !to report upon the existing legal and constitutional
6

relations between the Paramount Power and the States'. The possibility

0f e federation was foreseen but there would be no initiative along such

lines from Delhi:

Any overt suggestion of a Union, except for purposes of customs,
would be likely to alarm the Princes ..... there are even now some
federationists in the States and I am not sure that similar ideas
are not gaining ground, but I am perfectly clear that it would be a
mistake for us to appear to be pressing at present. 7

H»C.D»» Oral Answers, l6th Pay, 1327, Vol. 206, Col. 881.
I, Service in Bengal as Assistant Magistrate and Collector! "ember of

Governor-General's Council 1924.

jt Secretary to Indian Finance and Currency Commission, 1913~14j
Finance "ember cf Governor-General's Executive Council 1923.
Chief Secretary to Government of Punjab, 1916j Secretary to
Government of India, Foreign and "'olitical Department from 1922.

1 Irwin to Birkenhead, 26th May, 1927, tlx.P., 3» pp. 123-5*
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s to the composition of the committee, 'it should be entrusted

to three wise men, of whom one should be a jurist end one a financial
1

authority of repute'•

it lest Birkenhead began to give way, though he clearly still

regarded the issue as something of a hornet's nest. Interestingly

enough, he anticipated that this sensitive area would be bypassed by

his Statutory Commission which, he expected, would produce very little

of reel substance. Birkenhead remained

not at all sure that the Princes are not making a mistake in
asking for an enquiry at all. They have fcheir treaty rights, and
it is inconceivable that the "tatutory Commission should not save
these rights if it makes any i-ecommendations affectin their
rights directly or indirectly - a very improbable contingency in
my opinion, and I find it difficult to believe that the commission
will recommend any radical alteration in the constitution or
3tatus of the Central Government. 2

There followed the grudging admission 'thai in vie?/ of the nervousness
3

of the chiefs, we should have to give them something*.

1. Irwin to Birkenhead, 26th "'av, 1927, fo3» PP* l?3-5
2. Birkenhead to Irwin, 16th June, 1927, Hx.P.. 3» P* 65»
3. Ibid.
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The r'oimst1on of the Butler Committee

1th the necessity for an enquiry now established in principle,

the next task concerned the framing of the proposed committee's terms

of reference. Birkenhead thought a decision should await the rlnces'

next move on the basis of the opinion of Counoel brought by Iiushbrook

illisms and Haksar from ngland* The Secretary of State mistrusted

such phrases as 'legal and constitutional', being very loth to invite

definition on juridical lines of rights and obligations arising out of
1

suzerainty. The formula suggested by Birkenhead, and eventually
2

adopted as the first part oi the States' Committee's terras of reference ,

ran:

to report upon the existing relations between the Paramount Power
and the States, with particular reference to the rights and
obligations arising frcm:-

(a,- treaties, engagements and sanads
(bj usage, sufferance and other causes.

3
Birkenhead proposed Harcourt Butler as a possible Chairman.

Butler had leng been active as s ohanpion of the native aristocracy
4 5

both in British India and the ''tetes.

Butler ras to onblicly record his belief that 'personal rule is
6

attractive to most orientals'. 'He was an ^mir-oarwa, a protector of
7

the nobles', and such were the strengths of Butler's loyalties that a

jealous colleague rrdoht compose malicious doggerel to the effect that

1. Birkenhead to Trwin, 28th duly, 1927. Tlx.P., pp. 91,2.
2. See euort of Indian "tntcs Committee. 1928-9, Cmd. 3302, p. 6.
3. Birkenhead to Irwin, 28th July, 1927, op. clt.
4. See University of London, Institute of Canmonv.-ealth '"tud'es,

Reeves, P. P., "landlords and Elections in the 'Jnited rov'nces.
India. 1920-37. Unpublished Seminar Taper, p. 2.

5. ee Harcourt Butler to Bunlop Smith, 1st eoember, 1907, cited in
artin Gilbert, ervant ef India. (1966; p. 97.

6. Butler, Sir Harcourt, India Insistent. (1931), P» 67*
7. oodruff, Philip, 'Tie ' en ho Ruled India. Vol. II.. The Guardians.

(1965 edit.) p. 89. Indeed, in one view it is suggested that
Harcourt Butler saw himself as a reincarnation of the Kings of "iidh.
The opinion of Professor Barun Be, interviewed 9th November 1977*
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I tickled the tail of" the Taluqdar,
And I tickled his tail so successfully
That now I am Sir Harcourt and the next L.G. 1

2
Butler's earlier opposition to Bysrchy , which had attracted public

3
oonsaent, might seem to have marked him out in the more traditionalist

4
official mind as a 'safe' man.

Certainly, Irwin felt uneasy regarding his candidature. Butler'3

popularity with the rinces was not in doubt, 'but there are others who
5

might do as well and better'. '"hat principally disturbed Trwin was the

closo association of arcourt Butler with the reaction against Curzon's

policy which set in \inder ''into, a reaction
I

clearly stated in the Introduction to the Political Department 1 anual
which I think goes too far. The '"anual was first brought out in
Butler* s time and I am told that the Introduction appeared under
his signature. His popularity with the Princes was probably due
to a considerable extent to his association with the change of
policy, and I feel some doubt whether the selection of a "resident
who was associated so oloaely with the views expressed in the
Introduction to the Political 'anual would be altogether good. 7

8
Irwin did favour someone with Indian experience, but thought onalishay

9
to be 'as good as anyone'. Konaldshay*s name had also been suggested

1. "oodruff, Philip, op. cit». p. 89
2. Lawrenoe, eccnd Varques3 of Zetland, ssnvez. (195&), P* 132.
3» The Times. 6th June, 1919*

4« Butler was never positively listed as an active diehard in the later-
crisis surrounding the progress of the 1935 India Bills see
Ghosh, S. C., Peelsion-makin and power in the British Conservative
nrtv; a case-study of the India problem 1929-54. "'olitical
Studies XIII, June 1965, Ho. 2, pp. 198-212. However he did refuse
to join the "oderate Conservative Indian lobby; the "nion of Britain
and "ndia in 1933: 3ee Lord Butler, the 'rt of the ossible, (london
19717, p. 51.

5. Irwin to Birkenhead, 31st August, 1927, Hx»%. 3, p. 1"3.
6. See Chapter 2, pp. 120, 1; 129.
7. Irwin to Birkenhead, 31st ugust, 1927, Kx.P.. 3, p» 183»
8. Rt. Hon. Lawrence John Lualey Lundns P.C., G.C.r.I., G.C.T.P.,

member of :oyal Commission on "utlic Services in Tndia, 1912-15;
Governor of Bengal, 1917-22.

9* Irwin to Birkenhead, 31st August, 1927, Hx.P.. 3, p« 183.
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1
by Blkaner and several of the Princes favoured a Chairman from outside.

2
Cecil*s name had been mentioned but Irwin thought that he probably would

3
not take it on.

The recruiting of a suitable Chairman fast developed into a problem.

Birkenhead approached Robert Ceoil, though not without reservations
4

*T had some doubts as to whether he might not conceivably run off the rails'.
5 6

Professor Holdsvortn was secured a Jurist j as an xford contemporary,

Birkenhead could recommend him as 'an excellent fellow .... very cuick
7

and unobtrusive*« By early November it seemed assured that Harcourt

Butlei, the third choice, would land the Chairmanship. First Cecil
8

and then Ronaldshay had refused. Irwin, for reasons which are not
9

explicit, had undergone a change of heart regarding Butler's suitability.
10

Butler, onoe approached, hesitated since acceptance of the terras offered

might placo him in a position in which his status (especially with regard

to emoluments) would compare unfavourably with the Governorship which he
11

had held for so long. Butler's expectation was that he would draw

1. Irwin to Birkenhead, 31st August, 1927, Fx."*.. 3> p* 1-3.
2. 1st Viscount, Bdgar Algernon dbert Ceoil, P.C.J .C. j . B.C.L.:

L.I.B.j P.P.j lord Privy Seal 1923-4J Chancellor of the Puchy of
Lancaster 1924-7.

3. Irwin to Birkenhead, 31st August, 1927, Tlx. P., 3, p. I83.
4« Birkenhead to Irwin, 27th October, 1927, TTx.r.. 8, Telegram No. 292.
5. fir illiam earle Holdsworth, P.C., 1920J Vlnerian rofessor since

1922 in English Law, University of xfordj Fellow "11 Souls College.
6. Birkenhead to Trwin, 27th ctober, 1927, Tlx.P.. 8, Telegram No. 292.
7. Birkenhead to Irwin, 19th January, 1928, Tlx.".. 4, p. %
8. Birkenhead to Trwin, 4th November, 1927, Hi/'., 8, Telegram No. 300*
9. Irwin to Birkenhead, 1st November, 1927, Tlx.".« 8, 'elograr No. 277*
10. The same renumeration as wmbers of the tatutory Commission, viz.

Ha. 1,500 per month plus daily allowance of Rs. 15s see
Birkenhead to Irwin, 10th eceniber, 1927, Tlx.'.. 8, Telegram No. 371.

11. Trwin to irkenheod, 20th rovenber, 1927, Nx.T'». 8, Telegram No. 304.
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1

salary aa Governor with travelling expenses or allowances. However

olarification from the "eoretarv of State on the issue of 'compensatory
2

allowances', considerably in excess of what Irwin had in mind, cleared
3

the way for Hercourt utler's acceptance.

The search for a third member eventually settled on the sijcth

choice. The nature of the criteria demanded suggests that anyone known

to be critical of the Princes would be debarred. In the first instance,
4

Birkenhead favoured Sir Louis Kershaw; 'he has been long enough out of
5

India to have a mind detached from present controversy*. This selection

was vetoed by Delhi, where it was felt in high quarters that Kershaw,

though an Indian Civilian, would not fit since 'it is essential to have

men on the committee who will carry with them the full confidence of the
6

Princes.*
7 8

Birkenhead next asked Cunliffe-Lister to release Sydney Chapman,
9

Chief "canonic Adviser to His Majesties' Government. Cunliffe-Lister
10

duly declined and suggested Sir Laurence Guilleroard, who subsequently

1. Irwin to Birkenhead, 8th November, 1927, Tlx."'., 8, Telegram No. 287.
2. Birkenhead to Irwin,16th December, 1927, Hx*P.. 8, Telegram No. 386.
3. Irwin to Birkenhead, 22nd December, 1927, Hx.P.. 8, Telegram No. 312.

4. Secretary, India Revenue and Agricultural Department, 1915?
Assistant Under-Secretary of State, India Office, 192,1..

5. Birkenhead to Irwin, 27th October, 1927, Hx.n.. 8, Telegram No. 293*

6. Irwin to Birkenhead, 1st November, 1927, Hx«o». 8, Telegram No. 277.

7. Right Hon. Sir Philip, G.B.E. , K.B.E., P.C., M.C., F.P.,
Unionist; President of the Board of Trade, 1922-3, 1924-9.

8. Sir Sydney Chapman, K.C.B., Permanent Secretary of the Board of Trade,
1920-7.

9. Birkenhead to Trwin, 4th Tfovember, 1927, Hx.P.. 8, Telegram No. 300.

10. Sir Laurence Nuns Guillemard, G.C.M.G., K.C.B., K.C.M.G., C.B.,
Governor of the Straits Settlements and High Commissioner for Malay
States, 1919-27.
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1 2
excused himself on grounds of health. Walter Layton, next approached,

3
found himself unable to accept. Train, by now pressing for a final

U
decision on personnel, wired in support of S. H. "later whose socialist

5
tendencies were now reported to be 'intellectual and not aggressive'•

6
However, one week later Birkenhead had appointed Sidney Feel. The

Committee was now complete. Neither Holdsworth nor neel had been in

India before and Holds orth in particular was to find the scale of

Princely hospitality, notably in the matter of wining and dining, very
7

difficult to adapt to.
8

Colonel Peel, as an 'old friend' of Leslie Soott, would doubtless

be advised of the Princes* position by the latter, who following his

professional activities on behalf of the Princes during the suramer, had

now been invited by the Jam Sahib on behalf of the ''rincea collectively,

and by Bharatpur as an individual, to act as Counsel in connection with a
9

Committee of nquiry. Scott's opportunity to make preliminary soundings

might well have arisen when he sailed with tire two home-based members of
10

the Committee, Holdaworth and Peel, on 30th December from "arseilles.

In any event, Birkenhead felt sufficiently uneasy to write that

a very embarrassing situation might be created if the findings or
recommendations of the Committee (which I assume will of necessity
be both communicated to the Princes and piibllaired for general
information) were not such as to commend themselves to the Government. 11

1. Birkenhead to Irwin, 16th November, 1927* Hx.P.. 8, Telegram Ho. 321.
2. Halter Thomas Layton, M.A., C.B.S., i'ditor of economist since 1927.

3» Birkenhead to Irwin, 29th November, 1927» He.P.. 8, Telegram No. y*.B*
4. Samuel Henry Slater, C.M.G-., C.I.E., one time rrofesaor of Economicsj

Commissioner of Labour, Vadras.
5. Irwin to 3irkenhead, 5th December, 1927, Hx."'.. 8, Telegram No. 3^5
6. Col. Hon. Sidney Corowallis, Financial Adviser to Foreign Office,

1918, British Plenipotentiary Chinese Tarriff Conference, 1925-6.
7. Private Diary of First and Second Tours, Harcourt Butler napers

(hereafter H.B.P.), India Office Library, VSD, Fur. Fllfc/108, Pasir-.
8. Birkenhead to Irwin, 23rd Deoember, 1927. Hx.P.. 8, Telegram o. 397.
9. Ibid.

10. Ibid.

11. Birkenhead to Irwin, 8th December, 1927» H.B.P.. 85.
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Birkenhead reiterated his doubts in stronger terms one week later:

having only acquiesced in the "nquiry 'aa a matter of expediency in order

to show the Chiefs that we ere alive to their doubts and anxieties', he

feared that

a very awkward situation would arise if the Committee produced a
theory of the relations between the Paramount ' ower and the States
conflicting with past actions or decisions of the Government, or one
which the (Government found difficult to accept as a guide fear the
future .... at the best, probably, the Commission's findings will
provide the 'advanced riiices' with a certain quantity of material
for inconvenient argument. 1

A well briefed Chairman, of oourse, could be expected to run on the

right rails:

'It seems therefore to be very important that, before the Committee
begins its work it - or at least the Chairman - should be carefully
instructed by you with your views, which I think are pretty much
the same as mine*. 2

Having in mind Irwin's previous reservations regarding Butler, this seemed

an obvious caveat:

He has been out of touch with the States for some time end may not
realise that It was the policy of non-intervention which he initiated,
and ontagu stimulated, which is largely responsible for the crop
of evils which Reading and you have had to deal with. 3

Birkenhead's attitude in all this reveals a lingering fear that a

strengthened Princely bloc might come to represent a form of menace to the

British presence in India, albeit a vague one, and that the implementation

of a counterweight policy might be taken too far:

Kven granted that it may be in the interests of Greet Britain (as
many people think), no less than of the States themselves that they
should be entrenched against an Tndianised Government of India
responsible to an Indian legislature, the dreaded day is remote,
and we cannot afford in the meantime to entrench them against ourselves.
Any weakening in the position taken up by us in Heading's correspondence
with the Nizam - and T may tell you that I, no less than he, weighed
every word that was said then - would be most unfortunate, and T hop©
that the Committee, though fixing its attention on the more distant
problem, will not ignore the problem which is with us every dsy. 4

1. Birkenhead to Irwin, 15th Beoember, 1927, Hx.P.. 3» pp» 138,9*
2. Ibid.

3« Ib;id.
4. Ibid.
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A pointed memorandum, under Birkenhead's own signature, outlining

possible pitfalls was sent to Peel and Holdsworth before their departure.

Relations with the states were only workable through 'elasticity' and

the excraise of 'undefined reserves of power under the head of suzerainty':

the serious 'embarrassment 1 which might folio? from the production of a
1

written constitution was stressed.

At the Indian end, steps had already been taken designed to bring

about close cooperation between officials and the expected Committee,

principally by involving the Political Department from the beginning.

Irwin proposed the appointment of a Political as Secretary 'to prepare
2 3

the ground'. The duly appointed offioer, Colonel Ogilvie, though
it-

pronounced as popular with both officials and Princes, had apparently
5

earned in some quarters, the soubriquet of ' sramcuntcy r)arsonifiecV.

Cgilvie subsequently accompanied the Committee on its tour, quite

possibly in the role of a Political Department watchdog. By theend of

December, arrangements had been made for Butler to go through the papers
6

with the Political Department, the Chairman having survived an attack
7

on his life by a lunatic in Rangoon.
8

By mid November the terms of reference had been finally decided,

and towards the end of the month the text of the Viceroy's proposed
9

announcement to the Princes was settled. It was duly delivered at a

1. "emorandura, Birkenhead to Peel and Hol&sworth, 20th December, 1927,
H.B.P. . 85.

2. Irwin to Birkenhead, 12th September, 1927, Hx.r>.. 8, Telegram ?'o. 231.
3. George Drunmond, C.I.E., I.'., Political Officer sinoe 1905 with

service in uetta-rishin, Bundelkhond, Hyderabad and Rajputana.

4. Irwin to Birkenhead, 4th October, 1927, Hx.P.. 8, Telegram to. 260.
5. Interview with L. F» Rushbrook llliams, 17th "arch, 1972.
6. Irwin to Birkenhead, 29th Deoember, 1927, H-x.P.. 8, Telegram No. 249.
7* The Times. 16th December, 1927.
8. Birkenhead to Irwin, 15th November, 1927, Hx.P.. 8, Telegram "o. 318.
9. Irwin to Birkenhead, 10th November, 1927, Hx.P.. 8, Telegram Do. 289.

Irwin to Birkenhead, 22nd November, 1927, Hx.P.. 8, Telegram No. 309.
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banouet at Racket on 22nd November and the agreed terms of reference
1

pronounced.

The Rajkot Statement evoked no immediate response In Britain.

The announcement regarding the Indian Statutory Cotanission in vove^ber
2

had already prompted Ceorge Lansbury to table a written question in the

Commons which asked whether the Commission would be able to consider

'the absorption of the Indien States into a federation representative
of all India and the consequent abolition of all autocratic rule
throughout Tndia'. 3

But the Rajkot Statement had not been originally reported in The

Times and the Parliamentary Questions which eventually appeared were

largely concerned with the financing of the Committee. On the evening

of 15th December the India Office had issued a communique reiterating

the terms of the Rajkot announcement and naming the members of the tatei'
4 5

Committee, in order to head off a "uostion put down by T. P. Proves
6

for 19th December.

The ruestion did eluoldate that the expenses of the Committee would
7

fall on Indian revenues. "interton later declined to give an estimate
8

of coats. Lansbury, with his teeth into the matter, then tabled a

Question requiring that the expenditure be submitted to the vote of the

Indian legislative Assembly. vinterton would not be drawn and refused
9

to comment. Such Tarliamentary pinpricks were unlikely to disturb the

1. Bart (l) followed the formula agreed on 28th July.
Part: (11) read: 'to enquire into the financial and economic relations
between British Tndia and the States, and to make any reeemendations
that the Committee may consider desirable or necessary for their more
satisfactory adjustment'. See The "imes. Ifth December, 1927»
Report of Indian States Committee. Cad. 33^2, p. 5*

2. Labour (Poplar, Bow and Bromley Division).
3* H.C.D., ritten Answers, Vol. 210, 21st "ovember, 1927, col. 3428,

The ""lines. 16th December, 1927.
5# Labour, (est Ham, Stratford Division).
6. H.C.D.. Oral 'ns era, Vol. 212, col. 4.
7* This was subsequently confirmed: see H.C.D.. Oral Answers, Vol. 213,

22nd February, 1928, col. 1599.
8« Ibid*. Vol. 214, 27th February, 1928, col. 3.

9* Ibid.. Vol. 215, "'ritten Answers, 19th "arch, 1928, col. 257.
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Princes unduly for whom 1927 had ended on 8 note of high hope. "hey

had impressed the Viceroy as being * quite pleased with the appointment
1

of the Committee end with the Committee itself• This sentiment was

later confirmed in the proceedings of the Chamber of "'rinces the
2

following February. hesuite the exceptional difficulties in recruiting,
3

Irwin himself appeared fully satisfied with the personnel of the Committee:
4

'I don't think it could possibly have been better'. The Princes

could relax in the knowledge that much had been done to create a climate

of opinion in Britain favourable to their position. Their Highnesses'
5

case had been stated forcefully in the Commons by Lieut. Cdr. 'enworthy

who laid particular stress on the difficulties, at the hands of an inert

Delhi bureaucracy, encountered by Btates interested in industrial

development. The summary procedure for deposition and the " uropcani-
6

sation of Services in Indian States were objects of further criticism.

Both Kushbrook "illiams and Col. Haksar, while in Britain, took the

opportunity to eulogise the achievements of the Princes. illiams

underlined the close ties between Ruler and ruled,

'it must be remembered that in Indian Btates, the average man finds
the kind of government tJuit he understands controlled by an individual
whom he has been brought up to revere'. 7

"illiams commented on an atmosphere 'more cheerful and carefree •••• an.

air of independence, a swagger if you like to call it so, rarely encountered

in British India'• 8

1. Irwin to Birkenhead, 29th December, 1927, Hx.r'». 3, p* 249.
2. Irwin to Birkenhead, 29th February, 1928, Hx.P.. 4, pp. 31»32.

$. Birkenhead to Irwin, 26th January, 1928, ibid.. p. 11.
4. Irwin to Birkenhead, 5th January, 1928. ibid., p. 2.
5. Hon. oaeph Kontague, R.K., Liberal (Central Hull since 1919,

Labour since 1926.
6. H.C.D., Vol. 208, Oth July, 1927, cols. 1699, 1700.
7» Rushbrook " illiams, Professor L» F.,'indie and the Future of the

Indian States*, aiptio Review. July 1927, P* 375*
8. Ibid.. p. 374.
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Haksar too dwelt on the personal veneration for a Ruler,

'one of the last sentiments that India will let die. If the
Englishman loves a Lord, the Indian loves a "rince despite his
oooasional vagaries*• 1

Moreover, young Englishmen of the right type might find a lucrative career

in Princely India which was

•still crying out for the services of the old fashioned "nglishraan
of personality whom his more astute compatriots and contemporaries
may regard as a back number*• 2

3
One consideration would be salaries 'as a rule far larger' than those

drawn by civilians in British Tndic. Readers of the authoritative

•Round Table* would be acquainted with the Princes' discomfort, the need

for an authoritative inquiry, and the existence of a possible constitutional

blueprint:

"he Treaty with the Irish Free State shows that it is not beyond
the ingenuity of statesmen to arrange for two species of Imperial
connection within the confines of a single country. 4

5
Sir I'iohael c'Dwyer held up the staunch loyalty of the Princes

during the war as 'a refreshing contrast to the attitude of most Tndian

politicians': ihe " rinoes represented their loyalty as personal to

the King-Emperor, not to a Government in the abstract, British or Indian
6

and this feeling 'it would be fatal to disregard'. Another former
7

Governor, Lord Sydenham, also speaking with impressive weight of

experience, protested against 'unjustifiable interference with the affairs

of the ' ative States' by the Indian Assembly and warned that the rrinces'

1. Col. K. N. H&ksa*, 'Services in the Tndian States'. .Asiatic Review
July 1927, p. 380.

2- P- 379.
3* Ibid.. p. 380.

'India Reforms, the Times* Standpoint*, Round Table. Vol. XVTT
pp. 718,9.

5« Sir Ifioha 1 Lronoia, G.C.I.E., K.C.S.I., B. *., Resident Hyderabad
1908j Resident Xndore 1910; Lieut.-Governor Punjab, 1913*

6. Sir P. f. O'Dwyer, 'The Relations of the Indian States to British
India', Fcrtn:!.i<htly Review. Vol. CXXI, Jan. - June, 1927, pp. 786,7*

7. George Sydenham Clarke, G.C.C.T., G.C.V.G., G.C.I.E., G«B..".», F.R.'.j
Speoial Service Suaklm Expedition Force 1885-6J Secretary Committee
of Imperial Defence, 1901+.; Governor of Bombay 1907-13*
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anxieties and just claims 'must be taken into full account in any
1

revision of the constitution'. One solution to the constitutional

problem was projected with the aid of a Japanese model. Just as in

the Japanese constitution, a provision withdrew the Army and Navy from

popular control, so might the States be withdrawn from the control of

a future Legislative Assembly: 'one thing is certain, that the prestige
2

of the Princes ought to be enhanced rather than reduced'.

The success of the Princes' spokesmen and sympathisers in Britain

cannot be calculated with any degree of certainty. What does seem

clear is that Harcourt Butler, on whose shoulders rested the hopes of

the Rulers, had categorically accepted the narrow limits within which

London and Delhi demanded that he move. Irwin wrote reassuringly that

the briefing sessions, which had taken place prior to the departure of

the Committee to hear the Princes' side of things, had borne fruit and

that Butler

'is quite alive to the undesirability and impropriety of the
Committee attempting to define on any jurisdic basis the limits
of authority of the Paramount Power'. 3

Butler had pledged himself not to

'go behind ..... the position laid down in Reading's letter to
the Nizam'

a position which in Irwin's view not even the most progressive Prince
4

'would really seek in the last resort to question'. The possibility

of 'entrenching' the Princes should not arise. Butler's compliance

with these preliminary instructions from the Secretary of State exposes

1. Lord Sydenham of Combe, 'The Future of the 'Indian Native States',
The Nineteenth Century, Vol. CI, Jan. - June 1927, pp. 840,1.

2. Stanley Rice, 'The Indian Princes and the Reforms', The Quarterly
Review, Vol. 249, July and October 1927, Vol. 249,p. 349.

3. Irwin to Birkenhead, 5th January, 1928, Hx.P., 4, p. 2.

4* Ibid.
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the whole procedure of an Itinerant Committee of Inquiry as something

of a sham, e quite disingenuous undertaking to examine the Princes'

case objectively.

Yet a measure of apprehension persisted in London. 'even weeks

later Irwin felt it necessary to sand further reassurance. Regarding

interpretation of the terms of reference, he felt confident that Butler

understood that clause (l) required a report on the actual position «nd

not a recommendation in favour of some fresh style of relationship:

as for elaaae (2) which definite!;/ asked for recommendations, 'Butler

and Iris colleagues are sensible people and are not at all disposed to
1

run wild'. However comforting such information might appear,

Birkenhead still felt constrained to telegraph instructions, while the

Committee were actually on tour: Butler should bo told again that on

the first main term of reference his job was to report cn fundamental

matters of fact: 'it was for His Majesty's Government to draw the
2

inferences'.

1. Irwin to Birkenhead, 29th February, 1928, Hx.r>.. 4, p. 32.

2. Birkenhead to Irwin, 23rd March, 1928, 'be.1 ., 9, Telegram o. 880.
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The Butler Committee "n Tour

The source of irkenhead'a trepidation, the Indian 'tates'
1

Committee, begem its first tour on Sunday, 2?nd January. Butler

himself hod been in rood form on the eve, having danced six dances at a
2

elhi function 'e thing T have not done for over twenty years'. The
3

first stop, Rmnpur, offered most hospitable welcome and everv modern
4

convenience that taste end luxury could supply'. This proved to be

characteristic of the Committee's x-eception throughout their tour,

here .ampur excelled was in the provision of three Turkish baths kept

up with female attendants. 'done of the Committee', recorded .hitler,
ft

'had a " urkish both. * The interview with the I'nv.ab turned out to be

less than promising. From a viewpoint heavily laced vdth pessimism

end suspicion, empur stated thr.t it wool" bo 'no fun* to bo r
6

constitutioxv.il rnler. It would be 'no fun' if Indian rince3, who

supported the British without conditions, were to be supported by the
7

British only on condition of introducing reforms. Butler's entle

promptings in this direction

considerably upset his Highness at the time but eventually by
message and letter he answered me that his existing practice gave
full effect to my advice! 8

•fter an interval at Simla for ten tt th I.utyens and a tour of
9 10

Viceregal Ledge, Friday found the Committee et Fntiala. There Butler

!• i hi; r, facing page.

2. Private iazy, 21st anuary to 17th cril, 1928, ■c. .. 10", • 1.

3» oslen. . Sir nyed "ohamr ed • rid '15 .on; ren . sc.; In.
pop. 500,OCT; 55 per cent "lindu, 45 ; or cent 'uslim; venue
£325,000.

4* |I» i ■ », li , p. 2.
5. Ibid.

6. "Paid., p. J.
7. Ibid.
8. Ibid.

9* B.B. • ., 108, P. 4*

10. Jet Kikh, H. . ir Bhupindar ingh. "rer: 5,932, sq.nls.;
pop. 1 millions: 53 per cent Hindus, ,2 per cent Cikhaj 20 per cent
Boslems. ' ♦-venue: cl,250,COO.
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particularly noted

' the streets lined with respectful crowds •••• the lucky dwarfs at
the Durbar Hall • ••• Hi# Highness, a magnificent figure set off
by the 'Sans Souoi". 1

During their three day visit, the GawLttee viewed jails and hospitals,

wrestling and an exhibition, a 'typical village1, more wrestling, the
2

magnificently equipped state kennels and the treasures of the Palace.

Only on Sunday evening does there appear to have been any praotical

business done when the Committee met seven Princes from the unjab and
3

Korth Kajputana. Professor Rushbrook Williams, Col. Hakaar and.

Sir Leslie Scott were in attendance, the latter expressly to explain the
4

delay in presenting their case. Little was achieved.

At the banquet which followed, Patiala spoke pointedly to the

effect that the control of the Government of India was passing more and

more from the hands of the Power with whom 'sacred ties of obligation'

had been pledged. The Haharaja let slip an interesting complaint to

Butler privately the following day which sheds some light on the

services rendered by States' judiciaries. Stressing the lack of quid

pro quo in his dealings with Political officers, atiale alleged that

'he wes often asked to hand up or keep in confinement people whose
ease# were not covered by extradition, and he did so from comity,
but his requests were not treated in the same spirit'. 6

At no point during the visit to Patiala, did Butler ooraisent on Kis

Highnesses* flagrant extravagance or his general reputation for dedicated
7

and rapacious debauchery.

1. The superb diamond necklace which once belonged to t e Impress
•ugenie. See the Harquis of Reeding, Rufus Tsaaoa. First varouis
of Reading. 1914-35, (l%-5), p. 190.

2. 108, pp. 6,7.
3* at is In, Bhopel, Jindh, Bholpur, Dharatpur, Kapurthala and filer otla.
4. 108, pp. 6,7.

Ibid. * p# 32.
6. Ibid.. p. 8.
7* See Lord, J. op. pit., pp. 160-5.
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4
On 11 onday, 31st January, the Committee arrived at Bileaner where the

extent of the popular welcome greatly impressed Butler:
4

Crowds gave His Highness a wonderful reception# The salutation
cry is Fhemen (mercyJ) •••• the faces of the people and their
enthusiasm showed how popular His Highness is, s semi- deity
to then. J

In his speech et the customary State Banquet given in honour of the

Committee, Bikaner reminded his audience that Sir Harecurt had 'rescued'

the Princes before, and that now, as 'resident of the Committee, his

role would be

'once and for all, to lead to a rigid adoption for all time of the
liberal, sympathetic end generous policy whioh "ir Harcourt was
so largely instrumental in bringing about twenty years ago} 3

In reply, Butler complimented in the very highest terms the administrative

progress made, 'a record of whioh any administration in any part of the
4

world might be proud'# It seems that Bikaner oarae to have symbolic

importance for Butler and he went on to say 'I confess that my imagination
5

is powerfully affeoted by the future of the Indian States'# This
6

sentence was to be reproduced almost verbatim in the Seport itself#

The Committee spent the next three days shooting, well fortified

with champagne and fine old brandy# 'I like this simple oaap life',
7

wrote Butler, 'this roughing it a la Bits'# Finally, on the Friday

evening, discussions ensued with several Princes and Sir Leslie "cott#

Proceedings took on a predictable pattern: 'all agreed that something
8

3hould be done but no one seemed to know what was wanted'. Butler

side-tracked Scott's wily ploy which invited the Committee to declare

its understanding of a reasonable case for the T>rinces to put forward#

1# Hindu, Rahtor Rajput, H. ft# "aharaja Sir Gangs Singhji. Area
23,000 sq.mls.j pop. nearly l,000,000j 84 per cent Hindus, 11 per
cent MoslemsJ revenue nearly £1,000,000#

2« 100, pp. 8,9
3. Ibid.. p. 37.
4. Ibid.. p# 39.
5» Ibid# See Report of India States Committee Crad. 3302, p# 52
6. Ibid.

7. Ibid#, p# 10, 11
8. Ibid#, p. 14.
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1
He referred Scott to "'into's IJdaipur speech which defined 'good

government'• It was the opposite of 'bed government' and while no

general standards obtained, it was the expectation of the "olitical
2

Department that representative institutions would grow up from within.

n the following day, 4th February, fhe Committee departed for
3

Udaipur already a little debilitated by ' rlnoely receptions:

'we feel it a&raost a relief to get away from the excellent cuisine',

Butler confessed,

'a continued course of Indian States hospitality is a severe strain
cm the constitution'. 4

The next three days spent at Udaipur oonf rraed in great part to the

now familiar pattern, the State Banquet end garden party, palace tours

and sight seeing, shikar. Monday morning proved to be the exception

during which the Committee drew up questions for the Political ecretary,
5 6

C. C. atson. The uropean witnesses all testified to the effect

that while the administrative system had not really altered in twenty

years, it suited the people generally and they showed a marked prefe-renoe

for autocracy. 'High rents', according to Cheuevix-Trench and others,
7

'made for hard work and a happy people'. "rncticsl proof was provided

in the shape of a great gathering of women assembled at the Jai 'ovand

lake to receive the Vaharana*s largesse 'very happy they all looked',
8

noted Butler.

1. See Chapter 2 p.

2. H.B.F.. 108, p. 14.
3» Hindu. "esodia Rajput. H. H. Maherana "ir Bhupal Bahadur ingiiji:

area 12,691 sq.mls. pop. l,500,000i 76 per cent Hindus} 13 per cent
Amimists (mostly Bhils). Revenue: about 0400,000.

4. H.3.p.. 108, p. 15.
5. Charles Cunningham, C.S.I., C.I.E., Tolitical nfficer} "ervice in

Kbthiawer end Rajpetana} Agent to the Governor-General estern
India States Agency, 1924.

6. the Rev. J. Buaoimanj Cheuevix-Trench, Charles Godfrey, 3.A.,
retd. Indian C.S.j Settlement at Revenue Office Udalpur:
Mr. Mesne, one time Settlement Officer in Tonk.

7- H.B.P.. 108, pp. 20,1.
8. Ibid. . p. 22!..
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1
On Thursday, 9th February, the party arrived at -lwar, where

the next three days were to be spent. Apart from two discussions»

of an undisclosed length, with the Maharaja on Thursday and "aturday

evenings, the custctanry succession of social rounds predominated,

Shikar was arranged for every day, an ambitious palace-building programme

hod to be viewed, elephant and polo stables investigated, end the
2

State troops inspected. The inevitable State Banquet was marked by

the olose attention paid by two dancing girls, described as 'very
3

playful', to "rofessor Holdsworth. ndeed Butler humourously

questioned the possibility of a safe return by Hold*rorth to ^xford in
4

view of his experience in 'Hell, the Tndia States Committeei' The

two short discussions with the Maharaja proved to be predictably

unproductive. In Alwar's view it should have been possible to define

the legal and constitutional position of the : tates in nine sub¬

paragraphs. On aubseouent enouiry from Colonel Feel, His Highness
5

was unable to state these himself. On Sunday afternoon, the

Committee bid farewell to Alvar and thus ended the first tour. Butler

noted with satisfaction that it had been 'very successful indeed, on the

whole, especially in the creation of an atmosphere of confidence and
6

understanding.*

Conscious of the apparently overwhelming weight given to social

rounds in the text of his diary, Butler felt obliged to explain that it

dealt "chiefly with the spectacular part of our tour and does not record
7

the many interviews and private conferences which we held". But an

1. Hindu. Kachhwsha Rajput. Maharaja H. H. Si Jey Singh. "res
3*185 sq.rals.J pon. about 701*000, the majority Hindus: revenue:
£400,000.

2. H.B.P.. 108, pp. 25-8
3. Ibid., p. 27.
4. Tbld.

5. Ibid.. p. 30.

Ibid.. p. 28.
7. Ibid., p. 28
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analysis of Butler's own detailed schedule does not make it clear when

such business could have been fitted in. However, during the next

fortnight, Butler did interview a number of witnesses in Delhi though

perhaps his penchant for the whirl of society peeps through in his

confessed distaste for office work during a Delhi season of balls,
1

investitures, garden parties and 'fair polo'. Application to duty

brought little tangible reward and even a mind, originally not at all

unsympathetic to the Princes* cause, soured:

'I tell them that they have clamoured for a committee to redress
their burning wrongs and that it takes them six months with the
help of eminent counsel to find out what their burning wrongs arol* 2

For their part, the Princes possibly felt most comfortable in the role

of host to a Committee whose powers of critical perception might be dulled
3

by exposure to relentless hospitality. Butler noted, perhaps with a

kind of trepidation that the Princes 'are most anxious that we should see
K

the States and press us to see more and more of them'.
5 6

A second tour duly took place and the Committee reached Jaipur on

1st March. Here rather more work anpears to have been done, two mornings
7

being given over to discussion with Colonel Lawrence and his subordinates

in the Council of Regency. Ko 'views of interest' emerged. Though an

anonymous letter reached Butler which dramatically labelled 'Indian

Chiefs as worse than wild beasts in n land' the Chairman appeared more

1. Private Tlary of General Tour, H.
2. Ibid.

■, IOB, p. 1.

3« Tha lavish scale of the various magnificent receptions given to the
Committee did not go unnoticed in the Indian Tress: see 'The T'ndian
States Enquiry', Indian Review. Vol. 29, 1928, p. 335.
It was generally recognised that the tour had been conducted with ©vary
attention to comfort* see Sir Leslie ilson (Governor of Bombay' to
Scott, 10th April, 1928, I.r.r. 119/3/5/1H/7.
Private Diary, Second Tour, H.B.P., 108, p. 1.

5. Se© map, facing rage 28.5.
6. Hindu: Kaohhwaha Rajput: H.H. Sir Van Hingh: Area, 15,600 so.mls.

pop. 2,500,000: 90 per cent Hindu: revenue about ,€1,000,000.
7» Henry Bundle, C.I.E. Officer of Political Departmentj service in

Gwallon ' ever, Bundelkhand, Hyderabad, Herat! and Tonk, " jmer-ITarwara;
on Foreign Service as -resident, Council of State, Jaipur, March 1927.
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impressed by Jaipur generally - *a perfect system of State socialism 'Kith
1

the inevitable autocracy at the top*. Butler had no cement to make

on the scale of Princely expenditure. Tn the context of polo

this was shortly to outrage no less a person than the King Emperor.

Nor did he refer to the existence of internal political tensions between

defecto autonomous nobles naming two thirds of the State and the Durbar.

These ultimately resulted in widely publicised disorders which rocked
3

Jaipur for moat of 1938*
4

Arriving at Jodhpur on 3rd Parch, Butler was at once struck by a
5

State * perhaps the best administered in Eajputana*. However such

competence was hot to be ascribed to any indigenous talent but rather to

a succession of minorities and the current employment of forty-five
6

British officers (tv.enty-five of whom were attached to the railway}#

Significantly, His Highness himself declined to give evidence, professing

himself well satisfied and the principal witnesses examined were European.
7

At the next port of call, Palanpur reached on 6th "'arch, the Nawab

proved equally evasive. While he asked to be excused giving evidence

on the grounds that his views were those of the Standing Committee of the
8

Chamber as represented by Sir Leslie Scott, he was prepared to discuss

general matters and future prospects. This he proceeded to do in a

markedly pessimistic Vein/, not perhaps out of olace in a usliss ruling over
-v 9

a predominantly Hindu populated State where cow killing was permitted.

1. Private Diary, Second Tour, H.B.P., 10B, p. 3»
2. See Koore to illingdon, 5th 'ay, 1933, T.P.. 3, p. 696.
3. See Lothian, Sir A., op. cit«. pp. 100, 102, 157-61.
4. Hindu: Rather Rajput: H.H. Maharaja Sir Ymed 'inghii: Area 35*000

sq.mls.: pop. about 2,000,000, 83 per cent Hindus, 8 per cent
Moslems: revenue about £1,000,000.

5. Ibid, p. 7.
Ibid.

7* Moslem: Lohani Psthan: "ajor H. H. Newab Cher Fuhammed Khan:
Area 1,765 sq.mls.: pop. 250,000: 75 per cent Hindus: revenue /"BO,000.

8* H. B.P.. 108, p. 9.
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The Kaweb seemed particularly sensitive to the life style of many of

his fellow Princes. He pressed for the establishment f some sort of

machinery to prevent mlsgovernraent and misbehaviour to an extent which

brought Princes 'on the limelight' - His Highnesses' own expression as
1

Butler wryly noted. A measure of reassurance from ' ir Hareourt,

intended to stiffen the Kewab's morale, emphasised that where five years

before Princes had feared that they might be swamped by British India,

Butler now noticed

*a turn of opinion and the expectancy that the autocratic rule erf"
the 'rinces might outlive experiments in democracy'. 2

3
it Jonnngar , which the Committee visited from 7th to 11th "arch,

Butler and his colleagues encountered the by now familiar atmosphere of

hospitable nonr-coisnunication. At a meeting held on the afternoon of the

8th, the Kathiawar "rinces, including the Jam Sahib, 'an old ffiend of
k

more than a quarter of a century*, declared thtir position reserved,

preferring to present their case through Scott. Two days later, however,
5

Butler was privately informed by the Thakore Sahib of Limbdi, that

without the Jam Sahib, the majority of Kethiawar Rulers would oppose

Scott's scheme. Sage old limb&i's comments regarding the extreme
6

divergence of view among Princes can hardly have surprised Butler.

On the lighter side, a very full social programme had slipped into

gear like clockwork. Turing superbly organised shoots, Butler particularly

noticed the aja of rrohl, who shot at nothing exoeot a big owl, and

the ftaja of Shore, both parsonages, Butler indicated, 'properly so
7

celled'. The Jam ahib himself did not shoot due to a tendency, which
8

he could not stop, to drive the birds towards him. At dusk, the

1. 108, p. 9.
2. Ibia., p. 11.

3» Hindu; H.II. Air Tanjitsinhji Vidhsji, Haharajo Jamsaheb: area
3,791 so.mis. 3 pop. Sf5 per cent Hindus, 15 per cent "oslcnsj
Revenue, .£450,000.

4. H.B.P., 108, pp. 15,16.
5» Ruling rinee of limbdi tote; 334 sc.mis.; entitled salute nine guns.
6« H.B.P., 108, p. 15
7. Ibid, p. 13
8. Ibid.
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spectacle of numerous palaees illuminated with myriads of lights

inspired Butler to write of *Arabian Tights'. Lest however, the

Committee should become insensitive in this atmosphere of astern

splendour to the dam Sahib's reverence for the British connection,
1

Dense Clare Butt was on hand at the itate Banruet and subsequent dinners
2

to sing 'God "eve The ing*.
3

"aroh 11th to ljth found the Committee at Baroda. Butler and the

Gaekwcr at once found common ground in identifying the main problems facing

the Indian States as economic. The States were confronted with large

demands, the people did not like taxation. Butler agreed that a

simple form of administration, at any rate outside the big towns, was
4

required. Democracy, however, made for large expenditure.

In general, Butler professed himself to be impressed by what was
5

after all a progressive tat© especially in regard to social reform.

Yet his fondness for traditional paternalism informs his sympathetic

comment on a dispute regarding certain gold State guns drawn by bullocks -

how much was gold, how much gun:

•there is such of the child-like about Indian States. This
perhaos appeals particularly to the populace'. 6

7
Follow ng a flying visit to Bombay, the Committee reached Hyderabad

on 15th "arch. Butler's four day sojourn only served to produce a

catalogue of complaints and forebodings ranging from the run down

condition of the Residency to the future survival of the premier India tate.

1. Contralto of almost unexampled popularity: six feet two inches in
height, appeared on concert platforms all over the British Tapirej
suggested 'Lend of Hope and Glory* to Tlgor.

2- H.B.P.. 108, p. 13.
3. Hindus "eratho: H.H. Si Sayaji Rao Gaekwar: Area, 8,135 sq.mls.:

pop. 2,500,000 mostly Gujerati Hindus: revenue 11,750,000.
H. ,r . , p. 17

5. Bee Chapter 2, p.

H.iWr.. 108, p. 19
7* "oalem j Higsan H.B.H. Si Daman Ali Khans area 82,000 sq.rals.:

pop. 13,500,000, some 12,500,000 Hindus: revenue 17*000,000.
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-hat interested the Nizam's Council aost was the size of the British
1

element in the future government of India# The proposal of a
2

zollverein set with only a lukewarm reception. Butler carried away

an overwhelming impression of

oppressive decay, decay in the Ruler, decay in an effete old
and worn out aristocracy, with a new university rising up that
may give political trouble, with an army commanded by a dear
old gentleman'' who cannot last long •••• and with a population
90 per cent of which is Hindu, coming strongly under ' ohratta
influence'• 4

5
From decadent Hyderabad to progressive ' ysore, and here the

Committee were lodged from 19th to 22nd arch. Butler expressed
6

himself struck by the contrast. The ma jor claim made by the Newan

and his colleagues concerned the special footing on which " ysore

should be placed owing to its advanced administration. disputes

between the State and tlie Government of India should be settled by an
7

independent body. Canvassing of opinion, including that of representa¬

tives of the Kolar Gold Fields and various planting interests, elicited
8 *

nothing but praise for the administration and Butler pronounced the
9

electrically lit town of "ysore as 'the best kept place in Tndia*.

From Bangalore to Bombay for a conference with a Boafe&y Government
10

'under the impression that they are universally beloved'. The
11

Committee then moved on to Bhopal, a painful journey for Butler now

1. H.S.P., 108, p. 24.
2. Ibid. . p. 23
3# Lieut#-General Gir Afsar-ul-Nulk, B.C. T.r. ; C"V .: F.V.O.: Commander-

in-Chief of Nilzaa'a Regular Force; I.B.C. to Fir John French,
Expeditionary Force A, 1915,16.

4. ii.B,?., 10R, p. 25.
5« Hindu: Gshatriyat H.H. Maharaja rishnaraja I'adiyur: 'ren 29,464

sq.mls.: pop. 6,000,000 mostly Hindu, about 340,000 Moslems:
revenue £3,000,000.

6. Harcourt Butler to Irwin, 22nd arch, 1928, H.B.. "5.
7. p. 26
8- Mi. p. 28
9. Tbia. p. 27
10. "old, p. 30
U. "oslem: Afghan, Oraksai: It.-Col, H.H. Nswab Gir HamiduXLah Khan:

Area 6,OCX) sq.mls.; pop. 750,COO, 73 per cent Hindus, 13 per cent
Moslems: revenue .1500,000.
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1
suffering agonies of gout. Though confined to an invalid couch

Butler felt that he had seen enough to be impressed by the scale of

social services in the State, understood to be the product of public
2

spirited spending by both the T'ftwab and the former Begin. "ore

dramatically impressive was the rapturous reception given to the ! avrab

by his Hindu subjects during holi. Butler rejected out of hand an

anonymous petition to the effect that the indus in ouestion had been
3

ooereed.

Both the Hawab and his mother, the former Begum, complained of a

deterioration in the treatment neeted out to the "rinoes and indeed in
K

the type of Englishman with who® they had to deal. hile Colonel

Ogilvie was constantly on hand to put the olitieal Benartment case
5

should a Prince sneak out, it may be that it was in possible anticipation
6

of complaints at Bhopal, that P.. T# • Clancy descended on the State

to reinforce the official position. He assured Butler that, excepting

Hyderabad, the tates had much improved in the lest twenty years.

The Princes wanted the Viceroy to be in charge of the r"tates, not a

Political member. There was no possibility of unity among the 'tates
7

or of forming groups of " tates geographically contiguous. uoh

views did not fall upon unresponsive ears es the findings of the

subsequent report indicate. In particular the notion of progress had

caught Butler1 s imagination. A judiciously timed telegram front Kagtomlr

1. , P* 30
2. Xbid.

3* Ibid, p. 33.

4. 'bid.. pp. 31,32.
5. Ogilvie's watching brief extended to London where he attended the

sittings of the Committee in July and ' ctober of 1928. " ee
The Times 16th October, 1928.

6. Reginald Isod.ore Robert, C.S.I.f C.T.B. ; B.A.; ^oliticel r ffiocr;
Service in Punjab, H. . Frontier, Hyderabad; Agent to Governor-
General Central India since 1924*

7. O.B.P.. 108, p. 31.
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(still to be visited)» announcing the separation of judicial from

executive function there, inspired Butler to write 'verily the tates
1

are moving • ••• some already in advance of "h*itish India'•
2

Tforth to Owalior end on 1st *pril Colonel Haksar, arguing for the

special position of Cwslior, made a thoroughly unfavourable impression.

In pressing for the codification of political practice he revealed, for

Butler, 'tlie inability of a certain class of mind to oonnect words with
3

things'. On the social level, the routine of banquet and shikar, and

the blandishments of a very old friend, Her Highness the "aharnni,
4

worked their spell.

Following a brief interlude et "hoipur, where His Highness arranged
5

a later meeting in Bombay, the Committee pushed on to Kashmir, viewing
6

en route the 'earl osque end Font at Agra. Beyond the excellence of

the "aha raja, a further instance of Butler's poor judgement in view of
7

the ' aharaja's extremely chequered career, little was recorded of

Kashmir except its scenic beauties. At last Butler found time to draw

breath:

''e have travelled over 8,000 miles in exactly 100 days, a distance
about equal to the diameter of the earth. I can write no more'. 8

In truth the tours had resulted in exhaustion. Butler had written as

9
much to Hirtael: 'they seem in Indie. Btates to think that "very hour of

10
the day must be filled up with something'.

1. H.B.P.. 108, p. 33.
2. Hindu: "aratha: H.H. "aharaja Jayaji Bao lindia: area 25,3°2 aq.rals.:

pop. 3»500»000» 84 P©r cent Hindus, 6 per cent osleras, 7 per cent
nimists: revenue 81,800,000.

3. H.B.P.. 108, p. 36
4. Ibid.

5. Hindu: Dogra Rajput: H.H. "aharaja Si Hari "in h Bahadur: area
84,258 so.mis.; pop. 3»750,000; revenue P2,000,000.

6. H.B. P.. 108, p. 38
7. Bee Chapter 2, PP188-I93.
8. H.B.?«. 100, p. 38
9. Sir Frederick Arthur, S.C.B., p.A.j India Office, eraenent Under-

Secretary of tate.
H.B. ., 85., Hareourt {"sutler to Hirtzel, 22nd Parch 1928.
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In his travels, Butler had done little to prejudice his reputation

as champion of the native aristocracy. Though empowered by his terms

of reference to proceed in an investigatory caprcity, Butler hod rather

chosen to interpret his mission as one of the reassuring angel. here

a Prince showed signs of buckling as at Palanpur, Butler stepped in to
1

stiffen a flagging will. is diaries contain precious little in the

way of objective criticism of States' 'dr.inistrations. eve in the case

of Hyderabad, they came in for more or less unstinted praise and the
2

British public was so informed on Butler's return. Butler fully

supports 1 the Gaekwar's argument for a 'simple form, of administration'

and both had agreed regarding the unwarranted expense of democracy.

Time and time again one is reminded that as often as not the tours

came to represent Butler's reunion with very old friends as at

I'awanagar, Bhopal and Gvralior especially. Butler's enthusiastic

recording of the tumultuous popular welcome at Bikaner, and the radiant

throngs at daipur, is in strong contrast to the observations of a

perhaps more penetrating witness, the Viceroy himself, who had written

only the previous summer of 'tawdry glamour and the sense of somewhat
3

superficial unreality' frequently met with in visits to "tates. A

still earlier visitor, himself by no means immune to the play-acting of

Princes, had noted

'I don't think one realises or cen ever possibly get at life
in a 'stive 'tate whilst one stays vdth the rince*. L

Karl3' reports, published in both Britain and India, indicated that

the Princes feared for an eventual document in the form of a superficial

1. fee Chapter 3, p.
2. The fimes. 7th Pay, 1923,
3. Irwin to Birkenhead, 2nd August, 1927, * x.' «. 3* P« 171*

Kontagu, dwin, "n Tndjantdary. (1930), 3rd January, 1913.
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1

pronouncement that all was well In the present system# Still, with

Butler as author-in-chief, the "Yinees might rest assured that cupboards,

in some oases bulging, wbuld rest unopened, the skeletons therein to

rattle unheard. Few in India could be certain about the precise

nature of the plan taking shape in the minds of the Committee. The

Governor of Bengal expressed the fervent hope that it would not correspond

to the version being hawked around by the Chief of Bhor,

'a kind of geneological table with the Viceroy as the head of
the family - than a mixed Council of 'Yinces, 2 laymen and
then the Political ecretaryli J. * 2

Nothing could be said to be really settled. From the viewpoint of

an already unenthusiastic Secretary of State, events took a decided turn

for the worse when it became clear that Butler would be unable to wind

up the Enquiry in India. To hustle the Princes, the Chairman advised,
3

would be to disturb the existing good feeling. Birkenhead argued that

the translation of the Enquiry to England would raise problems, notably

in that a delegation of "rinces might regard itself as composed of
Ii

plenipotentiaries. He was not prepared to receive representations

from any such body while the Committee was sitting, and on hearing that

Patiela and Kashmir were to head a deputation from the Chamber of

Princes, Birkenhead baulked at the concommittant social obligations,
5

'one wishes to avoid a series of advertised banquets in London'.

The spectre of a 'Yinces1 delegation alarmed Irwin for rather

different reeaons. He thought the situation might almost call for a

public announcement,

1. The Times. 23rd ipril, 1928,
2. ilson to cott, 10th April, 1928, L.S*P. 119/3/5/IH/7.
3. Trwin to Birkenhead, 18th February, 1928, Hx.'J.. 9» p. 43*

4« Birkenhead to Trwin, 9th February, 1928, Hx»?». 4> pp. 21,2.
5. Birkenhead to Irwin, 2nd -raroh, 1928, Hx.P.. 9» p« 60.
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to calm the anxieties of Indian politicians who possibly
suspeot us and the 'rincea of initiating large constitutional
changes behind the back of British India. 1

Still, an arranged Parliamentary ' uestion which stressed the unofficial

nature of the TTincely delegates' mission, might ride easier on the
2

Princes feelings. Irwin's caveat carried enough weight in Tondon for
3

an arranged ' uestion to be duly put by Sir Alfred "nax. In the

desired answer, interton stated that the Vinoes would be in London

unofficially to consult counsel and not to discuss with the India Office
4

or His ' ajesties* Government, matters still sub judioiew

It may be that Irwin contemplated the departure of the "rinces'

delegation to London with a certain wry satisfaction. Hirtssel, apparently,

'looked forward with scant pleasure to many hours occupied in
5

to the idle conversation*. But as the Viceroy gently pointed out to

Birkenhead,

'there seemed no greater hardship in him and his Office being
occasionally called upon to endure this kind of penance than
that it should be the common lot of the Viceroy'. 6

That the Committee had not been able to finalise its task in India
7

was in no small way due to 'the rather ample constitutional plans'

of the Princes' leading Counsel, Sir Leslie Scott. Privately, Irwin

agreed with Butler that

'vanity and the capacity of being a bore are both strongly
developed in his make up*. 8

1. Irwin to Birkenhead, 14th ''arch, 1928, Hx.P.. 9, p. 73*
2. Birkenhead to Irwin, 9th February, 1928, Hx.P.. 4, pp. 21,2.
3. Conservative, ("yoombe Pivision of Bucks) 1924-45J late Indian

Army.

4. H.C.D. Oral Ans-ers, Vol. 215, 12th April, 1928, cols. 1573,4.

5. Irwin to Haroourt Butler, 24th April, 1928, H.B.P., 85.
6. Ibid.

7. Irwin to Birkenhead, 5th April, 1928, Tlx.P.. 4, p. 57«
8. Irwin to Butler, 24th April, 1928, If.3."'., 85.
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By late "arch Scott had hatched a scheme amounting to, in Butler's

estimation, 'the practical abolition of the Political Department and of
1

the Paramount Power'# As to Scott's motive, Butler entertained no

shadow of doubt: 'he has got an enormous fee and he had to put up
2

something for it'# Hirtsel, at the India Office, lias assured that
3

the scheme 'would die a natural death* and with it Scott's coalition
4

of Princes,'who by their nature never hung together for Ion#;'.
Irwin saw Scott's scheme as the product, on the Princes' side, of

5
ideas 'as you may guess both various and inchoate*# Although briefed

by Butler as to the limitations of Scott's support - both his scheme and

fre hod been rejected by Barodn, Hyderabad, 'ysor®, Travancore and Cochin;

his formula ridiouled by such prominent Indian jurists as Slnha, fanru and
6

Sivaswatai Aiyer - the Viceroy persisted in his sensitivity to

reaction in British India#

atieln was warned unofficially over lunch regarding the charges

which the Princes would run if they 'put up concrete schemes as cockshys

for British Indian politicians'# Rather the Rulers should concentrate

on what really mattered, a constitutions! guarantee in the event of a
7

Swaraz government#

1# Butler to Geoffrey Dawson, 18th Pay, 1978, H» 1"'. P« , 85
2. Ibid.

5# To deal with Stokes' affairs, Scott proposed a Viceroy-in-Council
to consist of three Princes and their "inistars, two 'nglishmen
without previous experience of India and a Political Secretary.
See Butler to Hirtzel, 22nd Parch, 1928, H.B.P.. 85

4» Ibid.

5# Irwin to Birkenhead, 10th Pay, 1928, Tlx."«. 4, pp# 97,8.
6. Harcourt Butler to Irwin, 22nd "arch, 1928, B#B#p., 85#

By the time the Report cane to be submitted the original dissenters
had been joined by Rampur, Junagadh and other States in Kathiawar
and elsewhere who submitted their case independently. See
I.e.-ort of India States Committee. Cmd. 3302, p# 7#

7 Irwin to Birkenhead, 10th '«y, 1928, Hx.P#, 4, pp. 97,8.
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As to Scott's fee, Irwin dryly commented *.€100,000 •••» sounds
1

a sufficiently handsome amount* • / further bill for "10,000 was
2

later submitted to Bheratpur for advice never actually given.

2. IMd. Scott had calculated his fee on a basis of 200 guineas a day
in addition to the sum of 30,000 guineas to compensate him for the
break in his practice at home# This Irwin described as 'indeed
extortionate', and the Eharatpur fee 'savours of extortion*. In the
latter case, Irwin advised a daily fee of 250 guineas for *a very
liberal assumption' of 4 days work.
See Irwin to Birkenhead, 10th .Tune, 1928, Hx."'<. 4. pp. 129,132
Same inkling of the full magnitude of the fee say have publicolly
circulated in India. rme estimate published noted *a record fee of
X'53,000, with a daily refresher of £200', citing as authority the
'Daily "ail'. See 'The Indian "totes Inquiry1 Indian Reftiew .

vol. 29, 1928, p. 353.
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The Report of the Indian "tatea Committee

The Butler Committee sailed for Ingland on 21st April in company

with the enfant terrible, Sir Leslie Soott, and a number of rinces headed
1

by the Jam Sahib of N#wanagar. 3^d 'ay saw the arrival of the party

at Victoria Station; Patiala, Kashmir, Bhopal and Kutch were expected

to follow shortly# Scott was due to begin the presentation of his
2

evidence in mid July. A longish voyage had in no way dampened "oott*s

enthusiasm. his longstanding friendship with "eel may now have extended
3

to Foldsworth. An 'indiscreet tip' from the latter resulted in an

application by Scott to the Indian Office for documents supplied to the

Butler Committee. In recording his terse refusal, Birkenhead wearily

referred to Scott as 'a bit ef s handful for the Committee' and likely
4

to prolong its sittings well into October. Prom India, Irwin, worried

by the possibility of harmful publioity, continued to impress upon London

the harm which would result from Scott's schemes by way of crystallising
5

opposition in advance to any new constitutional structure. Commenting

on the Covernment of Tndia's denial of access to its records to the

Special Organisation of the Chamber, a shrewd agent of the rrinces could

see that there was little merit in opening un confidential files on

States' affairs

•because every self-respecting family has a complete right to keep
locked the door of the oupboard where its skeletons were kept'. 6

Such caution did not weigh with the ■ rinces in London and both

Birkenhead and Butler had to resist the strongest pressure, poi-ticularly

1. The Times. 23rd April, 1928.
2. The Times. ?th "ay, 1928.

3# Birkenhead to I it,In, 17th May, 1928, "he.'"., 4, pp. £4,5.
4. Ibid.

5. Irwin to Birkenhead, 6th June, 1928, Hx*P.. 4, p. 121.
6. Colonel Haksar'a statement to the re3s at Delhi, reproduced in

The Tiroes. 6th July, 1928.
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1
from Patiala, directed towards publicising Scott's 'great display/' due

to begin on 16th July. The Primes' request that their case should be

publically stated was denied. As it happened, Scott was not the man to

be easily mustsled. In perhaps his boldest move, "cett arranged a

luncheon party at the Commons in late July at which fellow Conservative

M.P.s might meet the Maharaja of Xasmir as principal guest and learn

something of the sense of injustice felt by intensely loyal Princes in

a tale richly aniced with instances of autocratic behaviour on the part
2

of the individual Political fficer. Birkenhead erupted on hear-in

of this initiative and administered, a violent dressing-down to "cott whic

railed against 'an extraordinary confusion' of functions as a

Conservative P.P. and as advocate for the Princes: Birkenhead threatened
3

to refer the matter to the ""rime "inister end Chief hip.

Scott had already ensured that members of his profession were advised

of the unique character of the relationship between the Crown and the

Indian tetes and alerted to the imperative need for 'a statesman-like
4

treatment of the Princes'. *1 wider public might read in at least

three important London dailies on 4th July a long reproduction from the

Calcutta statesman setting forth :'oott's scheme in studied detail.

Should Butler decide that the plan fell outwith the scope of his
5

Committee, the reports ran, then it would be submitted 'in higher quarters'.

So, in the event, 'cott with the assistance of Lushbroofc *llliams,
6

'an extremely tiresome combination', had been able to engineer, according

to a fuming Birkenhead, 'quite sufficient publicity for his schemes

despite Butler*. Scott's tour de force was reserved for the autumn

1. Birkenhead to Irwin, 28th June, 1928, six.'".. 4, p. 93
2. Birkenhead to Irwin, 5th July, 1928, Hx.r4. 4, pp* 103,4.
3. Birkenhead to Scott, 3rd July, 1928, L.S.T., 119/3/5/"-/°.
4. Letter from the Ht. Bon. Sir Leslie 'cott, The Law ' uarterly Review.

No. cmv July 1928, p. 267.
5. Birkenhead to Irwin, 5th July, 1928, '!x. ".. 4, pp. 106,7.
6. Birkenhead to Irwin, 20th June, 1928, Hx.n., 4» p. 93*
7. Birkenhead to Irwin, 5th July, 1928, "x. .. 4, pp. 103,4.
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session of the Butler Committee when it reconvened on 15th October
1

after an interval of three months. ith oonsumate skill, 'cott led

off for four hours on various infractions of treaty and aoverein
2

rights. For fourteen successive sessions, he continued to draw the
3

Committee's attention to points raised in his printed material submitted.
4

This may have run to five volumes end certainly filled four, covering

3,000 foolscap pages of documented instances of the defective working of

the regulating machinery for relations between the Princes and the
5

Paramount Power.

A third and final stage of the hearings began on 22nd "ovenber.

In the three sessions before the Enquiry closed finally on 2?th November,
6

Scott attempted to draw general propositions from the opinion of' Counsel.

In essence, he and his legal associates argued that an analysis of the

relationship in question demanded that legal principles be enunciated and

applied; that the Indian States possessed all orjkfcinal sovereign powers,

except in so far as they had been transferred to the Crown; and that

such transfer had been effected with the consent of the tates concerned,
7

end in no other way. Yet at the end. of extended legal perorations,

the Princes in London may have wondered if they had spent wisely. In

a press statement, given on his depasture from Victoria, atiala expressed

his disappointment that the session had taken place in camera; regretted

a non-committal attitude on the part of the Committee; and (a reminder

1. V. P. Nenon, on. oit.. p. 22.
2. Present in support at ' ontagu house, hitehr.ll, were 1 atiala, nshmir,

Bhopal and the Jam ahib with several of their ministers.
See The Times. 16th "ctober, 1928,

3* The Times. 26th October, 1928, 23rd November, 19281
4. Phadnis, P., op. oit.. p. 45: the Committee themselves refer to 5

volumes; see Butler Committee to Peel, 14th February, 1929, T!»B.?., 85.
5« The Times. 19th 'ctober, 1928: loth November.
6. Scott's legal assistants were Nr. Stuart Bevan, K.C., Nr. ilfrfid

Green, K.C., Nr. Valentine holmes, ' r. ' onald Somerville: see
The Times. 15th ctober, 1928.

7* The Times. 23rd T'ovember, 1928; 15th October, 1928.
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perhaps of the tiraelessness of the ast) feared that

'we have not been able in the time at our disposal to make
a really adequate presentation of our case'. 1

ith the Chamber of Princes delegation once more preparing for the

high sens and rarturous homecomings which would take the shape of public
2

holidays, salutes and Illuminations, the debate which fooussed around

their purpose passed into the arena of arliament. The interest of

Labour Parliamentarians may well have been stimulated by the presence
3

in London of a deputation from the *11 India States' Peoples' Congress*

which hod been barred from either submitting oral evidence to the utler
4

Committee or attending its sittings. "hen questioned on this
5

prooedure by Gardner, 'intorton pronounced in favour of the discretion

of Butler's Committee in the matter. He absolutelv declined to ans er
6

a question from Rennie "mith regarding publication of the eventual

Report and the competence of the Indian Legislature to examine the
7

Committee's findings on financial and economic aspects.

In the Commons one week later, interton found himself pinned down

by several awkward inquiries as to the extent of British responsibilities
8

in the Ctates. Saklatvala asked regarding the responsibilities of

clitics! Arents in the eatern States Agency, in parts of which their
9 10

function might be more directly administrative. P'mest Thurtle

!• The Times. 29th November, 1928.
2. Ibid.. 27th December, 1928.
3. It consisted of Dewan Bahadur Rarochandra Rao (-resident), "rofessor

&• R. Abhayankar (General Secretary), 'mritlal D. Pheth and Chri T'. L.
ChudgarJ see Phadnis, U., op. clt., p. 87.
The Tiroes. 20th November, 1928t Report of the Indian "tstes Committee,
urand* 3302, p. 7*

5. Benjamin slker, J.P., ¥.P., Labour (Upton 'Ivision) 1925-4, 1929-31.
6. B»So., H.P., Labour (Penistone Division^ 1924-31.
7» H.C.D. "ritten Answers, Vol. 222, 12th November, 1928, cols. 521.
8. Chapurji, Communist (North Pattersee) 1922-3, 1924-9; 'ember of

Lincoln's Inn; former association with family firm of Tata ens.

9. H.C.I). <ral Answers, Vol. 222, 19th November, 1928, ools. 1353,4.
10. ".P., labour (Shoreditch) 1923-31.
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wanted to know which steps had been taken to investigate conditions

of government in the States before the issue of fresh guarantees to

Rulers was considered; was the Under- 'eoretory aware that no channel

of complaint existed through which ' totes' citizens could reach 'the
1

responsible authority*. In each case intearton declined a direct

answer and when asked point blank by Rennie Smith whether basic conditions

of life, (in the sense of liberty of person and freedom of speech,

meeting and association;, obtained in the 'tales, he lamely regretted
2

that such information was not to hand. For a statement of the

Paramount Power*s responsibilities, labour F.P.s were referred to
3

Reading's celebrated letter to the Nisam. In this manifestly

unconvincing style, interton attempted to parry a difficult supplementary

question from Phurtle which asked whether a State's Citizen, with a
4

grievance against hia Ruler, might approach a Political fficer.

Further pressure was maintained on "interton the following ' onday
5

when edgewood, Kenworthy, ilfred ellock and Thurtle spoke out in

favour of granting facilities for dates' subjects to enable them to

express views: they also pushed for the eventual publication of the
6

Butler Report. ""interton expressed some doubt as to whether their

Highnesses would permit the publication of thrlr evidence. The TTouse

was reassured that up to 70 or 80 million ! tates subjects could hold
7

public meetings and write to newspapers.

Such an answer was unlikely to satisfy the States' Subjects'

deputation and indeed a good many more besides among whom could be

1. H.C.I). Oral Answers, Vol. 222, 19th November, Col. 1354.

2. Ibid.. col. 1355.

3« See Chapter 2» p. 215.
4* H.C.P., Ibid.
5» Labour (Stourbridge) 1927-31.
6. H.C.D.. Oral Ouestions, Vol. 223, 26th November, 1928, ools. 1-4.
7. Ibid.
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1
numbered Lord Olivier who put down a "otion in the House of lords for

5th December. In his view, not only was "intcrton's response 'sketchy*,

his reply was really *rather derisory and did not deal with the question
2

at all*. Olivier pointed out that Princes were protected to a degree

against writings in newspapers and the limited scope for constitutional
3

agitation in Indian States was well known. He drew the attention of

the House to Raraohandra Rao, 'a very distinguished Tndian servant' and

his delegation and 'the temperate manner* in which their oritioism

had been made 'upon the present constitution of Tndian °tates which render
4

misgovernment always possible and sometimes inevitable'# The nub

of Olivier*s Motion lay in his request to know whether His Majesty's

Government had in mind a plan for dealing with the Ruling "finces in

view of possible constitutional changes in British India suggested by
5

the Simon Commission : and should the autocratic power of the "rinces
6

be in sane degree restricted?

Two very considerable broadsides followed, delivered from the

eainenoe of former Viceregal, status. T ord Hording© solemnly reminded

the House that

'the Rulin r,rinoes are one of the most loyal and devoted elements
in India. Their loyalty to the King and to the Government is
unsurpassed*. 7

As for rtates' administrations, 'the tendency in these States is towards
8

progress, not unwisely rapid'. Rendinm followed up in the same vein,
9

dwelling on the loyalty of Princes and the scale of their war services.

1. Olivier of Ramsden, P.C., K.C. .G., C.M.G., B.A., LL.P., Secretary
of State for Indie, 1924.

2- H.L.P.. Vol. 72, cols. 401,2.

3« Ibid.

4. Ibid.

5* Ibid.. cols. 395»6.
6. ZitisL* » ool. 401.
7* TMd«• ool* 403.

Ibid.. col. 404.

9. Ibid.. ool. 405.
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The hopes of the Government of India rested on a gradual 'reform of

the Indian states from within the States'} the view tlint the British

Government, through the Government of "ndia, should place the internal

sovereignty of the Princes uoon a constitutional basis seemed 'a very
1

grave departure to take'*

Peel too, as Secretary for India, had every confidence in the

Princes:

*1 need hardly oay that the Rulers of many of the States have
already shown that they appreciate modern ideals of good
administration and strive within the resources at their
disposal to attain to them'. 2

So, the Government had no scheme in view for dealing with auestions

arising in regard to the States consistent with amendments to the

constitution of British Tndia: as Peel further stated both publically

in the House and privately in correspondence to 'ndia, 'the ruestion
3

was speculative and hypothetical'. In the faoe of such an impressive

battery of support for the '.rinces, ' livier capitulated and withdrew

his Potion, having paid due tribute to the 'admirable rule' of many

Princes, though he did claim to draw the line at the systems of absolute
4

monarchy implicitly endorsed by Harding© and Reading.
5

Irwin thought the debate had been handled 'with great discretion'

and in truth the States* eoples' deputation could take little comfort

from its substance. Beyond the brief interludes at Question Time in

the Commons and the occasion of Olivier's debate in the Lords, there was

nothing to show that the Deputation's influence had penetrated to

official circles. The circulation to M.P.s of allegations of gross
6

maladministration in Native States continued, in the faoe of which

1. H.h.D.. Vol. 72, col. 409.
2* H>ld.. col. 415.
3« Ibid.. col. 413^ Peel to Trrdn, HxP.. 4, 5th December, 192?, p. 198.
4. H.L.D.. Vol. 72, ool. 419.
5. Irwin to ,r>eel, :?x»" ., 4» 12th December, 1928, p. 273»
6. H.C.D., Vol. 225, 25th February, 1929, cols. 1546, 7.
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lnterton oharacteristieally declined 'to ive an answer upon setters of
1

great constitutional moment in reply to supplementary questions'.

Even an observer, sympathetic to the cause of the deputation, saw little
2

point in the circulation of its manifesto.

By and large the more prestigious press in Britain favoured the

Princes. * Times leader set the general tone by finding in an Increasing

number of States:

'a loyalty to the P.uler and to the dynasty, a tradition of
allegiance, a keen interest in the fortunes of the realm and a
human delight in the pomps and ceremonies of the Court which
Englishmen and Indians too often miss in the shadow of a vast,
precise and austere governmental machine'. 5

The presses of Printing Rouse Square faithfully reported loyalist
4 5 6

speeches by Kspurthala, Bhopal, and of course i'atiala. From anchester,

the Guardian did express some doubt about the will or the capacity of

Princes to put in train administrative reforms. A spokesman for

States subjeots argued that 'not half-a-dozen* States fulfilled the
8

universally accepted standards of a civilised administration. But,

in the main, the views of rincea and their supporters, as expressed

in the hospitable columns of leading periodicals, continued to predominate.

i atiale appealed to 'the plighted faith of the British Ration' to
9

uphold the I rlnoes' treaties. Similar rallying cells dominated his
10

address to the Royal Asiatic Society. On another occasion, the

share ja fell back on the sympathetic attitudes of such celebrated

founders of the Indian Empire as ' onro, who had spoken out against

1. H.C.I).. Vol. 225 , 25th February, 1929, ools. 154-6,7.
2. Thompson, dward, The Reconstruction of India. (1930), p. 203.
3. The Tines. 7th "ay, 1928,
4. The "imes. 10th July, 1928.
5* The Times. 10th October, 1928.
6. The Times. 26th October, 1928, 29th "ovember.
7. ' anohester Guardian. 5th Ray, 1928.
8. /, Raraaiya, 'The Point of View of Indian States Subjects'

Contemporary Review. Vol. CXXXV, April, 1929, p. 507.
9. * eharaja of Patlala, 'The Present Situation of the Indian rrinces'

Contemporary Review. Vol. CXKXIV, November, 1928, p. 567*
10. Maharaja of Petiala, 'Indian -States and the Crown' 'static evicw,

Vol. 24, pp. 628-55, 1928. "
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dictatorial Residents in 1817 and "otoalfa who extolled the merits of
1

non-interference in I835.

A most distinguished India-returned administrator saw in the

'very gradual' response of the hrinces to administrative reform,, an

instance of commendable restraint:

'they move like the sagROious elephant and feel the ground.
f*o democratic mahout cm force them into a euagmlre*.

2
Lawrence went on to depict the role of the Princes as potential

statesmen of all-India status:

'"an who are to the manner horn, who have ruled and maintained
discipline with perhaps a lighter hand and an easier touch than
their colleagues in Umpire in British territory ..... the moat
obvious and suitable of Indians to blaze the way for all Indie:
int the comity of nations.* J

Tn another account, support for the "rinces as 'natural leaders' led, in

a logical extension, to the revival of the proposition that the new

Tndia should be based on an extension of the Indian States system!

'in which greater elasticity could exist as regards races,
oustoms and religions than is possible under the beneficient
but rigid system obtaining in British India*♦ k

As well as providing an attentive audience for *"'atialn, the ''oyal 43iatic

Society heard nepers from Colonel Kaksar on the economic difficulties
5

under which the States laboured, and from Fushbrook "ill'ten3 on the

accumulation of rincely discontent which had directly led to the
6

institution of the Butler Committee. detailed catalogue of

encroachments upon the sovereignty of States in the economic snhere was

1. ' aharaja of "stiala, 'The Indian "rinces and the British "moire'
The Nineteenth Century. Vol. CV, January-June 1929, pp. 182,3.

2. Lawrence, Sir v . 1. , 'The Tndian .tates', 1 dinburgh F;eviev;.
Vol. 248, July 1928, p. 33.

3* Sir alter Kofer, G.C.I.K., G.C.O.D., C.B., late Indian C.S.j
settlement Office, Kashmir, 1899# Private Secretary to Viceroy (J.ord
Curson) 1899-1903i member of Council of Tndia 1907-9.

4 • Nomad, *.' Constitution for India' "ortnightly Review. Vol. CV"V,
Janurry-June 1929, pp. 37,9*

5. Col. llaksar, 'The iscsl Inter-relation of the Indian tates and
the -mpire*, 'siatic eview. Vol. 24., 1928, pp. 539-43«

6. Rushbrook illiams, !,•• 'Joint Action *s«v the Indian rinces'
July, 1928. J
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1
published immediately following the presentation of the Butler Report.

AH in all, the Princes "rganidation for Publicity In ngland hod

achieved o good deal. It claimed credit for Pir Sidney low's colourful
2

accounts. low's alannist art!cle in the Tally "ail made a banner

headline 'Rights that cannot be Ignored', drove home an ominous if

fanciful reminder that

'The Native States include the cream of the Tndian fighting races -
Sikhs, "nrothes, Northern Wehomedans, Rajputs and others.
"

ithout British and British-led troops no Indian government could
stand against them'. %

In late January 1929, the ultra conservative orainr ost launched

a series of articles putting the case for the "rimes who were after all

'more friendly in policy and interest then the British Government of

British Indie*. Readers were reminded that 'the Indian Princes are

I
very much liked over here*. rcminence was given to a letter from

5
Lord Sydenham which spoke of 'an obligation of honour'. The rinces*

cause continued to be argued very forcibly under such headlines as

'Taxation without representation', 'Double contribution to Defence',
' rinoes ey Servioes', '""reaties Bften Ignored', ' rust of their

6
Peoples'. The orning Post sadly concluded that the rinoe3 were

'vilified and slandered because of their obstinate and devoted loyalty

to the Crown'i another example of sacrificing friends to placate
7

enemies.

1. Tills, J. Paxon, 'The Old India and the New ?ra' Contemporary i ev:Scw
Way 1929. J

2. The Indian tntes and Ruling Princes. (1922); 'King and mperor' in
Pallv "oil. 19th December 1928. Pee Pol. Tent, "inute Paper,
LA7dAOA214.

y Daily "all. 16th Parch, 1929.
&. ' orninr Post. 21st January, 1929*

5. Ibid.. 29th January, 1929.
6. Ibid.. 21st, 22nd, 23rd, 24th, 25th January, 1929.

7. Ibid.. 26th January, 1929.
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1
The Butler Committee submitted its Report on 14th February, 192%

""he Committee enclosed an introductory letter which stressed the

difficulties and procrastinations encountered in dealing with their

highnesses: 'No Chief offered himself for examination either in Tndin

or in Hngland', though opinions were expressed in conversation; the

original intention to conduct the enquiry on tho round table system

'ceased to be possible when the ^rinces said they could not commit
2

themselves'. "'he absence of a prepared case and the divergent views
3

of the various "rinses were duly referred to in the Report. T ord "eel

offered some preliminary thoughts to r'elhi, having mulled over a sketch

of the document massed on to him by Butler who, as self-confessed author
4

of the Report, 'seemed to be satisfied of its artistic merit*.

The 'paranountcy principle' had been maintained 'of course', and the

Soott-Eushbrook "illiams theory of a contract between equal nartners duly
5

rejected. In this respect Butler had certainly redeemed official

confidence:

'Imperial necessity and new conditions may at any time raise
unexpected situations. Paramountoy must remain paramount;
it nust fulfil its obligations, defining or adapting itself
according to the shifting necessities of the time and the
progressive development of the states.*6

Scott's position that

'the Crown ha3 no sovereignty over any state by virtue of the
Prerogative or any source other than cession from the rule of
the Otato',

7
merely found its way into the Report as part of an anpendix.

1. "Phednis, II., op. cit. p. 46, cites the dote of submission as 4th
February but documentation in H. B. % a and Hx«%s points to 34th " cbrunry.

2. Butler Committee to Peel, 14th February, 1929, H.B.P.. 85.
3« Rerort of Indian totes Committee. Crad. 3302, pp.6, 7«
4. Peel to Trwin, 14th February, 1929» Hx.%. 5» P» 32.
5. Peel to Trwin, 34th February, 1929, Fx.'"., 5» P» 32.

6. Report of the Indian tetes Committee. Cmd. 3302, p. 31-

7» Ibid., 'ppondix ITT, 'Joint Opinion of fir Leslie "cott et alia*
p. 61.
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Peel also remarked on 'the suggestion for placing Ruling Chiefs
1

under the Viceroy'• Butler had based his recommendation, that the

Viceroy, not the Governor-General in Council, should be the agent for

the Crown in all dealings with the Indian States as 'a practical
2

necessity to recognise the existence of two Indies'. The ranees

might certainly draw comfort here and Butler intimated that on the
3

whole the Report would be satisfactory to them.

Irwin felt inclined to agree:

'they get an expression of opinion on what is their principal
oonoern, namely, the ethios of handing them over to a possible
Indian administration responsible to the Assembly'. 4

In constructing this safeguard, Butler had borrowed an 'ingenius
5

suggestion' from Sir Leslie "cott:

'we agree that the relationship of the States to the aramount
^ower is a relationship to the Crown'♦ 6

It followed that Butler would

'record our strong opinion that, in view of the historical nature
of the relationship between the Paramount Power and the rinces,
the latter should not be transferred without their own agreement
to a relationship with a new government in British India
responsible to an Indian legislature'. 7

As items of additional gratification for the Winces, the Viceroy

nicked out the olauso recommending that they have direct relations with
8 9

the Viceroy and 'suggestions for equitable eoonomic adjustment'.

In making this last point, Irwin showed puzzling and unwarranted

optimism. "hile Butler had conceded to the States *ra real and
10

substantial grievance' in respect of maritime customs, only distinctly

1. Peel to Trwin, 14th February, 1929, Fx.P.. 5, P« 32.
2. Penort of the Indian Itates Cocr lttee. Cmd. 3302, p. 36.
3. Peel to Tr«rin, 14th February, 1929, on. pit.

4. Irwin to "eel, 6th '■'arah, 1929, Ibid.. p. 49

5« V. P. f'enon, on. clt.. p. 23.
6. Fenort of the 'ndian tates Committee. Cmd. 3302, p. 23*

7. Ibid., p. 32.
8. Ibid., p. 36
9. Irwin to Peel, 6th arch, 1929, Hx.p». 5, p. 49.
10. Report of the Indian Ctates Committee. Cmd. 3302, p. 43«
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hazy solutions were proposed: a very guarded revival of reading's
1

zoliverein proposition; the appointment of an 'expert body' to
2

Investigate 'reasonable claims* of "totes to a share in Customs revenue;

the prospect of round after round of consultation and discussion, 'such
3

a procedure would no doubt take time'.
4

Tn respect of jurisdiction and profits attached to railways, the
5

imposition of imperial currency at the expense of 'tetes' mints; the
6

Government of India's salt raonopolj', States' claims in regard to posts
7 a

and telegraphs, the Government of India's sanction on external borrowing,

the "sutler Committee ruled solidly in favour of a. status quo which had

been the economic basis of the "winces' complaints. To this extent the

findings of future 'expert bodies' were already prejudged. Tn the case
9

of another old sore, opium, the Cofssrdttee warned that

'the State must bear their share of an imperial burden imposed 10
on India as a whole in the interests of humanity and civilisation.'

The Committee slipped round an entire graveyard of bones of contention,

restrictions on the supply of arms and ammunition, the employment of

non-Indian officers, extradition grievances, cantonments within tate

territory, on the grounds that such issues lay out with its terms of
11

reference: the cause celebre, concerning the Kathlavar ports end the
12

Virangam customs line, was pronounced sub judice.

1. Report of the Mian states Committee. Omd. 3302, p. 43«
2. Ibid., p. 4-4.

3- Ibid.

4* Ibid.. p. 45
5. Ibid., p. 47.

Ibid. , p. 48.
7* Ibid.. p. 49.
8. Ibid.. p. 47*
9. Gee Chapter II
10. Report of the Tndian States Committee, op. clt., p. 50.
11. Ibid., p. 51»

.>231-7,
Ibid.s see too Chapter 2 where the Torts controversy is
fully discussed.
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All this hardly amounted to a new deal in the field of financial

and economic relations with British India and the Princes in general,

however jealous of privilege, were unlikely to be won over by the

suggested extension of a personal exemption of customs-duties to all

Princes and families who qualified for membership of the Chamber of
1

"rinces.

It seems that these unpalatable fiscal and economic morsels had

escaped Irwin's notice and the only proposal which he speculated might

stick In their Highnesses* respective gullets was the Committee's

conception of Parsmountoy and even here the Viceroy waxed optimistic:

'so far as T have been able to gauge their thought, I doubt
whether they really set much store by Leslie Scott's theory
of contract*. 2

3
A comforting note in Identical terms was later sent to Butler. "his

was realistic comment in view of the feet that the Princes generally

were quite incapable of understanding legal and constitutional complexities:

this became very apparent during the framing of the 1935 India Bill.

Nevertheless, such optimism in Delhi surprises, since ntiala had

hoisted an obvious storm signal, at the session of the Chamber of Princes
4

which met at Delhi on 15th February, 1929. In his address to the

Viceroy, Tatials led off with the by now customary catalogue of complaints

regarding the shortness of the time allowed for the presentation of

the Princes* ease, the failure of the Committee's procedure to operate
5

on the round table principle, the absence of publicity. Tn the passage

to which Irwin took particular objection, etialr thanked the Viceroy

for his reassurance that

'we in the Chamber should not only have an opportunity of expressing
our opinion on the document itself, but should also have an adequate
occasion for examining any proposals for aotion which His ojesty's
Government may decide to formulate'. 6

1. Terort of the Indian totes Committee. Cmd. 3302, p. 45: the existing
right was confirmed to nineteen and twenty one 'gunners'.

2. Irwin to Peel, 6th arch, 1929, Hx.P.. 5, P» 49.
3. Irwin to Heroourt Butler, 21st March, 1929, H.B.P., 85.
4. For full text of orooee&inga see 'Chamber of -hrinces Debate'0

Asiatic Beview. Vol. XXV, 1929.
5* he Times. 10th February, 1929-
6. Irwin to Peel, 26th February, 1929, Hx.P.. 10, Telegram Ho. 81.
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Characteristically in search of a silver lining, Irwin interpreted

a proposal that the "r!ncos should get their case stated before the
'

ricy Council as a hopeful development:

'they realise the inutility of further argument with us on whatever
views the Committee my express regarding 'Paramountry an the
constitutional position'. 1

By centrast, ' eel reacted sharply to ••'stiale'a speech:

'You should take every opportunity of throwing cold water on
any disposition to re-open discussion. Princes should not
think that we are going to proceed by rejoiners and counter
rejoinders ad infinitum'. 2

lor did t .e Secretary of State relish the immediate prospect of meeting

more Princes:

'T hear that they propose flocking beck to England in Spring to
open discussions with me that would be equally infructuous end
I cannot countenance any such idea'. 3

P." .s were reminded of the points raised in the Princes' debates at
h

Delhi by Brigadier-General Clifton Brown who 3ought a reassurance from

the Under Secretary regarding the "Yd noes and the British connection,

the treaties made with the British Crown and opportunities for the Princes
5

to comment on the forthcoming report before legislation was passed.

Suspense ended with the laying of the Report before Parliament on

the evening of 16th .*pril. The Tlae3 commended the 'great wisdom'

with which the Committee had adhered to limited term3 of reference; the

'prudent' refusal to define Ysrsmountcy; and the 'clear advantage * 4m

the reccramendation that the Viceroy, in his own right, should represent

the Crown in dealings with the "tates. The leading headlines read,

'The Two Indies* and The Times concluded that schemes of a federal
6

nature were indeed 'premature'. Peither the India Office nor Harcourt

Butler himself could hove hoped for more helpful coverage. The

1. "rwin to "eel, 26th February, 1929. TTx.i'., 10, Telegram T"o. 81.
2. Peel to Irwin, 7th March, 1929, Fx., 10, Telegro® Mo. 136.
3. Ibid.

4. Unionist (Berkshire, Uewbury Division) 1922-3, 193v-3%

5. H.C.D. 'Yal Questions, rol. 225, IBth February, 1929, col. 758.
?he Times. 17th April, 1929, 17 b.



Vancheater Guardian struck a note of quick approval in commending

'a cautious and commensense conservatism' which had preserved the

statesmen from 'the subtleties of the jurists'. As the Guardian had
1

it, the Report 'will go a Ion way to removing great ignoreme'.

horning 031. as might have been expected, read much more into a

document of which 'the recommendations suggest that the righteousness of

the case presented by the rYinoes and their Counsel has prevan led with

the Committee# T:e tray therefore hone that it will also prevail with the
2

Government'• '"he next day's edition carried the headlines ' rincea
3

gain their ish'.

Karcourt Butler would have looked kindly on the Gaily "ail account

which spoke glowingly of 'one of tie most romantic and beautifully written
k

Blue Books ever published by trio Stationary Office'*

ith an ear to the ground at Delhi, Irvrin held to his optimistic

view of the rincoa' response to the Report. Though Haksar at Gwalior

had attacked it as manifestly unsatisfactory, ikaner was said to have
5

argued that 'the rinces had got all they could rightly expect'.

Two of Patiala's Finistors were reported to have condemned the document,

but in this instance "rwin had heard it alleged that the principal

purpose was to discredit, in ntialn'a eyes, ushbrook ' "illiams as the

person associated with the general Leslie ' cott policy and expense.

!• anchoster bunrdian. 18th April, 1929*
2« ' -*'niny ost. 17th fnril, 1929.
3. Ibid.. 18th April, 1929.

4. Gaily ! ail. 17th April, 1929.

5» Irwin to reel, 1st ay, 1929, 5» PP« 128, 9.
6. Ibid. *hatever doubts may have been entertained privately by

r'm<s about Scott's efforts, the Chancellor of the Chamber together
with the Standing Committee, chose to formally acknowledge in the
most extravagant terms, his 'unsparing labour' and 'profound legal
acumen', in a letter which held out the prospect of his further
employment. "ee Chancellor of the Chamber of -htlnces et el to
cott, r th February, 1929, vv_., 11.



The position promised to clarify itself vdth the arrival in

Bombay on 20th June of the leadim* members of the "-tending Committee
1

of the Chamber of Princes# The group included representatives of

important tates who would normllv have held aloof from the Chamber
2

'set'. Bsroda and the Bev/an of Mysore attended, en indication perhaps

of a new sens© of cooperation growing in the shade, of the Butler Report.
3

In all, about sixty Princes and their representatives met. '"he

avowed object of the gathering was to discuss the Butler Report and to

appoint a sub committee under "Homer to prepare suitable representations

to be submitted to the Viceroy at oona prior to his departure for
4

England* In this way, it was honed that the Pri noes' views would be
5

made known to fee Home Government.

Prediotably, the assembled rinces were of the opinion that Butler's

recommendations could be neither wholly aocepted nor rejected. Two

principal points which emerged in discussion held that

' "amraountcy should only be exercised on lines affecting treaties
and engagements with the States ••••• all matters in dispute
should be referred to a tribunal whose decision would be final'.6

Naturally, the clauses which enjoined that thdtt be no transfer of "tates

to an Tndian Government, without prior consent and those which

recommended that the Viceroy stand alone as Crown •' ent were well
7

received.

Soothin words from Irwin attempted to draw the heat from "rinoely

anxieties and in a public statement the Viceroy reiterated the pledge

that in any proposal affecting the position of the Indian Gtates,

1. The Times. 21st June, 1929.
Ibid.. 21st June, 1929, The limes. "2nd June, 1929.

3. ."inh, R# op. pit., p. 96,
4* The Times. 31st "ay, 1929, The Times. 22nd June, 1929'

Sinh, R. op. cit., p. 96,
6>m "he Times. 26th June, 1929.
7« Ibid.. 29th June; for a comprehensive list of outstanding grievances

see 'inh, R. op. cit*, p. 96,
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'it is essential on every ground of policy and equity to carry
the free assent of the Ruling Chiefs'.

States' affairs were akin

'to the knot of a boot-lac© which becomes intractable if
roughly and brusquely handled'. 1

Having met the rinoes' deputation at oona and subsequently given some

thought to their draft resolution, Trwin felt that differ©noes could be

ironed out in India, that the idea of en appeal to the rivy Council
2

had been abandoned.

'Their principal apprehensions seem to bentre on the wide terms
of conditions justifying intervention •••• they admit the necessity
of the ultimate discretion of the Paramount Power to decide,
but ask that guiding principles should be laid down after full and
free discussion with themselves on which decisions will be founded
as far as possible3

4
The "bPinoes, then, were left to nurse mixed feelings ; probably

5
'keen disappointment' did dominate, especially for those who had to

foot cott's bill. All would rejoice with the Hawab of Hamper that
6

they were 'not left at the mercy of the Swarajists'. Pet most might

feel, like atiola, that they could only proffer qualified congratulations

to lir Hercourt Butler:

•regarding the Report I recognise that your personal position
was extremely difficult and in consequence of it you could not
very well go further than you did.* 7

It may well be that hutler genuinly • saw himself ea the saviour of
8

1; c "'rinces through 61s inclusion of the non-transfer clause. But

he had also run true to form as ©n Old olitioal through his dogged

refusal to define Tpramountcy:

1. The Times. 21st June, 1929,
2. Trwin to keel, 29th June, 1929, Hx.r.. 10, p. 26f>.
3» Ibid.

4» ee 3inh, !'», op. pit.. p. %} T'anikkar, K. ". The "ndian rinoea
in "ounoil. (1936) pp. 26,7.

5« ole, T). Graham, India in "Transition. (1932), p. 274.
6. Rempur to Harccurt Butler, 21st April, 1929, H.2.n.. 85, p. 111.
7» ntiale to hereourt Butler, 13th January, 1930» Ibid.. p. 125.
8. The opinion of "rofeasor ushbrook ""illiares, interviewed 17th arch, 1972.
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'Usage springs up naturally to supply what is wanting in
the terns of treaties that have grown old. T'sage, in fact,
lights up the dark places of the treaties'. 1

A theory which convinces holds that Butler had set about his task in a

frame of mind 'broadly sympathetic' to the rincea; that he had

'radically disapproved' of the tremendous rap on the knuckles administered

to the hiasm by Reading. But as the "nouiry progressed the cid * olltical

'turned very cross indeed' at the way in which tlie "rimes' grievances
2

were projected and amplified by Counsel. Yet given the nature of

the undertakings solemnly agreed to by Butler prior to beginninr his

tours of investigation, it seems unlikely that, whatever Ills personal

inclinations, a report substantially altering the status quo in favour

of the rinces could have been produced.

As a blue print for the future, the Ii.er.ort could juotlv be labelled
3

'colourless and inconclusive'. It3 failure to break new ground, where

the terms of reference permitted, in the sections dealing with financial

and economic relations, has been discussed. * striking instance of the

Report's negative character was the failure to give a lead on a question

shortly to assume major importance, that of the federal union of India.
4

Butler end his colleagues only confessed to having 'left the door open'.

To others it might seem that it had been firmly slammed shut. Tn the

Committee's own terms 'no help can, in our otdnion, be derived from any
5

such soheme'. As Birkenhead hod foreseen, some eighteen months before,

any attempt to define the relationship of the State# and the eramount

dwer oould impede the adjustment of the former to future development in
6

British Tndin.

1. "he .erort of the "nnion Abates Committee. Ctnd. 3302, o. 29.

2. The opinion of Professor Ruslibrook "illiams, interviewed 17th "arch, 1972.
3. "'honpson, dward, op. pit., p. 182.
4. The ;-sport of the Indian totes lonmittee. Cmd. 3302, p. 40.

5. Ibid.. P. 35.

6. Birkenhead to Peel and Holdsworth, 20th ecember, 1927, H»B»rt.. 85*
Birkenhead to Irwin, 15th ecember, 1927# Hx.' .. 3# PP* 139# 9*
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Butler's frequent invocation of the there of the ""wo ndies* could

be taken by a senior An lo-Tndian administrator to represent a belief in
1 2

•the permanent division of India*. And to sore purposes: as eyes

wont on to observe:

'the impression that the Government is using the rtates to slow
down the approach of Swaraj will be very difficult to eradicate,
ne must confess that it is founded on fact and that the oat was

let out of the bag by the Butler deport.* 3

Reviewing Butler's career as a whole, it may well be true that:

'he more than most should be held guilty for that increase in the
prestige of the rinces that was so fatal to Indian Unity'. U

Butler had never been noted for his enthusiasm for constitutional

concession:

'I distrust long views as to the good of British rule. I would
take it that it is good enough for us, in the words of the "e Teum,
to govern them and lift them up for ever'. 5

uch would now hinge on the degree to which the more influential
£

Princes, drawn perhaps from that 'new oless of esternised educated ruler',

would remain content to trot along on a Political Deportment leading rein.

It might have been anticipated that shrewder members of the rincely -rder

would oome to resent depiction as stooges of the British in more radical

British Indian circles. 7 a the year 1929 mellowed into 'utu n and

hardened into inter it became olear that several rinces intended to more

in a direotion which had not been foreseen by ir arcourt Butler, nor

Colonel Sidney Peel, nor Professor . Holdsworth.

1. fir Terence 'eyes to Nizam of Hyderabad, 30th dune, 1930,
■ eyes hners (hereafter Ks.P} ".O.L. NFS/EUB.P. 131/28.

2. Terence Humphrey, C. T., C.H.G-., C. I.T"., tfceut. -Col., 7. ".
"

olitical ' ffioer; service in Tirali, Baluchistan, Bahrein, r.lst,
Hyderabad.

3. Keyea to Nizam, 30th June, 1930, K.P.. 20
U, ' oodruff, "hilip, '"he uardlans. (1965^ p. 289.
5. Butler to r.ir Harold Cox, 20th November, 1916, cited in umbold,

fir ., atcrshed in "ndio 1914-22. (1979), P« 55.
6. Copland, I. 7. '"'he Bombay oliticel : ervice 1963-192/-..

unpublished D.Phil, thesis, Oxford 19^9, P» 37k.
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The new prospect which opened up in front of the Princely order

brought into view the goal of Ml India Federation# trictly

speaking, the novelty of the Federal ideal remains questionable.

A form of federation had been adumbrated by John Bright as early es

1^58. At the 190^ session of the "ndian 'ational Congress, Fir

Henry Cotton in the presidential address had spoken loosely of a
(1)

'United States of Indie'. But British administrators of the

Haroourt Butlor stamp, immersed in the concept of the Two Indies,

took little serious interest in the likelihood of such a development.

It had Ion been official policy to isolate the "'rinces from British

Indian affairs: though some seven Princes out of forty-five Indiana

in all had been appointed es 'dditional embers of the Supreme
(2)

Council between 1862 and 1892, none were Frinoea of the first
(3)

rank. Few attended save Jaipur and of these Frincely legislators

some 'tried to go back to their own territory at the earliest
(O

opportunity'. It may be that Tndiens generally found the social
(5)

atmosphere at Simla distasteful, and there were other inhibitions;
(6)

one Mdnee attended Counoil who could not understand "nglish.

The interest in appointing rinces ended with Rlron's arrival as
(7)

Governor General.

1. Cinh, op. clt.. p. 105*
2. ?■ ajumdar, B. B., Indian olitioal ' sociations and reforms of

legislature. 1818-1917. (Calcutta. 1965J, PP. 331-35.
3» The most prominent were aharnja Fir Farendra ingh of Ptiala

(1862), M'av/ab ,,;uheramed Taslf All Khan of Tempore (1863-6J,
Nawab Fuhammed ualb All Khan of Rarapore (I867), '"ahara jadhira^
ovi Sir Ham Singh of Jaipur (1869-75), Sir Sam 'her rakesh of
Mmur (1872-79), Raja kaghublr Mnh of Jind (1*80-82 . Ibid.

4. rbi4«, P* 333.
5» Ibid.. p. 334»
6. Butt, T. A., lord Curaon and the Indian States. rh.D. Mieaia,

London, (196A:, p. 208.
7. "sjuradar, B. B., op. olt.. p. 33T»
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hatever the showing of Princes in Council, the '""wo Indies'

policy had to reckon with, in the later nineteenth and earlier

twentieth century, a widespread interest inside British India in

the affairs of the Princes largely due to:

'their condition as fallen heroes who in any age or clime
would have excited sympathy and attracted popular gaze ....
people were emotionally inclined to look to some ruling
houses for deliverance though few Princes would answer to the
hopes of the people*. (1)

This was a romanticised piature which faded with time. By the end

of the First orld ar a former Commander in Chief doubted whether

the Puling Chiefs carried much weight outside their own totes,

though he did except the great Rajput Chiefs of purest blood whose
(2)

lead might be followed on social matters. "ven the 'national

3nirlt of barathea found little if any encouragement in Tndian
(3)

States.

Faith in the Princes found confused not to say irrational

expression, as in the case of

'a fond hope that an nglish prince night marry an Indian
princess and then with that prince as emperor of India, the
country will be united with 'ngland like Scotland,; and,
with a ruler permanently residing in the country, Tndia will
be the Germany of Asia and together with "'ngland might dominate
the whole world.' (4;

Strange to say, o similarly bizarre solution was ressurected by a
(5)

prominent Congressman, Br. Ansari, in "sroh 1929 and relayed to

the Viceroy by the Nawab of I:ampur. The Government had only to do

one thing:

'let the Trince of ales marry an Indian and all the troubles
will disappear; for the next heir will be half "ndian and halfl
English; thus India will have attained eeual terms in the
umpire with ngland and Swaraj will be unnecessary'. (6)

1. Narain, ?• Press and olitics in India. 1695-1905. (' olhi, 1971), p« 198.
2. Creagh, ir *''bore, Ipdlan tudles. (1918), p. 226.
3. Barton, Sir "., op. cit.. p. 165.
4. Srimanta audager, 9th July, 1888, cited in Faroin, on. clt.. pp. 198,9.
5. Ansari, Sr. % one-time house surgeon in a London hospital;

-'resident of A.I.C.C. 1923, 27; 'a brilliant academic*; see
Kehru, J., Autobiography, passim.

6. Irwin to 'eel, 13th arch, 1929, Hx.P.. 5, pp. 53,4«
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As to the delicate natter ox" whether the bride would be Hindu or

Muslin, the selection would be made from the ranks of the Brahrao-

Garaa j and indeed the lady designated was the ^aharani of Ccoch Behar

•whose activities in London had been responsible both for the " rince

of "ales beinr asked to visit fast Africa and herself being recalled
(1)

to India*.

The probability was not that the '"wo Indies' would draw together

ttaeough the agency of a dynastic fairytale but rather that the more

astute "rinces might find common cause with British Indian leaders

to resist what was conceived as the alien rigidity of the Government

of India{ traditionally, links did exist. In one level the bigger

Princes represented a considerable source of patronage at all times
(2)

in British India. Hot the least pressing of the beneficiaries

were the proprietors of the vernacular press -ho 'looked to the

Princes for financial assistance to tide over their financial
(3)

difficulties mostly borne out of poor circulation'. In their

turn, early nationalist groups in British Tndia interested themselves
(4)

in rinces' affairs. The oona aivajanik ""abha 'always

espoused the cause of the Indian Princes' and it was believer] by

members of the Gabha thet the tates afforded scope to Indian states¬

men such as alar Jang to display their constructive ability, the
(5)

top positions in British Tndio being closed to them. It this stage,

Ibid. For an account of the -aherani's ondon career and her

reputation as 'the : rincess of the One "housand and One " ights'
see chapter 2, pp. ?5Q, 1.

2. A stron ly-held view of r,r. Gordon Johnstone, "rinity College,
Cambridge, interviewed 27th "ay, 1970.

3» Herein, on. cit., p. 199*

4. "he most famous political body of the eecan, prominent in the
mid 1870's.

5» Vajuindar, B. B., op. oit., p. 111.
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the major identity of interest between the rinoes and British

Indian leaders lay in exposing and public5sin,-, the domineering styles

and on occasion allegedly immoral activities of the olitical gents

and eaidents, o code of practice captured in the onigrom 'the
(1)

whisper of the Residency is the thunder of the 'tate'.

In 1 91» the Bengal Government remarked that whenever the relations

of the Indian Government with any rince attracted public attention,
2)

'the sympathies of the ress were strongly on the side of the latter'#

In this climate it was hardly surprising that some rulers

should interest themselves in the development of the early Congress,

much to the alarm of Pufferin who "warned the rinces against
(3)

subscribing to Congress funds'# irysore, as one of the most

progressive and influential rinces, wa3 expressly cautioned: 'it

was not desirable for the rinces to interest themselves in political
(4)

activity outside their states'. Mysore preserved a degree of

sympathy towards British Indian political aspirations which in the
(5)

fullness of time extended to a friendly welcome for Gandhi,

however, from the outset, the premier Indian tate, Hyderabad, faced
(6)

the other way# Lufferln, apparently more interested in maintaining

the isolation of the tates than in undermining Congress, censured

1. Barton, op# cit#. p. 276. For the alleged transgressions of ir
Lapel Griffin, Colonel Nisbet and ! r# Grimwood, see ''nroin,
on. oit». pp. 199-218; the consequent disorders in Bhopal,
Cnsnir and "hnipur are discussed in chapter 2 PP#ll7, 8.

2. in;:h. 1# I,, roble-'s and olioy of the British in "ndia, l357-?7.
(l%3), p# 186 I the Atarit Bazar atrika was infiltrated by
detectives charged with unoovering liaisons between the journal
and ""rinces and any participation by the latter in political
agitation, see Fnrain, ?• on. cit., p. 210.

3. Buffer!n to Cross, ~th October, 1888, cited in real, ':'he
mergence of Indian Fationaliam: Competition and Collaboration in
the later Finetcenth Century. (19^80. n. " 190.

4. bote of Bufferin, 27th December, 1887, cited in Gopal, .,
British olicv in India. 1858-19C5. (1265), p. 170.

5# See Tsrapil, Op. cit.. pp. 28-30,
6. As early as 1892, Indian nationalists were prepared to air the

grievances of Hyderabad subjects against the regime at arliamentary
level through the medium of the British Committee of the Indian
Congress. fee feeret Political Letters from India, no. 572, cited
in Butt, op. oit.. p. 208.
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contributions by the rinces, British unease returned with trie

instigation, by 'ecretary of State 'emilton in l-99» of an enquiry

into the sources of Congress finance. Tt elicited the names of

several rinces prominent, among then olhapur, londal and Baroda

who admitted that he had given n,000 towards Hooroji's election
CO

expenses end subscribed I si,000 annually to Congress funds.

Curzon spoke forcibly to the Gnekwar on the subject, Barods's defence

being that the Congress was a social and not a political movement
(5

which was supported by the bulk of educated Indian opinion.

?he Olympian reply stressed that Congress was in the last resort

illustration of the solidarity existing between some Princes and

British Indian leaders at this time is the drift of a much publicised

speech by the redoutable B. G. "link delivered in lr97: in vivid

language it outlined the events leading up to 'the pitieble condition

of Indian rinces and suggested that the rinces set up a political

agency in nglan to guard their rights and independence'.

1. .opal, ., op. cit., p. 170.
2. Butt, . ., op. cit., p. 209.
3* I snsdowu to Beay, 13th Broenber, 1839, cited in opal, .,

QT). cl t. , P. lft7
4. ingh, B. T., op. cit.. pp. 243, 4. Bhavnegar and other tate3

are recorded as supports in 'a sard, . ., Naaro.1i. pp. 22(, 325;
see too "arain, ., op. pit.. p. 210.

5* Curzon's "emo. of conversation with Coekwar, 2'"th dune, 1"99>
cited in Copal, '., on. clt». p. 265.

6. Tb Id.

7. Curzon to Hamilton, 12th duly, ln-99, cited in Gingh, *!.
op. cit.. p. 252.

8. Gnom Prakesh, 13th June, 1397, cited in "arein, '., op. cit.. p. 209.

(6)
animated by hostile feeling towards the Government.

(7)
taken aback, said that other Chiefs did the same. An interesting

Barodc,
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ith the acceleration of notionalist activity in the twentieth

century, the more astute "ri nces drew book from what they conceived

to be the position of stalking-horse3 for British diehard opinion.

hile entertaining Bikaner for a week at Viceregal Lodge in the summer

of 1909) Countess "into recorded in her journal:

Bikaner told me that he had heard that people in ngland had
criticised the Native "ember on the Viceroy's Council and
were saying that the native "rinces would not consort with a
man of inferior caste, (l

It was made clear to the Vicereine that both Bikoner and Gwalior hsd
(2)

called on inha the first day they were in inla after his
(3)

appointment and Bikaner had dined with him. Perhaps Berode wo a
(4)

alone, in this period, in being suspected of harbouring seditionists,

but doubts came to be expressed about Bikaner'3 liberal views on

constitutional progress. ontagu, on tour in 1913, wrote disapprovingly

to the Secretary of State:

*1 do not think Bikaner ns attractive in his own country as
he is in London. He would be a terrible Congress wallah
if he wasn't a Kajput rince*. (5)

But in general "ontagu hit it off well with the ^Princes: 'they talk

to me as they never dare talk to anybody else', and the eventual
' ontagu-Cholmsford Report opened up certain possibilities to the

Princes;

'the idea of India being governed otherwise than in two
water-tight compartments was tentatively broached*. (7'

However vaguely expressed, 'the external semblance of some form of

federation* became an official prognosis for the India of the future }

1. "into, Vary Countess of, India, "into and orlev 1905-10.
(193k » p» 295.

2. Cinha, Baron of Laipur 1919, B.C., K.C.S.T., the first Hindu to
sit upon the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council; sometime
Governor of Bihar and rissa and Under-Secretary of 'tate for India.

3. ' into, ., op. cit.. p. 799.
U, Crew© to Harding®, 29th "aroh, 1912, o. 10; Harding© to Crewe,

17th April, 1912, ' o. 16; Crewe to Hardinge, 10th ay, 1912;
see Har.P.. vol. 118.

5. ''ontagu to Crewe, 8th January, 1913, C . P., Box 1/5 (10)
6. 'ontagu, v. An Indian Liarv. (n.d.}, p. 17*
7# Coupland, Sir P., The Indian Problem. 1833-1939. (1968), p. 17«
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given the extensive areas of common interest to the British provinces

and the Indian Ctatea, 'defence, tariffs, exchange, opium, salt,
(1)

railways, nosts and telegraphs'. "o it c uld be so id that the
(2;

Report contained the origins of the federal ideal. ot only

did "ontegu neet strong protagonists o. the federal for in ritish
(3

Tndia but it ivns *vigorously oenvrssod by the rinces as well'.

The spectacle of the Prince# boarding, if not rooking, the

constitutional boot rang alarm bells in both Delhi and T ondon. r'he

Viceroy protested that:

''Ivor went rather far in the matter of post-bellum constitutional
reforms •«••• Bikaner dallied with the subject and perhaps you
coul 1 say e. word to him about hold in - out encouragement to the
political extremists'. (4)

The prospect of rinces as champions of reform; stung Chelmsford:

'They are all the same these Indians, rinoes or politicians;
they are mortally afraid of the 'ress, and so they make
statements in public which they would absolutely repudiate
in private conversation'. (5)

ithin the privacy of the India Office, Austen Chamberlain subjected

Bikaner to some straight talking. "Tie ''shareja reiterated that

'he was anxious to make it clear that the Ruling rinces were
not opposed to progress in ritish rndia, because some writers,notably 'ydenham, ®' were using them as sticks with which to
break down reform*. (7)

Chamberlain promptly gave hint of the mailed fist by reminding Bikaner

ho much he said he disliked interference in Native "totes affairs:

'J drew his attention to the fact that a policy of non¬
interference was reciprocal, and that if he and his brother
Chiefs cid not want the Government of India to interfere in their
bates, they rust be very careful to refrain from any interference
in the affairs of British """ndia'. (8)

1. cport on Indian Constitutional efornis, Cod. 9109, chap. , p. 240.
2. oon, ., Gandhi and '"odcrn Tndia. (1968), p. 15'.
3» inh, iU, on. cit., p. 106.
4« Chelmsford to Austen Chamberlain, 15th February, 1917, Ch.. 3, P- 45.
5. ibid.

€• George Sydenham Clarke; G.C.F.&., -'.C.V.G., &.C.T. ., G.G.S.%,
ecretary, Committee of Trperial Defence 1904-7; Governor of

Bombay 1907-15-
7- Chamberlain to Chelmsford, 8th "'ay, 1917, Ch.P.. 3> P- 104-
8. Ibid.
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The Secretary of State drove the lesson home by emphasising the

bleak prospects for the Princes under a reformed Indian!sed

adrsini stration:

'no possible Government of India would be so tender of the
rights of Native Tineas as was the present administration,
and that if, and when, the wide reforms which he had
advocated took place in the Government of India, he would
find the Government as it became more popular would also
become more interfering •••••• if ever the goal of 3elf»
government were reached, it was likely to claim a right of
oontrol and interference in the Native States far in excess

of anything ever exercised or contemplated under our
present system', (l)

The belief that the Princes collect!vely were interested in

British Indian politics on the side of reform drove Chamberlain

to view with some caution the proposed formal!sation of Chiefs'

Conferences:

'the great difficulty which 1 see about aooeeding to it is
their (the *rince3' tendency to meddle with the affairs of
British Tndie and, when oollectivelv at Simla, to become
the tools of opposition to your Covernment'• (2)

Certainly there appears to have been, in the "Tineas' camp, a

gathering awareness of the possibilities of Federation. The

lewan of Berodn recalled discrete investigations into federation

takln place under the auspices of the Chamber and individual ulers
(3)

from 1918 onwards. Pn the public platform momentum was maintained

by the irresnressible Maharaja of "lwar who, having 'thoroughly
(4)

disgusted', Chelmsford by pressing federation at the January 1919

Chiefs' Conference, took up the same theme in his particularly

extravagant and idealised prose on the occasion of a visit by

Feeding to his ^tate in 'arch 1921:

1. Ibid.

2« Ibid*. pp. 105, 6*
3* Krishna*® Chari, Sir V. "• 'The States in an 'll-"rndian Federation'»

in Baillie, Sir '., et al., India from a Back Bench. (193if)» P* 53*

4* Chelmsford to "ontagu, 29th January, 1919, Ch. .. 5» P* 16.
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* goal is the United States of India where every rince and
every State working out its own destiny in accordance with
its own environment, its own tradition, history and religion,
will combine together for imperial purposes, each subscribing
its little quota of knowledge and experience in a labour of
love freely give for a high and noble cause', (l)

Of much more practical bent, Bikaner was the rinco most likely

to pursue federation with serious intent. or.siblv fortified by

the prestige accruing to his attendance at tSie Versailles eace

f (2)
Conference, he had not been intimidated by Chamberlain's strictures.

He recognised that the rinces might conveniently align themselves
(y

with ritish Indian ambitions through a bridging figure, apru,

who in early 1921 had undertaken legal duties for the Uaharsja in
(4N

connection with 'willpapers'• By id 1924 Biksner pressed 'apru

for a meeting at the Bikaner residence, Vaunt fbu, saying that it was:

'all the more urgent now •••• to discuss with you the question
of the position of the Indian "tates and the protection of
the rights of Princes and the future preservation and integrity
of the States when, as every true ?ndinn patriot must desire,
"ndir attains full nationhood and dominion Governraent' • (5)

1. Sinh, R., op. cit.. p. 107. The speech received a good deal of
publicity at the time and indeed several years later, see The 'indu.
26th April, 1928: it came to be cited as © proof of the sterling
oharooter and fsraeeing statesmanship of Indian '"rinces generally;
see utherlnnd, J. , India in Bondage. \1932 , p. 27n.

2. Reporting 0 farewell banquet given to Bikaner on 7th 'arch, 1919,
"he Times gave prominence to 'a glowing speech' by Bikaner which
contained 'the most emphatic and authoritative denial to the
allegation that the "rinces of India were hostile to the proposed
reforms. "his statement was 'gross misrepresentation'. "he
Age hen spoke in similar vein and "lie Times felt satisfied that
'when the aharaja of Bikaner and the 'ga " ban make a declaration
on such a matter they unquestioning:ly sneak for all the " rinces of
'•'ndia enr their words will silence controversy'. "ee ''lie Times,
10th ' arch, 1919.

3. apru, ir Tej Bahadur, . '.S.I.; Advocate, High Court of
Judicature at Allahabad; resident of the Indian liberal Federation.
apru'3 cRreer had covered the gamut of Indian politics; as a

young man a staunch Congressman, he had also a close understanding
of the rinces' position. Bikaner apart, 'apru became legal
confidant to many of the more important "rinces, notably the Nizam,
eshmir and atiala. Bee Low, % A., op. cit.. pp. 214, 297»

4.

5.

Bikaner to apru, 1st February, 1921, Sap.■», 2193» S172.
bikantr to apru, 12th Bay, 1924, Ibid., 2193, "172.
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In reply, apru could not have been more reassuring:

•No Government whether it is official or popular can afford
to ignore treaty obligations and from the mint of view of
"British Tndio itself, I think it would be a mistake on our
part to attempt to enforce our ideas on Indian tates when
we know they are not prepared to accept them', (l)

In general Indian liberal leaders continued to adopt a most

conciliatory stance in their dealings with rinces through the

•twenties, especially following the emergence of Mates' eoples'

organisations* In regard to the suggestion that Mates

subjects should be invited to a conference in ' elhi in "February,

1930, a prominent liberal wrote to Sapru in terms of strong

disapproval:

'It is constitutionally a wrong position, for all we are
at this stage concerned with ere the relations of the States
with ritish ndia and for that purpose thePrinces must
represent the Itates'. (3

However slipshod administrative standards might be in individual

States, without the rinces' good will at future constitutional

conferences, the moderate movement would fail:

'it would be most unwise, and a gx-eat tactical blunder for
us to oall in representatives of the States' subjects.
The moment we do that we destroy all chances of the "rinces
entering into any negotiations with us for the settlement
of the Ml-7ndia Constitution, and unless they are prepared
to negotiate we will come to a standstil'. (4',

Sopru emphatically endorsed the bar: 'I have most carefullv avoided
(5)

any reference to this controversial subject'. "'1th the Congress

split, the moderates were looking around for new support. Given

this sympotxitovic predisposition towards the "rinces' sovereign status

1. apru to lk?mer, 1st June, 1924, lap.. S173*

3. C. H. letalvad to 'apru, 13th r eMember, 1930, Cap.''.. 120.
Cetalvad, Mr Chinanlal Harllal, C.T.'C.; Advocate, High Court,
Bombay; Vice-Chancellor University of Bombay, 1917-29.

4. Ibid.

5. lapru to 'etalvad, 20th February, 1939, "an.H.. "127.
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on the part of influential Indian 3ibrrals, it is not surprising

that fruitful cooperation between the two interests should have

produced a dramatic constitutional advance before 193*"' bad ended.

The attitude of Congress to rincely initiatives remained much

more uncertain. Indeed, a former Governor of the unjeb recorded

with zest a rumour retailed to him by an 'American journalist' to

the effect that highly placed Congressmen were set against the
(1)

Prinoos a;«d planned to 'wine out the svine*. However, the

realists in the nationalist ranks recognised that the problem represented

by the rinces' ambiguous status - Bikaner might be taken as a

patriot or a fifth oolumnist - would have to be met, not least

because it might act as a bar to constitutional advance in British

India, a possibility succinctly outlined in the legislative Assembly
(2)

by the one ' ember of the Government of India in 1924.

Again, the rising tide of disaffection among States' subjects

required a response from Congress. Tn 1920, for the first time,
(3-

it called upon rinces to grant responsible government in the States.

The progress of the national movement in British India could only
(4)

stimulate a states' Peoples ?*ovetaent which culminated in the first

1. r'Dwyer, ."lr P.,""he Relationship of Indian States to British
Indie', I'ortni/-htly Review, dune 1927» p. 7^3» The probable
s urce of this bon mot did subsequently publish an account of a
little private dinner party in Belhi during which she questioned
'oertain Pome Rule politicians, mostly of the eatern-educated
professional class' about their plans for the rinccs: ' e shall
wipe them outJ' exclaimed one with conviction. And all the rest
nodded assent. ee nyo, "other rndla. (1927 » p. 2%.
Virtually the same story was retailed by Sydenham along with
details of a 'vile leaflet' campaign waged against the rinces from
British India; see 'The Future of Indian Native -tates',
Nineteenth Century. Tune, 1927j pp. 835 > 6. dire fate for the
rinces at the hands of the nationalists is also forecast in

* A Ihota f'ahib*, India in the ""elting ~'ot. 1933 * PP» 35» 6.
2. ee ir "aloolm alley's speech of 8th February, 1924» cited in

hmad, •, he I orriation of the ovornment of India 'ot. 1935.
unpub. h. . thesis, ("Rochester) p. 92. ee also inh, ,

op. cit.. p. 115. "apru, meditating on the difficulty of drawing
together the tates and ritish India, likened it to 'something of a
Chinese all in the way of India's progress towards dominion "tatus*.
Pee leader.(/llahabad), 19th April, 1929» cited in hadnis, U.
op. cit., p. 51

3. Ibid.
4* anikkar, K. M. Indian tates and the Government of India (1932) p. 47.
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All Indie tates' Peoples Conference in cenber 1927 at Bombay,
(1)

e major -athering attended by over 700 delegates from all over "fndia.

A finnl exhortation from this Conference urged:

'that for a speedy attainment of warsjyn, as a whole, the
Indian tates should be brought into constitutional relations
with British India1. (2'

The scheme was recommended to the C'-n resF All arties Conference for
(3)

adoption, and in the Congress High Command it attracted a certain

measure of support. ome national leaders had themselves been
(4)

States' subjects, and pThan3 the mo3t vociferous critic of the
(5)

rincely order, "awaharlal ?ehru, came from ashrairl Brahmin stock.

The full blast of Nehru's invective a ainst the rincea was released in

1. 'hadnis, U., op. cit.. p. ccordin,-- to a partial account,
'amidst scenes of great enthusiasm and extraordinary success',
the representatives of 80 big "ndian "totes rat down toga'her,
wealthy arwarees and Trinee "hairya "heel so of aroda side by
side with hils, peasants and labourers. ee athik, .

hat are Indian totes. (.' jmer, 192c}, pp. 178, 9.

2. un&nrisrmon, * ' ., Indian States t roister end " i~ tcici- , ,152'
cited in hadnis, H., on, cit.. p. 85.

3* Hrr1, op. cit.. p. 97«

4« Gandhi's father had been rime inister of orbandor in athlawar
and it was anticipated that Gandhi himself might foil'w on as
dewan. This background provided ample opportunity to experience
the mysterious powers of the Hajkot residents, and Gandhi suffered
a personal affront at the hands of one olitical fficer. Gee

'

'oodoock, , Gandhi,. (1972;, chaps. 2 and 3 passim. '"he * li
brothers hailed from Baroda where ' uhamrand had held the office
oi Chief ducation Offioer from 1904-10. The heme of
rs. arojini Naidu was in Hyderabad city, from where she was
excluded for a substantial period.

5. "otilal " ehr sr-ent the first 10 years of his childhood rith
ids el<*e» brother, Handle1, tutor to the raja in the small Hindu
State of hotri. Jawaharlal'a antipathy to the rinces may
have been implanted from early days at '"arrow; when first the
rinse of Gaikwar and then iapurthala's son nobbled the best room
in the lieadmaster's house, young : ehru felt '-gravely wronged'.
See nn&ey, B. , ' ehru. (1976" > p. 34.
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his residential "d&ress to Congress at Lahore in December, 1929s

'The Indian tates, even for Tndia, are the most curious
relics of a bygone age. any of their rulers still believe
in the divine right of kings - rupeet kin s though they be -
and consider the ptate and all it contains to be their personal
property,which they can squander at will', (l

In a later stage, the speech struck a decidedly threatening note:

'The rndian totes cannot live apart from the rest of ndia,
and their rulers must, unless they accent their inevitable
limitations, go the way oi others who thought like them'. (2

Nov ever the official stance of Congress on relations with the

Indian tetes was a good deal more ambiguous than 1 ehru's Lahore

address would suggest. 'Hie ' ehru eport commissioned by the All

arties Convention in 1928 deplored the Butler eport 63 an attempt
(3'

'to convert the Indian Ctntcs into an Indian lister'. tress was

placed on trie natural affinities which existed between the peoples of

both Indias, and hence en Indian 1 ederetion was proposed as the
(4)

logical and: legitimate foundation for fully responsible government.

In anticipation of rincoly distrust, generous assurances were given

that British India would welcome the rinces' participation in
(5)

federation and guarantee their treaty rights and privileges. uoh

sentiments could be expected to make an appeal to the more progressive

rincesj the Nehru i eport did include among it3 signatories even
(61

extreme left-wing British Indian politicians. Nevertheless,

1. Nehru, f., Indie's T'reedcm. (l?65), p. 14.
2* Ibid. • ne oi the few commentators to enjoy the confidence of both

est and est, thought that these strictures against the feudal character
oi the rulers were somehfrat at variance with Nehru's own style of
leadership when he was observed to lead the procession of the
National Congress into Lahore mounted on a white charger, followed
by thirteen elephants and a khaki-clad army. "ee Thompson, ,

"he reconstruction of India. (1930)» PP* 213, 4.
3. '11 nrties ConfcrTice, ' ''eport of the Committee and f uiamary of

"rocee&i rigs', 1928, p. 72, cited in "hadnis, n., op. cit«. p. 51.
4. Ibid.

5. Ibid.

6 "inh, R., op. clt., p. lf>9,
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conservative rinces could still find grounds for suspicion in the

Report, in particular in those clauses which su • gested that membership

of the federation might be conditional on the adoption of modified
(1)

government and administration within individual tates.

There could be little ambiguity about the position of the dominant

influence in the Congress Nigh Command:

'Gandhi gathered a novel policy on the Congress in regard to
the rinces - the policy of non-interference in the internal
administration of the tates'. (2;

In 1920 an again in 1927 Congress had passed a resolution which

stated that while tates' people could become members of the 'ongres®,

the;/ oould not interfere under a Congress umbrella with the internal
(3)

affairs of the tates. uch restrictions infuriated, the on -resa

left wing and at the Calcutta session in December 192p it forced
(4)

through an amendment to the Congress constitution which removed them.

Rone the less, the moderate and right element in Congress pursued a

policy of rar.proolltnent. Trwin knew of vhis development, but it was

relayed to the "eoretary of tate in sceptical vein:

'C. . .amaswand Hyar told me yesterday that there was one
talk going on of an attempt to have some informal discussions
between British Indian politicians and some of the rinces.
T don't think however these will mature'. (5)

In January, 1929» "otilal Nehru, as Chairman of the All "arties

Convention, pressed the rinces to attend a bipartite conference on

1. hndnis, ., op. cit.. p. 51«
2. Nehru, J., ut biography. (1936 » P* 932.
3* " hadnis, T., op. ext.. p. 84, 5« Gandhi had not always been so

fastidious in his solicitude for princely independence. resh
from Couth fries in February 1916> ho addressed a gathering which
included large numbers of rinces at the lindu University in
Benares. As Jawaharlal Nehru dryly recalls the occasion:
' amostly and with a prophet's fire ho addressed them and told them
to rend their ways and give up their vain pomp and luxury. ' rinces-'
o and sell your jeweloi he 3aid; and though they may not have sold
their jewels, they certainly went. Tn great consternation, one by
one and in small /roups, they left the hall'. Gee Nehru, J.,
on. pit., p. 533»

4. "hmad, op. cit.. p. 98.
5. Irydn to feel, 27th -eceraber, 1928, Tix.P.. 4, p. 280.
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(1)
federal structures# It appears that Rikaner, Shorn1 and even

Kashmir were interested in attending, but the rinces generally were

warned off by the Political Department# The dfficial note advised

that it would be bitwise* for the Princes 'to take part in a political

conference in British India except under the aegis of the Government of
U)

Tndia'# However, inferror.1 contacts were made in February, the

location being Vallabhbhai Patel'a residence, and Government of India
*

participation was ensured by the presence of no less a person than the

Viceroy# Irwin found himself sitting between Kashmir and Gandhi,

'a good pair' as he put it, and clearly thought it to have been an

innocuous assembly, the conversation running on 'non-controversial
(3)

topics'; Bikaner and 3hopal were other rinoos present.

hnce again in August 1929, Hotilsl Nehru unsuccessfully renewed

his formal invitation to leading ranees to appoint representatives to

confer At a round-table conference on

'the constitutional position and status of the Indian tates
and the Central and Provincial Governments of the Cccrconr/ealth'# (4)

This move was eventually outflanked by Irwin's proposal of 31st

October, 1929, to oall a Round Table Conference, a tripartite arrange¬

ment which would include the representatives of British "ndia and the

1# Phadnia, U#, op# cit.. p# 52#
2# Ibid.

3# Irwin to "eel, 21st February, 1929* Hx.P-.. 5# pp# 7*
**•* The "Imes. 14th August, 192$. Bikaner offered a belated

explanation for the refusal of the Rulers to participate on
the grounds that the British Government who were a party to the
rinces' treaties would not be present; also, an invitation
had been sent to the so-called representatives of the Indian
States' subjects, a move which 'struok at the root of the
relationship between the Indian rulers and their subjects'#
See Statement by Bikaner given to the * ssocisted '"ress, 2nd
November, 1929, cited in Abhyankar, rof# G. !#, * " ejolqder to
the Ruler of Bikaner. (T,oona, 193^ » P# 10#
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Indien States: the accompanying reference to " ominion status'

with its many implications distracted iongress for the time being from

the immediate problem3 associated to. th federation. 'owever, the

left-wing elements retained their suspicion of the federal ideal

which they understood as, in the definition of one tribune,

'an unholy alliance between the British Government end the Indian
(1)

rinces in ord r to thwart the mass awakenin of India'. Broadly

speaking, this interpretation hel' that n new policy with regard to the

rinces had been evolved by the Government of India since the Yinoe

of ales' tour in 1921 when boycotts in British Tndia had thrown into

sharp relief the enthusiastic welcomes encountered in the Indien
(2)

tates.

1. Bose, . C., "he ndlart tru, ,rlo. 1920-3b. (1935' » p. 22k*

2. Ibid.. p. 92. ccordin to Bose, following the rince of ales'
return, ord interton, the ''wler--'ecretnr;. for "ndia, had boon
despatched to India to impress upon the Viceroy and the
presidency Governors what their new attitude shoul' be and hencefo th
'the representatives of the Government of Tndia began to sing
the praises of the Trinces whenever a suitable opportunity
presented itself. Ibid.
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Contrary to :2ose*s suspicions, neither His Majesty's Government

nor the Government of India possessed a clear-cut plan at this stage

to introduce the tatcs as 'constitutional deadweights' inside an

A 11 India ©deration. Indeed the Secretary for India who was to

preside over the bulk of the : oun '"able and subsequent constitutional

planning sessions confessed himself to be baffled as to the identity

of the originator oi the federal scheme, 'no one knew exactly who it
0-

wns'. ' pamphlet •» rlin with federal constitutions had appeared

early in 1926, the author ir Frederick " hvte having been sponsored

by the Government of hdia much to the chagrin of Birkenhead, who

queried the 'excessive fee' for a 'not very exacting task' which was
(2)

'hardly essential'. ending, very much on the dnfensi' thought

the 'book' justified through its apeoial merit in clearing up loose
(3)

ideas about federalism and its implications for rovincial autonomy.

1. Teitrplewood, ¥3 mount, ine roubled Fears, (1954 » p. 47*

2. Birkenhead to ending, 23rd Parch, 1926, IV_., o. 462.
To some extent Birkenhead's anxiety was misplaced: the terms
of reference did not include the position of the tates, see
"broad, ., or. pit., p. 101. But at one point "hyte, the
President of the legislative k sembly, did state that 'if Tnd3a
is about to move towards the goal of federnlis- , the Indian
tates may well claim, a share in the discussion and e place in
the eventual federation*. ee Chudgar, . T., op. cit., p. 207.
To another "tatcs' "ponies representative, byte's thesis did
seem to have a positive value in suggesting that uniformity
in administration and constitution was not an absolute prereouisite
to the formation of a Federation. lee rathik, B. S., op. pit..
p. 16?.

3. • ending to Birkenhead, ?6th ' arch, 1926, . ., "o. 48c.
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hile little w?as taking place in high cuerters in London and

t'elhi to clothe the fears of Pose and his associates with substance,

on an unofficial level the 'rinces were spotlighted as the men of the

future by a distinguished and articulate 'vidian civilian of the old

school:

'It has always seemed to me that the way to 'imperial Federation
should be blase by the "rinces .... they are the recognised
leaders of rndian society and fashions, who coul" nosfr safely
guide the march of social reform. It will be wise to enlist
ther as leaders the advance: unwise to strange those
loyal oolleagues by asking them to follow the bidding of a
Brahrnar: oligarchy or the behest of the lawyers and financiers
of the Bazaar', (l

But in the main, the conservative approach deprecated federal schemes,

what one ex- overaor scathinglv referred to as 'some loose talk about
(2)

federation'. or British readers with a taste for fast-moving

fiction a federation drama was played out on the pages of Irckwood's
(3)

agesine. "he ultimate in propaganda acting to reinforoe the

rinces' position was published in * nrch 1930, a work which rande a

1. Lswre ce, ir . . Fart., I. hi. G.C.V. ., C.B., "he Tndin o
Cervcd, (1928), p. 286. *

2. eston, 1st aron, Lieut.-Governor of n!ted rovinces, 1912-18,
'The Indian Commission and its "asks', Contemporary ovievv.
vol. exxxiii, January, 192'', p. 4.

3. An anonymous author set en example to flesh and blood rinces
through the sterling character of his fictitious awab of
Fisuletnbad. his rince stoutly rejecte the siren a-peals
directed towards his order from ritish India: 'wdiy not stand
in with us Federation is the word, standing aloof as you are
doing looks bad. e went what Ireland wanted, a ovornment*.
To this the rulers of Fative 'tates are replying in effect -
'Yes - and we've got what 'TLster wanted, a Government, and we'll
nut up p Carson for your "> Valera*. >e ' non' '"he Two 'ndias',
"Inc'-'oodv re vine, June, 1929, P. '76.
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ce30 for treating with Indian 'tateg as one would with independent
11)

European 'tates.

'1though it has been suggested by an early biographer that
(2)

Federation was 'frequently urged upon the ■ rinces' by Irwin,

in reality Government of India polioy reflected s desire to maintain

the 'two Indies'. 7 major enquiry in which the tates were bound

to have considerable interest was specifically limited by its terms
. (3)

of reference to ritish India. Irwin in person is alleged to
f

have rejected the proposal that tates* representatives be included.

At heart Irwin did not anticipate a drawing together of 'ritish and

Indian India: 'the truth, I think is', he confided to the in;, 'that

while the more far-sighted of the rinces recognise that it is a pbdbler

which is likely to become increasingly important and. are anxious to find
(5)

a solution for it, the desire of the great majority is to be loft alone*.

1. " icholson, . ., ' oraes of .-vper' : "nlir's ^roken "Ycatics.
her vl nccs and their roble s, '1930 * The book produced
consternation in the Political TV- artment where it was considered
to be 'little short of a libel on the whole policy of the Goverrsnent
of "ndia in regard to tire tates for the last 100 years'. Gee
oliticai "orartment 'ote on ' craps of '-aper*,
Nicholson, a freelance journalist, was described by the dlitionls
as 'very unbalanced'. Ibid.. but th° book was favourably reviewed
generally. ee 7'he Time a. 7th arch, 1930, r,nil.y Thronicle.
3rd arch, 1930, ' ■' !lv irror. 20th ebruory, 1930, ; aw uarterlv
lievie?,-. ^otdber 1929, pp. 422-5.

2. Hodgson, T.ord '•alifax. 1941, p. 122.

3» •"• ort of the oval Gcsmrission on riculture in 7 rah a. (1928 ,

Cud. 3132, para. 975.

4. "hrnad, ., op. oit.. p. 101.

5. Corres ondence with in -'.'riperor, 1926-31, Hx« .. 1, p. 24,
cited in r-irkenhend, nrl of, Halifax. (1965T7*~P* ^30.



Vor did the Viceroy consider that the r:' nee-3 felt themselves to

be under counting pressure through the pace of political development

beyond their frontiers: 'they scarcely have any appreciation of
(1

how closely public opinion is bound to react within their "tates'.

irwin's scepticism regarding the building of common ground

between Congress and the :■ rinces was reinf -reed bj the deliberations

of the -11 arties Conference on tntes ifairs in 'ugust, 1928.

riting to Birkenhead, the Sioeroy revealed that:

'the problem of the tstes ha3 caused the authors of the
Constitution some eonern, as is evident from the attention
they have devote to it .... n this the general lino of
comment in the Indian papers is that the tates ought to
choose between white masters or brown comrades, but doubt
if t is argument will be very convincing to those to whom,
it is addressed'. (2)

"nee the full text of the Nehru Report had been publishe", "rwin

could write to London in a mood of evident satisfaction:

'the 11 arties people have really playe~ their cards in the
two tricks that it was vital for them to win, namely the
o::lems and the rinces, with quite incredible gauc' erie'. 3

Congress difficulties in resolving intei'nal faction and arriving

at compromise resolutions further aoted to convince Irwin that the

Princes ould draw back from involvement in "ll-Tndinn policies.

e informed irkenhead's successor eel of accentuated divisions in

Indian politics, of

'n strong move* ent to the left fv o- ; advcnce indu opinion ...
the gulf between the 'rinces and British Tndie, 4s -ight be
expected, being dug daily deeper by the extremism of British

'

difin uoliticinns, and ~ shall be surprise! if the rince3 do
not give vent to their feelings in some form when their
Chamber meets'. (4)

1. .'bid.

2« Irwin to Birkenhead, 28th Auguit, 1922, Hx»P>. 4, p. If".
3* Irwin to Birkenhead, 3rd October, 192'', "rx. .. 4, ?• 215*

4* Irwin to eel, 17th -January, 1929, :x. .. 5, P» 15.



Tliis was scarcely a rash prognostication; the Government of 'ndia

continued to influence very directly the proceedings in the Chamber.

IXiring the ebrusry session of 1929, the Chancellor, having snoken

vaguely about relations with ritish Tndia, went on to warn British

Indian politicians off anything approaching complete independence

lest s ch a political goal might hinder 'the cultivation of those closer

ties designed to lead up to the equitable adjustment of the interests
(1)

of British Tndia and Indian tates on a federal basis'. he

: rinces duly moved a resolution, stagemanaged by IrwinJ an ostensibly

spontaneous act, but tie Secretary of tate was admitted to the

secret:

'for your confidential information I su rested the idea to them
end repeated to ther, what T have no doubt is true, that
by moving such a resolution they vrould certainly do themselves
good in n 'land and would do something to recall, people here
to a sense of reality'.

The Princes were not inclined to resist; indeed

'they jumped at the idea, and I think it has gone quite as
I expected and T feel pretty sure that it was quite worth
suggesting to them to do it'. (2

Tt would also be to the satisfaction of the Government of Tndia

that, in the oring of 1329, the ritish ress generally vie ed schemes
(3'

of Federal-' on as 'prom-'-, burs' , and talk oi it as inopportune' Slnoe

^nces 'set so muoh store on their distinctiveness from British
(4)

India'. For oould the Gimon Commission be expected to upset the

applecart; it neither visited Indian States nor heard r'nees'
(5)

repr ;senta+i< ns. * eveirtheless published correspondence from itnon

to the rime "ulster in ctober 192". dir. explore the possibility of

ex ten tin., the lotnraission's term.3 of reference;

1. pooch of the aharaja of attain in the ' hnmber, 13th ebrusry,
1 29; cited in inh, 11., op. cat., p. 1C".

2. rwin to eel, .'1st ebruary, 1929, e. ., 5, p. 3^.
3. "he ines, 17th 'pril, 1925.

4. he cotsman. 1 th April, 1929, lender, ,fr,he Tndian tates'.
5. ieeort of the Indian tatutoiy -orris3.1 on. Cmd. 3569, (1939'', pars 22.
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'we cannot afford to ignore the reactions of the presence
of the "tetes on the problems re are studying in British
India or the possible repercussions on the former of any
recemendations we might frame regarding the Inter', (l

Simon envisaged that what would be required would be the setting up

of 30me 30rt of conference after the publication of reports, at

which "is ■ ajesty'a "overriment woul meet representatives of
(2)

British India and the tates.

In the event, "Irion's proposals were to be dramatically

upstage-' by Irwin's ound "able proposal of 31st October, 1929*

The shrewder rinces welcomed this development. "ikaner -eve a

public and enthusiastic assurance that the "rinces

'have for long been anxious for an equitable and satisfactory
settlement as regards the future position of the tste3 in the
polity of the India of the future'. (3'

'"hree years previously, an eloquent statement from the 'rinces' camp

had stressed that

'the only future we can visualise for India is ns a congerle
of internally autonomous tates unite:: together under a strong
central government, strong in its connection with the "ritish
Government and in the political freedom it guarantees to the
people of Tndie' • (4)

1. ee ir John "imon to the rime inister, lfth ctobor, 1929,
Crad. 5568. pp. xxii-iii; "'he '"'ir^s. 31st ctober, 1529.

2. bid. It ho3 been suggest©; that the real initiator of the change
of tack was Trr.in, not iron; see Ihmad, ., o . c:'t.. . 102;
"elifax, The arl of, ulness of ovs. (1957 , p. 113.
Certainly, it was anticipated in a public statement by the Viceroy
on 1st July when he referred to the iron Cornmission's future
recommendations on relations between the "tates and British India
and the 'clear desirability' of involving rinccs in 'subsequent
discussions in London'. ~ee ""he ""icies. 1st July, 192", leader,
lord Irwin's eave. It does seem likely that the first suggestions
about a roun table conference emerged during London disaussions
on the delicate question of relet'onships between the ndian tates
and ritish India. 'ee how, . ' ir T. . apru and the

. irst oun able Conference', in m ndin/a In odcrn outh ' sian
distort1;. (196 , p. 303-

3. 'ntervie-. given to the ssooiated ress of India, 2nd ovember,
1929, cited in ' hsdnis, ., op. cit.. p. 53*

4. • • ani'dcar, aper delivered; to the est "ndinn association,
at Gaxton all, estminster, 15th 'ebruary, 1926; published in
'static evle--, 1926, p. 262.
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This positive interest within the Gtates in federal schemes had

struck 'iercourt Butler when on tour. *t one point he noted cott's

involvement with 'some large schemes for federating the tates with
(1)

ritish India'. There is strong evidence of a growing inclination

among T rinces and their spokesmen in both urooe and ndia to have
(2)

given public notice of their Interest :in ©deration. The

tanding Committee of the Chamber took quite a committed line at its

•Tune meeting, 1929. '"he assembly pronounced its 'sympathies with

the legitimate aspirations of British ndia and is willing to open the

avenues of negotiation with a view to the closed association of the
(3)

two Indias in the future'.

traws of this sort in the federal wind appeal? to have weighed

little with "rwin. In the weeks following the celebrated * Announcement'

the most important consideration was to ride out the political storm

end to test the style and aspirations o^ a labour ecrttary of Ctate
(4)

for Indie, edgwood Benn. This association was likely to be

less strained than had been the case with Benn's predecessors.

1. diary, 29th "ebruary, 1928f H.B. .. 108, p. 1. In aroda<j the
Gaekwar had given him to understand that 'eventually without
doubt the tates and 'ritish India would join in some sort of
federation'. Gee ibid, ljth arch, 192", p. 14. n ' ysore too
the e- en and members of the Government argued that 'ultimately
there should be a federal form, of government for India'. Gee
ibid. 19th 'arch, 1928, p. 26.

2. See Bannerjea, . . ' 'he Tndian Commission and its 'asks',
Conte--pornry eviev. vol. 113, 1928, p. 19. tatement by the
'aharaje of "atiale at " ontreux, 'the solution lies along federal
lines', see "he Tines. 26th eptember, 192°, aharnja of 'atialn,
Contet norrry ©view. vol. exxxiv, 1928, p. 567. '"he a ssurance
given by the ' nvmb of hopal, at a ban uet to mark his return from
'

urope, to the effect that the rinces had no proposals prejudicial
to welfare and political development of British India; see The Times
11th January, 1929, oharajs of atiale, '^'he rndian rinces and
the British "nnire, ""inetoenth Century. "'ebruary 152' , p. 189.
"'he 'Bines. 26th June, 1929.

4. Bonn, Capt. t. ;on. 'lliam edywood, .0., 1929J ... 1916 J
D.B.C.; . .1. London 1898 (first place in honours ; joined Labour
arty from liberal, 1927; ecretary of tste for Tndia, 1929-31.
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4a the new man wryly reminded Irwin, the crisis over the * Beolaration*

was largely produced by Birkenhead and other ex- ecretaries of tate

for "ndia. errn felt, through sane rather oblique reasoning, that
(?)

the ferocity of the parliamentary debates might yield positive results.

A a one rince had it,

V'lvar told r.e he wished the debate in the C canons had rone on,
and I have heard from other quarters that perhaps the best
thing t at could happen would be to have it all out, so that
the " ndians could understan that they definitely have friends
in this country'. (3)

here rvin, and b yond Mm the rinces, might have felt r

degree of trepidation was with regard to the attitude of a l abour

ecretary of tate for India, the representative of on administration

with a theoretical commitment to socialism, to the entrenched autocratic

status oi the rincely order. is ajesty's .overaisent, in its

newly constituted form, could be expected to shop/ its colours on the

vexed issue of Indian tntes' eoples' representation at the forthcoming

Round Table Conference. "he new ccrewsry's first letter to rlh?

after assumin office did much to reassure Tr,dn and indirectly the

friends of the rincos:

1. c rax to 'r-.v'n, U t ovember, 192 , x. ., 5, P» 246. " t a later
stage, Irwin gave full vent to Ms appreciation of irltenhead:
'"he irkenhead tone is what we principally have to exorcise,
ut anyone with his temperament is of course congenitally incapable
of appreciating, the human sidf of the problem at all, and every
time he touches :'t he is boun to touch it wrong'. ee Irwin to
k;nn, 10th July, 1930, Hx.. 6, p. 190.

2. Be .iudpod , er.-'hin, to be behind the ultimatums demanding abandonment
Oi the Irwin eclaration: see Benn to Trrri.n, 14th ovember, 1929,
x. ., f>, p. 146. Is to the diehard support, Benn took little
account of their convictions about India's political progress:
'It appears to me no more in some cases than a miserable way of
play in,: the future of Tnd.in as n pawn in a party game at home':
Benn to Irwin, 24th October, 1929, x. ., 5, p. 143«

3. enn to r. in, :1st " ovember, 1929, ibid., p. lf>C.
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'some people 1 should like to meet I can't. I feel sure, for
example, that Chudgar of the Indian tates e pies relegation could
give me messes of information, but hove replied to him veirr
firmly but kindly that the constitutional objection to
receiving him is insuperable', (l)

Chudgar, denied a personal interviev, d' I what he could by mail to

apprise the new ecretarv of conditions in the totes: 'he sends re
(2)

a good deal of lurid reading on hi. particular subject'. But it

was in " anchester mther than London that the ore s responded to
(3)

Chudger's campaigns.

By way of contrast, ready access was granted to the agent of

atialr and yTawanagar, ushbrook illiams, of whom enn formed a very

favourable impression:

'in the two interviews T have had with hira, T have been much
struck by his well-informed and broad outlook and he appeared,
to me at least, to be a very useful man'. (4

I;ushbrook illiams' I ondon mission required hi~ to sound out the

ecretary of tate about the details of the forthcoming Conference on

behalf of the rinces, and to suggest a way round the sensitive

question of tates' subjects' representation. Be introduced

1. Benn to Irwin, 19th November, 1929, "x. ., 5» P* 11B. up orters
of Chudgar's cause may well have felt that few avenues were open to
them. 's J# C. edgewood put it in his preface to Chudgar's
book (10th ctober, 1929): 'the Ruling Chiefs want no change; the
British Bureaucracy wants no change; the Indian nationalist turns
away his eyes; statesmen in ' ngland nut ' afety First': and
Labour arty and British democracy do not kne that millions of
their fellow-subjects have no right to person and property in
that most mysterious pntoh of the every mysterious Bast'. ~ee
Chudgar, . I. Indian rinces ''nder British "'rotaction. (1929 , p. viii.

2. Ibid.

3» '"he " anchester unrdion "id pxiblish some disturbing features of the
Bikaner budget (see the edition of 4th Iebruary, 1939 > nod while noting
the loyalist tone of the 1939 Chamber of rinces proceedings, the
©uai'dian warned: 'it is necessary to be cautious about accepting too
unreservedly the alliance which the ""rinces offer us «... in the
long run our greatest interest must be a stable and prosperous
Tndia, and this end would not be achieved by an alliance with
the rinces which, in order to uphold this autocracy, led us
into permanent opposition to the will of the peoples of British
ndla'. ee anchester Guardian. 4th arch, 1930*

4. Benn to Irwin, 2nd January, 1939, Fx.'.. 6, p. 5
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'the possibility of meeting the claim ..... by the nomination
to the Conference, on the initiative of the " rinces thenselves,
of some person who, presumably, would be principally interested
from the point of view of the subjects'. (1

Although he had decline ' to meet "hudgar, the thorny orcblan of

.'tates' representation did exercise Bonn's win to the degree that

he asked ~rv.-'n to consider the benefits of dec in - out the ' rinoes

as a more democratically-minded order:

'it has been suggested to me that, if the present opportunity
could be take' by some important rince, through the good
offices of the oliticnl 'department, to , nnounee " forward
move in the direction o: progressive reform in his "tate, end
if this course were oublioally welc me. by you, the minds
of the Tndian "tntos' subjects might be relieved*. (?)

nrdly c very revolutionary nostrum, but it s peale to Bonn who

held that

'the right course to pursue in dealing with states' subjects'
grievances is a general encouragement of more representative
institutions in the tates rather than paternal warnings in
the individual cases ol' wrongdoing'. (3'

Irwin no doubt influenced by the olitioal department's

rffeotion for laisses faire, was leas then enthusiastic:

'the ""rinces have seen the difficulties in representative
institutions exemplified in British ndia during the past
ten years, and justify their natural hesitation to concede
power by saying they wish to see whether our exr rimont is a
success or a failure in scouring stable government*. (4

Habitually optimistic, the Viceroy sow the future sorting itsel f out:

'when once t*/ future constitution of 'tates vis n vis British
'

ndie has been settled we can probably leave it to Rowing
public opinion within end without the "tates to force such
reforms gradually on the rinces. ~t seems undesirable at
the moment, v.ith the Conference in view, to frighten them by
giving the impression that we are ready to encourage against
them agitation which they belie to be engineered by other
than their own subjects'. (r

1. benn to Irwin, 2nd "anuary, 1 3 > x. .» 6, p. 5*
2. Benn to Irwin, 12th ocerber, 122 , x. .. 5, • 107.
3* ibid, "'or r <!' ecussi on of Covernment of die policy regarding

Itates' adoinistrations see chapter 2 pp. 128-142.

4. Irwin to enn, 1 th January, 1930, x. .. 6, p. 14.

5. Ibid.
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The other aspect of Tndian States' representation at the

Conference which plagued the new ecretnry of "tate was the

application by no less a person than the Chief Justice of the 'Ugh

Court, Mlahabad, to act for tlw r'nees: there were echoes hei-e
(1)

of the leslle cott afftalr and a possible indication of the buying

power of the rinces. Bonn revealed that
(2)

'T had a Ion letter from G-rimwodd ' ears repeating the
suggestion which he made when he saw me that ho should be
permitted to retire, or alternatively, be greeted leave of
absence, in order to appear as advocate for the rinces
at the Conference, and that hi3 service with therr should
count towards his pension*. (3)

Bonn's doubts, 03 revealed to Trin, did not concern "oars' worth as

a negotiator, 'he seems t me to be bien vu in many quarters', but

rather the vulnerability of the ovrtr^nt to a charge of partiality in

the rinces' favour:

'is there not a danger that some parties night declare that to
allot, as they would say, so eminent and experienced an
official to press the r'nees' ense is not fair (especially if,
as ~ iiae ine would be impossible, his pay were continued whilst
other parties ,.re not similarly provided for'.

Bonn bluntly put it to the Viceroy,

'it v ul never do for 't to be credibly suggested that we were
attempting to &3si t specially any Bection of tiie Conference
which we thought might emphasise 'our' side cf the case'. (4}

"lthough Irwin did not view ears as another 'eslia cott, Benn

dug his heels in and the affair became something of a trial of

strength between Tondon and elhi. "t one point Benn brought up

the standing of the .judiciary:

'it would do small good, to the re<putation of the Bench if a
erson actually occupln.; the position of Chief Justice were to

be engaged in this political work'. (5)

1. " er chr tor 3 passim.
2. ears, ir .rirvwocd, .C.I. ., educ. xeter College xford;

calle1 to or, rrnrr 'Jempie 1^95{ 'eoretery to the ioyal Commission
on the 1916 Irish eoellion; Chief Justice of High Court,
llnhabad, 1915-32; Chairman oi Bombay Back "r,v hquiry Committee,
1926-7.

3. enn to Trwin, 24t'- Becenber, 1929, 'x» .. 5» P* 1"3*
4. Ibid.

5. enn to Irwin, 2nd January, 1932', 'x. ., 6, p. (>•
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'.'hen Irwin becked ■ ears' capacity as a linking agency between

British India and the rinces, Benn swiftly returned to the theme of

"ears' personal interest:

'it seemed to rae a pity that his interest was io directly
related to a highly remunerative job'# (l)

(2)
As reinforcement to his position, Benn consulted fankey and

concluded:

'the proper thing is that he should drop the negotiations and
have nothing to do with the Princes and remain as Chief Justice'. (3;

Benn found particularly offensive 'ears* professed intention to

manipulate the Princes' interest:

*1 didn't like the way he argued, the way he attempted to
represent the overtures as coming from the "rinces} the
way he suggested that the Prinoes might turn away from the
Conference if he was not employed: the way in which he
suggested that, whilst being an employee of the "rinces, ha
would be able really to serve the turn of the other side*. (4)

If the Princes did need an advocate, then Benn had his own suggestion,

one which would not be much to the liking of the Political Department:

1. Benn to Irwin, 20th February, 1930» Px.P.. 6, pp. 37,8. "he
implication from London was the Pears looked like an opportunist:
•he is a man who, throughout his oaraer, has been to say the
least, very ouch on the spot and no doubt saw new opportunity in
the Round Table Conference*. Undoubtedly, the financial
implications of "ears' proposition stung Benn to the quick, the
Chief Justice'3 interest in 'a very fat job for himself' and his
'grotesque plea which he had put in as coming from the iTinces,
that he should receive Government pay while discharging these new
functions'. See Benn to Irwin, 27th February, 1930, ibid..
p« 47.

2. Sankey, John, Baron 1929, educ. Jesus College htford; called to
Bar, iddle Temple, 1892} Lord Chanoellor since 1929} future
Chairman of the Federal Structure Committee of the First Round
Table Conference.

3* Bonn to Irwin, 20th February, 1930, II*.P.. 6, p. 42.

4. Benn to Irwin, 27th February, 1930* ibid.. p. 47*
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'the Princes have an organisation of their own which has
engaged very aatutelv in propaganda here through the mouth of
Rushbrook Williams,and he also, like ears, professes
great sympathy with the constitutional patriots and X should
have thought such a man, and perhaps many others, might have
served as well as ! ears'* (2)

Faoed with suoh uncompromising opposition, Irwin gave way,

though not too readily: regarding Pears

'I don't think I should modify anything I have said about
him, snore particularly about the unique position that, so
far as X can discern, he does in fact hold between the
different parties. Put X do also admit .... that I feel
he was keener on getting the job than a Chief Justioe ought to
have been*. (3)

The Hears' episode is instructive in two ways: it illustrates the

Interest in Delhi in promoting • safe and flexible negotiator to

handle the Princes' case, ever mindful of a first loyalty to the

Government of India; it sheds light on a commendable reluctance in

the Labour Secretary of State to countenance yet another exploitation

of the Princes at the hands of a legal adviser in the grand tradition,
(4)

whose first interests were largely pecuniary. However protective

1. Rushbrook 'illiams' propagandists provoked the India Office into
cautioning Dawson and the Sunday Times against printing a 'ridiculous'
article contrasting conditions in British Tndia with those in the
Indian States to the advantage of the latter; it appeared under
the name of a prominent public man, Sir Reginald '"itchell Banks.
See Minute by E. Haward, 11th February, 1930, L/P*-" AoA214.
Haward thought that the ' oming "ost. a regular forum for "rinoes'
propaganda, should be warned off too, but the prevailing view held
that because of the nature of misleading Administration Reports
from the States, eventually first-rat© British journalists would
investigate at first hand 'and if they find that the Indian Rulers
resist enquiry they will draw their own conclusions'. "olitical
Department Finute, P. Patrick, 14th February, 1930t I/P^SAoA214.

2. Berm to Irwin, 27th February, 1930, Hx."y.. 6, p. 47.
3. Irwin to Benn, 19th "arch, 193°, Ibid.. p. 62.
4. See activities of Sergeant Sullivan in Baroda, Salisbury to

Northbrook, 18th June, 1875» Sal. P., C/2-4J ... ,

striotures on Sir Leslie Scott's 'fees, chapter 'j"r' I
Sir Francis ylie's exposures of 'a whole battery of lawyers'
including scae very loud American experts >p conclusion> p. 558.
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of the rinoes' interests at a dn stance, Benn nay have looked

forward to his dealings with Princes at first hand with some

trepidation# Inevitably, his impressions were coloured by rrwin*s

correspondence which was initially guarded on this subject#

Very occasionally the Viceroy might meet a !rinoe with a realistic

viewpoint, as happened in the case of his visit to Baroda (rather to
(X)

Irwin's surprise)# But by the end of his term of office, Irwin

felt he oould write frankly to the Labour Secretary of tate about

the tedium of a week with the Princes at their annual session:

'it is without exception the most wearisome and monotonous
task which any Viceroy can engage'# (2)
Prior to the first Round Table Conference, Irwin played no very

positive role# His major interest lay in playing down rumoured

rapprochements between the two Indies# After ell, the Politioal

Department, while conscious of a 'certain change of outlook* by the
(3)

Princes, saw little cause for oonoem# His speech at the Delhi

session of the Chamber of Prinoea reiterated the confidence felt by

the Government of India in the Princes' order; it acknowledged

'the invariable readiness with which the rulers had listened
to any advice which he had felt it his duty as a friend to
offer'• (k)

1# Privately, the Gaekwar forecast that 'under the pressure of
improving standards of administration, many of the small Ptstea
will have to go under #••• whatever temporary success any
Government might have in introducing the "uaaolini touch, no
enduring solution was to be found on those lines'. Pee Irwin
to Benn, 23rd January, 193^» Ibid#. p# 18

2# Irwin to Benn, 16th "arch, 1931, Ibid#, p. 421#
3. L/P&&/1Q/121L olitical Department Vinute Paper r'6840,

P# J. Patrick, 22nd otober, 1929#

The Times. 26th February, 1930*
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However, the Chamber felt obliged once more to emphasise its

sympathy with 'the legitimnte earn rations of the leaders of British
(1)

India'. An indication of the growing sense of urgenoy and

corporate spirit among the Princes, was the substantial financial

contribution towards the Chamber's expenses made by the Nizam who
(2)

hitherto had kept quite aloof. In part, the Prinoea' sensitivity

might have been explained by the events in Palis f'taie, little more

than 100 miles west of Baroda, where skirmishes had taken place between

Gandhi's 'volunteers' and State police, an ominous portent and the
(3)

first official intrusion of this nature under Gandhi's direction.

Perhaps the most oleer-out indication that the Princes entertained

any bonafide interest in British Indian aspirations came with the

participation of leading Princes in "apru's AH ' arty consultations
(4)

organised in Delhi in early Parch, 1930* Irwin was suitably

southing; Alwar had told him that the British Indiana did all the

talking after the first evening:

'it all aeems to have been very friendly, but T doubt if it
got very far. The upshot was that they adopted a small
committee of "iniatero and British Indians to examine the
whole thing further and report to some subsequent meeting
of the whole body in June*. (5)

1. See Kepurthala's speeoh, The Times. 27th February, 193$# "'he
customary safeguards, i.e. the condemnation of independence in
the sense of separation from the British Fmpire, were pronounced
by Mwer, but he too spoke of 'the unanimous welcome of the
Conference for the prospect of early attainment by British India
of its due place among the Dominions of the British Commonwealth'.
See The Times. 3rd Trarch, 193°*

2. Ahmad, ' ., op. cit*. p. 109.
3* The Times. 22nd January, 1930.

4. A large nisnber of Indian political leaders, representative of all
parties, did attend though it is not clear how much progress was
made on aonstitutional issues over two long sessions. Dee
The Times. 3rd 'arch, 1930,

5* Trwin to Benn, 3rd April, 1930, Hx."'.« £, p. 69.
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In his usual confident fashion, Irwin predicted that these

discussions would not produce 'anything very precise'; he would in

any case be meeting, 'any Prince who happened to be there* in 'lmla

during the summer, the intention being to stecae the Princes'onto
U)

the right ground for the Conference'• Of his ability to

direct the Princes' delegation, Irwin hod few doubts: the 'undue

complication' which did cause 'considerable concern' pertained to
(2)

'the cloud which has blown up over Patisls'.

Following the publication of the Simon Report, Irwin duly met

a deputation of Princes at Simla in July in a strictly confidential
(5)

session. Once sore the Viceroy credited himself with persuasive

powers in steering the Tfinces off the sensitive issues:

'they are not going to raise paramountey and intervention when
they corn© to London at the Conference and have left it over
for further discussion with us when they get back to India ••••

they fully realise that Leslie Poott led them wrong when he
suggested that they could get things onto a strict legalistic
basis*, (4)

As forthcoming events showed, Irwin's confideme in Ms influence was
(5)

quite misplaced.

hatever was said behind locked doors, the rinces and their

advisers in India and overseas strove to eradicate in public the

suspicions of 3. C. Bose and lifee-minded commentators that the Rulers

would play the role of British stooges at the forthcoming Conference.

1. Ibid.

2. Ibid. For an account of the Patisl« scandal and the findings of
the Fitspatriok Enquiry see chapter 2 pp.

The Times. 15th July, 1930.

4. Irwin to Bonn, 18th July, 1930, Vx.P». 6, p. 196.

5» See rinoes' demands regarding poranountcy made to Benn in London,
chapter pp.
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Writing to The Times. Leslie 'oott reminded interested opinion that

the

'Princes are oa*entinlly Indians, loyal to India, anl are
anxious to do nothing in any way to impede the development
of British India in accordance with its asm genius1• (l)

In flew York, Rushbrook "illiems was saying much the same tiling to
(2) (3)

an American audience. Talcing up the cue, the "aharaja of Kolhapur

seised the opportunity of his birthday durbar to rouse Indian leaders

in the cause of unity;

'let there be no conflicting interests between British India
and the States ••••• the clouds will soon pass and before
another year is out the States and British India will be
firmly established in an enduring partnership'. (4)

Accusations of a loyalist counterpoise in preparation werr met head on

by Bikaner when he referred to 'recent not very generous remarks that

the Princes' attitude at the London Conference regarding British

Indian affairs would be the chief test as to whether or not they
(5)

would agree to serve as the Ulster of Tndia'. For Indian

patriots, the Yaharaja could not have been more reassuring; there
(O

were 'no grounds for alarm'.

Another straw in the wind could be seen in the proceedings of a

miniature Round Table Conference of outh Indian Ptates held In

Bangalore in late August, 1930, which made it clear that Mysore and

the South States generally were keen to join In a Federation or

1. The Times. 18th June, 1930.

2. Yorkshire I oat. 29th Fay, 1930, L/hKlAoAglA.
3. His Highness Sir Rajaram Chatrnpati, assumed the gadi in 1922.

4. The Times. 29th July, 1930.

5» Statement given to the Associated "reas of India, see "he Times.
19th Au ust, 1930.

6. Bikaner stressed how glad he was to feel that the cloud of suspicion
and distrust against the Princes had been removed, and it was at
last realised t at the Princes 'had no intention of standing in
the way of British India'. Ibid.
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(1)
alternatively a Council of Greater India. In an unambiguous

concluding statement, the influential Dewan of "ysoro emphasised the

positive intentions of the Indian States' delegates bound for London:

'they will enter the Conference in no spirit of hostility to
British India but with the fervid desire to cooperate whole¬
heartedly with their colleagues from British India in exploring
every avenue leading to a really satisfactory solution'. (2)

The Government of Tndia, with much of its energies consumed by

the Civil Disobedience disorders, paid little heed to what one

Political Department official referred to as a T,rinoely policy of
(3)

'coquetting with British Indian politicians'. After all, Drlncea

had a weathercock reputation generally and Bikaner1s first statement

to The Times on reaching London was informed by much more loyalist
uD

sentiment. I'itse was responsible for 'the lengthiest despatch ever
(5)

sent by the Government of Tndia to the Secretary of state', an

official response to the "iraon Report which reiterated the olitical

Department belief that

'the time had not yet come when the general body of Indian
States would be prepated to take a step so far-reaching in
its character as to enter into any formal relations with
British India*• (6)

The official damper on Federation stood in contrast to the

outspoken advice being tendered in all directions by the Resident at
(7)

Hyderabad, the premier Tndian State. Keyes warned the Nisam in

The Times. 22nd August, 1930.

2. Ibid.. 23rd August, 1930.

3. i'itse, Sir ., op. pit., p. 77*

4* Fitso, K. ., C.I.E., entered I.C.S. 1911, employed in Government
of India Political Department since 1915*

5. Fits®, op. oit.. p. 77» It covered 72 foolscap pages and 31
pages of annexures: see Coen, T. C., pp. oit.. p. 100.

Cmd. 3569. p. 198.
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June that unles the division of Indie reinforced by the Butler

Report was bridged,

'the friction and ill will that would be generated would
undoubtedly lend to frequent military demonstrations within
India arid in the end to regular civil wars', (l)

In protest against his exclusion by the -olitical department

Secretariat from the rinoes' Simla conference, the maverick "eyes

wrote directly to the Vfcceroy's Srivote Secretary to sound a warning

note:

'I don't think anyone in Simla cen realise ho- far the fooling
against the States is rising all over British India and at home
among the people that really matter'. (2)

Both the attitude of the Princes to the Conference and the composition

of their representation worried Keyes:

'unless the Princes declare now, with some appearance of
sincerity, thet they stand for an Ml Tndia Federation under
due safeguards, I don't think there is the slightest chance
of sny Congressmen or liberals consenting to sit down at the
same table with them'. (3)

As to the character of the States' delegation,

'if they send to the Round Table Conference a solid phalanx
of Bolls Royoe Rajas (as they are called in the Peccant
headed by atiala, the Conference is veiy unlikely to arrive
at any agreement', (k)

Certainly the constitution of the Princes' delegation and indeed the

timing of the Conference itself were both a source of some anxiety

1. eyes to ?!lzam, 30th June, 1930, a. .. 28.

2. Keyes to George Cunningham, 5th 'ugust, 1930, 's.' .. 28.

3. Ibid.

4. Ibid.
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(1)
to the Viceroy. And the inclusion of "atiala, still in the

shadow of the Fitzpotrick Enquiry had given the Secretary of State

grounds for concern,

•you know of course of the very strong feeling which ha3 been
exhibited in some quarters here as tc his behaviour'. (2

Keys3 waxed a good deal fiercer regarding the

•whitewash, 0 hundred coats won't stick on him and confidence
in the Viceroy, as standing for something that all parties
respect, has been shaken by his support of "atialn*. (3

Unless Federation was taken up seriously, -"eyes foresaw a grim

future:

'the alternative is not a British Tndin and an Indian India with
a Council of Creator India end the Viceroy holding the balance,
but a Swaraj India and a Lajas Tndia with friotion at every
point of contact, and the Viceroy's authority continually
strained to the breaking point*, (4)

!• Irwin supposed that if British India 3ent 30 representatives, then
the rinces shoul' think of 7-10, 12 at the outside. See "rwin
to Benn, 6th arch, 193°, lbt.r''«. 6, p. 52. Tn the event, the
'-rinces secured the inclusion of 10 Princes, 6 senior r>ewans plus
12 supporting advierrs, rather e handsome proportion given that
the British Indian delegation totalled 57. For a full list of
the Indian States' delegation see appendix 2. Predictably, many
Princes were keen to appear, even quite minor chiefs could see
themselves as All India statesmen: the Chief of Bhor travelled
to London to press his case in person over tea at the India Office
with Benn who subsequently complainedj'he was so eager, as they all
are, to be a representative at the Conference'. Benn to Irwin,
4th July, 1930, Ibid.. p. 137* The proposal of a Conference of
3 months duration from 'otober did stand though it alarmed some
Prinoes who did not relish a London winter. The reluctance to
urge a Spring Conference publically reflected the pressure from.
British Indian politicians who pushed for an early start lest
the Labour Government should fall meantime. '"'ec Irwin to Benn,
6th Parch, 1930, Ibid., p. 52.

2. Benn to Irwin, 4th July, 1930, Hx.r.. 6, p. 138.

3. 'eyes to Cunningham, 5th August, 1930, Ps.r'., 28.

4. Ibid.

5. Keyes to rivate Secretary to Viceroy, 2nd July, 1930, Feroi-official
letter no. ?85-c, KsP.. 28.
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It was in this respect that the Simon Report had done great damage through

its easy acceptance of a Federation in the distant future, a recommendation

that had already oeused the Kisam's Council to reverse their policy:

'H.F.H. will now direct his delegates to pursue that policy
of wait and see which the Report indicates for the states'# (l)

Keyes' alarming prognostications made little impact on the Viceroy:

'he was rather disturbed at the impression that had got abroad that
the Government is using the States to slow down the approach
of Swaraj, for as you know it is an entire misconception of the
Government's actual policy'. (2)

The composition of the Frinces' delegation fulfilled •'eyes' worst
(3)

fears, though in same traditional quarters the representation was

thought to be 'admirable', even if the British "ndian list showed
(4)

'a decided tendency to the left*. Headlined in The Times as a

'Strong '''earn', that august Journal proffered a special advance welcome

to those Frinces who on account of the Conference had delayed their

annual visit, thus depriving the past London season 'of its most
(5)

picturesque feature'. A sequence of pen portraits describing
(6)

the Primely delegates in glowing terms followed.

1. Keyes to Private Secretary to Viceroy, 2nd July, I93n» Semi¬
official letter no 7*3-0, rs.".. 28.

2. Cunningham to Keyes, 12th July, 193^» -'3.0., 28.
3. On the night of the publication of the Hound Table Conference list,

the author of a work hostile to the Princes was dining at the Cecil
Hotel, finsla: 'the names of the delegates and the prospects for
the Conference were on every lip. The outlook was not an optimistic
one. It was generally felt that on the question of the Princes,
the fair hopes of the Conference would be wrecked*. See Gauba, K.,
H«H. or the Pathology of Princes. (193^» Lahore), p. 238.

4. O'Dwyer, Sir H. F., letter to The Times. 15th October, 1930.
5* The Fjmea. 13th August, 1930,
6. Thus ntiala, 'well known as a soldier, sportsman and imperial

statesman ••• his States' resources being scientifically developed
for the benefit of his peoples'; Baroda's 'progressive views'
were extolled as was Bikaner's 'personal magnetism'J Bhopal
stood as 'energetic and resourceful'; Alwar (shortly to be
deposed) w&3 hailed as 'one of the cleverest men in India', and
special mention was made of the Jam Saheb's 'great attention to
the education and medical welfare of his people'. The eulogies
ran on to include Pangli, Dholpur, the leading ministers not
forgetting the special merits of the various advisers. Ibid.
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Keyea expressed his dissatisfaction with the delegation in

characteristic manner to n distinguished old Foreign end Political
(1)

stalwart in London as a 1 etcher of the Council of India. He

deplored the prospect of his

♦Foils Itoyee Rajas, with Hakssr in tow and two or three sub¬
servient ministers to represent the States in London'. (2N

A well-meaning Viceroy had been captured by the Political Department*

'it makes one mad to see the way he is being manoeuvred into
so derogatory a position. The "tending Committee of the
Chamber stands for all the worst in the "totes. Tt stinks of
corruption, tyranny and the wildest extravagance'. (3)

It staggered Key©3 that despite "atiala's disgrace the Political

Department had connived at his re-election as Chancellor, and he was

not a solitary offenders

'the Jam Sahib's Indictment has probably been seen by every . .

I.e., Hari Singh is no better than Kanji and his escapade as Mr
has not been forgotten. How con a delegation headed by these
creatures out any ice with anyone but the maddest die-hards like
old flurry Knox 'if the states' delegation doesn't cause
the Federation to be still-born, it will certainly make it
abortive'• (6)

"ith some degree of prescience, ''eyes was driven by a concern for

the unity of the Indian sub-continent. He suspected the Chamber of

Princes Special Organisation of hatching a plot to refound a a re the

Brahmin-run confederacy:

1. Bray, Sir Penys da Sauaareg, K. 'V"«.T., ".C.I. ., C.P.T., C.T.I.,
C.B.E., served in the Punjab, K.'".F.P., Baluohistan, Foreign
Secretary 1920-30. The Council of India was not an especially
prestigious body. hen Alfred I.yell ended up there he found it
'rather depressing .... we have all rather the look of old hulks
laid viv in dock'. See oodruff, , The ' en ho uled "ndin.
vol. II., (1965) p. 23.

2. Keyes to Bray, 21st July, 1930» Is.P.. 28.
3. To id.

4* See chapter 2 pp.

5. Knox, ' aj. Gen., Sir Alfred illiam Fortescuej K.C.3., C.B.,
C j late Indian Arrays P.P. (Con.) yecssbe division of Bucks.

6. K.yes to an?, a.* £k£» 28-
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'moat of the Bombay Peccan rtates are "aratha or Brahmin
survivors of the Peshwa's jagirdars; and their scheme is
to unite then with the r aratha-speaking parts of the Berars
and Central ripainoes*. (l)

However, Keyes' general credibility is somewhat lessened by his

extravagant claims for the Hyderabad State, surprising In view of
Kareourt Butler's oritical observations when there. In 'eyes*

view

'Hyderabad represents something very real - the Mughal dominion
that took the first stop towards making India a nation, that
introduced much of permanent value into the life of the
Peninsula in the art of governing, in virility and in the arrest
of the decadent trend whieh Hindu philosophy was imposing on
the life of the people. rr,his leaven is still working and the
blood of Islam and Unduiso is essential to the growth of Indian
nationality and consciousness'. (3;

Much of Keyea' animus vsa centred on

'that charlatan Haksar, one of the Brahmins behind the so-called
Marathn movement aimed at the break-up of Hyderabad'• (4,

In the case of Keyes, it seems clear that regardless of the

official Political Department position, one of its senior officers in

the field, sited in perhaps the key State, was working actively for

the adoption of Federation prior to the Conference:

*! very nearly got a solid block of the Southern States, Hyderabad,
Mysore, Trevancore and Cochin .... to declare for immediate
federation*. (5)

1. 'bid.

2. fee chapter 3 p.

3. Keyes to Bray, 21st July, 1930, ?'a. «. 28.
4. Keyes to Barton, (former esidcnt at Hyderabad?, 30th entember,

1930, Ibid.

5. The Hyderabad Council were most sluggish and Keyes felt little
confidence in the 'tnte Dewan: 'Hydarl won't be much of on asset
at the Bound Table Conference. He is so faint-hearted than even

his greed, which is greet, and his fanaticism, which is perhaps
greater, won't moke him stand up to either the Swarajists or to
any reactionary rinces'. Bee '"eyes to atson, (political
Secretary to the Government of India , 6th July, 1930, Ibid.



But Keyes' pungent analyses were not taken un vith any enthusiasm in
(1)

London; The Times refused to publish 0 piece from him (anonymously,.

Perhaps the sole influential political figure with en understanding of

dominion affairs, to take the Hyderabad Resident seriously was lord
(2)

Lothian, who found '"eves' memoranda, 'extraordinarily interesting ...
(3)

I wish he were here to advise us on the spot*.

From the viewpoint of the Indian delegates, much appeared to rest

upon the supposedly enlightqd style of the diePoneId ministry.

Certainly, the establiahment of the labour Government did hearten the

leading agent for liaison between Princes and British Tndia, T. B. f'apru.

His assessment of the new administration was confirmed by a well-nlaced
(4)

London observer:

'you ere right to emphasise the importance of the absence of
Birkenhead, Peel and 'interton at the India "ffice. Tt would
be unfair to assume that the Labour Government is not friendly'. (5)

Indeed a good deal of sympathy might be expected from 'a very sincere

end hard workin ' Secretary of State 'who is endeavouring to create

confidence in his own good-will and that of his colleagues and he

desires to make Indiana feel that the Tndia Office is their office
(6)

and not the sort of thing it used to be'. For their part, the

Princes had little to fear from a 'ecretarv whose ideological convictions

could best be described as fluid. As Bean assured a "ember of the

(Iwallor Council towards the end of the Conference:

1. Bee • • liver to Keyes, 30th October, 1930, Ibid, "wson thought
the material 'too general and retrospective for The "limes'.
See Dawson to F. V, Oliver, 29th October, 193°, Ibid.

2. Kerr, Philip Henry, a member of "ilner's Kindergarten in South
Africa 1905-8; editor of the Round Tsble 1910-16; ecretary to
Lloyd George 1916-21; Parliamentary Under-Secretary, Tndia "ffice
1931-2.

3. Lothian to F. ". liver, 3rd ''ovember, 193r'» Ks.P.« 28.
4* Polak, !!. "» L.J One of four members of the Labour Party Advisory

Committee on Imperial Affairs, a regular contributor to its reports,
and an old intimate of Gandhi since his South African days.
See too oolf, L. Downhill all the ay. (1970', p. 24.

5. Polak to Sapru, 10th August, 1929, "an. ., 2191, 'II, p. 69.
6. olak to Sapru, 19th September, 1929, ibid., p. 72.
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'of course T believed in democracy, but that, if autocracy could
show better results, I v?as quite prepared to let it have
the opportunity to do so*. (l)

It may well be that labour leaders generally credited the rinces with
(2)

a political prestige that did not in practice possess. There is a

degree of unreality in the exaggerated respect accorded to the "rinces

collectively by Benn as the Conference neered its conclusion:

'the influence of all these Chiefs and "rinses has been
invaluable in London in the last six weeks. I only fear
that when they depart, as they all threaten to do in three
weeks time, there will be no one this side to bring home to
public opinion the real state of affairs'. (3)

(4)
One Labour Privy Councillor and enthusiast for empire, J. H# Thomas,

sieved the opportunity offered by the Conference to Junket with the

Rulers, as Benn observed,

'winning golden opinions among the "rincea, laughing, Joking,
talking cricket at the Hyderabad Dinner'« (5)

should any sort of constitutional breakthrough surface during

the Conference, it was most unlikely to emanate from a Labour Cabinet.
(6)

As one well-qualified observer recorded;

'among the Labour leaders inside and outside arliament there
was very little knowledge or understanding of the Indian
situation'• (7)

1. Benn to Irwin, 1st January, 1931, Hx«r.. 6, p. X&m
2. Fischer, M. Georges, he aril Travallliste et In decolonisation

de l'Tnde. (19^6 Paris1, p. 313.

3« Bonn to Irwin, 22nd December, 193$, Hx.F., 6, p. 299.
4* Thornss, Rt. "on. James Henry, P.C. 1917i fireman and engine-

driver (&"k)J Secretary of State for Colonies, 1924 and 1931f
lord rivy Seal and Minister of aployment 1929-30.

5. Benn to Irwin, 11th December, 1930, Tx., 6, p. 2'%.
6. oolf, Leonard, a retired Colonial Servant (Ceylon), was Secretary

to the Labour Party Advisory Committee on Imperial Affairs
consisting of 'four members with a wide and detailed knowledge
of India, "a Jor Graham Pole, H.S.L. Polak, f:. Garrett, and
Sir John * aynard, I.C.S. retd. * See ''oolf, L. op. cit.. p. 224*
For a general account of Labour"s undistinguished record in Indian
affairs, see Kieraan, V. G., 'Marxism and Imperialism. (1974),
pp. 238-254J Gupta, ?• S., Imperialism and the British Labour
ovenont. (1975), chapter 7.

7. coif, L., op,, oit.. p. 224.
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The -"rime inister had been a Member of the Kcyal Commission on

Indian ^ublic Services in 1912 end had written on the 'awakening' of
(1)

India, so he 'posed as the expert in chief'. "acBonald*s

subsequent handling of the Princes moved one representative of the
(2)

-oilileal epartment to hilarity. The only other front rank

Labour leader who knew much about India was Attlee, a eaber of
(3)

the Bison Commission, and he failed singularly to impress Woolf.

Various promptings were directed into this apparent vacuum on

the eve of the Conference, the most outspoken of which reached the

Prime inister in the form of a memorandum from e disgruntled Political
(4)

'gent. Federation was dismissed as 'a sort of mystic face-saving

word*j If the Princes were flirt'ng with nationalists, it was because
(5)

'they feel that at any moment they may be thrown to the wolves'.

1. 'bid.

2. It come to be decided that the ""rime "inister should evade the
heavy programme of Princely social functions planned for the
Conference except in the case of the invitation to the Hyderabad
Timer. But VaoDonald succumbed to the appeals of the flamboyant
"lwar, shortly to be deposed and hardly n fit subject for the
distinction. A visiting Political Officer assumed that the Prime
"inister* s a coerstanee of the Alwar invitation masked the intent!cm
to deliver some tactful warnings on Btate administration, an
impressio reinforced by an approach to Fitsse for help in preparing
the Prime Minister's speech: 'it vrns difficult to keep a straight
face when w® west informed that the only point on which "r.
"acBonald desired enlightenment was as to whether it was from the
sun or the moon that the ancient dynasty of Alwar claimed to be
descended'. See Fitse, op. pit., p. 79. Benn felt that the
subsequent Alwar banquet showed up the rxime Minister at his best,
'he has the grand manner if any man had,' ".uld leng dyne' just after
midnight was very appropriate and the Prime Minister and Alwar
endulged in an entertaining reciprocation of compliments as between
Rajputs and "ighlanders'. Benn to ^r- in, 13th December, 1930*
Ihe.r. . 6, p. 290.

J. ' oolf, on. oit.. p. 224.
4. ""ingate, K. L., C.X.E., Secretary to the Agent to the Governor

General in Bajputans, 1924, Baluchistan, 1927i Political Agent
and Deputy Commissioner "uetta-^ishin, 1928.

5. i'etaorandum by r. P. !"ingate, I. p. 5, Ramsay "acDonald Papers
(hereafter B.P.P.) 30/69/1 1578. ~
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'■"ingate's solution envisaged th® placing of the Ruler of a State

and the Viceroy of British Tndia on level terms vis a vis the Crown.

"This would secure the States to us for a voir,' long time ...» certain

Indians will say 'it is handing over the people to autocrats unfitted

to ftule' but is it*? *••• many parts of 1M.tish India are now worse
(1)

misgoverned than any Tndian State". ingate's final advice to

'acdormld was couched in terms which he might have hesitated to

employ to an aristocratic Viceroy:

'awkward questions may arise. Let them - use your imagination
and he prepared to take e risk. look at TreoJ'. (2)

(3)
in altogether more sober and searching analysis of the pre

Conference prospects, which outlined certain possible developments

favourable to a very gradual transfer of newer through the involvement

of the rinces, was also put ftp to the 'rime Firdster.' The document

emanated from, the India Office, perhaps the only quarter in which any

serious thinking on a constitutional role for the rinces was taking

place. An exploration was made of the tates' British connection:

'if the Btatea are making ocramon cause with British Tndian
politicians, they may find it difficult to go far in this
direction. 'rdinary Indian opinion is now so firmly
entrenched in a dmoorotio position that the idea of a small
'aristocratic' assembly would be desperately opposed'. (4

Still, if federation did 1 ok like getting off the ground,

'a consideration of fundamental importance is that their inclusion
might add an element of stability to an Indian Government and
thus allay apprehension in some British minds about a transfer
of power'. (5;

?'uch would depend on the source of such en initiative:

1. Ibid.

2. Ibid.

3« The lucid style and measured sophistication of the memorandum
suggest that it is the work of Sir Findlater "tewart, Assistant
Under-: ecretary of ''tat© for Tndia. and Clerk fto the Council of
India, 1924-30.

4« ' emorandum on Indian Affairs, li.v.P. 30/69A/578.
5. Ibid.
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'It would be very valuable to get these ideas advocated from
the Indian side. If they were proposed from the British
side, they would be condemned at once', (l)

It was not even certain that the British Indian politicians would

raise Federation though the 'communal' Hindu element (Jayakar and

Yoonje) were thought to have tried to make preliminary secret

arrangements with the tinces; but, should federation come up, the

memorandum urged British encouragement in view of' the possibility of a

'safe constitution' emerging. Yet even the relatively perceptive

India Office team confessed itself to be unprepared for the emergence

of federation:

'this plan has never been studied and worked out by our
experts'. (2)

It seems clear that on the British side a process of drift was in

evidence; initiatives, when they came, would be Indian In origin.
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It is within the ranks of the Princes themselves, or at any

rate their more intelligent advisers, that proposals for federation

took shape. It has been suggested that the 'crucial discussions

on which everything hinged' began in the relaxed atmosphere of the

S.S. Viceroy of India which carried the main Indian delegates to
(!)

London. There Haksar and Panikkar had convincingly outlined the

prospect of federation as an escape route from Political Department
(2)

'leading strings'. Perhaps this was so, but the drift of Princes'

public statements and the outpourings of Rushbrook Williams'

organisation in the previous twelve months or so suggest that

federation had been under close consideration by the Princes for some

time. Indeed, the Hyderabad delegation had sailed in possession of
(3)

a detailed federal scheme, and as Hydari put it, 'when we set out for
(4)

England, we were fully prepared for the question': a tribute

here perhaps to Keyes' efforts. Mizra Ismail of Mysore had a

different scheme in draft form for an all-India Federation worked out
(5)

prior to arrival in London which may have been modified but was not

conceived en route. The shrewder Princes may have felt that the time

for a rapprochement was right before antipathy in British India

reached a peak. Bikaner would be aware of a public challenge published
(6)

shortly before his embarkation:

1. Low, D. A., op. cit., p. 315? Coen, Sir T. C., op. cit., p. 99*
2. Low, D. A., op. cit., p. 315*

3. Ahmad, V., op. cit., p. 116.
4. Ibid., p. 112.

5. Moore, R. J., on. cit., p. 61.
6. At least Bikaner was able to board his ship at Bombay with a

semblance of dignity; Patiala was forced to take a launch and
join the mailship in mid-stream to avoid hostile demonstrations
on the pier. See Ramusack, B.N., The Indian Princes a_s_j.jgEg£ial
Politicians, 1914-39. Ph.D., thesis,(Michigan 19 9) > P* 2 ..-5 •
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'if the Ruler of Bikaner is under the impression that the self-
governing units of British provinces would ever be united with
the dark spots saturated with unadulterated autocracy of the
States, I have only to state that the Ruler is practising
self-deoeption'. (l)

It seems most likely that the rinces ss a body crystallised

their attitudes on federation into a positive commitment during

certain 'joint informal meetings' which took place in London between

the Indian States end British Indian delegates in the three weeks
(2)

proceeding the Conference. hot all the key States' delegates

had travelled in the'Viceroy of India'; the Hyderabad delegation

arrived in advance and several .Rulers chose to sojum on the continent

of Europe first; schmir, Dholnur and Mvar did not arrive in London
(3)

till November 21at and,given rinoely self-esteem, they would have

been reluctant to endorse a federal commitment arrived at in their

absence.

The moat publicised delegation was that of Hyderabad, a tate

which had not sent an official mission to Britain since the reign

of George III, though Sir f'alar dang*a visit over the Berars wrangle
(4)

in 1876 was recalled. It was explained that Kydsri's presence

was due to an established tradition, the person of His Sxalted Highness

the Hi east being 'too precious' to leave India. Hyderi's brief

statement on arrival was delphic in content:

'the representatives of the Kiaara might be relief upon to pull
their weight for the good of the Empire'• (5}

1. 'bhyankar, Prof. G-. E#, on. pit., p. 24.
2. The Timea. 20th October, 1930.

The "imps. 22nd rctober, 1930.

4. Ibid.. 6th October, 1930. The Berars Case is examined in chapter 2
PP. 211-216.

5. "Ibid.
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His ''ajeaty's Government made considerable efforts to accommodate the
(1)

Indian delegates in comfort and style. The formal meetings of

the Conference were to take place in flit. James Palace in uoen Anne's

Room where an elipitical table containing an inner table had been
(2)

specially made for the occasion.

The social dimension of the Conference was likely to be the

forte of rinces 'whose talents and resources in such setters had
(3)

always been unrivalled'. "Mle tho greater rinoes kept open

house at the Carlton and other luxurious hotels,

'even the least opulent of them all gave a Christmas tea-party
at which it was good to see hira basking in the smiles of
Cabinet Ministers and pulling a cracker with the lord ayor'.(4)

The social rounds of the Conference were launched in style at an
(5)

informal dinner given to them by the rince of 'ales on 24th October.

Predictably "lwer, with his aptitude for self-publicity, absented

himself from the gathering, much to the annoyance of the rinco of

ales, 'on account of the bereavement he had suffered on the death of
(6)

his guru*. "his solecism did not prevent Benn from holding the

notorious ahoraja in quite high regard:

*1 gave Alwar lunch today at the Athenaeum and we had three
hours intimate talk. He is a useful critio and observer'.(7)

1. The premises at 8 Chesterfield Gardens were secured as a 'ocial
Centre* for delegates, extensively refitted and the decoration
included some of the art treasures of the nation. Pee ".'he Times
7th October, 1930.

2m The Times. 22nd October, 1930. An imaginative observer might-
have noted symbolic overtones in the assignment of the Guard
Room to the potentially less manageable British Indian delegates
as an oflice, and the Fioture Gallery to the more ornamental
Indian 'tntes* representatives.

3» Fitjse, Fir •, op. cit.. p. 78*
4* Tblfl.

5* The "imes. 22nd October, 1930*
6. Benn to Irwin, 7th "ovember, 1930, Ux.P.. 6, p. 272.
7* Ibid.
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So Benn followed on from Hintsgu in the tradition of Secretaries of
(1)

State hoodwinked by this unprincipled sadist.

Benn's initial problems with the Princes' delegation concerned
(2)

questions of precedence. But in enoral he was impressed by

their cordial style,

*Bikaner is helpful are! friendly end all the rinccs, with eaoh
of whom I shook hands, and with most of whom I now have personal
acquaintance, were friendly to the last degree'.

Very occasionally, Benn allowed to himself a hint of misgiving as to

a rince's spending facility:

'I an dining with Bikaner tonight a party of 6§. hat is
the average income of the Indian peasant?}*. (3)

This 'immense dinner party at the Carlton last night for rinces and
(2)

'dvisers* gave Benn an opportunity to weigh up Bhopal, 'at first

glance I very much like the cut of his jib', but, with important

constitutional issues looming, Benn's mind continued to be plagued with

the trivia of precedence controversies, notably the seating plan
for the rinces at the forthcoming Lord ayor's Banquet.

:Towevor, with the forming of the Round Table Conference ? genda

Committee, the real issues began to emerge. The rinces' repre¬

sentatives were respectively Bikaner, lwar, Akbnr Hydari, laksar and
(6)

irze Ismail. Tt was at an early meeting of this committee that

1. For en account of the deposition of "lwar see chapter 2 pp. I58-IC3.
2. Objections were raised to the proposed presence of Hydari at the

Ceremonial Opening of the Conference, on the grounds that he was
not © rince. ashmir in particular had to be talked round.
See Benn to Trwin, 7th ' ovember, 1930, fx. r., 6, p. 272.

3. Ibid.

4. Benn to Irwin, 8th November, 193?» x. ., 6, p. 234.
5* Ibid. rn the night of the banuet, leading 'rinces stayed away and

the Age s-han who we3 not admitted to the secret, was left isolated
alongside nine vacant chairs - to his intense annoyance. Benn
had considerable difficulty in keeping the demonstration out of
the newspapers and positively fumed at Alwar's impertinence in
courting congratulations on the success of the boj'cott. Bee
Benn to Irwin, 13th November, 1938, Hx.'<. 6, p. 241.

C. Benn to Trwin, 8th ' ovember, 1938, Hx.".. 6, p. 235*
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Sapru introduced the oruoial question:

'did we want a federation ox' All India. That was a big
conception and the first thing we had to decide. Tt would
depend on the attitude of the rinoea - and Bikaner agreed*. (l)

The full import of this historic move was not lost on Bonn, and he

stressed its possibilities to the Viceroy:

'the important point hero is this, that the feelers which have
been put out by the rinces about some form of Federation have
turned the minds of Reading and the others in the direction
of' the possibility of a much more complete sohera© in which
T assume they would be willing to give more power to the
Central Government'. (2}

Fews of the rinses* Initiative cut little ice with Irwin:

'the ideas of immediate federation on what Hydarl and ysore
would sonsider safe lines were a good deal in advance of
v.hot would be the general body of opinion prevailing among
the tates'. (3)

The lukewarm attitude of the Government of India was reflected in

the Viceroy's forecast that

'when the Princes x-eally get down to appreciating what
sacrifices of sovereignty any federation must involve, they
would want a bit more time to think it over'. (U

An inevitably there was a variation in levels of support for

Federation;

'Bhopal seemed not quite as keen on immediate federation
as some of the tates .... the rinces are in deep meditation
on the subject'. (5)

Still Benn noted, at least in the short terra, 'the interesting thing

about the rinces' delegation is the way in which they are managing to
(6)

act together*. hat docs seem clear is that it would be a mistake

to see apru and the Liberals as the major architects of the

1. lb1 d» . p. 36.
2. Ibid.

3« Irwin to Benn, 10th November, 1930, Hx.1".. 6, p. 330.
4. Ibid.

5» Benn to Irwin, 5th November, 1930, Hx."«. £>, p. 237*

6. Ibid.
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rapprochement on Federation; ouch of the Initiative appears to

have corse from the "rlncea themselves, and the Tndia Office had
(1)

been caught on the hop. Saatri told Berm that,

'the Liberals were rather unprepared for the "Tineas' Federal
proposals and want to examine them closely in a friendly way.
The conception of an All Indie Dominion attracts them
greatly'. (2)

In 'irsa Ismail's reoollection, he was the instigator of the nrincea'

forthcoming public declaration in favour of an ■'Mi-Tnditi Federation,
(3)

a development which 'greatly surprised* the British Government.

For the British public at large, events got under way with the

official opening of the Round Table Conference in the Rcyal Gallery

of the :Jouse of Lords on the morning of 12th 'overaber. ~reat care

was taken to generate a solemn and impressive atmosphere:

'His 'n jesty begim his 3i>eech, which was broadcast throughout
the world, via a gold and silver microphone, S3 the first
stroke of noon sounded iron Big Ben*, (k)

In a short address, the ing "mperor emphasised that:

'never before have British and Indian statesmen and Rulers
of Indian "totes mot, aa you meet, in cane place and round a
table, to discuss the future system of government for India', (ft)

The theme of unity was followed up by the rime Minister who suggested,

in his characteristic full-blown prose, that

'the association of the "rinces for the first time in joint
conclave with the representatives of the people of British
Tndia is symbolic of the gradual moulding together of Tndia
into one whole'. (6)

The rinces were given disproportionate prominence in the irst

Plenary ' eeting; four of the eight speakers to follow the King

1. Bastri, Rt. Hon. V. B. rinivasa C.H.j F.C.j "resident of the
Servant of India "ociety; 'gent of the Government of Tndia to
South Africa, 1927-9*

2. Benn to Irwin, 11th November, 1930, x. .. £, p. 237*

3* Ismail, :'ir L., "y ublic Life. (1954',FP* 63# 4*

4* The Times. 13th '"ovember, 1930*

5* Indian • ound Table Conference, 12th ove-.bnr, 1930 - 19th January.
1931. roceedln&s. Crad. 3778, p. 15.

6. Ibid.. p. 18.
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Bmperor were drawn from the "totes' delegation and the speeches of

atiala, Barode and Hydari were the subject of especially wane
(1)

commendations in a Times leader. Tt was felt that the Conference

had opened auspiciously, 'the friendly conversations between

representatives of all sections' were commented on even if 'people who

had come primed with stories of a.3tern pageantry that they would see

may have felt a trifle disappointed .... various splashes of colour
(2)

did remain - the vidid green of the aheraje of Alwar'a turban*.

Bonn's impression of a sense of solidarity among the rinces

proved to be short lived. atiola, the nominal Chancellor had found

himself to be effectively deposed; during his absence in Peris the

delegates had placed the Gaekwar in the chair, and atiala,

'rather a pathetic figure, not in go d health an't very worn
down nervously by the attacks that had been made upon Mm',(3)

asked Benn to intervene. The Secretary of "tate stalled, his stated

intention being

'to prevent a public row among the r>rlnce3 that would be most
derogatory to their dignity', (v)

/.part from this consideration, if the ' rinces were to emerge 83

All-India statesmen, their habitual dissensions should be swept under

the carpet. But Benn continued to be plagued v/ith protests from

Patiale, ostensibly it was 'the honour of the position of Chancellor
(5)

that was worrying him'. Pot that the new Chairman of the tates*

delegation cut an especially impressive figure: Benn reported a talk

with the 'aekwar 'which amounted to very little .... he is thoroughly
(6)

friendly, hardly very constructive'.

I* The Times. 13th November, 1930.

2. Ibid.

3. Benn to Irwin, 11th November, 1930, Nr.. '., 6, p. 237.
4. Ibia.. p. 238.

5. Benn to Ir. in, 14th November, 1930, Fx."., 6, p. 242.

6. Benn to Irwin, 11th November, 1930, Fa.P.. 6, p. 237.
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Speculation about the rinoes' initiative began to appear in

the press# Cotatenting on a conference held in Bikaner's suite at the

Carlton on 14th November, The Tirana reported that 'various federal
ry-

schemes were being discussed'. The aekwar delivered a strongly

nationalistic address to the Best Indian "ssooiation on the following
(2)

evening. Reviewing the events of the fii'st week, Benn noted that

'the surprise for British opinion in the Conference has been
the support given by the . rinoes to the national claims; and
the surprise to the Tndi.ans has been the apparent rdLllingness
of the rinces to come at an early date into some federal
system'. (3)

He proposed a possible plan:

'to announce that the Gtotes' schemes of Federation introduce a

new element into the problem, that we are now possibly in sight
of a ederation of Ml "India, whereas, in the renrnbl~ to the
Act of 1919» we merely referred to the realisation of responsible
government in British India'.

Implicit here was a desire to discount His vaj«sty's Government as on

initiator of Federation;

•it should be added that this possibility has come on us so
suddenly that time is required to exnlore it'. (4

Thus the ground hod been carefully prepared in advance ??hen the

morning dawned of the historic lenary ession on 17th '"overnber, 1930.
(5s:

A thick frost enveloped the neighbourhood of It. James "Palace,

giving some of the delegates their first taste of an nglioh winter.

^vents within soon vanned up the "ncllan participants when the

constitutional fog which had long, enshrouded India's political future

1. The Times. 15th November, 1930.
3. Ibid. . 17th November, 1930.
3. Benn to Irwin, 14th November, 1930, ?!x.".. 6, p. 2t»3«
4. Ibid.

5* The "'imes, l' th "ovember, 1930.
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(15
thinned as if by magic. In 'the speech of his lifetime', the

first speaker, f>apro, demanded responsibility at the Centre, and asked

the Princes to support a Federation:

'"
ay I task® o very respectful appeal to some of my illustrious
countrymen who are patriots first and 'Tinoes afterwards'•••♦•
I think the Indian Prince is every inch as patriotic as one
of us • I would welcome the association of the Indian "tates
with British India mainly for three reasons. T say they will
furnish ft stabilising factor in a constitution. t further say
that the process of unification will begin at once. T lastly
say that in regard to matters of defence, they will furnish a
practical experience which is yet wanting in British India.
For all these reasons T invite them to join the bigger
federation*. (2)

Bikaner responded in very encouraging vein: as regards the 'tates'

position, he made the predictable points about

'unqualified loyalty to the Throne and Person of His ''sjesty
the King Imperor ••••• the kingly idea and monarchiaal system
are bone of our bone, flesh of our flesh'J (3

to this v.as linked

'an unfaltering adhesion to the British Commonwealth of Nations
••••«• and thirdly we stand without compromise on our treaty
rights and all that they involve', (k)

Then, on Dominion status Bikaner spoke unequivocally:

'Let us hitch our wagon to that star ••••• I am convinced
that we can best make a contribution through a federal
style of government .... the 'rinces and tates realise
that an /II-India Federation is likely to prove the only
satisfactory solution of India's problems'.

Tt held 'no terrors for the "rinces and Governments of the Indian Ttates*.

One considerable clue as to the rinces' motives in boldly entering

the arena of All India politics is supplied by the final section of

Bikaner's speech which contained a thinly veiled attack on olitlcal

Department practice •© upheld by the Butler Deport, and an

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

low, is. P., OP» cit. , p. 317.
Cmd. 1778. pp. 28, 29.

Ibid., p. 34»

Ibid.1 p. 35.

Ibid., pp. 33, 37.
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anticipation of British Indian support for Princes' grievances.

As to the infringement of "reaty lights,

'an extoltrery body of usage and political practice has ame
into being. "he time has passed when issues of this
importance can be decided ex parte by any government.
e therefore attach the utmost importance to the establishment
of a Supreme Court .... a principle to which the leaders of
political thought in British India have, I believe T am right
in saying, lent their full support', (l)

(2)
Thus, 'the most striking feature* of the Conference, the declared

commitment of the Indian States to a new federal constitution, came

(3)
about. Contemporary opinion was much impressed by the 1 rinces*

gesture and from now on events advanced at a pace too sharp for
(4)

Benn, with the Conservative interest making a volte face overnight.

Berm, presiding over the business Committee established at the Opening
(5)

Session, was shaken to hear Hoare no? call for a concentration on

the 'central question' when established Conservative policy had

hitherto called for discussion on rovinoial autonomy: 'it shows how

greatly Conservative opinion has been affected by the Princes' scheme

of federation'. Benn disliked this unforeseen change of direction
(6;

which might bring up the 'sharp issues' on the Centre too early.

!• IMA.. pp. 38, 39.
2. Ibid.« Introductory note, p. 7»

3» It was left to a distinguished veteran of the Political department to
point out in retrospect that of the four ' rinces concerned in the
public acceptance of Federation - Bikaner followed by lwar, Rewa
and Hangli - two i.e. Alwar and Rewa hod later to be deposed for
gross misrule and all were essentially princelings ruling over
'tiny principalities each with less than one million inhabitants'.
See ylie, ir F. (Indian Political ervice 1919-3$# Governor of
Central rtovinces and Berar 193^0; Political Adviser to the
Crown Representative 1940-41 and 19^3-45# Governor of the Halted
Provinces 1945-7) 'Federal Negotiations in India 1935 and After*
in hilips, C. P. and ainwright, P. T • (eds.), on. cit.. p. 520.

4* An indication of the increasing momentum is Reran's preotioe of
writing long daily letters to Irwin which begins during this period.

5. Hoare, Fit. "on. Sir Samuel John Ouraey; P.O. 1922; Id,.P. Cambridge;
IUP. (Con.) Chelsea since 1910; '"ember of Indian Round Table
Conference; secretary of State for India, 1931-5.

6. Benn to Irwin, 17th November, 1930, 6, p. 246.
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(1)
The momentum continued -filth *a very high-flown oration' from

"lwar to lead off the '"lenai*v ession of l°th November. '"he
(2)

'aha raja of Rewa contributed

'a very attractive little speech stating what he called the
conservative point of view which he said had great value
CHear, ear* from Feel)'. (3)

There was certainly much material here to underline the Trinces*
(4)

reputation as natural conservatives. This was not lost on eel

who, in the following speech, while not neglecting to stress the

importance of the Services find British trade, nevertheless 'wound ut>
(5)

in a sympathetic strain'. ost hopeful was eel's observation that

'we should attempt perhans to lay some stones immediately on
which the great federal idee oan be built'. (6)

Benn felt obliged to reiterate almost daily the shattering

effect of the Princes' initiative:

'so far the Tinces' schemes have completely altered the
situation. Conservative opinion in this country is much
impressed end willing to go far if a good federal scheme
can be devised'. (7)

Presiding over the Business Committee session on the following day,

1. Benn to Irwin, lpth "ovember, 193Q» ibid.. p. 247. The address
was stuffed with dramatic and unconnected imagery, 'the seeming
corpse appears to be awakening .... it's a long way to Tipperary'.

ct,a» ynP, pp. 46-51.
2. "!•!!« "aharaja Sir Gulab inghji, tate area 13,000 sq. miles j

population 1,500,000; revenue circa "500,000.
3. Bonn to Irwin, 18th November, 193°» Hx.P.. 6, p. 247.
4. Rewa's emphasis lay very much on gradualism: 'I feel certain that

not only among the millions who till the 30II of India, but among
all sob? r-minded politicians and statesmen there must be a large
amount of support for, and sympathy with, those who counsel a
cautious advance and preach the dangers of precinitation and
shortcuts'. Cir.d. 377°. p. 57.

5. Benn to Irwin, 18th November, 193<B» "be."'.. 6, p. 247.
Crod. 377' . pp. 67, 8. - n this occasion eel seemed very favourably
disposed towards Federation. He recognised 'that the idea of
some sort of federal union between the rinoes and the "rovinces
has grown rapidly and has enlisted a large amount of sympathy from
great seotions of opinion. That seems to be a tremendous gain,
because it is very difficult to see ho" it is possible to get an
organised unity in India except on some Federal basis'. "bid.

7. Benn to Irwin, 19 th November, 193°» Hx.. 6, p. 247.
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Benn was staggered to find Reading, who had hitherto established

himself (with Birkenhead as the most raucous opnonent of Indian
(1)

political advance, pressing for discussion on responsibility at

the Centre:

'at first T thought he was erely preparing for a battle royal;
but from what I learn now it is clear that Reading and many
Conservatives are prepared to do a good deal for responsibility
at the Centre if only some Federal system with the substantial
element which the rinecs would contribute can be introduced'#(2*

In general, Benn had come to feel that Federation was a real

possibility:

'British India would be tempted to be concessive by the hope
of the greater powers which a edcrel Government would enjoy
and the rinces might be attracted • ••• by the possibility
that their position as to paramountry might be favourably
reviewed*. (5}

lot that formidable hurdles in the path towards Federation did

not exist; some acre clearly foreseen by the Secretary of "tote,

sane less so. The acquiescence of British traditionalist interests

could not be assumed. The relatively enlightened style of the

Conservative position was largely due to the attitude of eel and

Hoare, both of whom were impressed by the Conference to data but*

(4 •
concerned about carrying their party. For was it clear how a

Federal plan would be received in India. Benn understood that

'our primary task is to send men home with something worthwhile
to face the jibes of Congress'. (5)

Yet Benn was in possession of a most depressing report from a leading

radical author end political commentator currently sojourning in

Bombay:

'no one, not even Liberals, hopes for anything from the Bound
Table. o one, not even Liberals, has any respect for the
Indian Relegation barring lastri, Capru and three or four
more. In the present mood of exasperation, even a good
and generous compromise will be scouted'. (C
Bee Benn's condemnation of Reading's 'terrific rhodorontade' in
the Lords during the debate of the Irwin 'declaration*; Benn to
Irwin, 34th November, 1929, Hx»P». 5, p. 148.
Benn to Irwin, 19th November, 193°> IbuF.. 6, p. 249.
Tbld.
Ibid., p. 251
Ibid., p. 250.
II. N. Brailsford to Benn, 2nd November, 1930, *rbc.T.. 6, p. 255*

1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.



The Times correspondent in Few Delhi reported 'great interest' In

the federal initietivea particularly as interpreted in an article
(1)

by fastri in the 'Hindustan Tines'• Although '"astri offered some

comfort to the conservative rinces through the implication that a

democratic Government of "Main would not pursue an interventionist

policy in the same way as the Grown, he did refer ominously to
(2)

'the clamour* of Indian ;"tates' subjects for reform# ^uch food

for thought here for Rewa and the ultra conservative Rulers.
' further formidable obstacle wan sited inside the Government of

India itself. The crystallisation of Federation into a practical

scheme with positive and recognisable advantages for the "rinces would

depend to a large extent on the good offices of the Political department*

Koyes was not alone in his doubts here. long beficre the Conference

sat, apru had received a gloomy prediction from a self-proclaimed

architect of Princely rapprochement with British India;

'if British India's applecart is eventually upset, the persons
really responsible for that catastrophe will not be the 'rinces
themselves but the Political Officers who will give the wrong
lead with the object of retaining their authority'. (3)

"hilt: Irwin's bona fides were not questioned, 'I doubt if H.K. the

Viceroy knows the extent of the Political Officers* shortsightedness

and T am quite clear' that if he wants - and undoubtedly he does - a

satisfactory of the 1 ound "able Conference, amongst otter things ho

must solemnly charge this class of Ms officers to be loyal to the
(4)

policy of the present British Government'. There was substanoe

to Haksar's anxieties} as early as Au ust, 1929 the olitical
(5)

Deportment had warned rinces off 7 adoration, 'a matter for decades'*

1. The Times. 20th " ovember, 1930*
2« ^a.

3* Haksar to apru, November, 1929, an. . 219?), P« 43*
4* Ibid.

5. Ramusack, op. pit., pp. 243# 4*
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The 'olitieal department was represented at Gt. James Palace;

'It was of course in the nature of things that the Government
of India should depute some of its own offioers to observe, or
even to participate in the Conference*• (l)

The Government of India officials were not impressed with Benn; they

repeatedly complained that he spent more time with the Indian
(2)

delegates than with them. Benn felt that he got on well with
(3-

Fitjse, 'you have sent us some splendid advisers', but the latter

appears to have experienced little exhlleretion during his attachment
(4.}

to the S ecretariat, time hanging 'rether heavy on our hands*.

The rinces' Federal initiative came as a rude shock:

'it was of course somewhat disconcerting that the representatives
of the Princely rrder unexpectedly and, as it subsequently
appeared, with a quite inadequate appreciation of the coranitaients
involved, pronounced themselves at the very outset of the
proceedings to be in favour of a Federal constitution for
India, thus rendering out of date not only the despatch upon
which T had lavished so much time and labour, but also a great
port of the monumental i eport of the "iraon Commission'. (5)

The Political 'apartment would also be disturbed by the re-emergence

of the paromountoy issue, despite previous assurances from the Viceroy.

It was introduced by the Jam "ahib during the 'denary Cession of

20th November:

'while asking for Federation, we also ask for the '.judicial*
ascertainment of the rights of the "totes. The present
position that the Paramount oy/er can at will over-ride the
treaties is extremely unsatisfactory'. (6)

Benn express© interest in the renawnea cricketer's ppeech,

'delivered in cultivated Palish style, but he repeated what
has already been stated by Patiala and other Princes, namely,
that the internal rights of the tates must be protected
and by this I understand they are after something in
substitution for autocratic rule by the "olitical department'. (7)

1. Fitze, Sir K., op. oit.. p. 77*
2. Gupta, P. P., pp. olt.. p. 212.
3« Benn to Trwin, l^th "ovember, 1930* Gx. .. 6, p. 2k7.
4» Fitze, "ir K., op. oit.. p. 7B.
5. Ibid.

6. Cmd. 5776. p. 127.

7. Benn to Irwin, 20th November, 1930, Hx.P.. 6, p. 251.
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Not muoh of this was to Irwin's liking and he oontinued to

discount prospeots fttfr Federation:

'I still cannot "believe that immediate federation, when the
rincea understand its implication, will be found practical'• (l)

To explain away the Government of Tndia*s failure to forecast the

rinces' initiative, Irwin brought up, rather lamely, the danger in

any official association with federation which might

'give grounds for the assertion that we were seeking to side¬
track British Indian aspirations by introducing the conservative
element of the f'tates at the outset'. (?)

inding up the first phase at the lenary ession of 21st November,

the 'rime " inister dwelt in the most fulsome terms on the rinces'

Declaration which had

"revolutionised the situation. Supposing we had met here
without the rinces, supposing the Trinces had come and had
said nothing, or supposing they had said 'we are merely
spectators*. hat a different situation would have presented
itself to us.'" (3)

In Benn'a version, the rime " inister's leading point ran that the

Conference's status was assured:

'v,hat we had to do now was to get on to practical questions,
bearing in mind the great help ®e have received from the
Princes' Federal proposals'. (4)

The Conference expected to deal with 'practical question®' by

resolving itself into a number of committees, the key body being the

1. Irwin to Benn, l?th November, 1530, .. ( t p. 335*

2. Ibid.

3. GM. 3770. p. 1°4.

4. Benn to Irwin, 21st November, 1930, ''x. .. 6, p. 253*
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(1)
Federal • truoture Committee. Ita formidable brief included

auoh 'Heeds of Discussion' as the component elements of the

Federation; the type of Federal Legislature required and its powers,

its membership and the distribution of representation among the
(2)

federating units; methods of choosing representatives. For

Princes

'perhaps disposed to feel more at home in the banqueting hall
than in the Conference Chamber' (3

this was a daunting prospect and by now none may have felt more

comfort in commitment to an ideal rather tha a reality. is a

Times editorial put it,

'the sceptics are already asking if the great ideal of these
last few days will survive the next stare of the Conference ...
will the ' rincns and Dermns be as jealous for it when it comes
to be translated into a certain surrender of sovereignty*. (4,

Then, too, the rift between Patiala, in practical terms deposed as

Chancellor, and Bikaner, the Federal man of the hour, had become
(5)

much more difficult to conceal.

However, Benn was determined throughout to represent the

proceedings to Delhi in an optimistic light. Not only had the

Princes' entry secured 'the interest and even active supuort of a
(6)

great many Conservative elements', but the press had fallen into

line:

1. Thi3 much is clear from the calibre of its membership drawn
from the most influential of the delegates
Indian tates: Bikaner and Bhopal, "ydnri, Tsmall and "nksar.
British India: apru, astri, amaswami, *iyar, "udaliar,

Jayaker, Jlnnah, Gavin Jones, uhansned hefi,
Hjjal "ingh, eyed ultan Ahmad.

Britain: Leas mlth {labour', Hoard and "eel (Conservative),
Leading and Lothian (Liberal). lee Cad. 3778. p. 209.

2. See "hmad, ■ •, on. cit., p. 119.

3. Fitze, Sir P., on. cit.. p. 7?.
4« The "lews. 22nd "overnber, 193®.

5. Bern to Irwin, 20th "ovember, 1930, Hx.P.. 6, p. 251. Bikaner
was a "ember of the Federal Structure Gub-Coiamittee, "atiala waa not.

6. Benn to Irwin, 24th November, 1930, Hx.P., 6, p. 258.
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'Gsrvin who, T suppose, invented the phrase 'United tates of
India', which "lwar collared, is sympathetic- Dawson has
been sympathetic throughout; "eel is moving, and Reading,
it is not too hard to say, la on the run*, (l)

Keen to maintain momentum, Benn took n positive hand in the direction
(2)

of affairs through his chairmanship of a Federal elations Committee,

a large affair comprising 32 members with 10 of the If "ndlan ""tates'
(3;

d' legates represented. This gathering became the forum for

various federal schemes:

'*kbar "Iydari has now become the exponent of a Central uthority
for ritish India only,with a edfrol authority above it for
British India and the ndian tatesJ but apru has become the
advocate of one ederal association without a separate assembly
for .'ritish India'. (U

Is disaus3ion continued ";enn felt Increasing confidence in the

nationalist representatives:

'the ritish Indians appear to be showing a great deal of
coration sense and whilst they are pressing for unified
currencies, posts etc., they are quite willing to concede
snail points which touch the dignity of the rinces, such
as the effigy on the stamps and so on'. (5)

ne nagging difficulty for Benn lay in dealing with the rinces'

persistent demands for a move on araraountcy. it p. secretly convened

meeting between Benn, the rime 'inister and leading 'rinces, the

British ministers sat through a harrowing succession of rinoely

grievances against the olitioal Department,

1. Certainly The Time a to elate, bar the odd sceptical comment,
exuded enthusiasm for the achievements of the Conference:
frenuent references ere made to 'high levels of debate .... of
vision and reality'. 'f the Indian delegates themselves,
'they have been able in the Inst five days to give British
opinion an object lesson in the solidarity of "ndip.n nationalism'•
See ""'he "Toes. 2Cth, 21st, 22nd oveisber,* 1930.

2. The initial committee formed on the conclusion of the ^eneral
Discussion phase: it then delegated the key issues to the Federal
Structure ub—Committee. oe 'rd. 377 '. pp. 7, 8.

3» The "imea. 24th ' ovember, 1930.
4* Benn to Irwin, 26th ' ovember, 1930, Fx., 6, p. 26l.
5* Benn to Irwin, 3rd December, 'x.' .. 6, p. 273*
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'some of which, just by the evidence they themselves produced,
seemed to provide excellent examples of the need for seme sort
of control, though, whether in future it would corse frees below,
instead of above, is an open question*• (1)

Benn and "ecBonald affected to remain non-commital, but it was

seriously put to Irwin,

'that if we want the Trinces in Federation, they themselves
will demand a price and that one of the concessions the
British Government will be supposed to make will be something
touching the question of ' aremountoy'. (2)

To underline the c.uoial importance of rlncel.y participation, Benn

recounted reoent meetings with

'one or two of the back bench Conservative vembers who
represent rather the ex-fray officer view; and they asked
sympathetically about the Conference and heard with pleasure
the path the : rinces were taking*.

Benn drove his point home:

'the feet is that the rinces are key-men 30 far as clearing
the political d fficulties in this country are concerned*, (j)
Given the ever widening Bikaner— atinIn split, pushing the

"rinces towards concerted action presented problems, but Benn felt

increasingly drawn towards Bhopal, influential in the Chamber of

rinces,

'a model, helpful and able young man • •••. and not of the
conservative school, certainly among his staff he had people
who knew all about Congress and were not at all out of
sympathy with them*. (V

Benn calculated that the Chamber group was running the "rincea and

'inasmuch as they have got Kashmir, Hydari and "irza Ismail
workin with them, T think we may take it that it really
represents a sufficiently powerful body to sway the "rinces as
a whole'• (5;

1. The old conservative, ewa, confessed privately that he had just
been roped in by the Chamber group and took no sides. In fact
he thought the picture his fellow rinces had painted 'of the
offensive and autocratic actions of the "olitieal Department was
grossly exaggerated and mentioned one or two cases where he
thought the intervention of the sramount "ower had been too long
delayed'• lbid.

2. Ibid.

3. Ibid.

4* Berm to Irwin, 24th November, 193C, Hx. .« 6, p. 258.
5. Benn to Irwin, 4th December, 193^, x. .« 6, p. 27;•
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Nor night araraountoy inevitably prove to be the sticking point#

"ovinn talked to Alwar again about the Trinees' case, enn concluded

that

'they can hardly resist going into the ; ederation in any case;
but in as such as they realise the Government would like them
to federate, they think it a -ood opportunity to press the
claims as to pareuaountcy'. (lj
or- well into eceraber, the Federal Committee had come round to

*a general conclusion* which envisaged

'a unitary body oonsi ting of two Chambers in the right
Central authority without a ritish Indian Chamber at all,
the ritish n"inns being represented in the ower Chamber*• \2,

It is not clear ho seriously Benn took tliis exceedingly safe formula}

he conceded that 'popular' interests had been excluded from the
(3)

Committee# But he retained absolute confidence in hi3 ability

to steer the rinee3 along: a propos of a forthcoming meeting,

* I do not expect that we shall have to sustain a very
formidable bombardment as there seems to be several
lines of cleavage among the ' 'rinoes'#

It was tacitly acknowledged that the policy of "is Net J«sty *3

Government could best be put over beyond the baleful glare of the

Political "Department, so Fitse and. his colleagues were excluded on

this occasion in case the rinces felt * we were bring unduly

shepherded*. (4''

In order to 'keep the rinces straight', Bonn was prepared

to out un with any number of minor iffcitants like the ludicrous
(5)

grading of dignitaries at the "lwar Bannuet, a crude riposte to
(6)

the plecings at the Lord ' ayor's Dinner "rble# Tnterested

in carrying the rinces with him as a body, the ecrrtary of tate

1. ; -enn to Irwin, 5th eoember, 153 » x» ., 6, p# 279«
2» Benn to Irwin, 11th December, 1930, .. 6, p. 281.
3# Ibid.
4« Benn to Irwin, 12th "'eoerber, 193'» x. ., 8, p. 2%.
5. Benn to Irwin, lfith December, 1930, "x# .. 6, p. 290.
6. ee p. 313.
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(1)
took core to draw in the smaller rinces like Bholpur, 'modest,

(25
intelligent, and essentially a entleman', to informal discussions#

Facing up to the difficulties of safeguarding a minor State, the

Jat ruler favoured

'a Federation of all the "tates first and then federate with
British India •••••• otherwise there is nothing for it but
the very rapid assimilation of the tntes to, and even
absorption into, British Tndia*. (3

Fining with other minor rinces, enn encountered varying degrees

of anxiety for the future:
(k)

'although ' orfynp&fr said Cpngres3 did not effect him very
much, hngli^3 and T..ind±(': 'felt its reactions very
keenl.y'. (7)

In the aftermath of these conversations, Benn appears to have

developed a oulte unwarranted regard for the influence and prestige
(8)

of even minor Rulers#

By Boxing Bay, a very safe style of constitutional formula had

emerged:

'the Tower House shell be the powerful one, elected indirectly
from ritish India, with the nominees of the tates and
possibly a nominated element as ell# "he Upper House would
then be elected by the lower 'ouse, plus nominations ••••• a
Centre of the most ultra conservative kind end this would inspire
greet confidence among the cautious'• (9)

1. "ir Uhai Bhan ingh, G.C.I.r., .C. .1., K.C.V. ., invested with
full powers in 1913# 12,000 square miles; population (.Tat) 230,188#

2. Benn to Irwin, l"th December, 193°» x. .. 6, p. 291#
3# Tbid.

4. H.H. "aharaje Kano aheb, .C. >1., created aharaja 1918;
captained the "ll-Tn&ia cricket team which later toured "ngland
in 1932; the "tote in which Gandhi had been expected to assume
his father', role as Bewan.

5# Sir Chinto onrao Bhundirao, .C.I. succeeded 1903, personal
salute of eleven guns.

6# Thakore aheb ri "ir aulatsinhji Jaswetsinhji Bahadur, K#C#S#I.,
. ., i'.R.G.S., F.R. . acoession to gadi in 1908; 33k
snuare miles in ''hme&abad Collectorate; nine gun aalute.

7# Benn to Irwin, 22nd Becember, 193 # Hx« . 6, p. 229.
8* Ibid. Zl> vG> • v

9# Benn to Irwin, 26th December, 1930, "x.".. 6, p. 302.
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Benn found that leading British Indian delegates saw through the

scheme. Sastri claimed that what professed to be a popular

Legislative Assembly was in effect a nominated body; although

the official bloc had disappeared:

'the British influence would be felt through a nominated bloc
of Diwans'. (l)

No doubt fearful of his future reception in India, Sastri added

'we shall be charged with betraying utterly the interests of
thousands of our fellow-Indians who are subjects of the
States'.

Criticism of Princely participation in the future constitution was

not much to Benn's taste and when Jinnah proposed that the Princes

were so uncertain in their minds that they would not much care if

the whole Federal thing broke down, Benn countered sharply:

'I told him that, if it did, then goodbye to any hope of
getting any measure of Conservative support1. (2)

It appears that rumours about the Princes backtracking on

Federation were beginning to gather ground in the New Year; this

much may be gathered from the frequency of their declarations to the

contrary. At a bizarre dinner given to the old nationalist Muhammed
(3)

Ali, Alwar privately told Benn to ignore 'ill-founded talk alone
(4)

these lines'. Further reassurance came from Sahibzada Sultan

(5)
Ahmed who saw;

1. Benn to Irwin, 29th December, 1930, Hx.P., p. 303»
2. Ibid.

3. The curious company also included Lansbury and the ex Prime
Minister of Turkey, Rastif Bey. Alwar, of all people, was the
proposer, in a very long speech, of the health of Ali. The
occasion was somewhat spoiled for Alwar by the persistence of
the Communist M.P. for North Battersea, Saklatvala, in addressing
him as 'Alwar Sahib'. Benn to Irwin, 31st December, 1930, Hx.P., 6,
p. 305. Perhaps the most embarrassing moment of the Conference's
social rounds also concerned Alwar. As witnessed by Benn, it took
place at the Prime Minister's Hogmanay party: an exuberant middle
aged lady said that if the first foot was a man with dark hair she
would embrace him; 'as I happened to know that Alwar had made up
his mind to perform this function uninvited, I was all agog. When
Alwar himself appeared, the shrieks from the unfortunate individual
who had made the Jephstah's oath had to be hushed up in case the
whole story should come to light'. Ibid.
Ibid., p. 301•

5 Member of ti juncil of Regency in G-walior.
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'no likeliho:d at all of their running out .... while the
Princes see certain definite advantages in substituting
Federal control for unrestricted paramountcy in matters
of common concern, their real fear is the growth of
democratic Tndia ?dth which, later, they woul not be able
to make so favourably the inevitable terms'. (1*

In this projection, the 'tatea would have a very reel interest in

early Federation:

'the ranees' idea is that well-managed tates and a I©deration
in which autocracy is weightily represented may turn the
whole scale against democracy end save the rincely position*. (2)

Optimistic forecasts of this sort quite interested kermj he was

impressed by the rinces* show of resolution as regards nationalist

pressures at home. Indeed, staunchness of this sort was recommended,

in en oblique way, to the Viceroy:

'the lam ahib told me that he was darling sternly with
picketing which has spread to his tate and of course
"'orbonder, Bei-oda end many others are having the trouble.
The significant thing, so far as T e n judge, is that their
methods do not provoke the sort of feeling that is worked up
so easily when the control is in our hands'. (3)

centime, it was made clear to ^elhi that the ederal ideal

was here to stay:

' ydnri, who was the first to put forward practical proposals,
is as firm as ever in his belief in Federation and there is
not the least chance of his bolting ..... iksner made it clear
that Federation stood and he said that 75 of the tates would
join in it'. (4)

The only professed doubt in enn's mind concerned the character

of the future Indian executive;

'the more I see of the rinces - and indeed some of the British
Indians - the more convinced I feel that a Cabinet formed of
such elements will be very solid and probably too conservative'. (5)

1. enn to Irwin, 1st anuary, 1931, :. », 6, p. 306.
2. Ibid.

3» Benn to Irwin, 6th .'anuary, 193- > '■>-» «. 6, p. 311 •

4« 'enn to Irwin, th January, 1931> 7-v» ». 6, p. 312*

5. Ibid.
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This minor misgiving apart, in general the outlook for Federation

seemed to Bann to be very favourable, and it had found backing in

the highest quarters:

'the ing is very interested in it all and very sympathetic
and gives no support whatever to the die-hard school'• (l)

As to those very sensitive Issues concerning the composition and powers

of the future Federal Legislature which had been under discussion in

the Federal trueture Sub-Coranittee, progress had. been rapid and

indeed the Chairman had scored a considerable personal triumph:

'Sankey has become a deity with the ndians, partly for his
courtewy but chiefly for his profound legal knowledge ....
it really is marvellous how, in he course of a few weeks,
he has sketched out, if only in pencil, the possibilities
of ©deration'• (2)

(3)
On closer examination, the reports of the relevant Committee

do not endorse the ecretary of tate's euphoria. Its proceedings

amounted to three times the length of its . ister committee
(4,

ecuivalcnts and on crucial issues semewhat acrimonious discussion
(5)

did not elicit an agreed solution. 'part from rincely

hesitstions, there were ominous indications that the British
(6)

Conservative delegates had fallen back upon an ulta-cautious stance.
(7)

Nor could the vexc-1 c nmunal issue be sidetracked. In practice

1. :enn to Irwin, 12th armory, 1931» 'T*. .. p. 314.
2. Ibid.

3 . 2ub-Committee o. 1 F ederal ti ucture.-.
4* See Cmd. 377 . pp. 4, 5«
5. See in particular the exchanges on 'Competence of the Federal

Legislature', >id. 577". pp. 294-3950.
6. The Conservative caveat ran: 'lord eel and ir anuel '"oare,

with tiKi information at their disposal, and with so many questions
still undecided, are unconvinced that the kind of xecutive
envisaged in this ©port can be successfully adapted to the special
conditions oi an 11-Indin Federation'• Cmfl. 377 . p. 210.

7. Both uharrmed "hafi and Jinnah insisted on settlement of the 'Tindtt-
Fuslim question as a preliminary to framing a "ederal scheme:
'no constitution waul; work unless it embodied provisions which
gave a sense of security of the uslims and other minorities'.
Ibid.
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the Federal tructure Report was published in a form containing very

substantial loopholes:

'every member of the bib-Committee reserves to himself the
right of modifying his opinion before the final nicture is
completed'. (l)

The British right wing nress nounced on this manifest oaution as
(2)

evidence of a breakdown.

Bonn's faith in the 'rinoes* ood intentions took less noooimt

of the circuitous language of " ewans when the Conference touched on

States' int rnnl autonomy than on the unstinted enthusiasm of rinces

for the begue ideal: as quaintly expressed by ikaner to the ankey

Committee,

'not -rely as a rince, but as a son of the soil, T have no
hesitation in saying tbn' we have achieved a remarkable degree
of common rchievement these substantial gains must not
bo lost'. (3)

Following r. final private meeting between the rinces, acDonald and

himself, enn spoke with confidence of the federal future:

'generally speaking, those hare are, T think, prepared to
federate. Rhopel, Bikoner, ' irse Ismail and also Cydari
(in so far as the Flam's instructions have allowed him" have
given a ood lead to the others in the federal tructure
Committee*. (4)

1. Sub-Committee ~o. 1 (Federal truoture), Second Report presented
to n reeting of Committee of the hole Conference, 15th Janusjr ,
1531. "bid.

2. r"he 'ally Telegraph gave full publicity to the doubts of leading
'

uslir: delegates and Conservative Berbers. 'Tie "'orning est.
under the headline 'Indian Constitution tillbom', proposed a
bisorre parallel situation: 'If r. Conference sitting in India,
over whioh on Indian presided, were to draw up a constitution for
all Ruropo, it woul not be surprising if one section or another,
th? oman Catholics or the rotestenta for example, were to refuse
to accent it. 'nd so in this case * ord ankey has no personal
knowledge of Indie, which is just es difficult and 00mplicated as
xirope.4 See Doily Tele/oreph. 14th January, 1931! "ornitv; ost,
14th January, 1931-

3- -ye.^ /~7~? . p.

4* enr to Irwin, 15th January, 1931* Tx.'.. (, p. 317.
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The leading question remained, to whet, extent had the rinoes thought

through the implications of federation. Betm's essential optimism

might have been tempered by the shrewd observations passed by Kewa

on a private cn.ll to the India "ffice. ova no?- understood as

a consequence of hi3 London visit that his preference for the

status ouo was impossible, 'we oould not for ever go on ruling
(1)

by the lathi*. Leva was prepared to accept, what ho construed

as the only logical solution, one Chamber with s membership elected

by Jtates and rovinces together.

*"e complained that the other rinces blinked at this fact and
would not recognise the implications of what they were doing.
So far as he was concerned, he would not be surprised if his
''tate was one of the first to join the federation? but he
did know what it was leading to,whereas the others did not*. (2)

forever efcpheneral the achievement of the Conference, the

India 'fflce took great pains to publicise a positive outcome through

staging a final lenary Cession which would be an occasion of warmth

end solidarity between all parties. The beneficial global publicity

would be secured by the installation of "ovi.etone apparatus on the

proviso that should a delegate walk out, the film would be - by

accident - destroyed. hould an Indian delegate publicly voice any

disloyal sentiments, then the band of the Coldstream Guards, concealed
(31

in an adjoining room of t. James "alacc, was detailed to strike up.

In the event, it all went off very well before' a full attendance of

delegates, advisers and secretaries. "t the high point of "aohonald's

theatrical closing speech 'the white light of the film machine was
(4)

thrown upon the room, particularly where the "rime Minister stood*•

1. Bonn to Irwin, 20th January, 1931, '!x. .. 6, pp. 327, 8»
2. Ibid.

3. Benn to "rv.in, 19th January, 193 » "-*» ., Cs, p. 325*

4. The Times. 20th January, 1931.
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ith the camera still in motion,

' atiala, in his blue turban and diamond earrings, was brought
up near the rime "iniater, stood in front of the microphone,
and read out a very grateful acknowledgement'. (1

The only discordant note on thi3 glittering occasion was struck by

Sastri who 'rather a ainst the rules of the game introduced something
(2)

about tates' subjects'. So the Coldstream bandsmen were only

required in their orthodox role and when they struck up the T'ational
(3)

Anthem, spirited sin in - and cheering engulfed the assembly.

Benn enthused about the very favourable effect produced by the

final scenes,

'even papers like the "orning oat had to record our excellent
finale, the singin of the 'rational *nthem ..... T am setting
great store by the circulation of the film in India*. (A,

awson's relevant leader coul have been penned in the India ffice:

'Federation for 11 India forthwith - a new feature this, fore¬
shadowed as nothing more than a hopeful indeed till the Round
Table Conference ana assembled in London, but thrust into the
very foreground, recognised at once as a new factor of
incalculable significance, and more and more strongly supported
as the Conference went on'. (5)

In this appreciation one delegate was singled out, the young awab of

Bhopal, whose words,

1. Benn to Irwin, 19th January, 1931* Hx.~., 6, p. 325* otiola's
speech was a brief two paragraph affair, but he may have thought
it worthwhile doing as a bid to re-establish his position following
his effective eclipse by Bilcaner and Bhopal. "ith matchless
effrontery, atiela requested a confidential advance copy of
rGlenoid's concluding sneechj the request was oolitely denied.

See I..'. . 30/69A/57n.
2. r-onn to Irwin, 19th January, 1931, "-x. ., 6, p. 325* fee too

■r: 77'. p. 511.

3» The 'imes. 2Cth Januar; , 1931.

k* Benn to Irwin, 21st January, 1931* ,!-<« », 6, p. 320.

5* The Times, editorial ""he Conference 'djoums', 20th Jnnu- ry, 1931*
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"sum up both the national aspirations of his native land and
the alternatives ahead of it and they may well be pondered not
only in India but in this country, where it was the fashion
till lately to suppose that there was some profound difference
of outlook between the rimes of the totes and the politicians
of British India. ' r hove rande it clear*, he said, 'that we
can only federate with c seIf-govern!rr British India, and that
if -ritish India is not self-governing any federation will be
to our disadvantage'. o much for the solidarity of articulate
Indian opinion on Federation and esponsibility". (1

There remained solid grounds for viewing this constitutional

comet, the Federal ideal, as a less then absolute political solution.

n the ritish side there had been so little time tc analyse Federal

possibilities. 's eyes' correspondent in the Tndia Council

confessed,

'T had no inkling the Chiefs meant business over federation
until they first got to Tondon'. (2V

The labour Cabinet had little precognizance of what was afoot.

Perhaps their most authoritative adviser understandably felt that

Government of Tndia forecasts as to the rinoes' intentions at the
(3)

Conference were gro sly misleading. Irwin's response carried

the ring of bewilderment:

'it certainly is a very complete transformation in their own
position, in as much as all of them, with one voice before
they loft India en'' for many months before that, hod been
telling me that they intended to go very slow indeed and see
how ritish ndian affairs worked out'. (4

1. Ibid. In framing this glowing tribute, *awson may have been
influenced by the ga han who held Bhopal in the highest regard:
'an outstandin.• figure among the rulin, primes of his time -
a devout uslin, p. man of driving energy and will-power, of
great oh; leal strength, a sportsmen and at lete and a first-class
pole player. c was also a con :need 'ndian nationalist, eager
to throw off India's semi-colonisi yoke, and to do away with
her dependent status'. '"he : c-iojrs of the ' in han. (1954' , p» 216.

2. Bray to eyes, 7th January, 1931, ,*s. .. 28.
3. I'aynrrd, ir John, enoranduia, " ribour Forty -dviaory 'oraaittee on

Imperial uestions, . . ., 30/69/1/334*
4. Irwin to Bonn, 24th November, 1930, ., 6, p. 339.
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On the strength of the Viceroy*® testimony, Federation had no fathers

inside the Government of India:

'if the schemes do come to fruition, it will be a c&rious
illustration of Indians themselves producing something on
different lines to those on which British minds unassisted
might have worked', (l

It had to be conceded that the Federal goal still lay a long

way off, 'ven * acronald, in his picturesque style, acknowledged the

limitations of the ede; al ub»Coranittee Report:

'that eport, rough wood if " may say so, wooft of very varying
lengths, full of knots, full of difficulties in handling and
using, much to be planed and fitted into a logical and
consistent structure', (2'

And the moat gnarled timbers had yet to be uncovered, Bonn let slip

to the Viceroy that two quite fundamental issues which would determine

the Princes* policy on federation would have to be settled in Ihi:

'two questions of federal import which the *5rinoes want to discuss
with you, and the solution of which seems most likely to
influence their individual attitude towards federation, are
their respective representation in the Federal !egislature and
xecutive\3)and the financial implications to the tates of
federation. Neither question has been discussed here in
Conference', (4

One major participant who liked to think of himself as a bridging

figure between est and est, the Aga han, recalled 'an especial

atmosphere of hopefulness and optimism' enveloping Tederation, 'the

Conferenceb one major tangible achievement*. But even he, 'in my

heart of hearts was always suspicious that our work might not procure
, r

any real or lasting results. >nru a\i pec ted the rinees of

1. Ibid.

2. Cmd. 3778. p. 502.
3« * veritable Bordian knot appeared to 'block progress here. ' ikaner

tola enn that this was n "uestion for discussion between "rinoes
an: the Viceroy and that 'he regarded the Chamber as the proper
machinery for the purpose. r'his view however seems not to be
shared either by Hydarl, Mysore and the Vndroa totes or by the
small tates represented by "angli. The delegates of these Ctates
have expressed privately a strong preference for an impartial committee
to - .• ke recommendations to the Viceroy*. Bonn to Irwin,
15th January, 1931» ' >:. ., 6, p. 317.

4. Ibid.

5» The cmolrs of the ' ~ra hen, p. 220.



(1)
'besting a retreat* even before they left London# The Jan fahlb

confessed to a correspondent that 'suspicion and distrust are

reigning supreme'; for him the Conference had turned out 'an even
(?)

more dismal failure than he had feared'. evortheless, in

taking the decision to enter the "11-Tndia political arena, the

rinces had altered for the next decade the direction of British

strategy in mapping out political concessions to ;dia. nee

apprised in London of the rinces' attachment to the principles of

1 ©deration, overnsaent of India officials there began to explore the

use of the rincely tates in r edorol "ssenbly as n conservative
(3)

force# iiaon is generally oredite veith the formulation of a
(4)

' rinoes' veto' on ndian constitutional progress, the Conservative

demand for "11 "ndir ederation as a p ©requisite to responsible

government# f course Conservatives could calculate that, given the

disinclination within the olitioal "Department to take Federation

seriously, it would take n period of years to establish an effective

Federation and this would suit the gradualist position.

The instant receptivity of the Conservatives in London to the

•political emergence of the rinces requires explanation# Granted

that iiaon had done a good deal to prepare the ground, the Viceroy

himself, in defiance of his many pious protestations to successive

eoretari.es of tetc about the dangers in hiding behind rinces, took

the lead in alerting : nldvdn in 1929 in the strictest confidence to

certain possibilities:

1. 'bred, ., or# cit#, p# 1?3#
2. Jar. Phib to the on. rthur . omerset, cited in ild, B# anil.

(1934 , p# 2^7.
3# Gupta, . op. cit#, p. 213.
4# core, . ., on# cit.. p. 3»
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'the emergence of the "fates' problem is, T em sure, the
card that tre shall be able to play with effect when the
right moment comes as justifying us in envisaging what,
to India, will seem a more liberal method of approaching
by way of Conference or something of the kind, with the
State# in. I am sure this is the way to tackle it •••••
hon't forget that T have not written all this to the
Indie Office'. 1

n the labour aide, ','onn saw in ">deration in instrusient which

conceivably could effect a safe transfer of power. "hat a labour

Ministry should preside over the launc ing of the major Indian

constitutional advance of the century would be irrefutable proof

01 its cap-city for statesmanship. Vpt the dominating consideration

for the "hchoneld ministry was its singular predicament in having

embarked on the Conference v.ith no plan of its own ready. The

marked absence of alternatives does much to explain Bern's fervour

for the Federal ideal.

"ut it should be clear that, whatever surreptitious Viceregal

encouragement la* in the background, the initial Impetus towards
(2)

ederatian was onerstec from within the rincely camp. Though

ylie could deer; the status of T'it:rr and the "r-"nces who had first

publicly committed themselves to Federation, * petty people * as he
(3)

put it, this was a declaration authorised by the great Htates in

those crucial discussions immediately prior to the opening of the

1. alifax to aldwin, 23rd April, 1929, . » ., vol. 103# P* 30.
or ever, it should be noted that one of the most influential
Conservatives, uaten Chamberlain, entertaine" doubts about the
Viceroy'3 grasp of Indian affairs: '"rwin's strength lay in his
lofty character, but brains were also needed 'n his position*•
See enorandum by Austen Chamberlain, 1st July, 1930, Austen
ilxrtnberlain ;r rrs hereafter . C. . 22/3/29*

2. neuestionably, :ikener was the pathfinder; he made the initial
approaches to : apru.

3 : lie, ir . . c' '., ■ . 52 •
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Conference1. It hss been alleged that the 'rinces' initiative wa3
(1)

prompted by the fact of a Inbour Government in power, but the

congenial attitudes of the labour hierarchy do not support the

notion that they were bent in pressuring the 'ranees in any direction.

The potential eclipse of the oliticnl re artment with the Institution

of a edcral Supreme Court did attract Their Highnesses; Bikaner

and the shrewder rinces sensed that their bargaining position would

not improve as British "indin moved inexorably towards self-government;

end it was open to commentators within the olitical Pepertment to

claim that the "rinces had been 'stampeded' into Tederation through
(?)

the progressive infiltr ,tion of their frontiers by 'jathas*.

The most convincing explanation for the rinces' decision to embark

on the voters of '11 "ndin politic remains that offered by one of thai r

own brotherhood, the "aharaja-kumar of Sitaoau, who observed that

'by one stroke of bold policy the Princely order could become
the hero of the day, and could not only oblige the other two
parties at the ound ^sble Conference, but also increase their
own importance and strengthen their own position*. (3)

This accords well with the natural workings of personal ambition

in the breasts of men hypersensitive to trie status of high office as

demonstrated in their perpetual competition to serve as India's

Bepreaentatives at Imperial Conferences and the ■ eague of 'ations.

1. enon, V. ., on. cit., p. 28.
2. Barton, Sir ., op. cit.. p. 29?• 'Jathas' were pickets of

unarmed men from ritish India bent on organising obstruction to
t c 'tote's authorities. Ibid, p. 292. or . T'ehru's
involvement with the Nabha jfttha, see chapter 2 pp. 'V*,«

3. inh, ., on. c j t., p. U .
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By assuming the role of architects of Federation, ikaner, Bhopal

and their fellows could anticipate that they would f:11 prestigious

positions in an All India legislature; they sensed how crucial

their participation was to Conservative interests in ritaln. It

was not dm ediately apparent to ri ices, imbued with ruasi-monarch!el

ambition, that in the protrsctc constitutional negotiations to come,

in some respects r in to a sophisticated form of political chess between

Indian nationalism an ritish imperialism, their "righneases "-ould

increasingly come to be regarded more as pawns than kings.
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In the immediate aftermath of the First Round Table Conference, it

was widely supposed that the Princes had emerged with a greatly

strengthened hand. 'Fever before have they had so much importance

thrust upon them*, observed Jawaharlal Nehru, 'one of the notable

consequences of the Round Table Conference and the proposal to have a
(1)

Federation, is to push the Indian Princes very much to the forefront'.

There were surface indications of • sense of fellowship and confidence
(2)

for the future among returning Indian delegates. The momentum

towards Federation found expression in regular informal discussions

that took place on board the S.S. Viceroy of Indie where 'obviously

oordial relations pertained between all the delegates', though not all
(3)

enjoyed quite the same degree of comfort. This series of 'informal

yet none the less important conferences' continued through the deration
(4)

of the voyage. A positive indication of the new spirit of cooperation

obtaining between the representatives of the Tndian States and British

India was the telegram sent from the sea-borne delegates to Benn in

1. Nehru, J., An Autobiography. (19#)» p. 584.
2. The observation of one departing delegate in a party of 30 at

Victoria Station was thought by The Times to be particularly apposite:
'now we must fill in a fine outline with a T!ersian artist's care far*
detBil'. See "he Times. 23rd January, 1931*

3. Comment was passed on the extraordinary standard of oomfort at sea
set by some of the "rinoes: 'one Ruler has had four large cabins
knocked into one and a parquet floor laid down in order to provide a
'sitting room' commensurate with his dignity'. See Hie Times.
28th January, 1931*

4» Ibid., 2nd February, 1931*
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(1)
London congratulating him on Gandhi's release from detention#

In response to 'a hearty welcome' at Bombay, the returned delegates

issued a statement calling for the unity of India; the Conference had

marked

'the beginning of a process of unification which is fraught with
possibilities of incalculable benefit to our country'. (2)

It was particularly gratifying to Bonn to know that the Federal momentum

had been maintained:

'the part which the 'rinces are playing in the negotiations, as
reported from day to day in The Times, is an encouragement to us'. (3)

Irwin's view was expressed with characteristic caution: criticism and

detraction of the outcome of the Conference

'was not any worse than I should have anticipated. Indeed papers
like The 'Prlbune and The Hindu have expressed their view pretty
plainly, if with rather greater reserve then papers like The Leader.
that the P.M.'3 declaration ought to be taken seriously and offers
a chance of constructive work by all parties*, (k)

The evident enthusiasm of the rinces on their return for Federation

elicited a guarded response from the Viceroy:

'they profess to get to work vigorously and comprehensively end
I hope their good resolutions do not fade'. (5

It augured well that Gandhi himself, in the mare relaxed atmosphere

following the suspension of civil disobedience in March, acknowledged
(6)

that Federation was 'an essential part* of the evolving constitutional

plan. It seemed hopeful to partisans of Federation that the Vahatme chose

1. The heading signatories were the Vaktarajas of Bikener, Jaranagar,
.Alwar, Dholpur and Sangli. The text of the telegram read: 'delegates,
British Indian and Indian States, deeply appreciate decision release
Gandhi and other Congress leaders. "e earnestly hope this will
restore normal peaceful conditions in country and that nationalist
leaders may now consider scheme evolved by R.T.C. in spirit in which
it has been conoeived'. See Telegram, Indian Delegates to Benn,
TbuP., 6, p. 343.

2* The Times. 7th February, 1931-
3. Benn to Irwin, 7th February, 1931* -be.P.. 6, p. 364.
4. Irwin to Benn, 2nd February, 1931, ibid.. p. 37?*
3* Irwin to Eenn, 9th February, 1931, ibid.. p. 343.
6. Moore, R.J. op. pit.. p. 65.
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(1)
to deal with leading Muslims through Bhopal. Inevitably, powerful

sections of Indian opinion did baulk at the prospect of the inclusion of

the Indian States in a Federated India on the grounds that this would

introduce an unwelcome element of conservatism at the Centre. f'apru,

perhaps the most energetic Federalist to emerge from the Conference,

felt that something might be done to make the Princes more presentable

to political India. Sepru defined the problem to the Prime Minister:

'there is a very keen desire that the Indian Princes should declare
the fundamental rights of their subjects and also give 30tne
degree of representation to their subjects in the Federal Housed(2)

The Prime Minister's legendary capaoity for passing the buck was manifest

in his reply which returned the onus for inspiring Princely reform to

Sepru's shoulders. Having remarked on Sopru's high standing with

the Maharajas, HacPonald added *T know you have a great deal of Influence
(3)

with them'. On the Labour left, too, there was a belief that apru

oould muffle those lobbies hostile to the rlnoea' involvement in the
(4)

Reforms. The more astute dewans were alive to the political
(5)

desirability of a public pronouncement along the lines sought by 1 apru.

1. Ibid.; see too The Times, 34th February, 1931*
2. Sapru to MacDonald, 34th Fnrch, 1931, '"aP.r'., 2191, M.10. Pee too

Sapru to Sarikey, 34th "arch, 1931, ibid.. 2192, S 6/1.
3. Ms©Donald to Sapru, 5th April, 1931, ibid.. 2191, M.il.
4. See H. S. rolak to Sepru, 31st March, 1931, ibid., p. 85.

5. Mirssa Ismail convened a conference of South Indian States in arch,
1931, which called for *a declaration of fundamental rights of
oitisenahip, such as security of person and property, liberty of
conscience and equality of opportunity, binding on all 'tates entering
the Federation'. See The Times. 21st March, 1931* Such States
should conform to a certain standard of administration of which the
essentials should be 'a fixed privy purse, security of tenure in the
public service, an independent judiciary, the existence of some
consultative body representing public opinion with the function of
advising the Ruler in the administration of the State'. Tbid.
No immediate implementation of this resolution followed.
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In the oourae of a meeting at Bhopal in April, 1931, with a number of

Princes, Sapru outlined a scheme to promote Federation through the
(1)

formation of a new party with newspapers to back it. "he project

found favour with Bilumar:

'I do hope you have been able to make rapid progress about the
Federal Forty, funds and papers. I attach the greatest
importance and urgency to this matter'• (2)

Bhopal, too, made known his enthusiasm for the Federal Party and
(3)

confirmed that support was gathering.

But while there can be little doubt that Sapru pursued the goel of

Federation with tenacity and drive, it became increasingly apparent that

he was swimming against a strengthening tide. From the first, the

success of the Round "able Conference in giving birth to a general

commitment to Federation had awakened little enthusiasm within the
(4)

Secretariats of Few Delhi. The reservations of the European commercial

communities in Calcutta vis a vis the Federal scheme were quite

unequivocal:

'the Indian material for legislation and administration is
strikingly inadequate'. (5)

The situation required the guiding hend of a Viceroy of stature and

independent style, capable of over-riding the qualms of Anglo-Indian

officialdom. ""ith the arrival of lord "lllingdon at Delhi in April, 1931,

1. Sapru to r>olak, 10th April, 1931, San.P.. 2191, p. 86.
2. Blkaner to Sapru, 4th June, 1931, ibid.. 2193, 8. 179.

3. Bhopal to Sapru, 30th Fay, 1931, ibid.. 2190, H. 168.
4« According to one observer, Delhi officialdom held that 'the British

publlo is dancing to the music of Krishna's flute'j he went on to
say that 'it is almost within the bounds of possibility that the
doors of the Viceroy's house will be picketed by English ladies
bearing union Jacks'. See The Times. 9th January, 1931*

5. Ibid.. 10 th January, 1931.
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it has been observed with 3orae justice that the helm had passed to a
(1)

Viceroy more than most in the hands of his officials. Mle
(2)

'illingdon exhibited flawless good manners, indeed he struok one

especially articulate witness 'as tremendously like an old beau in a
(3)

Restoration Comedy', he remained an odd choice to guide India along

the path of accelerated constitutional change. Montagu had found

lillingdon, when Governor of "adras,

'a difficult man to handle; eooentrio in his administrative
duties, and not of a markedly enlightened disposition'. (4)

(5)
Irwin favoured Linlithgow to succeed him. Yet T'illingdon was

excavated;apparently unwillingly, from Canada at the age of 65 on
(6)

completion of a five-year term as Governor-General. Fven had his

temperament been in tune with Indian political advance, it may be

doubted whether Plllingdon had either the physical or mental capaoity to

provide dynamic leadership at a critical time. % the end of 1934

Villin don oomplained to Baldwin:

'I am grossly overworked and when you see me again I shall be a
shadow of my former self •••• I shall be delighted when T
hear no more of reforms'. (7)

1. Cross, J. A., '.'ir Samuel Hoare. (1977), p. 143.

2. Mosley, Sir 0., Mr Life. (1968), p. 123.

3» Muggeridge, Through The ierophone. (1967), p« 85.

4* Montagu to Reading, 10th November, 1921, R.r.a, vol 3» P« 252.
Montagu despaired of conducting an effective correspondence with
"illingdon who evidently did not keep copies of his letters and was
quite liable to deny having written them. Ibid. Montagu's doubts
about Willingdon stemmed from hia appointment as Governor of Bombay:
'I am very disappointed that you could not do better then Ireeman'.
Montagu to Crewe, 1<Sth January, 1913» C.r*, Box 1/5 (10).

5. Irwin to Baldv/ln, 2Bth Maroh, 1929, S.3.P.« vol. 103, p. 23.
6. The Canadian rime Minister dropped a strong hint that "illin don was

not keen on the Delhi appointment, 'he is in need of a prolonged
holiday' • See Sir i:obert Borden to "rime Minister, 12th January,
1931, R.H.P.. 30/69A/578.

7 "illingdon to Baldwin, 9th December, 193k, R.B.P., 106, p. 361.
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A respected civilian, reviewing ^illingdon'a period of Viceregal office,
(1)

recalled a period of 'masterly inactivity'.

A consciousness of opposition to Federation within the Government

of India moved Sapru to warn Bhopal that!

'I have received en important letter from a high-plaoed friend
at Delhi from which I gather than an insidious attempt is being
made to persuade the 'rinces not to join the Federation on the
grounds that no deficit State will agree to pay and no surplus
State will agree to surrender*. (2)

Bhopal*s reply alluded to independent confirmation of the existence of
(3)

officially initiated anti-Federal pressures. From the vantage point

of the Hyderabad Residency, it seemed as though the opponents of Federation

were gaining ground,

'the enemies of Indian unity within her borders are now more
dangerous than those without*. (4)

Keyes sought to convince the India Office of the prominence of the anti-

Federal lobby:

'when I was in Simla the otter day, I wis so disgusted with the
spirit of defeatism that was rampant in the various apartments
of Government and at the ill-concealed hostility of the white
babus to the Federal idea that I cannot help writing*• (5)

In Keyes* onelysis, the last ditoh opposition was located within his own

Department:

'though the Government of India officially blesses Federation,
the people most capable of throwing the machine out of gear, the
Foreign and Political Department, will damn it by their defeatism
and make it unworkable by insisting in staying in their cocoons
unless they are put in order'. (6)

1. Sir alter Lawrence to Baldwin, 7th April, 193^* ibid.. 107, p* 153»
2. Sapru to Bhopal, 9th April, 193l» Sap.P.. 2190, H. 163.
3. Bhopal to Sapru, 12th April, 1931» ibid., H. 164.
4* Keyes to Sir Philip Chetwode (Commander-in-Chief of the Array in

India since 1930) 1st July, 1931» Ks.P.. 13l/29t p* 1*
5» Keyes to Lothian, 30th August, 1931* ho. "., GP40/17/149.
6. Ibid. Keyes roundly denounced the reactionary nature of his department

which had 'always been obsessed by the Curzonio motto, 'Curson holds
what Curson held*, and still thinks that our prestige suffers whenever
we have to reduce a single appointment or give up a function we
have assumed'. Ibid.
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It was clear to the Hyderabad Resident that in "'illingdon, India had a

Viceroy locking in the necessary purpose and will to effect a radical

change in the outlook of the Political Department. rn a visit to

Delhi in the following year, Keyes discovered that

'the Viceroy had never seen the order attributed to him that I
was not to press for the Reforms*• (l)

The Independent imposition of 'such a fatuous policy* by the Politioal

Secretary struck Keyes as

'a fair example of the rottenness of the Political Department'. (2)

He felt bound to applaud illingdon's 'buoyancy' but in the baokground

the Politioal Department Secretaries were

'doing all the work and taking vital decisions in accordance with
their own ideas'. (3)

Increasingly, Keyes oameto regard himself as a solitary progenitor of

Federation:

'the Nizam was my second convert to Federation, "irza Ismail was
the first'. (4)

Granted that the Princes would be subject to a degree of official

pressure hostile to ederation, they were still likely to favour that

course rather than attract the wrath of a united British "ndia by

pursuing a policy of prevarication whioh could be construed as constitutional

sabotage perpetuated by stooges of the British. In one of his final

communications as Viceroy, Trwin showed himself to be alive tothis

interpretation when he delineated, with considerable clarity, the

dangers in putting up the Princes as stalking horses;

1. Keyea to Sir Maurice Gwyer, (Member of Indian States Inquiry
Committee, 1932), 6th November, 1932, Ka.P.. 131/31.

2. Ibid.

3» Keyes to Iord Hastings, ("ember of the Indian States Inquiry
Committee, 1932)» n.d., Ibid.

4. Keye3 to Lothian, 30th August, 1931* Lo.P.. GD40/17/149.
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'the people who make Federation a prerequisite for responsible
government may think the emergence of a united British Indian
demand a consideration of minor importance. But it is possible
to argue that our definite commitments are to British India, that
we cannot at this or any stage hide behind the States, ana that the
States, who must in future live with a democratic British India,
may as well face it now .... a united demand from British India
would be the most important political factor in sight. Neither
on grounds of expediency nor of obligation could we or the States
fob it off with anything but immediate proceedings in full
conference', (l)

This was a sound prognosis, but the vital determinant, a British Indian

common front, visibly withered prior to the convening of the Second Round

Table Conference in the autumn of 1931* I*1 "the interval between the

First ana Second Conferences, it was anticipated that the Indian parties

would redefine their views on Federal structure and resolve some of the

constitutional difficulties which had originally appeared in London.

However, the outcome of the All-India Muslim Conference in Delhi in

April, "1931, demonstrated the dominance of the communal issue in the
(2)

framing of Federal legislatures. As more evidence of communal

division on the British Indian side emerged, congenitally irresolute

Princes felt less pressure cn them to conform to precise Federal

schemes. A flood of qualifications and provisos emanating from Their

Highnesses moved a former editor of The Times of India to wonder whether
(3)

anything could save the Indian States from themselves.

1. Irwin to Benn, 30th. March, 1931> Kx.P. , 6, p. 32.
2. Since the States were chiefly Hindu, their participation in a Federal

Central government could further load the scales against the Moslem
interest. In consequence the Muslims demanded a very considerable
bloc in the central legislature, one third of the seats, a contentious
move; they would cede to the centre only those powers which the
Princes would relinquish. See Moore, R. J., op. cit. , p. 65.
Some doubt was expressed as to the Muslim's belief in the permanence
of a Federal India, ibid.

3« Asked by Bikaner to examine a statement of reservations relating to
the Federation propounded by his State, Reed found scores of them:
'Your Highness', he asked, 'how many of these are really important?'
'Perhaps five', replied Bikaner, 'but we put in everything we could
think of. See Reed, Sir Stanley, The India I Rnew,^_l897-1947, (1952),
p. 197« Bikaner, as the initial public proposer of Federation, was
assumed to be in the vanguard of the Federation lobby.
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Prediotably, the ohronic inoapacity of the Princes to act in concert

was manifest in a proliferation of federal proposals. At the formal

meeting of the Chamber of Princes at Delhi in March, 1931* it was conceded
/

that a certain amount of difference of opinion still exists among the
, (1)

Princes on the Federal scheme. The Rulers of smaller States were

particularly active in casting around for a formula which would provide

for their individual representation in a Federal legislature; a tall

order when it is appreciated that no less than 74 States nuzzled each

other at the foot of the Salute List meriting 11 guns or less.

It was quite in charaoter that Patials, the proverbial weather-cock,

should emerge as the tribune for small States. Early in June, 1931 >

His Highness published a pamphlet which unambiguously opposed the entry

of the Princes into an All-India Federation. There are good grounds

for supposing that Patiala's solicitude for small States was nothing

less than an electioneering ploy following his narrow defeat at the

hands of Bhopal in the March election for Chancellor of the Chamber.

Sapru, however, recognised further influences behind atiala's opposition:

'while he was in England I knew that he had been very strongly
advised by Sir Leslie Scott against the Federation'. (4)

1. The Times. 17th March, 1931* In its usual nebulous style, 'the
Chamber resolved to support in principle the scheme outlined at the
(Round Table) Conference and authorised its representatives to carry
on further discussion and negotiation with due regard to the interests
of the States and subject to the final confirmation and ratification
by the Chamber and each individual State. See Sinh, op. cit., p. 126.

o. Maharaja of Patiala, Federation and the Indian States. (Simla, 1931)
The document argued that 'Federalism is radical innovation; it sub¬
verts the very basis of well-tried and time-honoured political
institutions; it attempts to destroy their individuality and culture;
it is a revolution as far-reaching as the absorption of the States in
British India'. Cited in Phadnis, U., op. clt.. pp. 59, 60.

3» Sinh, op. cit.. pp. 128-9. Sapru, himself, thought that the Chamber
victory of the Bhopal, Bikaner faction had embittered Patiala. See
Sapru to Haksar, 13th June, 1931> Sap.P.. 2190, H 42, p. 123.

i+. Sapru to Polak, 12th July, 1931» Sap.P.. 2191, p. 96.
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But the major Inspiration behind Patiala's anti-Federal stanoe was

believed by Sapru to emanate from Delhi, 'it had been prompted by the
(1)

Political Department*. * oat of Patiela*s proposals were quite

unreal} perhaps the most dramatic called for a reconstituted Chamber

with an enlarged Standing Committee with rowers to confer with a
(2)

permanent Standing Committee of both legislatures of British India.

Imagine, scoffed Sapru,

'the idea of 34 Princes meeting a joint committee of the two
British Indian houses to 'decide' matters of common concern'. (3

In the wake of Patiala's pyrotechnics, "apru felt it necessary to

bolster the resolve of Bikaner and the pro-Federation ^rinces. The

Morning Post was hard at work producing inflated estimates of the

Princely support accumulating for Patiala, but Sapru confidently

intimated to Bikaner that,

'I feel sure that Your Highness and His Highness the Uawab of
Bhopal will be able to manage the situation*. (4)

One of the most interesting features of this morale-boosting exercise

was the confidence with which Papru forecast influential British Indian

support for a Princes' Federal commitment, a conviction not upheld by

subsequent events. Bikaner should note that

'there is a growing disposition among the leading taluqdars such
as Raja Kampal Singh and others to cooperate with Your Highness'. (5)

Cooperation was promised, too, at ministerial level in the United

Provinces Government and a move was afoot to acquire The Pioneer; the
(&)"'

Daily Mall was about to pass into the hards of Akbar rlydari. ' apru

conveyed reassurances to London:

1. Sapru to Haksar, ibid. Indeed, Patiala let it slip that his ohange
of attitude had been 'veted' by the olitical department. ibid.

2. Phadnis, U., op. pit.. p. 60.
3. Sapru to Haksar, 16th June, 1931, San.P.. 2190, H.43.
4* Sapru to Bikoner, 13th June, 1931, ibid.. 2193* 5.180.
5. Ibid.

6. Ibid.
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•the overwhelming majority of Princes have reiterated their
adherence to the Federal scheme, and were not going to baok out
at the next Round Table Conference*. (l)

Sapru was joined by Sastrl in playing down atiale's volte face:

•Patiala has ratted and may make trouble. Still, somehow T am
more hopeful this year than last*. (2)

This optimistic viewpoint was pressed on an all parties gathering of
(3)

M.P.* a in the House of Commons in July by the Jam Sahib in a speeoh

whioh, when taken with his subsequent inveterate resistance to Federation,

underlines yet again the capacity of leading Princes to dissemble:

•with authority and confidence', Ranji declared, 'the Princes are in
Of)

favour of Federation'•

Suoh sanguine predictions were undermined by displays of dissension

within the Princely camp. Following a meeting at Bombay in August,

a formula emerged to be known as the Pholpur-'atiala Scheme which

interposed the formation of a 'confederation of States*, which would

be representative of the smaller States as well as the larger, as a
(5)

preliminary to entry into a Federation. Behind bland assurances

of a common policy, there emerged two distinct Princely groups;

Confederation!sts headed by attain and Pholpur, Federation!ata lined

up behind Bikaner and Bhopalj this threw doubt on the good intentions

of the Tincely order vis a vis Federation generally. "he Confederationists

represented at the meeting of the Federal structure Committee of ?th

September, prior to the Second Round Table Conference, received a plainly

1. Sapru to ;olak, 12th July, 1931* Ibid.. p. 96.
2. Sastri to dward Thompson, 17th June, 1931# £»T.P.
3. Lansbury acted as Chairman and a distinguished gathering was

composed of 75 other 'embers including Simon and a number of Round
Table delegates. See "ild, R., on. cit., pp. 289, 290.

4« Ranji confessed to 'present difficulties' among the Princes but
these would be 'smoothed out prior to their arrival in London for the
resumed Conference, end they would have an ordered scheme for bringing
the Conference to a successful conclusion*. Ibid.

5* Phadnis, U., on. pit.. p. 61.



expressed warning from Sapru: their scheme was 'not one which would
(1)

facilitate the creation of the Federation which we have in view'.

While the Federal oauae had been encountering obstruction and

prevarication in India, in Britain too, in the interval between the

First and Second Found Table Conferences, prospects had noticeably

dimmed. On the floor of the Commons diehard opposition to the

Conference proposals moved up a gear and 3enn commented with distaste on

the thin attendance whioh would be noted by Indian observers and the

manner in whioh the House filled up for Churchill*s speeches:

'they oame in to hear a row, not beoauae of any particular
interest in the Continent for which they have been so keen
on retaining responsibility'• (2)

To Churchill's rhodamontade could be added Simon's denunftiation of the

achievement of the First Hound Table Conference,

'working on the assumption that no one but himself had heard of
India .... nothing (had been) settled at the Roun1 Table
Conference'. (3)

Benn remarked bitterly to the Viceroy:

'he would have been better advised if he had said bluntly that
the rapid move by the rinces had made his f-eport on India out
of date'. (4.)

The Parliamentary diehard campaign was spearheaded, at this stage, by
(5) (6)

Churchill and Lloyd and the points made by these spokesmen were

amplified for a more general audience by the r orainft Boat. a combination

1. Cited in ibid.« p. 64*
2. Benn to Irwin, 27th January, 1931* 'tx.P.. 6, p. 33®*
3. Ibid.. p. 339.

4. Ibid.

5» Churchill had made his Indian views very clear to Baldwin prior to
the start of the First Hound Table Conference: 'the most serious
of all our problems is India*; he had been receiving 'streams of
letters from our people in India'; this was 'the greatest question
Englishmen have had to settle since the ar'; Churchill admitted
to caring 'moire about this business than anything else in public life*.
See Churchill to Bald in, ?4th September, 1930* 3.B.T., vol. 104, p. 51.

6. Lloyd of Dolobran, 1st Baron; Governor of Bombay, 1919-23; ".r'«
(Conservative), Festboume.
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(1)
of talents which agitated Benru The Secretary of state pinned

his hopes on the ~rinses' bona fides: the Conservatives could not
(25

overlook 'the express desire of the Princes to join a Federation*.

Privately, the dieharda were already suggesting that this would not

happen. Lloyd did concede to Baldwin that the entry of the rinoea

had made Federation 'an eventual possibility which, prior to their

adherence to the ideal, was impossible': but this had 'removed no rooks'J

rather 'rolled away the mists', and Lloyd implied that the "Yineea
(35

generally would not endorse the action of their peers in London.

As momentum gathered behind the diehard movement, Benn approached

Baldwin with the suggestion that moderate Conservatives might join with
(4)

other party representatives on an Indian visit. Baldwin responded

bleakly that 'Hoar© and Peel were quite fimly against any further
(5)

participation'. An additional complication for Benn lay in the faot

that the diehard campaign could not be contested on a purely Indian

platformj increasingly it assumed an anti-Baldwin character:

'Baldwin's enemies have been busy «... what was a reasonable, and
to acme extent I understand a confidential committee, the India
Committee,(" has been swanped by Churchill and Lloyd and others
and become, in their hands, a weapon to use against Baldwin'. (7)

Churchill was as energetio on the public platform as on the floor of the

House. In reporting his Albert Hall performance, Benn described

'a really poisonous address' whloh cast doubt on the reconvening of a

1. See Benn to Irwin, 13th February, 1931» Fx.'•«, 6, p. 358*
2. Ibid.

3. Lloyd to Baldwin, 2nd ''arch, 1931, vol. 104, p. 213.
4» Benn to Irwin, 5th I arch, 1931, Hx.P.. 6, p. 379.
5- Ibid.

6. In normal times this was not a ginger group but a relatively informal
gathering of those Conservative back-benchers with a special interest
in Indian affairs. See Butler, R. A., The Art of the rossible. (1971/,
p. AO.

7. Benn to Irwin, 13th "nroh, 1931, 6.
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Second Hound Table Conference; should this materialise, Churchill gave
(iT

a personal guarantee that the Conference would 'cone to no good*.

In the course of the summer of 1931» two meetings of the Conservative

India Committee conveyed an impression of hardening attitudes towards

Federation. "'hen Irwin addressed this body along reasonably realistic

lines, and with all the authority of a newly returned Viceroy, he
(2)

encountered a frosty reception. By contrast, the same gathering

listened with sympathy to markedly'gradualist'proposals adumbrated by

Simon in the following week: with reference to the States entry into an

All-India Federation,

'Simon rather pooh-poohed this ••••• federalism was going to make
the problem of Central government more and not less difficult'• (3)

Given that Conservative opinion generally exhibited growing

uneasiness as to the character of Indian Reforms, the fall of the labour

Government and its replacement, on 24th August, by a Rational Government

over-whelmingly Conservative in spirit, were events which could only

inhibit prospects of speedy advance at the Second Round Table Conference.
"

hatever Benn's limitations, he had clung steadfastly, faut< de nieux, to

the Federal ideal. It was far from clear that his successor at the India
(4)

Office, Sir Samuel Hoare, would follow the same path. "or would

1. Benn to Irwin, 19th "aroh, 1931* ibid.« p. J88.
2. Butler, present on the occasion, was struck by 'this display of

courageous naivety .... his speech, apparently unprepared and certainly
unpolished, seemed disappointing even disillusioning'. See
Butler, R. A., op. oit., p. 41.

3. Ibid., p. 42.
4. Beaverbrook, a shrewd observer of Conservative styles, noted that

oare represented 'the real heart and strength of the Conservative
-arty: the policy of suppression in India'. Gee Taylor, .1. . ,

; eaverbrook. (1972), p. 327* ""hile "'aylor, himself, does not
accept this judgement on "oare, (see ibid.), the drift of Hoare's
writings in the first half of 1931 was scarcely reassuring to the
nationalist viewpoint. See his contribution to the Horning Tost.
6th February, 1931» which Benn described as 'a deplorable article',
watering down the original stance taken by the Conservatives at the
very moment when Indian 'missionaries' from the Round Table Conference
were arriving to a good reception at Bombay. See Benn to Irwin,
9th February, 1931, Hx.P.. 6, p. 352.
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visiting Maharajas and British Indian leaders respond to 'a not vary
(1)

warm personality certainly sometimes rather distant*« n his own

admission, Honre's first task as Secretary of state had been to reassure
(2)

Indian leaders about his commitment to All-India Federation.

Hoare did not oarry a surfeit of enthusiasm into his new office: as

he lost no time informing the Viceroy,

'I knew that I should have a nasty Job when I took on the India
"fflce, but I had no idea that it would be as bad as it is (3)

After a mere two months, Iloare described his post to 'illingdon as
(k)

'penal servitude'.

Few well-placed observers can have hoped for a great deal from the

Second found Table Conference. Due to the timing of the change of

Government, an incoming Secretary of State for India, even had he been

sympathetically disposed towards Indian politioal progress, still had

less than 14 days to prepare for the Conference. The " rinces set out
(5)

for London. 3tlll at sixes and sevens over Federation or Confederation ,

(6)'
but with a show of sensitivity for sterling's current difficulties.

1. Cross, J. A., Sir Samuel Boare. (1977), p. 153* Butler was less
guarded in describing Hoare S3 'the coldest fish with whom T have
ever had to deal'. Butler, I . A., op. clt.. p. 52. Traditionally,
those most successful in Indian affairs were those who developed
the warmest personal relationships as in the case of the legendary
Sir John "aloolm. Fee 'i'hompson, "., ^he " akinn of the "ndlr.n
rinces. (1943)» P* 167.

2. Templewood, Viscount, Fin- Troubled Years. (1954)» P» 155«
3« Hoare to illingdon, 17th September, 1931* cited in Cross, J. A.,

ot>« oit.. p. 141.

4» Hopre intimated that he 'would gladly have left the India Cffioe*,
if the rime Minister and Baldwin had not insisted on his staying.
Honre to "illingdon, 6th ''ovembor, 1931 $ ""em.''', (l). p. 65.

5. A conference held at Bombay from 31th June to 3rd July, expressly
to draw together the two groups of Princes, had singularly failed
in its objective. See Phadnis, U., pp. oit.. p. 63.

6. The relevant gesture was made by the Chancellor of the Chamber of
rinces when he offered to forgo the contribution of His 'ojesty'3
Government towards Indian States' delegates' exnenses while in
London. '-ee Cab.-.. fcab 56/31), p. 165.
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At least one leading States* delegate, faced with the .Joyless

intractabilities of -alarming a Federation, took the opportunity of a
(1)

European visit to let off some preliminary step' in ails.

Prospects for the Conference were gloomily reviewed by Attlee who told

a prominent Indian journalist that the Conservatives

'would exploit the second round of talks to set up obstacles
to India's advance towards self-rule ..... they were planning to
drag the rinces into the cockpit to delay, if not to sabotage,
the transfer of responsibility at the Centre. (2)

1. On a visit to the Lido, the Editor of the Associated "Yess of India
encountered the 'rime Minister of lyderabad 'engaged in a lively
tete-a-tete with a young women in a ravishing costune*. See
Das, D., "ndla From Curzon to Eehru and After. (1970), p. 151.

2. Ibid., p. 152.
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The i'econd .'ipund r>ble Conference and the T"nvld.son Report
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The ©cond Session of the Indian Round Table Conference did not

open with a meting of the full Conference. An enlarged Federal
(1)

Structure Committee, which oontained potentially disruptive elements,

was reassembled on 7th September and the Minorities Committee on 28th

September: this was followed by a Plenary Session beginning on
(2)

28th November. The emergence of a Confederation party within the

Princes' ranks was reflected in the presence of 5 newcomers to the

Indian States Delegation representing small States not progressive in
(3)

character; Cutoh, Tndore, Kapurthala and the Rajas of Korea and "arila.

The participation of Gandhi as sole representative of Congress seemed

to mark a major advance in the representative nature of the Indian

delegations vis a vis the First Conference. However, Gandhi's

reiterated declaration that 'Congress claimed also by right of service

to represent even the "rinoes', as well as 'the dumb, toiling, send-
(4

starved millions .... over 85 per cent of the population', held little

appeal for Their Highnesses. Hopes, or more properly fears in 3arae

quarters, that Gandhi might aot as a mediator between competing parties
(5)

and interests swiftly evaporated. 'ith a hint of satisfaction, Roare

reoorded Gandhi's lack of impact on British politicians: the irahatma

was

'playing a furtive and uncertain game ••••• he has met a good many
•.3 of all parties and, from what I am told, has mado a very
bad impression on them'. (6)

1. In the sense that he hod pressed for Dholpur's inclusion, 'a very
good little fellow*, in the Federal Structure Committee, a notorious
opponent of Bileaner, ' lllingdon had connived at a probabl* deadlock
there. See "illingdon to Hoare, 28th August, 1931, "»'«(iv, 5, P» 3*

2* See Indian ound "able Conference (Second ession;. rocpeelings.
Cmd. 3997, p. 5.

3. For a complete list of Indian 'tates Delegates see appendix 3.
4. Crad. 3997, p. 390.
5. The Viceroy siezed upon some outspoken references in Gandhi's

British speeches to the 'insolent Paleees of the Ruling rinoes'.
Gee 'iHingdon to Hoare, 2kth October, 1931, T. P. (i). 5, ?• 18.

6. Hoare to illingd n, 25th September, 1931, T.'"'» (i)» pp. 19, 20.
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This would come as no surprise to Willingdon who had already put down

Gandhi as

'the most Machiavellian bargaining little political humbug 1 have
ever come across', (l)

In general, Willingdon alluded to the Indian Delegates to the Round

Table Conference in disparaging terms; an illuminating aside to Hoare
(2)

ran: 'you will I think be glad to get rid of all my .pals.'

Earlier in the year Hoare had communicated to his constituents

his future plans for the Princes and his intention

'to work with the forces of Indian goodwill and try our hand
at bringing about an All India Federation in which the
stabilising force of the Indian States will be brought into
the constitutional balance'. (3)

But having encountered the Princes collectively at the start of the

Second Round Table Conference, Hoare fell to wondering how these

potentates could be effectively decked out as the key influence in

Indian constitutional advance:

'the trouble was that many years of paternal supervision by the
Political Department in India had left them with little
initiative'. (4)

1. Willingdon to Hoare, 10th January, 1932, T.P.(i), 5, p» 6l.
2. Willingdon to Hoare, 15th November, 1931, T.P.(i), 5, P* 33-

The only Prince of any particular merit in the Delegation Willingdon
took to be Bhopal, 'a nice lad, but terribly full of small grievances,
and over-impressed with his position as Chancellor of the Chamber
of Princes'. See Willingdon to Hoare, 12th October, 1931, ibid., p. 16.

3» Hoare to the Chelsea Conservative and Unionist Association, Pay 1931,
see T.P.(C.), vi: 1. The new prominence of the Princes gave Hoare
an opportunity to stress, in a previous speech to this body, the
special competence of Conservatives to understand India's problems:
'in the case of Indian questions we have this definite advantage
over the other parties, for whilst we are determined to maintain law
and order, we are especially conscious of the value of history and
tradition. The varied history of India appeals to us, its
movements and antiquities impress our imagination and its Princes
impress us by their long lineage and their respect for tradition*.
Ibid. , October, 1930-

4- Templewood, Viscount, op. cit., pp. 85, 6. One of the Princes had
confided to Hoare that 'in the past, my ancestors sat on hard saddles.
Now we sit on silk divans, we have become 30ft'. Ibid. Hoare went
on to observe of the Princes generally that many were 'men of real
mark' but significantly he did not name these Rulers and concentrated
instead, on the merits of the shrewder Diwans. Ibid.
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The Princes did not strike Hoare as ideal partners in a great

constitutional experiment: as he explained rather petulantly to

Willlngdon

'the Princes are in a great state of nerves* They descend
upon ise at every hour of the d*y and night about every
conceivable subject*• (l)

Willingdon concurred about the current panic abroad among the Princes

and put it down to the fact of the Irwin-Oandhi conversations* The

Princes

'couldn't understand the reason for Gandhi being treated as
a plenipotentiary, negotiating terras of peace on apparently equal
terras, and really felt, I think, that if they didn't want to
be wiped out they must make friends with Gandhi and his
crowd in order to save their skins'* (2)

It was a particular embarrassment to the Princes and their

advisers that during the proceedings of a Conference so dominated by
the communal issue, there should break out in Kashmir serious

(3)
disturbances reflecting ''oalem discontent with the Pandit administration*

(4)
Hoare noted that 'the "rincea are almost demented over Kashmir'.

The Kashmir affair provided Gandhi with ammunition to support his
contention that the Princes were politically impotent* The riots

were used as a platform to introduce the vexed question of theU)
fundamental rights of Indian States' subjects* This was poor

publicity for a 'rincely order being built up as the sheet-anchor of

politioal stability* On the general progress of the Conference, Hoare

remained uniformly gloomy:

1* Hoare to villingdon, 2nd October, 1931» T*,r> (i), p. 23*
2* illingdon to Hopre, 21st notober, 1931, T*P*(l). 5, p* 16*
3* See chapter 2, pp.190-192*
4* Hoare to Willingdon, 2nd October, 1931» T.P.(i), 1, p. 24*
5* willingdon to Hoare, 9th T'overaber, 1931, T*P. (l). 5, p* 27*

6* See speech by Or* B» 5* Hoonje at the Second "denary Meeting,
30th November, 1931, Cmd. 3997. pp. 271, 2.
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'the Round Table Conference has been dragging on most wearily.
:
veryone has been making the same speeches as he made last
year and at twice the length, and with nothing new in them.
It does however, appear that differences upon matters of detail
have been greater and that the "rinces are more reluctant than
ever to 3how their hand', (l)

By mid-November, Hoare felt that proceedings had ground to a halt:

'we are brought to a standstill by the rinces' refusal to be
precise over the manner in which they will take part in a
Federation*. (2)

Of special concern to Hoare was, not only the deflation of "rinoes*

morale, but their growing indifference to the India ffice:

*1 have been terribly depressed by the individual talks that I have
had with almost all the members of the Conference and particularly
with the Princes, for T have found that we have scarcely a friend
among them. This makes me think that however the Conference ends,
we must someht# keep the 'rinoes happy. ven the Princes talk to
me as if it were certain that we were leaving India in the next
five years. I have really been horrified by the irrtpreasion that
these talks have left upon me'. (3)

All in all, the general raood of delegates as the Conference limped

to an untidy end appears to have been one of depression tempered by
(4)

acouenulating frustration. There were several public expressions of
(5)

extreme dissatisfaction. It was depressing for Princes to heer
(6)

Mrs. Naidu, the 'Nightingale of India', tell the assembled delegates

what she told her own Ruler, the Nlaam:

'Sir, when the people begin to walk, Prince® must begin to run
to keep up with them .... we shall not be content with en
alliance merely between dynasties and democracies'. (7)

1. Hoare to illingdon, 17th ."eptember, 1931* ?»'-"»(i), 1, p. 12. "t
times Hoare*s depression plumbed the depths: 'how we shall ever get
out of the Conference T cannot imagine'. After tallcin privately
with prominent Indians, Hoere surmised 'that they will try to put
the failure, if failure there i3, upon our shoulders ••••• it seems
to me quite certain that nothing in the nature of detailed proposals
can possibly emerge from this welter of conflicting opinion*. "ee
Hoare to villingdon, 25th September, 1931, ibid.. pp. 19,20.

2. Hoare to '"illingdon, 19th November, 1931, ibid.. p. C%
3« oare to ~illingdon, 2nd October, 1931, ibid.. v>p. 24, 5.
4. See the comments of a retired I.C.fi. observer in I.ondon, "atrick

Cadell, shortly to become resident of the Council, Junagadh tate,
29th September, 1931, F.T.T.

5. See in particular Birla, &• D., speech to the econd Plenary " ceting,
30th November, 1931, Cmd. 3997. p. 361.

6. Das, D., on. clt». p. 38.
7. Naidu, Mrs. Sarojlnl, speeoh to the Second Plenary Meeting, 30th

November, 1931, Cmd. 3997. pp. 262, 3«
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The resident of the Hindu I'ahasabha described the rinces' uncertainty
(1)

on the Federal issue as an 'unsunaountable obstacle*• hile Sapru

could maintain, in optimistic vein, that the three vital conditions for
(2)

All India Federation imposed by the Princes ted been met, reality

was represented by the fearfully complex fiscal problems attached to the
(3)

entry of a maritime -tate, like Cutoh, to the Federation, The
(4)

Conference did not settle the eventual structure of c Federal legislature.

A gathering suspicion that delays in the establishment of a Federation

would be used as a pretext to slow down constitutional reform was

evident in the thinly veiled warning delivered by one prominent Indian

delegate:

'no doubt Federal and Central responsibility are linked together,
but make up your mind to bring about Federation in as short a
time as possible, for, let me assure you, Tndia is in no mood
for any delay in this matter*. (5)

It was left to Ramsay ' echonald, in Ms concluding Statement on

behalf of "is Majesty*s Sovernment, to attempt to paper over the

cracks by underlining the official commitment to Federation:

'we intend, and have always intended, to press on with ell
possible despatch with the Federal plan*. (6)

1. 'oonje, Dr. 3. 3., ibid., p. 275*
2. These were: a guarantee of "reaty RightsJ unimpaired internal

sovereignty; en assurance that Federal India would be a ember of
the Commonwealth. See ftapru, T. 3., ibid.. p. 3^1*

3» See speech by the Saharao of Cutch, ibid., p. 26?
4. The Federal trueture Committee Report contemplated an Upper Souse

of 200 and a Lower Souse of 300, in which the States* representatives
would number 80 and 100 respectively. "he 'rinces held out for a
fifty-fifty representation in the tipper House. Ibid.. p. %6,
The Confederation group insi ted upon parading the merit of their
scheme at length to weary delegates. See in particular hholpur' s
speech, ibid.. pp. 346-9. A ' uslim delegate from the unjcb
expressed the widely-held view that the tates were not entitled
to representation in either Souse except on the basis of population.
See Shah, Sir r. I'., ibid.. p. 354.

5. Setalvad, Sir C., ibid.. p. 372.
6. Cad. 3997. p. 417.
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But even "'acDonald felt bound to refer to the rlnces' mood of Indecision:

'it has not yet been possible for the States to settle among
themselves their place in the Federation and their mutual
relationships within it', (l)

The solution proposed by 'lis Majesty's Government envisaged the

appointment of three smell specialist committees to work in India; a

first to advise on franchise and constituencies, a second to test the

recommendations of the Federal Finance rub-Committee, a third to
(2)

explore financial problems arising in connection with certain tates.

In marked contrast to the Prime Minister's publicised optimism, Poare

privately oonveyed a defeatist account of the Conference's outcome

to the Viceroy:

'nobody has really agreed about anything ..... having become
terribly irritated with each other and knowing that it is
entirely their own fault that they have not made any substantial
progress with the details of a Federal scheme, they have all
been turning upon us and trying to make it appear our fault
that no results have been achieved*• (3)

For those, like "orre, strongly attracted to a gradualist approach

there was comfort in the supposition that framing a Federal Bill
would be s very long job. Provincial autonomy might even be

introduced as a staging post: 'we cannot thrust self-government down
(5%:

the throats of people who do not want it', "onre snorted to illingdon.

"or was the prospect of a Ion constitutional haul unwelcome

news to conservative 'Princes. The deep-seated internal dissensions

within the British-Indian delegation demonstrated during the Conference

1. Ibid.» p. 416. nohonald also reluctantly conceded that no
agreement had been reached on the composition end powers of the
Federal Legislature. Ibid.

2. Ibid., p. 419.

3. Hcero to illingdon, 21st "ovember, 193-1, m«r» (i). 1, p. 76.
4* The srliflraentary draftsmen had told -loare that until they had the

reports of the franchise committees and the data from the Indian
States,, it was quite impossible for then to begin to draft a
Bill seriously. Ibid.

5. Hoare to illingdon, ibid.. p. 79.
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were not lost on the Princely participants. The Political Officer

attached to the Hyderabad delegation concluded tat the "rinces had begun

to hope for a sustained constitutional stale-mate

'and that they will be able to continue their sheltered existence
while Hindus and Kuhanaisadans wage communal war in British Tnrlia*. (l)

(2)
Certainly, the Princes returned to Tndia committed to very little.

Characteristically disparaging, Hoere cast doubt on the ability of

Conference delegates generally to mobilise support for the constitutional

proposals in India: he retained little faith in

'our Round Table friends to do anything effeotive. They are
full of forensic seel when over here, hut it seems somehow
to evaporate between London and Bombay'. (3)

*indful that a lead would have to cane from London, Hoars's

immediate problem was to staff effectively the three committees of

the Conference due to leave shortly for Tndia: his curious criteria for

selection reflected less a concern for speedy progress than a desire to

placate anxiety on the Conservative benches regarding Indian constitutional

reform. As Hoare explained to the Yioeroy, he was locking for

'new and young '".P.s »•••• who are likely to play an active
part in British politics in this generation';

so 7< illingdon should not be surprised to find no 'Indian experts' in the
(4) '

team. In anticipation of adverse comment, Hoare continued:

'in particular you may be surprised that I have seleoted Belavel
Hastings^'..., he lias a growing influence with back-bench members
of the House of Lords and I think it is very Important that we
should associate with our policy seme of the countrv-souires
in addition to the highbrows and the urban politicians.* (6)

1. Memorandum by Sir I. R. Clancy, ttitude of Indian tatcs "deletes
Towards Federation, cited in voore, :. J., on. pit.. p. Cj.

2. linh, * R* 123*

3* Hoare to illingdon, 10th Deoesber, 1931, I.(i). 1, p. 108.
4. Ibid.

5. Hastings, 21st Baron (cr. 1264), "lbert, "dward, Belaval, Astley;
Hon. Lieut.-Col. Kings Own Royal Regiment Horfolk Yeomanry; J. .; B.I.

6. Hoare to illingdon, 10th Becember, 1931, T. (j), 1, p. 108.
Hast ngs was well known to Hoare, on the social level, as a frequent
shooting host. Ibid.
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By mid December, Hoe.re had completed his selection:

'I have chosen on the whole young men wx th fresh minds. T
purposely got J. C. C. Davidson for the Princes' Committee,
as it seemed to me that a genial Conservative, known to be
Baldwin's closest personal friend, woull be the best type for
Chairman, provided that he hod expert officials to assist him*.(2)

(3)
To Davidson and lie stings, Hor.ro added General Hutchinson, 'a very genial

(4;
and agreeable soldier for the more personal side of the enquiry*.

(5) (6)
Hoare chose two officials, Sir Heg'nald Clancy and ir • eurlee Gwyer

(7)
'to provide the technical knowledge'. The two remaining members of

the States' Committee, not specifically mentioned by Hoare, were ir Diaries
(8)

Stuart-' illiaras, included for his knowledge of maritime customs, and
(9)

a former Chief ccretary to the Government of Bombay, J. K. Fartin,

1. Davidson, Rt. Hon. John Colin Campbell, P.O. 1928; C.H. 19231 C.B. 1919;
Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster since 1931; &•?'• (Hnionist"
Hemel "er.pstcad since 1924. /.a if to reassure Tlllingdon, Hoare
felt obliged to reiterate his faith in Davidson a little later:
'Davidson has a very pleasing manner and has dealt with all sorts and
conditions of men, as Chairman of the Conservative '"'arty, and is
entirely in Baldwin's confidence'. r>e Hoare to "'illin don, 31st
December, ibid., p. 121. *:ot all Conservatives shared in 'care's
enthusiastic assessment; in "Hie opinion of one vastly experienced
former party official, Mavidson had acquired a reputation as 'a
slippery charecter'whose temporary absence might not be unwelcome to
the party hierarchy. The view of Lord Balerno, foimer Chairman of
the Conservative 'arty in Gootland, interviewed 21st October, 1970.

2. Hoare to illin.'don, 17th December, 1931» ibid.. p. 107.
3. Hutohinson, 1st Baron(or. 1932; of "ontroac of Kirkcaldy; njor Gen.

Sir Robert, K.C.M.G. 1919; C.B. 1918; D.S.O. 1915; W.P« (Liberal)
'"ontrose 1924-1931; Chief liberal hip 1926-1930. irutchinson
had been pressed on Hoare by iiaon who thought the appointment
'perfectly safe'. See Hoare to Davidson, 16th February, 1932, T.P.(i).
1!,.

4* Hoare to 'illingdon, 31st December, 1931* 3M*. (l). 1, p. 121.
5. Clancy, Sir I eginsld Tsodore Robert, K.C.I.E. 1928; C.r.I. 1921;

C.I.". 1917; B.A.i T.C.S. 1896 with service in Central India, Jaipur,
aroda and. 1Hyderabad; 'erber of Council of Tndia since 1931.

6. Gayer, "ir aurice I.indford, .C.B. 1928; II.1 . rocurator General
and olicitor General to the Treasury since 1926; a future Chief
Justice of India.

7» Hoare to illingdon, 31st December, 1931, ibid.« p. 121.
8. Stuart-Lillians, :'ir Charles, "t. (or. 1929 ; Chair-an of Calcutta

ort Commissioners 1922-30.

9» Hcrtin, James Rea, C.X.I.; T.C. :I. 1901, service in "indh Frontier,
Karachi and '.embay; "ember of Council of State, India, 1924.
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who would be au fait with fiscal vrenglings concerning Kathiwar totea.

It is an indication of Hoare's general approach to Indian affairs that

Ms major worry in connection with the touring Committees was that a

senior British politician with a declared interest in Indian Reform

should want to serve as a head of a Committee, namely lord Rankey, whom
(1)

Benn had previously described as 'a deity with Tndians', on the

strength of his contributions to the First Round Table Conference.

Sankey having expressed himself as not keen, Hoare wrote at once to

India with an enormous sense of relief; he had iound Cankey,

'extraordinarily vague and sentimental and I was terrified
that he night compromise all of us'. (2)

Davidson received his brief from the "rime Minister on 16th "rcenber.

It required the Committee to investigate the attainment of en ideal

system of Federal finance with uniformity of contribution by the
(3) (4)

Federating units. To undertake this daunting task, hvidson

subdivided his team into three Rubs-Committees; one dealing with

customs, salt and miscellany under Testings; a second looking at

tributes and ceded territories under Hutchinson; a third he ran himself,
(5)

working on the general Federal position with Clancy and Cwyer.

The enterprise required the support of a harmonious and herd-working

1. Bee Benn to Irwin,I2th January, 1931, Hx.P.6. p. 314.
2. Hoare to illingdon, T.". (i) . 1, p. 120.
3. KaoDomld's full brief ran: 'an ideal system of Federal finance

would be one under which all Federal units would contribute on a

uniform basis to the Federal resources. "'he task of the Committee
is to determine how far and in what respect the attainment of this
ideal is Effected by two particular elements in the existing situation:

a) the ascertained existing rights of certain ■•totes and
b) certain contributions of a certain character which many

States are now making or have made in the past to the
resources of the Indian Covernraent.

See Report of Indian tatea nauiry Committee (Financial.. Cmd. 4108* p*l
4< 6 later historian 'brocding disconsolately' over mountains of memoranda

on salt immunities, tributes and related tatea' affairs expressed
himself as less than fascinated. lee James, K. P.», "eno.ir3 of
a Conservative; .T. C. C. Davidson's Femoirs and "opera. 1910-37. p.3^7.

5- Ibid.
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teas# To avidaon's discomfortur®, he swiftly discovered weaknesses

and disturbing potential for friction:

'Hutchinson is a disappointment - he doesn't approach his subject
from the right angle ••••• pompous, very lasy# Lady Hutchinson
is the real difficulty, she runs him completely and is an
unenthusiastic, grumpy and exceedingly bitter woman who talks
about blacks"#' (l)

Horse was to follow as it darned on Davidson that diehard influence

might have penetrated the Committee:

'Hastings and I have oome independently to the conclusion that
Hutchinson is out to use the Committee for his own personal
purposes and if he can menage to get home before us, will
make mischief# (2)

In the event, Hutchinson developed a nischevious touch while still in

India: from Bhavnagar, Davidson complained to Hoare that "utchinson
(3)

was encouraging Princes to stand out from Federation#

Tf the Committee were to achieve anytiling positive this would be

the work of Davidson himself. 'nitielly, the Chairman worked in
(4)

harmony with Hastings, but by mid April, Davidson had come to despair

of his team generally with the exception of Clancy:

'both the Hastings have been very difficult owing to their
selfishness and snobbery, and give everybody the impression that
the Committee is really run for their benefit •••• The utohinsons
are openly annoyed at having to stay in Simla for a fortnight
with nothing to do except work which, of course, he is incapable
of doing, ..#• "artin, of course, is completely useless and lias
had a damned good tour under luxurious conditions# (5)

Thus the great bulk of the work, both political and social, fell upon

Davidson; ill health, too, took a hand in striking down ' 'ufchinson,
(6j

Clancy, Gwyer, and Drs# Davidson in particular with severe dysentery,

1# Davidson to Hoare, (on board S#C« "ooltan!, 27th January, 1932,
jVP.(i), 14#

2# Davidson to Hoare, ibid.
3# Davidson to Hoare, ?th "arch, 1932, T.".(i># 14#
4# See Davidson to Hoare, 20th February, 1932, ibid.
5# Davidson to Hoare, 15th April, 1932, ibid.
6# Davidson to oare, 20th February, 1932, ibid#
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The core of the problem lay in balancing the various states' 'rights' in

the sense of various privileges and immunities in respect of sea customs

and salt tax, against certsin 'contributions', i.e. the cash tributes
(1)

required by historic treaties in return for assurances of protection.

An indi.cat.ion of the complexity of the Committee's brief, to arrive at a

basis for assessing States' Federal contributions, is the impressive

scale of its itinerary, 8,476 miles by rail, 1,704 miles by road and
(2)

411 miles by sea. Discussions took place with the Rulers and
(3)

Ministers of no less than 88 States. Davidson found, as did Fnrcourt

Butler before him, that in Indian States a host's social duties took
(4)

precedence over his disposition to discuss constitutional affairs.

Reviewing Committee morale in mid April, Davidson confessed to Koare,

•it is amasing, in view of the immense strain both physical
and mental which the Committee ha3 gone through during
the last two months, that anyone has a scrap of nerve left*.(5)

As Davidson progressed on his rounds of the rinoes, he found

little enthusiasm for Federation. Koare had been particularly noxious

to have news of Bydari's views as representing the premier State: 'he

is baok where he started at the First ound "able Conference', reported

Davidson, 'he pleaded with roe not to believe that the 'rinces ought to
(6}

be rushed into Federation*. Hoere, supremely conscious of the

importance of rinoely participation to Conservative rank and file,

1. The conflict of economic interest between the Indian "tates and
British India is disoussed in chapter 2, pp. -i'"1.

2. Crod. 4103. p. 3*

3. These were, in sequence of visiting, -ydernbad, Mysore, Cochin, Travancore,
Kolhapur, Sangli, Baroda; the Principal Kathiawar States; Ratlam, Indore,
Bhopal, Rewa and Gwalior; Udaipur, Kotah, Jaipur, Jodhpur, Bikaner,

'^PJ^Jffi,tpa.1t.and TehrU"GarhWal-
4. The olitical Officer, deputed to act as advance agent to the Committee,

recalled that 'much time vms taken up by sightseeing, shooting
expeditions, banquets, garden parties, military reviews and en infinity
of entertainments by which the rinces give vent to their traditional
genius for hospitality.' Pee Fitse, ir K., on. cit.. p. 81.

5. Davidson to 'onre, 15th April, 1932, T.P.(l). 14.

6. Davidson to Hoare, 3rd February, 1932, Ibid.
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briefed Davidson to counterect as attitude growing in India

'that the project may be impractical am., that we can simply
slide from en All India Federation to the idea of a British
Indian Federation'» (l;

For Hoare and Davidson, jointly engaged in the promotion of Federation,

a first consideration was the alleged anti-Federal stance of the Political

Department, so explicit in the correspondence of eyes end Papru.

Hoare counselled Davidson to 'keep an eye' on this body:

•very much between ourselves, I have the feeling that sometimes
the personnel of our residents and agents in the Indian tatea
is not as good as it was'. (2)

Davidson's response was little short of devastating:

'in all seriousness T have never been so disappointed in
anything as in the quality, the calibre and the prestige
of the Political Officers whom I have so far met. Pomething
is radically wrong, so wrong that it is almost incomprehensible
to me that such a state of affairs as exists could have been
allowed to continue*. (3)

Hoare expressed little surpri.se and confided to Davidson that

'time after time it has seemed to me in the talks that I have
had with the representatives of the 'totes that the trouble
was to a great extent personal ... we must try to get this
side of the machine more efficient in future'. (ly

Writing from Bombay, Davidson continued to stress the gravity of the

difficulties being encountered:

'the impression that we have formed here is that Delhi has got
completely out of hand and lias lost its grip on the situstionA. (5)

Davidson had despatched Gwyer to Delhi

'because there doesn't anpear to be a soul there who knows
anything about the mind of the 'Sritish Delegation at the last
Hound Table Conference*, (6)

Tire Princes had been pleasantly surprised by Davidson*s 'friendly and

informal methods' but he entertained few illusions about their sympathy"

(7)
for Federation, commenting on'the obstlnancy of the Hajputene lot*.
1. Hoare to Davidson, l6th February, 1932, ibid.
2. Hoare to Davidson, 16th February, 1932, ibid.
3* Davidson to Toare, 20th February, 193'» ibid.
k* Hoar© to Davidson, 10th * arch, 1932, ibid.
5. Davidson to Hoare, 25th February, 1932, ibid.
6» Ibid.

7. The Rajputana Princes held out for a Senate of at least 300, on a 50/50
basis with British India, 'as they claim that the whole of the Chamber
of Princes and a great maty more must have direct representation'. Ibid.
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Confirmation of the Government of India's hostility to ^ederation

reached Hoare from other impressive sources. He passed on to Baldwin
(1)

the view of *muoh the ablest administrator that we have in Tndia':

'I confess to you frankly that when T oame back to 'ndia, I was
astonished to find that Simla and Delhi took a very different
view both of the attractions and possibilities of Federation
from those which I had seen among the loaders of parties in
Hngland. "hether the cause is to be found in some lack of
official enthusiasm for Federation out here or not, yet
certainly it does seem to me that the prospect of attaining
it within any reasonable time is receeding*. (2)

Hailey had no positive solution to offer; there was no point in

threatening the rinces with responsibility at the Centre in British

India in th hope that they would be frightened into Federation on any

terms; the British Indian politicians would then press for full
(3)

responsibility at the Centre without taking count of the Tndion tates.

Cleax-ly, it was imperative to "oore that the Viceroy himself should

be seen as a protagonist of Federation, but there seemed little hope

of this. rior to Davidson's arrival, illin/-don oast glocn on

Federal prospects generally; the rinces had beset him with

'the eternal question of ceremonial and paramountcy ..... T can
get nothing out of them at all with regard to Federation'. (4'

"illin don continued to forecast that the rinces would run out and

he developed an uncompromising attack on the ploy which sought to

introduce "rinces as constitutional safeguards; oare was asked to

consider if
'as seems likely, the 'rinces turn round to us in the near future
and either say that they won't come into the Federal scheme or
make some completely impossible demands with regard to their entry
into it .... do you really contemplate saying to the British Indians
we decline to go ahead with you towards a British Tndian "adoration
because we look upon the rinces as the only safe body who can
steady the ship of Federation at the beginning of our new
administrative system?*. (5)

1. Preamble to a letter from Hailey to Hoare, 28th February, 1932*
D.B. . vol. 105, p. 151.

2. Bailey to Hoare, ibid.
3. Ibid.

4» "illingdon to Hoare, 1st February, 1932, >!V". (i), 5* p« 71. 'illingdon
saw no possibility of the " rinoes ccsning in at this juncture, *1 think
their demands from what I can gether as to representation and safe¬
guards will probably be impossible to concede'. Ibid.

5. Fillingdon to Hoare, 8th February, 193?* ibid.« p. 72.
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Willingdon concluded dramatically:

'1 own frankly that it we take this linu T see the prospect before
me of every British Indian becoming a Congressman'• (l

Th« issue of the "rinces' constitutional role blew up into a first-

class row as '"care stuck to his guns: viewed from the British end

everything hinged on rincely narticipation, a British Indian Federation,
(2)

Hoare declared, 'is not politically possible in the near future',

Hoare pleased the Viceroy to make

'a very vigorous effort to bring; the rinces in. If we don't
get them in now, I believe they will either drift away or
gradually crumble to pieces .... if the door of /ll-Tndia
Federation is closed we are then bee"- on the pre-R.'VC. status
quo and 80 per cent of the House of Commons will go back to the
undiluted Simon Report*. (3

lillingdon was explicitly warned about the Princes' probable attitude

to Federation at the forthcoming Chamber of rinces meeting; 'we
(4)

should certainly refuse to take a 'No' from them'. In reply,

"illingdon reiterated his belief in the forthcoming demand for a British

Indian Federation and played the "uslim card in support of his positions

'the ' uhammadans, for instance, at the moment have no particular
desire to see the :rinces in a Federation at all, for they realise
that their (the rinces') representatives, whoever they may be,
will be largely Hindu and that will increase the Hindu majorities.
But all communities would feel that it is rather insulting to
British India, which has been trained up by xis for the last 150 years,
to be held back because the ^rinces won't come in, whom they
consider are most of them at all events at least 50 years behind
them in their administrative ideas'. (5)

illin don*3 obstruction inspired "'oare to brief the Chairman of the

Franchise Committ-", Tord 1 othian, as a 'second barrel' alongside

Davidson to stir the rinces:

1. illingdon to oare, 8th February, 1932, '•'» «(l , 5» P« 72.
2. Hoare to illin don, 3rd ,rarch, 1932, ?.% (l). 1, p. 205.
3. Ibid., p. 206.
4* Ibid.

5. "Illingdon to Moore, 6th " aroh, 1932, . (l). 5, p. 89.
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' illla'don does not in the least realise the almost insuperable
difficulties of the kind of piecemeal proposals that he and
his Council have been making# T go constantly on worrying
him with the urgent necessity of getting something out of the
Princes • »••• if they soy 'No', all the fat in the world will be
in the fire here ..... do use all the influence you have to get
these facts into peoples' heads, (l)

For his part, svi&son continued to propagate the Federal gospel

to the best of his considerable abilities and pressed shrewd courses of

aotion on the 'Princes though he confessed to the limitations of their
(2)

Highnesses. In one particularly pertinent niece of advice,

Davidson advised them

'to found, with the big land interest in ritish India, en
agricultural party - not of course with themselves openly
associated vdth it - if, instead of spending vast sums bribing
British "nclien politicians, they would organise Province by
Prov.1 nee, the conservative agricultural class to the policy which
they as a whole propose to pxirsue in their tates, it would be to
their advantage undoubtedly '. (3

But as Davidson came to realise, his best intentions might be frustrated

by the Government of India. Initially, llllngdon*s position was far

from, clear; as Davidson out it 'what I cannot find out is where illingdon
(v,

stands in this natter'. Earlier condemnation of the " olitical

Department was confirmed:

'all the senior men T have net are completely worked out ....
T have come definitely to the conclusion, which is shared
by such an old hand as Clancy, that the deterioration in the
Political Department at Delhi must have been very serious in
the lost few years'. (5)

By mid arch, with the meeting of the Chamber of "Tinces imminent,

Roare felt sufficiently alarmed to challenge the Viceroy directly

on Federation and the Government of India's bona fides:

1. Honre to Lothian, 3rd "arch, 1932, To. . GP/4Q/152, p. 300.
2. .*3 Davidson sadly confirmed to Hon re, 'the more T have discussed it

on the spot th* more convinced I am that the Princes are doomed
unless they are able to make their views heard and their weight felt
on the same platform end in the 3emo body as British Tndia. "hey
are suffering very strongly from an inferiority complex; they are
terrified of British Tndia, and are always defending, which means
death in the end.' Gee Davidson to :'oare, 6th "'arch, 1932, ?«Ci J. 14.

3. Tbid.

4. Ibid.

5. Ibid.
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•for some reason or another there is a general impression here
that the Government of India is unsympathetic to the idea of All
India Federation. People have not forgotten the fact that in
the oveminent of India Despatch}All India Federation was regarded
as a very distant ideal almost at the very moment when the "rinces
were coming over to enter an All Tndia Federation. linee then,
there does not seem to have been any greet enthusiasm for it in
official circles so far es we can judge from here. This may be
quite a wrong impression but it is an impression that is very current
here and this 3s not ray single view, it is very much the view of
the "rime "inister, and so far as T know, of every member of the
Cabinet*, (l)

There followed a stiff warning against letting All Tndia Federation
drift out of the programme. The rockets from the ?ndia Office made

little impression on the Viceroy and his mandarins. Davidson reported

a long, intimate and depressing conversation on Federation between

himself, illin don, I othian and Itydari: of speolal note was the

extreme nervousness of "ydari lest his representatives be corrupted by

contact with British Indian representatives in the Lower Chamber, and a

curious ploy of Lothian's which would have allowed to the ftntes certain
(3)

'mental reservations enabling them to slip out of the Federation'.

Davidson was particularly struck by

'the feet that the "olitical Department, as I gathered from
Sir Charles atson himself and the Viceroy, have been heartily
opposed to Federation*. (4)

Both "pvidaon and Lothian hod, by now, a strong appreciation of

the potential of States* representation at the Centre. ^evidson

surmised of the "'rinces,

'if they had the sense to stiffen their own representation, which
will contain m«n equal to any British Tndian politician, men
like "izra Ismail, attani, rishnama Chari and Sir C. .,Ov
by buying the best British brains and adding them to their number,
there is no doubt that the "rinces would dominate at any rate the
Upper ,rouse and possibly the Executive too*. (6)

1. oare to illingdon, 18th "arch, 1932, T.P.(l). 1, pp. 220,1.
2. Ibid.

3. ■ ote of s neetin held on 22nd " aroh, 1932, T.P,(j). 14.
4. Ibid.

5. Ramaswarai flyer, the Dewan of Travaneore.
6. Davidson to Hoere, 24th "arch, 1932, T. (l), 14. Davidson noted

with approval a developing tendency among the Princes to ask for
the loan of British offioers to serve as ministers in the States.
Ibid.
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Lothien was attracted by the possibility of an official 'Bloc' which

might be operated by proxy. f'hould the ' rinces ultimetely stay out,

'the right of the Grown to nominate persons to occupy the proportion
of seats to b© held by the "rinces, will enable it to ensure that
at least a proportion of the Federal Assembly in the new structure
is ocsnposed of conservative elements', (l)

leading representative of the uropean Association in India. But

if the Federal ideal were to make headway then Davidson came to be

convinced that a new agency must be found to conduct negotiations between

the Princes and British India,

*1 don't believe Villingdon is capable of undertaking such
a task'. (3)

The answer might lie in a deus ex machine; "avidson insisted that,

'the reorganisation of the Politioal department must take place
forthwith, and someone must be sent out to India as first
lieutenant to do the work for the Viceroy*. (U)

Lavidson's uphill fight scored something of a success when he

atagemanaged a formal declaration in favour of All India Federation to
(5)

be made at the forthcoming Chamber of "Princes' session: but this

coincided with a final dramatic denouement regarding illingdon's

intentions:

'the fact is that illingdon has all along been opposed to
Federation and only a few days ago advised Travancore to
stay out'.(6)

1. See emoranduxn on the Indian Situation by !ord Tothian, ' arch, 1932,
t. P. &:4OAT/"X9.. , P. 323.

2. See Confidential emorandura on the Indian "ituotion by Sir Vubert
Corr, "arch 1932, . vol. 105, p. 125; the general drift ran:
'it is suggested that the proportion of seats allocated to the rinces,
but not filled by them, should be filled by the Crown by virtue of
its paromountcy*•

3« Davidson to Hoare, 31st ' arch, 1932, V.' .(i ,

4. Ibid.

5. Ibid.

6. Davidson to Hoere, 1st ,'pril, 1932, ?.P. (i). 14.
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This intelligence shook Davidson but there was no gainsaying its

authoritative nature:

'it is difficult to believe that he did so but as I was told myself
by the aharani and Patrick was told by C.P. it is difficult to
disbelieve it, altogether a very unpleasant situation'•

Confronted by inveterate saboteur's of His ajesty's Government's proposals

in Delhi's highest places, Davidson propounded, for the benefit €6 the

Secretary of State, a r©eli3tio appraisal of the pitfalls opening up

shead end the most practicable solution attainable:

•the fact is that there is not a politically-minded individual
in India amongst the British officials, and of course "illingdon
is hopeless. If it is our intention to preserve the tates as
a counter-balance to democratic British India obviously it would
be disastrous to choke and stifle the public expression of British
Indian views in the Federal legislature. h small uni-cameral
Chamber would not 3ave the rinces from secret societies and
under-ground propaganda nmon-st their subjects to undermine their
authority. hereas if there is a comparatively large lower
Chamber in which the , rince3 form a comparative minority they
would be able to show up in public debate the nefarious activities
of British Tndian agitators .... what I should like to see is a
very small Upper Chamber in which the cream of the tatea'
Ministers would sit, and which would be a check on the Iewer
Chamber'•

On balance, Davidson felt that the situation was far from hopeless and

concluded,

•I em quite sure that there are astute men among the 'rinces,
astute enough to realise that their sole solvation rests in
joining Federation*. (l)

For his part, illingdon, the possessor of a long suit in

effrontery, issued a vehement denial to Hoare of his Government's hostility

to Federation;

'that is really not the case for, after all, while some of us
including myself, may have thought it very odd and very
unuesix-able for the * rinces to tumble into a Federati on three
years ago, having committed themselves to it we have always
felt that it was impossible for them to keep out of it'. (2;

1# Davidson to Hoare, 1st / peril, 1932, T.P. (i). 14.

2. Willingdon to Hoare, 27th arch, 1932, T.r.(j). 5, p- 104. It may
be that ' tiling,don prevailed upon Hastings to write independently to
Hoare denying that the Viceroy had attempted to influence the
Princes against Federation. Dee Hastings to Hoare, T.(l). 14,
16th April, 1932.
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Wiilingdon's new posture as a Federation!st took in as well-informed a

commentator as K. < !!aksar who duly stated in enthusiastic style that

everybody,

'Lothian, Cwyer, Eavidson and the Viceroy himself ore extremely
keen on the consimmntion of the Federal constitution'. 11'

The intention of the rinces to reaffirm, their willingness to join an
(2)

All India Federation moved apru to conclude that a major success

had been registered against

'the combined wreckers of the Federal scheme including our friend
Rushbrook illiams. T am on the whole satisfied with the
resolution of the "rinces. The guarantees they want are
nothing new'. (3,

(4)
The resolution cane as a considerable relief to :!o«rej he subseouently

(5)
addressed a diplomatic note of congratulation to 'illingdon while at

(6)
the same time pressing for an investigation of'the next stage'.

Hoare's tactics in dealing with the Viceroy were to blend a surface

solicitude for the Viceroy's efforts with plain-spoken demands for
(7)

action on the Federal front. ith Davidson breothin down his neck,

"illingdon affected a show of action:
(0)

'I have written to Ranji, my new Chancellor, to tell them they
FUST get busy on all this, so that they may be ready when they come
to negotiate between themselves and British India. I hope I
shall get a move one but you knew; what they are*. (9

1. Haksar to apru, 28th arch, 1932, an.". 2190, H56.
2. On the assumption that the Crown would accent responsibility for the

usual guarantees i.e. safeguards embodied in the constitution,
treaties and sanads to remain inviolate; sovereignty to remain
intact as would obligations of the Crown. fee finh, R., op. cit..
pp. 133, 4.

3. Sapru to Vaksar, 9th April, 193?, an.P. 2190, H58.
4. Hoare to illingdon, 1st April, 1932, T.P.(i). 1, p. 239.
5. Foare to illin don, Oth April, 1932, ibid.. p. 245*
6. Ibid.

7* This is well illustrated in Hoare to illingdon, 15th April, 1932: *1 am
afraid all that work connected with the Chamber of ' rinces must have
imposed a heavy strain on you I am waiting anxiously for further
information as to what exactly the resolution of the "rinces means'.
Ibid., p. 263*

8. Informed gossip said that the Jam Sahib stood for the Chancellorship of
the Chamber with "illingdon*3 support; he was unopposed by either
Bikaner or Patiala. See Davidson to Hoare, 6th "arch, 1932, T.P»(l),
14* There are further references to Ranji as 'a very old friend* and
'oy Chancellor' in Ullingdon to Hoare, 27th "aroh, 1932, T.P.fO. 5,
p. 103; ""illingdon to Lothian, 7th June, 1932, Lo.P. Ghk07T77l53-

9. "illingdon to Hoere, 13th April, 1932, T.P.(i), 5, p. 112.
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The Viceroy took oare to reassure Baldwin In identical terms about the
(1)

Princes* corardtment to Federation.

Davidson saw through the Vicerrgal smokescreen and exhorted the

Secretary of tote in the strongest terms to introduce a British

Federal initiative which would shortcircuit illingdon; even the

latterfe popularity with the "rinces was in question:

'because they do not respect e man who agrees with everytiling they
say and then does the opposite, even though he pleads higher
authority as his excuse. For what you will hove to consider
very soon is whether or not the British Government is prepared
to produce a reasonable scheme of representation for the States
..... unless we bring the 'rinces up with a sharp turn, realising
aa T do, again with notable exceptions, that many of the most
powerful would be only too glad to see the lest of the British
in India, the more difficult it will be to make acceptable any
soherae which we may have to impose on them'. (2)

Davidson underline! the hopelessness of building a common -rinces* front

by reference to the quixotic behaviour of perhaps the two key tates:
* yderabad and vysore are both off the rails again. 'lydari end
Mirza are daggers drawn, end when Hydari is wearing the nightshirt
of the single chamber, ' iraa at once dons the pyjamas of bi¬
cameralism, and vice versa'. (3)

Again and again, Davidson returned to the theme of British interventions

Biles,ner,

'master of the situation at present .... is T think equally
convinced with the other 'rinces that as no settlement is
possible on representation among themselves, the British
Government will have to nroduce a scheme', (4)

1. illingdon to Baldwin, 13th April, 1932* '«'V ■, vol. 1Q5, pp. 175, 6.
2. Davidson to Honrs, 15th April, 1932* Ibid.. 14. "a a striking

example of the futility of Chamber of rinces' Federal schemes,
Davidson instanced the sraasing Bikaner formula which alloted to
Central India 30 seats in the Hpper House and 8 on a population basis
in the Lower House. H$lerabad would have one seat in the Upper
House and 30 In the Lower House. Ibid. 'aviason found the whole
position in the ftates astonishingly unreal. Bhopal, who in public
supported the Biknner scheme, told Clancy privately that it was quite
unworkable and most unjust and many "rinces told Davidson privately
that they would never be able to agree. Ibid.

3* Ibid.

4« Davidson to Hoare, 22nd *pril, 1932, ibid.
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As to implementation, an immediate internal reform of the Political

Department should be accompanied by the arrival in "ndia of an

'Envoy ixtraordinary*, who would be

'on individual of great administrative and diplomatic experience
sent out from nglan as head of the "olitical Department*,

and charged with the task of carrying through negotiations with the
Tl)

Frineea. Hie eve of his departure found ^nvidson in en ambivalent

frame of mind regarding Federal prospects. n the negative side

there loomed the obstructive bulk of the overnment of India:

•quite privately, I don't think that illingdon is capable,
certainly the Political T'epertment is not, of getting the
scheme across, espeoially m ion it is not their own, and they
are unsympathetic in principle to the whole idea of Federation.
Secondly, T am not absolutely aortain, although you rust treat
this as very private, that T would trust illingdon to take a
sufficiently strong line or to grasp the details'. (2)

Yet Davidson struck a wholly positive note in envisaging, to Lothian,

a swift rimes' entry to Federation,

'speed is the essence of the situation if we are to bring the
Princes in by February (1933)*• (3)

To Hoars, he snoke of Federation ns 'an occonrnlished fact by August or
(4)

Ootdber next year*, dependent of oourse on the 'immensely urgent*
(4)

reorganisation of the oliticel Department.

The difficulty about acting on Davidson's advioe was that the

Secretary of State would have to override hallowed Viceregal autonomy

in running the olhi administration. But Hoare could hardly hang

back since word of illingdon's resistance had now reached apru and
(5)

Hoare's own bona fides were coming into question. It became apparent,

1. Davidson to Hoare, 15th 'pril, 1932, T. . (l). 14.
2. Davidson to Hoare, 22nd April, 1932, ibid.

3« Davidson to Lothian, 25th " pril, 1932, Lo. .« GD40A2/152, p. 339.
4» Davidson to Hoare, 29th 'pril, 193» "4 .(i , 14.

5. Fee Sapru to Hakaar, 30th April, 1932» op.L'. . 2190, H60, p. 192.
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too, that Willingdon's Chancellor, the Jam Sahib, was working successfully

to arouse apprehension in the minds of the Princes concerning entry

to Federation: that hitherto keen proponent of Federation, Kaksar,

confessed himself to be 'dog sick' of attempting to keen Princes 'on
(l)

the right lines'. Hoare therefore attempted to instigate an

overhaul of the Political Department:

'almost everyone who visits me from India and talks to me about
our relations with the States says that the Political Department
want stronger personnel at the'top .... if there is anything in
this criticism, it seems to me to react unfortunately upon the
future course of events in connection with Federation .... it
looks to me as if it wants a strong push from the Political
Department if there are not to be long delays'. (2)

Hoare followed up this advice by proposing that

'some person or persons should go round the principal States with
our scheme and try to get them to accept it after individual
discussion'. (3)

The alternative, arranging for States' representatives to visit London,

filled Hoare with foreboding:

'not only will they never agree .... I go so far as to say that
another meeting of the Federal Stx-ucture Committee or of the
Round Table Conference on the scale and manner of the last
two autumns would destroy any chance that I may have of getting
a constitutional bill through the Commons'. (UJ

It may be that Davidson's unpromising news about official hostility

in India to Federation induced Hoare to suggest a two-phase approach,
(5)

provincial autonomy to be followed at a later stage by Federation.

Faced with the unglamorous prospect of having to defend this plan in

India, Willingdon discovered a new enthusiasm for Federation among the

Princes: Lothian and a few colleagues had assured him that,

1. Haksar to Sapru, 4th May, 1932, Sap.P., 2190, H6l. Behind the Jam
Sahib's machinations, alleged both Sapru and Haksar, was Rushbrook
Williams who drafted the Jam Sahib's nublie pronouncements, and,
by implication, the diehard caucus in London. See ibid., and
Sapru to Haksar, San.P., 2190, H60, p. 192.

2. Hoare to Willingdon, 22nd April, 1932, T.P.(i), 2, p. 293*
3. Hoare to Willingdon, 5th May, 1932, ibid., p. 312.
4. Ibid.

5. See Moore, R. J., op. cit., p. 71•
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'there is no reason to hold up the passing of the Bill because
of the rinces. The "rinces themselves are definitely committed
to o Federal scheme. ""hey have put before the Federal '-tincture
Committee their views on general principles. ~hy not prepare
a Bill laying down the general principle of the whole Federal
scheme, pass it end let us deal with the many details in regard
to the rinoes' side of it after the Bill is passed', (l)

The merits of a single comprehensive Bill as a 'tranouilliaer' for

Indian opinion were independently urged on iosre by a prominent Member
(2

of the Viceroy's xecvtive Council and with Cabinet approval of the

one-Bill programme illingdon felt obliged to give a general impression

of action on the 'ederal front while shifting responsibility for detail

onto the ecretery of ' tate:

'I will take immediate steps to get a Conference of "'rinces up
here as early as I can and put the whole position before themj
but it would be a great thin*; if you would let me know, as
early as possible, what are the principal points that you wish
to get their opinions and views on'. (3

Hocre did what he could to maintain pressure on the "iceroyj how did

he intend to consult the non-Chamber 'tatea, especially yderabad

end ysore:

•personally, 1 am all for small Chambers .... it seems to me that
the bigger the Chamber the more unmanageable and corrupt it is
likely to be and the more difficult it will be for tates to
find suitable representatives', (u)

1. illingdon to Hoars, 1st ' ay, 1932, T.P.(j , 5» P 115•
2. A primary attraction for :"aig in this scheme lay in the fact that it

would be a protracted affair. I rovinoial Autonomy Bill would not
divert Congress hostility and 'would eertainly give rise to great
suspicion'. Aaig professed to speak for all his colleagues in seeing
a complex single Bill as something of a sedative for Indian
aspirations ... 'it is, of course, realised that the 'Federal part
of the Bill cannot come into being for some time, for it will be
necessary to secure the adhesion of the rinces, and that is going to
be no easy task*, fee "aig to Boa re, 2nd 'ay, 1932, • (o), viis 1.

3. i111n; don to Voare, 5th June, 1532# »(l » 5# P» 14-8. Tn his
familiar breezy style, illingdon made a similar request to Lothian
while forecasting with confidence that the * rinces would case in,
'otherwise every British Indian will probably set himself to upset
the rinces in their particular localities'. ee ' illingdon to
Lothian, 7th Juno, 1932, bo. *. CHi^O/17/153, pp. 396-4.02. ""illingdon
had earlier accepted with alacrity a proposal that a draft detailed
scheme on tates' representation should be prepared by 'is ajesty'a
Government rather than the Government of India. ee illingdon to
Hoare# 3rd a ch, 1932, Tele. no. 3355» > • »» vol. 105, p. 179.

4* Hoare to illingdon, 9th June, 1932, ?• «:.i , ?» PP* 336, 7»



The path was far from clear in London and in reporting Davidson's reception

by the Commons' India Committee, Hot*re warned of a degree of cynicism

towards Federation:

'the position is that many Conservatives ore attracted by the
idea Of getting the rincos into tire Tndien Government but that
they rvi.ll want a lot of convincing that the "rinces are really
coming in*, (l)

% mid June, illingdon had yet to arrange a date for his 'good
(2>

gathering of rinces' representatives'J he was keener to transmit

news of growing Indian TIberal suspicions of " orre: 'they don't seem
(3)

to have very much confidence in you'. anru's suspicions were

rather directed towards the ' uslim.s v/homhe thought hod come to regard

Federation merely as a facesaving formula, and the Government of India

where he believed that alley and follow Governors supported rovincial

autonomy on the assumption that Federation would then 'recede into the

background*. But ultimately "rare too came to be regarded as a

broken reed who would bypass the question of central responsibility by
(5)

imposing impossible conditions for the inauguration of Federation.

Disillusion among Indian liberals would inevitably undermine what resolve

remained in the rinces' camp. Gloomy prognostications reached apru

from his Gwalior correspondent:

'I am expecting another pitched battle between Patiela and Bikancr
as a result of incitement offered bo the latter by the oliticsl
Department. If this does occur between the next week or two,
T shall feel confirmed in my suspicion that the move is to bury
Federation once and for all'. (6

1. oore to illingdon, 9th June, 1939» T.L.(i , 2, pp. 336, 7*
2. J'lllingdon to "oare, l"th -Tune, 1932, ''. «(i .. 5, p. 152. ""illingdon

finally settled on 29th ,'ugust for hi3 rinces' conference and once
more requested guidance on policy and agenda. 'ee '''illingdon to
Hoare, 10th July, 193?, ibid.. p. 165.

3» " illingdon to ""oare, 19th June, 1932, ibid.. p. 156*
4» ■ apru to ' aksov, 20th ay, 1932, or. ., 2190, H65«
5» Sapru to Maksar, 3rd July, 1932, ibid.. 1175*
6, Haksar to apru, 6th July, 1932, a?. .. 21J+.0, H?6, p. 2U-3*
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Sapru bitterly concurred:

'as regards Federation I hear the feeling is that it is
entirely out of the question as Hyderabad and smaller Chiefs
are opposed to it and so are the vuslims and those rinoes
who agree with the Indian Liberals cannot turn the scale*, (l)

illingdon played down Liberal disaffection: he represented that

the resignation of anru and Jayakar in July from his Consultative

Committee would have little affect in British India where 'apru'a

influence was slight, but he did concede that it would affect the
(2)

Princes in view of apru* s considerable stand'ng with then.

ore ominously the Viceroy continued to stall on the e&eral issuej

his meagre response to the granhic criticisms levelled at the olitioal

Department in the Spring was a nebulous undertaking, made some four

months later, that he would *be able to do something on this matter

before too long*, along the lines suggested, 'namely putting young

fellows who ere -ood over the heeds of the older ones who ere too
(3)

easy-going*. The manifestly anti-federal activities of illingdon'a

Chancellor, the Jam 7aheb, in London during the sunnier, described by

ilakssr as *a dirty game played at the bidding of Leslie Scott and

Rushbrook illians', brought a confession of 'distress' from the Viceroy

but he dismissed these as a reaction to grievances relating to the
(5)

Kawanagar Ports case.

The Davidson Committee Report published at the end of July,

understandibly in view of the extraordinarily heterogeneous nature

of : tates' liabilities and immunities, proposed a policy of 'give and

take' concerning Federal finance. As put by the Report,

1. Sapru to faksar, 6th July, 1932, an. .. 2140, H76, p. 243«
2. illingdon to Voare, 10th July, 1932, T. * (i ■. 5, P« 165*
3» "illingdon to Hoare, 25th July, 1932, ibid.. p. 171. 'easy-going

in this context emerges as a recurring phrase in illingdon's
correspondence •

4» Hekaar to : apru, 4th eptember, 1932, 'bp. ., 2140, V95*

5. " illingdon to Hoore, 10th July, 1932, T»■! '. 5, ?• 166. For a
discussion of the ! awanagar ort >se, see chapter 2, pp. 232-236.
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'wherever it is proposed to remit en existing cash contribution
or to give credit for the ce.sion of territory, the value of
eny privilege or immunity enjoyed by the "tate in oueation should
be set against the proposed remission or credit', {l

The text of this immensely detailed Report meandered from tates'

'Cash Contributions', through 'Ceded Territories', '"isoelianeoua

Contributions', to 'Salt*, 'Sea Customs and orts', and finally dried
(2)

up on *' iscellaneous Immunities'. The culmination of this painstaking

exercise was an essentially negative conclusion:

'we have found it impossible to make recommendations providing
for a uniform distribution of benefits and burdens either
between the States and British India or between the ; tates
themselves'. (3)

But there res a good deal in the recommendations to gratify rinces

who beneiitted from specific proposals notably on the assessment of
(4) * " (5) (6)

'tributes', 'ceded territories', 'salt'. These went sane way

towards meeting old grievances; in the area of 'sea customs and ports'
(7)

the suggested compromise was not unreasonable. *n the sense that
8)

the Report recommended individually tail-red arrangements with each 'tate,

1. Report of the Indian totes ncuiry Committee Cinancial/, And.
4103, p. 179.

2. Ibid., cols, iii-vii.

3* Ibid., . 179*

4« Here the deport recommended on immediate relief calculated to
approximately s 12 lakhs a year. ee ibid.. p. 172.

5. Here the eport recommended the following annuel credits
Earoda 22.98, Gwalior 11.78, Indore 1.11, "angli 1.10, (all Re in lakhs).
See ibid., p. 173*

6. In the case of Kathiawsr and Cutch, it was recommended that all
existing restrictions on the manufacture and marketing of salt should
be removed. ee ibid.. p. 174.

7« In this specially sensitive area, the Aenort reocawen&ed an
arrangement under which Maritime tates would retain the duties on
goods imported through their own ports for consumption by their own
subjects. ee ibid., p. 1?6.

8. A; the eport put it; 'we find that the financial adjustment with
the tates must take the form of a separate settlement with each
State on its entry- into federation'. ee -bid.. p. 179.
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ccngenitally hesitant rinces. The Export also endorsed the

presez-vation of

'certain immunities and. privileges which a number of states will
continue to enjoy without making an equivalent contribution in
return'•

These lest were not ungenerous provisions and the Report estimated that

they would impose on Federal revenues

'an ultimate gross burden of approximately lis 1 crore per annum
additional to that borne by the central revenues of the Government
of India today', (l)

Predictably, " avidson's findings attracted waspish comment from the

Delhi administration:

'The oreign and Political ' apartment holds no brief for the
Davidson Committee's proposals in regard to tributes, ceded
territories etc. .... in the absence of an alternative scheme,
there has been an increasing tendency to regard the Committee's
sport as an inspired document to oanonise J. C. C. avidson'. (2)

Tillingdon's immediate response to the Report ran that 'it aught to
(3)

give a good deal of satisfaction to the rrinoes'. He sought to keep

the onus for marrying the "tatea and British India with Hoare:

'it does seem to me that you over in London will have to sSflVr the
discomfort of trying to bring British Indians and Princes together
on the question of their Federal she re of responsibility'. (4.)

By mid August, the Viceroy was casting around for a face-sav:i ng exit to

the Federal scheme:

1. T'bid.

2. ee * lews of the Government of India on the ecoamendations of the
Davidson Committee as regards the Ceded Territories'. . . «

R/l/30/3lf (o) 193b, p. 7.

3« illingdon to Hoere, 30th July, 193?, T«"»(l). 5, P* 173*

4-* Ibid.
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'Since the production of the Davidson Report the position
politically has changed a good deal. The Princes ere naturally
very cook-n-hcop about the document; on the otter hand British
Indians are beginning to scratch their heads and consider
whether Federation is going to be for them too expensive a
luxury after all. "hat seems to me inevitable is, as we have
suggested, that there must be a Conference over in Loudon where
"rinces and ritish Indians must be represented besides our own

representatives from Parliament, and that these two parties
must be brought face to face to deal with the practical matters
connected with the Federation. T quite appreciate that the
result of this might be to bring Federation to an end; but I
feel that the onus of responsibility should come upon one of
these two parties and that the "ndians, at all events, would not
be able to 3ay that the responsibility for the crash oame upon
H.K.&. or the Government of India.' (l)

All in all, ' rvidson's Indian tour and his findings served to reinforce

suspicions about the will and capacity of the Government of Tndia, from

illingdon down, to contribute positively to the framing of a workable

Federal constitution. Tndeed, Pavidson had exposed a fine network of

official obstruction end veiled hostility to Federation, the consequences

of which, in the longer term, would be critical.

1. "illingdon to Hoare, 14th August, 1932# ibid.. p. 177»
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The prospect of reassembling a Round Table Conference did not

appeal to Hoere: he had previously warned "ncDonald that

'the meeting of a big semi-publie body like the Federal T'tructure
Committee might gravely dlsqui»t Parliament', (l)

floare favoured private consultations with a few sel cted Indians

'and more formal meetings with them at the stage of the ''tending
Committee of both Houses*. (2)

By this stage Hoere had little interest in placating Indian opinion:

'no doubt the Indians who will not be invited to case over wi21
complain of our having sidetracked the S.T.C. But they will
complain whatever we do and it seems to us much more important
to show decision and the power of aotion'. (3)

Initially, -Tilllngdon 'entirely agreed' on the Joint Select Committee
(4)

stage in the Reforms as the appropriate moment to involve Indian opinion;

but he almost immediately reverted to the demand for a prior convocation

in London and Hoar© very reluctantly agreed to receive 'a limited number*
of States' representatives there.

This lost example of Viceregal volte face, taken with "evidson'a

revelations, moved Hoare to communionte to the Prime Minister his

doubts about Delhi:

'I am getting seme curiously inconsistent advice from India
upon almost every important issue'. (6)

1. Hosre to "acDonald, 12th vay, 1932, T»P»(o) vii: i.
2. Hoare was obsessed by the need to conciliate Parliament; as he

stressed to the "Time Minister, 'the great advantage of the Joint
Select Committee will be that the British Parliament and Indians
will be sitting together and we shall therefore not have the
constant suspicions of Parliament against what appears to be a
constituent assembly sitting outside its purview'. Ibid.

3. Ibid.

4* "Pillingdon to Hoare, 5th June, 1932, T.P. (i). 5, p» 148.
5. Hoare to Pilling :on, 9th June, 1932, T.P.(li. 2, p. 337.
6. Poere to PaoPonald, 3rd September, 1932, T.P.(o). vii.i. It is

questionable how much interest PeeDonald now took in "ndian affairs.
He relayed a long letter from the Chancellor of the Chamber of
Prinoea, unopened, to the India Office, perhaps through protocol,
but more likely through indifference. See "acPonald to Hoare,
6th September, 1932, ibid.
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(1)
Willingdon's current contradictory attitude to '"aramountcy led

Hoare to reflect on

•the sudden vicissitudes through which he and his Government pass
••••• it all shows how very uncertain is the hand that drives the
Government machine'• (2)

Both Baldwin and VacDonald endorsed Hoares' strictures: as Baldwin told

Hoare,

*1 had a Ion,-; talk with the P.E. His first reaction is the seme
as mine was. lie thinks nothing of 'lllingdon's Judgement*. (3;

It now fell to Hoare to prod his shaky partner in Delhi into

action:

'it is essential for ua to know that the Princes are prepared
to come into the Federation upon some such lines as we are
sketching to you'. (4)

Hoere was sharply critioal of the 'Iceroy's pessimism which aasiased that

en unfavourable financial climate would negate Davidson's findings

favourable to the Princes:

'it would surely be a calamity if the "rinoes are, at the outset
of the discussions, frightened off Federation altogether*. (5)

Hoare particularly deplored the conduct of "illingdcm's protege, the

Jam Sahib, in London; his 'iniquitous'attempts to incite Chamber

Princes to 'blackmail' the British Government on Federation; his
(6)

lobbying of most of the Cabinet with Leslie ''oott-inspired memoranda.

1. As Hoare explained this, F'illingdon 'had corae near to selling the
pass* on the arsraountoy issue in casual conversation with the
Chancellor of the Chamber of rrincea. In stark oontrast, Hoare
had received a Viceregal telegram 'saying that when he meets the
Princes in a week or two's time he intends to take up a position
that can only be described as a good deal more rigid than anything
that we have contemplated here'. Ibid.

2. Hoare to "aoDonald, 3rd epteraber, 1932, T.F.(o). villi. Hoare
listed a number of other examples of "'illlngdon's 'gross inconsistency*
concerning service salary outs and the appointment of Governor of
Burma. Ibid.

3» Baldwin to Hoare, 22nd December, 1932, ibid.

Hoare to Willingdon, 11th August, 1932, T.P. (i) , 2, p. 293«
Ibid.

6. Hoare to illingdon, 19th August, 1932, ibid.. p. 401.
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In urging the Viceroy to isolate the Jam shib from major 'rinces,

Hocre Indirectly revealed the mechanism for monitoring inter-State

exchanges:

'it will be splendid if you con mobilise the big States against
him. From the correspondence that we have intercepted it looks
as if Bikaner, "etiala, to say nothing of the big States, are
not prepared to go the whole way with him', (l)

illingdon sought to e plain away his 'old friend's* conduct:

he had simply

'got into the hands of that horrid little fellow Suahbrook
miiaaa'

add Sir Leslie Scott: the Jam "nhib was alreadv allegedly in hot water
(2)

with the other Princes. ith the Viceroy's long-awaited gathering

of Princes at Simla on 20th September, oame his opportunity to wax

sanguine on Federal prospects:

'I so much inolined to think that they are getting more and more
amenable to a reasonable solution of the whole Federal problem'• (3)

But the unsuitebility of this gathering as a barometer of opinion was

underlined by Lothian who remarked on the unrepresentative nature of the

Conference, Kathinwar and the Gujarat States with important maritime
(4)

interests being without delegates. Privately, the Pewan of the

most progressive State was profoundly pessimistic:

•as regards the All-India Federation, T fear it is reoeeding
further and further into the distance. I am beginning to
wonder if the British Government really want it to materialise*• (5)

1. Hoare to '-illingdon, 9th September, 1932, ibid.. p. 413*
2. In attempting to reassure Hoare, *illingdon emphasised what he

represented as the isolation of the Jam Sahib. His fellow-Rulers
were 'ell in a state of fury •••• and say that under the rules of the
Chamber of Princes, he has got no business at all to deal with all
these questions over in London, because he delegated his powers to
the Pro-Chenoellor'. See Pillingdon to Hoare, 19th September, 1932,
T.P.(l). 6, p. 188.

3. ?illingdon to Hoare, 12th September, 1932, ibid.. p. 185.
4. Lord Lothian, 'Confidential Heraorandum', Simla, 17th September, 1932,

Lo»P.. GP40A7A57.

5. Ismail to Sapru, 3rd August, 1932, Sao.P.. 2190, 1.86.
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Sinoe nothing of real substance was resolved in discussions with the

Princes, P'illingdon felt at a temporary loss to maintain his spurious
(1)

optimism; the results of the conference had been 'rather unsatisfactory'.

Something of Koare* s chagrin may be gathered from the fact that one

week later, despite the absence of any fresh and weightyevidence,

Ullling&on resumed a splendidly optimistic tack: at to the Princes'

intentions, 'I feel quite sincerely that they are really anxious to join
(2)

the Federation*•

The only positive outcome of the Princes' conference was the

Ruler's proposal to send Ministers over to represent them at the Third

Round Table Conference, 'business people with a really practical

knowledge of affairs*, stated Tillingdon with enthusiasm: the Viceregal

tone became more muted when it was realised that the list submitted

represented by and large the Chamber of 0rinces, an organisation which

by now had become offensive to the Viceroy, *a most useless and
(3)

ineffective Institution*. "'illingdon recovered his breezy style

in transmitting the final list of "rinoes* representatives for the
(4)

Conference, men who 'will, T believe, be helpful and quite likely to
(5)

come into the Federation*. No doubt Hoare took this with a pinch of

salt and having met the Dewana in London, the Secretary of State took up

a much les3 hopeful tone:

1. Llllingdon stated that a formula of sorts had been reached cm
Paremountcy but next to no progress had been made on Federal finance
and representation. See "illingdon to Hoare, 26th September, 1932,
T.?.(l,, 6, pp. 190, 1.

2. "'illingdon to Hoare, 3rd "'otober, 1932, ibid.. pp. 193, 4. Tn a
somewhat fanciful explanation, *"illingdon ascribed the "rimes*
apparent stickiness on Federation to a dislike of 'being bossed
by Eikaner and Bhopol*.

3* Villingdon went on to describe it as 'merely an exaggerated debating
society, which gives opportunities for Bikaner, Bhopal and others to
blow off steam in long speeches and to pass resolutions which no
State need ratify*. See "lllingdcn to Hoare, 3rd October, 1932, ibid..
pp. 193, 4.

4* See Appendix 4. The Indian States' Representatives together with
their Staff considerably outnumbered their fellows on the British
Indian side.

5. willingdon to Hoere, 31at October, T.P.(1). 6, p. 205.
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'it looks to me as if there will be great difficulty in getting
any of the Ministers here up to scratoh. The Ministers whom
I have seen tell me that they hove explicit Instructions not to
commit their Rulers too far'* (l)

Hoare predicted trouble over the size of the ChambersJ Hydari,

representing the key State of Hyderabad, pursuing 'some very rigid
(2)

instructions against the increase in the numbers'* This climate

of uncertainty contributed to the 'extremely jumpy attitude of the
(3)

Conservative rank and file'*

The suspicion grew that the Princes would run interminable and

futile arguments over Chamber size and allocation of seats as a
(4)

plausible means for delaying decision* Hoare gloomily reviewed

the open clash between f'tates' representatives with the Conference

under way:

'the medium sized States for big Chambers, the big States for
small Chambers ••••• Hydari and *Tirza appear to be rigifl
against big Chambers with equal representation for individual
States, and I do not believe that they will move from their
position'. (5)

The occasion demanded that Hoare endeavoured, in private, to talk

the Ministers round towards an agreement; he himself favoured smaller
(6)

Chambers, but he sensed that the Sewans were too far apart.

Evidence of some solid progress was required to sustain Indian liberal

morale: both Sapru and Jayakar told Hoare of their fear

'that the Princes would hold up Federation indefinitely and
that if Provincial Autonomy was established in the meantime, (7)
they would never get either Federation or a change at the Centre*•

1. Hoare to 'illingdon, 18th November, 1932, T*2, p* 543.
2. Ibid.

3* Tbi&., p. 536*
4* Hekaar to Bapru, 5th ' otober, 1932, Pap.P.. 2190, H99*
5* Hoare to Willingdon, 25th November, 1932, T.P«(j). 2, p* 542*
6. Hoare to Willingdon, 1st Peeesber, 1932, ibid., p. 549*
7* Hoare to R'illingdon, 15th December, 1932, ibid*. p. 559*
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However much the merits of Federation were being publicly paraded

at the Conference, indications persisted that the old concept of the

Two Indias remained very much alive. Cn a relatively isolated occasion

when some Princes did interest themselves in British Indian politics,

Hoare received aggrieved representations from the Aga Khan;

'the ,Tosleas are extremely indignant with Alwar, Blkaner and
Bhopal for the part they have played in regard to the Allahabad
Unity Conference ••••• he and his colleagues want to make it clear
that they think it most objectionable that these Prlsoes should
be interfering in British Tndien affairs in this way and I am
bound to say that I sympathise with them*, (l)

Fillingdon's tart rejoinder was extremely hostile to the Princes'

initiative;

'if these gentlemen are always squealing to us that we must keep
our Congress folk from contaminating their subjects, they had
better not take part in Congress disoussions because their
argument - if they do - falls entirely to the ground'• (2)

In all, the Third Round Table Conference sat from 17th November

to 2ifth December, 1932» five long weeks fear Hoare who confessed himself

to be in a raging hurry to wind it all up in case the spate of

protesting telegrams from Indie resulted in the withdrawal of the Indian
(3)

delegates. ith a distinct sense of relief, Hoare informed the

Viceroy of very good feeling at the end. Pverybody, even Tndian

Liberals, when once they were told that they could nut in memoranda

about their individual views seemed happy.

'The Ctates* Representatives were particularly pleased as also
were the Hoslems'. (4)

1. Hoare to illingdon, 22nd December, 193?» ibid.. p. 565*
2. ' Illingdon to Hoare, 8th January, 1933* T.P.(i). 6, p» 226.
3« Hoare to Tillingdon, 28th December, 1932, T.P.(i). 2, p. 5^5*

4* Ibid.. p. 566.
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It may be that the States* Ministers rejoiced in being tied to

few precise undertakings. Hoare, himself, winding up the disoussions

on Christmas Eve, could sum up the Conference results only in the most

nebulous fashion, which owed something to the style of Ramsey VacFonald:

'we have delimited the spheres of activity of the various parts
of the Constitution. Secondly, and I regard this as much more
important than even that important first result, we have T believe
created an espirit de corps amongst all of us that is determined
to see the building that is going to be reared upon the f!eld
that we marked out both complete in itself and completed at
the earliest possible date*, (l)

There was scant evidence of any agreement on details. finder Mead A

which dealt with the sise of Federal legislatures, the Report confirmed

that 'no final decision proved possible in the Conference on this
(2)

question*• Under Head B which dealt with Legislative Relations

between the Federal Centre and the Units, th© Report confessed that

*the Secretary of State for India was unable to make a final
pronouncement at that stage, but stated that the Government
was fully alive to the great oloavage of opinion on the
subject*. (3)

Nor did the group which met to consider the form of States' Instruments
(4)

of Accession achieve any immediate breakthrough.

In only one area did the Conference record any real success and

Hoare dwelt on this for the Viceroy's benefit:

'we did a good piece of work in getting the "tates for the first
time to state definitely that they would undertake obligation
for Federal taxation'. (5)

1. Indian Round Table Conference(^hird Cession'. Crad. 4238, 1933, pp. 138,9.
2. Ibid., p. 15. The Raja of Sarila gave vent to an unequivocal expo®, re

of the stalemate reacted regarding the allocation of Indian States'
seats in the concluding discussions: 'the rlnces have failed to come
to en agreed, solution •••• indeed there is no hope of an agreement
being reached among them in this respect'« Ibid.. p. 96.

3* Ibid., p. 21.
4. This body concluded that 'it was considered desirable that in due

course the skeletal draft of an Instrument of Accession should be
discussed between the Viceroy and the representatives of the tatea'.
Ibid., p. 68.

5. Hoare to Villingdon, 28th December, 1932, T.P.(i). 2, p. 566. The
Relevant report of the Committee on Federal Finance ran: 'provided
a satisfactory yield from taxes on income is permanently assigned t
the Federation, the States' representatives agree to assume liability
for Corporation tax on the expiration of the period of x years'.
See Cmd. 4238. p. 51«
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This advance was publicised energetically by "ydari who was interested
(1)

in dispelling the notion that the States would run out on Federation.

But it is scarcely surprising that a general uneasiness prevailed

regarding the rinces' bom fides and Ssrikey, the Lord Chancellor,

took the trouble to preface his address, the final speech to be heard

at the Conference, with a melodramatic appeal to the Prince#*

representatives:

'I know your difficulties, I know thet you are acting on
instructions, but I should like to say to you that there is
only one thing which can dim the lustre of the wise and patriotic
statesmanship of the Princes, and that one thing is delay ••••
Gentlemen of the States, India is calling, you have put the oup
to her lips, do not delay her drinking it*. (2)

At one time Sapru, so prominent an architect of Federation, would have
(3)

been much moved by such an appeal. The Conference proceedings,

however, had exploded his hopes:

'I cannot say that the Princes have played the game as I expected
them to. The result will be further estrangement between British
India and the States*,

(4)
he complained to Hakaar. Fith a keen sense of disillusion, Sapru

rafiaed on the practical difficulties of working with rririces who

* seem to me to be justifying the official view, that they are
speaking with double voices, with one to us and with another to
the Government. The whole thing is a aiokening business*• (5)

The nebulous results of the final Bound Table Conference served, above all,

to underline the infinite capacity of the States* representatives to

dissemble and prevaricate.

1. Hydarl assumed the mantle of statesmanship and self-sacrifice in
reminding the Conference that "when we came down to what have been
celled, 'brass tacks' ... have we not shown courage in accepting a tax
which was very odious to the Indian Stataa and agreeing that that tax
should be made a Federal source of revenue. See CmA. 4238. pp. 97, 8.

2- Ibid.. p. 147.
3* Earlier in the year Sapru had waxed enthusiastic about the "Yinoes'

support for Federation. See Sapru to Thompson, 28th Hay, 1932, H.T.P.
4. Sapru to Heksar, 9th December, 1932, San.P.. 2190, HIOf). See too

Sapru*s note on Federation, 17th October, 1932, ibid.. H100.

5* Ibid.
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The next immediate task for Hoare lay in mapping out a hite
(1)

Paper for the consideration of the Parliamentary Joint Committee.

To secure the States* allegiance to Federation, Hoar© now felt that

Hydarl, 'who had behaved so excellently' throughout the late Conference,

was the key figure and that, as a Federal incentive, the Berars question
(2)

should be finally settled. The well-tried devioe of dangling fresh

honours before the Rizara, 'if he is inclined to play uo over Federation',
(3)

was mooted. The Dizain, equal to any effrontery, intimated through

Hydarl that he wanted to he a king, a proposition that Hoare was prepared

to countenance though he recognised that 'the King would be very sticky
(4)

about it*. It was left to a scandalised Viceroy to point out, with

some justice, that the Hizaras were never hereditary monarohs but rather
(5)

officials ruling in the name of an Emperor. Hoare'3 planning took

careful account of the primacy of Parliament's wishes. On the size

of Chamber issue, a major sticking point, Hoare calculated that not

only would the major states reject enlarged Chambers,

'I am also certain that, whatever we put into the ''Tiite ' aper,
Parliament will revert to something like the numbers of 200
and 300. This being so we must somehow get Bikaner and his
friends to drop the idea of big Chambers'. (6)

Issued aa roposals for Indian Constitutional i:efona. Parch, 1933t
Cmd. 4268,

2. Hoare to ' illingdon, 28th December, 1932, 'P.P. (i), 2, p. 568.
51ee too chapter 1, pp.

3. Hoere to Pillingdon, 9th December, 1932, ibid.. p. 5f>6.
4« Hoere to illingdon, 28th December, 1932, ibid., p. 5^9*
5. Pillingdon found a second sensible objection in the practical

difficulties of fitting a 'kingdom' into an already anomalous
Federation of democratic provinces and semi-sovereign and protected
States. See Hilling on to Hoare, 29th January, 1933> ibid.. 6,
p. 238.

6, Hoore to Fillingdon, 28th December, 1932, ibid.
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Little cooperation, however, was on offer from Delhi where the

Viceroy persisted in projecting an undiminished and unjustified

optimism. December 1932 found him

'tearing round the States .... they all seem in very good heart;
they all seem ready for Federation, provided of course that
their individual entities are absolutely secured', (l)

The contradiction implicit in these last phrases had not escaped the

Viceroy, Rather than become enmeshed in specific Federal negotiations,

he speedily returned the buck to the India Office:

'I don't think there is going to be much value in my seeing
these Princes on the various points you want me to'. (2)

Was there not some expertise in London after three years of discussions

there on the Reforms; in Willingdon's view, the next steps should be
(3)

based on the forthcoming White Paper. Yet again Hoare was confronted

with baffling inconsistencies in the Viceregal position:

'we shall never get agreement among the Princes with regard to
their allocation of seats - of that I am perfectly clear':

this consideration did not prevent the Viceroy from urging that

'I am quite sure that they feel bound to come in'. ($)
With little evidence of Federal progress to hand, Willingdon explained

that he had been distraoted by a severe outbreak of disorder inside

Alwar, a serious affair which ha had had to monitor and which led
(5)

eventually to the deposition of the ?£aharaja. In one of his few and

least helpful initiatives, "illingdon suggested opening up Pandora's Box

1. Willingdon to Hoare, 9th December, 1932, ibid.. p. 219.
2. Willingdon to Hoare, 5th February, 1933, T.P.(i). 6, p. 240.
3. Ibid.

4* Ibid.. p. 241. Willingdon penned a similar contradictory letter on
the following week when due to meet a number of Princes' delegates:
there was 'little chance' of their coming together on the size of
Chambers, percentage of membership,representation of Princes, 'so I
shall ask them if they are satisfied to leave it to H.M.G-. and the
Secretary of State, and I am definitely assured that in the greater
number of cases the reply will be in the affirmative'. See
Willingdon to Hoare, 12th February, 1933, ibid.. p. 245*

5. See chapter 2, pp. I58-163.
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by bartering the promise of a revision of the Salute list in exchange
(1)

for the Princes' acceptance of a Federal soheme. ""he Viceroy

sought to deflect criticism by stressing the Princes' frustrating tactics,

their penchant for bargaining in their own interests as a preliminary
(2)

to Federating. In addition one had to contend with Their Highnesses*

oentrifugal tendenciesJ 'they are very difficult to get hold of «••••

they are spread out in every direotion to such an extent that it is

extraordinarily difficult to get them here together.* Holding

forth in the same sanguine vein, illingdon brushed aside the anti-

Federal activities of the Jam Hahibj 'I don't think he dan stand out
(4)

if the others - as I thinl they will - agree to case in*.

These vapourings did not find favour with Hoare who had Ms own

diffioulti.es in handling volumes of correspondence from various "'aharajas:

•Princes especially ought to look to the Viceroy for personal
dealings*. (5)

A reourring worry for the eoretary of State, given the mercurial style

of Hyderabad politics, was the possible displacement of Hydari, whom
(6)

he took to be a pro-Federal influence. Hoare deolored the

degeneration of the Eerars negotiations, between Hydari and the Resident

1. Villingdcn to Hoare, 22nd January, 1933» ibid., p. 233. Honre reacted
to this notion with justified scepticm. See Hoare to 'illingdon,
3rd March, 1933, T.P.fi). 3, pp. 6?4, 5.

2. See Willingdon to Hoare, 5th February, 1933» ibid.. p. 240; illiivdon
to Hoare, 12th February, 1933» ibid.. p. 245.

3. S'illingdon to Hoare, 26th February, 1933, T»r. (i). 6, p. 252.
4. Willingdon continued to represent the Jam aMb as the creature of

Kushbrook-filliama and Sir Leslie Scott. Ibid.

5. Hoare to Villingdon, 3rd February, 1933» ibid.. p. 397.

6. Hoare to Willing&on, 12th January, 1933» ibid.. p. 587. A major
oontribution to current ancertainties in the Hyderabad Government was
the application by a retired I.C.S. official, Mr Frederick Gauntlett,
to the Nizam for employment. Gauntlett had previously held office
as Comptroller and Auditor-General of India, and sinoe retirement in
1929 had found employment as Finance Minister, Fatiala State. Honre
thought him to be 'most unsuitable* for Hyderabad. Ibid.
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(1)
Keyes, into *a personal wangle between these two notorious energies'.

In reality, the raore significant threat to Federation lay in the growing

interest shown by the diehard Conservatives in the Princes' intentions:

'the opposition are going to make a great deal of what they claim
to be the reluotano® of the Princes to join the Federation',

Koare fretted to the Viceroy:

'if this is so, it makes it all the more important that we should,
get the rinces along with the least possible delay', (2)

The following week found Hoare a good deal more alarmed:

'a very formidable attack is being made upon the Government scheme
by Salisbury and "inston, and one of the points of which they make
the greatest possible use is the allegation that the Federation
is a sham Federation and that the rinces are not really coming
in# V© do, therefore, badly want some outward and visible sign
that the Princes are not reoeeding frcsa the position that they
have hitherto taken up# mhe further you oan get them, the easier
it will be for us here'# (3)

"hile I-oare, in the course of piloting Ms mammoth India Bill through

Parliamentary shoals, come to show an increasing tendency to jump at

shadows, there was no gainsaying the existence of a broad political
(4,s

base at constituency level for the diehard campaign. hat previous

investigations of this campaign had not revealed is the extent to which

the diehard spokesmen capitalised on and indeed connived at the rinces*
(5)

ambiguous attitude to federation.

1. Hoare to Willingdon, 10th February, 1933* ibid* * p# 602#
2# Honre to ridlingdon, ibid, p. 601#
3# Hoare to illingdon, 17th February, 1933, ibid., p. 607.

4# Such bodies as the Primrose league, the "'omens' Unionist Association
and the Junior Imperial League were sympathetic to the Biehnrd cause;
the raore active dissidents established the Indian Empire rooiety
(1930) and the Indian Defence league (1933) to preserve unimpeded
British rule in India. The formation and membership of these bodies
is discussed in Ghosh, !*• C#, ' "Decision-'aking and Power in the
British Conservative Party: A Case tudy of the Indian Problem,
1929-34*, Folltioal -tudies. vol. xiii, no. 2, 1965, pp. 19B-212.

5. This is not touched upon to any extent in a very detailed study of
the diehard campaign: see Ghosh, . C., r-he British Conservative
Party end the Indian "roblera, 1927 - 35. Unpublished "Ti.P. thesis,
Manchester (1964).
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(1)
The driving force behind the diehard movement, fir Henry fage-Croft,

in his opening public salvo, identified the rinces as the central

figures in the proposed Reforms:

'the sole excuse given for the great revolution was the rinces'
desire} yet the Government are now pursuing their policy, even
if only half the Princes support the change, end the Princes have
been urged by the Lord Chancellor to assent to what was onoe
imagined to be 'their burning desire'.* (2)

In rebruary Page-Croft, successful in the Commons ballot, proposed a

motion in favour of the Simon Commission Report} his most telling

points focussed on the Prinoes' intentions:

'no one can now doubt that the Princes had given scant consideration
to the proposals and did not understand their full implications ...
pledges were also made to the House that nothing should be done
unless the Princes came in as a body'. (3)

(4)
Page-Croft's seconder, suggested that the "-rinces* enthusiasm for
Federation had dipped sharply and spoke of

*a lot of vagueness as to what meaBare of unanimity there may be
among them*. (6)

1. Page-Croft, Brig.-Gen. Sir Henry, 1st Bt. of Fnowle, Bournemouth,
C.M.G.} ?.!).j P.P.(Con*), Bournemouth since 1918} Chairman of
the Lmpire Industries Association. age-Croft had previously
caught the eye as an outspoken defender of General Dyer after
Ataritser, and an implacable opponent of the Irish Home Rule Bill
and subsequent Treaty of 1922. See Lord Croft, Hy Life of Strife.
(1948), pp. 142-160, "** " '

2. Lord Croft, op. pit.. p. 232.
3. H.C.D.. 22nd February, 1933, vol. 302, col. 1749.

4» Parsden, Commander Arthur, R.N., ?*.P. (Con.), North Bettersee since
1931.

5* H.C.D., 22nd ebrunry, 1933, vol. 302, ools. 1756, 7.
6. Ibid.

>ni«ii 1mil
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While the motion was defeated, it had attracted 'an exceptionally

friendly reception' and, if Page-Croft may be believed, his rhetoric
(1)

had been lauded by the press generally# The sensitivity of the

issue was revealed to the India Office by the large number of Unionist
(2)

backbenchers who had ignored the hips and abstained.

A persistent diehard line of attaok sought to hold-up the Reforms
by allowing the "rimes further time for consideration. "ith the

emergence of a diehard caucus (the "ornlru- ost. acting as its mouthpiece,

argued that the Princes should take several months to mull over the
(4)

White Paper proposals due in March. This tribxme alleged that the

basic plank of the Reforms, the presence of a Princely bloc as a

stabilising force at the Centre, was in itself a fiction since States'

representation would be ministerial!

'neither the British Government nor the Indian Princes themselves
can trust too rnboh to the lcyalty of the Indian States' Ministers
once power is given them in the Federation'! (5)

a thinly veiled suggestion that the States* representatives would be

beduced by Congressmen in the Assembly. The Princes' formal commitment

to Federation was explained away, by the diehard organ, as the product

of pressure from the Indie Cffioe, of

'threatening language towards these good friends of the British
connection*• (6;

1. lord Croft, op« cit.. p. 217. Such phrases as 'prolonged ovation*,
'frequently deep throated roars of applause' were said to have
reourred in the reporting of the speech. Ibid.

2. Lord Croft, op. cit.. p. 217» In all there were 245 Unionist
abstentions, so the diehard attack had hardly been beaten off in
'comfortable* style as reported in Cross, J. H., op. oit.. p. 161,

3. Duchess of Atholl to Baldwin, 20th February, 1935, C.B.?., vol. 106,
p. 16. See too Page-Croft in B.C.D., 22nd February, 1933, vol. 302,
col. 1782.

4. The "ornlng roat urged that 'a large section of the Indian rinces and
their rime Ministers feel that there is a danger of rushing matters
too precipitately ... the opposition of Mr. Churchill and his supporters
cannot and should not be ignored, fee vornlne "ost. 20th February, 1933*

5. Ibid.

6. Moraine Tost. 20th January, 1933.
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On the eve of the " hite aper13 publication, the Horning roat 'Special

Correspondent', having been

'in close and intimate touch with the Indian 'rinces for some

15 months, calculated that only Hyderabad, Mysore, Baroda,
Bikaner and Kashmir were at all enthusiastic about Federation', (l)

(2)
In each case some unscrupulous leverage had been brought to bear* An

emotional broadside was fired by an anonymous Indian civilian against

Hoare and hi3 associates:

'are we going to allow them to force these wonderful rinces and
noblemen to commit suicide in return for their unflinching
loyalty to the 'rapire?' (3)

Churchill played the rinces card at an especially tense gathering of

the Conservative and Unionist Associations on 28th Februaryi in the face

of his claim that unfair pressure had been put upon the Indian Princes
(4)

to join Federation, Hoare had to give a flat contradiction*

In view of the comparative success of "age-Croft and his associates

in reaching backbench Conservative opinion, it was imperative for Hoare

to establish a medium of counter-propaganda, and hence the founding
(5)

of the Union of Britain and India. rrhe driving force behind this

organisation, described by Page-Croft as 'perhaps the most ardent of the

1* Ibid*. 20th February, 1933*
2. These alleged pressures were connected with remission of tribute,

restoration of territories, seats in the Federal executive, and not
least exhumation of skeletons in capboards. Pee ibid*

3* "Chota Sahib", India in the >feltinfl '"ot. (1933, P* 36.
4* orning oat* 1st March, 1933*

5* See The Times. ?}r& June, 1933* Both the U.B.T., and the I.U.I,
sought to recruit retired Indian Officials; as Thompson raoorded the
outcome of the competition, the U.B.I* did best with those more
recently retired: 'of Governors and 'embers of Council who have
served, under the ' ontagu/Chelmsford Reforms, we have 26, they have
only Lloyd and .Jacob'. c'ee Sir J. P. Thompson to Col. K. T. I).
Cordon, 12th February, 1932, J.P.T.. Private Corr. Bundle 8.
Initially, however, the Under Secretary of State for India found it
'very difficult to find anyone' willing to join the U.B.I.J two
ex-GcvernorB, Goschen and Harcourt Butler refused outright.
See Butler, R. A., op. cit., p. 51.
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abdicationists', was Sir J. Thompson, a retired Indian civilian of
(1)

high standing with experience in Indian States' affairs. Addressing

the India Committee of the House of Commons in previous December,

Thompson set out to counteract diehard accusations: it was only

natural that the Princes should carefully weigh the Federal proposals,

they were after all in the position of sovereigns, not that of a
(2)

British titled aristocracy. Thompson could soarcely have been more

reassuring to the doubtful: the implementation of Federation would be

a long haul and he roundly declared

'no Federation, no responsibility - at any rate for the present ....
there oan be no question of compelling rinoes to come in.
The choice is theirs to make and for them alone'. (3)

The diehard lobby hailed the U.B.I, as a vehicle of 'propaganda for

'Yes "en" j it was hinted that Thompson's allegiance had been secured
(4)

by the offer of the premiership of karapur State, a canard strenuously
(5)

denied by Thompson.

hile a pro-Federation movement was taking shape on the British

scene, in India, prospeot3 became steadily more gloomy. Sapru did

his best to rouse Blkaner into settling the outstanding questions between

the Indian States and British India,

'a united voice can produce a tremendous impression on Congress
opinion'. (6)

However Sapru'3 most intimate correspondent inside the States confirmed

the scale of effioial obstruction to Federation inside India:

1. Thompson, Sir John "erronet, K.C.S.I., K.C.I.F., I.C.S., 13961
held office in the Punjab and the Tndian Legislative Counoil}
Political Secretary to the Government of India 1922-27} Chief
Commissioner of Delhi 1928-32; retired 1932.

2. Address to the House of Commons, 12th December, 1932, J.P.T.. File 5«
See too Thompson's speech at the Lincoln Diocesan Conference, 2?th
October, 1932, 'The Peoples of Tndia*, J.P.T.. Box 13, pp. 11, 12.

3. Ibid.

4« Homing Post. 22nd "ay, 1933*

5* Ibid.. 3rd June, 1933*
6. Sapru to Bikaner, 13th January, 1933» San.P.. 2193, S182.
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'however anxious H.F.G-, may be to bring ebout Federation, the
Government of Tndia ere not# Indeed T would go further
and say that the Government of Indie are still - and perhaps
more than ever - eotlng to prevent it*, (l)

Haksar further alleged that junior offioera of the Political department,

who had honoured instructions issued in 1930 to keep the States out of
(2)

Federation, were now being awarded with prize appointments. ^

the eve of the issue of the hite Paper, Sapru reflected morosely on

the extent to which the cards were stacked against Federation with

'the diehards, an important section of the rrinces, practically
the whole of the bureaucracy,'

(3)
and even the Indian liberals being ranged against it. 1 ven °apru'»

most trusted associate inside the Princely order, Biksner, had hedged
(4)

his Federal intentions with doubt.
(5)

The hite Taper was .issued on 15th March, 1933* In British
(6)

India generally it was widely regarded as a 'damp squib'. Hoare himself

could work up little enthusiasm for the document and, having passed the

last proofs he glumly questioned the Viceroy, 'has it been an attempt

to square the clrole'. Princes and diehards alike scrutinised with

particular care the "hite ^aperb conditions for the inauguration of

Federation:

'H.M.Cr. propose as the condition to be satisfied before the "ederel
Constitution is brought into operation that the Eulera of tates
representing not less than half the seats to be allotted to the
states in the Federal Upper Chamber shall have executed instruments
of Accession. (8)

1. Haksar to "apru, 18th February, 1933, "pp.P., 2190, H107, p. 711.
2. Haksar cited the meteoric promotion of "acKeneie, a very junior

officer, to Hyderabad, and the elevation of VbNab, another comparative
tyro, to A.G.C., Central Tndia. Ibid.

3. Sapru to Haksar, 23rd February, 1933, eP.F., 2190, HI08.
4. Sepru to Haksar, 24rd March, 1933, ibid.. Hill.
5» Proposals for Indian Constitutional Reform, "arch, 1933, Sod. 4268.
6. Das, D., op. pit.. p. 164.
7. Hoare to "illingdon, 17th "arch, 1933, T.P.(l). 3, p. 637.
8. CmA. 4268. p. 8.
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The "hite aper proposed a maximum of 260 "embers for the Cpper Chamber,

of whom 100 would be appointed by the Princesj the lower Chamber should

consist of a maximum of 375 '"embers of whom 125 should be appointed by
(1)

the "linees; by no means an ungenerous weightage for the States*

Hoare unenthusiastically reviewed a very mixed press reception for the

"hite Paper:

'while The Tims and the regional press had taken a sober end
reasonable line, the "ornin,; ost. ail, and xnre33 were positively
rabid'• (2)

By contrast, "Villingdon's response to the 'hite Paper smacked of his

customary unjustified euphoria:

'it seems to me to be a very fine effoft on the part of you all
at home .... I - always an optimist - as inclined to think it
will go a great deal better than we anticipate'. (3)

Since the hite Paper had proposed that the Aot should first be

passed prior to States aceeedin^so that the final character of the
Federation should be clear to federating Prinoes, Their 'fighnesses

could now enjoy further scope iter procrastination. 'n opportunity

for a public show of irresolution presented itself with the forthcoming

meeting of the Chamber of Princes, due to meet on 20th T'arch to consider

the fhite Paper. illingdon forecast the outcome of these proceedings

in a particularly whimsical and contradictory fashion:

'I think you will find that T shall get you my 50 per cent of
population and before long my 50 per cent of Indian rinoea
themselves',

(5)
he assured Hoare. The Viceroy went on to say:

'but then remember that I am an optimist and I may be wrong.'' (6)

1. Ibid., p. 10.
2. Hoare to Willingdon, 23rd f'aroh, 1933* T.P. (l '. 3, P« 642.
3. 1 illingdon to Hoare, 12th March, 1933, T.P.(i). 6, p. 258,
4. Cmd. 4266. p. 8.
5. 'illingdon to F'osre, 20th Maroh, 1933, T.Ml). 6, p. 265.
6. Ibid.
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Any degree of confidence on the part of the Viceroy seems misplaced when

the composition of the reshuffled rinses* tending Co-s&tte© is taken
(1)

into account# Hatesar now despaired of Federation since, Fikener

apart, he appreciated how little influence such lightweight Princes

carried either in British or Princely India; he pronounced them to be

'political reactionaries likely to parrot the line propogated
by the olltioal Department'# (2)

The 1933 Session of the Chamber of Princes developed into a fiasco

for the India Office and the pro-Federal party generally. A preliminary

meeting between on and 40 Princes in New Delhi on 14th '"arch

proved inconclusive. A further informal meeting on the eve of

the conference only revealed, to the satisfaction of the 'orninK ost.
To

'a definite cleavage in the Princes* ranks on Federation'#
(5)

Ominously, the opening session was thinly attended by Princes;

*a sombre dulness pervaded the Chamber*J the Viceroy's assurances about

the recommendations of the "hite Paper, which he represented as by no

means final with the Joint Delect Committee stage to come, were
(6)

received with *a cold silence*. A "oralhe oat editorial went on

to allege that bribery was rampants

'any minister of en Indian State who desires a decoration has only
to work for the Federal scheme'. (7)

1. Patial# was to be elected to Chancellor of the Chamber; the tandinr
Committee numbered Bikaner, Bahawalpur, Dungerpur, Jahalawar, "anna,
Bampur, Sangli and '"ankaner. See Rarausaok, B. N. op. cit.« p. 236.

2. Haksar to "apru, 26th "arch, 1933. Cap."., 2190, H112.
3# VornlnK ost. 15th "arch, 1933-
4. "orninE 'ost. 20th Varch, 1933*
5. Kashmir was too much conoerned with internal troubles to attend;

Bhopal withdrew permanently from office and the Chamber, soured "by
mounting negative critioism from within his order. See Sinh, R»,
op. pit., p. 133.

6' vornlnc Post. 21st Feroh, 1933.

7. Ibid.. 23rd 'arch, 1933.
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Key States were to be enticed into the Federation by means of secret

concessions} to Hyderabad on the Berars question and to "ysore through
(1)

cancellation of its tribute# The critical stage of the Conference

was heralded by an assault on the adequacy of the safeguards and seat
(2)

allocation by the Jam Sahib. "illingdon immediately cancelled the

next public session of the Chamber to prevent a resolution along these
(3)

lines being moved. The Viceroy called an emergency private meeting

with the Princes and, to the delight of the exceptionally well-informed
an unscrupulous ornlnK Post correspondent, adhsva Rao,

'drew a complete blank. The indeterminate discussion of the
Prinoes will be depressing news to the British Cabinet*. (5

Tillingdon was quite unable to damp down the stormy scenes which

took place during the final session of the Chamber on 25th Parch centering

on the Jam Sahib! an unseemly spectacle stage-managed in ell probability
(6)

by the diehard lobby. Eanji launched a ferocious onslaught on

Federation which culminated in an expression of 'proCound disquiet* over

1. ! orning l ost, 24btt "arch, 1933*
2. Ibid. , 25th ' nroh, 1933.
3. Set for 24th "ay, 1933, ibid.

4. "adhsva Pa© had joined the "orning Post staff in 1933 and was most
warmly recommended to Patiala by its editor H. A. Gwymne. Fee
Gwynne to Patiala, 15th February, 1934, G.. FS11. This was
unfortunate for &wynne*s standing since Patials later complained
that Ha# had extracted considerable 3ums in connection with Ms
work from the 'aharaja. See Gwynne to Patiala, 11th June, 1936,
ibid.

5. Ibid.

6. The oralTv; Post carried the following banner headlines: 'Viceroy
Stops Jam Sahibi Scenes at Chamber of Princes: Strang Stand
Against Federation*. See "orning oat, 27th arch, 1933»
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the diffioulty of the Crown retaining in future any effective sovereignty
(1)

in India if the polioy of the White Paper were put into aotion.

The diehards extracted every advantage from these fireworks:

•only the Princes* innate ocurtesy, diplomacy and their fear
of official pressure have prevented the Chamber from passing
a formal resolution rebooting the hite naper scheme*. (2)

The "ornira; Post shrewdly aimed, in the final argument of ita hard-hitting

leader, at the Government's back benches:

'are Conservatives in this country going to allow themselves to be
jookeyed into a measure openly disowned by the very Trinces
whose alleged demand for it was the only excuse for its inception?' (3)
The Chamber elosed its final session

'in an atmosphere of disillusionment, dissatisfaction and iiatrust
••••• the scheme of Federation had killed the Chamber*. (4)

hatever strength the Chamber had possessed as a unifying agent had now

drastically waned at the point where the moat critical work confronted
(5)

it. The 1933 session of the Chamber has been regarded, with acme

justice, as marking the final bankruptoy of the Princes; as Hakaar saw it,
(6)

the happenings had not been merely •inconclusive', but rather 'disgraceful'.

1. Leader, 'Is it Cricket', T ornine '-''oat. 27th March, 1933* "Mle the
Jam Sahib's speech was in great part a wandering rhodcaaontado, it
did contain an impressive reference to the opinion of the noted scholar,
Professor Berridale Keith, who had pronounced on the incompatibility
of responsible government and safeguards. fee letter from Professor
A. Berridale Keith, ' orthless Safeguards', Morning Post. 30th March, 1933.

2. ornln/; ost. 27th arch, 1933» under the headline, 'Strong Stand
Against Federation'.

3. Ibid.. under the heading 'Is It Cricket'.
4* Cinh, R., op* cit.. pp. I38, 9»
5. The Political Department had sought to compensate for the defeotion

of leading States Hyderabad and Bsroda and then later Kashmir and
Kapurthala through a scheme to enlarge the Chamber by admitting more
small ^rinoes. This only sufficed to bring threats of resignation
from Bikaner and medium sized Ttates in arch 1933* See Eamusaok, B.,
op. cit.. p. 286. Fven ' atials as Chancellor came to question the
value of an institution so depleted in its ranks and divided in its
counsels. Fee natiala to Clancy, 2nd February, 1932, cited in ibid.

6. Hakaar to Hapru, 26th "arch, 1933, an.".. 2190, H112.
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"illingdon, faced with the private refusal of the "rincea to ocmmit

themselves to any aspect of the hite "Paper, concluded that the
(1)

proceedings had been 'a waste of time'. The Viceroy passed on a

version of these to ;toere which was shot with wild ambiguities, spiced
(2)

with alternating doubt and optimisitu In the course of fruitless

discussions, it finally dawned on illingdon that

*75 per cent of the Vrinoes knew nothing whatever about the
Reforms oheme, they really are a very hopeless lot to try end
get down to business'• (3)

Nevertheless, Hoere should not read too much into Ranji's speech

which had been conceived by 'that wily little scoundrel RusH>rook

"illians*, who had been praadsed 'a safe seat by the dieherds in Britain
(4)

if he could succeed in smashing Federation'* The Viceroy wer^ on

to say that the Jam r ahib was very much the odd man out among the

Princes and that his apparent malevolence was due to mishandling in

London on the subject of his ort casej idling!on predicted with

confidence that

'the Princes would wait for the "ct but would come in in
sufficient numbers once the Bill was through'. (5)

The manoeuvres of the Jam Sahib, an 'immensely popular' figure in
(6)

Fn<land, were more than an embarrassment for Voare who confessed to
(7)

finding Ranji 'shifty and unscrupulous to deal with'. The major

1. Vinutes of a meeting between 'illingdon and rrinces, 24th -'arch,
1933* cited in iamusaek, B,, on. pit., p. 286.

2. On the optimistic front, '"illingdon's first ploy was to give special
representation to the bigger 'tates and count on the rest following
on. See illingdon to 'foare, 20th erch, 1933» ri*(i'. 6, p. 262.

3» "illingdon to Hoere, 26th raroh, 1933* ibid.. p. 267.
2m "'Illingdon to '"oare.ibid.

5. Ibid.. p. 268
6. Vosre to illin, don, 6th April, 1933* r'.P» (i). 3* P* 661.
7. Boare to illingdon, Jlst ''arch, 193.3* ibid.. p. 653»
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source of worry was the extent to which the dlehards were exploiting

Ranji's opposition:

'indeed Home made it the principal text of a reat part of his
speech*. (l)

The sudden death of Ranjl fortuitously removed a major piece from the

diehard battery. For illingdon, as the Jam Cahib's political

sponsor, this was very definitely an occasion for sadness especially since
(2)

he connected Konji's demise with their recent flare-up in the Chamber.

The fact that Ranji had gone 'all wrong with regard to the Princes and

Federation* should be put down to the malign influence of the London
(3)

diehards. Hoare felt less sentimental and hoped that the

indebtedness of Mawanagar would now rule out the services of mtschevious
(4)

legal advisers in London. For Hoare, the death of Ranji could offer

but temporary respite. The inconoluaive outcome of the mhird Round Table

Conference, several very public demonstrations of irresolution on the part

of Their Highnesses, and most ominous, accumulating diehard interest in

the Princes' intentions, all combined to prejudice the future of Federation

and the India Bill. It would only be a matter of time before the diehard

lobby located and brieflefj another rinoely spokesman.

Ibid. Tome*3 speech in the Commons was given very full coverage in
the "ornlra; Coat. He quoted the Jam Cahib at length to 'prove that
we have been far too ooraplacent in thinking that the Trinces were
all the time in the Government's pooket'. fee Mornlna; oat. 29th
March, 1933* See too ''age-Croft' s reference to Lcnji's" "*remarkable
speech ... a courageous and definite warning both to his brother Prinoes
and to the Pritish people against the fatal policy which it was
sought to impose on India.* Lord Crcft, op. cit.. p. 245*

2. 'illingdon to Hoare, 2nd April, 1933, T.r. (i), 6, p. 271.
3. Ibid.

4. The orning Post made the most of uanji's untimely death through on
extravagant obituary. 'A Glorious Innings' which lauded Nawanagar
as 'a model principality' and praised Ranji's resistance to the
notion that British Parliamentary institutions were a suitable
addition to the far more ancient tradition of personal sovereignty.
Sec Lorain,; "oat. 2nd April, 1933.
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Tncreesingly, Honre showed signs of extreme nervousness in

connection with a diehard campaign which focussed more and more on the
(1)

Princes' proposed constitutional role. The mood, of the extra-

:arliamentary arty gave grave cause for concern:

'the constituencies are far behind the two ouses in their views
about India',

and Hoare came to attribute the most extravagant and sinister motives

to Churohill:

*at the back of his mind he thinks that not only will he vransh
the Government but that ngland is going Fascist and that he,
or someone like hits, will eventually be able to rule India as
Mussolini governs North 'frioa'. (2j

With the problematic establishment of a erliaraentary Joint

Select Committee in April, Hoare entered the most critical stage in
(3)

the making of the India ct. However much Hoar© impressed observers

inside the Committee with his apparent coolness and mastery of Indian
(4)

complexities, at heart he feared for his Bill:

1# See the Manifesto issued to the press by age-Croft in 11th * ?»reh,
1933* 'the sole excus given for this grunt evolution was the
Princes' desirej yet the Government are no- pursuing their policy
even if only half the "'rinoes support the change'. Lord Croft,
on. cit., p. 231.

2. Hoare to illingdon, 6th April, 1933* T,P,(j). 3, p. 660.
3» Finalising the composition of the Committee had been a nightmare

task for the Secretary of State. Initially hoping for 6, Hoare
had been driven to accept 32; three of the principal diehards,
Page-Croft, Churchill and lord Lloyd electing to stay out and
remain unmuzzled, but Lord Salisbury, the single most influential
''ember of the Lords, headed a team of certainly 5 intransigents.
The Chairman elect, reel, had gone down with phlebitis 90 minutes
before the Committee was due to meet. His replacement,
Linlithgow, was recruited with difficulty there and then. Gee
Lord Temrslewood, op. cit., pp. 88, 9» Cross, J. on. clt.. p. 166.

4. Cross, J. on. cit.. chapter 4, passim.
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'I woa really nervous about the first meeting. hat with
avowed opponents such as Salisbury and the ex Pro-Consuls and
the procedure experts, T feared that we should get nothing
do at all'. (1)

Bearing in tsind the very critical mood of arlia»ent, and. the question

of the accession of the tates, Hoaro conceived, of a margin of some
(2)

three years before Federation came into operation.

At this stage, anti-' hite "aper propaganda accelerated and come

to obsess Uoare:

'Churchill has got a lot of money from various sources and the
attack is being clererly organised'. (3)

n especially hard-hitting article appeared in Blackwoods Fagazlne which
(4)

denounced the India Bill, making great play with the Federal provisions.

States' embers in the Federal legislatures would be 'in o hopeless

minority'; they would have to face a Congress "arty

'at deadly ernnity with the Rulers of the States •••• but now, at
a wave of MacBonald's wand, the lion end the lank will doubtless
lie down together'. (5}

In acontroversial pamphlet, Page-Croft claimed that

'it is common knowledge that to this day, in spite of desperate
attempts on behalf of the Indie Offioe, the majority of "rinces
have not accepted the proposals'. (6)

1. Hoare to illingdon, 20th April, 1933# ?.r.(i), 3, p. €S0. The "nder
Secretary, Lord Butler, remembered the Joint "'elect Committee
proceedings as less tense occasions when the 'rchbishop of Canterbury
and one or two other embers would, absent themselves as early as
11.00b.ib. for *0 dock glass of port*. 'lee Butler, Ul., pp. oit.. p.50.

2. Hoare to illingAon, 20th April, 1933# ibid.. p. 680.
3. Hoare to illlngdon, 19th "ay, 1933, '. (i^. 3, p. 706..
4. 'Fur© Folly', (unattributed), Blackwood3 'amzine. July, 1933# pp. 140-8,

5» Ibid., p. 244. In fact the article underestimated the number of
seats which the hite Paper proposed as the rinces' allocation,
•re J.P.T.. F. 137/6.

6. H. rage-Croft, r'he alvation of India, pp. 4, 5•» J.F.T.« F. 137/6.
See too I rd Croft, op. ojt.. pp. 232, 3» In the manner of its
distribution, which was said to be unconstitutional, Page-Croft's
pamphlet caused a storm. It was sent to every chairmen and delegate
of Unionist Associations prior to the Conservative Conference at
Birmingham in October, 1933.
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Even if sufficient Princes were to federate, the di©herds questioned the

permanenoy of their stabilising influences

'there is no reason to assume that the ftates representatives will
always employ the 'weightage' that may be contrived for them., in
the manner desired; or be eble to prevent that landslide which
the extremists will certainly try to bring about', (l

The U. ,T. did attempt to counteract the diehard attack,

J, T, Thompson reassured the Chairman of the Conservative Associations

about

'the vital nor factor introduced by the Indian rinces
Responsible Government at the Centre is an expressed condition
of the Princes' acceptance of the preamble of the federation** {£"

Given the central importance of the brinee3, ?;oare feared a diehard

initiative which would produce a 'representative' rinee as a mouthpiece,

a second banji. This ploy emerged with the move to produce -atiala,

Hanoi's successor as Chnncell r, as a witness before the 'elect Committee.
(3)

Hoar® and illin don agreed to block this under mounting diehard

pressure:

'Salisbury is still very suspicious and is convinced that atials
has many things to tell us that we ought to know'. (4)

The move to press fotiftla on the Committee had been initiated by H. A.
(5)

Gwynne of the Horning "est. Salisbury was interested but shrewdly

questioned the ' aharaja's constancy:

'I don't doubt that Patiale is very reluctant to accept the hite
Paper, but the ouestion is whether he would have the nerve to say so'. (6)

1. I.D.L. Iamnhlet 14 'The hite Taper with the Black Border*, p. 7,
J.P.T.. F. 137, Box file 2,

2. J. I. Thompson to the Chairman of Conservative Associations, 2?th
Fay, 1933, '■«. 106, p. 83.

3* Hooj-e to 'illingdon, 2nd June, 1933* T,'\ (jN, 3, p. 73.P,
4* Ibid. It was symptomatic of nlisbury's ignorance of the hierarchy

and general character of Indian - rimes that he assumed r'atialf» to be,
despite the Fits-notrick Inquiry and a mountain of evidence to the
contrary, 'the greatest of all Indian rinoes' and the spokesman for
'a unanimous body of Indian tates'. Tbid.

%• Cwynne to "alisbury, 31st Ootcber, 1933* C»""«. vo 11.

6. Salisbury to Gwyime, 13th October, 1933* ibid.
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Xn his breezy fashion, illingdon approved of the composition
(1)

of the Joint "elect Committee, 'a pretty good lot', and urged the

Secretary of State to discount the current effusions of Patiala about
(2)

safeguards and the testimony of the three witnesses from the Chamber»

due to give evidence before the "elect Committee in London} they were

quit® unrepresentati ve of the ' rinces as a whole and atiala's exhortations
fx\
\ 3.

should be taken 'cum grano sails*. cverthelesa, Hoar® was repeatedly

pressed by allsbury and his fellows in Committee to produce ' rinces

before then: Hoar© resolved to resist this until it became 'absolutely
(4)

necessary'. illingdon, having dismissed atiala a few weeks betters,

now admitted that he was 'very much worried' by the ohnraja's
(5)

activities. Che Viceroy came up with a rather unlikely expedient}

to head off diehard pressure, he suggested that Salisbury send out an
(6.)

emissary who would be afforded every opportunity to meet rinoes'.

""cere Ignored this suggestion, beset as he \ma by a wave of unfavourable

publicity attaching itself to leading rinces, at a delicate stage in

the passage of the India Bill, legislation which depended to a great

extent on the credibility of the rinec-s as an august and responsible body.

1. " illingdon to Hoare, 23rd April, 1933, T.F. (i). 6, p. 284.
2. These were P.K. : en, "ir rOgbool end V • ''ani ar.

3. Hoar© to illingdon, 30th April, 1933» ibid.. p. 289.

4. Hoare to "illingdon, 14th July, 1933, 'V'.(i). 3, P. 751.

5. ' illingdon to Hoare, 18th June, 1933, T.".(i). 6, p. 314. The
Sahara,)® had not implemented the fiscal reforms proposed by the
British financial minister second©, to his administration and
the State was drifting towards bankruptcy. "'bid.

6. Ibid.
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At last, the crimes end vices of "Iwar had become public knowledge end
(1)

were much discussed in Britain# * greet deal of attention had been

focussed through the press on the expensive entourage of young Jaipur,
(2)

currently in "n. land for the season with his polo team. Honrs,

commenting on the vogue to denounce extravagance especially where "ndian

Princes were concerned, observed wryly:

'people do not readily believe in these times that there are
men who can really afford these things*. (3

As the Joint 'elect Committee lumbered along, the proponents

of Federation found little over which to enthuse. c'at>ru, n leading

witness, was struck by the 'tremendous amount' of dieherdism. and signally
(h)

unimpressed by the labour 'embers. pp sition also emanated from

the ' uslim quarter; their senior spokesman put forward proposal after

proposal which was intended to frighten the representatives of the Indian
(5)

States*. Sat>ru felt badly let down when the tates' dnisters

rejected the formula, already agreed to, which ould have formalised the

previously stated rinces' undertaking to take no part in purely

British Indian matters. Increasingly, "apru feared that the dieherds

were daily gaining; strength and that 'Baldwin would purchase the solidarity

1. Hoare to illingdon, 26th 'ay, 1933, T.P.(l). 3, P» 680. Bee too
chapter 2, pp.

2. Hoare to illingdon, 5th June, 1933, ibid., p. 6$6, "m too
chapter 2, pp.

3. !dare to illingdon 9th June, 1933» ibid.. p. 725.
4. Sapru to Braj Naraln, 5th lay, 1933> fP> ». 2189, B109. See too

'Strictly Confidential r ote' by Sapru on the J.G.C., ibid., B118.
5. Sapru to Braj ''crain, ?5th ' ay, 1933, ibid.. B244.
6. Sapru to Braj Narain, 2nd June, 1933, Ibid.. B249» This agreement

could have been of critical importance; as "sksar observed: 'in the
absence of your formula, the Viceroy would be able to secure that the
states' representatives vote for or against as it suits the British
bock*. This automatically followed given the increasing number of
British officers serving in the States and the extent to which the
States were overawed and dominated by the olitical r>partment. Gee
Haicsar to Sapru, 19th June, 1933, ap.''.. 2190, HII3.
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(1)
of his party at India's expanse. There was something of a silver

lining for apru in a very effective cross-examination of Hydari by

Sir vanubhal ehta which elicited a firm denial of the much quoted

diehard allegation that the 'rincea had been rushed into Federation in
(2)

1930 without realising its womplications. :ut, in general, the

proceedings of the Committee left apru feeling 'very tired and discouraged'.

A mark of "apru's shrewdness was his identification of the key man

in the Committee upon whom to prevail as an ex-Secretary for India, Austen

Chamberlain, 'an honest man', but should he join forces with Churchill,
f, \
W !

'there vould be a considerable landslide against the Government'.

Hosre too cane to regard Chamberlain, in many respects the elder statesman

within Conservative ranks, as the man to null round waverers and
(5)

doubters. % the autumn of 1933* Chamberlain had compiled a

memorandum for circulation within the Committee which laid great stress

on the participation of the States in the Federation; indeed it argued

that 'the proportion of States whose entry is a sine qua non should
(6) (7:

be increased'. This found a solid measure of support but

predictably, the Lite rsper proposals were attacked at length by Tord

Salisbury, almost exclusively on the basis of the Federal proposals;

he cast doubts on the States' firm adhesion to the Federation, drew

1. Strictly Confidential Tote by Sapru to the J.r.C., 30th June, 1933t
San. . 2189, B118. Gee too Eapru to Braj Farain, 8th June, 1933*
ibid.. BII4.

2. Confidential, apru to Braj T'arain, 15th June, 1933* ibid.. B115.
3. Sapru to Brsj T'arain, 8th June, 1933» ibid.. B114.
i). Sapru to Braj 'arain, 25th Fay, 1933# 3112. apru thought

Salisbury to be 'fair-minded, but very ignorant and very Conservative*.
Ibid.

5. Hoare to Austen Chamberlain, 27th "ovember, 1934, '.C. 40A/51# 52.
6. ' emorandum by Austen Chamberlain, 16th October, 1933# ibid., 40/2/5n.
7# See 'Joint eraorandum and Comments' of Austen Chamberlain, Hon. K.

Cadogan, Lord Eustace ercy and Lord 'etland, October 1933# ibid.,
40/2/8.
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attention to the anamalcua position on income tax of the States end

British Indie, and dwelt on the difficulties surrounding a final
(1)

distribution of States' seats. slisbury expressed himself as

sensitive to the Princes' grievances appertaining to the arbitrary

style of the Government of Tndiaj he recommended a return to "imon's
(2)

Greater Indian Council. Chamberlain did not endorse this retro¬

gressive stance and came to be convinced by "oare's argument that the

proposed constitution, faute de mieux, would work and minimise political

friction between Centre and the rovinces; as "oare put it,

'T would clinch the argument by pointing out how? the Centre would
be strengthened by the adherence of the Princes'. (3^

Throughout the prolix proceedings of the Joint "elect Committee,

Chamberlain retained two aims; the establishment of smaller Chambers;

'I am sure there is danger in collecting *any idle hands at imla and
(4)

Oelhi', and the introduction of indirect election for the Centre.

On this latter issue Chamberlain succeeded leading as he did a majority
(5)

of the Committee. It became clear to FToare, following his detailed

examination at the hands of Salisbury and Chamberlain, that Chamberlain

could be accommodated in his twofold demand; it was the matter of the

Princes' intentions regarding Federation, Hoare confided to the Viceroy,
(6)

which represented 'our most exposed ground'. In the strongest

terms, Hocre pressed illingdon,

1. Lord Salisbury to Austen Chamberlain, ' rovisional Criticism of
the "hite aper with sane uggestions', 31st December, 1933* A*C»r.
40/2/13a., pp. 3, 4, 7, 12.
Ibid. , p. 13.

3. Hoare to Chamberlain, 12th June, 1934, ibid., 40/1/49.
4. Chamberlain to Linlithgow, 2nd arch, 1934, ibid., 40/3/20.
5. The Committee generally had expressed strong feelin 3 against direct

elections and none more so than the next Secretary of State for
India, Lord etland. Fee Letland to Chamberlain, 14th April, 1934,
ibid.. 40/1/34. Hoere was surprised to find, among this vociferous
majority the principal ! nbour representative, ' ajar Attlee. See
Hoare to illingdon, 3rd November, 1933, T.P.(i). 3, P* -57*

6. Hoare to illin; don, 3rd August, 1933, ibid.. p. 76S»
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'to give your very personal and immediate attention to the
beat way of dealing with Primes • •••• it is the question
above all others that will influence people like Austen*. (l)

Hoare relayed to Delhi the majority Committee's strong preference for

small Federal Chambers, adding his own support, but on this issue found

-illingion less than receptive:

'it is only the three or four big States that want reduced
numbers, and we must consider the 'tates as a whole'. (2)

With little support from !elhi, "cere battled on, beset as he

was by 'the intrigue with Salisbury and the Horning oat' whose agent

'seems to have promised ratiela to get him over to London somehow or
(3) *

another'. Hoare urgently required something concrete on the

rinces' intentions and he pressed the Viceroy to pursue them in their

respective tates:

'I much hope that the olitical 'gents are succeeding with the
Primes in getting more definite opinion out of them as to the
number and allocation of seats in the Tederal ' sembly*. (4)

As the proceedings of the Joint elect Committee unfolded, the eventual

character f Federation did not beoome notioably clearer: en unexpected

bombshell, in the form of a demand for the right of secession, was sprung
(5)

upon Hoare by the witness for Bikaner. Hoare intervened at once

to rule out this contention

'but it all left a nasty taste and it gave Salisbury and his
friends an opportunity for blaspheming and for claiming that
the "'©deration meant nothing at all*. (6)

oare felt that the way forward was to concentrate on the major 'tates,

in the case of Hyderabad and ysore the Bersrs and Bangalore disputes

1. Hoare to illingdon, 3rd August, 1933* T.P.(i). 3» P* 768.
2. Willlng&on to oare, 6th August, 1933* T.P.(i). 6, p. 342.
3* Hoare to illingdon, 3rd August, 1933, ibid.
4. Hoare to illin. don, 7th September, 1933» .(l). 3, p. 813. "-1th a

justified lack of faith in "illingdon's intentions, 'dare wrote
independently along similar lines to individual Governors. "ee
Gilbert, A'., inston ". Churchill. 1922-1939. vol. 5, (1976), p. 497.

5. This very large claim was tacked onto *a long rigmarole to show that
the Chamber of rinoes had included it in one of their demands'.
See Hoare to Hlllingdon, 20th October, 1933, ibid.. p. 947«

6. Ibid.
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could be used as bait to federate} he concluded with feeling,

'it is most important to bring in these States •••• the diehards
here are exploiting to the full the indefinite position of
the rinces'. (l)

In hia bland style, ■illingdon resisted the pressures from the

India ffice; regarding the 'rinoes' position,

'we are pushing on with the enquiry as ouickly as we
possibly can'. (2;

"'he Viceroy opposed the move to placate the big rinces:

'that is a position which T*ra sure you will agree is quite
impossible for us to agree to, for we must try to come to
some happy compromise and, after all, the smaller "'rinces
are very large in numbers and must be given full consiieration'.(3)

Yet illingdon could recognise that the strength of :Toare's anxieties

required some sort of positive move, and he promised an immediate

personal tour of Hyderabad and ' ysore to 'see if T oan't square them
(4,

with regard to the allocation of seats'. It typified illingdon's

habitual ambivalance that he coupled this apparent initiative with a

dire warning:

'if Hyderabad and "ysore are both anxious for the smaller
Chamber - which I fear you approve - then they may stick
their toes in, and, If the smaller Chamber is the result
of the Committee's deoisions, I am certain that all those
whom we have already got in will go back on their present
promise*• (5)

illingdon's subsequent report on Hyderabad suggested that, unlike
(6)

orcourt :utler, he had seen little of the reel Hyderabad: he found

the Hixaa,

'in very good form .... I was very much impressed with the
wonderful developments that have taken place in Hyderabad';

1. Hoare to 'illingdon, 20th October, 1933, T.P.fi). 3, p. 848.
2. 'illingdon to Hoare, 18th Hepteraber, 1933» T» »(l;. 6, p. 3^1*
3« "'illingdon to Hoare, 9th October, 1933* ibid.. p. 375* In this,

the Viceroy was required to stand out against the 'unqualified
confidence in Ryderi* demonstrated by ;ronro and ids colleagues in
London. See oare tG illingdon, 3rd August, 1933» T.H.(i). 3»P* 771*

4« illingdon to Hoare, 26th November, 1933» (i). 7, P» 423.

5. Ibid.

6. See chapter
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and in the matter of federal bait, the Bersrs negotiations were likely
(1)

to terminate satisfactorily. Any oomfort for Hoere here was

tempered by the anticipation, as it happened a correct one, that

'"'inston and his friends vrill 3ay that we have been bribing
the Hibob to come into Federation'• (2)

Progress in negotiating federal douceurs was less advanoed at "ys-ore

where the tribute and the Bangalore cantonment were the subject matter}

but again Viceregal optimism prevailed, 'i'ysora will come into the
(3)

Federal scheme'. By the end of his tour of the outhern tates,

Hyderabad, "ysore, Travancore and Cochin, the Viceroy felt able to

congratulate himself, in his ouixotic way, on 'a considerable success
(4)

though very trying*.

Faced with sustained and well-founded attacks from the diehard

quarter, 'orre was in need flf something more substantial than sanguine

forecasts. n the Viceroy's own admission, the Chamber of rinces

hnd declined in importance to the extent that its annual meeting due

in Parch 1934, had to be postponed owing to the unlikelihood of
(5)

securing a uorum. As "orre put it this had

'the disadvantage of leaving the Committee without any indication,
however vague, of the general attitude among the Primes to the
Federation'• ?6)

Further bad news emanated from India with a depressing on-the-spot

appraisal of Federal prospects which reached Baldwin from one of his

1. ".illingdon to Hoar®, 2nd December, 1933» 5Vrv(l" , 7, p. 425*
2. ;oare to illingdon, 1st December, 1933» 7.". (i , 3, p. 915*
3. illingdon to Hoare, 9th "ecember, 1933, T.P. (i), 7, p. 427.
4« illingdon to Hoare, 24th December, 1933, ibid.. p. 435*

5. illingdon to "oore, 3Cth January, 1934, ibid., p. 453* illingdon
complained afterwards that he had been kept completely in the dark
by Patiela about the paucity of rinoely support for the Chamber.
See illingdon to Hoar®, 5th F«roh, 1934, ibid.. p. 479.

6. Hoare to "'illingdon, 23rd February, 1934, ibid.. 4, p. 993*
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(1)
moat active backbenchers associated with the U.B.T.:

•Federation is a very 1 ng way off. The "rinces aay one thing
to those in high places and exactly the reverse to all of ua.
I do not believe there is a single * r nee now who wants to come
in'. (2)

Somewhat surprisingly, Cazalet failed to locate the opposition to

Federation within the Political Department, 'the hardest-headed conser¬

vative Political Officer has no more use for 'inston Churchill than
(3)

he has for Gandhi'.

It may be that the diehard campaign had no outgrown Chin-chill's

bombast; J. Thompson noted a disconcerting concentration on the

Government's moat vulnerable ground, ederntlon, and less reliance on
(4)

Churchill. A British textile ma-mate was said to have solicited
(5)

Patiala's support against the Federal scheme. Tn this connection,

Hasre noted with alarm a novel twist to diehard tactics, the imminent
(6)

departure for sn extensive tour in "ndia of Colonel Courtnuld,

'an extreme diehard. * s a director of the horning " ost he has
gone mad dog over the White Paper. He makes no secret of the
fact that his visit is with the intention of getting ammunition
against the hite . teper and of persuading the "Princes not to
Join the Federation'. (7)

The moving force behind the diehard mission was H. *• Gwynne, editor

of the !'orning ''ost. For him, the "rinces were the men who counted:

1. Casalet, Cart. Victor Alexander, '.C.j '.P. (Unionist) Chippenham
since 192k# travelled extensively in ' fries, iddle and "ear 'astj
co-author of India From a Back Bench (1934 , U.B»?. counter to diehard
propaganda.

2. Casalet (at Few ~elhi) to Baldwin, 3^th January, 1934# 3. "4. 106,
p. 202.

3. # P* 204.
4* Thompson to Col. F. I. P. Gordon, 1st February, 1934, J.F.T.

rivate Correspondence.

5* Moore, E. J., op. pit., p. 74.
6. Courtauld, ajor John ewell, ".C.; . (Unionist, Chichester sinoe

1924. Jn Hoare's estimation, 'the youngest of the Courtauld brothers,
and certainly the least able of them'. Pee Hoare to illingdon,
1st February, 1934, T.'.(l). 4, p. 973.

7. Ibid.
WMMSW
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'when I came to examine the Tndian question',

he wrote to Courtauld,

*1 realised quite quickly, as, indeed you did, that the key
to the whole position was in the hands of the rinces, and that,
if we could moke them turn it the right way, the ""hite nper
would have to bo considerably modified to suit their end our
views'. (1)

The "ornlng ost's Indian agent, * adhava ao, who had an established

reputation for intrigue between the ' oming ost and discontented

Princes, had been detailed to organise Courtaulfi's tour:

'it is to be centred upon !atiala, where he is convinced that
he con persuade the ^ahrra^a to come out against Federation'. (2

The Viceroy received this disturbing news with customary urbanity:

'we will, I promise you, take all necessary steps to try and
prevent him creating any mischief. I think probably the
best tiring I can do is to invite him here and keep him under
my wing*. (3)

As the full import of the Cou tauld mission sank in, "illingdon stirred

himself to call in ' atials and remind him of his pro-T'ederal stance

taken at the First Round Table Conference. 'I rather think I
(4)

frightened him'. The "ioeroy also came to realise that direct

intervention in "totes' affairs by the diehard3 in this way might well

reflect on his own stewardship, and he undertook to deliver a stiff
(5)

dressing down to Courtauld and his companion Viscount Tyn&ngton:
'I shall tell them what T feel strongly, that to come over here and
try to use this country for their political propaganda at home is
the most scandalous thing I have ever heard politicians do since
T hove boen in public life'. (6;

1. Gwynne to Courtauld, 26th *u ust, 1934, G. ♦ "T 17*
2. Koare to illingdon, 1st February, 1934, T.' .(i , 4, p. 973»
3« illingdon to ! oore, 13th February, 1934, T. (l' , 7, p» 459. In practice,

this was not easy to arrange. !'avin,; undertaken to button-hole
Courtauld, prior to his visit to atlala, illingdon was told that
'Courtauld is determined to keep right awov frcm Government "ouse or
officials'. Gee illingdon to "orre, ibid., p. 479.

4» ""illingdon to !!oare, 20th February, 1934, ibid.. p. 466. illingdm
came to despair of atiolc, surrounded as he was by 'a lot of
intriguing people; he is such n stupid man that T am afeaid we shall
never get anything practical out of him'. cee "Illingdon to Voare,
27th February, 193k» ibid.. p. 474.

5* lymington, Viscount, Gerard Vernon Gallop; v.p. (Unionist; Basingstoke
since 1929» eldest son of the 8th Karl of ortsmouth.

6. Tvlllingdon to Hoare, ibid.
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From a ioeroy in the Cursonio mould this might have been reassuring)

but predictably, "illingdon did not suoceed in overawing the diehard
(1)

deputation.

There was little here to sustain Hoare who was currently in

difficulties vd.th the "elect Committee in combatting the very plausible

suggestion that, in view of the scale of tate3* exemptions and the

intricacies of their treat:/ positions, there was not sufficient

Federal content in the bite Paper oroposals, to make Federation a
(2)

reality. Tn addition, it now fell to "oare to defend his political

life as Churchill brought s breaoh of privilege case against the
(3)

eoretnry of State for India. This was a distracting thrust which
<4)

greatly embittered Hocre particularly against the Charchill family.

1. As illingdon related the style of the confrontation: *T had a
very frank conversation with them and told them exactly what T
felt, ana, further, exactly what T was sure would happen in this
oountry if the diehards got their way. hether T impressed them
at all I era not ouite clear'. illingdon to Hoare, 13th arch,
1934, jbid.. p. 485.
Courtsuld and Iymington appear to have varied in their individual
reservations 83 to the Reforms but both shared an undiluted
antipathy to Federation. Courtauld struck the Governor of Bombay
as 'very vague*j but Tymington appeared 'much more reasonable,
and his line seems to be definitely to agree to rovincial
Autonomy, even including the transfer of law and order, but to stop
Federation at any price'• Pea Brr.bourne to Pottre, 26th "aroh,
1534, T. '.(o). vii: 4, p. 77.

2. oere to illingdon, 9th February, 1934, T. . (i;. 4, p. 981.

3. See Cross, P. '•, op. cit.. pp. 170-2.j Templewood, lord, on. pit.,
chapter viij Gilbert, , on. cit.. pp. 511-48.

4» 'T do not know which is the more offensive or more rdschevious,
inston or his on', !oare reflected maliciously to an associate.
'Rumour, however, foes that they fight like cats with each other
and chiefly agree in the prodigious amount of champagne that eaoh
of them drinks every night*. Hoore to Ftanley, (i). 4,
1st June, 1934, p. 1072.
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The hearings of the "elect Committee progressed with more than a hint

of horsetrading. 'loare complied with the demands of Chamberlain,

Derby, Hardinge and Conservatives generally who were 'almost solidly
(l ■

in favour' of introducing indirect election and smaller Chambers.

In return, Hoare secured the acceptance of the Committee, barring the

Salisbury faction, of the principle of responsibility at the Centre
(2)

and a single Sill dealing with the Centre as well as the revinces'.

These dealings took place in a general atmosphere of Conservative

dislike for the Bill which greatly agitated Hoare:

'among the Conservative efber3 of the Commons there are not JO who
are genuinely keen to go on with the Bill, the great mass is very
lukewarm and a very strong minority is actively hostile', (j)

Hoare used these very real difficulties under which he laboured to

move the Viceroy towards an acceptance of unpalatable changes in the

Mte Paper proposals, but ""illingdon would not countenance them and

fumed against ' usten C., Derby and their friends' who had evidently

refused 'to consider the unanimous view of the 'overnor-'enerel and his
(4;

Bovorment and all local Aovernors'. A bleak forecast followed

of trie drastic consequences of the Committee'a amendmentss

'If you reduce the Upper Chamber considerably, you reduce the
Primes' allocation of seats, with the result that, T fear,
the greater number who agreed to come in on our allocation
of 104 will be sure to run out if the allocation is cut
down, and this presumably means the finish of Federation'. (5)

1. Honre to illingdon, 13th April, 1934* ibid.. p. 1030.
2- Tbid». p. 1034.

3« Hoare to illingdon, 20th April, 1934, ibid., p. 1C45» f'nG week
later Hoare struck a still more frenetic tone: 'I would say that
9 embers out of 10 are very depressed at the idea that n Bill which
is very unpopular with some people and is not popular with anyone
should take up practically the whole time of nrliament in a very
critical year of the overnment's lifetime'. Hoare to llingdon,
27th April, 1934, ibid.. p. 1048.

5» illingdon to Hoare, 2Jrd April, 1934, T. .(i , 7, p. 505.
6. Ibid., p. 506.
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As lillingdon projected the future demise of Federation from Simla, the

diehard deputation active in the "unjab sought to bury Federation on

the spot# Courtauld and lymington gave generous assurances to the

effect that when their associated came to power, as they would do,

'Fstiala should receive all suoh honours and guns that he was
disposed to ask for, provided that he would say that he was
against the Reforms'# (l)

Flllingdon anticipated that these mac inetions would be reported in

detail by the ' ornin • cat; the rumoured visit by another party of

youn diehards incensed the Viceroy:

'evidently they are going to work like beavers to try and defeat
us in our purpose; indeed it seems that it is all comin • to be
a personal matter, for they seem to have an intense desire both
to et you out of the India Office and to get me off the gsddl
at Cimla'# (2)

second diehard embassy did arrive in India in dune with on fixed goal,
(3)

according to the acting Viceroy, 'to wreok the Bill if they possibly can*#

The grossness of the visitors' ignorance of Indian conditions both

amused and infuriated illingdon and he denounced them roundly in the

best tradition of Tagett

1. •'illingdon to Hoar©, 30th April, 1934, T»P#(i)# 7, p. 507#
2# Ibid., p# 308# The rumour of a secon diehard visitation, emanating

from 'a confidential source', reached a well-connected observer in
Bengal, the former editor of the Times of India? 'there is confident
talk here of a small Conservative delegation headed by the arpuess
of Huntingdon coming to India after the publication of the Report of
the Joint elect Committee with the object of stirring up resistance
to it in the Indian rtates# One member of the deputation is
expected to b© Gwynne, editor of the ornin.- oat*. ir tanley Reed
to J# • Thompson, 6th "ny, 1934, J« , Bundle 8, rivnte Correspondence*

3# Stanley to Hosre, 18th June, 193m-, T. «(i , 7, p# 522# The diehard
emissaries wore respectively Copt. . 0# pencer—Churchill* Unionist
candidate at Derby in 1906, ami Tynemouth, 1910; 'Award Frederick
Lengley Russell, 2nd aron ussell of 1 iverpool 1919, nephew to
Ctanley and cousin to oare. Ibid# pencer-Churchlll was
recommended to Pntlaln by Owyrme on the most curious grounds; 'one
of the 70 or 80 men in the world who can understand the insteln
Theory •#.# just as "ntercsted in the prospect of the "ustmlian Test
" etches'. ee Cv/ynne to Oatisla, 25th ray, 1334, G."# 11#
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'these ere the people who are going back home to try to influence
people on the Indian question#' (l)

The outcome of the Courtauld mission was sent to Baldwin and

the Viceroy in early 'ay# It took the form of a letter to Courtauld

from.

'certain uling rlncea, all members of the tending Committee,
although not ruling the largest tates, and men of great influence
and crettige'# (2)

(3)
Courtauld claimed to have used 'no pressure in obtaining it'# In

essence, the rinoes* missive declared that the conditions on which they

might have been prepared to accept the Federal scheme had not been

incorporated In the "tote "aperj thus, if the Joint Seleot Committee

Report

'does not contain these essential conditions the Chamber of
Princes is absolutely free to reconsider its position'. (4

The India ifice exports played down the document in taking the view that

'*ajor Courtauld and his party have really got remarkably little
out of their mission however much they may hove had their legs
pulled by the ©droit people with whom they have been dealing'# (5%

The unrepresentative character of the signatories was stressed.

1# 'illingdon recalled an exchange with pencer-Churchill in which the
Viceroy touched on the differences between the Brahmins and non-
Brahmins In sdras: Churohill said at once that the non-Brahmins were

of course the depressed olasses on whose behalf Gandhi had been making
a recent crusade. illingdon observed caustically, *T would have
liked enormously to have been the feces of certain Vindus to whom
he might have made a similar remark - T only hope he has done so -
Later on one of my A.-T)#~Ca was showing him the country around frees
the terrace and remarked, to him that on a fine day it was possible
to see the utlej ami Churchill asked him whether •'•here was much
snow on it'# Ibid.

2. Courtauld to Baldwin, 4th fay, 193k, G.3. . 106, p. 229. "he signatories
were atialn, holpur, anna, Chainwar and Bahowalapur# Ibid#

3# Ibid.

4# Patials et al to Coux-tsuld, ibid., p. 231.
5# T. P# Croft (India 'ffioe; to Sir G# . Fry (" rivate eoretary to

Baldwin since 1923), 11th "ay, 1934, ibid.', p# 233#

6# The combined population of thoir tates, at a little over 3 millions,
was a small fraction of the total tates* population which ran to some
80 millions# See Croft "emorandum, Y. 707/34, ibid#. p. 257#
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rt wbs recognised that atialn end nholpur in particular carried

weight among seme medium-sised and smaller ' tates in Central ndia,
(I)

Rajputan® and the "unjeb. But the fact remri ned that the Rulers

of the greatest States had disassociated themselves from the work of
(2)

the Chamber. Tt would have been tempting to confront Courtsuld

with his technique of dangling honours before attain and his associates,

but this woul have prejudiced the position in atiala of the Hoeroy's
(3)

informant there. Rather, Baldwin was advised, prior to conducting

a personal interview with Courtauld which the situation clearly demand©:!.,

to decry in a (general way the allegedly 'innocent* character of his

mission and express surprise that Courtauld should have put himself

into the hands of such on unscrupulous publicist as the ''orning oat.
(4;

agent, Radhava Sao.

A private dressing-down of Courtauld woul" do little to dampen

down the intensity of diehard propaganda which was bearing fruit.

'sksar testified to a climate of -rowing anxiety and a hardeninr of
(5)

opinion against certain of the hite aper proposals'.

This took its toll of Hakear's morale, and this hithei-to staunch

advocate of Federation now sought to reserve his position if it became
(6)

clear that the 'tates might suffer through entry. Sapru, too, had

1. Ibid.

2. These were principally Hyderabad, "ysore, Baroda, Gwalior, nshmir
and 'ravaneore, having: a combined population of some 35 millions.
Ibid. The restricted nature of the Chamber membership is dieoassed
in chapter 1 pp.

3« This was atiala'a rime Kinister,Liaquat, who had been secretjjly
channelling inforrr.tion to illingdon. ee illin don to or-re,
30th ' pri 1, 153k , . .»(i , 7, p. 507.

4. Croft to ry, 11th ay, 1934, "«B.T.. 106, p. 232. edhava Rao
had fathered a good deal of infcarnation on the tates having 'touted
around' India for the omin/- oat series of Indian tates1 supplements
published earlier in the year. ee ir tanley Reed to J. ,

Thompson, 6th Ray, 193V, ■?«' «">, Bundle . rivate Correspondence.
5» aksnr to apru, 6th rayf 1934, an. 2190, -125.
6. Ibid.
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heard from a source in "he "htmea that the original proposals were
(1)

being watered down in favour of the big States. The diehard

oampai.gn moved up a gear with the arrival of "lllingdon in Tondon in

mid-June. :Te was greeted by a very offensive leader in the orain/r

fost, which declared, in Hoere'a choleric version, that

'the only reason for his coming t ngland was to persuade mo
into agreeing with a ramp for bribing the Princes into federation
by giving several of them more gun salutes'. (2)

The fact that these were precisely the tactics employed by Courtauld,

presume >ly occurredto Hoaro when he fulminated against the activities

of touring diehnrds:

'It is really Intolerable that ignorant people of this kind should
go about Tndis stirring up trouble'. (3

The particular tmget of Hoere's bile was the intriguer "a&hsvn ao who

had drawn close to the editor of the " orrdng ost:

'he seems to have got the dangerous old fool Gwynne completely
in hi hand*. (4)

The unrelenting hail of abuse from the diehard press left its mark

on Hoare as indicated in the increasingly strident style of his

correspondanoe:

'the "orning ost. inspired by ^'adhava 1 ao, i3 sticking at
nothing. "ay after day it attacks me and sneers at the Viceroy* • (5)

1. -anru understood, correctly, that the Committee had resolved upon
smaller Chambers, 'exactly what ir 'fcbar Hydari and others want*,
and the institution of indirect election in both Houses. Pee fapru
to Kaksar, 8th * ay, 1934, ibid., 7: 126. cere confirmed this
arrangement to the acting Viceroy; it was, as he put it, 'quite out
of the cuestion to imagine that either the Committee or nrliement
will accept direct election for either Chamber*. Hoare to tanley,
1st June, 1934, T» P» (i). 4, p. 1073-

2. Hoare to tanley, 21st June, 1934, ibid., p. 1085.

3» Hoare to tanley, 29th June, 1934, Ibid.. p. IO87.

4* Ibid.

5« Ibid.
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For hi£3 part, Willingdon did attempt to deck himself out as an
(l)

enthusiast for Federation while in Britain.

Although the diehard campaign was pursued with ever-increasing

energy and determination, in one respect it was less successful; in

drafting a Princely mouthpiece in succession to Ranji. The Duchess

of Atholl inferred that this failure was due to Government of India

pressure when she produced, as a 'prize exhibit', the Nawabzada of
(2)

Toru, the only Moslem known to the Duchess

'who has the courage to state openly .... the great opposition
to Federation among his community'. (3)

It was dryly observed in the India Office that Toru was the only genuine
(4)

Indian whom the I.D.L. had been able to get into their organisation.

Conscious of this flaw in their case, the leaders of the I.D.L. strove

through their connection with Patiala to impress upon the Princes their

unique opportunity to dynamite the Federation and hence the Bill, and

the increasing support building up for such a move within the Conservative

Party. An I.D.L. letter of July 1934 to Patiala assured the Princes

generally that if they were to 'make it clear that they are against the
(5

scheme', its promoters would be 'bound by their own pledges to withdraw it'.

1. Willingdon made a special effort, while in Scotland to receive the
Freedom of Edinburgh; he spoke in inimitable optimistic vein about
the glowing prospects for Federation: indeed Lady Yrillingdon revealed
that 17 Princes had already given an undertaking to come in. See
J. F. Simpson (retired Managing Director, Gordon Woodroffe and Co.,
Madras) to Tweedy (possibly George Alfred, former Member of the Board
of Revenue, U.P. and Oudh; Member of the Legislative Council; retired
I.C.S. 1915) 28th June, 1934) J.P*T., Bundle 8, Private Correspondence.

2. Muhammad Azim Khan of Toru, the son of a leading landowner in the U.P.
Toru was the author of an alarmist letter, dutifully published in the
Morning Post, which appealed to the 'Imperial Parliament, and the great
English nation ... to refrain from pursuing a policy which will
inevitably lead to bloodshed and misery and endanger the safety and
peace of India ... don't empower the new constitution'. See
Morning Post, 18th September, 1934.

3- Duchess of Atholl to Baldwin, 2?th July, 1934, S.B.P.. 106, p. 286.
4. Croft to Geoffrey Lloyd (P. P. S. to Bald.vri.nJ 6th October, 1934, ibid, p. 2
5« Cited in Gilbert, M., op. cit., p. 594- The letter continued: 'we can

well understand the sort of pressure which is brought to bear on you
and your colleagues; but we venture to assure you that whereas if you
yield your destruction is certain, if you stand firm you have nothing
to fear. We have no hesitation in assuring you of the strong and
increasing opposition to the White Paper in this country. Already, the
best part of the Conservative Party which maintains the Government in
power is either ~>enly opposed or secretly critical of the scheme. Ibid.
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/t this point Churchill introduced a novel and not implausible charge;

that nobody r.anted the Committee'3 scheme and that n» and more

representative conversations had better bo started again with irrrnortant
(1)

Indians. But the main direction of diehard attack took up the

charge of illegitimate official pressure on Princes. TToare became

very concerned that

'mysterious rumours about compromising documents are still being
spread abroad by the "orninr "Q3t. Tiey seem to have got hold
of a certain amount of correspondence between Government
officials end individual Princes';

(2)
it was imperative that illingdon, nor returned, should invest! ate.

lot without reluctance, "illingdon undertook to 'hove a serious
(3)

interview with ray friend H*V* the nharsjs of ' atiala'• nee

again the Viceroy's inadequacy was demonstrated by hi3 assumption

of impotence. Although the extent to which atiala had stuffed

visiting diehards with nonsense had became apparent, illin; Ion

questioned his ability to stop much embarrassing intercourse:

'the unfortunate fact is that when you get many "orninr osters
coming out to et useful copy from "rinces and Indians who are
not very favourably disposed for one reason or another towards
me and my Government, they will probably very likely get hold
of some very glaring lies which " suppose will probably appear
in the : orning ost'. (4)

In the Viceroy's version, he administered n severe ticking-off to the

errant "Prince:

'I told him that J was fully aware of his constant intercourse
with the ' orning oat and its satellites and that I should
in future be unable to talk on anything of a political nature
to him'* (5)

Fatiale of course professed 'the greatest surprise' but subsequently
(6)

assumed a more chastened demeanour. Forthcoming events would show

1. oere to "illingdon, ?3rd August, 1934, n. (l . 4, p. 1110.
2. Hogre to "illingdon, 14th "eptember, 1934, ibid*. pp. 1124, 5*

3* illingdon to doare, 24th 'eptember, 1934, V. »(i). 7, p. 5^3»
4* Ibid.

5. illingdon to IToare, 2Sth 1otober, 15*34, ibid., p. 581.

6. Tbid.
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that this was a very transient mood. 1th the future of ederation

still wreathed in uncertainty, few rinces were likely to make a

positive move. It roy he, however, that shrewder Rulers were

considering a contingency plan should Federation look like materialising.

In his explanation for 'he appointment of a British Political Officer

es Chief inister of dodhpur, illingdon revealed

'an interesting fact that more and more rinces are asking
for uropean "olitical Officers to assist them in the
administration of their tates'. (1

In Britain, the diehard campaign reached a crescendo with the

staging of the nnual Conference of the )ons< rvotlve arty at ristol

in October 1934. uite unexpectedly for Toarc and the party managers,

who had not out up a spokesmen against "age-Croft, the amendment to

suspend judgement of the 'hite r.per was only carried bv the thinnest
(2)

of majorities. age-Croft's speech, the delivery of which had a

delayed start due to his 'wonderful reception' end the 'thunderous

roars of anplause and foot-stamping', gave full clay to the rinces'
(3)

fears of the hite arer. "'he diehard triumph was not lost on

illingdon: he had no positive help to offer Hoare and contented himself

with commenting on the frensy of the Conference ladies, the lichees of

1. illingdon to ' 'onre, 9th (ctober, 1 3' » ibid.. p. 570. are, ever
sensitive to the charge that the ' r tiah were rigging the mechanisms
for federating, objected to the expansion of this practice: he pressed
e 'chief worry that such men be employed by tates on the actual
practice of negotiation of the Instrument and henc-~ the insinuation
that it rested with British Officers engaged, on the one hand, on
behalf oi the vornment, and, on the other, on behalf of the tete,
to determine the conditions on which tates should federate'.
oar> to llingdon, 9th ' oveaber, 1934, «(i » 4, pp. 1170, 1.

2. The count recorded 532 cotes against to 520 erst for ' age-Croft's
motion which condemned the hite ' ?•<• er policy. ee dhosh, . C»,
or. cit., pp. 293-6. "he ornlng ost carried an exultant headlinei
'hite apex--, 49 Frr cent sinst'. 'ee ornin; ost, 5th ctober,
1934-

3. fbid.
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"tholl and her

'considerable lies about the Viceroy and the offioials, the effusive
feraelo entourage surrounding Page-Croft*• (l"

'age-Croft followed up his Conference success with a nublio declaration
(3)

of the Tineas' opposition to federation# lie r orning ' est mode

allegations of official bribery in specific cases notably regarding
(3)

'"ysore's price for Federation' and the ' "urrender of Bangalore'•

ith the spotlight on ysore, onre insisted that illingdon disabuse the

Dewan of any notion that "^deration was a distant goal, an opinion voiced
(4)

by Isma'l in "'he 'dimes. ith ihe bit between their teeth, the
(5s

diehards raised the Bengal're Case in the Commons, to the annoyance

and smbarrassment of Honrs:

'they think they have discovered a first-class ramp in the
negotiations for handing back part of the Cantonment to
'

yaore and they seen to be constantly supplied with material
by some of the disgruntled inhabitants'* (6)

1* " il ingd.cn to orre, 5th October, 1934, T.". (j), 7, P* 571* "he
Conservntive ladies were evidently a formidable audience and unique in
confounding an able . .T. spokesman: 'only once did T fa11 to win
agreement; that exception was startling* It was at en aristocratic
meeting in the est nd of l.ondon, and the heat, passion an : prejudice
displayed by Indies who knew nothing of India was a revelation*• See
Reed, ir *, op* clt*. p* 19 • t seemed to a Government spokesman
that the ristol delegates generally had behaved with less then dignity:
'the audience would have been a credit to the zoo or vdld regions of
the globe*• *'ee -utler, • • •'*, op* cit*, p* 53*

2* fee age-Croft's letter to r"he Fines, 6 th October, 1934«
3. The releiant headlines ran: * ecret arleys', 'Civilian esidents*

Vigorous rotests'; the supnorting text emphasised the anxieties of
Trade and : uropean Associations in Bangalore concerning a possible
hand-over and their desire, at all costs, to continue under xitish
Civil " dr inistration. ee "orning est, 3rd ctober, 1934*

4* onre to illingdon, 2nd overb r, 1934, T«' »(i , 4, p* 1116*
5* ' heated exchange took place in the use when Annesley "omerville

(Conservative, indsor since 19?2', protested a ninst 'handing over
135,000 "ritish citizens to native rule'. H.C. , 10th oember, 1934,
vol. 296, col. 170. — -
Churchill interjected, 'a vulgar bribe', 'bid.. col* 172. The rationale
behin the 'bribe' was revealed by the ~;uchess of tholl who reminded
the Commons that, calculated on a population basis, the nine largest
tntrs could bring about Federation regardless of the wishes of the rest:
'when we realise that 'ysore, to which it is proposed to transfer
Bangalore, comes second on the list of nine and that Travaneore, to whom
it is proposed to transfer Tangasserie (a tiny enclave of 99 acres^,
comes third, we cannot but believe that there is but one reason for these
transfers, namely to bring about Federation whatever the majority say wish'
Ibid., col, 173* H was left to the Under-decretory, R. '.* Eutler, to
deflate this attack by pointing out that th© population of the assigned
tract of Bangalore stood at 125,000 of whom 100,000 were ysore Ftate
subjects* bee ibid., cols* 174, 3*

6. Koare to Tillingdon, 16th November, 1934, T*P.(l). 4, p* 1174*
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As a counter to the diehard offensive, roare determined to

discourage rinces from visiting ritaln and thus avoid the oonseouenees
{1}

of their falling into the clutches of Page-Croft and his associates.

Hoare felt that the Viceregal wigging administered to Patiela was not

without result, since the ornin ■ Post v?as

'no?, reduced to quoting some platitudinous remarks of Pholpur as
evidence that all ranees are opposed to "federation*. (2

But this is to underestimate the hard-hitting qu; 11ty of the leader in

which Dholpur expressed 'the grave disquiet' with which rinces had
(3)

viewed tne bite Paper. Allegations followed to the effect that

the Government, in realisation of the deep-rooted aversion felt by

the Yinces for the ' ©derel scheme, intended to short-circuit heir

Highnesses, and hence the iceroy's refusal to summon the Chamber and
(V

his preference for sounding tates individually. n the eve of

the publication of the doint elect Committee e ort, the "ornlr, ost

claimed that the rinces' group supporting ederation had been drastically
(5)

reduced to leave only Bhopnl and 'ikaner.

It is a measure of the effect of the diehard propaganda that "aire

felt bound to warn the Viceroy about mounting pressure in the House

which demand that the rinces be sounded out:

'on no account must we be suspected of wishing to avoid
consultation'. (6)

1. onre- to illingdon, 5th -otober, 1934, . (i , 4, p. 114.0.
2. Hobre to illingdon, 9th November, 1934» ibid.. p. 1169.
3. Entitled '"he Voice of a Friend*, the editorial stressed Fholpur's

standing as 'a rlnce who commands universal respect*. : coders were
reminded that 'the Indian rince litres for his people .... H.H. of
"holpur has the wisdom to forsee what misery, what cruelty, what
carnage nay spring from this rash experiment ... His "ojesty's
'

inioters have the duty to consider his warnings', fee orning ost
6th ovenber, 1934*

4» * ornin ost. 8th ' ove- her, 1934. r"he sane charge was raised by
"ir Ifred nox, .Conservative, "yccmbe ivisron of Bucks, since
1924» on 12th over.ber. :©e ornin ost. 15th November, 1934.

5* ' ornin,- ost. 20th over.ber, 1934*
6. Hoare to illingdon, 23rd "ovember, 1934, "?« «(i , 4, p. lln2. See

too C.K.Iu. RA/20A3°» P. 10.
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Disturbing news reached Hoare from the &omnor of Bombay: it seemed

that the ' ornlng. Tost agent had secured document© ry proof, in the form

of a manuscript letter from the Viceroy, that

'the Government of India have been and are using unfair means to
force the "rinees into Federation', (l

It 30ems more likely that official influence in this matter was intended

to produce the opposite effect. t the very moment when Sapru was

pressing prominent "nglo Indians to speed up 'e 'oral negotiations with
(2)

the rinces, perhaps the most respected administrator in India gave a

public lead to the rinces, markedly reactionary in character:

'autocracy is a principle which is infinitely seated in the
Indian tatea. Bound it bum the sacred fires of' age-long
trad'tion. I might venture to advise my friends among Indian
I'ulers to give autocracy its full chance first*. (3!

The point elect Committee reported to Parliament on 22nd November,
(4)

1934. The Report substantially retained the hito aper provisions

except in three major respectsj in place of direct election, the

substitution of indirect election by the rovinoiel Chambers to the

Central "saemblyj strengthened provisions arainst terrorismj olnrifioation
(5)

oh restrictions upon economic discrimination for political objects.

The older-fashfconed "sharejas night breath again since the I'eport declared

itself opposed to any declaration of fundamental rights for the individual!

1. Brabourne load also been told that there was to be a orairtg :ost
campaign specifically against illingdon in which various 'rldlculou*
incidents would be quoted I.e. the Viceroy's alleged refusal to allow
Trances to subscribe to on x-; erviceraanS' charity it home but is
allowing them to put up a statue to him here'. Brabourae to Toare,
17th November, 1934, 2. (c , vii: 4, p. 9~.

2. HEailey to ' "illingdon, 11th "ovember, 1934, Hal.'.. 28.
3. Speech delivered by ir alcolm Ha3ley at a tste Bern-net given in

his honour by the ahar©ja of Benares. ee ioncer, 7th • ovember,
1934, I'M 714, FYH674, 1934.

4. She Joint elect Committee on Indian Constitutional i efcrras: the
©port, carried by 19 votes to 9, was the outcome of 159 meetings
involving hearings with 120 witnesses. "we "emplewood, lord,
op. cit.. p. 99*

5* Ibid.; see too Butler, • op. cit.. pp. 215, 6.
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it stipulated the inclusion of a rather vague enti-diaorimi natorv clause
(1

on grounds of religion, descent, class or ooleur. aturally, the

Report drev. down upon itself the wrath of the " ornin • ''ost. Conservative

misgivings had been confirmed and readers' attention was drown to

sliabury's inority enort which adv cnted only a 5renter ndian
(2)

Council with advisory powers. uch ploy was made with the voting

anomalies proposed under the Federation, election in ritish Tndia,
(3)

nomination in the Tndian totes. "ver anxious to produce a rinoe

on the s: it, the' ornin 'ost raked around to find a representative of

'one of the moat ancient Jajput dynasties in India' who duly testified to
(4)

the Yinces' 'growing apprehension' about the Federal scheme.

s a clincher, the diehard organ fastened onto the joint opinion submitted

by 'distinguished jurists' to the Chamber of rinces which recorded of

the Federal proposals, as they currently stood, that

'the gap between what they foreshadow and what they require seems
very wide'. (5

Tn sore objective quarters, it was recognised that the alleged opposition

of some rinces to the Bill might be based on othei then constitutional

grounds. '-'he 'ally cm Id published, alongside a photograph of atiele,

the opinion that rinces' hostility to the hite aper policy had been

1. Joint "elect Committee on "ndian Constitutional efonrs, pp. 215, 6.
2. The relevant disparaging headline rnn, 'New 'ine in 1' Bottles',

"ee ornin-- "oat, 22nd "ovember, 1934.

3. 'ee the len thy article entitled 'The Case 'gainst Fede ation', in
'"ornin;- ost, 23rd "ovenber, 1934.

4. The rince in ouestion was the shrraj rm- of Jhalewar, a student at
the chool of ural conomy, •"beford; Jhalewar may have been of an old
lineage but the "tote only ran to FlO sc. miles, meriting a salute of
13 guns. Jahalawr.r's 'exclusive statement' to the ' orninr ost
rsn under the headline, 'Indian rinces nxdous, 'ennce of the hite
a per', sen the edition of 27th "ovember, 1934.

5. The jurists in question were Sir illiam Jowett, K.C., rofessor
J. organ, V.C., r. B. ' • 'ritt, K.C., end " r. 'ernest '• 'dwards.
See under the headline 'Princes* Fears Confirmed', " oraing "ost.
4th Pocernber, 1934.
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secured by British diehar&s in return for lavish promises of increased

status: the "'ornino l ost immediately offered "atialn every opportunity
(1)

to deny these 'baseless allegations'.

For those who supported Federation and wished for a speedy

implementation of the eforma, the 1 ng ■-onths from pril 1933 to Fovewber

1934» when the Joint elect Committee was in session, brought in their

train little of promise and much that was frustrating. Indian

observers could not fail to grasp the manifest ir.sensitivity and

suspicion towards the Indian question in Conservative circles:

reactionary sentiment was particularly prevalent at constituency level*

F'oare and his colleagu s in the India F;fice could only view with

increasing alar the unstinted efforts of the age-Croft lobby to

wreck the "ill nnd its enterprise in carrying the fight to Tndia Itself,

and to the lairs of malleable '"aliarajas. "illingdon had done nothing

to bring the 'rinces into line. "hatevar the fate of the Bill in the

ouse of Commons, the implementation of its provisions lay within the

purview of t e Delhi eoretariats and nothing had occurred, since

rvidson's revelations, to diminish the cloud of uncertainty which

me sired the intentions of the Government of India, end in particular of

the Foreign and Political Department, towards the Federal ideal.

1. atieIn defended himself at length uner the headline, "aharaja's
Denial*: *! have never claimed any personal quid pro quo either for
myself or any of ray brother rinces during my talks with certain
Conservative leaders who recently visited Tndi«*• "ee "ornin;-; "ost.
2pth ' ovember, 1934* verything was done to bolster 'atiala * a
reputation* The orning "oat pressed 'ir "ichael O'Pwyer into
service 'to support his :righness' dignified repudiation of the mean
insinuation thnt he and other rinces were bribed by unauthorised
(sic persona to assist in defeating hite ' nper policy. Fee *A
"rue rince', Pining 'oat. JOth "ovember, 1934* p,Dwyor*s "eulogy
kept well off atiala's domestic affairs, not surprisingly in view
of the subject matter of the Fitzeetrick "nouiry,choosing to inflate
the value of ■ tialn's Imperial "ervice Troops, his 20,000 recruits
supplied in orld ar T, the Ftate's sparklin record In Afghan
troubles. n'Fwyer solemnly warned against 'the alienation of
those true friends of the Crown and moire who, like the 'shareja of
'

atiala, have stood by us in every crisis nnd enabled us to ride
the storm'. Ibid.



The jy-lif) -ill in the T^r?.isneptnry. "re,^
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The wooing of selected ' rinoes by the diehnrds had not been

without result, and this fact broke upon illingdon as he ruminated on

hor best to hold the rinces steady on e'eratior. at the next meeting of

the Chamber, fixed for 21st January, 1935'

'the overtures of ins ton and his friends have not failed to make
their mark on the Chancellor of tls -• 'barber nnd these "rinoes that
form their coterie .... there is no doubt that they have been
badly shaken by the "orning "est campaign', (l

The Viceroy appended to his transmission to "7onrr copies of quite explicit

and revealin ouments . rich highlighted the anti- euoral influences

brought to bear on tlx? "rinces from ndcn. re inent nnonr these was

p. letter addressed to ^atiale from '42 eers and Commoners' headed by

the Pukes of 'rgyll and Buccleugh support®: by such stalwarts S3 the
(2)

Ouchess ol 'tholl, Churchill himself, age-Croft, 'arson and r' ><yer.

In rather lurid fashion, the signatories pressed the ""rinces to resist

Federation,

'if you yield your destruction is certain; if you stand firm
you have nothing to fear'.

cceptance of ©deration woul;' be tantamount to ire rial and domestic

suicide: the fate of India rested vdth "heir 'highnesses since

•over and over again the British ovemment have stated that they
will not proceed upon their course unless the rinces of India
support the scheme'. (3)

illingdon also enclosed a symnthetic reply to the diehard exhortation

1.

2.

3.

illingdon to "orre, 9th ©ce her, 1934, . (l , ° pp. 601, 2.

r'he letter, date' July 1934, together with a list of its signatories
is reproduced in full in appendix 5.

Tbid.
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framed by atinla and four other members of the 'rinces' "tending
(1)

Committee4 which made it apparent, as the Viceroy put it,

'that this group of 'diehard "Crinces' is culte prepared to flirt
with the reactionary party at home'. (2)

The arrival at the India "ffice of documentary proof of the diehard

overtures to rinces gave "oare a much-nee"ed boost:

'we intend to make a ood deal of it here. It will help us
to retaliate upon tire critics who are constantly saying that
it is we who are puttin pressure on the "Tineas'. (3)

To meet the crisis of confidence in the rincos' intentions,

sldwin limself, at a meeting of the Conservative Central Council at

the ueens '"elj on 4th Tece fber, declared that the rinc^s were willing

and anxious to join the Federation, a contention flatly denied by the
(4.

Corning P rt. illingdon claim® ■ that the ueens 'all declaration
(Si-

hed lifted his spirits, 'it is heartening us much here'. 'opre

strove to braodcn3t widely the success of Government spokesmen at the
(6;

meeting: by comparison 'page-Croft and Ialisbury made a very poor show'#

For the first time 'oare thought he could detect signs of defection from
(7)

the diehard camp. Che orning :st riposted by citing from the

attain correspondence previously hawked round in high quarters by

1. This letter, addre. see to Gwynne of the ' or run. • "ost and very similar
in style to that ven to Courtauld (see , is reproduced in
full in appendix 6 . Tot all traditionally-minded rinces rallied
to the ornin,; o:;t call; old fampur frankly advised atiela to
drop thf diehard connection and negotiate through the Government of
India and His "ajesty's Government. Gee Rarnpur to "ntiala, 2nd
Tr-cenber, 1934, 8, p. 609.

2. illingdon to oore, 9th "Voember, 1934, ibid.. p. 601.
3. ! oere to illingdon, 19th eoembrr, 193^-, T. «(i/, 4, p. 1203.

4* fee leader, 'Baldwin at the Conservative Council', "orning "bet.
5th 'Vcember, 193^4-*

5» 'illingdon to are, 9th ecember, 1934, » » i , 8, p. 601.
6. Hour# to Brabourae, 5th Oeoeiber, 1934, T»F. (c. vii:i p. 54*
7« Ibid. Hoare's impression of drift is likely to have been accuratej

it is reflected in the attitude of an original diehard, eaverbrook,
who now 'had no interest in Churchill's campaign on behalf of the
Indian ; rinces'. ee nylor, . . ., or., cit., p. 337-
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Courtauld end eventually retailed to Gwynne, 'documents of the highest

importance', which challenged the Government's ueem; "fill declaration,
(1)

and allegedly defined the real attitude of the rinces to Federation.

A plausible Government counter was put forward by a leading U.S.T.

spokesman who, in a public address, asked why the celebrated letters
(2)

had not been produced at the "ueens "all.

The scene was thu3 set for a arliamentary battle rcryal when the

Joint .'elect Committee Report came up for debate in the Commons.

In the auestion session prior to the debate proper, the di©herds introduced
(3;

the issue of the atiala correspondence. ^age-Graft pressed for an

undertaking that the Bill would not be introduced until tire Chamber of

rinces had pronounced in favour of Federation, a proposition on which
(4*

the Under—Secretary of tate would not be drawn. Hoe re led off the

debate by reminding the "ouse that

'an All-India Federation without the rinces is a contradiction in
terras*

and that the "rinces would only join in s deration with responsible
(5

government by an Indian Legislature. "s for the diverse nature of the

proposed Federation, oere referred to a rather unli'ely precedent,
(6)

'the successful operation' of the old German Umpire.

1. Gee under headlines, 'Government's ctrange -elf-Deception', ' ocveaenta
Ignored at ueens Hall eeting*, orning ost. 6th December, 1934.
Courtauld had succeeded in speaking last ©t the gathering: his theme
was the Government's '"xtrnordinary ignorance of the facts*. Tfcld.

2. Sir J. • Thompson, address to the U.B.I, meeting at "lough as reported
in the indsor Fx reas. 14th December, 1934. "ee J.F.?., Bundle 8,
cuttings. Thompson went on to say that the "rtinle letters added
nothing to what was already known, namely that the "rinces would not
decide whether they would come into Federation until they had seen the
terras. This did not mean that they would refuse to come in. Tbid>

3« uestion from ir . H. avison (Unionist outh Kensington since 1918,
K.C., 10th December, 1934» vol. 296, col. 4« The "orning Post report
made much of Davison's question, the vague qu lity of Butler's reply,
and Hoere's silence. "ee ' ornira; oat. 11th December, 1934. The
Patiola correspondence was also the subject of a sharp exchange between
the Solicitor-General, Sir Donald Somerville and Churchill: the
Government position maintained that the Report substantially met
Petiole's qualifications. Ibid.. p. 165-7.

4. Ibid.. col. 5»
5« Ibid.. 11th December, 1934, col. 50.

6. Ibid.
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(i;
The well-briefed diehard challenge harped on atisla's opposition

and dangled the spectre of the Tineas' withdrawal from a legislature

in which their presence was required to out-vote Congress:

'how Ion/; do you expect the Indian rinc s to o on pulling the
chestnuts out of the fire for you .... what is our position
going to be if the rinoes do not come in' * (2

Tillas 8 shrewd thrust aimed at the very linchpin of the Bill, the

vital role of the rinces as a stabilising agency. s Thompson had

put it to a .-eneml audience during his promotional peregrinations for

the Bill;

'the rinces were the greatest conservative force in India.
They and the officials from amongst whom men would be sent
to represent the tatcs in the Centra 1 legislature were all
experienced administrators, and were devoted to the maintenance
of +he ritish connection'. (3~

But as the Duchess of tholl reminded the ouse, the rinoes were still

at sixes and. sevens over Confederation or ' ederation, they entertained

doubts about their ability to stand up in debate against the

representatives from British Tndin, on hencr- tlx; 'rinces* representatives

in the Hedcrsl ssembly 'coulI Iwirdly exercise tl» stabilising influence
(4)

on which so many hones have been built'. Hartington raise1 the old

bogey of icderal anomalies which rendered representative® of British

"ndia powerless to vote taxation for the "tates while the tates retained
(5:

formal power to vote taxation for British "ndia. Inevitably,

1. ee interjections of Brendan Bracken (Unionist , orth aldington
since 1929, '• •«')., vol. 296, col. 80.

2. Cpeeeh by Viscount oolraer, (Unionist , 'ldrrshot "vision of
Hampshire since 191°, ibid., cols. 96-8*

3. ir J. . "'henpson, address to the '. • . meeting at Burnley, as
reported in the ourntmouth "ai.lv " oho. 5th ce- bar, 1934, «T. ">T.,
Bundle 8, cuttings.

4* • .8. «, 1st Docor.'b-- r, 1934, vol. 296, cols. 296, 7.

5. ' peeoh by arqueas of artington (Unionist , estem "M vision of
f'rrbyshire since 1923, ibid., col. 139*
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Churchill's earlier charge, that 'the 'rinces are beln- subjected to
(1)

enorsous, subtle and improper pressures' ire-emerged. Tn this

context, the uchess of "tholl supposed that the motives behind the

proposed transfer of territory to Mysore and "ravaneore were Tfuite
(2)

transparent. "one curious bedfellows for the diehnrds emerged

on the labour benches where the entry of the rinces into Federation was

also vie\fed with alarm:

'it is the pukka sahib who wsnts this scheme, in order to get rid
of British control and to substitute the control of the millionaires
and Rajas of India, the pukka sahibs who worship at the shrine of
V't. solird and Hitler and do poojah to the old school tie'. (3

"age-Croft led off the diehard attack on the second day of the

debate. 'ny initial rincely enthusiasm for ederat'on could be put

dorm to a fear for the future in view of 'V .G.'s determination to

enforce Reforms; he cited trie aharaja of Burdwen:

'when the lion is running with its tail between its legs, can
you blame the cubs if they follow'. (4

1. "he accusation in these precise terms first appeared in Churchill's
speech at 1oucester on 24th June, 1934. 'ec he "iimv,, 26th June,
1934« overnrent supporter cited an earlier denial, signed by
leading Dewrns, of thi3 damaging charge; it had appeared under the
signatures of iiydari, Ismail, • ttani, oansv/arai iyar, rishnama
Chard., ohta. '><* The "imea. 2°th June, 1933* 'ee speech by ir
John ar&law- ilne (Unionist}, idler-minster division of orcestershire
since 1922, in an exchange with the uchess of tholl, «■ ,

1st "eceraber, 1934, vol. 296, col. 145, 6. It is instructive that
nrdla- - "ilne had to go back lr months to obtain a refutation of
diehard allegations.

2. Ibid.. col. 173. Che uchess had already raise tire angalore
issue, and the proposed transfer of the Tangasserie
district "rnvancore affected a mere 99 acres as Butler pointed out.
Ibid.. ools. 173-5. ' evertheless, the briber;/ issue ted t be
handled with extreme care# illingdon assured *oare that he had
written tc "ysore stating that the retrocession of "bngalore was not a
bargaining counter. 'he "revsnoore transfer would unite 2,0C0 Christians
with one and a half million already in the tate, hardly a cose, as
the dichards represented it, of dumping Jhrintiana in an exclusively
Hindu state. See "illingdon to Hoere, 27th December, 1934, T»?.(i;, 8,
p. 614.

3. "peech by Colonel edgewood, . .. 1st ecembcr, 1934, vol. 296,
cols. 155,6.

4* Ibid., 11th " eeember, 1934, col. 252. Tt was at ''onre's insistence that
"age-Croft reluctantly identified Burdwen, not an ideal witness since
Burdwsn was not a territorial rinoe; ns his Bengal estates were
located within : ritish India, hi3 voice had no direct bearing on the
Federal issue.
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Page-Croft denied that the Joint elect Committee Report incorporated

the rinces' safeguards, 'you cannot count upon the rinces assenting to
(1)

oome in'« age-Croft went on to make a number of vague allegations

concerning official douceurs which touched on territorial renditions,

tribute remissions, enk need salutes, all of which provoked 0 heated

exchange with oare, who was hard!" in a position to issue the flat
(2)

denials which he did.

By far the most provocative, and in terns of parliamentary

convention outrageous, speech emanate ' from a,jor -ourtauld, fresh from

his Indian experiences. In its preliminaries, this oration challenged
(3)

oare and utler on the require' number of rinces necessary to Parerate:

this gave wey to allegations of coercion by the Government of India

applied to the rinces in favour of ^©deration and here his testimony

included a version of a private conversation with illingdon which
(4)

implicate!'; the "iceroy. In suramin up, Courtauld urged,

'it is perfectly clear that today 0 substantial body of rinccs, led
by men of prestige and importance, do not accept the eport of the
Joint "elect Committee, and, if they are led to change their minds,
it will be a cose of further persuasion. I think, without being
controversial in any way, that when the history of our retreat from
India comes to be written, not the least unpleasant chapter vdll
be that which deals with the persuasion of the rinces''. (5)

1. H. 0.r).. 1st "coember, 193k » vol. 296, cols. 159,
2. Ibid., cols. 253, 4» " are and illingdon had alrend; examined the

prospect of reviewing the salute list B3 a Federal bait,
no week prior to this debate, doe re had specifically linked "Tydari * s
cooperation with the expectation of honours, having found "ydari 'most
helpful on" sensible... he will have to be remembered in the June
list', the Viceroy was advised. "ce "oare to il .ingdon, 5th hceemb- r,
193k> j k, p. 1195. "he following ' ay, "foare pressed for a
rivy lounoillorship for Hydori. "ee bare to illingdon, 1 th "ay,
1535, ibid.. p. 1291.

3« H... 1st ' ooember, 193k, vol. 296, col. 2p(',
4. Ibid.. coL294.

5 Ibid., col. 292.
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Courtauld's speech attracted a good deal of attention: naturally, the
' ornin Tost gave full publicity to 'Courtauld's Disclosures' which,

(1)
it was claimed, mirrored a general dissatisfaction among ' . .3.

Hoare sent off a details-• 0cranio int to ..outers 3:nee thev had siesrd
(2)

on the speech. Villingdon responded: 'I don't think T havr ever been
(3

so angry in ray life'. In his commiseration to the Viceroy, oare

too deplored this 'outrageous speech' and conveyed the news that Courtauld
(4)

had apologia d to aldvin for it, later, in the lobby of the ouse.

owever, Coux auld's verv serious charges reouired intervention at top
(5:

level and on the final day of this momentous debate, 'aldr.in himself

rose arrae with a cable from the Viceroy from which he quoted directly:

'I deny absolutely using the words that he (Courtauld' puts into
my mouth .... these -:ords are a complete travesty of the truth'. (6)

A s to 'the substantial body of rinces' aligned against the Report, the

cable continued,

'I do not know what is Ms authority for such a statement, since
no rincc to my knowledge, either speaking himself or through his
ministers, has declared himself in any way whatsoever about the
Report which incidentally goes a long way further to meet their
demands than the hito nper'. (7

1. ' ornin;- nst. 12th * ece brr, 193k.
2. Hoare to illingdon, 3rd January, 1935, '»"»(i , 4, p. 1201, 2.
3* illin don to Hoere, 16th D comber, 1934, T. .(i , 5, p. 611.
4» Hoare to illin don, 13th "--oerbor, 1934, ".". (i , 4, V* 11 •

This was supplemented by a written reply in which Courtauld declined
to plead guilty to dishonesty, 'only to an inadvertent broach of
good manners'. ee Courtauld to Bald in, 14th "eoetaber, 1934#
. ♦ ., 106, o. 3°6.

5. Baldwin took the debate to be one oi the most important which he
h* V ever nlterv-/-- V. Ifth cc . IS-34, v !. , col.
51- .

6. Ibid., col. 510. nitially, uldwin had made much piny with what
he hclV to be an unprecedented use of a private conversation b-
Courtauld. Tbld., col. 517.

7. Ibid.. col. 518.
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To counter further the impact of the diehard attack on Federation,

the Government relied on two eminent speakers of particular influence

with Conservative backbenchers, imon and 'usten Gharaberlain. f

the two, imon wns the less effective, "is speech did stress the

artificiality of the frontiers between British India and the Indian
(1)

tates, but he woua up in very negative style by conceding that
U'

whether the ndian tates came in or not remnineI to be seen.

Chamberlain struck a much more forceful tone: while confessing His

limited competence to interpret the minds of Their Highnesses, he

then launched on an exhortation whioh would impress both ' aharsjas ».

and backbenchers:

'if T were an Indian rince, " should join the "deration. T should
join it because I should feel that it was in the interests of ray
dynasty and my "tate'. (3'

Chamberlain delivered e veiled warning to the diehards:

'those who for their own purposes encourage the "ndian rinces
to hold aloof take a great responsibility', (4

urnming up the debate at the end of the day, 'oare lapsed into
(5('

characteristic gloom: 'the result had been not as good as T expected',

Churchill's final barrage, widely regarded nrnon^ the various lobby
correspondents, as a -'eritable tour do force, was '"elivered with a good

1* ♦ '•, 12th 'ecember, 1931,, vol. 296, col. 423.
2, Ibid., col. 426.
3. Ibid., col. 47t.

4* Ibid.

5• ?oare to illingdon, 13th lecember, 1934, T,'\ (i). 4, p. 1197* At the
'vision, the overnment had a majority of 410 to 127, rather less

than the four-to-one majority claimed by on re later on, (see ine
'"rouble ~ "'ecra. p. 99 . nee ♦ . , 12th comber, 1934, vc. 29o,
cols. 926-531.

6. Gilbert, ., op. pit.. . 5' •
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deal of bombast;

'the Idea that the Princes were enthusiastic about the proposal
is arrant nonsense and humbug', (l)

But the speech contained a number of subtlf- and plausible points which

contrived to awaken doubts. Thus, with reference to the minces'

alleged insistence on responsible government, Churchill remarked with

some justice:

*T thought it was a very odd thing that aristocratic rineea with
lineages that go back for hundreds of years insisted that the
Central Government must be responsible'. (2

For the ominr. ost. this had been 'the greatest debate for many years'

and all credit shoul be accorded to ' ajor Courtsold for 'the most
(3)

notable speech of the whole debate'. ossibly the most damaging

allegation floated by the "ornin/; ' ost was the repeated insinuation

that "inistoriel references in the debate reflected a growing official

belief that the rinces would refuse to enter '©deration when they saw

the text of the Bill, thus providing His ssiesty's Government with an
(4)

honourable means to withdraw the Bill.

For c vastly thankful hoere, the advent of 1935 seemed to
<5>

presage the long-delayed launch of his 'monstrous boat'. It now

seemed the Cabinet would see the Bill through though

'it had certainly booked at one time as if imon and hailshe,"
woul never come into line'. (6

Yet fresh smalls bier up. The publication of the tatute of estminater

alerted Indians to the fine details of transferred constitutional functions:

1. . C. '"■«. 12th member, 1934, vol. 296, col. 461.
2.

3* horning at. 12th "member, 1934.

4. Ibid.. 12).th ncernber, 1934.
5. Templewood, lord, op. ext., p. 68,
6. lloare to illingdon, l?th January, 1935, h(i , 4, p. 1221.
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'are tates like hyderabad likely to accost "'ndianisation of
the ' rmy'.''

(1)
asked Hoarej a sensitive issue duly taken up later by Churohill in

(2)
the Commons.

"he most immediate matter of concern for on re was that the forthcoming
(3)

meeting of the Chamber of ^rinces should endorse the federal scheme.

illingdon confidently forecast that "heir highnesses would confirm
(4

their ultimate intention to "derate, but early indications were not

hopeful: onl"r with the rertest difficulty could a ouorum of CO rinces
(5)

be gathered together. illingdon' 3 opening speech had little of

substance. le conde- ne" those 'baseless insinuations' concerning

official pressure on rinces and his text generally was composed of vague

platitudes:

'in the new Constitution, no effort will be spared to protect the
integrity of the tates'. (6

The subsequent proceedings of the Chamber showed that once again

'Villing ion*a optimistic forecasts were quite without foundation. Patiala's

resolution struck a violently anti-Federal tone:

'let me say it most emphatically, we are not enamoured by a
federal constitution as such; we have never anproached his
"sjesty's Government and requested them to devise a Federal
constitution in order to safeguard our future'. '7

ven Bikaner, for long thought to be the leadin "rincely Federatlonist,

1. oare to i llin don, 10th January, 1935» 'V • i ,4, p. 121B.
2. . . , to. l>; rry, 3.3", vol. 7, col. 1' .

3« Due to take -ilace on 23 st January, 1935.

4. illingdon to oare, 31st January, 1935, "» .(i), 8, p. 622.
5» "illingdon to ?oax,e, 21st January, 1935» T« '»(l , 8, p. 626.

See too inh, R., o . cit., p. 149«
6. C. , 1 138, • 30.

7* Ibid.. r>. 33
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baulked at a positive public commitrent, to Federation and. contented himself
(1)

with denouncing the more far-fetched diehard allegations*

Understandably, the main drift of the Chamber proceedings was a

source of grave concern to Hoare:

'I am sure to be greatly pressed about the ' rinces1 attitude';

the 'garbled' coverage or both the ornin. ost and the Faj.lv "'"all had been
(2

very damaging* illingdon, in some embarrassment, tried to play

down the Chamber proceedings on the grounds that

1practically nil the big " rinces are now sitting entirely
ortside it'. (3

One week Inter, a mood of sublime self-delusion returned as the Viceroy

reviewed a rinces' gathering which

'went off on the whole very well ..... the 'rinces generally stand
for federation subject to their being satisfied with the clauses
of the Bill'. (4)

He forecast the imminent demise of the Chamber and its replacement by a

Council of ' inisters, a development which "' illingdon supposed would be

suited to his somewhat languid style:

'T might have occasional durbars end gather the rinces together and
hear their particular wants, but really the Chamber business is a
most unsatisfactory affair, and is, as you well know, run almost
entirely by three or four of their order'. (5

1* C.R.K.. I/I/2O/I38, pp* 38-4-0* "mong the grosser allegations made in
the ' orninr. ost .Bikaner singled out the assertion that a xince who
to k up an anti- c • rnl stance thereby demonstrated his loyalty to the
ing rperor. Concernin the ourtauld mission, -ikenor sardonically
observed that the absence of his tate from the "t'nerary did not
follow en; official warning off: 'ay it not be', argued Bikaner,
'that the,, did not visit me and several other "rinces because they knew
full well that our views wei-e not likely to be swayed by all the
horror,: of adoration that were being de ictc.l by the? and their friends,
or by tMs attempt to make our flesh creep by the var'our, suggestions
and efforts made to influence us by playing into their hands'. Ibid*. p*40

2. Hon re to illingdon, 24th January, 1935> '.i , 4, p* 1924*
3* "illingdon to "onre, 21st anunry, 1935» '• »(i , 8, p. « 26.
4* illin :: n to 'care, 2-th nnuaiy, 1535» ibid., p. 635• "or confirmation

that the meeting 'had passed off successfully' see 'illingdon to
"onro, -'ivr. + o - r.d ersonal 'rlryrr- no. .2;, ■ . . '1 '13 , p* 4".

5* 'illingdon to Toare, 28th January, 1935* T*P. (i)* 8, p. 635*
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The 1935 Chamber of rinces session was the occasion for an

especially extravagant approach bv the dishards which took the form of
(1 (2)

e circular cable sent to a number of rinces by Kother-mere.
(3)

In the version sent to 'ris Highness the Raja ahib of 'ewantwodl,

i.other-mere forecast duun and extinction for the rincely order J seven

million followers of the "elly ' ail would read of the Government of

India's att© >t to coerce the rinces into operation:

'if they are so foolish 03 to give their consent to it, they will
prepare their own destruction, which will follow at the hands of
Congress extremists who would control the future Indian Government*.(4)

An even more bl<od-cur&ling cable reached "ampur from Rothermere two

days later:

'should the rinces allow themselves to be caught, theirs will be
the fate of the loyalists of outhern Ireland who were told by
much the swne persons as those who are giving India away that
under the free tnte " vernment they would have e unl treatment
and fair lay .... if the Indian rinces sacrifice their
privileges or position in any important respect they and their
adherents will for a certainty within three years of the
functioning of the new Government of India become bankrupt
refugees in foreign lands'. (5

Possibly because Jonpur was n much respecter! figure among the numerically

strong ultra-conservative faction in his order, he was the recipient of

a further cable pressing the rinces to reject the Bill at a 'secret ballot':

1. fee the interview given by Rarapur to the representative of
'• saocieted ress, C.I'. . R/1/2Q/138, p. 64.

2. Rot- <• rmwwv first "iscount (cr. 1919) J p.c. 1917# chief proprietor
of th ally 'ail, daily "irror and "ondon venin re?s.

3« In no sense a major tigures nwantwadi was a nine gun Gtate of
doubtful sovereignty.

4» dothermere to 'awantwadl, telegram,23rd i-nuary, 1935,
ibid., p. 444 reproduced in full as appendix /•

5. 1 othermere to . ampur, telegram, 2rd January, 1935, ibid.. p. 60.
Reproduced in full as appendix r»
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Rampur and his peers were reminded of

•firm friends here who are working for them hut whose efforts will
be paralysed were thej' to oomprond.se with a scheme which they well
know to be calamitous stop Tf the 'rinces show weakness they will
assuredly meet the fate of the Trench aristocrats who were so
simple as to welcome the hev lution of 17B9 but were the first to
be robbed of thMr estates and sent to the guillotine stop They
will perish or be driven into exile ns miserably as the ussian
imperial family and nobility who surrendered to revolution', (l"

Rampur's response, as conveys ' to the olitical ' apartment, affected to

scorn the diehard pressures:

'this sort of propaganda is not likely to change my view - on
the subject'. (2

In a statement to the press, Rampur launched an uncompromising attack

on the diehards:

'any attempt to drag the rinces into British party politics or
to misrepresent the Viceroy who has done so much for India and
the noire, can only harm the cause of those who stand for
ensuring stability in the new constitution'. (3;

Though " lllingdon might have heeded the rinces' notorious penchant

for saying the right thing in public one minute, and the wron in private

the next, ho seized upon Rampur's testimony and wrote with relish to

Hoare of

'a growing belief anon the times, which we have not di .ccuraged,
that they are being used as pawns in the poli tical game by the
diehnrds at hone .... as to otherr ore, we should, T think, be
thankful to him for overcallin. Ms hand. "e has helped to destroy
any faith that the ' rinces retained -in the altruism of the diehard
press'. (4

1. other ere to innpur, 31st January, 1935* ibid., up. 67, •

ncr " in ful ' nr. appendix 9.
2. Rampur to lancey, 23rd January, 1935, ibid.
3. !'5s hp: ncss the "awab of .amour, intervir- y ven to the representative

of "ss ciated rcss, ibid.. ~. 64.
4. illingdon to c re, 10th ebruary, 1935, , n, p. 645* r'ews

of the Rotherraere telegrams did leak out and ruffled feathers in
Anglo-Indian circles. ho less a persona e than the Oomnander-in-
Chief, '"ndia, hi el" "'arshall "ir ''hilip Chetwode, wrote home to Ms
son, 'tell Rothermere from me that he is a d——d liar'. Cited in
Coen, ir C. ., op. cit., p. IT J.
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Hurmurings against the dieharda, however, were of little immediate use

to onre who urgently required a positive statement from the rinces

about " edemtion. Here ' illingdon had nothing to offer; indeed he

lonely conveyed Their Highnesses' objections

'at their being naked to give their opinion on thn early clauses
in such o short time', (if

"'oare's re-^ly r .Trctcd his continu:n frustration nnd anxiety concerning

the ^rinoes' intentions:

'we were r.iuoh worried by the communications both from ntialn and
yderabad askin;. for a postponement cc. the io; nittee sta re of the
Bill. 'ihls is quite impossible'. (2

Hoare's acerbity is quite understandable. ow, nom than ever, he

required suooort from the "rinoes as the diehard oar-ymim ®ss stepped
(3)

up concurrently vdth trie passage of the "ndis ill through the econd

Rending ta c. Hoe re had to counter a rumoured c onnection between the
(4)

dichords and the rince of ales. The trepidation with which Hosrc
(5)

approach© Ms key speech in the Commons may have been an indication

of waning powers of endurance. "nder pressure from the diehard lobby,

the Secretary of tote had to make a categorical pronouncement to the

effect that the "'rinces

'in spite of the pressure upon them - not from me, nor from the
Government, but from other directions - have in no way recoiled
from the position that they took up four years ago... the House
may rest assured that there is no evidence to show that the -f-inces,
great or small or of medium position, have altered their general
attitude towards the question of "ll-Tndis Federation'. (6)

illingdon to "core, 10th ebruary, 1935» ?» «fi , E, p. 642.
foaro to 'llin don, 7th 'ebruary, IS J_ , '. . , , p. 1256.
Churchill made a pov.-erful speech at r'st.l in hich he placed particular
emphasis on the rinccs' alle e"i reluctance to participate in the
Fedo.nl scheme. ee iilbert, ., or. cit«« p. 594.
Hoare to illin don, 17th January, 1935, "V.(i", 4, p. 1223.
ee dross, -T. op. cit.. p. 174. "enre successfully concealed his

nex-ves in delivering his address, 'r masterpiece of clear and logical
exposition', ibid.; ' a re defended tiie dill with skill and denounced
its critics with' acerbity', Gilbert, ., or. cit.. p. 602.
C.r.. th ; ebruary, 1935, vol. 297» cols. 1161, 2.

1.

2.

3.

4«

5.

6.
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The diehard assault followed familiar ground. Insinuations of bribery

underlay the Duchess of tholl's persistent questioning of "orre on

recent payments • nde to the Indian totes and ceded territories trans-
(1)

ferred since IS-31. " age-Croft reiterated the charge that the Viceroy
(2)

was pressuring rinses and cited htinln*3 statement to the Chamber

in January to the effect that the "rincea -ere 'not enamoured of a Federal
(3)

constitution as such*. ne diehard spokesman poured scorn on the

notion of a mystical transformation which, it was alleged, would follow

front the rinces' entry:

•immediately the rinee3 said they would federate, everything was
chan ed, as if by a magician's wand'. (4

It was left tr. Commander " •■•rsden to admit the spectre which haunted Toare:

'what would be the position - think this if. very important - if the
rinces do not cane inr Prom the > rllament??ry point of view that

would, be very interesting because the whole of the Bill would go by
the board'. (5)

On the nbour benches, hostility to Fe oration found expression on

several counts. The price to bo paid for rinoes' entry was altogether

too high: attention was drawn to the * determining influence' proposed

for the rinces in both 'sse-bles and the manner of tatea' representation

caused concern:

'eighty million people will be disfranchised and the power of
-ord tion in the totes will be entirely in favour of the Rulers*. (6)

:
• -•» •' 4t ebruar , 1935, cols. 773, 4} 776,7.

2. Ibid.. 7th February, 1935, col. 1371* Fee too Commander rsden*s
charges, th rbruary, 1935, col. 1524.

3. Ibid.. 7th February, 1935, col. 1370.

4. : peech by "ice-hirdrol nayl r, ( meat, u ustus, "npirr Irusode,
South "nssington 1936s, IJ "nionist since 1931 • Ibid.

5» Ibid.. th February, 1935, col. 15- «

6. peech by Cordon "aclonnld, lners ' -rr.t of r-ncashire and Cheshire
iners' "ederation, (labour',, Tnce ivision since 1929, ibid.,
6th i rbruary, 1935, col. 1218.
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.Another Labour sneaker envisaged the inevitable consequence of the

''rinces* entry into federation as an erosion of the condition of life

in India generally:

'the rincos, in n r lewl r.rliamcnt, woul naturally not desire
to see r hi. her standard of life amon the workin • people in the
rovinces lest they right be compelled to do something to upliftwith

their own worker* within their own tatcs*. (l)

The most romantic end certainly the most provocative speech,

defending the federal provisions, emanated from ,7. . . nvidson who

reminded the "oust that he hod recently travelled in,COO miles through
(•*

the : to tea investi rating tVi r financial status. "r accused the

di hards of harbouring

'.a desire to use terms almost of superciliousness and patronage in
connection with the -rent rinces of "r'ir. crds like 'blackmail*
and 'bribery' are used much too freely in connection with ©en who
are governing their 'tates, and -hose ancestors before the© were
governing their "tates 1 ng before this country had emerged into
civilisation', (j)

*s to the dlehards* attempts to convince the Indian 'rinoes "here their

duty and interest lay,

'having atoyed ith them and talked with them, consider that
that is an extremely offensive and impo tinent thin to do'. (4

eving cast the rinces in a suitably heroic mould, avidson had to get

round the undeniably primitive conditions in most 'totes; here he could

only offer a well-worn aphorism to the Labour embers, 'happiness is
(5'

not always measured by material prosperity'.

1. hflviea, avid ends, ; Labour , ontypridd, since 1!LLL, ibid.. 5th
- ebruary, 1935, col. 1218.

2- Ihid.. col. 1538.

3. Ibid., col. 1540.
4« Ibid., col. 1541*
5. Tbid., col. 1543* n mticipation of the manifest disbelief of Labour

'"embers, " • vidson expanded on this unlikely interpretation, though a
very hallcwe-' one, of peasant contentment: 'if they had seen the scenes
that did in the h dian tntes, they - ul : have realised that, much
as we on this side of the world may feel that lo wa es under our
present economic system ore a bad thing, there are people in India
who woul prefer to live un'er their father and their mother as they
call their ri nee than earn bi none- under a system that they have
never understood*. Tbjd.
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(1)
The Bill nsaed its second reading by 404 wotes to 133, n

(2'
•surprisingly good' result according to the ndr-r "eoretnry of tste.

But the course of the debate had excited little enthusiasm in on re;

"ttlee's Breech had been •futile' and he denlored the stvle of 'aruel's
(3)

contribution, * oral si..,. with feint icons end damning wit . faint praise*.

Of the division list itself, Hoare suppose*1 the °C- odd diehards in

opposition to be 'irreconcilable', many driven by e detestation of the
\4,

*

r tional >vernner.t» Tn the aftermath of the debate, a combination

of Voore's perpetual nessiraism a»- the force of the diehard diatribes

combined to deflate seriously Viceregal spirits and, for once, black

out Ms eternal optimism. lllingdon conveye his disillus'oranent

directly tn BeId"in:

*1 ar ettiny quite sick to death of the sound of the word ofores"
..... Tt has been indeed a rent tragedy that Tndie shoul'■ have
bee- "fide a political pawn over at home, and what is e greater
trrye y to re still is that certain individuals and the ress see®
to have no moral or gentlemanly sense whatever when they get
excite' over a political subject. inston and. Randolph,
lothoxwere, ieavrrbrook and Gwynne of the ' orning ost seem to me
to be making our politics get down to the gutter, and can
honestly say that T shan't by very sorry when I finish off here
end yet quit of r 11 the discomforts erd annoyances o:i he efforts
which have been made a rainst me personally*. .5

Tliis v.as but p temporary lifting of tlie veil; in his correspondence

to Hoare, illingdon resumed an optimistic pose: with regard to the

delaying tactics of atiela and yderabad,

'I thin re can. safely assure you that they are satisfied now that
they will, have full opportunity of putting in poll '3 they may wish
to befiore the ommittee in the rouse'. (6

H.'J.h.,Bth February, 1935, vol. 297, cols. 1721-6.

Butler, . on. ext., p. 5;" •
Hoare t 'illingdon, 7th Vcbruapy, 1935, T.'~. (l.. 4, p. 1234.
-'oare to illinydon, 13th 'ebruary, 1935, ibid., p. 123°.
illingdon to Bc.ldT.in, :'4th Bebruary, 1935, »'■'>• »» 107, p» 27.
illin. dcn to he re, 19th 9ebruary, 1935, ..(i , 8, p. Q, %
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But, inevitably, the rinces' intentions could never be uniform and

illin-don had to record Travancore's rejection of its allocation of
(1)

seats under the proposed constitution. "owever, the friends of

Federation in India had not lost hope: inder" apru forecast the

successful working or the new constitution sine , vith the entry of the

rinces,

'no question of secc: s on cm arise as they are bound by their
treaties to the irown and our Id men cannot seced<- without
brea in,- up the ederation and th*r» they will never do'. (2

ith the ill nov reechin;: a critical stage in its " nrlia-entary

progress, Voare betrayed en increasing sense of tension and foreboding*
' inston', he warned the Viceroy,

'is eying anything that will make trouble between ourselves and
the rinces and between ourselves and the ritish Vidians.
is resent line is to make Federation appear to be a disreputable
intrigue between a few rinces, who we are bribing, end ourselves'* (3^

c a had n ache ' the ecretnxy of tate oi r nronose meeting of ri noes
(4)

end tates' 'irasters to take -Ince at ombay :n late rbruary*

*7 very much hope that the rinces will not embroil the situation
in theii -•eating r.t Bombay. * can hold the situation here as
long as there are no bolts from the Tndian blue. Tf, however,
the rinces raise new issues and give the impression that they
are edging out, the position here will become extremely difficult,
T know that you ore doing your utmost to acoid this danger'• (5)

1. illingdon to "orre, I t February, 1935, • » » ?•
:rovnnoore had strenuously objected to its bracketing ith tates like
Cochin, e: a end Bahawalpur which, it was felt, out "ravnncore in a
position oi permanent inferiority to totes like -nroda, Gwalior and
oshmir while it 3ur?;n3se • then in populate on and enernl education,

advancement of the people and at least equalled tken in revenue, ibid.
2. pru to ankey, 24t! obruary, 1 3t, . ♦, 21' , '11.
3. or-re to illin don, .''2nd "obrunry, 1235, "• « ' , 4, o. 1243*
4» hadnis, ., op. cit.. p. 77*

5« or re to illingdon, 22nd "a ruary, 1 35, '"» « i , 4, ?• 1243*
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Hoare's anxieties were well founded. Largely due to the initiative

of Bhopal, r strong committee of tates' "inisters and counsel, under

the chairmanship of Hydari, had been in session, on and off, since

December 193k when it had initially met in Bombay: it met a ain in
(1)

January and "ebruary ir "elhi. "he committee produced a ' Hydari*

report on the ill which reechel the oliticnl 'eoretnry of the 'overnment

of India on 21st " ebruary: its pi'eamble containe" the disturbing

observation:

'that in son© important respects the Bill departs from the agreed
position arrived at during the meetings of 'tates' representatives
with Mis ajesty's Government'

and that

'without satisfactory amendments on the lines indicated^. ! t would
not be possible for them to reoommend to their Rulers and to the
"tates generally, the acceptance of the proposed scheme'. 2

The inisters' findings gravely shock illingdon; but the only

positive action which he confessed to taking wna to urge them

'to keep everything out of the reso until we hear from you .... e
ie- of them would be only too ready, T fear, to let the oming est
or the "'■'lily nil know that they considers'" that we were trying to
intimi 'etc or coerce them in sere rn; with regard to their position*.(3)

As was customary with him, when in a tight spot, "illingdon attempted to

shift re3eonsibility for this setback to Tondon:

1. Bee inh, •, ocit.. pp. 14% ; hednj.3, •, o-. cit.. pp. 76, 7,
r cnon, . ., '"he ntc/Tntiori of ""ndir.n tries, (1956 , pp. 3'- , 3»

2. Hydari tc -lancy, 21st ebruary, 1935, Views of Indian totes:
Corres-ond^ncc relating to p retina of tntea' Rulers held nt Bombay
to c." 1 cxu:,z t e nrcrni-ient of India ill an" a provisional draft "Instrument
of 'occasion. md. 4P43, P* 5« trong objection was tn o.n to no
less than 10 clauses with particular reference to the form of
Instrument of ccession, reservations regarding the administrative
powers on the federal "1st, definitions of privilege or immunity,
surcharges on income tax and railways. ee ibid.. pp. 5-l?»

3» illinydon to -re, 74th i ebruary/, 1935, *» (i' . 8, p. 651,
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*T very much hope that you tr'll be able to meet them ®s for ns you
con, for kber "ydari and Idaoat, both of whom T have seen, are
both very anxious to keep the rinces in and not let them run out,
en"-, they tell no - with what truth T on not prepared to assert -
that whet has been nut in the Bill end t5ie clauses is quite
different in sane cases to what was agreed in the l enort'. (l)

The specially convened ■■vet' n.- of rinces and their inistera at

etiala "ouse, ocibey, dulj took place on 5th ' ebruary and, from the

point of view of Hoare, its proceedings were in every way disastrous#

oatialo, as 'h ncellcr, led ofi with a solemn reminder ftbout

* the i nvc imp or truce of thf occasion ■■■" th<- absolute necessity for
r unrnirous end ur; i stair hie ceo' sion on the issue before us'. (2)

Bhonal ra-f-nounce : tint the scheme as -ut iorwerd in t! e Tndi.e ill 'falls
(3;

far short oj any of our vital dei-ends*. "ydnri's carefully worded

speech accuse ' is ejest; *s Vermont of resilin from tire definite

position ta?-:.en up in tire doint ''elect Committer ' enort in respect of
(V-

finance. C. . amaswami "iyar spoke dramatically of 'most

unacceptable art calnrvtous results' ich would follow from the rinces'

acceptance of the bill as it stood:

'you begin to be bound not only by the bare provisions of the 'ct,
but by what in lav is calle" the 'implications'.' (5

1. Ibid.

2. roceedings of the ' eating of the r*noes and * iristers held at
batiale "ouse, 5 T'anean ond, "ombny, on the 2.5th of February, 1935,
T.' . i , , 'r.

3* 'bid. , p. 61. In particular :-hopal euestioned the absence of an
escet- cl- use, ■ provision ' hich wo had specifically nske" for, namely,
that if t err i3 r- change in the Constitution against our will and
concent, wo shall be free to resume our present re", tions with the
Crown'• Ibid., p. 662. hepal d"sliked the arrangement which left
the 111 rtf dr:d n.i tic- of 'fates' r' hits in thr hrnh oi' too verno--

General as opposed to an im nrtial authority end he rejected the
Instrument of ccession as 'wholy unset! cfactery .... there is no
mention in it of safeguarding by the Crown of the sovereignty and
autonomy of the totes outside the federal sphere', ^Trid.. pp. ££3, 4, 5*

4» "bid., . 666.
5» Tbid., nr. 7, • lonr -non the speakers, 'C. .' calculated the

cost ''deration in precise monetary terms. "he chilling result
in the cose of "'rovonoore, hoi-' Chat out of 250 lakhs of revenue raised,
nearly 150 would go to the ' ederetion. ""bid., p. 669.
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'-'veil Blkaner, the supposed stalwart in the ""ederatiorrist carp, came

round to thf conclusion that

'several inexplicable and unacceptable provisions of the Bill as
draftee, end the Instrument of 'ecession also as drafted, are such
that they have come as a profound surprise and disaopointrnent to
us *. (l

In rounding old this cm coloyue of wees, ntinl- minted to a 'oroyressive
(2)

deterioration* in o:l'icinl attitudes towards the tates and, in

thoroughly melodramatio fashion, went on to suppose that

'the present '11 merely npj the c-'lM nations of that tendency,
the ntte pts to write the final cheater of that tragic history
which began in 193° with the hope of a glorious dawn, but
threatens to err today in r thunderous maelstrom', (3

The final resolution of the '"rinces wa3 couched in euite uneeuivocal

terms:

'the meeting is of the definite opinion that, in their present
form, and. Without satisfactory modification and alteration on
fundamental points, the Bill and Tnstrument of ccession cannot
be regarded as acceptable to 'ndirn tates'. 4

The -ombay denunciation of the ill had an electrifying effect in

London. doare was require ! to ma he en irame-iiate and detailed statement

on the Bombay osolution to the Cabinet rnd f;e re on underte 'ring 'to bring
WB&S& (5 ' ..

the matter to on issue at an early dote'. care fulminated to the

Viceroj' about the astonishing coincidence which sow a wire containing

the anti- edr.ral views of 'tates' inisters

'• :r: v on the or. of your last letter to nr in which you said things
were going well. ""ho telegran was bad enou.rh, the hurried passing
of th' rsolution by the rinces and the leakage of their foolish
speeches re much worse. "ur enemies were deli, and our
friends gravely perturbed', (<

1. Ibid., . 670.
2. Id id.. 71« ' "oda; •', bevnile : htiale, 'we arc at the very bottom

of the- inclined plane'. Ibid.

3. "bit .

4» ' esol-hion yso, ; y :et:'nr- of '-.kirn r'noes nnd r< sontctives.
held at Bombay on 4th cbrusr*'. 1935. Crad., 4r43» p. 13*

5* Ceb. , 12(35 9, vol. Cob 23 81, p. 17; .
6. ' onre t- illingdon, 1st eroh, 1935, "» . (i , 4, p. 1247. "he

''orrdny 031 procured, Churchill assumed through the connivence of
rati ale or one of his associates, a verbatim account of the whole of
the rinces'secret' meeting at Bombay. ee Cilbert, ., on. oit., p. 609.
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fa Hoere depicted the impact of the rinoes' retreat, it had mightily

imperilled the future of the Bill and revived lingering doubts about

the bona fides of the Government of India:

'even t$- colleagues in the Cabinet were asking whether it was
wort: going on v "th the '11 at all. "hey and were pax'ti culsrly
worried over the unexpectedness of th> d' veil rent and my almost
complete absence of Information on the subject from ndie.
utsi.-: the hi ".net, fr'' nds l'.Ve u. ten I:-ri oris in were horrified
at the state of affairs. "e in "articular in.-ri ted that we were

yctt: n little or no hair from your end - H that -'vie the diehard®
were boot- fully 5 nfo:nod as to -hat 'inonerdng • nd were daily
using great influence with their fri ends pmon the rinces, we
appear t be inert and helpless. tiers ax*e freely saying that
the ovornro-d: of ndi • in lukewnrr about oration an that there
is no one vn.your Council who is taking any active interest in it'.(l)

The in hdnself v.bs 'deeply incensed at the rinces' intrigues', and

hoare was obliged to ride out what he described as

'a first-olc33 arlinmontory or'- sic. things turned out we got
away with n biy rjority in the Commons. but the edge was very
thin end we • i t just as veil have had it a ainst us'. (2'

or re's final ..last to the Viceroy omplifie the dire consequences which

v.'oul ; folic.', if the ill faile • fficials in "Ihi, hoping for an end

to rderation on-' a retreat to reforms for ''ritiah "ndio, should be

speedily di sobused:

'the dropping of the Bill might very well mean the fell of the
Government but it would certainly -"eon the •-•nd of Tndian
legislation for this parliament end probably for many years to
come'. (3

1. -are t< illingdon, 1st rch, If, . . ' , A, p. 1247-8. It
seemed abundantly clear to oere that trie diehard exertions were now
bearin, fruit: ' inston and "ourtauln v.rill be continuing their daily
pressure upon atirhle end "holpur. v.os told onl, yesterday that
Ilothrrmore and they axe spending lnr-r? sums of roney upon a daily
correspondence with their friends and it is evident that they are
obtaining much earlier information as to vhat is happening behind the
scenes than am. ; to their emly information, you will remember
that within a fev horns of the rinces' meetin inston was able to

quote in the ouse extracts from several of the speeches. The House
was not unnaturally astonished that whilst he scored to know
every' ing that was i x pening, seer-o t now nothing'• bid..
p. 1249.

2. 'bid.. x. 1248.

3. Ibid.. p. 1250.
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In a personal sense, Honre now felt close to capitulation to the forces

of reaction:

'if there is another such bolt as that of this week, T certainly
cannot carry on". (1

Clearly, the accumulating strain of pilotin the hill through the

Parliamentary shoals hod told on bare*a nerves* "e complained to the

Governor of Bombay about

*how maddening It - as to sit day after day listening to inston* s
invec ivo nnd "tholl's dismal reoetiti on: The "uohoss of *tholl
is apparently ncv known as the 'egurr of Hair'. (2'

In the wake of the rinoos* action, 'Toarr gloomily concluded that

'{ n;• st; 1; str ,• » keen left in evmyonc 's : outh .... evn the best
frier, 3 of the Bill were wondering whether it was worth ,;oin,- on
with'. (3)

It is, then, c measure of the ecretory of tate's powers of endurance and

composure that his nrlioraentaiy reply to the 'orabay Resolution did a

good denl to 1 v/er the temperature and scotah 'certain fantastic stories'
(U)

concerning the imminent demise of ederntion. ' particularly

mischievous suggestion held that the rinces were proposing to send

"inisters to London for 'discussions': illingdon was di.rccted to
(5)

•jump on' any such idea. Tnturally, for the "orninr, "ost group, the

Bombay esolution re resented everything they had plarne" for and its text

was paraded under the headline, ' ulling hut the vInch in'.
Uc:

. c , vii: 4,1. Ibid. . oe too "oare tc rabourne, 4t *rc , 1935,
p. 6:.

2. Honre to rabourno, 4th 'arch, 1935, ibid., p. Cr\
3. Tbid.

4» The Tines. 25th February, 1935* honre had referred with cynicism to
the or ens oi the extreme i.;ht end eft ' rfn in to -ether in glorious
unison' to the effect that ho had passed 0 sleepless night in preparing
a 'recantation' of the Federal scheme. This drastic move was

allegedly lia' ," t' a long-distn nee call between the "eoretary of tote
and •;ti;; 1/ . . all oi this, "'.oare issued n flat denial. Ibid.

4. "onro to illingdon, 1st aroh, 1935, "V . (i , 4, p. 1251. ee too
The Fines. 2 th ebruory, 1935»

6. ' ornin. ; at, 27th ebruary, 1935* "'he relevant leader entitled ' "he
nird of Cockpen', referred to Hoare's supposed state of mind following
his phono calls to atialn, caught, 03 was the whimsical Cockpen,
'between indignation and credulity*. Ibid.
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Churchill wrote to his wife in jubilation about the transformed

situation which the rinces' volte face had brought about:

'the;;.' have made up t" - 'r mind.- to stand, out. "his is n political
fact capital importance. t wrecks the floral scheme against
wl&ck " hove beer fighting for so 1 ng. Tt m; also lead to
the withdrawal of the whole Coveroiaent policy'. 1

he a parent success of the a7 dinner betvce: dir hm ".s nnd rimes was

(2)
celebrated in n full-page unc cartoon entitic ' 'he .ajarere*.

'

hat rci nine- to be :li.scovcre was who' or what had inspired the

rimes' bombshell. "oere rut it lawn to 'binsc and ignorant*
(5)

advice txn err bp u ere: ul us c unsel, ' ";rtk, ;lr . . organ,

't; r rtitutional jackal of the rain,: est and the diehard*;
s'tt '-ore, T do nol too*., it' what four "at" on, says

the• . . ap e;: err the erring, et nctup.ll;• sent the
res lution out to ndin'. 14

. xplenations emanating from India were not, in the main, enlightening.

I'hc 7-icero, < oratory felt that the 'rimes' ' inisters had been upset

the i-ct that they- i.rra -Ivor sue: a abort time in which to rive their
(e,

views'. ;-dari v.Ps 'genuinely epreve1' over the accession clause:

1. Churchill to vrs. Churchill, 2nd ''arch, 1935* cited In Gilbert "•, op. clt.
p. . Churchill'impression that ire ranees had wrecked the Bill
was strengthened when both Ormsby-Gore and d. C. C. Davidson himself,
tv of "or.re's most stalwart supporters, privately admitted to him
that without the ranees, 'they trnmselves would --.eve the gravest
a a*■rah'"' a • on of goin on with the ill'. "bid., p. 60' .

2. ee \inch. 6th 'arch, 1935, reproduced overleaf. Beneath a
depiction of hotherr.icre and a ' nharaja standing shoulder to shoulder,
the caption from ; ipling read, * But there is neither 'est nor "est,
Border nor Breed nor Birth* hen,two strong men .tand face to face,
though the;, come fror. the cud of the earth*.

3. or , j"i en. 'oh. r. 1/ r . . 1 , fern r of Constitutional
a*: at ni ersiiy 'oil ;e, on;" on incc 11 . "uthor of a number of

works including* "he ousc of ord. en: the Const"tutlon. 1191°
The cm Irish Constitution. (1912)* Gentlemen at 'rms. (1918). "organ
had at od ns unsuccessful liberal cr.n-.1i '.ate in 1.110 1,twice • "*e was
to r joy r 1on and no dotibt lucrative t: ssooi ntion with ndinn and
partic lnrly tntcs' 'nt'x-^sts: - oursel to ;.hc Indian "efenoe league,
153.9-4# to the ndi: n ,nrnber of rinces, 1934-7# to the tote of
r olio; and the Central Inchon tates, 193.-'55• tterly, he enjoyed
such high appointments as Counsel to the ■ 1nraentary oat- ar olicy
roup, 1% -5 ? nd :v: ser to the 'nite "totes nr '-rimes Commission
at T urenburg, 1.47- •

4* Honre to frebourne, 4th ' arch, 1935, CVd. (o), vii: 4, p. 60.
5. ieville to :r:'ley, 24tk arch, 1935# *Toi. .. 28. Thi3 letter was

shown to both doare and i'indlater tewart at the India Office. fee
llailey to "ieville, fth *pril, 1935# ibid.



Pi nch, on the London Chaaiyaii.—March 9, 1935

THE RAJAHMERE.
" But there is neither East nor West, Border nor Breed nor Birth,
When two strong men stand face to face, though they come from the ends of the earth."

[Lord Kothebmere has sent telegrams to the native Princes, congratulating them "on their bold and decided action
against 'he India Bill."]
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C. '♦ Ransaswaiai /dyer hod promised the ' ehera ja a 21 gun salute end

feared for his position in Travenoore in the face of popular agitation
(1)

against hi . nly rishnamachari had. maintained that the difficulties
(2)

ire re be? n : err. gernted. Brabourne, in Bombay, had been dinin • with

Bikaner and all that cuiild be elucidated from that quarter was the

unremarkable disclosure that the rinoes

'had all become very jumpy followin the ' inisters' Olhi
meetings in mid February*. (3.

Bikaner, when later faced by the decretory of tate, presented himself as

e keen Federation!at and disassociated himself cormletelv fro® t'*
(4

proceedings at embay: a classic instance of rincely doubletsIk.

Braboume was inclined to trust to the advice of the "go ban, though

producing at best second-hr d testimony to support it, 'go stmir-dit ahead
(5)

and present the Minces with a fait accompli*.

It is not clear to what extent the Princes' bombshell influenced

political pinion in ndia. Brrboume felt that it had swiftly receded

from Tiopulj 1.:'?! rent in embayJ ' M- olitiei rr:s mer> little

concerned and his own confidants sm it as 'a passing phase which will
(6)

disappear the Mil is passed*. "upport for this assessment came

from apru who confessed to being 'not very much disturbed by the situation

arising out of the rinces' meetinr at Bombay', and he remained hopeful
(7)

that the rinces would come &n. The 9r.es of India also played down

1. Ibid.

2. TbjM.
3» Brabc;urr.c to "c- re, 1st "arch, 1935» ...» . (o » viis 4, n. llp.

Braboume, s good deal more energetic than illingdon in these affairs,
pressed Mknrer t write to the Mceroy at once stating that, whatever
points reneine to be cleared, the rinces not intend to resile.
Ibid.

4. Ton re to illingdon, 24th ay, 193.5, . (i , , pp. 13r2, 2-
5» itrnbota'vio to cr-xo, 1st • rc ., 1935, . « .c , vii: 4, - • 119, 120.
6. Brabourne to loare, 14th 'arch, 1935, ibid.. p. 122.

7« Sapru to oore, 4th srch, 1935, » • «, vol. 107, p. 3?.
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(1)
tin: impact of the resolution. Tn one quarter, however, the events

in Bombay were seen to have a special si nilicence: a prominent "uslim

politicinn assured Lothian that

'we are following the controversy between the rinces and the
India ffioe with the -rente st interest. ir nrauel Hon re has
the support of every British Indinn in his fight against the
pretensons of the 'rinces*. (2

*: shrewd observer in India saw in the embay nesting an illustration

of officialdom's ineptitude nnd, by implication, its remoteness from

and indifference to the federal scheme:

*1 was very surprised to learn that Viceregal circles here took
a ver- :1 oniy view of the ( orobay) developmentj T anticipated
it from the first', (3j

Inglis was startled by the failure of the Government of "ndis to

monitor t! ; ' oribtp meeting, and indeed imir.sle the resultant resolution.

Tn this interpretation, the rinces had severely miscalculated:

'in making their resolution public they thought they had produced
a sop for ritish Tndian politicians; in reality the extremist
press became more concerned about the home Government tightening
up the ill to suit the x-inccs the; concerned about the rinces'. 4

ihe very different priorities accorded by London and Pelhi to

1 ederation could scarcely be condealed much longer. "he contrast in

approach was underlined by alley when he wrote to the Viceroy's rivate

1. ee ho 'imes. 2r th February, 1935.
2. Dr. hafoat *hnod han, r former '"uslim delegate to the Bound Table

Conference, to 1 othion, 23rd "arch, 1935, lo., n?/0/l7/292»
P. 375 •

3. lexa der s to "-c re, 5th rch, 1; , . '. ., ibid., p.

j£j. Tnglis to here, ibid. The 'lacs correspondent in die shared this
view: 'if by publishing the resolution, the rinces hoped to appease
those ritish Tndian elements who have been asking them to denounce
Federation, the national press today must have disappointed them.
hile extremists welcome any complications likely to embarrass the
Government they are also askin.- what are these amendments the rinces
now seek? Are they in the interests of ritish India''' "ee
The 'Limea. 2"'th February, 1935.
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Secretary fro- the India 'Ifice:

' think it has sometimes been difficult for us in Tndia to realise
the essentia! importance which the T'ederal issue occupies in the
r ■* o\ IV :— t"'Ox tors f the 'ill in n. Irn"'. "'o them, everything
turn.; on the possibility of realising • deration with its revised
legislature Fit an early dote', ('I

'"be cr * c'ty of the rinces to destroy trie : eforms pre • re tame in its

entixet- touched ir on by !si ley when c.tul* tod t t, should hope

of an early edemtion evaporate,

'ther: will be an inevitable reaction re ?..< ''in:• the scheme as a
whole .... it is p rhars going too far t say that the rinces
ceo, *. they • .;ii, prevent not only • ••a*: ".on hut also rovincinl
"utonorny: but it is almost beginning to look a little like it*. (2)

r.f Par':' , ' on c o, now

more then ever, onre's loading theme to t e "iceroy:
* 'ins ton an his fronds ore convinced thrt edrration r dead,
ant" nu ny of our own supporters ere seriously askin whether it
is north raring on with the .ill'. (5

't ft sneer ? 13" c nvcrir rr.f etinr.; of the "oir.t elect Com ittee, the ('embers
(4 s

'regarded the position with great apprehension'. :'oere f"und

evidence both in t'he Committee and in the Commons of an increasing

deter in: tion not t be blackmaile by nramcruntcy questions not in
fed

themselves '-art of th< hill# r,ho problem remninet , how to call the

rinces' bluff without creating a situation which would enable the
\,6

Churchill bloc to torpedo the rill. ore's r.r.lution lay in the

publication as o bite oner of the rinces' c -rreapondence following
(7

the ..•embay meeting and the official it?spons-. 'dm was a device

1. alley to 'lie, 4th -re' , 1 55, , T"'« !•
2. bid., pp. 6, 7*

5* Poare to illingdon, Oth ' arch, 1935» r'«". (i , 4, p. 1253*
4« b:i d» , p. 1254.

B||. Ibid. This impression was supported by "lailey's evidence: *1 think
could detect 'n the louse generally 0 sli.ht feeling: t'at it would

not be roll to all : the "rinces to exploit too far the position of
advantage which they undoubtedly hold'. dee Hailey to "ierllle,
4th arch, 1935, ""1. ., 20, p. 5*

(■• "oare t illin don, 0th varch, 1935, ?.".(! , 4, p. 1254.

7. Ibid.
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forced upon "oare- by diehard pressure end the uncertainty in his own

support:

'if T do not publish the correspondence myself, instcn end his
friends are sure to publish it in the orning t ... the big
majorities that 7 have had behind me in the debates ere no
guarantee of the position. Tf it 1 oked as though T was
withholding information fr-r the "oust- or misleading them upon
essential matters, the Conservatives would o against me almost
en masse', (l

In yet another attempt to stir the "iceroy into action on the ederal

front, oar- -ut forward a • -ort sinister pro/pxosi3: shoul" t' - "ederal

chapter hr-vo ' bo withdrawn, the ill itself voul be dropped to be

followed by 'perrjnrl and political reactions of the most formidable

character'. Tn hi o explanstion of the ' ombay fiasco to the Cabinet,

-foare did not dwell on any mismanagement in Pelhi, but rather placed

emphasis on that tendency at the rinces vhioh

'has been to rake up every kind of difficulty including matters
that had been settled Ion ago at the Sound Table Conference
arid undue importance had bee, attached to details sevc of which
were a ere matter of drafting'. (3

Hoare argued that the majority of points raised could be met by drafting

amendments none of vhioh mould prejudice points f principle: indeed

he propose ,' to stand firm or. the method of accession. * fter a good

deal of discussion, the Cabinet decided to take the eoretnry of tate's
(4)

advice and roceed with the Bill, but 'oarr v arned the Viceroy that
(5)

'they were obviously discuieted by the recent developments'.

1. Ibid.. p. 1255. The relevant hite "aper did contain an impressive
ran, r ol documentary r trrirl relevant to the rinc. s* present positi n:
the ydari Conmittee's eport to lancyj the Bombay esrlution; the
sub so rueut letter from atlalr et ol. t the "iceroyj ware's subsequent
despatoh to the !'ccroy t got er with a su routing memorandum meeting
: rince?;- objections; nr-.v' si one 1 draft ">• strumant of occasion. dee
'dm.-, 'ley. t.-trs: "urns nder.ee rrlel'm/ tc r ctin, • of totes'
; vl'e, t disomy; the rvernrient of "'"di-

_ ill and p -r," v' sional draft
Instrument of occasion. Cmd. l,fM j.

2. Hoare to illin Ion, ibid., 1255*
3. Cab. .. 14i35;4, 13th arch, 1935, vol. h - 2381, c. 201.
4. Ibid.. p. 201, 2.

5* oere tc illingdon, 15th arch, 1935, «(i , 4, p» 1261.
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illingdon*s resnonse smacked of a matchless effrontery: far from

expressing remorse in connection with the Bomba; fiasco, the Viceroy

effected t be ' surpri sed at the general tone' of cere's letters and
(1)

spoke out for hV ccllee oiea, ' ~ think we are blameless*. s to the

charge that his advisers were lukevnr en 13- ndrin rderation, illingdon

protested

'really "r must tel you that this is perfectly untrue, for we are
all fully alive to the fact that if things -o wren;• with regard to
the rinces, the whole Bill will have to disappear'. (2

ccustomr r.s oare was to contradictor;- statements from Pelhi, even he

might have loked askance at a particularly preposterous Viceregal

rejoinder:

*T a sure you that I have always anticipated p ssible trouble when
the ill come out, 'n sure you will admit we have warned you of
this for months past'. (3}

©are felt the only course open to him was to reiterate the delicacy

of his position in Parliament:

'so far as the rinces' Resolution goes, we are still walking on s
volcano. inston and hi3 friends ere honestly convinced that
the. have destroyed the adoration and their jo; over it in really
repulsive'. (4

The diehards continued t make hay with the Bombay Conference and spread

rurours to the effect that oare was withholding infozmation from the
(5)

ouse. In consequence, the 'ommons were no ver read"- to scrutinise
(6)

any deal concerning the rinces, particularly the Bangalore negotiations.

1. illingdon to oare, 11th • rch, 1935, . (i , 8, p. ' "5.
2. Ibid. , p. ■ .

3. Ibid.

4. Moare to illingdon, 15th ' ? rch, 1935, «(i , 4, p. 1261.
5. 'bid.. p. 12' .2.
6. "opre fretted over these proposed arrangements with ysore: 'e very

large number of erbers are taking the c3 aost possible interest in
them and the opposition to the retrocession is by no means confined
to the diehnrds'. care advised illingdon to slow drastically the
negotiations until after the Bill was through. Tbid.. . 1263.
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Iorre might well wonder where to turn for support in handling the

rinces. ith evidence of chicane 17,' on all sides, he was particularly

upset by the double-dealing of the influential "owan of 'ravanoore, aow

very active in anti- ederal intrirue. hile in London, the "©wan

repeatedly told oaro 'that there was nothing he would not do to help

federation on'; illi Ion v.rr, u: ' tc sto * 'very dangerous
(1

activities'. ihe c se of 'iyer highlighted the extent to which the

Viceroy wbs out of touch:

'T is 1 no id.--, n. you su. pest in your letter, i • t ho was actively
intriguin a -rinsl oration. • • :otir- r be 'n almost to despair
of the sincerity of people whom 7 have truster1 for long yeers'. (2)
ith p shrewd nose for what could be done to present Their

ighnesaea as supporters of the Bill, end at to some tire secure in

advance a favourable reception for the forthcoming hite *5per on the

•ombav meeting, utler prompted an approach, throw h ' thian, to the
(3;

more responsible toss. The editors ol the nnchoster Guardian and

the cws Chronicle were assure- that

'the restlessness arnon, the ri rices is partly a nut-up job through
Madhava i n t ir ■ g -- < ' ■> . . lure! li! and vtrtly a
bare-l'soed 1 Lternt on the part oi i'cv to .:■! o.. rhl the ' m rodent
in order to relax ' -rnmountcy' which, in effect is the power of the
Viceroy to intervene in the internal affairs of the tates if
scandals occur'. (4';

1> "bid., pp. 12 4, 5.
2. illin clon to ore, 24th arch, 1"'-r-, "B ". * , , . %.» i llingdon

duly despatched a written 'dressing down' to 'Ivor of whom he later
disclosed that c« rtain 'unpleasant'* T.tiors of r 'personal character*
were emerging. "ee illingdon to Toare, nth 'pril, 1956, ibid#« p# 703«
V :. h. fie tin - fin ? r.y onner intri ni ru;

against • ,c at'on: • urn with his r cord ' • s rot going to be made
a cats--aw of by the bollards'. ee ir G. . a.-resworn! "iyer to
illingdon, 1st "pril, 1935, ibid., pp. 7^ - .

3» ee Butler to othian, n. d., T o. ., ''40/17/292, p. 549#

4* Lothian to J. Bone, of the "enchester Guardian, and ir "• 7-ayton, of
the -v.-s 'hro.nicle, 14th. ' arch, 1939, ibid., • 350*
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Lothian ergued str nnly that the Federe4 ' on represented en equitable

arrangement and that it would materialise:

'the grist majority of the '"rinces stand where they alt/ays have,
namely, that if the dill becomes law and is accented by British
Tndir, they v.dl? adhere. '"'hough T thin' the rinoes are put in
s v 13' strong position the figures of their representation were
•greed to by leedors of British -ndla like nstri and ' apru and
wore not dispute by 'an&hi at t ■ irst and eoond hound ''able
Conferences'• (l'

1 inally, the editors were exhorted to

'lend no support tc whet in effect '-as been a wrecking intrigue
better n a very sr.nil number a r'nc^s * ml the diehard forces in
this country'. (2'

Gertainly, the publication >: <■. i' drl y ••• rs relevant to the "embay

mectin had o steadying effect. 'core's lesmtch to the 'iceroy, the

central document in the '"hite aper, .exuided confidence and it e ndluded

that the very dote'led accompanying emorandun would

'materially nr. ra the field of difference bet een the rinces'
lawyers an the nrliamentar; draftsmen1. (3

This apneareto be a renl'stic forecast as 'Irk ley subsequently reported
(O

making 'considerable progress with negotiations with the States* lawyers*.

'here remain"'!, however, the sensitive question of rramountcy to bedevil

progress. "he retired 'oliticel on the Counc'l of ndin urged that

the rinces shoul be given a hearing on this issue albeit outside the

context of the bill; cth r?,dsc, the rinces might combine in opposing
(5 '

Federation in the free of an unduly ri id official r, titud . Hailey

1* Ibid. Congress, of course, were not represented at the First hound
Table Conference either by Gandhi orb anyone else.

2. 'ibid.

3» ' conntch (Tele ;ra- hie from the ecretnry >f t; i " for n-lir. to the
Government 'f Tndin, date-' 14th rrch, 1935» "ir.d. U%3» p. B.

4. These r r. rinci -ally waiter 'urner onchto ., . b, . ., subsequently
legal r.'tv .rr to the iron; . • ( onservative" "ri stol est, 1951-7*
"inister of abour and ' ■. tional ervice 1951-5* "inister of Defence
1955* ilfrod reene, . roix de uerre; tending
Council tf xi ord "niversit; since 1/ . ce no"log tc "ieville,
25th arch, 1935, :oi. .. 28. "orre subsequently confirmed that the
rinces' counsel hod expressed satisfaction with the redraft of
contentious clauses. ec art e to T othio , 25th arch, 1935* bo. ..
G940/17/292, p. 319.

5* View of ir Reginald Clancy; see alley to "ieville, 15th ' arch, 1935*
Hal. .. 28.
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himself conceded that

'we might go a good deal further In regard to v.hat the eoretaiy of
tote tins called 'the clarifying of oraraountcy'.' (l

dosrc too veere- round to r move on ' ranountc- to bo e:footed through the
(2)

channel of lollticnl gents de-alin ■ • th in-'lvi dual rinces# In the

event, mr-.ou ;tcy did not enemy so • brerkin point nnd 'ydnri now

professed to dislike the idee of It being dra god into the controversy:

or re, in n rare moment of relaxation, confide ; tc othinn;

'it looks the: fore, as ii a very act,!vc intri uc between the
OT>r;onr-nts oi the 'ill i . n 1? en1 the o >onont • of it in India
hfc.,, at any rate f r the moment, beon scotched' • 3

"here v.ns ;eneral agreement t at 'oorc hnd cuecelled himself in

.uh'-vin,' the ri noes' hit" • or r ,-1 vr* coif v-.dc defend In," it in
(4v

the louse despite a severe cold. Lothian wax® especially enthusiastic;
(5) 'Mk$if'Wdf.h -"'i*:' f'Ap i, f.

'more ov r to yur '•■11.n fh nnriVoe, ros-octa for federation

1. ITailey thou, lit that the ovcrrnct of "Y.Clin • * i t - a rood deal more
to define the ts oi subjects vfiei it ■ ight in" o saible to employ
'sor: form of" arbitral treatment without invading the essential
field of final discretion'. Hailey tc Mieville, 25th arch, 1935*

i. ,1 X • • y •

&• 'oare to ill in don, 22nd urch, 1935# "» • (l , L, p. 1267.
3. oare to ' of <5 en, 5t' arch, 113' , ' ., p. 31'* The aramountcy

issue alic e '• frcr. -the lincli ht as the i : noes • n onernl came to
appreciate the dangers in publishing their various prerogatives.

illinrdon put it: 'the great rajorit; of rinoes regard with
considerable rri aeirings any attempt at defining • remountcy; they
fear that any such departure may hn 'J cap the irown in protecting
the tates end they have come tr reali se that any r cceptnnce of the
un rly'r:, - th; ory hereby ' party tc a dis-rute v, ;oul" be disqualified
from being the "umpire" must, if carried to its logical conclusion,
gravely embarrass their own relations v.ith their' jagirdsrs and
subordinates'. Sec illingdon to 'oare, 2nd "pril, 1935, T.". fi). 8,
;. *'.,9. h. ■ 1 id publish a letter n the subject of suzerainty
i ut this as not followed up by the big . tntes and onre urged
illingdon to convey a strong hint tc Bhopal through the local
olitical ificer 'that in bringing up toe subject again in this
form, he is treading on dangerous ground'. See "oare to illingdon,
16th ' ay, 1935, »(3 4, pp. 1295, (-

4* ee alley to 'ieville, f"5th arch, 193!", "al. .. 25; "onre to
i llin don, "2nd arch, 1935# '» «-J , 4, • 1 7.

5. Lothian to "oere, 79th vnrch, 19.35, b-o. .. • 3 ♦
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scented to have improved substantially since the Bombay fiescoj yet

ieville, nulling over the events there, reached r realistic appraisal

of the Princes' intentions:

'
nr. fact has "efinitely emerged out of nil 't'ds and that is that a
large majority of the ulers themselves, for one reason or another,
woul do anything' to get out of adoration*• 1

But this was not to say that Federation vets a dead duck, and ''ieville.

concluded:

''I do not believe that they vdll run out - frankly T do not sec how
they can - -.heir cr.se -ill be t v:ee'- -w- and. thoy realise it ....
I inoliiae to the v' ev that bring in the strong position that they
arc, they ore, playing the Bony.' . ' i.2/

Fow, more than ever, it required a strong initiative from elhi to whip

the 'liners into lino. "onre kept up the pressure on the ioero;* by

underplaying the impact of the rinces' hite aper and emphasising the

'uncomfortable' nature of the Parliamentary position:

'The activities of the T.".T• are more violent and ruthless than
ever. alisbury is again active an picketing both Baldwin and
Hailshnnu 7 "any Conservatives who are doubtful about t e ill even
wonder whether in the face of the German situation it is wise to go
on with a programme which divides the party*. d3

"his failed to evoke any nositive action from 1 illin don beyond
(h)

his reduction of - ticla to tears. "nd •'<!, for the first time, the

"icoroy di: c :,s' d nolicv ; or ":'nd: n ii r. i when the: ill v net overboard,
(5-

in itself n di senn eting development. is oneral style soon resumed

its contradictory blend of despondency and airy hopes:

'I r ant'oipating t; e orst and T still hope for the best and, as I
say, am incline to think that if you tell the rinccs quite
definitely what they will rt - -o as far r- you fairly can - and
that they will ret no more, T believe that they vdll ult'mtely
come into "©deration'•

1. ?'ieville to Filey, lith ' --rch, 1935, 'Vd. ♦. 28.
2. Ibid. Bsc in this sense 'banye' may be tr en to represent a tight-

fisted businessman.

3» doe re to illingdon, 22nd arch, 1935» «(i). 4, pp. 12th', 7,
4» illingdon to oare, 18th arch, 1935, ibid.. , p. 89. n his inter¬

view ith the 'ieeroy, ' atiola displayed monumental effrontery in
effecting a pro-Federal stance. "ilfingdon told him straight out that
'we knew that he had been in the closest cartrunication with the

1 sing oat and the dieharda for the last two veers*. '"bid.
5« Ibid., p. 690.
6. Ibid.
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ith the first shock of the Bombay crisis over, illingdon moved from a

position of '7 told you so* to one which escribed the rinses' volte fee©

to s collective capacity for base treachery:

'really, the morr one hears oi t -;: t - rin;* of he rinces and their
representatives at Bombay, the nore one almost despairs of the
moral sense of any of them; c-.f the lack • : courage which was
evidently shown by Bikaner and Bhopal, and also by several Ministers,
in not refusing to agree to the ©solution which many of them
disliked but v.hich was carried by - ro,*ority con::i ting of atiala
and others, really t-r' es one feci t r t you enn Br o no trust or
confidence in n>y oi thcr . nil vor; d; rr.-'^oirxtiny after 16
years of life here, of close association with nearly all these

'

rinces, en of doing everything that " cm to establish their
pc t'on during the years T have lived amongst them'. (1,

nfortunntely for illin-don, it vr■ by no means clear that the Bombay

©solution emerge'; from a spontaneous r' neely rrnct on. ft came to
(2)

'oare'a notice that •• senior olitioel, one ••-•trin ' olvin, had been

closely ass c'-'tc with t!;e iorribn- proceedings an '• on re questioned, with

scan© asperity,

'the impr prietg of an active officer of the olitioal epartrent
being associated in severe criticism of the '.overnraent of Indie'.(3)

"n ..Bvi-i'n defence, •'! -ingdon ndvarcr cwr : urive proposition

that hie secondment t< r-shnir entitle 'olvin to maintain a status having

'no relations with the overranent of India and independent of us
so long as we lend hira to the tate'. (4

illingdon use::, the same unlikely defence t counter care's imputation

that another " oiltied rnartment recalcitrant was currently acting as
(5)

Ci .

1. illin, don to nre, 24th rch, 1'.35, .(i , °, p. G95*
2. Colvi , . . . 1933, ontml "n?»io ou: e 1' 06; 'olitical

Department 1908; Resident Gwalior 1930; -Time "inister, .Tsbhiu and
ashmir tate, 1932-37.

3« vr 1" in,';!•"••• n, •? 1; ' arch, 1 x, • . ,i , 4, - . 74> 5. 1olvin
had been seconded from the 'olitical Department to be "rime "iniater of
i'ashmir, in the official version, at the recuesi of the uler. Bee
llli "-n to , ?th r" I, 1935, ; i''. , '• 7%-. '"o had been

present at the meeting of tetes' inistars in ' **lhi which had
produced the y.iax ' ©port hostile to fed era t ion on 3, as illingdon
admitted, 'as involved in the unsavoury meeting in Bombay'• Bee
illin. don to "onre, 24th "arch, 1935, bid.. p. 693*

4. illin don to h'osre, cth "aril, 1935, ibid., p. 704.
5« « el < was the officer in question. '-eo "oare to illingdon, 29th March,

1935, K, p. 1275; ' illingdon to Hoere, Sth ftpril, 1935,
T.f. (lTHS. p. 704.
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As the Report Stage of the Bill neared its oonelusion, even

Churchill, a persistent critic between the beginning of business and
(1)

cocktail time, oonceded that 'of course the Government will get their

beastly Bill through': he added with considerable prescienoe,

'but as the Princes will not come in, all the parts T have
objected to will remain a dead letter'. (2)

Supporters of the Bill oould not afford to relax as rumours of further

intrigues between diehards and Princes circulated. Hailey reported to

the Vioeroy*3 Secretary:

'there is a good deal of anxiety here lest the advent of some of
the Princes for the Jubilee should be urged by the opposition
as a ground for putting on some sort of Conference on Government
in order to discuss Federal problems'. (3)

(4)
Initially, three Princes had been invited to tlie Royal Jubilee

Celebrations, but such was the -ing's wrath on receiving news of the
(5)

Princes' Bombay volte face that he resolved to cancel the invitations.

Hoare, regally summoned to Compton lace specifically to discuss the

matter, found the King 'still deeply incensed against the rinces .....
(6)

he does not intend to have them over here'. Tn a very grudging

fashion the Ping did finally relent and ''illingdon warned the rinces

concerned that the^ could anticipate a. oool reception from His Majesty,
mnce in England. Predictably, the bizarre activities of "atisla

furnished a major embarrassment for the Peoretary of rtete:

1. Hoare to ?illingdon, 31st Fay, 1935, T.P.(l). 4, p. 1308.
2. Winston Churchill to Mrs. Churchill, 13th April, 1935» cited In

Gilbert, M., op. olt.. pp. 612, 3.
3. Hailey to Mieville, 8th April, 1935, Hal.P.. 28.
4. Bikaner, Bashrair and Patialoj this last represented a very curious

choice in view of his notorious debauchery, the approaching
bankruptcy of his tate and his proven diehard affiliations.

5. Hoare to Hillingcion, 8th ''arch, 1935, T.".(l). 4, p. 1258.
6. Honre to "illingdon, 15th March, 1935, ibid.. p. 1262.
7. Tillingdon to Hoare, 24th rrch, 1935, T.P.(i). 8, p. 693.
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*1 hear that "atlala has taken most of the "avoy', complained Hoar®,
'and is already giving orders for every kind of extravagance. I
believe that he is at present in Rome intriguing at the Vatican for
the Order of the Golden Spur', (l)

News of Tatiala's spectacular munificence was not well received in India:

fillingdon purported to be 'filled with anxiety', since there were no
(2)

funds available to back expenditure on this scale.

An ominous indication of the continuing diehard interest in the

iTinces ms the alleged visit paid to Patisle in Paris by Courtauld and

Gvsynne. 0wynne had planned to stiffen up Patiala in "aris, 'before the
(3)

wolves get at him*. Gwynne was forestalled by the Maharaja's sudden
(4)

departure for Rose. Honrs, while very much on the alert, felt that

the King's influence might be critical in averting more Princely

pyrotechnics;

'we will keep our eyes and ears open. I would, however, guess that
Patial® when he canes here and finds the atmosphere in the country
and particularly in the Palace, will not burn his boats for favour
of the diehards'. (5)

Hoare's prognostications appear to have been bourne out by 'atialn's

subsequent demeanour in London. Hi* 'ighness was to be found

'in most tearful mood •••• he is, so far as we know, behaving quite
well and is adopting a cautious attitude towards the diehards*. (f)

"illingdon took the precaution of writing dirsetly to King George V, in

advance of his audience with Patiela, forecasting that the "aharaja would
(7)

declare himself, 'the strongest Federationist of anyone among the rlnoes*.
1. Hoare to nillingdon, Pnd April, 1935, T.P.(j), 4, p. 1275.
2. A visit from Pholpur had confirmed the "iceroy's belief that Patiala's

activities were to be charged to Chamber of Princes* expenses in london.
Patiale had just wired Dholpur for a further lakh when only Rs 20,COO
remained in the appropriate fund. See "illingdon to Hoare, 13th "aril,
1935, T.P.(i). 8, p. 711.

3» Gwynne to Courtauld, 28th "arch, 1935, G.'. MS 17.
4» Gwynne to Courtauld, 1st April, 1935, ibid.
5. Hoare to Pillingdon, 12th April, 1935, T*.P« (i ', 4, p. 1282.
6. Konre to "illingdon, 9th Hay, 1935, ibid.. p. 1285.
7. Ulingdon to Hoare, 13th "ay, 1935, T.P.(i). 8, p. 75^. In spite of

his claimed intimacy over a long term with the Princes, illingdon
still did not know whether to view Pailala as 'a great fool - and a
stupid one at that - or else he is the slipperiest customer that
ever existed Ibid.
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In the event, George V was not to be fobbed off with bland and absurd

protestations: as Hoere described the character of the audience, the

King

'seems to have given Patiala a proper dressing down. From what he
told me he was very frank with him, saying that it was an outrageous
affair for a great Indian irince to intrigue with oonapirators and
a miserable correspondent of the vornlng 'ost in India. ntiala
seems to have been so overwhelmed with the audience that he asked
leave at once to go off to Paris to keep dear of the diehards in
London', (l)

Thus it appeared that the likelihood of the diehards manufacturing

another crisis through the medium of the Princes had greatly diminished;

but it could not be entirely discounted as Hoere was reminded by the

Governor of Bombay:

'I saw adhava Rao, the little horning "'oat rat, the day before
yesterday, and whilst I gathered frcm him that they have now
discharged most of their sudden bombshells, he hinted rather
boastfully that he hoped they would be able to produce another
al&rsnist connection with the Princes to coincide with the
Debate in the Lords'. (2)

In general, the final drafting of the Bill made good progress.

Hydari had expressed concern about certain issues whioh he regarded as
(3)

approaching most closely to 'breaking paints', but Halley felt that
(4)

agreement had been reached with Princes' counsel. Hoere confirmed

that the amendments to be proposed at the Report tag© wuld cover the

•breaking joints' as well as the many others to be raised by "onckton and
Greene. As to the very sensitive question of induoemonts, Ulingdon

1. Hoare to i.'illingdon, 31at "ay, 1935, T.Ml). 4, p. 130?.
2. Brabourne to Hop.re, 20th "ay, 1935, T.r.(o). vil: 4, p. 130.
3. These were as follows:-

i) Finance - failure to provide that not more than 50 per cent of
income tax should be given to the "rovinces; and

ii? Railways - provision that the Federal Railway Authority should
have power to regulate (a) maximum and minimum fares, and (b)
interchange of traffic.

Hydari also sought a formula whereby the States would not have to
accept the Act as a whole. See I'illingdon to Hoere, 29th April, 1935*
TjF.(i), 8, p. 721.

4« As Hailey observed to Mieville, 'generally speaking T believe that we
have met almost everything as far as drafting is concerned'. The only
reservation concerned diehard intrigue: 'it is a little difficult
to gather what is being done by Fatiale and his friends'. See
Hailey to Mieville, 16th ''ay, 1935, Hai.P.. 28.

5. Hoare to Tillingdon, 24th May, 1935, T.P.(i)f 4, p. 1302.
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urged that the support of "v-"ydarl, 'without doubt the leader from the rinces'

point of view all through', would be cemented by granting him a Privy

Councillorship in the Hew Year's Honours after the Reforms hod been passed.

The Viceroy rather naively observed,

'I know he would like it, for he blurted this out to me one day
quite spontaneously'# (l)

(2)
Hoare readily agreed to this douceur.

*'hile one or two difficulties remained to be overcome, notably the

claims of both Travancore and Hyderabad to an extra seat in the Council
(3)

of State and two in the Assembly respectively, the India Bill seemed

poised to enter the home straight with only the Third Reading ahwad.

Hoare was immensely cheered, on the eve of the debate, by news of the

exclusion from the battery of "rinces' counsel, of a known diehard
<4)

influence, J. R. Morgan,

'a mischievous and conceited pedant. I am told at the liar he is
known as 'the artificial silk*. It was he who was chiefly
responsible for the bad advice to the "rinces when they first
received the Committee Report. Hinee then he has been drafting
the amendments for the diehards in the debates.* (5)

The Third Reeding followed on predictable lines with the "eoi-etary of

State having to withstand a scarcely diminished onslaught from a we11-
(6)

drilled diehard faction. Allegations of bribery were again to the fore.

1. "11 ingdon to Hoore, 5th "ay, 1935, T.Ml). 8, p. 754.
2. Hoare to ''illingdon, 16th May, 1935, ibid.. 4, p. 1291. It did

occur to Koare thati in canvassing for and aeoepting such an honour,
Hydari might be courting the displeasure of his 'curious --aster', given
the Hisnia's notoriously suspicious and jealous nature. Ibid. Pee
too 'illingdon to Hoare, 27th 1 ay, 1925, T. ".(i)« 8, p. 759.

3» Hoare to "'Illingdon, 24th Hay, 1935, T.P.(i), 4, p. 1303.
4» For a biographical sketch of ?*organ, see

5. On the eve of the rabate, Churohill gave a working dinner at Claridges
to Tage-Croft and their supporters; the coterie included Ecthermere
and falisbury: 'a really remarkable dinner' enthused "age-Croft,
whioh would 'steady the troops'. Cited in Gilbert, op. cit..
p. 614.
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A clause was picked up which appeared to grant ex mption of -ederal

taxation, in resnect of property in British Indie, only to a Federating
(1)

rince. An amendment to allow a Ruler the right to appeal to the

Federal Court on the matter of tax assessment was interpreted by ■ sge-
(?-

Croft as *a special privilege to the Rulera of Federated totes'#

Sir Reginald Craddook harmed on the lack of justification for the
(3)

remission of States' tributes. The Thichess of Atholl was quite

unable to understand

'how it can possibly be held that these proposed payments are not
financial inducements - in other words, bribes*• (4)

The amendments generally were described by Churchill as 'part of an
(5)

attempt to sugar the pill for the "rinces*. Sir Alfred "no.': tabled

a last ditch plea to suumon the Chamber of Primes to give a decision on
(6)

the Bill| Soar© swiftly jumped on this ploy.

Rather late in the day, a number of substantial points of

criticises emanated from the Labour benches. Colonel 'edgewood noted an

ambivalence in procedures which left options open to the Princes which
(7)

were denied to British India. Attlee baulked at the drafting of

clauses protecting the rights of Indian Rulers as distinct from ftotes:

1. Speech by Bailey, Eric Alfred George Shakleton, (Unionist, Gorton)•
See H.C.T).. 23rd May, 1935» vol. 302, col. 5?4« Bailey returned to
his theme later in the debate; see ibid., 27th "ay, 1935, cols.
207, 8.

2. See exchange between ' age-Croft and J. C. C. "avldson, ibid..
27th "ay, 1935, cols. 8B6, 7.

3. Ibid.« 00I.898.

4. Ibid., col. 901.
5. Ibid.. 28th "ay, 1935, ool. 959.
6. Oral Answers, 3rd .Tune, 1935, ibid.. col. 1512, 3»
7. Tbid., H.C.I). . 23rd "ay, 1935, col. 600.
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'ore the Princes ell going to be hedged about with acme sanotity es
if they ere all Kings?' (l)

A particularly telling observation was made by the 'ember for Caerphilly

who argued that the dominant aim of the Government throughout had been
(2)

to protect the Princes; the'entrenchment of privilege' had

materialised in the form of a Council of State artificially weighted

in favour of the Princes:

'the effect of this instrument will be that progress in India will
be utterly impossible except with the good will of this body of
people who represent only autooratio individuals'. (3)

Perhaps the bleakest interpretation of the Bill was advanced by Colonel

'edgewood:

'If I were an Indian I should try to avoid this punishment, try to
avoid being put forever under the control of Indian ' rinces, Indian
Rajas, Indian millionaires, Brateins so conservative that nothing
on the Treasury Bench is so Conservative - put there forever
without any possibility of freedom or democracy •••• we are handing
them the mummy of freedom, wrapped round in its oerements, endless
bandage after endless bandage - dead for ever*. (4N

It is a refleotion of the general ignorance in the House of Indian

conditions that, in the oourse of this final grand airing of the India Bill,

practically toothing was said relating to the interests of States' subjects.

It was left to the redoubtable Pleanor Rathbone to alert the House to:

1. Ibid., ool. 630. Indeed the amendments accorded a spectacular degree
of protection to 'ruling Families*: as Attlee put it with some justioe,
'why a member of a ruling family should be allowed to go into a "rovince
C5& inaIfiet or be seditious or anything else, and no questions are
to be asked, I do not know'. Ibid.. 27th "ay, 1935, col. 85I.

2. Speech by "organ Jones, ibid.. 4th June, 1935, col. 1726.

5* Ibid., ool. 1728. Ittlee too, remarked briefly on the ©ver-
representation of rtates at the Centre; ibid.. ool. 18-27. lonsbury
expressed amassment that a .House of Commons at this time of day
should pass a Bill giving the "rinces such tremendous power over
what was called a democratic constitution. Ibid.. 5th June, 1935,
col. 2002.

4. Ibid.. 4th June, 1935, col. 1756.
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'the responsibilities that have towards those 90,000 inhabitants
of trie Indian States, of who® r;e know so little and have heard so
little, yet whose future will be inevitably and irrevocably
effected'. (1)

Commenting on how rarely the powers of intervention had been exercised

against Indian rinces, visa athbone drew the very reasonable conclusion

that once ancient treaties had been reaffirmed as pert of a new bargain,

and Princes became aware that the smooth working of the Federation

depended on their good will, it would be all the more difficult to

persuade the Viceroy to intervene on behalf of the subjects of Indian
(2)

States.

A Government reply to the critics of the Bill hod been worked out in

seme detail by Hoare and his colleagues. The ecretnry of tete held

that the measures for the protection of rinoea as specified in the Bill

were privileges which had always existed and should go forward on that
(3)

basis. Congenitally irresolute 'rinces would note with pleasure that

Sir Austen Chamberlain lent his very influential support to an amendment

which voided the Princes' Instruments of Accession should the nature of

the Federation alter in respect of protective clauses which affected the
(4/

States. J. C. C. '"aviison headed off the charge concerning financial

inducements offered to rinces: proposals for compensation affected only

four States and were made in return for the lapse of specific military
(5)

guarantees. None of the Government spokesmen, however, could match

H.C.I)., igfch June, 1935, col. 181J.
2* Ibid.. col. 1812.

3» Hoar© instanced as privileges of very long standing, the exemption of
Princes from arrest in a civil suit under the Civil rocedure Code,
Customs privileges, the maintainenoe of personal guards and eaoorts.
Ibid.. 233rd vay, 1935» col. €31. An amendment protecting Rulers
or members of their families from personal criticism was defended by
the Attorney-General on the rather vague grounds that 'we are familiar
with certain Rules in this House of an analogous character'. Tbid.
p. 643.

&• -bid.. 27th v6y, 1955, ool. 797.

5* Fbid., ool. 906.
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in terms of eloquenoe and majesty, the tour de force delivered by
(1)

Churchill at the end of the debate. He forecast the future policy of

the Princea with a fair degree of accuracy:

'even now I venture to hazard the opinion that the Princes of India
will not cose in and that the 50 per cent quota will not be
achieved'. (2)

There was no question but that the Government would jump at getting a

formal acceptance by a body of Princes, 'but they cannot get it and they
(3)

know they cannot get it'.
(4;

The Third Reading, which was osrrled by 386 votes to 122, had

elucidated two starkly contrasting interpretations of the Bill for the

consideration of the Princes. 'In the Government side, Cantain Cazalet

spoke with feeling of the 'Preservation of rinoes Bill': 'isolated

autooracy' surrounded by *a sea of democratic Provinces' could hardly

anticipate a secure future:

'I believe it will not be long before it will be seen how wise it has
been on the part of the Princes, even at the cost of some small
measure of their sovereign rights, to take a part in the All-" ndia
Federation, and how wise from our point of wiew it has been to set up
a Federation which represents the autocratic Princes on one hand and
the depressed classes on the other'. (5)

The opposite viewpoint emerged in the purple rhetoric of Page-Croft who,

at two separate points in the debate described the Federation as 'the
(6)

Princes' suicide club'. He reiterated the significance of the ^rinoes*

Bombay Reeolu^on in its rejeotion of Federation:

'it is a fact that the Princes have never since set, much less reversed
their unanimous decision. After all, why should the "rinoes take any
other course when they remember the solemn pledge of successive King-
mpc-rors to maintain their privileges, rights and dynasties, inviolate
and Inviolable - why should they enter the suicide club at Delhi, where
they will find that their rule will be undermined and swamped and
ultimately submerged by those who have made no secret of their
determination to throw off any connection with Great Britain*. (7)

1. The House was packed to hear Churchill's speech; several hundred p. .a
made an exit immediately it ended, having heard, in the description of
Christopher Addison, a former labour Minister, 'a classic of
Parliamentary oratory*. See Gilbert, op. olt.. pp. 615, 6.

2. H.C.J)., 5th June, 1535, vol. 302, col. 1912.
3. Ibid., col. 1918.
4* See Butler, it. A., on. olt.. p. 57*
5. H.C.D.. 4th June, 1935, col. 1789.

Ibid.. 27th Pay, 1935, col. 192} ibid.. 4th June, 1935, col. 1748.
7. Ibid.. 4th .Tune, 1935, cols. 1747, 8.
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hichever path the Princes elected to follow, Hoare end Butler could

safely assume that there was no shortage of evidence on which "Tieir

Highnesses might base a deoision. By the time the Bill received the

Royal Assent on 2nd August, 1935, following several low key debates in
(1)

the Lords where the attendance 'was fewer than for rabbit snaking', no

less than 1,951 speeches had been delivered on Tndia filling 4,000 pag®s of

Hansard with 15p million words: Koare himself had answered over 15,000

questions and made 600 speeches while shepherding the 473 clauses and 16

Sohedules through all the critical stagesj all in all the Bill occupied

40 sittings of the Commons and 61 da- s of detailed and often frenetic
(2)

debate. The proceedings had their ourious features: they produoed
(3)

for Butler, 'some of the finest debates T have witnessed in the House'•

But at least one or two "embers shrewdly suspected that, regardless of the

ostensibly Indian character of the debates, the real issues were concerned
(4)

with domestic politics and linked to the ruination of Baldwin.

There has been a good deal of conjecture about Honre's intentions for

Tndia. His biographer places speolal amphasis on "oere's vision, his

unique grasp of the full implications of the Federal ideal, so much the

Funoh. 26th June, 1935, vol. 188, p. 751*

2. See Butler, R. A., on. oit.. p. 55J Templewood, Lord, op. oit.. p. 100 j
Hicolson, H., King Ceorae V.. (1967), p* 650.

3» Butler, R. A., on. cit.. p. 55*

4« R. J. Davies, the labour "ember for esthoughton, Lancashire, commented
on the surprising silence of the "embers for his county, by tradition
a bloc most sensitive to the Indian connection and. numbering one tenth
of the membership of the House. By contrast, the representatives
of'the Kouth Coast', in particular "jiping, Bournemouth, Kastbourne and
Chertsey, had repeatedly championed the cause of the Lancashire
textile operatives. This 'India 'hretenoe League' cut little ice with
Davies: 'the Lancashire textile manufacturers and employees know that
they are being used just as a pawn in the quarrel among the mory party'.
Daviea' grasp of the political motives of his opponents was more
oertain then his grasp of Fngliah geography. K.C.D., Rth February,
1935, vol. 297, col. 1531.
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prerequisite of Indian constitutional progress in the ©yes of the
(1)

Conservative Party. An authority with experience of both Indian and

British politics testified to Hoare's role as the 'driving force' behind

the Act} following his departure

'a blanket of inertia fell on both the India Office and the
Government of India'. (2)

Without wishing to detract from Hoare's powers of endurance, these

encomiums should be examined with care. On occasion his judgement had

been disastrous, as with his selection of the personnel to serve with

Davidson on the latter's States Enquiry Committee. It might also be

urged that Hoare preased on with federation fauty de mieux, and not

expressly through any unique and visionary qualities which recognised

positive and all-embracing merits in the formula which were hidden from

others. "he paucity of alternatives to Federation was graphically

represented by Lothian:

'Taking the long view, I do not see any prospect of our being able
to solve the Indian problem on our present lines of creating e
gigantic parliamentary federation. "'e have got to proceed along
these lines beoause we cannot go backwards and there are no other
lines on which we can move forward'. (3)

The pursuit of Federation, however, should not be dismissed simply es

the utilisation of the solitary exit from a constitutional impasse. *n

interpretation both sophisticated and scholarly, holds that Federation
* (4

had been got up as a device to divert the demand for domitni on statusj

this would go far to explain the promotion of the scheme by an over¬

whelmingly Conservative British Government. Indian observers were

familiar with a cruder version of this theory which supposed that the

granting of responsibility at the Centre conditional on Princely

participation was the brainchild of Simon, who knew the Princes would

1. Cross, J. A., op. cjt.. p. 177.
2. Reed, Sir 5., op. cit.. p. 198.
3» Lothian to Smuts, 7th January, 193?, oited in Butler, J. R. T'.,

Lord Lothian, (i960), p. 182.
4. Voore, R. J., on. cit.. p. 77.
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(1)
not ootae in and hence only i rovincial autonomy would come into operation.

In truth, Hoere hod no conception of a speedy Indian advance to nationhood.

In dealing with one quite minor issue, Hoare lifted the veil to reveal an

attitude of mind which could not contemplate the attainment of Indian

sovereignty. illingdon had requested that the Foreign Office should

offer diplomatic training for Princes' younger relatives: in his

refusal, Hoare made it clear that

"I do not contemplate that India will be able to assume control
of her external relations within any measurable time*. (2)

Had Hoare been fixed by a belief in Indian constitutional progress, the

particular suitability of All-India Federation as Its vehicle, and his

mission to coxry this through, then he would have accepted the Viceroynlty
(3)

rather than the Foreign Office, a choice offered by Baldwin in "ay 1935*

"ne ourious feature in the tale of the Indian Federation has

remained relatively unremarked: the powerful and latent hostility of the

Government of India to the Federal ideal. Converting Delhi to Federation

may have struck Toare ultimately as a task for Sisyphus. Initally, the

Secretary of State ensconced in the India ''ffioe, 'neatly attired, sleek,

with kid tops to Ms boots', felt himself to be the director of India's
(4)

destiny. Ms sharp-eyed unofficial correspondent in India soon

pointed out that

'he might push the tiller this way and that, but the sMp would
not respond*. (5)

Hoare's decision for the Foreign Office could well reflect alternating

1. Das, !>., on. oit.. p.166,
2. Hoare to illingdon, 10th November, 1932, T.P.(l). 2, pp. 539, 40.
3» Cross, J. A., on. oit.. p. 181.
4. "uggeridge, "., Chronicles of ' aated Time, vol. 2, (1973'# P* 22.

5. 'bid.
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sentiments of frustration and impotence vis a vis Indian affairs. '"lnce

J. C. C. Davidson'3 revelations, B'illlngdon's bona fides had always been
(1)

in doubt. Throughout the period of his partnership with the Viceroy,

Hoare had set with endless stalling in the matter of consultation with

Princes and a long sequence of contradictory assessments of the "rinees'

intentions which left the India Office totally unprepared for the winces'

bombshell at Bombay in 1935* The involvement of a senior Politloal,

Colvin, in the notorious Bombay meeting was a pointer to the

reactionary influence of the Foreign and Political Department. Its

antagonism to Federation had been exposed initially by '"eyes, confirmed

by Davidson, and repeatedly referred to with trepidation by both Baksnr

and Sapru. There was good reason to believe that illingdon was in the
(2)

pocket of a strong-willed Political Secretary. The disillusionment

of the Government of India with the Reforms coloured the reflections of its

leading light, Sir Malcolm Hailey, as the Bill entered its lost stages:

*T begin to feel, that if we persist in the liberal policies for
India, our confidence must be in the strength of our principles
rather than in the capacity of India to turn them to good account

I often wish that I could turn round and oppose the Bill -
there would be far more fun in doing so*. (3)

1. B'illingdon was very cast down to find that no Garter was proposed for
him as just recompense for his constitutional labours: 'T came hero
at a greater age than any other Viceroy, against my own wishes, but
beoause T thought it to be ray duty .... this might have influenced
great minds'. illingdon to Hoare, 22nd April, 1935# T.P.(c% vii: 3*

2. In the recollection of a well-placed witness within the "olitical
Department, ''illingdon had 'implicit faith* in Sir Bertrsnd G-lancy.
See Corxield, ir C., The *rinoelv India T Knew. (1975 -» P* 88.
See too 'eyes' supporting testimony to this effect; chapter 5f p. 409.
The first Indian to join the Political Department fait that *illingdon
was its creature. Dee Tenon, K. ?. 1., "arty ' orlds. (19 6$» P* 131*

3« Hailey to "ieville, 8th April, 1935# Hal.P.. 28. Hailey'3 doubts about
Federation were expressed privately in 0 letter to a rising Political,
Terence Coen. See Coen, Sir T. C», op. eit.. p. 102. Coen himself
favoured artition rather than Federation as a constitutional solution.
Ibid.. p. 104. Another leading Political, Sir illiam Barton, could
find little enthusiasm for the Reforms 'in any quarter'. Bee Barton,
Sir v., op. pit.. (1934), p. 313.
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r^ne major consideration for Hoare, likely to Influence hie return

to purely British politics, was the likelihood of o cool reception for

the Reforms in India. Again and again the diehard lobby emphasised

the resistance of political India to the new constitution. These charges

were not without foundation. ulte striking testimony^: sed to Lothian
by a South Indian missionary of some 30 years standing confirmed that

'most people In India are praying hard that the Bill may be wrecked
on the rock of the Princes. The only people who really want the
Bill are the Furopeans who fear worse things are left. I never
thought before that England could be so niggardly and reactionary
in feeling with Indie. It is a bitter lesson for most of us. The
only people who can make their voices heard seem to be the dieherds
and the "rinoes.
Tost neople out here would like to see the Federal idea scrapped
altogether. The more they see of it the less they like it. ret
us have whatever measure of swarej can get for British India
they say end let us wait for the Federation till the people of the
States come forward. "e are tying a millstone round our necks,
the weight of which we do not even know and how con we progress
with this*. (1)

With the Bill almost on the Statute Book, these gloomy sentiments were

echoed by Sapru;

'it continues to be attacked from practically all sides in India.
The Indian Liberals are particularly strong in their criticism
of it mainly because of the association of the "rince3 and the
narrow scope for responsibility at the Centre'. (2)

The final imponderable fear any Secretary of State for India or indeed

any potential Viceroy to reckon with was the merouriol disposition of the

Princes themselves. In a limited sense it was true, as is urged in one

monograph, that Their Highnesses constituted 'the principal party
(3)

precluding the establishment of a Federation*. Closer investigation

reveals that the rinces were very dependent on advice received and in

1. *A South Indian I'issionaiy' to Lillian aton, ecretary of the Inter¬
national Missionary Council, n.d., Lo.P.. GT>4Q/l7/292, p. 344.

2. Sapru to "dward Thompson, 14th April, 1935, "«T»P.
3» Ramusack, B. K., op. cit.« p. 289.
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this respect the diehard influence had been oritiosl. The moat telling

evidence here is the extent to which the ''ornlng -oat group^was able to
stage-manage the Princes' Bombay Meeting in February, 1935* "illingdon

let slip something of the Princes' grasp of evolving Tndisn constitutional

change when he wrote to "oare, at the end of five years of legalistic and

politicJQ. consultation in which mheir highnesses had been closely involved,

that

'not more than 8 or 10 'rinces know very much, or anything, about
the Reforms Scheme. They rely entirely on their Ministers'. (2)

These were the potentates to whom was entrusted a very substantial
(3)

weightage in the new constitution, the much vaunted 'stabilising' force,

the chosen arbiters of India's destiny, men for the most part medieval

in disposition yet deputed to preside over India's political progress

in the middle third of the twentieth century.

1. The diehard suocess here rather outweighed the protestations of
individual Princes that they had rejected the diehar&s' blandishments.
There has been a tendency to play down the positive effect of ftiehard
overtures to the Princes} it is apparent in oral evidence submitted by
ir Gerald laithwaite, interviewed on 25th August, 1971*

2. ill in, don to Hoare, 18th "erch, 1935, . (i). 8, p. 691.
3» The Act prescribed the following allocation of seats for the Federal

Legislatures: Council of '-tate, 156 from British India and not more
than 104 from the Indian ftates - a permanent body, one third of whose
"ember3 retired every third year: Federal Assembly, 250 from British
India and not more than 125 from the Indian Ctates, to sit for five
years if not dissolved earlier. See The Government of India Act.
1935, Bart II, The Federation of India, clause 12.
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In a recent examination of British policy towards the Indian "tates

in the final years, it is supposed that the suspension of Federal

negotiations with the Princes on 11th September, 1939, marked

'the beginnin of a decline in the importance of the ctates in
British thinking on the future of India'. (1)

But there are substantial grounds for assuming that this decline should

be plotted from 1936 when an incoming Viceroy, keen to implement the

Federal proposals, found himself confronted by a studied disinclination

to move on the part of the bureaucracy of the Government of Tndis. In

requesting the Secretary of State to make it quite clear that Federation

was the goal to which His Vajesty's Government was committed, Linlithgow

was not solely concerned to spur the "rinces: he wished to

'take what steps are open to us in dealing with our own subordinates
to quicken the pace'.

In particular, Linlithgow determined that Clancy and his senior men,

together with 'the Itala whispering Gallery', should be well Biased of his

intentions and he rejected out of hand a Political Department timetable

for Federation calculated along the lines of 'an almost indefinite series
(2)

of six-monthly periods'. The Viceroy fait that the supporting telegram,

when it came,

'has very greatly strengthened my hand here in dealing with the
hesitant, whose numbers are sometimes somewhat surprising'. (3)

Over lunch with Federation's clowtt friend from British India, apru,

in July 1936, Linlithgow confessed that while he was anxious to inaugurate

Federation by 1938,

'he had to reckon with 'some people in Simla' (meaning thereby
probably the Political Department) who visualised the Federation
coming in 1939-40'. (4)

Given the conservatism of the Politiosl Department, It may be doubted

whether it was disposed to do anything to further Federation. ""hat

Linlithgow sensed this veiled hostility is implicit in his decision to

bypass the Kesidents as his agenoy for negotiating with the 'rinces and
1. Lumby, E« • K., 'British Policy towards the Indian States', in

Philips, C. H. and ' ainwright, V. P., on. cit.. p. 95.
2. Linlithgow to Zetland, 22nd June, 1936, P.P.. 13, pp. 89, 90, 91.
3. Linththgow to Zetland, 2nd August, 1936, ibid.. p. 126.
4« Papru to Jayakar, 5th July, 1936, Pap.P.. 2190, J.40.
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employ three • pecial Representatives*• This move would stiffen

resistance within the olitical Department. Corfield later criticised
(1)

the Viceroy for his lack of confidence in 'the personal touch'. At

senior levels in the Government of India, outside the -olitioal department

itself, confidence in federation drained away. In August, 1938, Fepru

reported that the Chief Justice of India, "ir "aurice Gwyer, was

'very doubtful about the Federation materialising. Acme Governors
and some members of the bureaucracy think that we shall have to
wait till the Greek Kalends'. (2)

later that year the strong-willed Finance ember, 71• J. Grigg, privately

communicated the strongest objections to the general Federation offer which

had at long last appeared. He argued that financial interests close to

Congress had captured the Reserve Bank and emphasised the folly of handing
(3)

over the Centre to a Congress 'implacably anti-British'.

A second major influence which doomed the Federation and, in

consequence, left the rinces in an increasingly vulnerable situation,

was the deadhand exercised by British diehard3. ""heir Highnesses*

habitual incapacity to recognise their safest route forward required that

they be jostled into e eretion. But it was abundantly clear to

Linlithgow, at an early stage in 'lis Viceroyalty, that a continuing

diehard interest at ' estrain;. sr 3tood on the qui vive for evidence of

the exercise of pressure on "rinces to Federate. "etland felt a need

1. Corfield, '-ir C., ' orae '"houghts on British "olicy and the Indian
States, 1935-47'* in hilips, C. H,, and ainwright, V, n#t on. pit..
p. 528. Lothian, too, disapproved of the machinery adopted. See
Lothian, ir A#, op. cit.. p. 149« It is indicative of the
narrowness of Cbrfield's view, that he took Fir rancis ylie to be
the special emissary least suited to his task, with a background
mainly on Frontier problems. In fact ylie's positive and incisive
reports surpassed those of his two associates, ir Arthur Lothian
and Sir Couatunay Latimer.

2. Sapru to 'aksar, 9th August, 1937, Gap.P.. 2190, H.154.
3» Grigg to Linlithgow, (Secret), 24th November, 1938. » «. 15* P* 553»
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'to keep a sharp eye on "erliament in all matters connected with
the establishment of the Federation. I have been warned more

than once by "aliabury andhis friends tha t their acquiescence in
the passage of the various Orders in Counoil dealing with the
establishment of Provincial .Autonomy roust not be taken as an
indication of their attitude towards Federation which they regard
as the much more dangerous part of the scheme of self-government
embodied in the Act of 1935» And I do not doubt that everything
we do in the furtherance of Federation will be scrutinised with a

highly critical and jaundloed eye', (l)
A recurring theme in Zetland's correspondence was his depiction of the

(2)
?rinces as 'shy birds' likely to 3care off easily. At regular

intervals the eoretary of State emphasised the need to 'walk with

circumspection' in negotiations with the "rinces and to steer well clear
(3)

of "the accursed word 'bribe'"• R. A. Butler had gone out of his

way to alert Zetland to the faot that

'"inston warns him from time to time that he and his friends will
keep a sharp look out for any indication that pressure is being
brought to bear on the Princes'. (4}

At the heart of the sensitivity of the British Government to styles

of negotiation with the 'Princes, was the fear that the diehards would

re-emerge to divide the Conservative Party onoe more should a whiff of

controversy taint the Federal transactions. Neville Chamberlain, in
(5)

particular, set himself against any such development. "hen, in the

summer of 1939, the Princes appeared to veer away from Federation,

Linlithgow requested as a matter of urgency that a declaration of intent

regarding Federation be made in 'arliament by His Majesty's Government;

Zetland shied away. uch a move

'would very easily stimulate the diehards ••••• speeches would almost
certainly be made by elisbury, Bankeillour, Lloyd and probably
others, which could be caloulated to encourage the "rinces in their
resistance; for as you know, it is most difficult to find speakers
to support the Government view in questions of this kind'. (6)

1. Zetland to Linlithgow, 25th September, 1936, P.P.. 7, p. 83.
2. Zetland to Linlithgow, 20th December, 1936, ibid.. p. 130.
3« Zetland to Linlithgow, 8th February, 1937, ';*P». 8, p. 24.
4. Zetland to Linlithgow, 25th January, 1937, ibid., pp. 8, 9»
5. Zetland to Linlithgow, 6th October, 1937, ibid.. p. 174*
6. Zetland to Linlithgow, 11th July, 1939, Z.P.. 11, p. 174*
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Following the suspension of Federation on the outbreak of war,

'etland poured cold water on Linlithgow's suggestion that confidential
(1)

negotiations with the rinces should be kept alive. Understandably,

im'o.aed Indian opinion drew its own conclusions from the apparent lack

of enthusiasm for Federation in both "elhi and hitehall. Iinlithgow

was informed by the Indian representative of the * sociated i'ess that

'the impression that we were lying back, and that the Fe eration
was being allowed to recede into the background, was gaining
ground markedly*. (2)

uch the same- information reached Lord Lothian, on tour in India in 1938*

from a source close to the rinces. For thirteen months the British

had allegedly preserved an absolute silence regarding Federation,

'leaving us to perish by neglect in the outer darkness. I tried
more than once to get them to talk, but the word accession was tabu
both at the India Office and the Viceroy's ?Touse'. (3)

henever Linlithgow sensed the need to take a strong line, as with

Hyderabad in late 1938, he was obliged to limit his pressure to short of

the point

'at which Hyderi would find ground for whistling up diehard
support in "ondon'. (u)

Cn the eve of a critical meeting of '^rinces in June 1939 to consider the

ederel offer, news of diehard activities in London depressed Linlithgow*

The Viceroy felt that he could contain the efforts of the 0,rwyers and

age Crofts,

'but T imagine that there ma}' be beginning to grow a slight
revival of interest among the new members'. (.5

ltimately, Linlithgow came to feel that the scales were tipped against him:
1. Zetland to Linlithgow, 4th January, 1940, ' .. 12, p. 7» see too

etland to Linlithgow, 21st February, 1940, ibid.. p. 7?*
2. Linlithgow to ' etland, 22nd Ik oember, 1937, » «* 14* p. 487*
3• K. v. anikkar to Lothian, ?lst 'pril, 1930, To. .. Gr4r|/l7/3^5* ?• 609.
4» Linlithgow to Zetland, 5th recember, 1938, '."«. 15* P* 561.
5* Linlithgow to Zetland, 26th "ay, 1939* « ». 17, ?• 238. A prominent

"uslim guest at a diehard dinner briefed Zetland fully on points made,
most of which oharged the British authorities with forcing the Prlnoas
into Federation. Lee ?. !". Troon to " etland, 11th ''ay, 1939, ibid*.
pp. 242, 3*
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'I wish our hands wore a little freer than they actually are as
regards bringing some pressure to beer for the "rinces are
clearly turning to the fullest advantage our anxiety to let them
make up their own minds'• (l)

ymptomstic of the extreme caution exercised by the Home G-overnment in

matters touching the 'tates was !Tonre's olea to Tord Lothian, during

his 193'- peregrinations, to avoid raising the question of civil libertiaa

in any discussions with rinces; they might then run from ederation
(2)

for good.

Thus quite apart from the baleful influence of acknowledged British

diehards, Linlithgow had to contend with obstruction from 'etland and the

Cabinet. "he ecrotary of Ftnte contested the Viceroy's recommendation

that the Federating "tates be allowed to retain the match and sugar
(3)

excise. ,r,«ly Linlithgow's insistence that the rinces would not

federate on any other terms, backed up by the physical presence of the

Viceroy in London, induced Fetland to take the excise concessions to the
(4)

Cabinet. Although agreement to the proposal was eventually secured,

it attracted much criticism particularly from Hoare. The sense of

expediency which had directed Honre's former championship of Federation

had now evaporated. As to the implementation of the Federal sections

of the India t ct, its chief architect was now 'anxious to postpone the
(5)

evil day as long as possible'. An the eve of war, with the ""rinses

once more sharing to resile, further unhelpful comment emanated from the

Cabinet when Halifax, with the authority of a former Viceroy, expressed

1. Linlithgow to Fetland, 23rd June, 1939, "«"~». 17, p» 273*
2. Hoare to othian, 9th February, 193", To. .. G'40/17/255» P* 301*
3» Jetland to Tinlithgow, 15th arch, 1937, , 8, pp. 49, 50; see too

'

etland to Linlithgow, 24th January, 1938, « «. 9, p. 7»
4. etlnnd to Brabourne, 26th July, 1938, « «« 10, p. 25«
5. 'Tie majority of the Cabinet were not greatly concerned one way or

another. As 'etland concluded in resigned fashion: 'the average
member ox the Cabinet looks upon memoranda by the ecretnry of State
for India as tiresome if inevitable intrusions'. Fee "etland to
Erabourne, 2nd "ugust, 1938, F.P., 10, pp. 28, 9.
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sympathy with the Nizam's objections and proposed to meet the Nizam and

other Princes by conceding, for an initial term of years, that all federal
(1)

subjeots should be administered by Princes' 'fficers. No measure was

more likely to excite wrath in British India and kill the appetite for

Federation there.

Arguably, the single roost powerful influence in scaling down the

importance of the Princely bloo in British eyes was the switch in Congress

policy which produced a rash of disorders in States of all descriptions,

from Hyderabad to Kashmir and from Hajputana to the Oriasa Ctates, in

late 1955 and early 1959* A traditional ritish conviction, which

envisaged the States as massive bulwarks impervious to Congress vapourings,

was discredited in a matter of weeks. Zetland felt that Ganflhi's decision

to organise a frontal attack on the States was due to the failure of

Linlithgow, following his London leave, to announce substantial

modifications of the Federal provisions in the 1935 Act. Gandhi now

appeared to be bent on securing the introduction of responsible government
(2)

in the States by a tour de force. As expressed to Linlithgow, in the

interview of April, 193", one of Gandhi's two cardinal points concerned

the acceptance by the States of the principal of popular choice in the
(3)

machinery for choosing their representetives at the Centre. The

Mahatmo chose his ground well: the British found that they could no longer

control the accessibility of Indian States to leading Congressmen. In

December 1938, Linlithgow learned 'with surprise and distaste' that

Vallabbhai atel had visited Rajkot and concluded a settlement with the
(4)

Luler which 'completely conoedes the Congress demands on every point'.

1. ; etland to Linlithgow, 2nd August, 1939, "»V, 11, pp. 19*% 7.
2. Zetland to Linlithgow, 13th ecerober, 193% 7.P.. 9, p. 158.
3. Linlithgow to Zetland, 15th April, 1938, VP., 15, p. 279.
4. Linlithgow to Zetland, 27th December, 1938, ibid.. p. 590. For a

discussion of the Pajkot affair see Glendevon, J., on. cit.. pp. 113-7.
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The subsequent wrigglings of the Thakore, and the arrival of Crandhi

on the spot to commence a hunger strike, were developments which served

to embarrass both the Viceroy end ecretary of tate. "etland felt

profoundly uneasy about the whole affair: he took the Rajkot Ruler to be

'a worthless creature ...•• I am not certain that in this
particular case we could say conscientiously that we had not
attempted to stand in the way of the Ruler to take steps to
liberalise the form of government in his tate'. (l)
Nor did the disturbances in Hyderabad in 1939 show the T"isam in

a very favourable light. ' etland, while suspecting that Congress had a

hand in stirring things up, noted that the claims of the HSndu hrya SanaJ
(2)

regarding temples and schools seemed 'not unreasonable'. As the

Seoretaiy of Rtate remarked whimsically to Linlithgow:

'90% of the population of yderabad are Hindu and even majorities
have their rights'. (3)

For his port, the Viceroy, reviewing the disorders at Valcher in the

"astern "tates 'gency and in Jaipur, and knowing something of the

inadequacy of the ulers and "urbars concerned, admitted privately that
(4)

his sympathies lay with Gandhi and his supporters.

"ith the rinces fast loosing ground as prestigious allies of the

British, consideration was sure to be given to the potential of the third

party in the Federal triangl as a counterweight to Congress. It was

pointed out to Linlithgow by the Governor of the unjab in "ctober 1937

'that sufficient pressure brought upon Congress by a solid "uslim
front may result in getting Conpress to adopt a more reasonable
attitude*. (5)

Pace to face with Gandhi in 193°» the Viceroy countered his demands for

popularly elected Federal Representatives from the tates by arguing that

1. Zetland to Linlithgow, 12th February, 1939, ' • , 11, p. 36*
2. 'etland to Linlithgow, 13th June, 1939, ibid.. p. 142; see too

Zetland to Linlithgow, 22nd "ay, 1939, ibid.. p. 127.

3. Zetland to Linlithgow, 27th June, 1939, ibid.. p. 155.
4« Linlithgow to etlnnd, l?th "ay, 1939, » ». 17, P» 209.
5. Linlithgow to ' etland, 27th ctobr-r, 1937, "» ». 14, p. 357*
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'the Muslims would at once insist upon the introduction within
the tates of measures designed to ensure to thera their due share
of representatives'.

(1)
'as it wise to Introduce communal politics to the States asked Linlithgow.

By the end of 1938* it seemed to the Viceroy to be very much in

Congresi interests to drop its insistence, as a preliminary to Federation,

on the establishment of Parliamentary institutions in the States:

'the growlng interest in issues such as Pftkiatnn left the very strong
impression on me that other parties too were looking to the future
and making their plans'. (2)

'"1th Linlithgow in London, the Acting Viceroy reported approaches from

leading Muslim spokesmen, Jlnnah and Sikander Hyat Khan, both of whom in

their different ways expressed the oonviction:

"that we are mad, to go ahead with the Federal soheme, which is
obviously playing straight into the hands of Congress, and that
the usliras'given a fair deal by us would stand by us through
thick and thin' "• (j)

Naturally, the Muslims kept a close eye on the course of Congress-

inspired disorders in the tates. This attention influenced British

policy. Linlithgow, noting the ' uslim interest in Rajkot, felt that

whatever the rights and wrongs of the case, the British Government should

not throw over those Rulers under pressure:

'the Muslims would Craw their own inference that as the British had
abandoned those ancient and trusted valuable allies of the Grown,
so the usliras would be abandoned in due course'• (4)

Inevitably, the implacable opposition of .Tinnah to Federation

influenced the uslim rinces. % July, 1939, Bhopal had oome out

against Federation. Tore importantly, the Nizam had taken up an

uncompromising stance. Linlithgow surmised that 'Jinnah had been working
(5)

on him'. This intelligence did not surprise the Secretary of tate

1. Linlithgow to "etland, 15th April, 1938, "UP.. 15, p. 280.
2. Linlithgow to Zetland, 24th ' ovember, 1938, ibid.. p. 547*
3. Brabourne to 'etland, 19th August, 1938, L.P.. 16, p. 41* uslira

suspicions of Federation were likely jbo be intensified as a result
of declarations by the Undu Paha sabha to the effect that the chance
of Federation should not be missed. See Linlithgow to T'etland,
22nd December, 1937, ■ .P.. 14, p. 487.

4. Linlithgow to Letland, 7th March, 1939, *"«"», 17, p. 108.
5. Linlithgow to Fetland, 10th August, 1939, , 18, p. 55*
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who took Junegsdh's refusal to accept the Federal terns bs further

support for

'the fears that 1 have had for one time pa at as to the probable
attitude of the *'uslim Hnoes'. (l,

shrewd analysis of the shifting balnroe of political power in rndie was

composed for ord othian's benefit in 1959 by the visiting author and

historian, luy int. is investigatory survey built up the potential

of the ' uslim alliance and correspondingly relgated the influence of the

rinoely bloc where there was an urgent need for administrative and

constitutional reform. To secure this,

'coercion will be needed and this requires the reorganisation of the
Political apartment. "o long as we do not run foul of the
"osleras we need not particularly fear alienating the sympathy
of the rinces. Their power to aid us (over the long neriod) or
harm us is small'. (2)

Thus, it may be establishes that three major influences behind the

relative eclipse of the rinces as Britain's allies in India were

respectively the unimaginative policies of ritish ''onservetiam, the

advent of Congress aggression, and the appearance of I uslim opportunists.

There remains to be considered one quite fundamental weakness in the

'rinoes' position. This concerns the manifest lack of talent, leadership,

political acumen, even instinct for survival, which so characterised the

rincely Crder of the later 'thirties. Of that clique of colourful

potentates which so mesmerised "ontagu and the more fcllible 'nplishmen
(3/

of the day, only Bikaner was till active by 1939. "he decline of

dkener was symbolic of the setting of the rinces star. ?o so long the

prize rince and res ected statesman at >lhi and Geneva, Biknner appeared

to .ylie in 1937 as

'an out-of-date windbag whose capacity for self-advertisement is
very nearly exhausted'. (4)

1. etland to Linlithgow, 7th ugust, 193 * ♦ ». 11, p. 201.
2. ' Int to Lothian, 6th June, 1939, Lo.P.. GD4C/17/396, p. 876.
3. f that glittering company, the Jar. ahib had died in 19335 Alwar,

depose that same year, died in 1937; "htiale had passe' away in his
near bankrupt tate in the following year.

4» ' etland to r inlithgow, 15th ' ebrunry, 19371 8, p. 29.
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This unflattering estimate of the sharaja was confirmed by Linlithgow's

impressions gathered at the 1937 Chamber f rincea session:

*he seems to me to have aged greatly in the last 4 or 5 years, and
I have the feeling that there is not not, very much left behind the
impressive facade of shoulders and moustaches .... I am told that
most of the rinccs no regard him as a joke and this T can well
believe', (l^

Given the intellectual limitations ox' the rinces, they were very-

far from a real understanding of the opportunities offered to them by

Federation. "s one of "inlithgow's special emissaries, "ylie found that

a first duty required the clearing away of

'a good many of the more blatant misconceptions which the tates
have been harbouring on the whole subject. o far - not even in
the case of arodn - has a tate displayed any practical appreciation
of the content of the Government of India ct'. (2>

The ■ rinces' confusion was intensified by the retention, through the

agency of ikaner and some of the smaller rinces,

•of a whole battery of lawyers including some very 1 ud-mouthed
American experts'. (3)

The endless perorations of legal intermediaries did uch to dull the

receptivity of rinces to eieral r.ropositions and a disgruntled Viceroy

confided to 'etland that

'if we are ever to get going, you and I will be required to turn
the lawyers out of the rom and do the best we con in the light
of our common sense', v.4)

In the rinces' defence, it might be said that their growing

suspicions of -ritish Indian intentions towards them were not entirely

irrational. ith the outbreak of longress-inarired disorders, the

cting-Viceroy noted that both the rlssn and 'en,-n 1 Governments refused
(5)

to send police aid to the beleagured tate of Ohenkanal.

1. inli.th ow to etland, 26th ebruory, 1937, • ., 14, p« 47.
2. "ylie to Honey, 27th "ovember, 1936, . 13, p. 341.
3» ylie, ir F., op. cit.. p. 520.
4« Linlithgow to etland, 16th ecember, 1937, • .. 14, '">• 473* Both

"ic roy and ecretnry of tote were convince'! that the first interest
of the rinces' legal advisers was monetary. "ee etlsnd to
Linlithgow, 2nd September, 1956, • ]>» » P* 71; Linlithgow to
' etland, 17th epteraber, 1936, ». 13, p. 177.

5# Brabourne to 'etland, 23rd September, 1938» F»P., 16, pp. 80, 1»
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Brabourne subsequently commented:

•Congress Governments are unwilling to lend their police to assist
the 'tates in keeping order and are also unwilling to take overt
steps such as the enforcement of the Gtetes Protection Act, to
prevent agitation from being oonduoted fro® within their borders'.(l)

Zetland lightad upon the anomaly subsumed in the suggestion of a *0001800

Police Force' with jurisdiction in both the astern States and adjoining

British territories. The Viceroy and his advisers might feel

'that it would be a bad policy to be associated with forces whose
principal functions is to suppress in the tates agitation inspired
by a party which is in cower throughout the greater part of British
India'. (2)

The Secretary of "tate believed that the hostility eHineed by "rinces

towards Federation in evidence at the 1939 Bombay Conference

'*as due very largely to fears generated by the Congress attack on
the ' tates last winter, and to inferences which they drew from the
fact that no Governor had been willing to put the provisions of
the tates Protect!on Act into force against the advice of his
Ministers'. (3)

The decision of the 1939 Princes Conference against Frderation

came as 'a surprise' to the Viceroy and his advisers. In its aftermath,

Linlithgow dwelt on the serious shortcomings of the Rulers. ith the

recognition implanted now in the highest quarters, of the collective

inadequacy of the Princes, their last chance of retaining a stake in

the constitutional formula for the future slipped away. Linlithgow mused:

'by exprrience, T do not however attach too much importance to any
sentiment which Their Highnesses may express. They are easily
led and frightened one day but they are within 24 hours, if the
situation improves, as full of hope as ever that they may be able
to get away with an arrangement favourable to themselves ..... there
are times when one feels that the material which you and I are
given to work with is very difficult indeed*. (4)

Zetland fully reciprocated the Viceroy's sentiments regarding the

difficulty of moulding the rinces into a responsible politiool force; a
(5)

case of 'having to make bricks without straw' a3 the "ecretary of tate put it.

1. Brabourne to Zetland, 22nd October, 1935, "», 16, pp. 110, 1.
2. Zetland to Linlith ow, 25th " eptember, 1939, « 10, p. 62.
3. Zetland to Linlithgow, 4th July, 1939, ".P.. 11, p. 163.
4. Linlithgow to Zetland, 18th September, 1939, C.P.. 18, p. 129.
5. Zetland to Linlithgow, 29th September, 1939» '»P», 11# P» 225.
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Of landed stock himself, Linlithgow entertained ambivalent feelings

about the 'Yinces. He was conscious of a degree of fellow-feeling for

their predicament and indeed for that of the landed interest in India
(1)

generally. owever, this sympathy came to be tempered by a strong

conviction that in the sphere of reforms:

'Federation or no Federation, there i3 no question about it that at
the stage thing3 have reached, Their Highnesses will have no choice
but to buckle down in these matters'. (2)

In early 1939, the Viceroy questioned Bikaner in the stiffest terms about

where retiral into what Linlithgow called 'constitutional purdah' would

leave the FrinceaV Bikaner lamely conceded that 'we must all do some hard

thinking'. The Viceroy barely refrained from remarking that

'no degree of intellectual difficulty had so far been held to excuse
any creature discovered in the act of devouring its own young'. (3)

Looking baok from the vantage point of 1939, Zetland realistically

recognised that the suppositions of the British constitutional planners had

gone drastically wrong. He believed that the framers of the Tndia Bill

had somehow been beguiled by

'previous experience of the conservatism end inertia of the
immemorial Fast ..... the very first election had placed Congress
in unchallenged control of the administration over a great part
of the country*•

A second major expectation was

'in prospect of being falsified by the rapid capitulation of the
Princes to the attacks upon them by Congress'. (4)

This criticism of the flawed projections behind the 1935 *ct may be extended,

legitimately, to cover the longer term formulation of policy towards the

1. On the way back from Nepal in December 193" with a bag of 14 tigers,
a bear and three rhinoceros, Linlithgow spent a few hours with the
Maharaja of Parbhonga at a vast house party of representatives of
the landed interest from various provinces 'I could not help feeling
very real sympathy', Linlithgow remarked, 'with their perplexity in
the face of a situation so different from any they have anticipated
and so decisively sudden in its development'.

2. Linlithgow to ' etland, 7th "arch, 1939, 2.P.. 17, pp. Ill, 2.
3. Linlithgow to Zetland, 15th January, 1939, ibid.. pp. 25, 6.
4. Zetland to Linlithgow, 24th January, 1939, • », 11, p. 14.
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rinces. '"he ill-conceived strategy, which resurrected the rinces

as traditional allies, and battened onto their incorporation as key

'stabilising' elements in the new constitution, showed up 'ritish

politicians and administrators generally in a bad light. o few on the

British side had an accurate appreciation of ha rincely rule operated.
'

ontagu had been thoroughly duped by lwar and his more plausible fellow-

Rulers. 1 rom the Conservative benches little was glimpsed beyond the

sporting feats of danji in on generation and Jaipur in the next. The

labour politicians were scarcely better placed, having an absurdly high
(1)

appreciation of the rinees' worth. Irwin, who was as well drilled

on conditions in "heir ighnesses territories a3 any Viceroy, did nothing

to follow up his circula* of 192v on administrative reform in the

tates. 'arcourt Butler, whose report implausibly lauded the tide of

progress surging through the tates, knowingly stoked the fires of

complacency. illingdon's flamboyant paternalism encouraged the survival

of medievalism both in urbars and in the olitical apartment. Clancy

and Hailey made known their confidence thai the spell of autocracy was

as Effective as ever.

"aong the small band in the ritish ranks who recognised the rinces'

dilemma as political change in Tndis acoeleroted, the excitable and

indiscreet -u sid:it at yderabad in the early 'thirties might be singled out.

eyes understood the positive opportunities which ederation hel ' for the

'rinoes and possessed the vision and tenacity necessary to st^er them

towards involvement in an All-Indian polity. Vis influence was

systematically undermined by his own epartment and by Hydarl.

1. Kiernan, V. , on. cit.. p. 253*
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J. C. C. Pavidson, too, had tendered shrewd advice to Their Highnesses

directed towards the formation of an "11-Tndinn aristocratic and land¬

owning party, spearheaded hv the best brains which the considerable

resources of such a consortium could ccmmnnd. This far-sighted

guidance was not acted upon.

The most striking conclusion to be drawn from the conduct of British

policy towards the rinees is the extent to which it reflects a poverty

of initiative and absence of foresight. hile Linlithgow was later to

declare that during the sittings of the Joint Select Committee on the

India Bill he had not himself anticipated that the rinces would act as a

(1)
permanent brake on Indian constitutional advance, this remained a

major misconception held by most of his colleagues. 'Hie rise and fall

of the Federal scheme serves as a striking indictment of the sterility

of British constitutional planning for India. Only in the ciroumstanoes

of drift and indecision in imperial councils could the leaderless and self-

destruoting Order of Indian Princes have emerged, even temporarily, as the

apparently dominant force destined to preside in the future legislatures

of India• The folly of it all broke on Linlithgow in pril 1939 when,

having denounced the latest extravagances of Holkar, he confided to the

Secretary of tate:

•sometimes at the end of a long and laborious day spent largely in
the endeaVour to keep these potentates on the thrones of their
ancestors, one is tempted to wonder whether the game i3 worth the
candle'. (2)

1. Linlithgow to ' etland, 12th 'pril, 1939, 7-» P.. 17, p. 171.
2. Linlithgow to Zetland, 4th April, 1939» ibid.. p. 150.
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APPENDIX 1
Statement showing Distribution of Native States, with Particulars as to Area, Population, Revenue, &c.

I. Five large States in direct Political Relations with the Government of India

Name of State.
Area in
square
miles. Population in 1901.

Approxi¬
mate

revenue

(in lakhs
ol rupees).

Title, race, and religion
of Ruler.

Salute of Ruler
in guns.

Designation of local
Political Officer.

Nepal * 54,000 4,000,000 (approximate),Hin¬
dus and Buddhists.

1.5° Mah&raja,Rajput: Hindu. 21 Resident in Nepal.

Hyderabad 82,698+ 11,141,142+, chiefly Hindus and
Muhammadans.

3,59 Niz&m, Turk : Sunni Mu-
hammadan.

21 Resident at Hyder¬
abad.

Mysore 29>444 5,539,399, chiefly Hindus . 1,90 Maharaja, Kshattriya:
Hindu.

21 Resident in Mysore.

Baroda 8,099 >.952,692 „ ,, 1,23 Maharaja, Maratha: Hin¬
du.

2 i Resident at Baroda.

Kashmir and Jammu . 80,900 2,905,578 (including Gilgit,
Skardu, Ladakh,
and Punch),chiefly
Muhammadans.

87 Mahdraja, Dogra Rajput:
Hindu.

19 (2 i within
Kashmir

territory).

Resident in Kashmir.

Total 255,r4< 25,538,8" 9,09

* Nepal differs from the other Native States dealt with in this chapter in that it is independent in respect to its internal administration. Its foreign relations G
are, however, controlled by the Government of India; it is bound to receive a British Resident; and it cannot take Europeans into its service without tne sanction jrof the Government of India. + Excluding Berar. ^

II. 148 States, forming the Central India Agency, under the Agent to the Governor-General in Central India
1

Area Approxi¬

Name of State. Population in 1901.
mate Title, race, and religion Salute of Ruler Designation of local

square
miles.

revenue

[in lakhs of
rupees).

of Ruler. in guns. Political Officer.

Gwalior 25,04' 2,933,ooi, chiefly Hindus . 1,63 Maharaja,Maratha: Hindu. 19 (21 within Gwalior Resident at Gwalior.

Maharaja,Maratha: Hindu.
territory).

Indore 9.500 850,690 72 19 (21 within Indore Resident at Indore.
territory).

Political Agent in Bhopal.Bhopal 6,859 665,96' ,, ,, 29 Nawab (m.), Begam (f.),Af¬ 19 (21 within Bhopal
ghan: Muhammadan. territory).

Rewah 13,000 1,327,385 29 Maharaja, Baghel Rajput: '7 Political Agent in Baghel-
Hindu. khand.

Orchha 2,080 321,634 6 Ma.harijd, BundelaRajput: 17 (including 2 guns Political Agent in Bundel-
Hindu. personal to the pre¬

sent chief).
khand.

Datia . 911 '73,759 9 Maharaja, Bundela Rajput: '5 >1 >»

Hindu.
Dhar . ',775 142, "5 „ ,,

11 A'djii, Ponwar Maratha: '5 Political Agent in Bhopa-
Hindu. war.

Jaora . 568 84,202 ,, „ 9 A'awab, Pathan : Muham¬ '3 Political Agent in Malwa.
madan.

Panna 2,492 192,986 5 Mah&raja, Bundela Rajput:
Hindu.

II Political Agent in Bundel-
khand.

Chhatarpur. ',"5 156,139 „ 4 Mahdrdjd,VonwiT Rajput: 11 it >t

Hindu.
Charkharl . 7°3 123,954 „ >, 4 Maharaja, BundelaRajput:

Hindu.
ii »» tt

137 Minor 13,351 1,538,491 ,,
80 Distributed through the

States*. charges of the above-
mentioned officers.

Total 77,395 8,510,317 4,31

1
!>

Co

2
2
Co

vO

• Of these, however, sixteen are not really States, as their chiefs now possess no land but only guaranteed cash revenues.



Ill. Twenty States, forming the Rdjputdna Agency, under the Agent to the Governor-General in Rdjputdna o

Area in
square
miles.

Approxi¬
Name of State. Population in 1901.

mate
revenue

(in lakhs
of rupees).

Title, race and religion
of Ruler.

Salute of Ruler
in guns.

Designation of local Political
Officer.

Udaipur (Me¬ 13,691 1,018,805, chiefly Hin¬ 24 Mahdrdna, Sesodia Rajput: 31 (including 3 Resident in Mewar.
war). dus and Bhils. Hindu. guns personal

to the present
chief).

Jaipur . 15.579 3,658,666,chiefly Hindus 62 Maharaja, Kachwaha Rajput: 31 (including 4 Resident at Jaipur.
Hindu. guns personal

to the present
chief).

Jodhpur (Mar- 34>9®3 ',935,565 ,> >, 56 Maharaja, Rathor Rajput: '7 Resident in the Western States

war). Hindu. of Rajputana.
Bharatpur 1,983 636,665 „ 35 Mahdrajd, Jat: Hindu. '7 Political Agent in the Eastern

States of Rajputana.
Bikaner . >3,3" 584,6>7 23 Mahdrija, Rathor Rajput: '7 Political Agent in Bikaner.

Hindu.

Kotah . 5,684 544,879 ,, 33 Mahdrao, Hara Chauhan '7 Political Agent in Kotah and
Rajput: Hindu. Jhalawar.

Tonk (partly >,553 >73,>01 13 Nawdb, Pathan: Muhani- '7 Political Agent in Ilaraoti and
in Central madan. Tonk.
India).

Carried over 96,763 7,642,408 3,46

I

£

1ES

i—i
o
w
>
T3

HI. Twenty States, forming the Rajputana Agency, under the Agent to the Governal-General in Rdjputdna—continued

Name of State.
Area in
square
iniles.

Population in 1901.

Approxi¬
mate

revenue

(in lakhs
of rupees).

Title, race, and religion
of Ruler.

Salute of Ruler
in guns.

Designation of local Political
Officer.

Brought forward 96,763 7,642,408 >,46

Build i . 2 320 i7i,2 2 7,chieflyHindus. 7 Maharao Riij(i, Hara Chau-
hau Rajput: Hindu.

'7 Political Agent in Haraoti and
Tonk.

Karauli . 1,242 156,786 „ 5 Maharaja, Jadon Rajput :
Hindu.

'7 Political Agent in the Eastern
States of Rajputana.

Alwar . 3,'4' 828,487 „ „ 30 Maharaja, Kachwaha Rajput:
Hindu.

'5 Political Agent in Alwar.

Dholpur ','55 >7°,973 »
10 Maharaja Rand, Jat: Hindu. '5 Political Agent in the Eastern

States of Rajputana.
Iianswara

Sirohi .

1,946
including
Kushal-
garh.
1,964

165,350, chiefly Ani-
mists (Bhils).

154,544,chiefly Hindus.

n

3

Mahdrdwal, Sesodia Rajput:
Hindu.

Maharao, Dcora Chauhan
Rajput: Hindu.

'5

'5

Assistant to the Resident in
Mewar.

Resident in the Western States
of Rajputana.

7 Minor States 20,487 451,990 . 17* Distributed through the charges
of the above-mentioned offi¬
cers.

'

Totai, 128,918 9,S4i,765 3>20



IV. Two States included in the Baluchistan Agency, under the Agent to the Goi'crnor-General in Baluchistan

Name of State.
Area in
square
miles.

Population in 1901.

Approxi¬
mate

revenue

(in lakhs
of rupees).

Title, race, and religion
of Ruler.

Salute of Ruler
in guns.

Designation of local Political
Officer.

Kalat

Las Bela

7L593

6,441

372,531*, chiefly Sunni
Muhammadans.

56,109 „

8

2

Khan or Wali, Brahui: Sunni
Muhammadan.

Jam, Kureshi Arab : Sunni
Muhammadan.

19

Nil

Political Agent in Kalat.

a >>

Total 78,034 428,640 10

* This is the census figure as modified with reference to a subsequent transfer of territory to British administration : the population of KhAr&n and Makrfln
is estimated further at about 98,000.

V. States in Political Relations with Local Governments

(a) Madras (Five States)

I
Name of State.

Area in
square
miles.

Population in 1901.

Approxi¬
mate
revenue

(in lakhs
of rupees).

Title, race, and religion
of Ruler.

Salute of Ruler
in guns.

Designation of local Political
Officer.

Travancore .

Cochin
Pudukkottai .

2 Minor States

7,091

1,363
i,ioo

416

2,952,i57,chieflyHindus
and Christians

812,025 „

380,440, Hindus.

43,464

1,00

27
11

3

Maharaja, Kshattriya : Hindu.

Raja, Kshattriya : Hindu.
Rajilt Kallar: Hindu.

21 (including 2
guns personal
to the present
chief).

17
11

Resident in Travancore and
Cochin.

>j >>

Collector of Trichinopoly {ex-
officio Political Agent).

Total 9,969 4,188,086 *,4*

(h) Bombay (354 States)

Area in
square
miles.

Approxi¬ 1

Name of State. Population in 1901.
mate

revenue

(in lakhs
ofrupees).

Title, race, and religion of
Ruler.

Salute of Ruler
in guns.

Designation of local Political
Officer.

Kolhapur 2,855 910,011, chiefly Hin¬
dus.

48 Maharaja, Kshattriya : Hindu. *9 Political Agent for Kolhapur.
Cutch . 7,616 488,022 20 Mahdrao, Jadeja Rajput : *7 Political Agent in Cutch.

.

Khairpur
Hindu.

6,050 I99>313> chiefly Mu¬ '3 Mir, Talpur Baloch: Mu¬
hammadan.

*5 Political Agent for Khairpur.
Idar

hammadans.
1,900 *68,557, chiefly Hin¬ 5 Maharaja, Rathor Rajput: *5 Political Agent for Mahi

Bhaunagar
dus. Hindu. Kantha.

2,860 4'2,664 „ 30 Thdkur Sahib, Gohel Rajput; 11 Agent to the Governor in

Junagarh
Hindu. Kathiawar.

3,284 395,428 ,, 27 Nawdb, Pathan: Muham¬ 11
>} »

Navanagar
madan.

3,79' 336,779 3* Jam, Jadeja Rajput : Hindu. 11
Palanpur 3,'77 222,627 7 Dfwdn, Pathan: Muham¬

madan.
! 1 Political Agent for Palanpur.

Gondal >,024 '62,859 „ '9 Thdkur Sahib, Jadeja Rajput: 11 Agent to the Governor in

Rajplpla
Hindu. Kathiawar.

',5'4 "7,175 7 Mahdrdnd, Gohcl Rajput : 11 Political Agent, Rewa Kantha.
Bhor

Hindu.
'-49' 137,268 5 Pant Sachiv, Brahman : Hin¬

du.
9 (personal to

the present
Collector of Poona (ex-officio
Political Agent).

Sangli . 1,112 226,128 ,, 9 Thdkur, Brahman : Hindu.
chief)
Nil Political Agent for the Southern

.

342 Minor
Maratha Country.

States. 29,087 3,131,817 1 >99

Total 65,761 6,908,648 4 >2° -



,(c) Bengal (30 States)

Name of State.

Sikkim .

Cooch Behar.

HillTippera*

Bhutan .

Mayurbhanj
(Orissa Tribu-
tary Mahals).

Snrguja + (Chota
Nagpur Tribu¬
tary Mahals).

Kconjhar (Orissa
Tributary Ma¬
hals).

Dhenkanal (Orissa
Tributary Ma¬
hals).

Gangpur (Chota
Nagpur Tribu
tary Mahals).

21 Minor States

Total

Area in
square
miles.

2,8l8

1,307

086

20,000+

4,243

6,055

3,096

1,463

2,51s

13,066

58,652

Population in 1901.

Approxi¬
mate

revenue

(in lakhs
of rupees).

59,014, chiefly Bud¬
dhists and Hindus.

;66,974,chieflyHindus
and Muhammadans.

173,325, chiefly Hin¬
dus.

2 50,ooof, Buddhists.

610,383, chiefly Hin
dus.

351,011

285,758

273,662

238,896

1,189,521

3,998,544

1

24

27

78

Title, race, and religion of
Ruler.

Mahdrdjd, Tibetan : Buddhist,

Maharaja, Kshnttriya: Brah-
mo.

Raja, Kshattriya : Hindu.

Deb Raja, Bhotia : Buddhist.

Raja, Kshattriya: Hindu.

Raja, Ruksel Rajput: Hindu.

Raja, Rajput: Hindu.

Rdjii, Kshattriya : Hindu.

Rdjd, Kshattriya: Hindu.

Salute of
Ruler in
guns.

'5

'3

13

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Designation of loenl Political
Officer.

Political Officer, Sikkim.

Commissioner of Rajshahi (ex-
officio Political Agent).

Commissioner of Chittagong
(ex-officio Political Agent).

Commissioner of Rajshahi {ex-
officio Political Officer).

Commissioner of Orissa {ex-
officio Superintendent of the
Orissa Tributary Mahals).

Commissioner of Chota Nag-
pur {ex-officio Superintendent
of the Chota Nagpur Tribu¬
tary Mahals).

Commissioner of Orissa (r.r-
officio Superintendent of the
Orissa Tributary Mahals).

Commissioner of Chota Nag¬
pur {ex-officio Superintendent
of the Chota Nagpur Tribu¬
tary Mahals).

o
00

* In ioo«> Hill Tippera was transferred to the new Province of Eastrrn Bengal and Assam.
J In 1905 SurgajA, with four other of the Chota Nagpur Tributary Mahals (Jashpur, Udaipur, Korea, an<l Chang

t The figures for Bhutan are estimates only-
Bhakar), was transferred to the Central Provinces.

(d) United Provinces (2 States)

Name of State.
Area in
square
miles.

Population in 1901.

Approxi¬
mate

revenue

(in lakhs
of rupees).

Title, race, and religion of
Ruler.

Salute of Ruler
in guns.

Designation of local Political
Officer.

Rampur 899 533,212, chiefly Hindus
and Muham¬
madans.

33 Nawaby Pathan : Muham-
madan.

13 Commissioner of Bareilly (ex-
officio Political Agent).

Tehri (Garh-
wal).

4,180 268,885, chiefly Hindus. 3 RajAy Kshattriya: Hindu. 11 Commissioner of Kuniaun (ex-
officio Political Agent).

Total 5,079 802,097 36

■o
SO



(t) Punjab (34 States)

Area in
square
miles.

Approxi¬
Name of State. Population in tyoi.

mate
revenue

(in lakhs
of rupees).

Title, race, and religion of
Ruler.

Salute of Ruler
in guns.

Designation of local Political
Officer.

Bahawalpur . 15,000 730,877, chiefly Mu- 24 Nawab, Daudputra : Muhara- 17 Political Agent for the Phftl-
hammadans. madan. kian States and Bnhawalpur.

c / Patiala.. 5,4'i 1,596,69a, chiefly Hin¬
dus and Sikhs.

57 Maharaja, Sidhu Jat : Sikh. '7
!S2

p v) , Nabha . 928 297,949 12 Raja, Sidhu Jat: Sikh. 15 (including 4
II"! guns personal

-

»> >>

i to the present
** chief).
^ VJlnd . 1,^59

630*
283,003 15 >> »» 11

Kapurthala . 314,351, chiefly Mu-
hammadans
and Hindus.

13 Raja, Ahluwalia : Sikh. 11 Commissioner of the Jnllundur
Division (cx-offcio Political
Agent).

Mandi . 1,300 174,045, chiefly Hin¬
dus.

5 Rajat Chandrabansi Rajput:
Hindu.

11 II II

Sirmur (Na- 1,198 OJ tn ON 00 5 Rdjdy Rajput: Hindu. 1 r Commissioner of the Delhi
han). Division (ex-officio Political

Chamba
Agent).

3,216 n7,834 3 11 Commissioner of the Lahore
Division (ex-officio Political

Farldkot
Agent).

643 134,912, Sikhs, Hin¬ 4 Rdjdt Barar Jat: Sikh. 11 Commissioner of the Jullundur
dus,Muham- Division {ex officio Political
madans. Agent).

25 Minor States 7>°47 650,048 „ 17

Total 36,533 4,424,398 1,55

o
o

3
Kj
&
s
£

1*1

ha

o
X
>

* The Raja of KapUrthala also holds large estates in Oudli (about 700 square miles).

(/) Burma (52 States*)

Name ol State.
A rea in
square
miles.

Population in lyot.

Approxi¬
mate

revenue

(in lakhs
of rupees).

Title, race, and religion of
Ruler.

Salute of Ruler
in guns.

Designation of local Political
Officer.

. y

(a) Northern
Shan States.

Hsipaw (Th!-
baw).

5 Minor States

5,086

9,508

104,700, Buddhists.

216,390 ,,

3

2

Sawbwa, Shan: Buddhist. 9 Superintendent, Northern Shan
States.

(5) Southern
Shan States.

Kengtung
Mongnai
Yawnghwe
35 MinorStates

(r) 5 Karen
States

I 2,coo
2,717
2,400

21,374

4,830

190,698 „

44,252 „

95,339
440,270, Buddhists

and Animists.

45.795

■I
4

5

Sawbwa, Shan: Buddhist.
Sawbwa, Shan: Buddhist.
Sawbwa, Shan: Buddhist.

9
9
Nil (Superintendent, Southern Shan

f States.

{d) 3 Minor
States under
separate po¬
litical con¬

trol.

9,096 4°,543t „ if

Total
(approximate)

67,011 I,177,987 13*

Ipi
§
a
§
Co

S
$
Co

All these States, with the exception of the five Karen States forming Karenni, are included in British India, as defined on pp.'59, 60.
- Excluding population and revenue of Kantgye, which are unknown.
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(g) Central Provinces (15 States)

Name of State.
Area in
square
miles.

Population in 1901.

Approxi¬
mate

revenue

(in lakhs
of rupees).

Title, race, and religion of
Ruler.

Salute of Ruler
in guns.

Kalahandi*
(or Karond).

3.745 350,529, chiefly Hin¬
dus.

2 1Raja, Kshattriya : Hindu. 9

Bastar . 13,oft J 306,501, chiefly Ani-
mists.

3 Raja, Kshattriya: Hindu. Nil

Patna* . 3.399 277,748, chiefly Hin¬
dus.

2 Maharaja, Chauhan Rajput:
Hindu.

Nil

Raigarh 1,486 '74>939 i Raja, Gond (Aboriginal). Nil

Sonpur*. 906 '69,s77 ' Raja, Chauhan Rajput: Hindu. Nil

Bamra* . 1,988 "3,378 i Raja, Gangabansi Rajput:
Hindu.

Nil

9 Minor States 5,^49 593,42i „ 11

Total 39,435 ',996,383 21

Designation of local Political
Officer.

Political Agent for the Chhattls-
garh Feudatories.

* In 1905 Kalahandi, Patnft, Sonpur, and Bapira (with the Minor State of RairAkhol) were transferred to Bengal.
o
x
>

(h) Assam (26 States*)

Name of State.
Area in
square
miles.

Population in 1901.

Approxi¬
mate

revenue

(in lakhs
of rupees).

Title, race, and religion of
Ruler.

Salute of Ruler
in guns.

Designation of local Political
Officer.

1
Manipur 8,456 284,465, Hindus and

Animists.
4 Raja, Kshattriya: Hindu I I Political Agent in Manipur. :>

The Khasi
States (25).

3,900 110,519, Khasis and
Christians.

1
i Deputy Commissioner, Khasi

and Jaintia Hills.
3
is
to

S2
£Total ",356 394,984

grandTotal
(approximate)

824,283 68,210,660 25>29

• In 1905 Hill Tippera was transferred from Bengal to the new Province of Eastern Bengal and Assam

O
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■PP.CNDIX 2

ITIri^T-T :'.?AT."S DEI. 'GA..TICN

COLONEL HI*' HJGHN "" TK' VAHAJ;-'.JOF ALTAR, C.C.f'.T., G.C.T.".

HI 3 HIGH?' T" M' G A ICA T B" 3 OR', G.C.S.T., G.C.T. ".

LIEUT!!: *! ""'-COLON'' J. HIT -TGIPr 3;' MA".'!5 T EHOpfL, G.C.T. ., C. .1., C.V.O.

IllUTHWWP-GTN RAT HIT HIGHNT'Sr THE KAHAR' JA CF BIN/n'T., G.C.T.I., G.T.I.".,
&.C.V.O., .3.:., . C. B., ". D. C.

LIEU7ENAHT-CELY!II HIS HIGHNESS THE UAHARAJ ItANA CF DHGLPUR, G.C.I.". ,
K.C.: .T., .C.V.0•

COLONEL HIT HIGHNESS THE "AH'RAJA CF J/:WV AND KASHMIR, G.C.T. ., K.C.V.O.

LUUT-NAOT-COI/irEL HI" !1GKK"SS ?" HAH/'.3 J -T IT." AN AG *R, G.C. . ., G.B.H.

NAJCR«Gr":''3tAL HIT HIGHNESS THE EAHHHJ' OF PATIAL*, G.C.s.I., G.C.T. .,
G. C.V.O., G.B.E., A.D.C.

HIS HIGHNESS THE HA.HAL AJ" OF RH'A., &.C.T. ., .C. .1.

HI" HIGHNESS "UP" CHIEF SAHIB CF P'.NGLI, ' .

SIR FRABH' SHANK,"R PATTANI, K.C.I.E.

SIR DANUBE' T V'HT?, C.S.T.

SARD/iR SAHXBfAPA SULTAN Affi'ED KHAN, C.I.".

N." A,B SIR UHUU'AD AKBAR HYMRT

SIR HE'T, H. ir-ML, C.I. I'., O.B.E.

COLONEL K. N. HAT-A. , C.I.I".

INDIAN STATES A.DVTCPR3

Advisers to the Delegate for Hyderabad,

LTEUTENANT-COLCNFX SIR RICHARD CHENEVIX-TRENCF, C.I.E., O.B.E.

NAAB va.HDI TAR JUNG

sir ahead husain, ;.?'in jung, k.c.i.r., c. .1.

SIR REGINALD GLANCY, K.C.I. ., C. .1.

Adviser to the elegate for the . Indian tates,

PI" AH BAHADUR T. \A.G!IAVTAJ!, C. .1.

Adviser to is ighness the ahnraje Gaekwar of nroda,

RAO BA HABUI KRISHNA!/!.* CHART, C.I.1:.



Adviser for the Orisaa States,

MR. K. C. NEOGY, M.l.A.

Advisers nominated by the Chamber of Erinoes Special Organisation,

mr. l. f. rushbrook-wtlliams, c.b.e.

oaki ali haidar abbasi

sirdar jarmawi das, o.b.e.

di'vah bahadur a. b. latere

rao sahib d. a. surve
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APPENDIX 3

INDIA*? STATES* ET«PRFf!!NTATIVFN

COLONEL HIS HIGHNESS THE MAHARAJA OF ALWA&, G.C.S.T., G.C. I.E.

HIS HIGHNESS THE T'AHARAJ'• GAFKE AK o* H*RODA, G.C.S.T., G.C.I. .

LIEUTENANT-COLONEL HIS HIGHNESS THE NAM OF fflOPAL, G.C.T.F., C.S.I., C.V.O.

LIEUTEHANT-G K SAL HIS HIGHNESS THE MAHARAJA OF BIKAN®, G.C.N.T., G.C.T.E.
G.C.V.O., G.B. f.C.B., ' .D. C.

his hightf::-: ■ tie: ' ♦har/.o of cutch, g.c. .i. , G.c.i.::.

LIEUTKNANT-COI TH-I HI' '?TGIE?" ST THT" T-'AHARA.T REN." "T BHCLPUR, G.C.I.E.,
k»c.s.i., ?:. c.v.o.

HIS HIGHRES" THE MAHARAJLA CF INDORE

COLONEL HIS HIGHNESS THE NAB'RAJ CF JAVKU ALT- KANHNTR, G.C.I. ., K.C.V.O.

COLONEL HIS HIGHNESS THE MAHARAJA CP KAPURTHALA, G.C.S.I., G.C.I. N., G.B.E.

LIEUTENANT-COLONEL HIS HIGHNESS THE MAHARAJA OF N/.'VANAGAR, G.C. G.B.2.

KJUCt-GTTHEAL HIS HIGHNESS THE MAHARAJA OF PATJALA, G.C.S.T., G.C.T.E.,
G. u.V.( .j G. • ., ,.C.C.

HIS FIGHT: Gf? T:ie FAHARAJ* of RE""A, G.C.I. .... K.C.C.I.

HIS HIGHNESS TV C1TT S.'HT '- OF .'.-•••GIT, K.C.I.K.

THE RAJA OF KOREA

THE RAJA OF SARILA

SIR PR' BH/ EHANKAR V'T'K'T, F.C.I.E.

SIR WANUBHAI NANBSHAJTKAR MTHTA, C. :.I.

SARDAR SATUBFADA SULTAN AWEh KHAN, C.I.F.

KA AB SIR NUHAKMA!) AKBAR HTDARI

SIR VIR"/ V. IC'.'IL, C.T. O.B.F.

COLONEL K. N. HAFKAR, C.I.E.

DI"AF BAHAD'TR T. RAGHAVIAH, C.N.I.

NA"AB LI AOAT HAYAT TITAN

I!'"01 'N ST/?'"" BNIK'GATIrN 'WW

Adviser to is ighneas the '"shoreja Gaekwar of Baroda

RAO BAHADUR KRISHNA?'" CH.ARI, C.I.F.
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Advisers to the Delegate for Hyderabad

LIK''""!'D':?-CCl/'T:i:L ;Ti RICHARD C.T."., O.B.P.

HA AB y MIDI TAR JUNG-

Adviser to His ighness the ' aharaje of Tndore

RAI BAHADUR S. V. B/ V'

Adviser to Jaipur rtate

MI BAHADUR PANDIT AFAR PATH ATM

Adviser for Jodhpur "tale

m. J. . TOIB', C.B.F.

Adviser for >shmlr State

PANDIT RAI.'ACHANDRA KAK

Adviser for : ampur tate

SAHIB: .ADA " BDUS AANAD KHAN, C.I, A.

Adviser for the rissa tates

'

R. K. C, NFOGT

Advisers nominated by the Chamber of rinces reoial nrg8nisati on

"B. L. F. iUJAUBRCOK '.'TLI.IAKS., C.B. ..

SIRDAR JAR'FANI DABS, O.B.F.

Secretariat

PR. . H. •. HTTPRI, I.C.' .

R. K. V, :ANIKKAR

VR. N. "ADHAVA RAO
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APPENDIX k

INDIAN STATFS1 BFPRCSirTATir.'S

RAJA OF SARILA (SMALL STATES)

HAI BAHADUR RAJA OUDH KARAIN BTSARYA (BROpAL)

RAD BAHADUR KRISHNA?!/! CHART, C.I. . (BARCnA)

KATAB LIAPAT HTAT<>KHAN ( 'ATIALA)

SR. ■ AJ.- 'L'" HUCSAIN, T. . (KASHMIR)

NA-'AB SIR MUHAMMAD AKBAR HYDART (HYDERABAD AND RF"l)

SIR Mim I "AIL, C.I.I ., O.B.E. (MYSORE)

SIR MANUBHAI N. V.!iHT.A, C.S.I. (BIKAHKR)

RAO BAHADUR FY'BIT IR SUKHDEO PRASAD, C.T. , 0.B.P. (UDATTIR, J*IrYJR AND
JODHPUR)

MO SAHIB P. A. SURVE (KOLHAFUR)

MR. L. F. RPSifBROOK IL'IAFF, C.B.E. (H.VPW.GAR)

INDIAN STATES' DXP'GFTTON STAFF

'"R. R. . '.3B: Y (XHAIRPUR)

SAHIB2ADA MUPTAF /J,I KHAN OF MALSRKOTLA

HAI BAHADUR PANDIT AVAR RATH ATAL (JAIPUR)

LIFUTENANT-COLONFL SIR RICHARD CHPNEVIX-IRWCH, C.T. ., O.B. . (HT ' 'BAD)

MR. C. L. CORFI'XD, M.C. (RF P)

MR. K. V. GODBOLF (THALTAW)

MR. C. G. HERBERT (COCHIN)

VR. V. J. . HYDARI, I. ;.S. (HYD RABAD)

NA-VAB PAHDI YAR JUNG- (HYDERABAD)

PANDIT RAMACJIANDRA KAK (KASHMIR)

YUVABAJ SHRT DIGVTJ'Y- FTNHJI OF LIHBDI (NA'PANAG-AR)

MIR MAC:BUL "AIR'ODD (?ATIAL/ ANT- JHALA A.R)

VR. K. C. N'-'O&Y, M.L.A.

MAJOR PAi'DP (ORCHHA)

MR. K. P NI5Ci',AR (Secretary to His Highness the Chancellor of the
Chamber of Princes)



PAFDIT P. N. PATHAK (PARILA)

SIR FRABHASRANKAR PATTANI, K.C.I.E. (MAVNAGAR)
MR. G. ?. PILLA T (TRAVANC0RE)

MR. B. I. POVi'AR (rOLHAPDR)

m. S. CURESHI (MYSORE)

MR. MABHAVA RA'"^ (MYSORE)

MR. R. K. RANADTVE (BARODA)

MR. C. N. SEPDCB (SAHGLl)

MR. R. K. SORABJI (D/TIA)

MR. J. VF, YOUNG, O.B.E. (JODHPUR)

MR. B. H. PAIDI (RAMFUR)
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APPENDIX 5

London, duly , 193U*

YOUR HI&HNErS,

e venture to write to you under the stress of n danger to both

your country and our own. e understand that Your Highness, in cr.tnmon

with most of the Ruling rince3, view.: the scheme for the government of

India contained in the hite aper with considerable apprehension. "e

would like to assure you that this apprehension is shared by a large and

growing number of people in this country who are determined to do everything

in their power to prevent the scheme being passed by arllament.

e recognise that Your Highness, as "hanee11or of the Chamber of

'rinces, with the help of your "tanding Committee, has the nower to avert

this great danger.

Over and over again the British Government have stated that they will

not proceed upon their course unless the t-inces of Tndie support the

aoheme.

In our opinion, therefore, it is only necessary for the majority of

the rinces to make it clear that they are against the scheme, for its

promoters to be bound by their own pledges to withdraw it.

■ e con well understand the sort of pressure which is brought to beer

upon you and your colleagues] but we venture to assure you that whereas,

if you yield your destruction is certain] if you stand firm you have

nothing to fear.

e have no Hesitation in assuring you of the strong and increasing

opposition to the hite ' aper in this country. lready the best part of

the Conservative arty, which maintains the Government in power, is

either openly opposed or secretly critical of the scheme.

They hesitate largely because it has been represented to the© that

Your Highness and your colleagues have declared in its favour. Tf they

realise that the Princes are against it, their opposition to the scheme in

Parliament oan hardly fail to be successful.
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Tn these circumstances we write to assure Your Highness end, through

you, your colleagues of the Chamber, that, if you stand upon your

convictions in this matter we on our side will guarantee our support;

and will do all in our power to secure you and your fellow rinces against

any attempt to encroach upon your rights and privileges under your

Treaties with the Crown.

("d.) 'i3 Grace The Duke of rgyll

His Grace The Duke of Buocleugh, K.'F.

The "ost Honorable The 'ornuess of Harrington, . .

The Right Honorable The Viscount Hits Alan of Derwent,
Yi*G» , »C» ,

D.H.O.

The ight Honorable The Viscount Bertie of Theme

The l ight Honorable The Viscount Lymington,

The ost Honorable The arquess of Sligo

The Right Honorable The Viscount Chnpplin

"he light Honorable The arl of enmare, C.V.C.

The light Honorable inston Churchill, . C., C. , 1 . .

Her Brace The duchess of Atholl, D.B. ., ' . .

Ledy Houston, D. 3. .

he Right Honorable lord Carson, .C.

The Right Honorable Lord Benbury of outhon, . C.

The ight Honorable Lord AaptM.ll, B.C.C.I., G.C.I. H.

'Hip right Honorable lord Charmrood

The Right Honorable T.ord Lawrence

''he Right Honorable T.ord Redesdale

Brigadier-General f;ir Henry "age Croft, Bt., C., H. \
' ajor—Ganeral :ir Alfred 'nox, F.C.3., C.".G. ,

Va 5or J . . Courtauld, 1 . C., V.

Gir Basil reto, H.P.

Lieutenant—Colonel Air illiam ayland, H. %
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(Sd») Lieutenant-Oomnander ' eter 'gnew, D.'.

Lieutenant-Colonel R. V. K. \pplin, "*« ".D., " . .

Lajor ir "rchibald BoydL-Caroenter,

The Right Honorable Lord Clifford of Chudleigh

The -light Honorable Lord ' ount '"ernle, B.C.

Sir L'ichael O'Hwyer, G.C.I.L., C.S.I.

'atriok Bonner, '.r.

Herbert G. illiems, K.F.

. A. omerville, V. .

Alan Chorlton, ". .

His Grace The Duke of estminster, G.C.V.0., . . .

The Earl of Ypres

The Light Honorable T"he Viscount olmer, .C., . .

The ight Honorable Lord ledonfield

The Right Honorable ord 1 slington, .0., G. . D., G.3.'
T*i r n
w ■ • \ •

The Right Honorable Lord ueeriborough, G.B. .

Admiral of the leet °ir Roger I'eyes, G.C.B., C.' . .,
K.c.v.o., n.s.o.

General "ir George de S. Barrow, G.C.B., .C.L.G.

J/ajor-General ir . G. I . Beynon, G.B., C.I. r. . C,

To

His Highness the -'aharaja of "e.tiala, G.C.S.T., G.C.T. .,
G.C.V.C., G.B.H.
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APPBHDIX 6

"'fitip-lr; House, Hew "rlhi,

rctober 2cth, 1934.

mr DEAR FU'W,
1

e are very thankful to you for having written an important letter

to us (through His Highness the ,reharaja&hira.l of atiala^. e have

perused this vith great interest and we thank you sincerely for your

expression of sympathy and goodwill.

The Chamber of 'rinces in 193? laid down the conditions on which the

iTinces oould consent to Join an *11-India Federation.

Cn the publication of the hite nsper the rincea found thrt many of

these conditions did not find a pi ce in it. Hnturolly the hite aper

proposals were received by us with grave concern. Tn the circumstances

the Chamber, in 'arch 1933» reiterated the specific conditions on which

alone the Frances could accept the Federal proposals. Consequently you

can 3ee that the acceptance of the prinoiple of " ederation itself depends

entirely on the fact whether the deport of the Joint elect Committee

incorporates these conditions.

If the l eport does not contain them, the Chamber of * rinces will be

absolutely free to consider the question de novo,

ith kind regards.

~e remain,

Yours sincerely,

(3d.) Bhupindar Tingh of Fatiala

IJdaibhan Gingh of Fholpur

S. ' • Abasi of Bahawalpur

Ysdnandan ingh of Banna

Toi Rajendre ringh of Jhalawar.

H. A. Gwyirne, sr.,
Editor, The Morning Post,
27, Tudor Street,
London, F.C. k*
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APPSNDIX 7

INDIAN POSTS AND TELEGRAPHS DF^ARTV-XT

21st January, 1935

THE SAX; D2GAI GF SAVANTVADT CHAVBEJt Of PRINCE

'ore than seven million readers of the Daily ail will today read

the following pronouncement in that newspaper regarding the attitude of

Indian rinces. tatement begins in view of approaching publication

of India Constitution ill, extraordinary efforts ere being made by

Executive Government in India to coax, cajole or coerce the Indian rinces

into acceptance of its provisions. They are known to view hite aper

policy with alarm and they have every reason for their fear. If they

are so foolish as to give their consent to it, they will prepare their own

destruction. ' ithin three years or perhaps three months of the foundation

of the hew India, steps will be taken by the extremists of the Congress

Party, who will control the future Indian Government to deprive then of

their position and privileges and these steps beyond any question will

be entirely successful. The rinces must act now and must save themselves

and India. y refusing to associate themselves with the Government

policy, they will render one more signal service to ritish ule in

India. tatement ends.

Rothermere
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APPENDIX 8

TKT)T ' T" ;'0""'XT'tJT'AFHC IP'"" c'ryp

25th January, 1935«

To: The Nawab of Rampur, Pa'-pur

I sen- you This urther Cablegram Giving tracts ' rem "odaya

Pronouncement In The Daily ail on The Indian Crisis Gtop It will be ead

By over f,even illions Renders In Great Britain ftop 'tatemcnt Begins

By Showing Caution In The Pace of The India Governments Blandishments The

Indian "rinces are roving '"'heir wisdom Stop If They adopt the light

course They will Pave nothin - To r,o with The Government of India Bill

They will eject It entirely Stop Its safeguards are worthless Stop

The rinces should Be careful To avoid Traps et Tor Them with 'ronises

of Remissions of Debts or extensions of Territory To erve as Bait top

If they Do allow Themselves To Be Thus caught "heirs will Be The Tate of

The Loyalists of : outhern Trelcnd who were '''old By much The Came arsons

as Those v/ho are nor/ Giving Indie away "hat under The Free State Government

They would Hove equal Treatment and ''air Play "top Pussilanimify ~s the

Guiding Principle of Indian Government "odoy whether In London or In

Delhi Stop If The Indian Princes sacrifice "heir rivileges or osition

In any Important l.espeot They and "heir adherents will For a certainty

within Three Years of the Functioning of The new Government of India

Become Bankrupt Refugees In Foreign Lands top The mind of The ritlsh

Nation Is Rapidly Changing with egard To This Tndian question top

If The Tndian r.inces Holds Past To Their resent ' tetus and tands Firmly

side by side with The rnmense and Rapidly Increasing number of voters Here

who are eterrined To • revent The hite aper surrender "hey will Find

that all "heir rivileges and "heir xelted Position will Be Retained

and strengthened. tatement end3.

Rothermere.
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APPENDIX 9

INDIAN PPCTS AND TEL'"GRAPHS DEPARTMENT

2nd February, 1935*

To: The Hawab of anpur "tate

T send you in thie further Cablegram a passage quoted from r.

pronouncement in todays daily mail on the india crisis stop it will

be rend by over seven million people in great britain stop statement

begins the reported decision of the Indian princes to Hold a seoret

ballot as to the rejection of the india Bill Constitution is to be

most warmly commended stop By killing it at once they will render

immense service to the empire stow they Have firm friends 'ere who are

workin - for them but whose efforts will be paralysed were they to

compromise with a scheme wnich they well know to be calamitous top

If the princes show weakness they will assuredly meet the fate of the

french aristocrats who were so simple as to welcome the revolution of

17^9 but were the first to be robbed of their estates and sent to the

guillotine stop 'Chey will perish or be driven in to exile as miserably

as the russian imperial family and nobilit}- who surrendered to revolution

rtop The extremists of the Congress party count on driving out every

Indian prince within three years stop If the nrlnces flatly refuse

to Have anything more to do with the india bill the;' will kill it dead

end save India. tatenent ends.

Rothermere.
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A. MANUSCRIPT COLLECTIONS

A.l.

Austen Chamberlain Papers

Gwynne Papers

Salisbury Papers

Baldwin Papers

Crewe Papers

Hiardinge Papers

Templewood Papers

Harcourt Butler Papers
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